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NCC 207

If you have A.C. mains
in your house, you have the cheapest and most reliable supply
of current for your set, and

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL

RECTIFIERS

enable you to adapt this supply
in the simplest and most efficient
way.
Here

are

three

of

the popular units—
for
low

high

All

tension,

tension,

and

of

course,

all radio

82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

pl•M•1••••••••».1111.MIIMIEM"

!he

now
the

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd..

purposes.
1.12n lion 01

radio

inators
and
chargers.
You can do the same.

several other types,
suitable for

leading

Westinghouse
Metal
Rectifier in their elim-

grid bias—and there
are,

the

manufacturers are
incorporating

World:* when

(1(1. ,,'1'11.%eys.

University of Southern C.:aïiforrat

pnsure

prom pi
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Head and shoulders above all others
stands the Mullard P.M. series of
radio valves.
They are beyond
comparison—gloriously isolated in
a class or their own.
As atrade friend tells us, this is the
way he puts it to his customers :64 Here's the best Mullard
valve for the job—if you
•know of a better best
buy it."
Because the best Mullard valve is
always the best possible valve, his
advice has doubled both his business
and the number of his friends.
Bear it in mind when you're next
buying radio valves.

Mullard

THE •MASTEIZ•VALVE

Advert :—The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
«eeerii,

A
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IA++ TRANSFORMERS

In the early days of Broadcasting, the coils for most of
the well-known Low Frequency Transformers were
wound by VARLEY. At that
time we were one of the very
few firms who could claim
to have any experience in
the design and production
of Transformer Coils, and
other manufacturers were
not slow to take advantage
of our experience and to
profit by the resources we
were able to place at their

stands up to
high pressure
Hydra Condensers are made to
stand up to high voltages and
heavy rates of discharge.
You
can
buy
Hydra
Condensers
suitable for every radio purpose,
and you can always be certain
that they will live up to their
reputation as "the condenser
NEW
that never breaks down under
REDUCED
normal conditions."
PRICES
Never risk dnuter—
SAFETY FIRST AND HYDRA ALWAYS.
Prices :Tebbal at iltel A.C. Work Volts 240
A.C. znif 26, amf It 4inf 6-.
Tested at moo V.D.C. Work Volts 300 AC.
or 430 D.C.
mf 3IL mf 49. jbd.86
Do not accept asilver grey condenser with() it
the HYDRA label. Others are imitations
and we are not responsible in case of
treakdown.

LOUIS

HOLZMAN

37 Newman St., LONDON, W.1
Telephone: Museum 2641.
1111111113

disposal.
The design of L.F. Transformers
has been in no way neglected by
us in the intervening years. The
fruits of the research and the
experience gained duriog those
years have been concentrated in
the design and production of the
most up-to-date Low Frequency
Transformers — two of which
are even now on the eve of being
released to the public.
Full particulars will
lished later.

be pub-

One of the most interesting of our new Products will
be a Constant Inductance L.F. Choke.
30 Henries
over the whole range (0-100 :Ws).

THE MEETING PLACE
OF ALL THE
EXPERTS OF
THE WORLD
is

the

GREAT

GERMAN

WIRELESS
EXHIBITION
30th Aug.--8th Sept. 1929
Extended

space—

enlarged contents.

103,

Add, of OLIVER FELL CONTROL, LTD.,
KINGSWAY HOUSE,
ICINGS WA Y, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: Holborn 5303.

Information and printed matter to be obtained from
the "Aussteilungs-, Mess& und Fremdenverkehrsamt
der Stadt Berlin,"
Kiinigin-Elisabeth-Strasse 22,
Berlin-Charlottenburg, Germany.
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The Met-Vick
Model (.B,,
A.0 type
Eliminator.
G.B. &
.•

H.T.,

£8 :

G8 MOD EL
AC TYPE 40 -100
PERIC1C,>

rote the
set î upp

feed your
electric
MI &G.B. MODEL A.D.TYPE 25

0

tight sly

Do away with th epiod.cal
charging of accumuer
lator s, and the
renewing
of dry valves
batteries,
by
A.11-Electric
for you

PERIODS

4011/11~

MODEL' B" H.T. &G.B. A.C.TY PE
40-100 Pqi•DS

g valves
and coupling the Met-Vick.
substituting
M etk
set.Model
"istin
B" Eliminator shown above to your
ex
or
with
Connected to a lamp socket
-wall plug the
Met-Vick
"13" will supply you
th
un-varying current for
L.-f., and G.B.
It is retnarkably compact and of regular shape,
and can be easily in:ludecl in existing cabinets

ws.oul

in place of batteries.
-the Met-Vick. Model "13" is also available lot
II.T•

Ask

SPECIAL
A•
c ,pECYCLE
FOR LT
..
AC. VA LVEs

and G.13• only.
Scctioe

yoUr dealer for

telly

here.

"C" of Radio Catalogue which

describes all the elintinators shown

INI

C14

ege.
tUt NAIS e

R.P.
139

At

1-1.7
&G.B.
MODEL D.G.TypE L.T. MODEL D.C.TYPÉ
100-250 VOLTS

AdvertiseMents

-"

ORS

—V1C1i. SUPPLIES
Mere
0,,op..0.1;;nciatra Electa: Industries Ltd.)
ric

155, Charing Cross Road, C 2.
LONDON, W.

The Wireless World" are only accepted Irons firms we behave to be thoroughly reliable.
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RA MO(RAY!)
12 S.

Entirely

meet

British

the

Ration
3•/ or
3-1.

modern

demand
super

ACE
88.

for

efficiency

and splendid value.
fr

As standardized by all
Leading Set Manufacturers.

ADIOGRAND
ii
Mamifactured

THE

sis

TEI,SEN: ELIXTRI-C. CO. 1...m.

"WHITE SPOT"

CHASSIS IS SPECIALLY
GET

THE

FROM

A

BEST

CONE

DESIGNED TO

POSSIBLE

RESULTS

"BLUE SPOT"

UNIT.

•...

Head Offices: A.:tnn Road.

1.14.

Reduced Price
extegos E4sp

e

PATENT TWIN

Peek

FLEX
which reduces self-capacity
losses to a minimum and
is the best flex for loud
speaker extensions, etc.,
is now reduced in
price

BRITISH MADE.
Now made in two models:—
la)PUI...\12, with special fabric Suspended Cone
16!
Fabric Suspended Cones, to St any "WHITE SPOT" Frame, 3,6 each.
Pitted to existing frames in a few minutes ty anyone, with a small
screwdriver.
SUPER, with rich gold fabric suspension
sTANDs to fit either of above
12
E/
1
6 each.
6
'
,root run. Rdaller or 11 .

WOLVERHAMPTON

DIECASTING

Mention of '' The Wireless

3

4d.

to

D.
yard.

Ask your dealer for a 12 yd.
sample coil with fixing pins.
New price - - .3/.11,1

»id fired by

HART BROS. ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

!
er, rn elirert frt..

Great Hampton Street, WOLVER HAMPTON

per

from

CO.,

World," when writing

QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX,
Dealers.

pleas3

send for

sheiecard,

and

aserature.

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Save money and improve your reception by using a PHILIPS
High Tension Supply Unit. Made by the manufacturers of
the famous Philips Receiving Sets and Loud-speakers.
No battery renewal problems, but a constant and powerful
current direct from the mains sufficient for any type of receiver.
Built to last!
Ash your dealer lor further particulars.
TYPE 3002 FOR A.C. MAINS.
6 different positive anode voltiigc ,. Fri ce complete £7 0 O.
TYPE 3003 FOR A.C. MAINS.
For H.T. and Grid Bias Supply. Similar in design to Type 3002 with the addition
of 3 different variable tappine, giving voltages between o and 4o Grid Bias.
Price complete £8 15 0.
TYPE 3005 FOR D.C. MAINS.
2 Viari:11)12 jy,uitive 13/0d, VOILIVS.
Fitted with i
,olating ,ond,n ,en: and saimty
resi,itaneos su that it can be used ori all d.c. mains.
Price wmpleo: £3 17. e

•

PHILIPS
adio
for

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., RADIO DEPT., PHILIPS HOUSE, i45,CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
RI

Advertiçemants far " The Wireless World" ara rutty accebted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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[GOOD TRANSFORMERS,
CHOKES
AND
UNITS
ARE MARKED.

NEGROLAC
t REGIS

Mr. A. B.,
Benderloch.
Scotland,
writes:—

)

Do you wish to increase the
efficiency of your receiving
set 25% ? Bring in long distance
stations hitherto unobtainable
without the aid of extra valves?
Add volume, clarity and selectivity
to your set ?This is the experience
of users of "NEGROLAC "Aerial.
Your set is capable of far better
results. Let us send you pamphlets
giving extracts from technical
reports, testimonials, and full
particulars with sample.
Prices: Coils of 50 ft.

9/•.

Type Yo. 1re.
For L.T. supply.
tapped at 7-9-13 vol ta
for D.C. output of 2-4-6 volts
repectively at zamp.
£1
Stet:n(1.11'y

Type No. 2st.
For H.T. supply.
Secondary output 250 volts roo
£1 10 0

il.. II.

Tste Na 2mg, l'or H.T. and L.T.
Secondaries arranged to give H.T.
250 volts too znilliamps., and LT.
at 7-9•13 volts tamp.
£2 0 0

York,

'The Negroiae'
Aerial in giving

wonderful

',-

"A customer
80 ft. 15,/- Milt,
he
lint
i1111,10Veli
1,..yend ../1
21
100 ft. 18 ,
"- my ex
n
i.e rt
e tra foreign
Itif, withstations with From all first class Radio Dealer:. Refuse oat douht the
tour fern°.
beat on the.
-late% that
ecei vet]

1C1.1,1

wire.

"

The transformer illustrated is
No. aan. Thes.c transformers
areof finest high.class ntaterials
and workmanship and designed
for use with metal rectifiers.
Particulars of other tnialeis,
etc., upon application. Where
desired we make transformers, etc., to specification.

substitutes; if any difficulty ror.le direct. market,
NEG,ROLAC INDOOR
AERIAL. Extraordinarily
efficient.
Prices from --

write tor large Full particulars on request.
illustrated
e to Catalogue. Free on
rumen.

(Farg
N3LF5

j1.7LY 3RD, 1929.

and
well worth the
little

extra ex-

NZ

Goldstori9

LONDON
DEPOT:
5e6. Eden St..
Hampstead Rd..
N.W.1.
'Plume
um 1022/2.

Type No. 2AMB,
For 11.T., LT.
awl Grid Bias. Arranged to give
250 volts too milliarnps.,
L.T. 7-9-13 volts z amp., Grid
Bias ds volts.
£2 10 0
B.
For L.T. giving re
!ett, NO.
at s-3 ainps.
£1 10 0
é

NOTE. — Wheit ordain!: slate mains tollo ce and ¢eriodocity.

L
EicEsTlii,. Partridge & Mee Lid
i
t,Ilelveir
,
St.

74. New baford st
LONDON,

ra?.

Wiiéless
-nd-- World
:.!

Everyinntan
Four
32-PAGE BOOKLET

'.•

:‹
:e
:c
:e

:c:c
Dc
Sc
D;Dc
D:
D:

edst

By W. JAMES.

Price 1/2 post free
From the offices of" THE WI itEI,ESN Wolu.n,"
Dorset notis;.,,Tudor Street, London,

Men t70, o
f'The

WIRELESS

LOU D
SPEAKERS

b,e
,«

EDITION
eg

'Si :
LW.*

s
t
br
ter

PRICE

2/6
net.

Plek

Aa

Wireless
sweaSs

¿CO •t.er

By

Post

‘,.teu

2/8

ee.

giving full Constructional Details of a
remarkably efficient" Two—Control"
Receiver, for Long or Short Waves,
Many constructors have built the set and
have been delighted with its wonderful
quality and range.
The "Everyman Four" is very sensitive
and has a high degree of selectivity.
The Receiver is easily built and very
simple in operation, as it cannot oscillate
if properly set up.
An additional long-wave attachment for
Daventry is described in the booklet.

SECOND

eee

"WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKERS,"
ee,

et",r

by N. W. MeLACHLAN, D.Sc., now in
its second edition, revised throughout
by the author, describes in a simple
manner the major principles of the
design of modern loud-speakers and
some associated circuits.
Clearly written and fully illustrated by
numerous diagrams and photographic
reproductions, the volume will be of
use and value to all constructors and
experimenters desirous of investigating
this vital aspect of wireless reception.

Jfsr

re.
ze

eg

From on booksellers or direct from
'LIPPE tir SONS LIMITED,
Dorset house, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4
W.W. 54.

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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P.C. COUPLING

UNIT.
Complete
with Dumetohms

COMBINED R.C.
COUPLING UNIT
AND
VALVE
HOLDER.
Complete with Q
Dumetohms UP('

uelte
"he W

el

I
°

"V1EE" UNIT
H

ERE it is I A wonderful new
loud speaker unit that sets an
entirely new standard of
Radio reproduction. Thoilgh it
only costs 25/-, it sill re create
'Igoe living artiste in your home
as no other loud speaker unit
has ever done. But then . . .
it's made by .ifiroWit! See it at
your dealer's soon

4.
TOREADOR SCREEN—GRID FOUR."
This
set
incorporates
the latest
• developments in Receiver design — full
• constructional details free on request.

PRICE

UBILIE

PRODUCTS
_RADIO
_
_

.11 anoutaipable from ,e.r
dealer, write direct to us,
citing his name and address.

eiLie>,,,
)1.-E

Dubiller Condenser Co. (1925),
Ltd., Ducat Works, Victoria
Raul, N.A don, London, W.3.
251/C

"A S

AS
Advt. S. G. Brow,

25 ,-

BRITISH

Br Ft TA bOaal
Lie,

enter AVII4Xl. Mesh Atm. VA

"

ie

911%
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SECURE
LOCKED!
INTER LOCKE D
SHOCK
PROOF!
NOISE
PROOF
BREAK
PROOF!

çoo

I.Tne

double length
Cossor filament famedfor
its colossal emission. Note
the seonite bridge holding
it rigidly in position.

2. Around the

two
stout grid supports is
wound- the first grid,
electrically weldedr at
twenty-fire points.

Inter-locked Construction makes
Cossor the strongest ami most
robust Screened Grid Valve ever
produced. Look at the illustrations
—see how each element is rigidly
locked top and bottom—every joint
scientifically welded—a girder.like
construction ensuring absolute
rigidity. Individual movement of
thé electrodes is impossible. Even
the hardest blow cannot disturb
Madoin3types
for

use

with

2, 41 and 6-volt.
Accumulators.

Technical
Data.
Max.
Anode
VIDibi 150, In.potion,. 200,000,
Amplifieution
no_
tor 200, Grid Mar
1.5 rolea at max. anode
Volta. Price
(either type)

22/6

3.Note

the strength
and rigidity of the screen.
Built on four stout supports, and anchored to
seonite insulator.

tfi,9e1,
4. Finally, obserre the

construction of the anode.
Two rectangular nickel
plates are used ribbed
for greater rigidity.

their perfect alignment. This wonderful new Cosmic system of Interlocked Construction is the greatest
step forward in vahe design since
the introduction of the dull emitter
—no other make of Screened Grid
Valve has such enormous strength.
For any Screened Grid Receiver
use Cossor—there is no substitute
for the Cossor patented system of
Inter-locked Construction.

Cossor

Screened Grid
THE ONLY SCREENED GRID VALVE
WITH
INTERLOCKED
CONSTRUCTION

A C. Cosa Ltd Higbbury Grove, Leadoff US.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A GOOD SPEAKER
DE SERVES
GOOD AMPLIFIER.
TO

APPRECIATE

TRUE

THE

REAL

MEANING

OF

RADIO REPRODUCTION
EMPLOY

PUSH-PULL

AMPLIFICATION

FE

Essential for
best results
with a
Moving-Coil
Speaker.

HOLLINWOOD

FERRANTI LTD.

LANCASHIRE

11•1111IMIIMIONWIZZO BBBBBBBBBBBBB 31111 MMMMMMMMMMMM 1113111311111111111111 MMMMMM
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PIE-RT RI X
FOR

PORTABLES

I

List Wb41 2

I

tells

you

I

all about it.

I

MMMMM

...1

pERTRIx
Matte

DRY BATTRIS

BATTERIES
VOLTS.

60
100
•120

WITH

DUSTPROOF

COVE RS AS

Length.
5 in.

DIMENSIONS.
Breadth.
6in.

!fright.
3- in.

13„ in.

6,, in.

3ir in.

10l; in.

6l;in.

3

ABOVE:
PRICE.

in.

SPECIAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
(tons,' lid type. tapped every 3 voile).
I/mENsioNs
Price
DISCHARGE CURRENT
Length, jBreadth.
Height.
up to:
VOL ES.
100
12 Milliamperes
1
01
¡ 5
3I
l
e
.
13t»
103
12 Milliamperes
I
97,
5
3
14/.

I

• As specified for the "Europa Portable.
All the above batteries ran be economically discharged at rates up to
I2 milliamperes, not 6milliamps, as is usual for this siz, of battery.

The ideal battery for the portable
set—because—
It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
*It is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
same size of cells.
Its internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling devices are
unnecessary.
It gives 60%-100% longer service according to the rate of discharge.
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
battery.
•The great majority of portable sets have batteries 1.0o urns'
for them in order to reduce the sise and weight of the set.

WRITE FOR FREE LIST

PERTRIX LTD.

120, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1

.4.1uert7sements for " The W reless World" are only accepted from firms we bebeve to be thoroughly reliable.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
eolunins is :
12

FOR

RIX!AVERS

ADVERTISEMENTS

words or less. 1 - and id.
additional word.

in

ux« 1<X1---------;------.,J_dj
_,_.ONE > -- W A

for every

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address mast be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence 01 fresh
instructions the entire `.` copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions
; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date or issue) at the Heal Offices of " The Wireless
World." Dorset House, -Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry I Guildhall Builtlinea,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate. Marscheck-r : 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
• Advertisements that arri
ve t
oo
l
at
e for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
adverlisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

.Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisemints should be made
payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd.. and crossed
-- Notes
being
untrac cable if lost in transit s'o ild not tit sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement.
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printed'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may te
addresseeIto numbers at "The Wireless World " (Mee.
When this is desired, the sum of 61. to defray the cost of
egistration and to cover postage on replies limit be added
to the advertisement charge, which
t include the
words Box ono, c/o " The Wireless World.' Only the
nninlar will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. coo, cío "The 'Wireless World,"
Dorset Douse, Tudor Street, London, E.C..1. Readers lake
reply la Box No. adrertisements are warned against sendine
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
in all pith cases the USC Ofthe Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearl,v marked "Deposit
Department."

our

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
:fhe tinte allowed for decision is three days, counting
front receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned te.
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remil
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being ni
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each paye.
carriage one. way. - The seller takes the risk of loss or
tiainagt in transit, forwhIch we take no responsibility. Foi
all transactions up to ‘ro, adeposit fee of rt- is charged ;on
transactions over 1
.1
is and under Lso, the fee is 2,; over
£50, jk-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe el: Sore:
Limited.
THE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

UNLICENSED

A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-coestrue ted
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
&else thc set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The percent desiring to sell, in sending is particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied' with his purchase, the sum
realised will bc forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
" The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser ot the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

A highly efficient instrument.

FOR

SALE.

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
Lioctors.—Itead advertisement under M istill tomtit

(0264
Q -VALVE Alliwave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
eJ perfect; 44.—V. Taylor. 57. Studley Rd., StockLondon.
(0274
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VE TRAP
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10.6 eac:t.

EAD
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B. & J. WIRELESS CO.,
2, Athelstane Mews, N.4.

and MORRIS, Ltd..

rpiri Mains Pioneers in 1924, who equipped 29 Lon
.1.
doe hospitals witai sets using no batteries.
sTILI. Ahead with All Mains Work.

lechway

14-A1NS Seta; £8 to £80.
iii1.1311NATolts,
A.C., or D.C.: from £3 to
£27 for De Luxe il.T. and LT. combined unit
using metal rectifiers and high resistance meters.
1 OW-TENSION Eliminators.'

Riv..1:»10

PRODUCTS

A NOTHER B ULGIN LINE

R
R

inicuLous to use Accumulators when the Long.
ton
L.T. Unit
Permanently
Replaces
them,
nsing A.C. mains instead and giving up to 6 volts
at will; still as vins- after 2 years' hard work; sup.
plied to hospital, her, and abroad; complete ano ready
tor nsc, 115/. to 133/,
Condensers.

ELEt.r.PROLVTIC

DECOUPLING
RESIST AN CES

'Ii LECTROLYTI( Condensers, 2,000 mid.; by post,
13/-; the first on the market eqd e ill demon.
strably supreme (provable by meters). make. L.T.
from A.C. or D.C. mains simple.
ME OVINO -COIL Speakers.

For use with all S.C.
Valves. Non-inductively wound and fitted
with terminals. Our
usual high class finish
Iki:XD FOR

R

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle
-sit bark of Warlings). Orford St.. W.
kl toeinit 7981.
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.F. BULGIN&C—5-15.11. Cerrito,.
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"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Pot Particulars see Miscelaneans Advert se meats.

CHAPEL ST.,. 19'4110,11, N,W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. 1P.M.

LAW

COPPER 8r ALUMINIUM
SCREENS

SG.
. R

ECEIVER
ON

COMPLETE

WITH

22s. 6d•

BASE

"Wireless World" S.G.
Portable box 12 a.

BOARD i

Multiple

Valve

ANY SCREEN

TO ORDER.

Trade

enquir;es invited.

and Wholesale

LOCK-ATKINSON WIRELESS,
95, Great Titch field Street, W. h.
P

l'a.r»

ADIO Gramophones.

SECOND-HAND Sets and Speakers -Cheap.

t.

(faces
'Phone:
[5140
WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotee..
For one who is deterniined to keep abreast of tlie
times, there are alwl.YS new componenta to be bought,
and sets anti lond-speakers to be' aupereciled.
A l' the Sarno Time, the would-be buyer la o ft en
deterred from buying because he knows that
there will be still one more pie., of apparatus left en
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.

W E Ilave Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsolete Apparatus to these who are net fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and will
rake such apparatus or eo urrts ,, tuclui u, )/1 -.Jv id ng they
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
new set, loud-speaker or component required.
A LL We Ask is that You should Send Meng a List
of Your Old Apparatus ' together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus tu
te inspect, when we will make you a lair tiffe.
Yon Approve of this Yen ran Send Your Itentit•
tattee for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old apparatus and you rio not approve of our offer, we will
',Aunt carriage paid.
111IIE Principal of this Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the SI, rling Telephone l'o., radio
expert to the (leurrai Elect rie Co., and (21.1i l'Ina 11 of
the Technical Committee of the National Assoriation
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give adviee to
those who are desirous et purchasing apparatus; wo
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your partiewar purpose; 3'01.1 >aft IhUnry
by
11511,ing genuine expert advice.

D"N''1'
Forget We Will Take Your
or Ceniponents in Part Exchange,

Old

Receiver

WE Will Also Build Any Sets to Specification
nla,coni royalties payable), and install anywhere
is the British Isles; sets modernised; senil for esti.
teal c. -Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishers:Ile,
Prest on.
Tel. : 1364.
10226
DaYdon
ROILS
eorporat ing

Portable Regional Pive Model inCelestion
speaker
and wave-baud
switching, as new, only month old, cost 17 guineas
with spare accumulator, £12; also quantity parts
Iturnilept pies-rip C.A.V. speaker, R.C.C. units, con.
ibmsers, me., list; tallera alter 7 p.ni.-114, Worple
Winibletien.
[5382

F

VALVES
(2, 4 and 6 volts)
G.P. and R.C.
3/9
SUPER-POWER 61.3

POWER - • 4:9
SCREEN-GRID 7;13

(Even. valve guarnitkaij
Actual Makers: METEOR VALVES,
169, New King's Road, London, S.W.6.

OIS Sale.—Geeephone latest model 8-valve super
heterodyne condition as new, complete with 11.T.
anil L.T. accumulators and Geeophotie cone loudspeaker; sala price £70, will accept £25 or nearest.
ffr.r. tiox 2005, clo The IV irder d
5
53
35
79
2

R

-t . Resistamee Capin:ay Coupler A, Fount) rah.
able
lug
condenser,
p.m.4 valve,
McMichael li.2 choke (Senior);
0.00035,
all new; 25/. lot. Threadkcil, 88, Cemetery Rd., Ipsw i
c h.

nURNDEPT

Ethophone Five, cotnplete coils, 4 Mel:
lard valves, 120-volt Oldham 11.1'. aciminulatitr.
2 4-volt L.T. accumulators, Tidag em,,,spéiiker, ill pr.r.
feet ismilition, as new, mist .C48, all for £18, 'ais
be heard by appointment at
Court.; a la ios .
35
,1:
eossar MeltAY, £51 10.—Bog 1923, do 2'h e It•ireless
World.

Mention -of. 'The Wireless World," when
writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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AMATEUR STATUS.
N the leading article in our issue of June 19th we

drew attention to the contrast in the treatment meted
out to the amateur transmitter in Britain and in the
United States of America. Here every effort appears to
be made by the Post Office authorities to crush amateur
activities and limit the number of amateur transmitters
to a mere handful by imposing cumbersome and, we
think, unnecessary restrictions, which even the Post
Office officials themselves seem unable to interpret.
Something should be done, if only in the interest of
the country generally, to revive the transmitting amateur and give him a reasonable place in the ether, a
place at least comparable with the status enjoyed by
American amateurs across the Atlantic.
U.S. Signal Corps Co-operation.
We pointed out in our leader that the Signal Corps
in America co-operates closely with the transmitting
radio amateurs and, amongst other things, undertakes to
render " such encouragement and assistance as may be
Il

3

desirable to firmly establish and perpetuate the American amateur."
•
We do not want to lay the blame for the present position on the amateur himself, but we must confess that
our feeling is that the amateur has permitted himself
to be crushed without even showing the resentment of
the proverbial worm. After the War, and for anumber
of years, the Radio Society of Great Britain was a very
dominant factor in the affairs of the British amateur,
and it was through the activity of that body that facilities
for experimental work were wrested from the Post Office
(for nothing was given away in those days, and every
concession was feught for inéh by inch). But to-day
the Radio Society has, as far as -the evidence goes to
show, allowed the Post Office to deprive the amateur
of a great deal which had been so hardly fought for and
eventually won in the days gone by.
Iorthe'utinateur Himself to Blame ?

CONTENTS OF THIS ISSUE.
MODULATED W AVENIETER. By H. B. D EAL'
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We do. not wish in any way to criticise -the work of
individuals at present responsible for directing the
destinies of the Radio Society, but we feel our suggestions'
will not be misunderstood if we say that looking into
the present conduct of the •Society as compared with
past days, we think the trouble lies in the fact that the
present executive is composed of individuals who are such
enthusiastic transmitters and experimenters themselves
that they have not the time, nor perhaps even the inclination, to be concerned with affairs of administration
and the politics of wireless, and yet their very existence
must depend on the way in which their Society and others
connected with amateur activities handle the politics
of the situation. Although the Radio Society may no
doubt have gained in popularity amongst transmitting
amateurs, we feel that it has lost something of its old
reputation as a body prepared to fight to the bitter end,
if necessary, for the rights of the amateur.
Letters
from readers indicate quite clearly that the necessary
enthusiasm still exists which would ensure a success
being made of the amateur transmitting movement, if it
were not for the unreasonable attitude which has been
taken up by the Post Office, an attitude which has so
disheartened our best amateurs that many have
given up their transmitting licences.
The urgent
need of the moment is for the transmitting amateurs •
to prepare a strong case to justify their existence, and
proceed by every -means to re-establish themselves with
thé authorities, and particularly gain the support of those
branches of the services which are in aposition not only
to justify the amateur, but to make of the transmitting
amateurs collectively a first-class national asset.•
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An Aid to Accurate
Tuning and
Distant Reception.

By

H.

'

B. DENT.

N spite of what has so often been said to the contrary, there is, at the present time, much pleasure
and enjoyment to be found in listening to distant
transmissions; indeed, modern receivers, whether they
have one or more H.F. stages, ate quite capable of
picking up and reproducing at comfortable loud speaker
strength items broadcast from a source some thousand
miles or so from the receiver. Such sets are naturally
rather difficult to adjust to any desired wavelength,
since a powerful signal on a near-by wavelength will
act as a magnet to the operator, F.nd weaker signals,
possibly of greater interest if capable of accurate tuning
in, will be overlooked or more likely swamped owing
to the difficulty of isolating them from the giants
of the ether.
Familiarity with the receiver will eventually overcome this difficulty, but it takes time ;moreover, many
experimenters' sets rarely live long enough for the
owner to become really familiar with them. A good set
capable of great things is more often than not modified
owing to the tedium of adjustment, even though with

all circuits correctly tuned surprising results can be
obtained. A set which shows promise should .not be
relegated to the background before it has been given an
opportunity to justify. its existence, and if adjustment.
is critical, why not help things out by means of a wavemeter? The instrument which is to be described here
should prove an invaluable accessory to all those indulging in long-distance reception, and while, perhaps.
a little more ambitious than those generally used, will
be found far more satisfactory, since it possesses a
degree of selectivity extremely difficult to achieve—if at
all possible—with the popular buzzer type. Briefly,
the arrangement consists of a heterodyne wavemeter
with a low-frequency signal superimposed on the H.F.
oscillations.
It possesses, therefore, the selectivity of the heterodyne type coupled with the advantages of the buzzer
arrangement, since an audible signal can be heard in the
loud speaker without causing the set to oscillate. Quite
apart from the fact that .a reradiating aerial is not in
keeping with the courtesies of the ether, few modern
sets fitted with real H.F. stages incorporate a reaction
circuit.
Modulation

4
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Theoretical circuit. C1 — 0.0005 nett.
0.01 red.
are general purpose valves.

L7r.

V1 and VI

by

Additional Valve.

From the theoretical arrangement of the wavemeter,
which is given in the circuit diagram, it will be seen
that two valves are used. V, is an H.F. oscillator and
V2 a low-frequency modulator.
A few may look
askance at this, and regard it as somewhat extravagant,
so perhaps it would be as well at the outset to state that
any general-purpose type of valve, provided it is in
reasonably good condition, can be used. The advent
of the screen-grid valves must have displaced one or
more three-electrode valves of the H.F. type, and since
these are now probably decorating a shelf, here is a
useful job for them to do before they come to an
untimely end by being swept off during the bi-annual
clean-up of the workshop.
6
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Modulated Wavemeter.—

The question of H.T. and
L.T. need not be regarded
as a serious ,drawback, because the spare accumulator can be pressed into
service on the occasions the
wavemeter will be required,
and as for H.T., a 36-volt,
small-size battery will suffice
for the best part of a year.
Most of the components
can be salved from the
spare parts box, but it
would be advisable to use
Details of the two coils.
' L3 and L. are wound on the two—slot former and each has
5,000 turns
of No. 40 S.W.C. enamelled wire.
a really good logarithmic
type variable condenser. This is the only item that
chosen, and this was found rather difficult to achieve
need be purchased, provided that the other suitable
with a transformer, although various types were
parts can be found in the workshop. By fitting the
tried.
same type condenser as used in the model illustrated
Possibly some readers may be more fortunate than
much time will be saved in calibrating the instrument,
the writer, so that, should it be decided to try out the
since the curve given here can be redrawn on graph
idea, it is suggested that the arrangement which is most
paper by shifting the condenser graduations right or
likely to be workable is that in which the primary is
left, as the case may be, after taking one or two check
used as the tuned grid coil and the secondary as the
readings on some of the B.B.C. or Continental stations
reaction coil.
whose wavelength can be relied on.
Modulation Method.
•

With a fixed condenser of o.or mfd., the grid coil
will require an inductance of about 3 henrys to proNow a word or two with regard to the modulator
duce an audible note of the order of goo cycles. The
circuit. Originally a discarded L.F. transformer was
majority of old transformer primaries show a much
tried, but subsequent tests proved this to be unsatishigher inductance than this, especially as there is no
factory, and finally recourse was made to air-cored
D.C. through the coil which, by virtue of its effect on
coils. A modulating frequency of about goo cycles was
the permeability of the iron circuit, generally causes the
primary to lose some of its henrys.
However, the construction of the slab
type inductances will be found reasonably simple, and probably lead to a
considerable saving of time in the
end.
The only other matter of interest
3
that requires comment is the method of
mixing the low- and the high-frequency
oscillations.
It was this, more than
any other consideration, that led to the
choice of two valves. A single valve
oscillating at both frequencies could be
made to work at times, but the arrange3 /1 "
e
ment was somewhat uncertain in its
operation. The most serious snag of
all, however, was met with in the mixing department, and although various
arrangements were tried, no simple
3y;
means of controlling the amount of 12
L.F. modulation could be devised. A
superabundance of L.F. leads to poor
selectivity. The envelope of the H.F.
Dimensions and drilling data of the panel
oscillations must be very lightly .moduand terminal battens. Sizes of holes are
as follows:
A =. 7,161n.;
13 = 5,16in.;
lated, otherwise the waveméter becomes
C = 7 32M. ; 0= l'8in, countersunk for
no better than one of the buzzer type.
No. 4 wood screws; E
1,81n. counters uak
fog No. 6 B.A. screws.
The method chosen here offers one
1
solution to the problem, although others
may suggest themselves to the reader,
Air-core Audio Oscillator.

B
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Modulated Wavemeter.—

and enables the amount of L.F. energy
14
23
/
4
introduced into the H.F. circuit to be
varied within very wide limits.
The
low potential end of the modulator cirly
cuit, C„ Ls,is connected to a tapping
on the coil L, of the H.F. oscillator
this is taken out at the tenth turn from
(2)
the filament end. The amount of L.F.
mixing with the H.F. can be made
greater or less by shifting the tapping
nearer to, or away from, the grid end of
j:11
this coil.
re-o -\ I
A plug-in H.F. oscillator, consisting
I.
pf coils L, and Ls,wound on aColvern
six-pin former, is employed, since it
renders the wavemeter flexible, and to
extend its usefulness either to higher or
lower bands suitable coils can •be
12
wound and Pugged in when required.
The construction is, relatively speakBaseboard layout. The modulator coils are shown on the left.
ing, simple, and does not call for der
tailed description.
Accordingly, this
Having constructed the former in accordance with
will be dealt with in the briefest manner possible. The
the details given in the drawings, the next step is to
panel and baseboard presenting no difficulties, attenwind each slot with 5.000 turns of No. 40 S.W.G. enamtion will be directed to the two coils. The modulator
elled wire. About 6oz. will be required. Both coils
coils, L„ and L„ will be taken first. As will be seen
are wound in the same direction, the inners and outers
from the illustrations and drawings, both grid and plate
being brought out to soldering tags fixed to one endcoils are wound on a two-slot former built up from
cheek. Wire of this fine gauge is easily broken where
pieces of ebonite held together by a screw passing
it passes through the small holes in the centre of the
through clearance holes in the centre of each piece.
former, and it is recommended that a few turns of a
Square checks have been used because this is the
simplest form of construction and does not call for access stouter gauge wire, or preferably Litz if available, should
be put on first, and the line wire soldered to this. The
to alathe, as would be the case if a bobbin turned from
same precaution can be taken with the finishing ends,
a solid block of ebonite were employed.
although a break here is
not so serious, since they
are readily accessible.
When connecting the coil
in the circuit it is necessary
only to remember that if the
outer of the grid coil goes
to the grid of the valve, the
inner of the reaction coil
(anode coil) should be connected to the anode of the
valve.
The H.F. oscillator coils
are wound on a ribbed
former, the grid coil being
put on first and the reaction
winding supported on el.
spacers over the low .potential end. For the grid coil
70 turns of No. 26 S.W.G.
D.C.C. will be required;
this is close wound ;while
the reaction coil contains 12
turns of No. 34 S.W.G.
D.C.C. wire spaced 16 turns
to the inch. When winding L„ a tapping should be
Rear view of the ‘va‘i. meter
The right-hand valve is the H.F. oscillator and the modulator is on the left.
made at the loth turn from
8
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OF

1 Ebonite panel, 12 x7 x l3ein.
2 Ebonite terminal strips, 3
2 Valve holders (Formo).
1 Variable condenser. 0.0005 mid. Log. (Marconiphone).
1 Dial, 0-180'.
I On and off switch (Bulgin).
I Pair 3in, panel brackets (Cameo).

5

PARTS.
.1 former, 6-pin (Colvern Type R.P.).
1 Base. 6-pin, with terminals (Colvern).
1 Fixed condenser, 0.01 mfd. (T.C.C.).
4 Nickel-plated terminals (Belling-Lee).
6 ots. No. 40 enamelled wire for modulator coil.
Quantity No. 26 and No. 31 D.C.C. wire, Sistoftex, ebonite.
screws. etc.

Approximate cost. excluding valves. £2 8s.

the L.T. negative end: that is to say, from the bottom
of the coil in the physical sense. Both coils are wound
in the same direction.
It was mentioned earlier that a 36-volt battery will be
required; actually the working H.T. voltage is
less than this, and will probably vary with different

terminal and the high-tension battery, or between pins
3 and 5 on the coil base.
The calibration of the wavemeter will be a tedious
job, unless a logarithmic condenser is fitted, but it can
be achieved by making use of the measured wavelengths of some of the more important B.B.C.

Wiring pian of the baseboard and panel.

valves. The original model was fitted with a Marconi
Osram H.L.2io as H.F. oscillator, and aMazda G.P.2To
as modulator. This arrangement worked very nicely
with 24 volts H.T. If the modulator part of the unit
is functioning correctly. it will be possible to hear the
modulating frequency by connecting a pair of telephones, or a loud speaker, between the H.T. positive
B9

and Continental stations published from time to time
in these pages.
A logarithmic condenser of the type used in the model,
however, solves all our difficulties, since it is possible
to redraw the calibration chart given by making one
check reading on a station whose wavelength can be
relied on,, -and engraving a short line on the panel as an

Wfiln11®00
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Modulated Wavemeter.—
indicator. For example, 358 métres (2LO's wave.length) corresponded to the 76-degree mark on the con-

-

H.F. OSCILLATOR VALVE
MARCONI H.L. 210
MODULATOR VALVE
MAZDA GP. 210
L.T. 2 VOLTS
RT. 24 VOCTS
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denser dial of the model. A o-18o scale is adopted.!
Another check wavelength would be 482.3 metres'
(5GB); this corresponds to the 118.5-degree mark on
the condenser dial. The procedure is as follows.
Calibration by Station Settings.
Accurately tune-in whichever station is the most convenient, and strictly limit the input to the set, either by
means of a series condenser or a short indoor aerial.
Wait until an interval occurs in the transmission, and
then take a "snap " reading with the wavemeter.
Refer to the chart and mark a line, lightly at first, on
the panel, so that this corresponds with the dial setting
for the particulat wavelength chosen; the chart should
be prepared beforehand, of course. The following table
has been prepared, since it may be difficult to reproduce the chart from the one given here, owing to the
small scale. •
Condenser divisions on
a 180° dial.
20
40
60

___

—

•

Calibration chart taken from a standard wavemeter and
the valves and condenser mentioned In the text.

using

Wavelength
(metres).
218
264
.315
368
420
488
551.5
622

100
120
140
150

Before engraving the line deeply, it would be wise to
take one or more check readings on stations of known
wavelength and make certain that the wavemeter is in
agreement.

l•
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TRANSMITTERS' NOTES.

followed by the figure 7 to distinguish
them from stations in the Malay States,
which have the same prefix.
The
following
nationality
prefixes
should be added to the list previously
pull ished :—
mg—Persia (in place of RV), 7K—Cook Island
TJE—Satnoa. ZP—Paraguay.

Russian Stations.
Mr. A. Lambourne has kindly sent us
a further list of Russian stations in the
first district, from which we give the
0000
following, which have not yet appeared
in the Radio Amateur Call Book :-Temporary South African Can-Sign.
EU IAL (ex 14RB,
iM. Smirnovsky, Omsk.
. Mr. T. M. Yule (ZU6C) is temporarily
EU IAM (ex 27RB, M. Kotelinokov, Novosibirsk.
in Rhodesia, and has been allotted the
EU IAN (ex SORB ,M. Pavlyneheiko, Habarovsk.
EU 1A0 (ex 72RB), M, Solonmi, litysk.
call-sign VQ2ND; his address is cio
EU 1AQ (ex 29RW), M. Seleiner, Tomsk.
Anglo-American
Corporation,
N'dola,
EU lAR (ex 60RW), M. Pivovarov, Omsk.
Northern Rhodesia.
EU lAS M. Sheptunov, Novosibirsk.
'

000 0

Belgian Transmitter.
• ON4HL, M. H. Thomas, is transmitting from 16 Boulevard des Martyns,
Ghent, with a Mesny circuit., and an
input of 8 watts, and will welcome
reports from B.R.S.
stations,
which
should be sent to him direct to save
time.
000 0

Nationality Prefixes.
With reference to the note on page 613
of our issue of June 12th, our correspondent in Ceylon now informs us that the
postal authorities have allotted amateur
stations in that country the prefix VS,

0000

New Call.signs and Stations Identified.
agAw (ex 2AHX), W. F. C. Geraghty, 5, Benson St.,
Norton, Stockton-on-Tees.
OM
S. Townsend, Barnwood House, Gloucester,
transmits on 7,000 kC. band and will
welcome reports.
Ping
G. Marcuse, Dunedin, Caterham Valley,
Surrey. (Change of address.)
05110
H. Osborne, 77, Barrett Rd., London, E.I7.
515P0
H. J. Pollard, Mo 35, Beresford Ave., Bebington, Cheshire. (Change of address.)
058L
Mx 2AZD), W. H. Slough, 40, Station Rd.,
London, N.3.
GUT
R. R. Morrison, Spring Grove, Kilbarchan,
Johnstone, Renfrewshire. (Returns to old
address.)
Gem K. F. Hardie, 117, Evering Rd., London, N.16.
(Change of address.)
GlIQF
A. M. Robertson, The Tower, 5, Burford Rd.,
Whalley Range, Manchester.
•
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The Admiralty List of Wireless Signals, 1929, including direction-finding
stations, land stations communicating with
ships and aircraft, wireless beacons and
fog-signals, meteorological and time signals, with extracts from the. General
Regulations under the International Convention of Washington, in so far as they
are applicable to ships and aircraft, and
from the special regulations affecting warships issued by various foreign governments. Compiled by the Hydrographie
Dept., Admiralty.
Published by 11.M.
Stationery Office and sold by J. D. Potter,
145, Minories, FI.C.3. Price 6s. 6d. net.
000ci
Wireless Echoes of Long. Delay, by,
Prof. P. 0 Pedersen, Principal of the
Royal Technical College, Copenhagen..
Pp. 48, with 12 diagrams. Published (in:
English) by A. F. Host and &in, Copenhagen. Price Kr. 2.40.
0000
On the Lichtenberg Figures, Par t
III, The Positive Figures, by Prof. P. 0..
Pedersen. Pp. 137, with 36 diagrams and.
28 plates. Published (in English) by A.
F. 'last and Sein, Copenhagen
Price
Kr. 10.
KO
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With any new development a Ugh standard of perfection is not expected al the onset.

To accomplish the aim while .giving even

elide results is an achievement that must be encouraged and heralded with appreciation.
From this standpoint technical progress in the ficld of both television and picture telegraphy has been carefully recorded in these
pages, rigidly avoiding prejudice on the one hand, yet on the other dieinguishing between extravagant claims and well-founded
inventions that will bear scientific investigation.
"

1.

TELEVISION 4zge Milliqy!ystein
First Description of a New Receiver Shortly to be Seen in this Country.

A

S long, ago as March, 1924, there appeared in The
Wireless World a detailed description of the
research work then being conducted towards the
achievement of apractical system of television by Penes
von Mihály; •His experiments dated back to 1913, and
be claimed his first success in .J
tine, 1919. Much has
been heard from Germany during recent months concerning this system of television which, it is claimed,
possesses commercial potentialities. It is through the
courtesy of the inventor that, the writer has been .
privileged to 'Oçamine the receiving equipments of this
system and ;jvhich Herr Mihaly described and discussed in every detail. We have seen that after close
investigation: support has. been given to the Mihály in.
.

•: t
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extremely simple compared with the complex conditions
which the radio amateur is called t.yon to study in the
use of valve receiving sets.
For the moment we are
interested only in the television receiving apparatus.
Scanning Disc and Neon Lamp.

As with other systems, this depends upon a rotating
disc, with holes near its edge arranged as a single turn
of a spiral. Readers are familiar with the purpose and
design of such a disc. The holes are viewed through
an aperture roughly eqtial .in width to the arc between
successive holes, the depth of the aperture being the
difference in radius between the hole nearest the circumference and that nearest the centre.
Immediately

:

•

The Mihaly home television receiver, a model designed
to sell at a popular price. At the front is the tt phasin
control" which rotates the electromagnet.

behind the disc and coinciding with the outline of the
ventions by the German Post Office, and by their
aperture is the cathode plate of a neon tube.
This
co-operation 'television transmissions have been taking
place from the 4 kW. broadcasting statiQn at Witzleben. • plate is caused to glow with varying luminosity by the
changing currents of the output of the receiver. Th.3,
Television methods, as we know them to-day, are

8
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Television by the Mihaly System.—

when the cathode is viewed through the holes in the
rotating disc, a picture is formed bv the process of
causing the cathode to glow when the holes take up
positions representing the white portions of the image.
Without describing the precise form of apparatus
used at the transmitter, it is obvious that the object
must be " scanned " and analysed into small areas, the
light values of which are eventually conveyed to the
neon tube at the, receiver.
The extreme sensitiveness

JULY 3rd. 1929.

For television broadcast, phonic wheel synchronising
is unworkable owing to discrepancies in the frequency
of the supply. This is at once appreciated by considering the effect on successive holes as they cross the
aperture in forming a single image, assuming an error
in the supply frequency as small as 2 per cent. In
this case where each transverse line on the object is
traversed in .„;,„th second a single hob of a 3o-hole
disc will have crossed the aperture in

10.2 x 30

seconds.

A 3o-hole disc sweeps an angle of 12°
between successive holes, but with the
2 per cent. error an angle of I2.24' will
be traversed at the receiver corresponding to 12' at the transmitter.
In the
passing of 30 holes, therefore, the 2 per
cont, error still remains and gives the
cumulative error of 367,2° rotation in
place of 360°. An image 12° in width
therefore possesses a displacement error
of no less than 7.2° in a single revolution, or in the space of time il
oth second.,•
Before a single image is completed its square formation becomes spread out to.,
a wide parallelogram, and in the course •
of a second the ten images have become
spread out in the form of e spiral exConstructional details of the receiver. (a) Ebonite disc with 30 holes forming a
single spiral, (b) drum carrying 10 iron segments (c). (d) electromagnet energised
tending over nearly quarter of the rotafrom 5,1 cycle A.C. supply mains, (e) phasing correction control, (f) neon lamp
deriving current from a rectifying valve connected to the output of the radio receiver.
tion of the disc.
This point has been
explained at length to show conclusively
that the small errors met with in supply frequencies
of the modern photoelectric cell has removed many of
the difficulties met with in the design of the transmitter,
rule out this method, excepting, perhaps, where transmitter and receiver have mains common to them both.
and for the Mihály system it is claimed that the transmitting equipment functions with normal conditions of
Even in these circumstances a synchronising frequency
lighting. Photocell and neon lamp having reached a of 5o cycles is too low to be usefully employed.
state of perfection permitting of the conveying of the
" Inter—line" Synchronising.
light values from transmitter to receiver, we look with
In a small booklet which is issued, describing the
critical interest in any proposed system of television to
Mil41y apparatus, it is stated that where supply mains
the methods employed for causing the picture analysing
are not available a tuning fork synchroniser is proapparatus of the transmitter running in close step with
vided intended for working from a 4-volt accumulator
the•picture assembling disc at the receiver. We know
or three primary cells. The cumulative error arising
how these difficulties have been overcome in photofrom local synchronising prevents the adoption in home
telegraphy, and it is in the merits of the synchronising
equipment of the simple fork control, and as this progear that television succeeds or fails
posal was described by Middy many years ago, we
Mains Synchronising Unsatisfactory.
can safely assume that he is now turning his attention
to new methods.
In the apparatus before us the revolving disc must
To interpose the synchronising signal between each
be run at a definite speed related to the rotating parts
at the transmitter. For this purpose a cylinder has
been mounted on the shaft beneath the disc. It carries
ten iron bars which, when rotating, move before the
poles of an electromagnet which is energised from the
alternating current supply mains.
'A 50-cycle supply
would thus energise the magnet one hundred times a
second, and in attracting the bars would revolve the disc
at a definite speed, dupending upon the frequency of the
supply and the number of bars, giving in this case ten
revolutions a second.. This arrangement of synchronising was described in the Mihaly system of 1924 and,
known as the phonic wheel mithcid, it has appeared
in modified form in many systems of picture telegraphy.

The revolving disc is seen through the square aperture and
immediately behind is the neon tube.
With 30 holes in the disc,
the image is divided into 900 points of varying light value.
B 12
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Television by the blithely System.—
successive traverse of the object at the transmitter is
a logical suggestion.
With the 3o-hole scanning disc
and its 12° image, some 3° or 4° rotation between each
successive hole may be taken up with the
transmission of a wave train used to drag the
bars of the phonic motor into step. A modern
output valve with a normal anode voltage and
arranged as a rectifier is capable of delivering

9

types following in detail the description given here,
magnifying lenses are fitted giving an enlarged virtual
image. With the larger model a 3o-hole disc gives an
image a little over un. square;
This, when seen
through the magnifier and reflecting mirror from a few feet in
front of the rpparatus, produces
a square picture having an
apparent size of a little more

Another and larger model. A starting handle engages
on the end of the spindle in order to bring the disc into
synchronous rotation.

an output of almost a watt, which applied intermittently for 25 per cent. of the time of rotation would,
rio doubt, alone serve to keep the almost frictionless
mounted disc in rotation.
Neon Lamp Problems.

We now turn .to another problem, that of the neon
lamp which is required to glow to full brilliancy with
the energy available in the anode circuit of an output
rectifying valve.
No great difficulty is experienced,
assuming the use of a L.S.5 type with its associated
high voltage anode current supply. In the Mihály
system an important claim •
is ,made to the production
of a new lamp capable of working when the available
anode voltage does not exceed 150 and taking acurrent
of only 5 mA. Attention might also be given to that
property of the neon lamp in which the potential across
the electrodes required to produce the glow may be
appreciably higher than that at which the glow ceases.
This property has no doubt received attention in the
design of the lamp and by creating non-linear conditidns
in the associated circuit.
In the television receiver machines, shown in the
accompanying illustration, of which there are two
Yi
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than sin. xsin. Designed to sell at 5os., the
smaller machine has a gin. to 8in. ebonite
disc and the standard 30 holes at 12 °
intervals.
To compensate for the image which is
formed behind a smaller aperture, greater magnification
is provided so that the image appears similar in size
to that of the larger type apparatus.
Because a phonic motor is not self-starting, a friction
drive is fitted to the cover of the larger model, while
with the smaller machine a knurled knob provides for
rotating the disc up to a speed where the motor can
drop into step with the supply frequency. Another control, acting through bevel pinions or worm wheel, swings
the magnet about the motor axis. This, the " phasing
control," brings the disc into correct relationship with
regard to the aperture, so that the formation of each
single picture starts simultaneously with each complete
analysis of the object of the transmitter. A rheostat
to be seen on the large instrument is for the purpose of
accommodating the magnet winding to the mains
voltage.
As it is understood that the Mihály system is considered to be sufficiently advanced for a broadcast television service, it will be possible to give more, details
when the complete equipment makes its appearance in
this country. In the meantime we await with interest
the results of a demonstration.
F. H. H.
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DESIGNING THE L.F. AMPLIFIER
The Input to* the Power Stage,
By T. R. LUPTON, M.Sc.
(of the Ferranti Radio Research Laboratories).

(Concluded from page

E now come to the consideration of the input
of the power stage. The writer prefers transformer as against resistance coupling, the
main reason for this being, theoretically, that large
transients including atmospherics, etc., can .
choke up
the grid condenser, and this may last sufficiently long
to be annoying to the critical ear.
In practice.
resistance capacity is not quite so foolproof as transformer coupling for getting best results, although by
judicious design it can certainly be very excellent; for
the description of an ambitious resistance amplifier with
a good measured characteristic the reader should refer
to an article entitled the " All Electric.- Amplifier "
which has recently been published in .The .Wireless
World.' Let us assume, therefore, that we intend
using transformer coupling to the power valve. If'
push-pull has been decided on, then, without doubt,
transformer coupling is the most convenient. For this
a transformer having a centre-tapped secondary is the
best thing to use.
An ordinary transformer can be furnished with an
artificial centre tap by placing across its secondary two
equal grid leaks in series, the centre point being taken
to the grid bias as shown in Fig. 2. This, however,
is not advisable for the
following
reason.
T he
secondary of a good transformer has an enormously
high impedance. When one
places across it even such a
high resistance as a grid
leak,
and
when
the
secondary has an e.m.f.
induced in it, the grid leaks
will take a small amount of
current.
This current is
certainly very minute, but
the fact that it flows through
Fig.2.—A means of obtaining
the enormously high iman electrical centre tap to an
pedance of the secondary
untapped intertalye transformer.
Amplitu le distormeans
that there is avoltage
tion may arise from loa;ling
the secondary.
drop, i.e., the voltage applied to the grids of the
power valves is not as high as the e.m.f. generated in
the secondary.
This in itself is not a disadvantage, but the trouble
is that the current through the grid leaks varies according to the voltage across the transformer, so that the
voltage drop in the transformer secondary varies also.
Thus the output voltage becomes non-proportional to
the input voltage across the primary, setting up what
IThe Wireless World, June 19th, r929.
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previous issue.)

is strictly an amplitude distortion. A practical objection to this method is that if one buys two grid leaks
of nominally the same value it is very unlikely that
they will be exactly similar, hence one power valve
grid has much more voltage applied to it than the other,
with the result that full advantage is not obtained from
the use of two valves.
A Plea for Calculation of Grid Swing.

In the penultimate stage, in spite of what many
people have thought, even a small power valve is not
necessary. Assuming as before that two PX.65o valves
are being used ;11 push-pull, which requires twice as
large a grid swing in order to overload than does either
a single valve or valves in parallel, we will consider
grid swings, and by dint of ordinary multiplication

3.—Graphical rep
tation of the application of a signal
grid swing to two valves in push-pull.

or division prove that the power valve is not necessary
in the previous stage. With 200 volts on the anodes
two PX.65o valves in push-pull will need' a•grid bias
of —4.0 volts. Now it must be borne in mind that the
centre-tapped secondary transformer performs the function of splitting the signal into two halves, as shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 3, one half being applied to
one valve as at A, while the other is applied to the
other valves as at B. Thus in order to overload the
valves a total peak swing, shown as a., in Fig.
which will just overload the valves, equals 8o volts.
Assuming a transformer ratio of 34, then the voltage
across the primary of the input transformer will be
8o divided by 3, that is, approximately 23 volts.
Now suppose that in the penultimate stage NVe" place an
ordinary L.F. Valve -of à type with an impedance of
7,500 ohms. This valve with a good transformer will
give a very flat curve for practically the whole of the
normal audible range, so that we can say that it is
quite an orthodox type of valve foi this position. Such
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Designing the LS. Amplifier.—
a valve will have an amplification factor of 15. Thus
in' order to produce 23 volts across .
the primary of the
traniformer in its anode -circuit a voltage of 23 5- 15
Would have to be applied to its grid, that is, approximately 1.7 volts. .Normal conditions for this valve
wolild be 140 to'.15o volts H.T., with a• grid bias of —3
volts. Thu's there is ample margin of safety against
overloading this valve, and the desirable condition
would be reached of the output stage overloading long
before there was any such tendency with the penultimate
stage. The word "desirable " is used here advisedly
because in a quality set it is practically imperative
to use a milliammeter in the output stage in order to
keep a check on the emission of. the power valves,
and since the set has been designed so that this is the
point where, overloading first occurs, the miliammeter
by ,the movement of its needle shows immediately when
overloading is present.
Choice of Detector.
•
Having therefore decided upon the valve which will
perform the dual function of accepting the large available
grid swing, whilst at the sanie time not overloading
the transformer, or, in other .words, not reducing the
primary inductance of the transformer. by virtue of.
saturating magnetically the iron core, we can proceed
to astudy of ..the first valve in the low-frequency chain,
:

grid rectifier must have a comparatively critical val
of voltage applied to its grid. On the other hand, anod
bend rectification dispenses with the grid condenser an
leak, thus saving the constructor a matter of four o
five shillings.
It is normally styled an inefficien
method of rectification. This is very true for sm
grid swings; ill fact, signals which are inaudible with
an anode bend rectifier can be made quite audible b
using grid leak rectification.
.
If a comparatively large signal is fed to the grid of
an anode bend rectifier, reetification becomes very good,
and there are other advantages which can most easily
be discussed by referring to the valve characteristic
shown in Fig. 4. -This is the one usually included with
the valve, -*here anode current is 'plotted vertically,
grid vOltage being plotted horizontally, the curve being taken for a stated value of anode voltage. •In
order to obtain — anode rectification; the .grid bia
would be set at a value which .would bring the initial
condition of the valve down* to the. point X on the
curve. Now suppose that a small signal is applied to
the grid (as in ',Fig.-.4. (a) ), this.Would, vat-jf the ,grid
voltage' between, the limits A and B. -- There - would
thus be an increase of current from a value C to D,
and during the negative half-Cycle a decrease from C
to E. The mean mercase would then be of some such
value as F.
It must be noted that, owing to the
curvature about X, rectification has occurred, i.e.,
there has been an increase in the mean
current to the anode of the valve, but
the positive half-cycles' have not been
very much greater than the negativ
half-cycles.
In the next place, let us assume that
-either more high-frequency amplifica
•tion- has been added, or, alternatively,t
resulting
a stronger
in station
alarge input
has been
to the'
tuned
deteeto
in,, •
•

shown in Fig., 4 (b);. where the. saim.
valve characteristic is repeated. . Th
initial point is still X, but now the
positive half-cycles raise the anode cur
rent to apoint D', whereas the negativ
half-cycles can only result ill a minut
diminution to Et.
There is thus a
very large difference between the in
creases and decreases of current, •
or; in
other words, a good efficiency of rectifi"
Fig. 4.—In (a) the application of a weak signal to the bend in the anode characcation, resulting in a change of mean
, teristic is Shotvn. When a large signal is applied to an anode bend detector, the
modulated envelope 'is applied to the straight part of the characteristic as in (b).
anode current to a value F'. This i
not the only advantage accruing. With
that is, the ,
detector valve together .with its coupling
the small input signal, the signal oscillated round th
to the succeedinâ .valve. •
•The two popular methods of bend, which is shown thickened. This bend is such
rectification afe (a) .
eumulative _grid, and (b) anode that the valve impedance is very much greater than that
bend.
..
stated on the leaflet supplied with the valve, and care
Discussions have in thé past been numerous as to
therefore is required in the choice of the coupling unit
which of these two types is the " better." Without
to be used in the anode circuit of the valve, but when
going deeply into the subject the "pros and cons"
alarge signal is used, as in Fig. 4 (b), the crests of the
may be summarised thus. Cumulative grid rectifica- high-frequency positive half-cycles enclosed by the
tion is very sensitive, and is useful, in fact, it is almost
dotted line envelope occur solely on the straight part of
indispensable to the man who is building a set which
the characteristic (again shown thickened), so that the
is intended for the reception of distant. stations. For variation due to modulation is traversing ffie characterisreally good quality of telephony 'reception acumulative tic where the valve has nearly its normal impedance.
a x6 -
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Dasigaing the Le Amplifier.—
In this case one's choice of acoupling unit is not limited
as previously. In addition, the output, even for comparatively large modulations, is proportional to the
input, whereas, due to the curvature, this was not so in
the case of the small signal.

I3

avoid large currents flowing through the primary of the
transformer; if a high impedance is used the frequency
amplification curve of the stage is spoiled because the
impedance of the transformer at very low frequencies
is not appreciably greater than that of the valve. The
following equation which is sufficiently accurate for
everyday use, but is not mathematically rigid, shows
the relation between amplification and frequency for
transformer coupling :—
Amplification =M xRatio of transformer x

%

--

=Amplification factor of valve.
Z = Impedance of transformer primary.
R.-- Valve impedance.
•
Since the transformer primary impedance vane's with
frequency, it is 'seen that if Z is very much greater than
R the amplification becomes M multiplied by the ratio.
Because of this fact the transformer primary impedance
must be kept much higher than the valve impedance at
all frequencies ;when this condition is satisfied an even
amplification curve with respect to frequency is obtained.
M

Volume Control.

The output stage of a receiver Incorporating two valves
in transformer push-pull.

It is thus seen that the choice of rectifier depends upon
the magnitude of signal which can be applied to the grid
of the detector, but there is no doubt that for quality
work the anode bend method is far more popular.

Perhaps the most commonly used method of volume
control is that of de-tuning the H.F. circuits. From a
quality point of view this could be an advantage, for,
if one condenser is de-tuned slightly downwards whilst
another is de-tuned in the opposite direction, the loss of
high frequencies due to selective circuits is greatly
counteracted.
Where selectivity is desired this detuning is adisadvantage, so some other means of volume
control has to be found. There is also the objection in
the case of anode bend rectification that with the large
input signal just described, pre-detector volume control

Coupling between Detector and First L.F. Valves.

The limitations of resistance coupling following anode
bend detection are such that, first, an attempt to
obtain a large fraction of the valve's amplification when
using a so-called R.C.C. valve is usually accompanied
by serious high note loss, due to the effects of a large
working capacity.
Secondly, if the shunting of the
higher audio frequencies is minimised by reducing the
by-pass condenser, rectification efficiency falls off, and
the only palliative is a valve of lower impedance having
a low-value coupling resistance, while still retaining a
by-pass condenser of sufficient capacity to ensure good
rectification.
Unfortunately, this expedient entails a reduction of
overall amplification, a condition which is regarded by
many as a disadvantage.
Sufficient has been said to show that a really good
resistance-capacity stage is a compromise.
On the
other hand, as pointed out earlier, an anode bend rectifier when used with a large input signal has only a little
more than its nominal impedance, so that, if the valve be
suitably chosen, it can be followed by a transformer.
The only condition to observe is that the nominal impedance of the valve should be of the order of io,00ci
ohms. The limits are set by the 'fact that if a very low
impedance is izsed precautions have to be adopted to
13
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The detector panel of The Wireless World " Schools Demonstration Receiver.". Note the milliiimmeter which reads the average
rectified output.
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Designing the L.F. AmOiler.—

cannot be used with anormal aerial signal as it is necessary to keep up high-frequency amplification in order to
load up the detector. The simplest method of volume
control and the most satisfactory is to arrange a variable
high resistance across the primary of the transformer
in, the anode of the detector, a resistance having a
maximum of the order of ioo,000 ohms being suitable
for this purpose.
A similar meth od can be used i
n
resistance-capacity coupling where this resistance
actually becomes an anode resistance, but it is usually
difficult to obtain a variable high resistance of this order
which will carry the anode current required by the
valve. It was pointed out earlier in this article that a
resistance of any description placed across the secondary
of a transformer is a disadvantage, but a resistance
placed across the primary has a definite advantage in
that it improves the amplification against frequency
cji.,r1e of the detector plus transformer stage.

The sequence bf operations for .obtaining really good
quality with areceiver of this type is to tune in astation
at good strength, that is, until one obtains if possible a
reading on a milliammeter placed in the anode circuit of
a detector (valve impedance 8,000-io,000 ohms) of 0.51.0 milliamp. This ensures that the modulated part of
the high-frequency wave is actuating the valve over the
straight portion of its characteristic. This with the full
amount of low-frequency amplification will overload the
output stage, so that the next operation is to adjust the
low-frequency amplification by means of the variable
resistance just mentioned, thereby obtaining the requisite
volume without overloading and consequent distortion.
With such a set worked under the conditions of suitably
large input and optimum H.T. and the necessary grid
bias one can be confident of obtaining results entitling
one to criticise the transmission of any station--an ambition which seems common to all wireless enthusiasts of.
the present day.

SCREENING VALVE AMPLIFIERS.
Although
the
use
of
screen-grid
valves avoids •reaction due to capacity
coupling, between
the internal
valve
electrodes, it does not prevent reaction
effects due to the proximity of external
connecting leads and components in the
input and output. circuits respectively.
For this additional screening means are
ieessary.
One
such • arrangement
recently
designed • by . the •British
Mionisorirliouston
Co.
(Patent
8(3;5020) is .illustrated in the figure..
!••

•CompIke screening by two-section compartments.

.11.t.

Twn
valves are enclose in a
eointnpn metal casing, which is subd,iyided into four compartments,
each
housing the leads and .components of the
separate input and output circuits, 1„ 1„
und', Os,. 0, respectively.
The valve
holders are mounted below the transverse
partition panel in such a way that each
valve is readily accessible without disturbing the existing circuit connections.
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PATENT NOVELTIES.
switch from inside the room where the
receiving set is situated.
The
drawing shows a convenient
arrangement of this type (Patent No.
300780).
The outside fitting consists of
a rotary drum D mounted on the external wall of the house and operated
by a Bowden-wire control from a lever
L located inside. The drum D is fitted
with a spiral spring S, -which normally
causes a curved contact strip C to bridge
the aerial and earth terminals A, E so
as to form a direct short-circuit.
By
moving the lever L into the position
shown, this bridge contact is broken, and
the down-lead terminal A is simultaneously brought into direct connection with
the end of the Bowden-wire control. The
latter then acts as a lead-in conductor
from the aerial to the receiving set,
through a wire Al connected to the
spindle of the control handle L
0000

EXPONENTIAL HORNS.
In a well-designed loud speaker horn
(a) the proportion of available mechanical

energy in the diaphragm converted -into
sound should be a maximum, and lb)
this proportion or factor of eerformanCe
should be the same for all' the audible
frequencies.
The
requirement
under
(a) depends upon the area of the initial
throat opening of the horn, whilst that
under (b) depends upon the rate of expansion of the bore and the overall length
uf the horn.
In the exponential or logarithmic type
of horn, the area of the bore is designed
to increase by a constant percentage per
unit length, progressively from throat to
month. Theoretical considerations show,
that the smaller this percentage increase,
is kept the more uniform is the loading
on the diaphragm for various frequencies..
Further, in order to minimise end re- .
flection from the mouth of the horn, the,
flare should be as large as possible.,
These requirements obviously involve a'
long horn.
The
%rank
Co.
have
recently
evolved a new principle of design in
which the above-mentioned features are
secured in a horn of comparatively small
overall length.
Instead of keeping the ,
percentage increase in bore area a constant
factor,
as
in
the
standard
logarithmic horn, it is made to increase
progressively per unit length from throat
to mouth.

0 0 0 0

EARTHING-SWITCHES.
'•The best form of earthing-switch is one
in which a direct aerial-to-earth connection can be made outside the building,
so that there is no danger of alightningdischarge taking place inside the house.
At the sanie time, it is obviously convenient to be able to control the earthing-

indeor

Bowden—wire control of an outside aerial—earth switch.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
ANOTHER

FLAG

RADIO

DAY.

A proposal fur a radio flag day for the
provision of wireless in the local workhouse is under consideration at Ilitehin.
000 o
BRITISH

LICENCE

INCREASE.

The number of receiving licences in
force nt the end of May was 2,760,878.
This shows an increase of 20,000 over the
figure for April.
In addition, 14,830
licences have been issued without charge
to blind listeners.
0000

OFFICIAL

GRATITUDE TO
AMATEURS.

FRENCH
-

tramanittcrs in France who
have made important contributions towards short-wave research are to be relieved of all wireless taxes, writes our
Paris correspondent. The announcement
was made at the recent Conference of
French amateurs in Paris.
Amateur

NONE

DIFFUSION.

Union Internationale. de Radiophonie is to change its title to Union Internationale de Rail i
od ff colon . The next
session will he held in October at Barcelona. In the spring of 1930 a meeting
will take place at Budapest.
c000
The

RADIO

LABORATORY
BLIND.

FOR

THE

"La Radio aux Aveugles,'' a French
organisation for the relief of the blind,
has initiated a movement for providing
blind wireless enthusiasts with a laboratory in which they can construct sets and
receive special instruction from qualified
radio engineers.
The scheme also provides for the distribution of a radio journal printed in Braille.

0000
PREMIER

TO

BROADCAST
11.8.A. ?

SO

BLIND

. . .

A listener fined £5 and costs at the
Belfast Police Court for owning and operating a wireless set without a licence
pleaded ignorance of the law. He had
been a listener since 1923.
0000
S.A.

BEAM

BOOM.

A Johannesburg report states that beam
shares are booming. Applications representing upwards of £900,000 were received in response to the recent issue of
£48,694 in the Wireless Telegraph Co. of
South Africa.
0000

SHORT

WAVES

FROM

SIBERIA.

Fur the benefit of trappers in Polar
regions the Soviet Government is planning the erection of a short-wave station
at Turukhansk, Siberia, en the edge of
the Arctic Circle. The transmissions will
include
news
bulletins
and
weather
reports.
00 00

FROM

TWIN

The Prime Minister has received an invitation from the Chicago Federation of
Labour to broadcast in the autumn over
the American network of stations. He
is promised an audience of 100,000 and
" a chain hook-up that will enable radio
listeners to hear you throughout. America
and Europe."

WAVE

TRANSMISSIONS
ITALY.

IN

The high power broadcasting station
now being constructed by the Marconi
Company at Rome will broadcast on two
wavelengths simultaneously, viz., 254 and
80 metres. The transmissions will be intended primarily for the Italian colonies
in Africa.
0000

0000

POSTMEN

S.A. BANS BROADCAST
ADVERTISEMENTS.

AND

PIRATES.

Dublin postmen are reported to have
launched a successful protest. against a
rule requiring them to give information
concerning the whereabouts of unlicensed
wireless sets.
Through their official
union the postmen pointed out that they
wished to remain on friendly terms with
householders. The Parliamentary Secretary to the Post Office has now assured the
Union that postmen are "under no compulsion whatever '
0
'M::eport pirates.

The South African Broadcasting Company has decided to discontinue the inclusion of advertisements in the programmes. Commenting on the decision,
South. .1frienn Wirrleke Weekly remarks :
"The absence of these advertisements will
not even be noticed after the first two
nights, for we have all got so used to
them that we never take the slightest
notice of them."
0000

WHEN

THIEVES

FALL

OUT

19

THE

. . .

By the use of a secret wireless station,
a gang of swindlers in Berlin are reported
to have defrauded lionlzinakers of sums
estimated at between £5,000 and £10,000.
According to the Berlin correspondent of
The Daily Telegraph, the clandestine
receiver has been used to pick up the
results of French races before they were
generally available in Germany.
The
fraud was detected when the members of
the gang quarrelled amongst themselves.

BILBAO. 011e of the Spanish broadcasting
stations uhich have escaped the economy
axe.
It occupies a fine site overlooking
the Bay of Biscay.

WILY

OSCILLATOR.

At a convention of the Northumberland
and Durham Group of Radio Associations,
held at the North-East Coast Exhibition
ou Saturday last, ,J imite 29th, it was moved
" that this Convention considers that the
system of dealing with complaints respecting oscillation is cumbrous and inadequate."
Another motion 011 the agenda ran:
" That this Convention considers that in
view of the fact that the B.B.C. are en-

WiiP®11®ZO

16
tirely dependent upon the licence payers
for its income, the said licence payers are
entitled to more detailed information as
to the disbursement of the funds in the
administration of the B.B.C."
0000

BRITISH

INDUSTRIES

FAIR,

1930.

New quarters have been found for the
London section of the British Industries
Fair, 1930, in the specially reconstructed
Olympia at Hammersmith. The Fair will
be held from February 17th to 28th, and it
'is expected that, as in previous years, the
radio industry will he well represented.
0000

FIELD

DAY

FOR

ALL.

welle

PATENT

LAW:

ANY

JULY 3rd, 1929.

COMPLAINTS?

The Patents Committee, under the
chairmanship of the Rt. Hon. Sir Charles
Sargant, has begun its investigations, and
persons mid associations who wish to submit suggestions or to give evidence before
the Committee are invited to communicate
with the Secretary, Mr. R. W. Luce, Industrial Property Department, Board of
Trade, 25, Southampton Buildings, W.C.2.
The Committee was appointed by the
Board of Trade to report, whether any
amendments in the Patents and Designs
Acts or changes in the practice of the
Patent Office are desirable.

the United States, according to a New
York message.
All America Cables, a
subsidiary of the International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation, has obtained
wireless telegraph and telephone concessions in Ecuador, Peru and Columbia.
The Columbian concession authorises the
construction of a high power station at
Bogota, with two additional stations on
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts respectively.
0000

NEW

B.B.C.

WAVELENGTHS.

.

Certain revisions in the wavelengths of
the British broadcasting stations under

Members of any radio society are invited to take part in a Direction-finding
Field Day—the last of aseries—to be held
at Elstree. Hect s, on Sunday next, July
7th, by the (Milers Green and Hendon
Radio Society. The requirements are a
portable set capable of reception on 150
metres, .a pair of headphones, frame aerial,
compass, map and means of transport.
Several valuable prises are offered.
Full particulars are obtainable from the
Hon.
Secretary,
Lt.-Col.
H.
Ashley
Scarlett, D.S.O., 60, Pattison Road,
London, N.W.2.
0000

LOUD SPEAKERS AT R.A.F. PAGEANT.

Nearly
sixty
Marconiplione
loud
speakers will be employed
for public
address purposes at the R.A.F. Pageant at
Hendon on Saturday, July 13th.
Five

A 'TRANSATLANTIC VICTOR.
The t. Yellow Bird," on which the French airmen,
MM. Assolant, Lefevre and Lott' made their recent crossing of the Atlantic. The
wireless equipment, which was In constant use throughout the journey, is seen below.
U.S.

TEST

PROGRAMMES
BRITAIN.

FOR

A new series of traw,missiuns specially
intended for reception in Great Britain in
the early evening has been inaugurated
by WOY's short-wave statitin, 2XA If, at
Schenectady.
The
transmissions
are
carried out daily, except on Saturdays and
Wednesdays, according to the following
schedule: Sunday, 7.30 to 10.30 p.m.,
15,340 kilocycles; 'Monday, 7 to 9 p.m.,
13,660 kilocycles; Tuesday ,7 to 8 p.m.,
15,340 kilocycles; Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m.,
13,660 kilocycles; Friday, 7 to 8 p.m.,
15,340 kilocycles. All time references are
B.S.T.
0000

CANADA'S

?BENCH AIRCRAFT WIRELESS.
The
radio equipment, fitted with Dario valves,
used on board the " Yellow Bird." shown
above.

special 32-valve power banks will comprise
the last amplifying stage, and the total
number of valves used will be nearly 180.
The total H. 'I'. current will lie 6,000
milliamperes at, 350 volts. while on the
L.T. side 350 amperes will be taken.

WIRELESS

HOTEL.

Thé first complete broadeast receiving
equipment, combined with a local public
address system, to be installed in any
hotel in Canada, hits just been placed in
commission by the Canadian National
Railways in the Chateau Laurier at
Ottawa.
The
equipment
includes
it
broadcasting studio occupying part of the
eighth floor, 90." points " in the public
moms and private suites for special microphones, loud speakers and pick-up apparatus, together with a portable signalling system with telephone communication
for the control of programmes originating
in the hotel. There is also a control
board by means of which the hotel may
be connected directly by wire with any
one of the 11 broadcasting stations which
the Canadian National Railways operate
in Canada between Halifax and Vancouver.
C 00 o

WIRELESS WEB FOR
AMERICA.

SOUTH

In the international scramble for the
development of South American communications a point has been scored by

the Prague plan were announced by the
B.B.C. shortly before the plan came into
operation on Sunday last,. The following is a complete table of the British
wavelengths now in use : —
Wavelength
Frequency in in metres
Sta tiou.
kilocycles.
laPProx.)
Daventry (5XE)•
.,
..
193
1,553
Manchester
••
••
••
797
377
Da vectry (5013) „
„
626
479
Glasgow
752
»9
London Ill ••
•
••
••
842
336
Louden (2) ..
••
Cardiff
.•
ÏE38
3
-10
Aberdeen
..
••
995
301
Bradford
••
.• 1,040
288.5
Bournemouth, Dundee, Edinburgh,
Hall,
Liverpool,
Plymouth, Sheffield, Stoke,
Swansea
.. 1,040
288.5
Newcastle
1,148
261
Belfast
••
••
..
.. 1,238
242
Leeds.
.. 1,500
200
1,500 k.c. (200 metres) is not a British exclusive wave under the Prague Plan, but special
arrangemems have been made for its use by the
Leeds tian.
Ley.
0000
REGIONAL

BROADCASTING

FOR

SWITZERLAND ?

The latest scheme for improving Swiss
broadcasting calls for the erection uf two
high power transmitters, one at Sursee
and the other at Moudon, in the southwestern district of the country.
The
sanie plan contemplates the taking over
of the existing stations at Geneva, Lausanne, Berne, Basle and Zurich, and for
the construction of small relays at, Sitten,
Olten, St. Gall, Chur, in addition to one
at Locarno, Bellinzona or Lugano. The
entire system would be linked up by
special telephone cables, thus permitting
an interchange of local programmes.
As the Plait de Prague has allocated
five exclusive wavelengths to Switzerland,
it would be possible to use some of these
as C001111011 waves on which the smaller
and weaker relays could operate without
causing any interference.
B
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
FORMO SHORT-WAVE OUTFIT.
This
consists of
a 0.00015
lad.
logarithmic
type
variable
colidmiser,
mounted on a vertical aluminium screen
for fixing to a baseboard.
An ebonite

short wavelengths if the rubbing surfaces become dirty; however, during our
tests there was no trace of scratch or
other objectionable noises due to this
method of making contact.
The screen is provided with an earthing terminal, and since this will normally
be " earthed " it was connected to the
moving vanes when measuring the capacity of the condenser.
The minimum
capacity was found to be 12 microicroVds. and the maximum 0.000164 mfd.
The outfit is made by the Foimio Co.
(Arthur Preen & Co., Ltd.), Crown
Works,
Cricklewood
Lane,
London,
N.W.2, and the price is 10s. 6d. without
dial.

and 90° with the baseboard. These are
offered at 3s. the pair.
The makerz are the S. H. Collett
Manufacturing Co., 60, Pentonville Road,
London, N.1.
0000
"REALISTIC" LOUD SPEAKER.
The range of loud speakers made by
Messrs. W. H. S. Vincent, 72, Penton
Street, Islington, London, N.1, under
the trade name of "Realistie," has been
ungmented by a handsomely finished
cabinet cone in polished mahogany, selling at £6 6s. The distinctively shaped
diaphragm, built up from sec tion s ofthi n

0000

COLLETT PANEL BRACKETS.
These panel brackets are available in
two kinds, fixed and adjustable.
The
fixed type are made in large and small
sizes, measuring 3¡in.x4in. and 6in. x
6in. respectively. The prices are is. 3d.
Range of Collett panel brackets.

Forme short—wave outfit with
screen and extension handle.

extension handle 4in. long enables the
condenser to be mounted close to the
coils and well back from the panel,
thereby totally eliminating all hand
capacity effects.
The moving vanes of the condenser are
supported at, both ends, the two bearings
being carried in moulded pillans with
brass insets. Electrical contact to the
moving vanes is made through the hack
bearing and not by means of a pigtail.
This may give rise to noises on the very
B 21

"Realistic " cabinet cone loud speaker in
polished mahogany case.

and is. 9d. per pair.
The adjustable
type measures 5iii.x5in., and enables the
panel to be set at any angle between 60°

veneer wood as described in these pages
on November 14th last., is retained. An
adjustable movement is fitted, which.
hen correctly set., gives good sensitivity.
A practical test on a high-quality
amplifier revealed a slight tailing off in
response ut the upper and lower ends
of the audible scale, but this was only
in evidence when compared with a high
class
moving coil
iretrument.
The
middle register is well brought out

Wcll®'
Woutcl

iS
M-L ROTARY TRANSFORMERS AND
MOTOR GENERATING SETS.
The success of the small anode converters has led to à demand for a larger
machine capable of delivering an output
suitable to operate public address amplifiers, radio gramophone sets for dance
purposes; and similar requirements. The
" E" type rotary transformers are rated
to give 100 mA. at 400 volts, but our
tests showed that the machines are
capable of a much larger output, the voltage being higher than the rated value.

JULY 3rd. r929..

are
highly
satisfactory
for
small
machines
The machines are made by the M-L
Magneto
Syndicate,
Ltd.,
Victoria

M.L ROTARY TRANSFORMER
TYPE "E"
Ikt-L rotary transformer Type "E" and
smoothing circuit.

70

Works, Coventry, and the price has been
fixed at £12 5s. for either type.
A special smoothing equipment, con•
sisting of Lw )chokes wound un a massive
core, with 4-mfds. condensers assembled
on a stout iron frame; is supplied for use
with these generators.
The measured
D.C. resistance of each choke was found
to be 45.5 ohms ;the voltage drop across
these will he negligible.
The smoothing
equipment is offered at £4 5s.
These machines can be obtained giving
high- and low-tension outputs and driven
by a separate motor. The motor-generat
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BITLGIN MULTI-COIL.
This is a (hid! range coil particularly
suitable for use with screen-grid valves,
since by adopting the tuned anode circuit., or timed grid arrangement with
parallel feet via a choke to the plate
of the valve, simplified switching is possible. The type " A " is the aerial-grid
unit, and the type "B" the H.F.
The device consists of a 3in. diameter
former carrying the medium-wave coil,
wound in two sections, on the outside,
while . the long-wave portion is wound
on a slotted former mounted inside the
3in. tube and with its axis at. right
angles to that of the medinm-wave
The long-wave coil is centre-tapped and
electrically connected between the .two
sections of the medium-wave coil..
A simple push-pull three-point .switch'
short-circuits the loading coil.
Three

120

WATTS
M.L. ROTARY TRANSFORMER
TYPE" E"

Efficiency curves of the Type "E" rotary
transformers.

.Fhe models dealt with in this review
am. wound for 12- and 210-volt inputs,
but machines van be wound to snit any
input voltage between 12 and 250.
The
12-volt model is ideal for use with mobile
amplifiers, since it can be run off the car
•acnimulator.
If especially required, the
machines can be wound to give an A.C.
output 'which is approximately sinusoidal,
but in this case the ma aimum watts available will he lots than for a D.C. output.
Efficiency and voltage regulation curves
were taken for the " E" type machines,
and these are plotted mi the accompanying graph. The full line curves refer to
the 210-volt model, and the broken line
curves to the 12-volt model. An efficiency
of 70 per cent, was obtained at 85 watts
output (670 volts, 125 inA.) from the 210volt Model, while the niaximnin efficiency
was recorded with the 12-volt model when
55 watts (400 volts, 130 mA.) were drawn
from the output end. The efficiency was
ftenel to be 52.5 per cent. These figures

litled

H. 'r. and
and automatic "cut-out "
to guard against damage due to shortcircuit of the output. The complete equipment is mounted on a substantial hed
plate made up from stout angle iron, and
the price has been fixed at £40. •.

\,itti

pe

F"

600
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200
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80
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120

160

200

CURRENT (mA)

Voltage regulation curves of M-L rotary
transformers Type " E."

ing set illustrated comprises a 220-v. A.C.
motor coupled to a Type F generator
delivering 400 volts at 200 mA. at one
end and 6 volts at 6 amps. at the other.
It includes smoothing equipment, both

generator

Complete motor generating
giving 400 volts and 6 volts.

BulgIn multi-coil with wave change
switch incorporated.

terminals are fitted, 1 and 2 hieing ennnect ed to the outside ends of the
medium-wave coil, while the terminal
marked "X" is the electrical centre
tap for both long
and medium-wave
An " A " type unit was submitted for
test, and when connected to a standard
receiving aerial, with a 0.0001 nifd. con.
denser between the aerial and the centre
tap, tuned from 215 metres to 620 metres
on the medium waveband and from
1,060 metres to 2.570 metres on the long
waves.
A 0.0005 mfd. variable condenser was used. The makers give the
ranges as 250 to 550 and 1,000 to 2,250
met res respective] y.
The price of i`A" and "B" coils
is 15s. 64. each.
Another type ("C")
is available also at the same price; this
includes a reaction winding. The makers
are Messes. A. F. Bulgin and Co., 9, 10,
11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane,
London, E.C.4.
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NEWS FROM ALL QUARTERS.
By Oar Special Corresponden!.

H. G.

Wells at the Microphone .—Bigger Studio Audiences ?—Western

A Talks Coup.
Mr. II. G. Wells making his first appearance before the B.B.C. microphone
should be an interesting phenomenon to
its all, whether we be
dyed-in-the-wool
radio hams," set constructors, or merely
gentle listeners. The famous publicist,
is definitely booked to appear at 9.15
p.m. on Wednesday next, July 10,
and I gather that, Savoy Hill is so delighted over the coup that the question
of "censorship " which .usually arises
has not been discussed. It is known,
however, that Mr. Wells' talk will be
based on his recent speech in the
German Reichstag ou the subject of
world peace.
0000 .

That Studio Audience.
It disturbs me to be told that the
B.B.C. intends to enlarge the studio
audience in the near future. The complicating factor about the studio audience is that. it is always a scratch team,
with no sense of the microphone and
no time in which to learn studio
manners. One batch of novices succeeds
another, and as each is intoxicated by
the novelty of the experience, laughter

"Disclosure."
The play for broadcasting on July 11
from 2L0 and 5XX is to be "Disclosure," and not Gerhardi's "Lord
Brute," which was originally arranged.
"Disclosure" is by O. Wyndham and
Ivor McClure.
21 23

Regional Station. Ever since broadcasting began, the citizens of Bristol have
strenuously demanded a station of their
own, and in view of the fact that a site
for the new Western Regional is to be
chosen in the course of a few. months
the plea is being renewed.
The B.B.C.
has decided, however, that the Western
Regional must be located " somewhere
in Wales," probably near Cardiff. But,
Bristol may expect that an independent
studio will be provided from which
local programmes can be relayed to the
regional station.
It is probable that
many other important cities and towns
will have studios of their own.
o000
"Miters" at the Proms.
Already a skeleton programme has
been mapped out for the B.B.C. Promenade Concerts.
The eight weeks' season will open at the Queen's Hall on
Saturday, August 10, under the condoctorship of Sir Henry Wood. A feature of this year's " Proms." will be a
number of new British works, the composers
represented
including
Arnold
Box, Arthur Bliss and Herbert, Howells.
In some eases the composers will conduct. Two
revolutionary
innovations
will be llonegger's " Rugby," describing tile game in
terms of musié.
and an American sympliony--" Flivver
10,000.000," by Frederick S. Converse—
described
as
"a joyous
epic
for
orchestra." I gather that, it will be a
hymn to mass production.
0000

Tyranny of the Talks Manuscript.
In securing a speaker of Mr. Wells'
calibre the B.B.C. deserves every congratulation, more especially in view of
the fact that the creator of Mr. Brit,ling
is one of the illustrious few who have
not hitherto disguised their unwillingness to broadcast.
Perhaps we are on the eve of a new
era in broadcast talks in which, incidentally, the manuscript will be less of
a tyrant than at present.
Nowadays
broadcast " talks " are not talks at all,
but merely readings by people who, in
many cases, have been endowed with
most talents except, elocntion. The pity
of it is that, if allowed to, they could
talk with grace and distinction.
0000
Sunday Morning Thanksgiving.
The Thanksgiving Service for the
King's recovery, to be held in Westminster Abbey next Sunday morning, is
to be broadcast from all stations of the
B.B.C., including 5SW, the Empire
short-wave station at Chelmsford.
It is expected that broadcast receivers
will be installed
in a number of
churches to enable congregations to participate in the Abbey service.
0000

Regional.

NORWAY'S BROADCASTING CENTRF..
A new view of the Oslo station, which
transmits on 493 metres.

and applause swamp the performance
and the listener takes pot luck.
A friend of mine suggests that the
"studio audience " should consist of a
group of hirelings, in another room, who
would clap and laugh throughout the
programme.
Their eff, its would
be
" faded-in " and " faded-out" at appropriate moments.
0000
Bristol and the Western Regional Station.
Bristol, it seems, is doemed to disappointment in regard to the Western

B.B.C. Takes the Hint.
I. am glad to note that the B.B.C. has
acted 'promptly in removing a programme anomaly to which I drew attention in n recent issue. For some time
past. Belfast listeners have been tantalised by Mr. Harvey Grace's Saturday
talks front London un " Next Week's
Music."
These were broadcast from
211E in mom lllll with other B.B.C. stations despite the fact that very little of
the music referred to was included in
Belfast's programme! •
In future, while
Mr. Harvey Grace is giving his talk.
Mr. E. Godfrey Brown, the musical
director at Belfast. will discourse on
music actually to be broadcast from that
station.

Wilreollsoz
Werild
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence shoed be addressed to the Editor, **The Wre -ess word," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.E.4, and must be accompanied by the enter's name and address.
SELECTIVITY AND QUALITY. Sir,—A chance remark in a letter by Mr. C. W. Carr in
an issue of some months ago, in which he speaks of " those
many wireless enthusiasts who have plumbed the depths of
sound wireless," reminded me of a problem in which very
l!ttle advance seems to be made.
Whilst it is possible to obtain a very convincing reproduction from the local station by employing a moving coil
loud speaker and a carefully designed low frequency amplifier,
any attempt to obtain good reproduction on a set of high
sensitivity, on the H.F. side (and consequently fairly high
selectivityl ends in disappointment.
I do not mean to say
that it is impossible to obtain a station, some miles distant,
with very fair success, but it is impossible to do justice to the
capabilities of a modern loud speaker under such conditions.
This of course is due to the mutilation of the side-bands in
the high-frequency portion of the receiver. I should be much
interested to hear the views of any of your readers on this
subject, which is surely ono of topical interest on the eve
of the introduction of the regional scheme and the consequent
necessity of selectivity in. a receiver.
This seems to be a "depth " which could stand considerably
More plumbing and most recent advances in receiver design
(i.e., S.G. valves, low loss couplings, etc.), whilst doubtless
excellent in their primary •object tend to increase this defect.
I am quite aware that there are difficulties in the way, but
if attention is attracted to this subject and interest created
in it, radio designers may perhaps be stimulated to increase
their activities in an attempt to solve this problem, and
sensitivity and good reproduction may be made compatible.
London, S.R13.
R. L. SOPER.
•AMATEUR STATUS.
Sir,—I must heartily congratulate you on the leading article
in your June 19th issue, regarding the amateur status in this
country. I am very glad you have taken it upon yourselves
to voice the matter, and Itrust it will be of some avail.
On several occasions your columns have proved the medium
a reform. May they be so in this case.
Antrobus, Cheshire.
J. SPEAKMAN (BRS 98).
Sir,-1 wish to congratulate you more than heartily upon
your leading article in the June 19th issue, and I am sure
there are many others that think the saine but will not trouble
to write saying so. Regarding your last paragraph, of course,
there is plenty of room, and might I suggest that you press
kv a band of one-metre width from, say, 12 to 13 metres and,
whilst on this subject, why not press for the authorisation to
use the 80-metre band which the Washington Conference gave
to amateurs!
Thanking you very much indeed for your endeavours:
Burgess Hill, Sussex.
" INTERESTED PARTY."
VALVE OUTPUT.
Sir,—The letters from Mr. Reeves and Mr. Bowsher are
very interesting, and it is to be hoped that the valve manufacturers will adopt a standard system of calculating the
power output of their valves.
If two valves are placed in parallel, then the effective
impedance is halved and the output is doubled.
I am. however, not clear as to the case of two valves
arranged in the so-called " push-pull
system. How does one.

calculate the maximum undistorted power output of two
valves used in this manner?
The effective impedance is
doubled, I understand.
For comparative purposes three cases may be taken :(1) One
PX.650 valve; (2) two PX.650 valves in parallel; and (3) two
similar valves in push-pull, all with 200 volts anode voltage
and —40 volts grid bias. The listed amplification factor is
3.5 and the impedance 1,750 ohms.
" KEENTONO."
Blackburn.
MORSE INTERFERENCE.
notice that several correspondents who have writtenin recent issues on the above subject have taken it for granted
that all Morse interference on medium-Wave broadcasting
stations is due to transm itt ers ac t
ua ll y within —the
medium
waveband.
In my experience, however, the .strong harmonics set up by
powerful wireless-telegraphy stations working on the long
waves are -responsible for a geed deal of this interference.
The Air Ministry stations, UFA and GFB, seem to be i.arOcularly bad offenders in this respect, at any rate, as far as
the London area is concerned. The former- especially produces
a number of remarkably strong harmonics within the 200-600metre waveband which become painfully audible when they
happen to heterodyne the carrier-wave of a distant broadcasting
station.
On one evening recently, for example, 1 was able to read
the whole of the evening shipping forecast from GFA with my
set tuned to Radio-Belgique!
One appreciates, of course, that GFA and GFB conduct an
important "meteo." service of forecasts and reports of value
to shipping, .etc., but steps might perhaps be taken to reduce
the harmonic , interference without seriously impairing the
efficiency of the bransmissions on their fundamental wavelengths.
I understand that special attention was given to this matter
(apparently with some success) in the case of the new transmitters installed some little time ago at Croydon Airport.
Wandsworth Common, S.W.18.
W. OLIVER.
•
IT'S UP TO THE B.C.L.
Sir,—As a keen reader of The Wireless World. since prebroadcast days—when your journal was " the only one" for
the amateur—I deprecate the allocation of the " Correspondence "
page to so much destructive criticism of the B.B.C. policy
and programmes
I assume that most readers of your paper have sufficient
technical ability to bring their receivers up to date. The provision of a screen-grid H.F. stage would bring in most Continental stations worth having (and what could the B.C.L.
desire better than Hilversum or Kalundborg as a suitable
alternative to the occasions when the B.B.C: programme is
To jog along and grumble is like putting up with an old
car and yet grousing at the limitations thus imposed. The
radio licence fee of 10s. does not limit the listener to the
B.B.C. vogrammes, and at all events the B.C.L. gets more
for his money than did the old enthusiast. in .the days of the
"Morse only " receptior. (via " crystal ").
I would 'advist the B.C.L. to anticipate the regi ona lscheine
by having his receiver modernised, and thus in the meantime
ti,mieg.
be able to select his own programmes instead oftaking
that may be offered, to his surfeit, of matter indigestible.
THOS. A. FAWCETT.
B 24
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is a refinement that will seldom. be really
necessary with modern valves of the type
used for anode bend detection, but it may
be useful in a long-range set when receiving extremely weak signals.
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"The Wireless World" Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of
queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than
would be possible in a letter.
.Choosing Inductances.
/have anumber of commercial plug-in inductances marked with their values in
mieroh-enrys, and propose to use them
in the construction of aloosely coupled
tuner for long-wave broadcasting only.
What value would be necessary to
cover the band with a 0.0005
tuning condenser?
E. T.
A coil of . about 2,000 microhenrys
should be sufficient to enable you to reach
the upper limit of the "official " longwave broadcasting band, but by using a
value of, say, 3,000 microhenrys the lower
limit of your range would not be unduly
high; in fact, anything between the two
values we have given would be fairly
satisfactory.

in Fig. 1. An H.F. choke is inserted
directly in the detector anode circuit,
and a by-pass condenser, C, is shunted
between plate and filament..
This condenser should be as large as you can
conveniently make it without impairing
the quality of reproduction, and in all
probability a value of between 0.0005 and
0.001 mfd, will lie suitable. It is safest

0000

For Headphone Reception.
My set, intended solely for headphone
reception, comprises two high-amplification
stages, followed by an
anode bend detectot.
l have seen
it stated that this form of detection
is not the most suitable when telephones are connected directly in the
anode circuit, but prefer this method,
and should like to retain it. My main
difficulty is that capacity effects are
troublesome; when my hand approaches the aerial end of the set
a certain amount of instability is
produced.
I take it that this
Fie 1.—Bottom bend detector with phones
in its anode circuit.
trouble could be overcome by taking
steps to restrict the circulation of
to mount the choke outside the screening
H.F. currents through the phones,
box in the position shown, in order to
and should be obliged if you would
avoid any risk of coupling between it
give me a circuit diagram of a reand the detector grid coil— in this case
commended arrangement for the dethe secondary of the H.F. transformer.
tector. It should perhaps be added
By connecting a volume control rethat the eet is completely screened,
sistance, R, across the telephones, you
with th-e exception of the aerial-grid
will be able to operate the detector under
coil.
H. B.
It is not unusual to find that "end -te- the best conditions without producing
excessively loud signals, and at the same
end " feed-back through stray capacities
time quality will be improved when the
is often responsible for trouble in a high.
resistance is ;et at a comparatively low
efficiency multi-stage H.F. amplifier such
as that you describe, but there should
value.
We have shown, in addition to the
be no great difficulty in overcoming the
detector grid bias battery, a potentiotrouble.
We suggest that, the detector
meter for fine regulation of voltage; this
connections should be arranged as shown
13 25

Remote Control
Will you please refer me to a back
number of "The Wireless World"
giving instructions .
for waking a
relay (for remote control purposes)
with the parts of an ordinary electric
bell?
N. P. R.
This conversion was described in an
illustrated
article in our
issue of
July 27th, 1927. Although the relay was
for
a somewhat
specialised
circuit
arrangement, giving control lioth of
volume and of filament switching, it
would be equally suitable for ordinary
purposes.
A word of warning: simple relays of
this kind are apt to give trouble if they
are called upon to interrupt a heavy
current,.
00 0 0

Transportable Short-wave Set.
For use in West ¡1/ rico.
thi n
building a short- lare ree,irtr in
"transportable" form, corn -pl lc with
ill; batteries in asingle contai aisiq case.
An improvised " open" aerial will be
used. On account of the ilimate., the
curr:nt supply problem is a difficult
one, particularly with- regard to 11.T.,
and Ihave decided to use the smallest
number of inert dry cells that will
gire reasonable results. Pan ?first give
me an idea as to the lowest permissible
H.T. voltage, and also say whether
the general circuit arrangemient of the
original " Empire Receiver" or of the
" New Empire Receiver" would be
the most suitable for my particular
purpose?
T. C. A.
We suggest that the circuit of the
original "Empire Receiver " described in
The Wireless World of June 29th, 1927,
would be the better of the two you mention. This set should give very fair results with an H.T. voltage of about 40
(25 to 30 dry cells).

(1.)

la; Lies.

Only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Deportme?tt."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side 01
the paper, and diaorams drawn on a separate
sheet. .1 wit -addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed tor postal reply.

(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in Me course of a teller.
(4.) Practical

or considered.

wiring plans cannot be
•

supplied

(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transfos-amers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(G.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to consiria-/fanal sets described in " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacillrera' receivers.
Readers desiring information on mailers
beyond lise scope of the Information Department arc invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated its towe art tetes or

paragraphs.
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Parallel-feed Transformer .Coupling.. Is there any reason why a volume control resistance should not be shunted
across the primary •
winding of an
LP.
trans ormer connected in a
parallel-feet. circuit?
G. L. B.
This method of volume control is al>
.alicable to the " parallel" form of connection, and is applied in exactly the
same manner as when the primary is
connected in series with the valve anode.
coo o
Modified Screening Box.
/ am thinking of nicking up a set on Me
lines of " The Plat-Dwellers' A.C.
Three" for use with an open aerial,
but should like to use a copper
screening box measuring approximately llin, cube, which I already
have. Do you think that this would
be a satisfactory substitute for the
completely screened case used for the
set as originally described, and, if
eo, will you please give me a diagram
showing which
components
should be included in the metal
case?
H. D. L.
It should be possible to construct a
successful set on the lines you suggest,
but the use of rather less complete
screening than that, included in the
original will entail meticulous care in
" decoupling " the various circuits.

*Ule@làoe.
'Vvolltd

•

denser betWeerr plaie and cathode of the
valve, and very possibly to insert an
H.F. choke in the position marked X:
As an alternative to the use of a choke
you could use a non-inductive resistance
of two or tinco thousand ohms ;a value
of this order would not seriously reduce
the amount of L.F. amplification obtainable.
0000

•H.F. Transformers,' Tuned Anode,
or Parallel Peed?
1 am at a 1088 to know which is the best
form of H.P. coupling for my projected set. A large-capacity II.T. accumulator is to'be used, and 80 .1 take
st that there is no reason why Ishould
not avail myself of the simplicity of
the tuned anode method; but will this
Waveband Switching or Interchangeable
give as much amplification as a proCoils ?
perly designed transformer?
/ have seen it stated that o receiver is
Again, there is the parallel-feed
considerably snore sensitive when
method with an ¡LP. choke in the
interchangeable coils are used than
plate oircuit. Is it possible for a set
when
waveband
switching
is
including this arrangement to be es
adopted, and am consequently in
sensitive as when either ol the other
doubt as to whether it will he wise:
schemes are employed?
S. L. W.
to proceed with my proposed scheme
It is quite impossible adequately to
for fitting wave-change switches to
compare the relative, merits of these
my set.
Will you please gire me
methods of coupling in a few words, but,
your opinion on the matter?
speaking generally, it is true to say that
tuned anode coupling can provide as inmis
We think that the statement quoted
pure H.F. amplification as any other deby you is unduly strong.
While it,
vice, although, if the valve impedance iii
cannot be denied that switching induces
on the low side, it will be necessary to
some small loss, the falling-off in ampliconvert the coil to an auto-transformer by
fication is generally so small that it ,is
"tappieg down" the plate connection.
difficult to measure, let alone to hear any
The parallel-feed method cannot.give as
reduction in signal strength due to it.
much amplification as either of the other .
But there is another aspect of the quesmethods, because the 4:46) i in.pirallel
tion not always appreciated .;a set with
with the tuned circuit,. end consequently
plug:in coils built to a given standard of
is responsible for a redtictien:in its dynaefficiency will tend to be rat her more
mic resistance.
In making comparisons; from the point of view of amplification* efficiency, it must
not be forgotten that the residual interelectrode capacity of the Valve must be
taken into consideration, and in practice
it generally makes little difference from
this aspect alone whichever form of coupling is chosen, as it is generally possiblS
to reach the limit of amplification with'
any one of them.
000 o ,

Fig. 2.—Paraiiel-feed H.F. amplifier, showing screened components.

The circuit diagram for which you
ask is given in Fig. 2. ,In view of your
proposed departure from the original layout we think it will probably be necessary
to take more elaborate precautions with
regard to the anode circuit of the detector, and it will be advisable to connect the detector anode by-pass con-

eILY 3rd, i9.29.:

compact than when a switch change-over
is. included. This is for the 'reason that
in the latter type of Sreceiver space most
be allowed for two sets.of coils, and, as
you are doubtless aware, the efficiency
of a high-freqnency inductance winding
is dependent to a great extent on its
physical dimensions.

More Magnification •
Wanted.
Taking into consideration the fact that li.
am compelled to use a very short in..
door aerial, the performance of my,
"Everyman Four" is snore than Sat is-'
factory, but there are ocenninn8 on
which I should like to e.étend its
range.- Is there any simple methool
whereby its overall sensiti v ity may be.
greatly increased?
C. D. •
We fear it is inevitable that your range
of reception thould be somewhat limited
when the set is operated with a very short
.
aerial, and it is not possible to improve
matters to an txtent that is readily audible,
without making sweeping alterations. We
assume, of course, that your H.F. valve is •
of an efficient modern type, an that your
detector valve is both suitably chosen and
correctly operated in the .matter of grid.
bias and anode voltages.
We are inclined to make the more or
less obvious suggestion that you should
use as many as pos.sible of your present.
parts for the construction of a "twoH.F." net; but before doing so you
should try the effect of joining your aerial
directly to. the "grid " end of the aerial- ;
grid transformer, and not to the normal'
aerial terminals.
When a very short
length of wire is used as a collector, this
alteration often makes a very decided im-1
provemeat in signal strength.
•
li
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Batterles.-Contd.

Receivers for Sale.-Contd.

BROS.
for
all
the
Beet Modern
13
lfc-i'iivi'ps.
SIMMONIIS BROS.-The New Empire receiver; £11.

¡pomade

1M MON 1)5 BROS. for Receivers, constructed to
any published design.
SIBBONDS BROS. for the Kilo-Mug Four; £18.

;for
-.111,R0021ir
8I3?,.1(N.<:
I,
,,k 3
Q1MMONItS BROS.
Lv .115.

Best Materials and

7, -„_Afillljrgaps..

Guertin-

for the Screened Grid Regional;

510.N11)4 BROS. for Modernisations, overhaul,
77
and repairs.
snimozsais mos. for the Pentode Two; 2712[6.
S

iftl t IONDS Hnos.

£

2-VALVE Receivers, 27 ,6; 3-valve receivers, 47/6;
these prices are one-fifth of the original prices.
MITE Fa mous Mehl icha el London Make 5-guine a
1 Su
ic K its, brand new, perfect and guaranteed. are tieing Sam iii it'd at M.I• •_ iota auk,' ¡rev: eara
set has complete beak of instructions and full-sized
blue print.
Marconi
Company's famous Multiple
Tuner. prat-ti-ally new, 30/,
T. B. HUMPHREYS and Co., 23. College Hill,
Cannon St.. London, E..C.4.
(5390
-)1111.11'8

All Mains 3-valvo Set,
Mills, 29, Carlton Rd.. Salford.

.e.

perfect;

£16.[5409

the
'DOMINION'
Slow Rlotion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 3'6 ! Bring your set
up to date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of special nonbacklash construction which makes very
fine tuning easy.
Finished in smooth
black or beautifully grained mahogany
bakelite.

Q('REENED (rid Three by Percy Harris, in maimgany cabinet, with valves; cost £14, bargain
£6/10....1, Merrivale Rd., Senethwick.
15392

1116011111111

T

Three Screened Ovid, complete kit, unpacked,
A with Millard valves ' cost £7, ;incept £5; A.F.5
leansferruer, new, 22/-; Amplion cone speaker, 12/-;
1'M.14, P.M..41i.X., P.M.24, brand new valves, 38/-.1, Metrical,- Rd., Sinethwick.
[5393
Portable 5-waiver, £10; also 3-valve set,
NATIONAL
oak ,ailiinet, cone speakers, 26/10; genuine har-

1l,
both under 2 months use; owner going aWay. •
20, Walsall ltd., King's Hill, Weduesbury.
15430

gil

N,"TtONAL
£10; all
World.

Portable for Sale ' practically new;
complete.-Box 2025, c/o The Wirelees
(5426

8-VALVF.
inado

Superheterodyne. of high quality, fat:treyAmerican c2ruponen Is, with 15 perlent
va Ive- (some cruised). new Exide trickle charger and
20 All. 6v, battery, spare transformers, coils, MC..
excellent range and quality; £14. Ilex 2024, c/o
The II" irrIrse World.
[5425

B

GRND1 0
.1"P Screened Ethophone (13.G., flet. and
Pentode), with valves, as new; £7/10.-Box 2020,
ele 'l'ire Wirt/tux World.
[5421
ANrrnmu Radio.

P

ARTS and Complete Sets on

E

Asy Payments,

4.
Freeman's

Court,

Cheapside, E.C.2.

• [5407

‘IECOPHONE Stabilised Six, 26 guineas; Ceeoplionr
‘...4 A.C. HA% eliminator, 9 guineas; the above rest
owner over £70 new last, year; or, together, eelunlit e
Are il inn or Clolestien lond-speaker, 2 accuninho
tors, :mil special mahogany cabinet for accumulator
and eliminator, 41 guineas; please write for appointment any evening, any time.-30, St. John's Ay., Errant
Barnet, N.1 L.
[5404

BATTERIES.
ENT01)1.: Users, write for details of new size selfcharging battery; 7d. per volt; illustrated catalogue giving data post free.-U. Taylor, 57, Studlm
ltd., Stockwell, London.
[0273

P

w
Z

lee II.T. Replacuments.-Sces (capped or untapped), liiglii•st grade, NO. 1, 10d, per doz.;
No. 2. 119 per th.2.-See below.
1NCS.-Best quality (wiled). NO. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9.1. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid. otherwise 6d. for postage.-British Battery Co.,
Diardendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[0258
Tit XIDE II.T. Accumulators. 100 volts, 2,500 milli.
ILA
amps, condition fair; 10/6; London.-Box 2023,
el° raa il'irdess hand.
(5424

E

XIDE 140v. ITT.. 2.500 amp., charged, with carrygag eases, 30/-; Exide 4v.x45 amp. L.T.. 8/6;
also 4v.x20 amp., 6/6.-77, Hartland Rd., N.W.G.
[5413
B29
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6setteuvi.se
RADIO

THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
Offir.
89, SELITURSY ROAD, S. NORWOOD. 8.5.86.
tioeke: (Always Orieni 42, Cherry Orchard Read. N. Croydon.

REPAIRS,'

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

L214,

Dept. 11'.
High Street, Genius Wool, London, S.W.13.

EXACT TUNERS
250 io 2.000 melees.
No further coils arc naguinal, t '411 as miniple ai
A,B.C., see" Wireless World," Janwer 2355.- c 52,
an strongly recionvara ttlir:a gaol," Mead poisteciel
'orparticulan ,,ti ICit
s

THE

EXACT

Croft Works,

W .
"
‘\

MANUFACTURING
Prior/

Place,

COVENTRY.

IXTHY lilentinue to Employ Expensive Dry Batteries?
77 Even the heavy duty typo cannot stand the gaff
long if you have a healthy amplifier; it you have electric light why not install a good eliminator? Once is
expensive. but it is tito tant, end it is designed for
the ',now who wants !nil han, pitres a,1 well us voltS5
standard model gives ono fixed power tall 13007. Mien
circuit; nod 3 variable Irum 0-300 by means of our
famous ChrOstat universal range variable resistors; rend
for our new 28-page pamphlet entitled "power"; full
instructions and scale drawing are given for the construction of ultra-efficient HT. eliminators, both UV.
rind A.0.; the book is yours for the risking; send a
to-day.-Clande LY0115. Ltd.. 76, Oldhall St., Liverii6
pool.

BOusn
H.T.

Labour
Supply from
on YSafety
our
1
Reception
First ConservatiVO
will.
1

Methods, by our Hn, fresh battery service; 120-volt
1-LT. service for 2- and 3-valve receivers, 1/- per
week, no battery to buy, perfect reception; also 150volt H.T. servi,:e; our service covers Greater London
and new isdates.-Pearson Bros., 32. eawder St.,
Poplar, London. East 6155.[5265

H

Lt.) tr

Any make of LA ,. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones re aircd and dispatched within
48110588-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 41.- l' il Free.
rernts lo Trade.

WI EELS RAI HO,

Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
mile radius). -28. Cherry Orchard Rd.. (Crop-

POUR Ediswan 5,000 ,ma. 20v. Accumulators. 10/ 6
etch; 2 Oldham 20v. and 4 Exide 2,500 m.a.
20v., at 5/- each; Exide combined II.T. and L.T.
trickle charger, maid ieally !mend new, £4 10.-Pierce,
3, Whitefriars Buildings, Harrow Weald.
[5363

NELSON ST. WORKS, LOMOJA
N W.I.

r

SEND T.ist of Requirements for Quotations.

(5

UETTER
Accumulator Charging.-We guarantee
precise charging and maintenance by expert. personnel.
'1'ho prices are very economical anti include
trouble-free collection and delivery; also hire and part
hire service of Oleitiam batteries; official Oldham service slation.-Aneley Radio (associated with Aneloy
Products), 36, Ilinilmans Rd., East Dulwich ; 8.151.22.
Tel. : New Cross 4074.
[4953

the sce!
S nlirs:ertiej
c1 " ?n3.elliP aboec prices are
batteries, and royaltii,-; prices with pleasure for sets
to your own Or any design.
SIM.MONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smethwiek.
[4841

IQ ' NI ER (Ilenrance.---Well known London make 2and 3-valve reeeivers, brand new, perfect and
guaranteed; priors for quick disposal:-

W

ET HT,Ilatteries.-Parts per dozen, jars. No. 1,
2141t/a square, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; zincs, No.
10d.; No. 2, 11.I.; KIM, No, 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2.
1/9; terminals, Rd., 10ii.; dozen cells 118 volts), rem.
plate with bands and electrolyte. No. 1, 4/1; No. 2.
5/-, post 9,1.; high efficiency, long lite, self charging,
upkeep small; send fol. ter sample unit; illustrated
booklet trae, Carriage free orders 10/-; write tor free
list wireless bargains; trade supplied.-W. Taylor, 57.
Studley ltd.. Stockwell. London.
(0 039

don.

for Quotations Without Obliga-

4!--rullard S.C.P. kit, complete (no valves). ready
to assemble to the last screw; snip. £4. -Frost,
ad. cierkenwell Rd., E.C.I.
I.5432

II

CO.

ART Atrium ulator, 6-volt, 50 amp hrs., 100 mt.
celluloid case, teak wood crate, leather handle.
new (aandition; bargain, 30/-, or nearest, °Hen-Write,
Smoker, 15, Lyme Grove Urmston, Manchester.
1,5399 .

CHARGERS AND

ELIMINATORS.

"DTJNBANEN 11.T. rani LT. Chargers for A.C. and
D.O. you may try 14 days.-Ardwick. Manches‘
ter. and 39, Victoria Si. London, S.W.1.
[0222
rIlltICKLE Charger, A.C.. 112 amp.. 2. 4. 6 volt.
3716; 11.T. charger. £2/12/6.-Ernest J. (.4
11 a
2t
4g
5
.
Lulea, Beds.
ANTA 1,1-111f Electrode Strips for MT. Rectifiers.
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2d. each, or
set of 8, 1/-.-1-7, Dalton St., West Norwood. ELE.27..
[0308TANT
p ALUM and Lionium lor A.C. Rectifiers; make
.L
o your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
1..0 ,/in
inch
I/. each; Lioni um electrodes fitted
with terminals 2-3 amps.. and 5-8 amps.-Blackwell's
Metallurgieal 'Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[4593

T

rgiRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Elimina.
tors. :ind for all wireless purposes. receiving or
transmitting , enquiries invlted.-C1hester Bros.. 244,
Dalston Lane, London, E.S.
[4993
-Unifiez A.O. eliminator kit, 120 volts 15.
mill ia mps, contains full instruction'', mains
transformer, choke, resistance for 60-volt tanning. 3
condensers (tested 500 volts.). and valve holder; the
lot, 28/-; sent c.o.d. on ria end, of postcard (Mallard
D.U.1.0 calve. 15/• extra); hundreds now in use, every
part guaranteed 6 'mint Mt, free from buta, tho most
wonderful value in England; stale your town's voltage
and cycle, also if Mallard 11.1/.10 tested valve re.
weed, full par( icnlars free.- -Liverpool Radio Supplies, Unifies Works. Myrtle St., Liverpool.
[528e •

28/-

vElbECTIZE1 Trickle Chargers. A.C., for 2. 4 or
6 volts t amp.. complete in steel ease, valve.
flexible cord and adaptor: 213/
descriptive leaflet on
request; agents for direct sales wanted.-Pel-Ectrie
Radio, 56. Garden St., Sheffield.
[5242
Es
PPSON'S
tors for A.C.
Elimina.
Safety
and D.C.
High Mains-Model
Tension Battery
A.C.5 gives
an output of 150 sells at 25 ma., and provides one
fixed vrIltage at 150 and 2 variable tappings giving
15 to 125 volts. lull wate lei Lineation is employed,
suitable for any ri --r ivrr, prim, complete with 115
valve, £4/..7/6; model 11.0.5 gives 150 wag at 25
ni-a
iind 2 variable tappiogs give 15 to 125 volts,
suitable. for any receiver, price £215; model 13.0.4
gives 120 volts, at 10 ma., and 1 variable tapping
giving 30-90 volts. price £1/1716; ell these eliminators
are absolutcly silent in iperation. and are fully guarantied fur 1 year' they may ho obtained cin ^ days'
approvii).-Writo to•diey for our illustratcd 'booklet
Radio Power" to Philipson and Co., Ltd., Radio
Engineers, Astley Bridge, Bolton.
'Grams: Safety;
Bolton.
'Phone: Bolton 2038.
Est. over 50 y
-ears.
15386

Advertisements for " The Wireless lVoeld " are only accepted from firms iC believe to be thorough! , reli(rile.
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Chargers and Eliminalors.—Contd.
C111.311GER for Aecumnlater. ! t to 5 amps. Nevi.
‘.../ able, D.C. mains; 10 6 each; guaranteed.-Robin
Ovid Electrical Mfrs, Primrose Lane, Birmingham.
[5314
VONS for all ElimMator Problems.
VONS B.A.T. Eliminators are the Best, irrespective
1
01 price; sp.:jib-ain't, of A.C. includes limit.
tramdermer and smoothing chokes hy the world-famous
G.11. Corporation, variable voltage eontrol by means nt
our world-famous Clarüstal. (registered trade mark),
resistances, B.A.T. fregist aced trade mark).
3 amo- 250 volt po,m; toggle switch. De Luxe drawn
(eel
metal cabinet. 'Pt.. .( ...Lyons special condenser
Hoek, new improved 1929 model Raytheon rectifier
ifilantentless) giving 300 volts, load drOp only 1.5s.
Jr iiilliatupere, i.e., POneell at Oyer 200 volts at 50
inperes; enquire the price; send for our new 28
page free ClarOstat booklet, giving every possible de'ail, seale drawings, ere., awl also prices of kits foe
houle construction; send to-day as the edition is
strictly liniited.- Claude Lyons, LPL 76, Oldhall SI.,
Eiverouel.
e

teed not to exceed 0.75 volt per ma., i.e., on 230
volt supply you can obtain over 190 volts!!
Will
work absolutely without bum iu, any ,drenit and cm
any 'f).C. mains (except mains reotified by mercury
arcs, which are all impossilde proPosilionll specification substantially as for A.C. type mentioned above.
TONS are also now Makng
i
.1.C. Li'. Eliminator
model lA gives 2. 4, or 6 volts at up to 1 amPere; model 2A ditto at up to 2 amperes; these incorporate Westinghouse metal rectifiers, special transformers, and extra heavy duty cliok,•s. T.C.C. elm.tro.
Istic -condensers, B.A.T. newer switch. Belling Lee
terminals, filament adjusting-let by
40-watt power
ClarOstat. etc.; prices strictly reasonable: enquilies
dealt. with as rapidly as possible pending issue of
sorwial literature, but no waiting for delivery of these
titist e.

L

'()NS for High Rate AC. Input. Accumulator
1./ Chargers; 2 models, 1 amp. and 2 amp. outputs;
larger'outputs can be- built to spvial order; enquire
our ;Tires and ',moan., them with our competitor ,:
inn: usual instrument. Finish and first quality' coin
:zits and workmanship guaranteed.
L YONS Will Positively Guarantee all Their PrOdue•
'Ions, money back if i,,, entirely satiWficill most
tag%
of our bitsiiiess is by recoatio.
mmend
n
CILAUDE LYONS, Ltd., Radio House, 76, Olilltall
Liverpool, contractors to The Admiralty, the
n.u.c. ' Crown Agents, Department et Scientific and
Industrial Research, the (;.P.O.. the National Physical
Laboratory, the Royal Air Force, and principal radio
and eleetrical
manufacturers throughout Eurone;
abridged 28-page catalogue free; 188-Page eatalogile.
400 illustrations, art edition. It-, post free 49.0, or
ptallirS).— Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St.,
!dyer
..... I, England.
[5166

A recent advertiser an
Wireless World" writes

MA ENTEN
MAKL'FACTrers'o
CO.,
Ltd.,
all l
forward oui reautest their new catalogue innstratite:
and
deseriliing their
latest
products.-Tn.•
Maint'm Manufacturing
Ltd., 126, Portland lit
Hove, StutscX. 'Plume; Hove 1519.
1'5157
LECTA Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
Robbins for Home (ionstructors.
Ivy OTHER Four Size. 8/3 per gross. full length bol t.
LI
bins (vide limx Dean.) 1/3 each.
NUMBER. Fifteen SW.. 5/9 per gross, bobbins (core
LI ;›,Iii.
(
, 1. 1
Ain.) 'nil. each.
1\71/MBEll 'Pwenly-five Size, 11/9 per gross; hobbit:.
-LI
more 1.14in.x2in.). 2/6 each; postage extra.
W F: Manufacture Also Complete Mains Transformers and Power Chokes for Every Wireless
Purp,
1)1:LIABLE Apparatus at Reasonabl e Prices; con.
11, suit us first, we specialise in wireless power from
the mains. and clan give you money.-Savage, 146.
iti .hiiupagate,
London, E.C.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgai
6998.
[5342

CABINETS.
Ç)NIS
the Best is Good Enough.-Rarnsey specialises
in making quality cabinets for any circuit., guar

aril red
mcli,fi.rt
or
money returned;
Fen:ant i
screened 3, oak 19 '6. mahogany 21/-.-F. W. Ramsey,
63,'Sliditésbury St , London, N.1.
Clerkcnwell 7139.
1.4318

it/en/ion

D

E.2.

le:131- S Cabinets.-Write for new 16-page art
catalegue.-F. Digby 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.
'Phone: Bishopsg a te 6458.

A WrCRAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best n
i.a
01
1
02
elit
price s entesisLetit with highest quality;
1
01,,›,t.,
3- Irtui.•st
a
list free from actual nianufacturers.-Art,Clcir,.. 11
95
86
1,Cherry Orchard ltd., Croydon. 'Pho ne :
ce:1,ydoi
[0040
"TAY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal
-1.U. cabinets in the kingdom; original creative designs at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; gip-nations
for specials uy return; delivery ccl. sliOrt flOtire
a II ter.' ; moving coil,
port a blp,
battle, vignette, radiogrci
electric pick-ups, television, etc.; ilbutrated
lists free.-11. Kay, Wireless Caine Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Rd., London, 5.17,
'Phone
Wal
thamstow 1626.
[5362
plNEST American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets, hi nge d lid , base board, highly
polished, take 12in.x gin, panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6; trade disco unts for quantities.-Mag-Itadia. (21
61
62
6,
Warstone Lane , Bi rm i
ngham.

Aiturn..‘FT
V a1110

Cabinet s -are

Britain's

Best

Cabinets, extraOrdinary clic", oak
handsome Iret front, highly pu lobed
Gin, deep, finished moulding, tate all

i
,,rdittary
i
-i i
i
i
,
i
,,,
i
i
s
ng
f
ur
a
units;
m
q.
uaistitles.-Mag-it
sample, carriage
a dio..paid,
112.

Warstooe
6/6; (rare
(
L
2a
6n
6e
6.

AilIjti.i.AoFT

Britain's

Radio

Cabinets

are

Rest.

Loud-speaker Cabinet,
12in. cone size, 15/6 ;

10in,

mov i
ng

cone
co il

size,
type,

‘YSON Special Pedestal Mis.lel for C,ossor
Mallard Master Three, ele.. spare for batteries.
price, 52.-; crate 4i- extra, ret.
fl.AYSDN Cabinets are all Hand French Polished,
satisfaction is guaranteed; send for illustrated
imw; save 50% by buying direct from the actual
i; fact urers.

•ot,•1:11

Val eie

p

irtà A VSON Cabinets.
ttroyilun.

COILS,

last advertisement in
'The Wireless World,'
letters reached me from
EGYPT,

NATAL,

SOUTH

AFRICA,

and goods were sold to
in

This undoubtedly proves

high value of your

paper.

WAV.83

Radio

y oun srEAKErt

22. 6.

"You will be pleased
to learn that fron-i my*

the

in solid oak and

IC HY'S Cabinets.edestal
-P
model . with separate
Dhat
t
cry compartment: from 56/- to £12
Diu„.1,3yos," Cabinets Made to Customer's' own De-

nAYSON
10j6;

AFRiCA

residing

Best
[0310

DAVSON Moving Coil Pedestal Cabinet. bailie size,
18x18, height 40M., oa k fi n i
sh, 45/6; crate 4/6
ui-Ir,., ret.

MALTA

a person
MALTA.

Britain's

J) AVSON Rad io-Grain Eabilacts Take Sets i
(
p
030
to
9
21 in.x8in.x13in., ample room for batteries, loudspeaker, records, etc., hand french polished oak finish,
No. 2, 37in.x24)n.x19in., 72/6; crate 5/- extra. re.;
No. 1 De Luxe model, 40x24x2Oin., 92/-; crate 5/es tra, rot.

NATAL

eve

are

iGurrntrialbrinerituri,re8itted with Radion or Resisto,,

square,

EGYPT
SOUTH

Cabinets

A
DIC:13%"8
Cabinets.-Table models
Mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/-.

cc, billets,

W.W8a.

Radio

CIABINETS.-First
ta
class goods at competitive prices.
Is-) send for lis -Gilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon,
19833
RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Value.
(0311

D

N. H. Trevett,
to, Hie Street,
Erith, Kent,

MAINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., being
•pecialists in the Mannfaeture of D.C. and A.C.
eliminators, supply complete kits of parts for building luir own 11.T. unit, including metal 'lathier.
transformers, P0 11 ,1, 11-PIP+, rectifying valve, ate..
•glliIntIllteed tier. (me year, full instructions
with Igteli kit: priees from £1. •

MAINTEN -MANUFACTURING
Co.,
Ltd.,
Sill
-Iva mike yotrri generous allowainet for your old 11.0
or A.O.
whether in
syr.7 king
Deb.r or
1p
In st t payment for ono ui the latest 'Mandell rind•.
truarasiteed tor I year: when
>9P , iI
kind of reeeiver, number of valves and their nil...
for wnh:lt complete el' • tor or kit of parts is ri". gaited.

Cabinets. — Contd.
RTCRAFT
11 Value

- The

"I should like to inform you of the
wonderful response
to my advertisement
in 'The Wireless
World.' I have re,
ceived no less than 20
applications for the
Ferranti and Marconi
Transformers and
most of the other
goods have been sold."

1929.

JULY 3RD,

onderful
-)Response!L

Make Equally Fine D.C. Eliminators; voltag
LYONS
drop per rn.a, load of their D.C. models is guaran-

111-AINTEN
MANUFACTURING Co.,
Ltd.,
st ill
in/ forward by return rif post Mallard full way.•
reetifying valves, 20/. each; or Cossor half wave ditto,
1.54
eriudensers tested 500 Volts A.C. 1 nit 3...
2 -nit., 4/-, 4 nit- 6/9.
Xif .1INTEN
Eliminators, eonsplete and ready foi
lininefliate use; prises front 30f-: send for pew
isitido(ne.

WIRELESS *WORLD

WILLIAM WINFIELD,
4. ARTHUR ST.,
HULL ROAD,
YORK.

Dayton

Works,

Grant

TRANSFORMERS,

ETC.

f6R4I
420
..

ez.o.

Multi Valve Portable, coil, 21/6; Europa portable coils, 2I !• pa ir.-Itadiograpis.
Regional Coil
37 /6 pair; Europa III coils.
73
22/6 pair.--Radingraph,
L ii'?, Wire, 9/40, 1/6 p.nr don. yards; 27;42, 2/6
per (luz, yards.-Itadiogr,::
Tub e,
g)EFR
per i
H ENS.Deep Ribbed T
nch; Been
L 5d. per useh; slotted for winding, 1/6 extra.Itailiograph, Station R-d. Constar, New Inns, Birmingham
.5237
S INI NIO WEIS BROS.-Ben:lit coils.

iii-121.F.A111)

LT/ Coils

K

S.G.P. Master Three Beret Dual Range
specially designed, complete; 30/. Pai
r,
Four Coils, complete; 63/. set.

11.0-NLIC

Mull:m.1,E Valve Portable ILE. Transformer; 25/..

F

LAT Dwellers.-A.C. Three double aerial coil; 17/,

QC11001.3 Demonstration Receiver, set of 4 coils;
73 76/6.
LICII/•;EE
ND Grid Regional Cella, as specified; 43/e7 1,,, ir.
1.1. " Wireleis World" Coils Supplied, mostly from
ilk sleek, every coil guaranteed
by the original
speeialists and leaders; Everyman Four coils, 33/.
tar', Europa Three, 33/-; New Empire set of 3, :Ms;
ilroadeast coil, 816; Titan unit, 15/-; 600 ohm remise.
I> EitULIF Standard Coils for New All-Wave Pour,
1-1 standard Four, A.O. Three, Regional, Everrman
pl
77/9 set of 4, with hases.
DEM.:1.1F Catalogue and Latest Coil List Post Free;
1_1 trade supplied- all quantities.
SI NINIONDS EROS., Shirelancl Rd., Smethwicht4642
Four,

I

" The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,
will ensure prompt attention.

n3o

JULY 3RD,
Coils,

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1929.

Transformers,

Etc.-Contd,

111/.1.
Varlty Bi-Duplex Ttansforiner;
-e-er Diluter, 12, Erskine St., Dundee.

14/..-Win.
[5400

6

Wk-OTIM Decoupling Resistances for "
t, World " CIrenits, hand mad,, and tested o.
our ..ivn workshops; 1/. eacln. post free. -Groves Bi''..
St. 1Iary's Place» Shrewsbury.
[5394

Louespeakers.-Contd.

FIELLESENI
';;::::DRY BATTERIES

E

Volt
heard
the
Sunbeant Moving Coil
H AVE
Speaker ?-Mr. Appleby Matthews, lato conductor

or the 13irniingliam (lily Orchestra, writes "The instrument which you supplied is giving most excellent
results, and it mill give me grcat plaisture to recommend it to any.m.. Q .
UN BEAM Senior Moving Coil Speaker, pot wound
I.
for
voltage. 16/10; junior model, any voltage,
.64110.
A Lt. Sunbeam Speakers are Fitted with an Output
Mt- Transformer, and can be used with any set which
lies a good super power valve in the last stage.
grbUTPUT Transformers. 20-1 and 1-1, as fitted I.,
Int, Sunbeam speakers; 12/6 each; nay rah,,
wutunl to tinier.
i'lliTPUT (hokes, 20 henries 50 milliamps; 10:6
each; trade supplied.-Macnamara's, 116, Soring
lIill, Birmingham. Tul.: Edgba ston 686.
15277

J
)

YNAMIC Spe.kuts (Moving Coil) by Peter Grasman: low voltage field excitation model, £4/17.,G,
Carriage 2/6; pot works from 4-10 volts and dray,
0.1 ampere per yolt applied ; easily beats any ether
moving coil speaker on this market, itillY licunseil
good stocks; demonstrated daily at our new salon;
200-250 volt D.C. model, same price; A.C. model,
ally specified sri/age Ír(1111 WO volt, to 250 vol,,
(voltage and periodicity Co l, atabal when ordering;.
only £9110; 'ay pa> from All I to £16116 as requi,,I
by our ei,lopetitors?
immediate del iVC, l'iCS ; WI., peallively gitana nit ee the /LC. models entirely free from
objectionable hum, which positively is associated with
every other A. C. operated moving roil speaker; enquiries answered as promptly as possible pending pro.
durtion of special pamphlets. See also under Batterie;
andI 'harken:, Elim,n isa inca, etc.- Claude Lyons, Lid..
Radio Boma., 76, Oldhall St. Liverpool.
[5169

W

in' is the Wilson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
used as a standard in the principal laboratories
oi the wireless trade?
1X7'1EY is the Welisina B.S.7 Moving Coil Lourl-speaker
rk toed by nianniseturcrs of high grade radio-granio •
phone sets ?

JJ

ECALTSE Lite Wcbson ILS.7. is designed and made
for the nee of ninsimil critics to whom only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
AVE you heard a Welison Moving Coil Speaker:
lf not, to do so alu be a revelstion.
Q END for Particulars to Star Engineering. Dicliduiry,
ICJ blanches:cr.
'Phone: Didsbury 1785, or. if in
London, ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Doctor,
2a, Woodville Urine, London. N.16, to give you a
demonstration.
15395
/-

Sq. FL-Tinsel, In several colours, for speaker
cabinrtx; send for free patterns.-Frost. 54.
Clerkenwell
PAU.
[5431

°AMATEUR Wiltli:LESS" Linen
sq., speaker with Berra unit,
35 ..-77, Hartland Ltd..
Bi!

N.Vi.6.

Diaphragm. Mt.
wonderful tone;
[5415

new model moving opil speak«.

no accumulator!

No

maim!

14•

•

1 1'0C11.-Straight

ltu

8.000 cycles,

PPOCH.-Sharp,
' 1,4 biasing!
E

KNOWING

HOW

Poor inter-cell insulation is a
frequent cause of breakdown
in cheap batteries, because
however excellent the cells
themselves, the battery as a
whole must have perfect internal insulation if the voltage
between the terminals is to be
maintained.
There are many points such
as this which bring home to
one the wisdom of buying
H.T. Batteries made by a
firm like Hellesen.
You remember the watchmaker whose repair bill ran
" To mending watch 2/6, to
knowing how 10/6."
The
Hellesen
people
have
"known how" since 1887,
and their batteries cost very
little more.
1919

Prices.

Standard Capneit

Treble Capacity.
"Kohn" 60 volt 11.T. Type
"Kolup oo von KT. Type

L-4

19;32,6

contralto,

1.11
proca.-A

P. & T.

brekgroundl

attack.

No

50
(neat

Ms
am

drammius I gie

good •soprano does not sound
tier as if she bad a cold.

like

a

/1-4

doesn't.

flute

sounds

like a flute but

a Neii•

F.;POCH.
poi;11.-A piano does not come through like n
.
1-a
.
broken down banjo, nor like a harpsichord or
barrel organ.

F

POCII.

Tel'OCII.. The onlv range of speakers that reproduces
▪
speech as well at mean) with absolute accuracy.

E"°° 1"
.1.4

▪

r00.11.-The speakers that have eliminated
defects of ordinary moving coil speakers.

the

Pot:B. - Greatest

variety on the market to suit ail
requirements and pockets.

prOCIL

J.4

E

E

POU11.-- 20 wedeln; pries frog, 50..

poet'.

E

by

leery

peat.

"El POCIIi.
.12.4
POOTI.-One of the greatest authorities in this
À tountry, after a comparative test with many other
nell known makes, hue pronounced Enoch as infinitely
,uperior to the best of the others.
'E'POC'H.
Li
ire POCII.-One of the best known experts, whose name
1-4 is a household word, after most exhaustive eon,
eamtivu tests, has just bought one. for bis private tuse.
l'OC: 1f.
1? P0011 is Made for Quality; the low price being
Li only possible by quantity production and small

POCH.

.1 11 1.0CH.-Dealers often push substitutes because
-14 bigger prate; Insist upon getting Epoch.

E

or

"poll.

lie POCII.-If your dealer will not take your
LA the manufacturers will supply you direct.

Your Dealer Stocks them.

SUPREME
for 2/ years.

crlep

No

from

r°CB.

E

oWir,,y"
volt Grid Bias
c• ••. 2i.
"Wiria" 5o volt H.T. Typo
10/43
"Wirup" q volt H.T. Type
18/.
Wisol" 108 volt H.T. Type .•.••• 20'.

reproduction

P0011.

proou. - A

Was reading a very interesting article the other day on
the manufacture of Hellesen
11.T. Batteries in which the
writer stressed the need for
perfect
internal
insulation
between the cells.

line

resonances!

;11ll

eifielL Drive Spea kcrs, Goodmans; call any date
‘...1 between 12.30 p.m. and 1.30 p.m. during the
City luncheon hour, and hear any of our products
demonstrated.-Goodinans, 27, Fiirringdon SL,
10091

1,
. eXPONENT1Af i horns, 'broil spiral type, A.S.100.
LI air column 84ita.. bell 14im diameter, price 361-;
0.B.320, air column 781n. bell 20in.>.10in., price 311-:
balanced armature, ribbed diaphragm.
loud-speaker
nnit, designed for cxproiential horns, 21/. carriage
paid. -Moon, Boyd St., Prestwick, Ayrshire.
15268

the

EPOC1L-The tut,* straight line speaker.

LOUDSPEAKER.

M

railieNement ut

not require unipteon tithes; • crystal
mid one valve or a portable will work it.

KJ

Ton are in London Call and See Goodman,,'
Coil Drive iind Reed Units before purchasing else.
where.-Goodina is, 27. Firrringdon SL, E.C.4.
[0090

OVING Coil Results.-Linen loud-speakers, 22in.
square, fitted Blue Spot unit. 40/-; complete in
polished oak cabinet, fret front, 60/-; guaranteed perfect; approval against cash.-1f,,innionds. 1, Stra Bold
St., NULL llton.
[5119

seientific

i
rell'ol'IL-Doco

TF

F

p 1)0(.11.--Itequiros
complications!

1 E1,0(.11.

[5401

1NEST Suspension Leather, for fixing cones to
moving coil or rred units, as supplied le principal
makers; 21- sq. It., 1/6 10in. square; sugnn-nits up to
12iii. cone. 9d. for 4; all post free, 'oil, with order.pilicY, 8. Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., Ni. Clissold 0736.
[4392

the &mutest

proca.

;

perfect;
£2.-Mills,
29.
w Carlton Rd., l'ick-up,
Salford.
[5411
GRANTO Plionovox 19,'k-up. valve adaptor and
Ivolume control; can 50/-, unused. accept. 25/. -

VillIto-SKIN
phragin of Special
the 51oving
Leather
Coil for
houthspeaker;
Fixing the pries
lila'
2/- per piece 11in. square, 1/6 per piece 9in. square,
post free, cash with order; special teons to the trade.
-The Alder Leather Co., 3, Southwark St., S.E.t.
Tel.: Bop 4448.
[0224

n,
l.

j
e rtreli.-Mailellens

GRAMOPHONE PICK.UPS, ETC.

Lilian, 29, Roy Rd.„ Northwood, Middlesex.

L
y

a

OODROFTE
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

POOR

Speakers

are

Fully

order,

Guaranteed

1E11,0011.

re pocit

-

-7

nays' approval

Epoch
E poch-8.d

with pleasure.

for booklet.

POCH.
PO(' 11 -Send toi booklet.

POCH.
E POCTI.-Rritiîh
E

N
N Dorf earnings,
EtIGTRICAl MEASURING INSIRUMIIESS,
POCTMS7 MICA ...PAM GONDINIRERS.
NAPEDLAMPS, TORCHES, 17C.
H. A BONI', LTD.,, CROYDON, SURREY.

throughout.

E P0011.
sell'OCIf RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.. are
la the noioufacturers.
city Office and Service Station. 25. Lauren.* Pountney Lane, 18.0.4 loft Cannon
St.).
'Phone: Mansion 11 ,nise 4683.
[5350

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

A/LIDI'S

THE

Loucl•speakers. — COntd.
SELHURST RADIO.

WIRELESS

WORLD

JULY 3RD, 19 9.

Lood•speakers. — Contd,

•

A BSOLUTELY

Unsolicited Appreciations Testify to
the Definite Superiority of Goodman's Products! t
r the P.G.3 Double Acting 4-pole Balanced Reed
Unit (25/- type), W.B.„ Old Trafford, Manchester,
writes : You certainly
merit congratulations on
placing the P.G.3 on the market.
At the last Manchester Exhibition it came under the notice of my
friends and self, and there was nothing at that Exhibition which excelled the P.G.3.
Lewisham, writes: Upon test this is a very
F S.,
fine unit.
Although I have tried several, for
purity of tone and faithful reproduction over the
whole musical range, it is better than them all.
I
congratulate you upon the production of a unit which
marks a definite advance in the efficiency of the cone
speaker unit.
L .D.C., Doncaster, writes: They are without equal.

O

1-a-

Q ELHURST RADIO Meting - Coll Speakers are of
IC
Proved efficiency and .recognised as
the best
obtainable.
16;;OLD Direct from Address Below, or through dealers
Y
in 10 countries; 14 days' approval..
17' VERY Wireless Enthusiast will be Interested in
1.4 our latest booklet; 36 pages of information.
1.01rERS of Music the World Over are using a Baker
1-J
Moving Coil Speaker.
y..TOW to Obtain Perfect Radio Reproduction is told
AA in our new free booklet; send for your copy today.

G

OODMAN'S Cone Chassis Assemblies, the cone
fitted to which are unique, by reason of Goodman's exclusive doping processes, can be fitted with
any cone unit in 2 minutes; new model. 12/6; enthusiastic users
T.M.P.. Plumstead writes; The cone chassis is working splendidly. It is quite capable of handling
the full output of my Everyman Four, and its response
to faint signals and purity of reproduction are far
in advance of anything in cone speakers I have previously obtained.
Wendover, writes: It may interest you r.o
A
know that I am using a Goodman's chassis, and
everyone marvels at the reproduction.
TLLUSTRATED Lists Post Free from Goodman's, 27,
Farringdon St., London. E.C.4.

TNLE88 You Have Heard a Baker's Moving Coil
a../ Speaker vou have not heard the beet.
lidEALISTIO Reproduction and How to Obtain It;
-air this is explained in our new free 36 page booklet.
QUITS•Practically all "Wireless World" Receivers; see
s
new booklet for suitable circuit diagrams.
rTHE "Wireless World" Reader Prefers a Baker's
•
1
Electro Magnet, becau .
se the highly efficient unit
used is correctly detigned, and by the use of special
steel a high degree of magnetisation is obtained resulting in louaer signals without the necessity of an elaborate
amplifier requiring high voltages.
- ADIO Enthasiads from all parts have sent their
Ail, unsolicited and written testimony Of the high EPOCH for Results.
eifieiency and magnificent performance achieved by
POCH.-If results count, read the following testiBaker's Selhurst Radio speakers.
monials: From the Northampton Radio Society,
LL Baker's 8elhurst Radio speakers are matched to
suit particular outputs, thus ensuring the best June 25th, 1929 (after testing the new model no mains
no accumulator type moving coil speaker): The
.Possible forma&
•
TaIRECTLY you hear a Baker's apiaaker you are lin - quality of reproduction is what is expected for the
pressed by the brilliance of reproduction and the high standard reached by the previous speakers of
your manufacture, which we have bad the privilege
natural tone.
The sensitivity of the speaker was the
TNCOMPARABLE. Results are the Reward of every of testing.
'J. radio enthusiast who user) a BakeelaSelhuret Rego outstanding feature, especially when it is realised that
this
is
attained
without the use of a dangerously
Moving Coil Loud-speaker.
small gap. It was quite unnnecessary to bear in mind
Moving Coil Speakers can lie supplied with- Sin. the fact that this was a permanent magnet model:
Y
to 7in. or Sin, to 9in. diaphragms, 4:Meek«
.
the output was, in fact, greater than that given by
• assembled as required.
a standard speaker working with an energising current
up a l'ostcard To-day, and send for particulars of 6v. 0.75a. All members who heard the speaker exof how you cau obtain realistic reproduction.
pressed themselves as astounded by its efficiency, and
CaUlt Free 36 page Booklet new edition) is .yours for we hope that you will accept our congratulations on
Y
the aeking; at postcard will do.
being the manufacturers of the first practicable per.
••
Tad ELY ugon Baker's Selhurst Radio to advise you first manent magnet moving coil speaker.
.--1-10
and supply you afterwards.
E
for Results.
MOVING Coil Speakers, manufactured.•
"Baker's
I. Selhuret Radio,- are being : used for Talkies in
POCH-If results count, read the following testilea,
restaurants and hotels, and for purposes where
monial: From the Royal Naval College, Greenwich,
_volume and clarity of reproduction is essential.
June 26th, 1929: May I take this opportunity of exI reCaN Receipt of a Postcard, our new 36 page booklet pressing my admiration *of your loud-speakers?
cently installed 8 of your type 660 :lied off A.C. mains)
will be sent at once.
PLUME, with natural reproduction of both speech for relaying a band in a dance attended by 800 people.
and music, obtained from- Baker's moving coil The output stage consumed 320 milldam's. at 400
volts. Universal appreciation was expressed by every• epeakera.
all Cases we are Happy to Advise You on any body. It was unanimously decided that the arrangement was far and away superior to. .. . The realism
point concerning loud speaker reproduction.
was so great that It was impossible in any part of
MEW Centreing Devices are Available whieh overcome the
room (except lust under each speaker) to discern
.1.1 all difficulties of centreline', aud give tbe right
that the music was coming from any loud-speaker at
• amount of flexibility.
all. You had to get right un to each speaker to see
Pleasure to all Music Lovers, Baker's moving if it was working and yet the whole hall was filled
Y
coil speakers.
at our Works at Croydon and Examine all with music-entirely free from distortion-of ample
volume. This is the effect which I set out to obtain.
I,' Models; you will be convinced of their superiority.
I know no other speaker with which t could have
ITR Moving Coil Speakers, with floating diaphragm,
done it.
15438
Y
were the first made in this country.
J
for use with the Megavox Three or the Mallard
MPLION Lion Chassis; first £4.—Mills, 29, [C
54
a1
rloto n Rd., Salford.
-aSA 1
, Master Three, with
pentode coil.
OW or High Notes are Reproduced with a tone
OUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
quality of an entirely new order, find with a ra nge
for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
covering the entire musical scale.
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51,
L
in with a Baker's Moving Coil Elpeaker.
Fishergate, Preston.
[022;
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Baker's.

U

A
Y

Pioneers of

Moving Coil

Loud-speakers,

SED by True Lovers of Music the World Over.

D

IFFERENT Instruments and Voices have delicate
tone differences which may be called quality, colour.
or timbre, and are caused by harmonics of higher _pitchee
which are added to the fundamental note,: Baker',
moving coil speakers are designed to reproduce these
different shades of tone, that is why they are preferred
to all other makes.
RLECO Moving Coils are recognised as the best
obtainable.
Magnet Speakers, made by Bake r'
s,
retain their magnetism.
EVERY Model can be Supplied as a Complete Speaker,
ready to connect to teeeiver if desired.
LL Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manu f
ac t
urad
throughout at Croydon, and can therefore be sups
plied without delay.
EY to Realistic Rreproduction. Ba ker '
s mov i
ng toil
speakers.
E
Model in the Top of Ws Class.

S
pERMANENT

A

K
VERY
R EAD One

Free 36 Page Booklet To-day

SEND to Baker's Renaud. Radio, 89, SclInir4 Rd.,
South Norwood, S.E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 16181, er
tall at our Works (always open), 42. Cherry Orchard Rd.,
East Croydon (15 minutes non stop from Victoria or
Loudon Bridge).
[0213
Mention of " The Wireless

PICTURE

RECEIVER APPARATUS.

Receiver Components.-Magnetie clutches.
PICTURE
£4/4; triggers, 3716; relays, 39/6; clutch and

cam contacts. 7/- set; spuidles, with brackets, 18/s;
100 ohm resistances. 1 /
6 ; pint
bottles starch iodide
solution. 4/9. post free; 100 sheets special paper, 9d.;
all above in stock; carriers complete. 27/6; cylinders,
10/s; write for lista -F. J. A. Hall, 91, Fore[0284-5.
Edmonton. N.18
Sell,
M UST
beautiful

special demonstration picture receiver,
walnut mottled cabinet, all metal
parts lacquered. R.I. multi ratio transformer for increasing sensitivity when required, given away at £12,
reason for selling at ridiculous price, very long illness;
also 120-volt
accumulator,
101-.-Jeffs,
186,
Cowley Rd. Oxford.
[5383

TRANSMITTERS.

Selling
G20G
Witter, with

Um-One crystal controlled trans valves, crystal, 80 metres, frequency
doubled, and complete rectifier panel for use with
200-220-volt 50 cycle A.C. mains, separate filament
transformer for amplifier valves, total power 12 to
25 watts, could be adapted for power amplifier for
moving coil loud-speaker; also Eddystone Short Wave
2 valves, range 5-65 metres, complete with valves,
accumulator, and H.T. batteries; transmitter £17,
receiver £4, or £20 the lot; will sell components
separately.-Send for list to G20G. Devonshire Hall.
fleadingley Lane Leeds.
World •'

when wrrein

to ad

tis

Trausmitters. — Contd.

2xv'
reducing power, has following for sale: Renith
transformer, 200-220v., gives output 1,50044,500

volts 0.5 amp, and two 10v. 5 amp. windings, also
2 Ul (Imam rectifying valves, rated 150 wattle, 12v.
4 amp, filaments, also filament transformer lot these
valves (home made), also T.C.C. 1,500v. (working) condenser, 4 mid., also ?dullard V050 transmitting valve,
above gear at present in use and has worked almost
every country in world; will take £16/10 the lot.
or offers considered; may separate.-Jeapea, Ili, Victoria Rd., Cambridge.
[5354

G
.P.O.
s-A
•

Morse Inker and Tapping Key
Birstwith Rd., Harrogate,

VALVES.

(Stamen's);
15435

PLY 3RD,

THE

1929.

WIRELESS

WORLD

ADVERTISEME,iTS.

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

Components, Etc.. for Sale.-Contd.

P

0TENTfA T.
and 30,000

POTENTIAL

teed;

Dividers,

Ie:ted

P.31.3.i ,P.31.4. 5:- each ; Phu...wok ink-up. 12 G:
R. I.
retroact ive
tuner,
with
vondenser,
201.;
100.000 and 80,010 31 ullard resistanees and holder,.
2/6 each.-31. Chit Rl.. Ashton. Bristol.
'1'5353

iOnus, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25.000,
ohms, 5 variable tappings; 2'- each.

00NI)ENSERS,
15,000 Mims,

1.

heavy

duty,

wire

2
7 mid.,
tappings;
2/6: 616.-1h-10W.
4 mid.. 4.6;
500

wound.

See e\C

Mean -

A

Nr.1.0V, S.C.. H.F.. power. 21
British Gtemeal
toner, 9!-; Britimax. 9 -; 50,000 resistance.
-Gill. Vine St., Norton, Ma'tion, Vorkshire.
153.:7

5ele
Cet

te

voit.-11elow.

C

rplIE

'Willis World Time Imlicator. shows instantly.
awomatirally. everywhere, at what time to tun,.
in locally any programme or event being anywhere
broadcast in the world.
Reviews:
".t remarkable
aerie," " Of inestimable value."
Cnkine."
EVer% •
body ir going to want It soon."-Of dealers, or direct
from .1. II. Willis anti Cu., Ipswich It',., Norrivi3tie.
8
Pri m- 1.6, postage 2.1.5
V01.7R Old Components Taken in Part Payment
J. for Latest Type: see our advert. .in column
Receivers for Sale-Scientific Development Co.. 51.
Fishergate. Prest,on.

n() ICBM (1,.F.1.-Choke coils, excellent for smooth.
ore, up to 20 milliamps, 2!-; nutria' heavy duty
chokes Mt 100 nod 200 milliamps at 86 end 18. respectirely; any ortiele on anntoral against ettih- - H 11 1
1tins. Itodio Engineer, chtetornon-Sea.
[5030
YONS New 188-page Bert-Mite Cnt,uloguue.» (-letting
tiro Most Out of Radio." is an indispensable guide
to really worth while apparatus; tonta ins 400 iU rntrit
Hens, numerous circuits, invaluable n•iieles, et,'., 11.
post free staiiips or pay: ; 11- niny 1.r th clotted on first
order, 51- or ever; sec the
ja ir
ev oie arvorded
thi.4 wildient ion in Vol. VI, No. 3, Maud., 1929 issue
of ((Journal of Stipulate Instruments " 1,retlitet ,1 It
the
Institute of
Physic,r in
conjunction
sr in,
tire
National Physieal
I
'oratory}, 1*- pest free:
ahM only trout Claude
Lrons,
Ltd. Rothe
ii"u'e.
76, Oldball itt., Liverpool, England.
[5170

600 ',C
M

De.o
ere li

17 1:Niftare Repleni,-.110,1
Oily Stocks of Compo i
g11t s
H we
now in a position to offer one,. fume
'

6-volt
Power Valves, Brit ten
EX-GOVERNMENT
made; 3 sent, post free, for 5.'6.
X-(;OVERNNIENT 110 erodyne Wavemeters, cable
E nets, oiiglutiv dam's''" I, but electrically 0.K .

15142

with,

ierEtt S.

oWc

J)

111111.1Elt 50.000 Wire Wetind anal 2 megolou
Leak Resistanees, Clydon 0.0005 Behe 2 TAM ...
1 mid.. and 1 0.0002 condenser,. Varley
.1.B. 0.0005 variable ctenser, Wearite Titan roil.
Perak
serceit,
NIaretnii
out Put.
Iran , 'rut er,
P.31.1
all as lo w ; n'ont 70 3, take 44; -; single
item hall makers' price. J.
Wilkinson, 18, tOrtalaion
Ardsley, Barnsley.
15360

74-

oltVS'rAl.

month;
House,

'

switch. 7/-; all-wave tuner. 8/6; 5-point switelles. 2 6:
Excelsira• printing machine, 28/-; Brownie 2 ealcera
and ease, 11, 1-; all nvw condit on..-6, Grove St.. Wellingbot•ough.
15418
3-range Milliammeter, 0-5,
B.117SCO
beautiful
laboratory
instrument.,

.
seet

ei-?, 2`e
to

tfetec,

IEA?.

x...1

o

v 'cvs

e0 3

ese

9

cioi)f)NIAN

5P.G. 'Loud-speaker D.A.
Reed Unit
and
Aluminium
Spider
Chassis
with
Doped
Co,,,'. cost
49,
accept 25/-; Varlev
11.1", elmke,
duplex: woof .1. 3/6; Marconi Ideal ii,, ',stunner. 2.7
12/6.--42, Huntingdon Itil., York.
[5381
MOTOR 1.1cnera for, 600v.. 11.T.B.. £8: Webson 31.C.
.1.7.8. speaker, £4; Anna ion portalde streaker, £1; Magnavox speaker, £2 10; Newton Only., 30/-; stamp.
tuill parliculars.-Ifoll. 46. The Square. St. Alines.
Lancs.
15207
FECT : A.F.5, 15 /- ; Marconi
PEForum.
0.0005. 3/.1 .1.1i. 0.0005.

2.7:1. 12,'6: 3
3
Alden pickup. 7. 6; F:diswan 4v. S.G. valve, 126: hundreds of
components, valve«, etc.; write wants.-77, Hartland
ltd., N.W.6
[5414

A5

OUNTERS,

second-hand,

eminently

suitable

for

fC
eet mechanism,
those winding
newtheir
condition;
own mains
2/. transformers1,61111:
cavil, post h
Atualgatuate.1 Manufacturers,
Acton
R.I., BIM/ i
ing
Imo..['6.116

a
t
41.30
t, 10,
1e •
,
la te st:,

Eli Ft ANT( 0.P.2 25-1 Out put Transformer. 101-;
Marconi Ideal, 6-1, 12/-; Hindu 2.t toil, 5I-;
Climax folding frame aerial, 10 /-: set 4 McMichael
I.F. tuned transtororm(s, wit!. cia•illator eon..1.•rs brrr
ineditun il TIC
long waves. 35 /-; 2 Colvern Selector
0.0005 condense r., 11 /- each ;G.E.C. slow tool ion condensers, 0.0005, 10i-; 0.0003, 9/-.--Mills, 29, Corium
Rd., Salford.
[5412

F

600

VCR
Sale,
the
following
surplus
stock:-P.31.3
valve, 2/6; Brown pick-up. Nu. I type, £2;
N.S.1 tuner. 6/-: 2 Lotus 3-sorry roil holders, 2 6
e8C.Ii; NU:clone. valve oni t, 5,1-; B.31.58, 5/-; lltrown
microphene
£1; Erirsson's hand niirroplion.
(new jCl
,
;s
Col vern short wave roils wit 1. star,
15 / : 1
I (ht above as uutrW, any trial aga inst cas11.-.1tichards, lft-Y StO, Heallor. Notts.
(5384

0-50. 0-500.
worth
£12.
retied, k4; Ferranti O.
15/-; A.F.4, 8i6; E.' awl
B. mains transformer, 200v., een tre tap, 151-1 ILI.
Varley pick-up,
30 /-;
panel a,,,mbly for Milliard
S.G.P., 35 /• ; special linen speaker with Blue spet
6(i K.. 35/-; ball-bearing pick-up arm, 5/-; It, 'I'll,
1'. X.650, unused. 15/-; dual range coil with built-in
switeli. 7/6; 1-valve set complete, £1.-Pearce, 335,
London Rd., Croydon.

tu

-VOI 'I' 30 mill. Marconi Item] Generator. to
csy.table ease. with 4 extra brusla, awl
springs.,
.ti2, 15,
General
Radio
1,. h",
jransformer,
ILL-Varies( 11.F. ehokv, Lissen lond•speaker Unit will,
reed, 51- •eaelt ; Lissen If .C. unit, 2/-.-C. 'lop,. 9.
Campbell St., Paddington, W.2.
15378
ISSEN
Violates,: Coils, 2 B.B.C., 2 Thiventry,
listed 5,4 ,- with bases, 27/6;
Brown A I..R.
phon re, Muni val. ditto. wit 1. Brown tram:rot...1er, 30/-:
Pet eStot t
neutralising
centlerner,
3, -;
Cosstir
.11.F.610, 5/6; P.M.5, 5/6.-11am:on, Verwood, Dorset.
[5379

Hill,
[5391

15 4 19

tot

C roils, 2
speaker unit.

Transformers, 21; 100,000 ohm W.W. Duld.
lier remistance. 2/6; 3 Colvern round copper screens
hases.
I. Ell on ltd. (en tranee ElmTyntlaTs Park, Bristol.
15377

College

Portable. in erecotlile case, less II.T., 2 7;
4'vALvr.
Marconi Ideal transfo:incr. 18/-: Junit multiple

y
o
1P ,

Reeeption.- " I get moat. excellent Testilt a
iv i
th
Double
Crystal
Combination."N. A. S. (Oldham).
Prov. pat.. price 1/6, with cairn
able
llit. s.
front
Crystal,
2,
Sydney
Terrace,
!aura sler.
enquiries invited.
[5371

vOult

8/6.

23,

riEll RANTI 0.P.M.1 Variable Rattle Transformer
1 nl, 1 :1.6, 1 :2.7, nearly new, 16:-; Ferniuti
13.1. choke, 14j-: guarauteed.-II, Belgrave St., Derby.

1,
t" ivtl

O ec... ‘
„,

rheap,
Sher.
[5367

1.1asen
Iransfornier,
set
((frank:
S.W.
variables,
with
slow motion, Lief,'"
Oldham o.v.d., unused, 120e. H.T.
Parlieulars and offers, Button, 47, Mereers ltd., 5.19.
15374

prim'.

Crosne 1{,l',610
I b.E.610, 1 Wearili t,54113.
7
t
condenser. Wearity variable roil belder. Ferri. 1. ni
Yeeislances. 2.000 and 60.000 mill, elands:
ralah
volume
vontrol.
LW
Tashi;
I...weos
'q.t.; re
tapped era le. 50. 75. 100, 250. 300; Watinel ciek-up
arm 3-m ay Leriastat ; 2 lgranie speaker plugs; tflou..
-Box 2029, c/o The Inert,* II orbit.
15436

e‘e%

'Cl

1%/1(,11.1.A It 11 ft.C.C. Unit, new this
what,
offers Y-Walker,
School

clearanee

QPECIAL R.K., all voltage. D.C. mains, cost untar
£910, sell £6 10; one Cation cedeetal oultinet
for same, list c.v., £4. take £3: lovely Inal.okanY
',Ise
will,
lid,
fitt
Colton boi
el...elm
all-ma ins
mbtor.
Viirley
....ts.ff
arm,
Brow it
£4
Pi. 1... -141(•
Centralab velum> control. su ¡tell.
etr., ece.t, orar Is'
£15, sell £8; one ES,. F.V.120 Inv £6/ 15.-Cavv..dish, 48, Upper Berkeley St., Loudon.

4

borne.

eards;

T

with
medulation
841, ton , No tta [5361

-VALVE Ile" Mace Portable Set, new with valves
anti 4-cell battery complete, cost £28. bargain
2: 4-valve I
,trster
Burner eabillet
11 1
". tltd••
2 L.P.. 4-cell battery complete, very .ellicien i,
rga in
£5; Amplion (Dragon) lontbspeaker, cost 50. - offered
al .£1,•
now) cabinet cone speaker, Cl
new gi‘ or
wave Cover... c. t Mark Ill' tuner, cost
£50, offeret I at £4; Sul -en:Iva lion. I pi. ,meaker, per.
feet, 10,'-: 2' irew 11.1. 11.F. variable Ira nsforniers, 15
earl.; 2 pairo (s Iry A !frown earphones ',tiered al. 25 .•
eaeli. Apply 490, High ltd.,
15366

tuning

HUMPHREYS and Co.,
J-li.
Cannon St., London, E.C.4.

Meters.-Milliamp. and
ampmeters, reealibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistailers for 'dither ranges
send meters fro
estimides.--Chester Bros., 244, Dalsion Lane, London.
E.8.
[5240

It I('sim IN
fiend
Mieroplione,
Lau Iansformer; 151-.-C. Wood,

(0 2 2 8

25- - pareets of British mane Wireless Components tt
the Ridiculously Low Prim' of 6 6. pest free.

euvr4esi e:lellet;
's

tiot•r.A.

15

M

FOR LOUD SPE,AKERS.
TRACING CLOTH
3- per yard 30"

wide,

4/---40".

PARCHMENT PAPER
9d. per Sheet.
GRAPH PAPERS
All Rulings.

and 6d. per Sheet.
BLUE PRINTS
from
Tracings

4d.

DOUGLAS & WALLS LTD.
Draw:ne Material Specialists,

14,

Tithebarn

Advertisements for " The IVireless World

St., LIVERPOOL.

arc only accepted from

firms

ICROPIIONE, watch type, very sensitive, new,
made on latesl principle, far superior to old and
out-ol-date Government surplits, will melt up whispered
words from a distance rei several yards. splendid instruments fur making deteclapitene, .leaf'
lotid-sptsiking
telephene, announcements throng hlottd-speaker, amplifier for ›rystal or valve set, electric sound detector,
experiment s.-Belew.

lifIGROPTIONES, highly sensitive, as above: 6.'6.
11. each
fitted wh
it
long flexible connecting cord;
full directions for use of microphone for many pur'es and die gram of conneetions free.- Fretlk. Adapit,
maker at sensitive microphones, 27, Fitzroy St.. London, \V.1.
'Phone: Museum 8329.
15406

r

IGIITNING Arresters are Useless, iinles they provide for a stritizlit aerial
to earth ilbeharge;
make sure your property is fully protected, means° ei
direct line automatic arrester.
water and
weal her
proof, neat. and easily fitted; erree 2 '
6 Post Irer- --31 Burt enshaw, 13, Hillsborough 'ferrite°, Ilfractanne.
"IVEW Unused Components.-Irerranti choke .type.541101
5.
-LI
12/6; pair Lewcos 6-pin (S.P.) aerial and
Coils, 250-550 metres, with shielding boxes and base«.
16/6 (list price 351.1• 2 mahogamte panels. 2iin.x
7in. 6'-, 2Gin.x8in.
Lindaiy, 105, Byre; Rd..
Part ick, C,'anew.

LUE

B
Spot 66K, 16/-; Lissen Super transfortrer.
12 1.; 1Vestinglontse reetifier, A3, 16i-; 5 215n
4
,10t13.
1,;
23 ::
condensers. 10 '-; Lisen R.C.C. unit. 2
or £
the lot.-Monaghan, 384, Kilbowie Rd., Clelehrik.
Glasgow.

we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Componenis, Etc., for Sale.--Contd.
szy.ummt Sale of Surplus, shop soiled and second-

s-7

hand goods.

MOLLARD L.T. Charger, for A.C., £4 model; clear,
IVA- 41; shop soiled.
PHILLIPS Charger, as above; £1, usual price £4;
Imp soiled.

II T.
Unit,
M I'LLARD
second.hand, 50;-.

E

.C.

K.O.

II.T.

Unit,

for

A.C.,

second-hand;

coat

£6;10;

9.6.

ARCONIPHONE Ideal Transformer«, as sold
ILL 18 6, our price
11 6;
good, guaranteed
menthe

1
,r
le

XTRATONE Amplifiers; 10,- each.
0eNE
ai .1 iftoct:op P1-1
..
w

,,Horn
Bto

i
S
ap
ne
t
akers;

£2:10

models

T

IlE FamousReliance H.T. Batteries. 105 voile;
-Ispecial Price, 11, 6; new and guaranteed.
Cavilan Regional Portable, 5v., latest model.
IA, ease damaged when being used for demonstrate it
purp 'see, new ',eateries fitted; a weutlerful bargain,
£13:10.
itg (iLLARD Portable, 5v., with new batteries;
lea. £7110.

-DULLS

Aerial-earth Switches; 1/3 each, usual price
A..1.8.
3(9; in Bakelite case. waterproof.
WI) Only, second-hand speakers: Magnavox moving
T roil, £8 model for £5 10; Anapl' Puce.* Lion,
£5 15.

2-VOLT

A
A

Valves; 1/6

each

LL-WAVE

Tuners; 66.

..I.S.

Motion

Slow

A MONEY SAVER
THE ELECTRADIX NEW SALE LIST
contains some wonderful Bargains in
Gramo-Motors and Panatrope Amplifiers, Scratch Filters, Mains Transformers, Motor Generators, 500 mfd.
Condensers. New Headphones, lightweight, 3, 6, Accumulators 6'-, House
Telephone Sets.
Galvos, Bridges,
Telegraph Sets, Microphones, Testing
Sets, Cheap Meters, Chokes. Moving
Coil Loud Speakers, 35'-. Wave Traps,
15:-. 3v. Receivers, 27/6. Odd Portables, Cabinet Speakers. W.D. and
Liquidator's stock all at under cost.
Send addressed envelope and we
mail you an illustrated list.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

Variable Censlensers;

U191

11• melt.

FANS for A.C,; 10.6 each.

POLALlt
POINTS

A

the Above Goods are in Perfeet Ord .r; money
re funded if not eatistied.
STANLEY RADIO Co., King's Stanley. Gloucester.
5434

TeNNA MOS. all shunt wound. for charging or lighting
20v. 5 amp., ball bearing, 41:1!-; 50v. 4 amp., ring
oiler bearings, 35
i 110v. 2
amp., ball bearing, 50/-;
250v. 1 amp., ball bearing. 70
MOTORS. .1, 1r•n., 110v. D.C.. ball bearing. 30
,}'.P., 110v., ball bearing shunt alb tit I 50;
motor generators on cast iron bedplate 110v.• irait 'r.
0.C., direct coupled to 250v. lq amp. shunt wound
dynamo, in new condition and perfect. order, £7.-Below.
Lh.p. to
Fan Motors, 110v. and 220v. D.C..
16 silent running, practically new ',minion, 10/•:
a Irv: with overheated *windings, rewound, nuke good
tlyna nos tor charging H.P. am•innula [ors, 6,'-• motor
starter regulators make first
'
,bunt regale:tors for
dynavios t., carry up to 2 amp.. 7,6; up to 5 amp.,
10,"-; up to 10 amp., 12/6.-Below.
PORTABLE Telephones, eomplete, Magneto ringing.
uew condition, in polished mahogany ease, 17:6;
11.T. generators, liand striven, 80v. 10 nail.. 6: -; large
earpt ones, 1'3; C.P.O., Sin. long earphone.. 3'-:
C.P.O. relays. 2.000 ohms, line adjusting. very Sellei•
live, 7:6.- -Below.
MICROPHONES, watch type. very sensitive, splendid
-CA amplifiers, 2 6; post office . inierephone buttons.
microphone transformers, high ratio. 2/6; hand
tel'' Oit ;net:, earphone and mien.plione, cempiete. 4:6:
solid Ina k mierophones, 5,'-; 1,000 ohm etrikes, for nil
pureeses, 1/... •
Below.
0 I'A . Spark Coil, complete with large eondeueer and
Ad
Jig', speed trembler, heavy .lischarge, 12/6; 1in.
spark coils, complete anid perfect. 6/-; Ford ignition
soils, in good working order,
spark, 4/-; post office
galvanometers, magnetic, 7/6; Dewar switches, 1/-.Below.
If [MESS Transinitt ing Sete, complete and in
perfect. working ortliir, range 5 milts; on 4 to
voile, wavelength 75 to 350 metres, spark sets for
more or retinae curare' by wireless of models, etc.,
12, 6.-Below.
aid 12 Volts Electric Motors, for ear starters, 10/-;
1.-P
win ta: it sus given for new flirt sirs and dynantoa,
A.C. or RC., any voltage; all above goods guaranteed;
cash with order or c.o.d.; all letter- aitswered.--Galpin.
Binfield heath.near Henley-on-1'h
"5402

'VV

NE Large Amplion, 25'-: 1 Amplion Junior, 10 L.F. transformers-1 Super Straight R.I., 12/6
1 5 to 1 R.I. 7'6; 2 Ormsby Reflex. 4 to 1, 6/1 A.J.S. L.F.'choke. 7:6; 2 Ormond S.M. dials. 3/1 variable condenser,
Bretwoml, 0.00015,
51- ;
Leatherette cabinet, 16x8, 5/-1 eeerY article 0-E. - E
Powell, 71, Old Woolwich Rd.. S.E.10.
1,5389

O

Place "Polar" Condensers
behind yet r panel
and
bring in evasive stations.

II Ien, 'or Ito ,
0,r1e. 'via (in.
W1NGROVE & ROGERS LTD.,
18e-189, STRAND, London, W.C.2

WONDERFUL
PURITY

1

moDEL A.
Assemble
24474,
Witt: Oak Cabinet 22-2-0
emirs.
With Mahogany
Ca elan 62-74 extra.
Home Coasted« Pane £4.7-5.
BRITANNIA REPRODuCERS Ltd.
Furnivel It tat, SHEFFIELD.
ittees..9%.""alikase

Moving Coil Res lilts
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
"Amateur Wireless"

24' Cabinets for saute.
Bluespoi, Triotron
W.B. Units.
Factors and Trade a ulturies oolv
biznufacturers, PERSEUS RADIO MF3. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON-TRENT

SAVE YOLIII ACCUMULATORS
Double the lite of your cells!
Avoid being let
down by a
accumulator. Sennett lei ,
you the exact state of your Danny and warn you
when it nerds run:using. Just drop them in and
lene them to it
1.'- per carton from most dealers or 13 post free
from actual makers.
FIDDIAN BAWTHEE & CO., tiakhill Rd.. Sutton

MISCELLANEOUS.

A

LEXANDER. BLACK, the original wireless doctor,
will tun (Loudon end Home Counties) and cure
your set; sets installed. maintained, and brought up
lo de.te ; complete satisfaction or no charge; entire,
phone pick-ups, H.T. eliminators, and Webson moving
speakers demonstrated by appointment; purity
reproduction specialise-2a. Woodville Grove. N.16.
Shente 5105 or Clissold 3687.
[0277

umus.
M ill ia
and ampmeters, reiv-2 calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, semi meters for
estimates.-Chester Bros., 244. Dalston Lane, London.
E.8.
[5290
liention
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Miscellaneous-Contd.
Qcorr

SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radin
doctors, officiaily approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Greet Britain and
Wireless
League;
old
sets of every type repaired,
rebuilt,
moderineed; stind set for immediate quotation.

L'ICOTT SESSIONS and Co. Neu eels constructed
K.,
with your components or parts supplied by us;
guarttuteed finest workmanship; we spetiialise in " The
Wireless
World " circuits,
high
grade
radic-grantrs
phone apparetus, etc..; let it mean something to you
t we
have satisfied customers throughout
the
•British Isles!
Loudon service; experienced cr gineerS
sent to all parts; portable sets drinninstrated.-Tel.:
Tudor 5326.
lialliwick Parade, Muswell li iii, London,
N.10.
[0262

E

AST Payments.-We supply, by easy payments.
components, accessories and seta, any make; 10Y
down. baeteee spread over 10 months-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11. Oat
,Lane, tendon, E.C.2.
[0097
Your set is not just as it ought to tie, send for
Alen' Martin. the radio doctor; moderate charges
with satisfaction; seta rebuilt sad modernised i
t
f
49d
5e
,
sired; Greater London only.-82, Finehley Park. N.12.
T
-I- IMBER.
melee-tape,ply.
4d. %in.
and American
Bd. IL: 2 and
oak, 1
4d.
oak.
It;Id.Hin.'
ft,.
-Write for bacgain liet 12 te N. Gerver. 10. Mare
St.. Hackney, Ka.
,
15
NGINEERLNO Opportunities."-This is a b
0
c7o0k
you must not miss; it contains brilliant articles
by Prot. A. M. Low, our employment superintendent,
etc., shows how to pass A.M.I Mech.E., A31 I.C.E.,
A. M. I. E. E . A. %I .1. A .E.. Metric.. C. and G.. (1.P.O.
exams., und outlines over 60 home study yoll''Se9 in
ail brallehes of engineering; semi for free estpy ;t5
day (state subject or exam.); we alone guarantee
No Pass, No Fee.-Britisli Institute of Engineering
y.8
e
St
Tecltin(i
l
,
In g‘v
1.7. Shakespeare House. 29-31. °ked
Loulo
[5060
e
C

LA It OSTAT.

ClarOstat.

ClarOstat.

lektreivee.?7,714
:Zitfsr,eeún2iritreagIngir°:

lion; detailed drawings of our B.A.T..
Lyons.
fi 'r. stat
eljui,imt,ttt,rs, ete., eta.;
send a

KC, and D.C.
p.c. today to

VOLUME Control ClarOstat. 8/6 (all good dealers
Y
have them); this is the logical solution of your
volume
control
troubles;
for panel or
baseboard
mount ing.
TABLE Type ClarOstat; this is a volume control
Chartist.. t, mounted on statuary
bronze base;
eickel plated
bottom, felt covered, (complete with
pliene-lip
or jack
connecter and generous length
cords, volume control from a distance; 13/6; at all
good tie/lien.
5
.
ClarOstat; for eliminators use the
(
J, Standard (universal range), price 10;6 ',snipped
•tt-t
model, 9; ..); safe r,,, eliminators, having outputs up
to 300 volts: su, salt puts 300 and up to 550 uSe a
power Clarristet, 15 /- (stripped model. 12/6); many
ranges; we will advise if y-ou will enquire, or send
for free 28-page booklet from Lyons.
I-el:PLEA" ('laiOstat, 2 in 1; a complete voltage
divider (adjustable) for a low powered eliminate'''. giving minute adjustment
II.T. voltage.; 13/6;
al all gruel drillers.
(.11tID Leak ClerOstut, 100,000 ohms to 7 niegehins;
.r,sen;jal for short wave receivers, 8/6; for panel
st baseboard mounting; get it ut your dealer's; if
he linsn't got it, nmkti him wise to the ClarOstat line,
arid insist, upon hint sending for a bulk supply of our
28-pittre catalogues on ClitrOetats, etc,
i,AROSTAT.-Other interesting types are coming
..... I.

citAttc.)s.r.vr Products are Distributed Throughout
Is-, British Territory solely by Claude Lyons, Ltd.,
Radie Ilouee. 76, 01(1 Hall St., Liverpool. England;
trade enquiries invited; manufacturers of eliminators
large requirements dealt with ex stock.
ROST:Yr.-Boy then] at your dealer's; in case
e- 1 et difficult y, send
os your dealer's mime and
address; it IV/ l,oal dealer, s. sil us your eu4i,
ml we
will send pest
frec at list pries per return mail
guerantetel: 50,060 ClarOstats in stock in Liverpool,
although it's sunimertiine.-Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76,
Ohl Hall St., Liverpool.
[5173

1 tEx

,
717
in Trouble wit h Your Receiver, constalt me
'T
and I will cull and cure any faults-hi, L. Gill,
53, Grove Park Rd., South Tottenham, N.15.
[5376

"1" VONe' D.C. and A.C. Amplified Gramophones Will
.1..A he Out Soon; work is well advanced at the;r new
A'
,field
la ,iorS; Y
.
on will be wise to defer your purchase; our exporimen ial work is over, and ce are
,atistied
liarr ilindliced a superlative instrument;
prices will not be unreasonable; electrical' experts,
Indio 1,e-1,1th-tans, mid musical critics have all iessed
eur outfits O.K.; renicuiber, we have been in radio
since 1918, and we have the best equipped electrical
and radio laboratory in this country: send us 8 postcard reque,ting to be put an our waiting list for first
• if detailed information.-Clauric Lyons. Idd.,
f!., silo House, 76, Old Ball St.. Li, er000l.
:5171

Y

OUR
Old
Apparatus
Taken
in
Part
Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert. In column
Receivers for Sale.-Seientific Development Co., 51,
Fishereate, Preston.
[0229

" The Wireless World," When writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PATENT AGENTS.

P

REPAI RS.

S

'Phone:

Kingston

4665.

Engineer, with expert knowledge .1
W IRELESS
po‘ver and mains transformer and eliminators.

capable ni taking charge of department .—Apply be
letter only. stating full sixperience. agss, salary requin -d.
aad whether uismigage ,1 at pn sent. Tristan Elm rie
Co., Ltd., Aston ltel., Birmingham.
15370

I

W

lit :l_i-:sS
Operat ing
Appoin t
tnen Ls
ASSUrial ;
short qualifying course, day, eve • g; fees pa y•
able after appointment for boarding students; Mors,.
classes.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens.
London, N.7.
Archway 3694.
(5363

14832

ThUVER.-11adio repair dept., Loud-speaker, phone,
transformer repasrs
eceivers repaired. reetiiist meted ; machine shop for experimental work.—
Goriluti Lent, Electric II Engineer, 24, London ltd.
[6087
EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure setts-aat tactful, send rentittanma after approval of same.—
Leetlx Wireless Repair Service.

VOUT118. aged 16-19, required for cencluct lug elceAs
trio:al teals on tek•ph
•apparatua. a theoretical
knowledge of the Wheatstone Bridge esitentia 1.—WrIte
or call. Employment Dept., Standard Telephone and
Gable's, Ltd., Aeredrome Rd., Colindale, N.W.9. [5385

R

Oun.srrAuEris headplmnea, rewound to any re1 -f
sktellic,
ni remagnetiscsi. 3:-; transformers resound, 45•; lilt], Spots. Trim roils. and 4-pole units,
4 6: work gins ran I
Wirelesa Repair Service,
5, Boston Place, Creen Rd., Leeds.
[4930
PITARANTBED Repairs by Experts.—Loud-speakers.
111.
beadpiattic,, cone units, pick-ups, any make or
typo. rewe si ns I.
emagnotised and adjusted. post. free.
4 '-;
Iran -farmers and chokes, rewound from 4! poet free. -I law di, 42, Fotheringliam
Rtl., Entield.
Middlesex.
15408

SITUATIONS
CO Y,PARATIV E
CAPACITIES

r\
DRY

Milliiimpereuteter, large scale. at-curate: state re.
sistanee If possible.—Granger, 6, Park Sq..
[5364

Leeds.

2022, em The

ILT. accumulators. 120 volts. 5.000
exeellent
innditM n; cheap. -Box
Wireless World.
15423

A.C•Eo PYe 3211 choke
A-CA..
c o 2'he Wireless World.

wanted.

Box 2028.
[5429

"117IRELESS" for August 21st and 28th, 1926.
VV details id Neutrotiaptor 11.F. amplifier. Holden.
130, Broads all, Loudon, S.E.1.
[5398
"U[TANTED, one copy of each of the issues of " The
Tv Wireless World," dated October 24th and 31st,
1928.—Offers to V J. Farrell, Moynalty Kells, Co.
Meath.
[5387

AGENCIES.
Wanted. whole or spare time, to sell high
AcENTS
grade 4-vais e portable sett al competitive prices.—
Write 24, Tretnadoc Rd., 8.W.4.

[5380

Battery

BATTERIES

WHEN RUN DOWN

1,11TANTED,
A.C.S.
potent ionseter,
multi
rotary
switch. itllitrOst aI, I.. F. isatis theirs-. lapped
primary
oiltput
t
en US/ ,,rim.r.
Wireless
Worlds,"
1926-27, A inerh.an papers. 1928-29: sell Magnavox
11.C. speaker, 6-volt. £4 /10; Met-Vick 4-valve set,
230 D.C. eliminator; 6-66 valve, 2-volt, 6/ -; new or
parts of same eheap.—Wallace, 119, Chorlton Rd..
Manchester.
f5389

W ANTED,

ILLUSTRATED

Proved best an facts

Permanent H.T.

WANTED.

ARE

SCRAPPED

Ti,,.

Standard will las:
tor years. is self--regenerative, thoroughly reliable.
and always
up
to voltage.

EXCHANGE.
11,1 )AIR Everyman Four Coils and Gambrel) Neutro.
vernia; wanted, gramophone pick-up.—Winlow. 9,
Owen St:, Murton, Durham.
[5375

XCIT',XC E Ensign Folding Postcard Camera.
2 D.D. slides, cost .45, 3x2 camera or good horn
lotid-sm aker.— .
.11 crime, Blink burn. Bathgate.
[5365

E

‘70T;It Old
Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
B.
for Latest Type; see our advert. in column
Itileei Vera for Sole.—Selelltif10 nerelOpttlelit CO., 51,
Fishergute, l'restou.
1.023o

D

I'AL Range Moving Coil Millia tome( cr,
0-25.
0-250, text L.T. and 111'. consumption; wanted.
Blue Spot unit, 861C.—Frost, 54, Clerketiscll Rd..
15433
A7

C

Q—A student, 18, first (lass passes City and Guild
Radio 1, electrieity and P.M.°. exams,„ high
-.shoot e, neat ilnl, requires pest eenneeted with aire
I
ssa
„r
etc., home or abroad.— Any offers
Sox. 2027, c•
o The lrircIrss ll'orld.
[5428
Vol:NG Man, 24, 6 years' experienee, construct'
• maintenance, portables. etc., desires situation,
,1,,y ea pat' ty.—Box 2021, do The Wirelemi World s
[5422

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

REFILLED
COST AND

AT
LOW
IS AGAIN

Impt.

READY FOR USE.
The facts :Seientitic e•!J have proved that the Star/a,..
Wet leT. No.4 Celli., ten times greater capacity than
the average dry cell. Tins means that ten dry tells would
he required to equal oue Standard cell. so that the initial
increased outlay ou aStandard Battery in, in the long run,
avast economy
Id. 4size Cell. 10d. each.
56-volt Super No. 4Battery,
assembled complete in Unibloc Container,. Cash £3 18 le,
or 13 tdown and five equal monthly payments ot 13e.
Any voltage or capacity battery supplied in Nos. 1.2,3,
and 4site Cells on each or deterred tel sus irons 7(i down.
Obtainable from Milford's and Curry's Stores, and most
dealers. II any difficulty write direct.
THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.. Dept. W.W..
184-188. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.0.1.

A

W

WANTED.

M,7 it ELESS Often. tor Seeks Position, :my capacite.
age 27, 11 ytars' sea service. first class P.M.G.
serf ill ea le, good technical and practical knowledg..,
well
acquainted
with
modern
broadcast
practiee,
capable worker.—Bore 2006, e/o The Wireless World.
[5373
117'WELESS Production Engineer (34), 8 years'. as
TV work.: lo ses,,:,,,
development, design, plannusg.
experienced transport, belt methods of produetMn. late fixing. etc.; any district.--Box 2026, ci. ,
The Wirelebs World.
[5427

g l
rEll tsc Step Wirele-ss, 18 complete Cs'tirrs of ti-a
s-3
theory or electricity in relation to the Prileti-sil
design ot wireless apparatus, eliminatoisi, s
et..,
aid' extras t.s item is rim-nailer', notebook, fiVl55l up- tos
tOr
bitetitst
prael
4Mal
weeks.—Clilford
application ; Prow:hind.
Welled weekly, soul
If-.1;tair
pm

ST AN DA R D RUNS
DOWN VERY SLOWLY,
AND
CAN
BE

CENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, te
demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest
3-salvo set. —Meg-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane, firming.
ham.
12667
IRELESS. —Agents wanted throughout North of
England for installation of wireless sets, etc.;
expenses, fees, commission; experienced technicians.—
Apply 3Ierri tone, Ltd., Cromwell House, Surrey St..
London, W.C.2.
[5388

Radiotelegraphy.

W

T

114.

SITUATIONS VACANT,

ANTED, an assotant wireless instructor. knowledge of dynamic machinery awl A.C.
set rk
,'
,cm i
aI.— Application. stat ing qnet i
ti. al ions. expel,
mote, awl minimum ,alary required to Urn 1794. e s.
The WircirsR World.
i.5269

WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Oar
Repairs; any make of L.P. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repairesl and despatched within
48 Imam; 41- post tree; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to Dade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. TV.b
214. High St.. Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
(0011

Cambridge

/7

!TIDE CALEDONIAN WU:ELI:SS COLLEGE is the
„a
fit-st training establishment to olit,i in the tit w
:at
Close
P.M.°.
Ussrl ifls-a ts- ; it
mantra has
the
highest percentage of passes at the smallest average
slat in
sits,, and money; appointments are assured
:.fier it tia I
ifleation.—Apply for free prospectus to 24,
India St., tllasgow, c-2.
[4897

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors: lead advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.
(0263

156.

1

SUCCESS in

ATENTS and Trade Marks, British end foreign.—
Gee and Co. (H. T. 1'. Gee, Member R.S.CLB.
and
A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane,
London.
W.C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
10001

plumes,
KK INGSTON-ON-THAMES.—Lontbspeakers,
Gan:dormers,
repaired;
4/- post free.—Minter,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ELECTRADIX
For every Radio User this is
the great success.

DIX-ONEMETER

mittomonehaines.

[019i,

Batteries are now a proved success;
new illustrated booklet, giving met
awl method of building and maintaining free: resets.
slots paper.—Tarlor, 57. Studley ltd., Stoekwell, Liao
[0077
-Inventor's Guide
FitEE.
253 (W), Gray's Inn
,

PONS

on Patents.
ltd., London.

T. A. A.,
W.C.1.
[4127

for Sound Technical Information.

▪ .B.C. of the Superhet. 88 pages. 17 diagrams.
•
(treops
or Blind ra tions,
i
nel us ling half smile
'Iran ings of the world 1.1nmns Evening' Chioniele
• iv,. Imperlieterodyne; Oft' y Nil., post free; has been
most favourably reviewed by -- Wireless World."
HE Super of Supers, complete data on a De
DI se 200-600 metres superherterodyne. reprinted
fi'om "Citizens' Radio (lall.book," and clone se at
our special re quest; all parts stocked fist this record
breaking set; all the dope, 6.1., post. free.
QCALE nr, wing el our B.A.T. D.C. Eliminator (see
tx_v
under Chargers and Eliminators), 6s1.. post free
(Stanips or 1,0.); drawings of A.C. model (fixed power
lap, 3 variable 0/ntax.). 7d., post free; these blue
prints are quite unique.
IMPROVED Universal Four Receiver, world lantons
1.
eircuit, fonts A user
u "- Radio Broadcast," all
possible in:ormation; 6,1., pest free.
-•
YONS De Luxe Push-pull Output 2-stage Gramo.
Radio Amplifier, will cater for several moving
coil speakers and recently pleased on audience of 700,
cr.st only £7/10 to build (£10/10 with 2 Ferranti
meters); large blue print 1/-, pont free.T. front A.C., large blue print,,all information;
1/-, rost free; this supply unit delivers up to
7.5 watts ef Minikes LT. supply.
LL the Above only from Claude Lyons, Ltd..
Radio House, 76, Old Han Btxt Liverpool, OverSeas friends kindly send appropriate extra amount for
additional mail costs.
[5172

T

L

Highest Possible Grade. Used
in Admiralty, L.C.G., G.P.O.,
and the 'Versifies.
Price: "DIX-ONEMETER, »
in case. reading 0-2 ma, 40
microamps. per div., 55 .
Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for large sale list.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.
Telephone: City 0191.

Advertisements for " The lifireless World" are only «ccapted frosts

W.W.,

W ET
II.T.
write for

1717LS

A

Amateur C'allbook, call SiBliti
RADM
in all parts of the world, short

of amateur.
wave
s.ta Lions.
ale° other information useful to amateurs: price
4 .6, post paid anywhere.—F. T. Carter, Flat A,
Gleneagle Mansions, Streatham, Limdon.
16398

we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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REDFERNS
" W.W.

type

DEEP RIBBED

eMAINS

COIL FORMER
A really efficient and low-loss former,
specially designed to the specification

2. 7. 6
£ sc.,

of "The Wireless World" and used
in the ''Flat Dwellers' A.C.3," the

Grid

"Screened
Regional Receiver"
and the "Multiple Valve Portable.'

e

..

The Finishing
Touch to your
Wireless Set.
ow you tare finished bnildirm
that set and are proud of it who
sot earn, your pride ostep further
est erdose it in a KA13110/1 "cabinet ?
'lier,is a" ABILO% "cabinet to suit every receiver, also
sone and moving coil loud speaker cabinets in oak or
Mahogany, beautifully finished in an extensive range
designs to suit your particular need,.
•114BILOK cabinets are specified for the /dullard Master
?tree and nester Five Portable.
ARECOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY
un
Illustrated list sent tree on reque3t.

W. & T. LOCK, Ltd.,
St. Peter's Works,

BATH.

for catalog,'"
TULSEMERE MANFO. CO.,

1./Iali ctn.
2•...11

REIDFERNS RUBBER WORKS.—Hyde, CHESHIRE

"KABILOIC

London Showrooms n 11, Rel
Lion Square. High Holborn, W.C.1.

Dalton Street,

-/;;'

'Phone

West

Norwood, S.E.27.

Streatham

I.

The

"RA YTRAK"
PICK-UP
CARRIER.
Describes atrue radius from the centre to the
circumference
(vide "Wireless World"),
Adaptable to all pick-ups.
Fix tarticular, on application to the /linkers
Robinson &
Hands Electric

Co.,

Ltd.

Barwick Street, Birmingham.

AXOLINffl

ANELS AND FORMERS

SUPPLY UNITS
from

FOR

Erfect insulation & better appearance
PANELS: Mahogany, Natural Brown, or Black finish.
r thin Is, 1
.d, per sq. inch.
thick, Id. per sq. inch.
COIL FORMERS: Priees on application.
- EMPIRE" VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all
diameters.
Distributors:

e,"

WRIGHT & VVEAIRE LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17
'linon, Nos. Tallerrhrina 38 t7 t3810.
Sole Manufacture...sr
MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTD.,
Empire Works, Blackhcirse Lane, Walthanistow, K.17.

e:••:••,:ey>.:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:.•:ve:ee:e .e:••:••:er:se:••:••:ey:••:••:•.:••:
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YaektiAgWelleld
‹.f
4
e••
andriolor boatii\g jommal
:•:
•
ef The Leading British Yachting Journal ,
et
,

.:.

•
•
,

THE YACHTING WORLD"

deals

with

yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether on the sea or inland waters.
Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attractive and interesting manner.

•
•
•

Every Friday 60.

41.
• ILIFFE 8r SONS Ltd., Dorset

House, Tudor St., London,

4:* •:•

Mention of '' The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

E.C.4

•:*

prompt

attention.
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'.«The EXPONENTIAL
LOUD SPEAKER
With Soft Core eunping.
by
TRUVOX
of the perfect Exponential Horn
with
soft
core damping has
astounded the experts and set a
new standard of excellence for
LOUD SPEAKERS. Demonstration
conclusively proves that
TRUVOX" does actually reproduce with perfect sincerity
and without loss of either tone
or volume.

The Introduction

SIXTY-SIX" LOUD SPEAKER.
A handsome cabinet loud opeaker incorporating the "Truvos '• Exponential
Horn
with
66
inch
air
yolionn.
Dimensions 144/16 - x lat• o ter.
PRICES: Oak. 54 4 0: Wahosaar
£5 0 ; Walnut. II 5 0.

Write for Illustrated Booklet
(W. W.3), Post Free on Request.

TWVOX
LOUD

SPEAKERS

UNIVERSAL GRAMOPHONE & RADIO CO., LTD.,
RYLAND ROAD, K ENT ISH TOWN, N .W .5.
Telephone , Hampstead 0226-7.
Telegrams :" HniEraMead, Haver,
We -t End Showrionns : 1,to- 51, Regent Street, W.1.

On the short waves you can
pick up America—even on
your one— or two—valve set.
But remember that short—
wave success depends upon
the coil—make it certain—
fit

London."

REGD.

zwaffleezeçeww,ymemes

THE HIGH FREQUENCY CHOKE
IT your receiver with aWatmel
HY. choke and obtain greater
stability, range, selectivity and purity
of tone.
It makes an all round
improvement to the performance of
your set, and has been fitted with
outstanding success to the COimor
Melody Maker.
Of all good Radio Dealers 5/
or direct from us in case of
difficulty
F
P

SHORT-WAVE
LEWCOS
RADIO
COMPONENTS
are available at
7, PlayhouseYd.,
Golden Lane,
London,

E.C. I.

COILS
Lewcos Coils are
available
for
the
MULLARD S.G.P.
MASTER 3
235 /550
metres.
Ref. A.M.5 - 10'1000;2000
metres.
Rel. A.M.20 - 101 Six Pin Bases. Ref.
S.P.B. - - - 2/9

Have you had your copy of this blue
print and assembly chart? It tells
you both how to build a really
modern, inexpensive three valve rec
eiver (1929 Imperial 3) and also how
you can bring many old-fashioned
sets up to date by incorporating
few Watmel components.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD..
Imperial Works, High St.. Edgware
Middlesex.
Telephone Edgware 0323
^priaiEstesIESEItatttMOMSMXIM

Send
card

U3 a post-

for

your

coPl/
Peer
»titekee

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS LIMITED

Church Road

Leyton, London, E.10

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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Greater H.F. amplification

•

1929.

•

with stability and ease of control
Discriminating wireless owners
insist on these modern valves
"— you can get the maximum effect from
Neach
of your H.F. stages, without the bother
of aneutrodyne circuit, and with greater freedom
from oscillation.
These specially

designed

valves, with

their

screening grid, prevent any feed-back from the
plate.

However much reaction you use, you can

be certain that your set is causing no annoyance
to your neighbours.
You can search for distant stations with greater
freedom.

These

Marconi

screen

grid

valves

give astonishing volume and render Continental
reception certain and enjoyable, bringing in programmes you hm e never heard before.
Designed by Marconi experts, made by Marconi
craftsmen, every :garconi screen grid valve is perfectly dependable in use.

Ask for S.215 at any

wireless shop — it costs 22/6.
Write for catalogue No. 520 to The Marconiphone Company, Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court
Road,

London,

W.1,

mentioning

ec Wireless

World."

Marconi £215 Screen Grid Valve
Filament volts

. 20 max.
0.15 amp.

Filament current
Anode volts

100 to 150

Screen grid volts
Amplification factor
Impedance

60 to 90
170
200,000 ohms.

MA RC ON I
VA LVE S

SCREEN GRID

Showrooms: 210-212

Tottenham Court Road, W.!, and

Marconi House, Strand, W. C2.
Priouid for

the Put/Ushers, litre": & Suss Lim..

Dorset House, 1udor

Street, London, E.C.4, by 'the Cornwall Press Ltd., l'aria Garden, Stamford Street, London,

Colonial met Foreign Age. 1. •
lihirreei de...rag—The kart-national New, co.. 131. Varick Street, No
York.
Huts... -W. Ii. sr. eh a Son. 248, kas Rivoli. Paris:
Hachette et Cie, Rue Réaumur, l'or,,.
Bigtoics—W. IL Smith le Son. De. liandie aim Herb., Dreamt..
lame
A. H. Wheeler A co.. 11 , unity, All,, 'alma and ('alcutta.
Norse, AreirA—rentral Neon Agency, Ltd.
a garaaraa_n ageba, a 001.5 . Ltd., igelliourne (Victoria). lAvtliiey iNOW.), Bri,h,uo vuernètland). A Inlaid, (4.A.), Perth (W.A.), and Latingeatou (Tanniania).
Cagoag—The American New» Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Winnipeg. Vancouver. limiteral. Ottawa. St. John. Halifax, ..lamilton; (Jordon & (latch. Ltd., Toronto; Imperial Newg C.
Toronto. Montreal.
wissuul.
vsneouv.,
Victoria.
Nave Rag...yea—Gordon a ieoteh. Ltd., Wellington Auckland. Chriatchurch and Dcmedin.

Tug W IKEL.Ltà. W ont.o. J s.a

101,1, 1929.

METAL

CABINET

DESIGN

AN
RADIO\ REVIEW

D.C. Model•
from E1-17-6
A.C. Models
from 93-17-6
H. CLARKE
t‘ CO M CR) LTD
Old Trafford.
MANCHESTER

TO

PERFECT

RADIO

We Supply on Easy Terms
Complete Kits of Parts for all "Wireless World
Sets.
Moving Coil and All Types of Loud
Speakers, Mains Units, Batteries, Chargers.
All Leading Manuf actin ers' Products Stocked.

Write, call, or phone.
Let us knou your requirements.
Send for our Lists.

PETO-SCOTT

Co.,

Ltd.

LONDON,

E.C.1.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at our seps

77,

CItY

ROAD,

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
4, MANCHESTER ST,, LIVERPOOL
33. WHITELOW RD., CHORI.TON-CUMHARDY, MANCHESTER

111111Millir
No. 515.

Vol. XXV.

No. 2.

Copyriont. Ittgistered as o Neaspaper
jor transmission ir. ¿Ai United Kingdom.
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Some batteries may be good, others may be
better, but the best is undoubtedly "Beam."
Not only batteries but the whole range of
"Beam" components and accessories are of
first-class technical design & workmanship.

(RAVE

THE"EEP,M" HIGH TENSION &AMA,'
0

SILENtE I

"Among those present" in a very

Wig

relmnsible

EACH BATiERY CUARAHTEED

The composition of •Beam •• batteries consists of thoroughly
reliable elements which combine to give aperfectly steady
flow of current over long periods, thereby enabling you to
listen io distant stations without the disturbing effects of
background noises

If your dealer cannot supply, order direct.

though

perhaps

not

a

prominent place there is almost sure
to be the Exide Battery. Transmitting!
On these big broadcasting nights it is
the Exide Battery

which transmits.

And if you yourself value pure and

ututl itetriating

recept ion

it

will

he

little-brother Exide
in

your

own

set

which will receive.
EXIDE L.T. BATTERY
Type CZ 4.
One of the famous Exide
"C

series.

e

"BEAM " CONE UNIT. The new and

improved Cone Unit which reproduces without loss of
tonal quality and with extra purity of volume, all that your
set receives. Every "Beam" Unit carries
a 12 months guarantee and is obtainable
at the moderate price of
"Beam " components range from fixed condensers to cabinet loudspeakers. Write for
full list and details.

2

ftei

/...

35, Farringdon Road,
•
London, E.C.1.

Telephone: Holborn 7048.

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY

Prices of Exilic Trickle Chargers:
For H.T.—.9.3 : :6. For II.T.
L.T. comhined—£5 :0 :O.
Obtainable front Exide Service Agents and all reputable dealers.

See the R.A.F. Display. lIendon. July 13th.
EXIDE BATTERIES, CLIFTON J
UNCTION, NR. MANCHESTER.
Iondon Sales or dService Denot: 215-229 Shaftesbury Avenue. W.C.2
G14

Mention

" The Wireless World." when writing tu advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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erfeet coupling at low cost-1cl

mci‘ moy .DED REsisTAN Es
t

ie

Similar to those embodied in the Coupling ail d
Detector Units, Met—Vick' Moulded resistances are
available as separate components. They are chemi—
cally inert, the entire material being the actual resistance
element. They 1. Carry heavy currents 5-10 milliamps
without becoming noisy. 2. Retain their values. 3. Are
non-inductive. They are ideal and inexpensive.
Anode
Eliminator
Resistances.
Resistances.
Clips for Mounting, 11.

Grid
Leaks.

DETECT°R UNiTs

el *

The use of moulded resistances in Met—Vick' Skeleton
Detector Units ensures freedom from
rushing' noises
often experienced with surface deposit leaks. Both the
condenser and the grid leak components retain their
original values, quite unaffected by climatic or other
variable conditions.
For Mains or Battery operation all one price
Extra for moulded base, 113

s1
40eVICK
/

COUPLING UNITS

The results obtained from 'Met—Vick' Skeleton Resistance
Units cannot be improved upon, even by using expensive
wire—wound resistances. The values of the components
have been carefully calculated to give maximum amplifica—
tion per stage, and as moulded resistances and leaks are
used, their values are retained indefinitely and they are
noiseless in operation.
For Mains or Battery operation all one price.
Extra for Moulded Base, 1 3.

se-Velet‘ ELASTIC AEMAL The •Met—Vick 'Elastic Aerial Unit enables you, in effect,
to vary your aerial backwards and forwards to any re—
quired length from maximum to zero. It is as though
you had a thousand aerials at your command and gives
utmost selectivity combined with signal strength for any
station. Prices from 12.6 to 17/— according to type of set.
Ask your dealer for Section 'D' of Radio
which fully describes these components.

mElpvicle

Metro-Vick
AI

A

Catalogue

Components,
Valves and Sets

Supplies, 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
(
p.prietors: Associated Electrical industries lid
R.P 142

eftertisements for "
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LYE RS #

WITH

(On lej1)• The wireless
receiving and transmitting set on the airplane " Yellow Bird"
shewing the " Dario "
Valves

VERY soon yourWi rev. less Healer will boive
Stocks of iheseasat;onal
neytt Ib roW It " ee"
Unit. It is due biggest
Radio development . of
r end years. For only
£2 (the Unit costs 25?and the Chassis 15/4
anyone can assemble,
in W O ttt t
tines, a 1 I
speaker Ihat gives luis
mellow tone and better
volume than you have
ever heard before. It ecreates the living artiste.
Unit
-Price 25/Chassis - Price 15!-

HE Yellow Bird's, and its heroic occupants',
night from New York to Santander, Spain,
is already well known.
All the time on
this journey wireless communication was maintained with Dario Valves.
Why not use Dario
Valves yourself—they've proved themselves in a
matter of life and death—they will improve your set
beyond all expectations—Dario prices are little
short pf marvellous. They are due to one of the
biggest and most modern valve outputs in the
World.
Ask your dealer or write direct for
full particulars.

>wonder
NEW
Tj
7

Thr0 VOLTS
General Purpose, 05 amp.
8upe, lower, 'IS ano.
'18 amp. ..
..
G amp.

oît-

56

"
lie

FOUR VOLTS
Gaaeral

76

Purpose. G5 amp.
R.C.C., '07 amp.
Super-Power .1 amp.
..
Super
H.F. & R.0.0.,

86
5.0
74

Pelee:boa. .15 amp. ..

DARIO
WRITE FCS
DARIO FOLDER

Advt. t. G Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue,
N. Acton, London,

•

Pentad, on

"'WEE" UNIT
Mention of

¡MR*

I.
1111.M.1.
M

111

943 6 .

IMPEX

1, ALvEs
ELECTRICAL,

DEPT. C. 538, H.GH

ROAD,

LEYTONSTONE,

The Wireless World, - when wrsting to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PO WE

toYOUR Set
POPULAR POWER
H.T.
BATTERLES

E.M.F. volts Go Price 13,6. E.M.F. volts 0.1 Price 14 6.
E.M.F. volts 99 Price 22/-. E.M.F. volts ro5 Price 24;-.
E.M.F. volts 120 Price 27!-.

BRITAIN'S

BEST

BATTERIES

ime%.~410%eremsombaftl
owbollemolgee%00%imebionri

YOU WILL OBTAIN from either A.C. or D.C.
Mains an adequate and permanent supply of H.T. and
L.T. for large power amplifiers only by the use of a
Motor Driven Set.
The M-L Generator with its permanent magnet field is
free from field losses, and is therefore the most efficient
equipment for TALKING PICTURE ,BAND REPEATER,
and GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIERS.

Send for particulars
of the M-L Anode
Converters,
Transformers
Motor

Rotary
and

Generator
Sets.

M-L MAGNETO SYND. LTD.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
immeummin
A1

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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mi

'h e
ge"---- e
-- l
FAMOUS FORMO COMPONENTS as used in thi"s
e
Re (le
—''''-"'-- ee
-- 521
5
Set &in ALL NOTABLE PUBLISHED CIRCUIT
BUILD and OPERATE its

fr
C1
c

01..IE EVENING--

S

F
FORMO-DENSOR 2

four vafiablz capacities

eo
1923'
LOG CONDENSER 5/..
1005
•0035
111025
BRITISH
Components
-----..

Throughout

Saul for Calwopre.

"De Luxe" Model 6
TRANSFORMER-OUTPUT
'COOS
*00035
FILTER CHOKE
25/.
.1100U
10013

THE FORMO CO., CROWN

--.—.'--- ;

COILS SG% ant
SG2 1016 each.

VALVE HOLDER

WORKS, CRICKLE WOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

PE-PT RI X
FOR

"--

13

pEurRix
--"
D
RY BATTER/S

PORTABLES

The ideal battery for the portable
set—because—

BATTERIES
VOLTS.
60
100
*120
—

-

WITH

DUSTPROOF

DIMENSIONS.
Length.
Breadth.
S u in. ,
--Fin.
—
8; in.
I 61 in.
100 in.6„
—
I
in.

covEas
Ileight.
3;.in.
31 in.
31 in,

AS

ABOVE.

It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
*I: is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
sdme size of cells.
I:s internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling devices are
unnecessary.
il gives 60%-100', longer service according to the rate of discharge.
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
Emery.

.

PRIC ''

-

81
13i ..
156

SPECIAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
(Loose lid type. tapped eyery 3volts,.
VOLTS.
100
103

DISCHARGE CURRENT I
DIMENSIONS
up to:
Length. tBreadth.
12 Milliamperes
I 9;1
5¡it
12 Milliamperes
9;
5

Height.
31'ir
3

The great majority of portable sets have batteries too smell
for them norder to reduce the size sod weight of the set.

Price

WRITE FOR FREE LIST.

13'14'-

•PERTRIX LTD.

*As specified for the "Ewan,. Portable."
All ti eabove batteries can be economically discharged at rates tip to
12 milliamperes, not 6milliamps, as is usual fur this size of battery.

120, nittenham Court Road, London, W.1
"Jinn

MIMIC

PARFAIT
and the 'EUROPA PORTABLE'

I: apu.'er
sree

to. h.

SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES

Seuni-Polished Black
Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Black
Highly Polished Mahogany
Matt
Cube Surface
Obtainable front most wireless dealers.
Arbeenwswa

R. It l'ollor & Co.. Lid. Sea So» iheildimio. COCO DJ LE.
Mention

Grid Than &Wert ,
Chp, Ed. usch.

LISE141IN

SPADE END TERMINALS,
,nsd.-E,,,,INANG ER
PLUGS and
Gen -BIAS GATTERY CLIPS

miassimegagmacir

es

ID, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2
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Experienced constructors
choose them—
For every wireless purpose there is a Marconiphone
transformer of correct design.

Each one is tested re-

peatedly, and guaranteed for ayear against breakdown
in the windings.

It is for their reliability and the

.fine results they give that so many experts choose
them always.
Write

for

descriptive

booklet

complete range of Marconiphone

MICA CONDENSER
Type 620.
•00005 to *0000
2.6
•oo:
to •oo6
3/•oo7
to •oos,
3/6

all circuits.

illustrating

the

Transformers for

The Marconiphone Co. Ltd., 210-2 12,

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.f.'

UNIVERSAL

TRANSFORMER

Full-powered amplification of every
note in the scale at its correct tone
value. Windings thoroughly insulated and waterproofed. Generous
cross-section and fine quality of
iron
core
prevent
saturation.
Maximum inductance, minimum
self-capacity. Two ratios, 2.7 to
and 4to I
Price 16:-

It.',PER CONDENSERS.
eaelt
and •2
turli 2)3
I_s and .3
each 2'5
and .5
. each 2 6
ic each 2/6
2.0 each 3,6
Prices of higher value un

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
For use between last
alve and
loud-speaker. Suitable for pentode
or power valves, since the primary
coil is centre-tapped: the two
halves will take the output of
push-pull stage.
Secondary coil
tapped at one-third, enables an .
,
standard
loud -speaker
to
matched.
Correct impedance for
maximum volume and purity easily
obtained
I'rice £1
MICA CONDENSER
Type 610.
•woo5 to 'woo
.
2/6
*out
to •oo6
31—
•oo7
to *coo
.. 36

POPULAR

.......----.----- ..._,....._
I,ADOR SCREEN—GRID FOUR
."
s set incorporates the latest developments
in Receiver design—full constructional details
free on request.

(

In inexpensive but efficient component.
Excellent for small receivers or portable sets, since it is
light and compact. Fully covered
by the Marconiphone 12 months'
guarantee. Gives best results with
a medium impedance valve. Ratio
4 to I
Price 12 ,6

NIICA CONDENSER
1 ype B773.
'or
4/—
..
86
•5
.. 37)6
Intermediate Capacities at
PrOpertionate prices.

Thi

1
I

UBILIE

il

•--

CONDENSERS

dolnainable from your
dealer, uTile direct to us,
gitind his name asid address.
BI

tíéI Lit
C...e)

TRANSFORMER

Dubitier Condenser Co. (x925).
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road,
.4cton, London, w.3.

All these models are fitted with reversible Jest
to facilitate mounting in different

positions.

MARCONIPHONE
GUARANTEED

TRANSFORMERS

©244IF
Advertisements lop " The Wirelos$ World" are only accepted lium firms we believe tu be lhosuughly ?el:abbr.
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SHAM PROOF!
NOISE PROOF!
CREAK PROOF Irn-f

INTER-LOCKEDI Il
The wonderful new system of
Interlocked Construction used in
.the Cossor Screened Grid Valve is
the greatest advance in valve design
since the introduction of the 1101
Emitter. Interlocked electrodes—
each element rigidily secured top
and bottom — definitely prevent
damage due to even the hardest
shocks. 4 Look at the illustration—
see the girder-like construction of
the Cossor Screened Valve. Every
joint is electrically welded.
No
other Screened Grid Valve has
such strength or rigidity.
For
any Screened Grid Receiver demand Cossor--- Britain's strongest
and most dependable Screened
Grid Valve.

Only Cossor Screened
Grid Valves have interlocked
Electrodes
Made in 3 types
for
use
with
2, 4 and 6-volt
Accumulators.

eta

6:et pia
thit
.
*Itelerfulvalve,evrite

4v Leaflet No. L

Technical

Data
Fil,.». not Amp.
.1,, Max. Anode
Volt. 150, Imp.,
dame', 21)0,000, An,
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of the circuits aod apparatus described in these pages are covered by
patella, readers are advised, before making use of them, to satisfy themselves
that they would not be sufrzuging patents.
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AMATEUR STATUS.
A

.
T

a time when the United States of America is
offering congratulations to its radio amateur
organisations on the prosperity and strength of
the movement a very different state of affairs prevails
in this country and one which merits no congratulations.
We understand that at the present time there are
just ever nine hundred amateurs in Britain' with transmitting permits.
This figure shows a very definite
reduction on former totals, for the number of amateurs
licensed by the Post Office has stood as high as fifteen
hundred only a short while back.
The Post Office
would no doubt say that the falling off in numbers
is due to lack of interest on the part of the amateur,
but we believe that whilst the interest and desire to
participate in experimental transmission is still as keen
as ever, the Post Office regulations have made it so
difficult .to conform to the conditions imposed on a
licensee that the majority of amateurs are giving up
their interest in disgust. We fail to see why the Post
Office regulations in regard to the operation of amateur
B a

1929.

VoL. XXV.

No.

2.

transmitting stations should be so exacting.
If the
amateurs were given a• band within which to operate,
then their cwn organisation would see to it that the
individual amateurs would" play fair " amongst themselves, and, for the Post Office, it would be time enough
to interfere when any amateur was detected working
outside the band allocated for amateur use. The British
amateur has always held a high reputation in the
European ether.
0000
"OLD LAMPS FOR

NEW."

S

INCE the publication of correspondence under the
above heading in The Wireless World we have
received a large number of letters from readers
expressing their satisfaction at the very generous attitude
adopted by British valve manufacturers generally in
the matter of replacements of faulty or doubtful valves.
It is very pleasing to have this definite evidence of the
advantage which the purchase of valves manufactured
in this country offers, where the purchaser can get into
direct touch with the actual manufacturer.if any fault
in construction should impair the life or the performance
of the valve.
We do not think, however, that this attitude adopted
by the manufacturer entirely disposes of the situation
which prompted the correspondence already published
on this subject. It will be remembered that the complaint was made that as valves were sold at present
the purchaser had absolutely no guarantee that the
valve had not already been in use, say, by the retailer,
for demonstration purposes. Then along came another
correspondent who admitted that he was able to borrow
valves regularly from his local wireless dealer and
return them after he had tried their performance in his
experimental sets.
Sealed Valve Cartons.

We consider that it ought not to be possible for such
a position to exist. It may be argued that no special
precaution is taken in the case of electric lamps to
prevent them from being used.; but surely this is a
rather different matter, since the valve is so much more
fragile and much damage could be done to a valve
without preventing the filament from lighting. It would
seem very desirable that the valve manufacturers should
devise -some means of protecting the customer from
the risk that the valve he purchases has been tampered
with, and seme special design of carton would easily
give the necessary protection. Or the carton need
merely be sealed in some suitable manner to prevent
opening by anyone other than the purchaser.
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ELF. Amplifiers.

L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

I

N the majority of cases wh ere a radi och
oke i
s
of the components connected in the plate circuit of
employed in a receiver it is used in the plate cirthe valve. We must therefore have some idea of the
cuit of the detector valve, when its function is to
impedance of a typical choke at various wavelengths
deflect some of the radio-frequency component in the
before we can make any very confident statements
plate circuit through the reaction control circuit. Such
about the degree of amplification to be expected from
an arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, which shows a such an arrangement.
The impedance curve of a
single-valve receiver in which the choke is placed on
typical choke is reproduced in Fig. 4, from which
point-duty in this manner.
it will be seen at a glance that over
• Figures that have been given for
the lower broadcast band of wavetypical commercial chokes in the
The tuned grid H.F. coupling has been
lengths from 200 to 600 metres the
section entitled " Laboratory Tests"
rather neglected in receiver design. Is
impedance is low. We can, therethis method of H.F. amplification inshow that the impedance offered by
fore, state with perfect certainty
ferior in its results to the more um uy
a choke, when shunted by the
that the amplification that can be
adopted tuned anode or transformir?
various stray capacities present in
In this article the circuit conditims
extracted from the circuit of Fig. 2
the circuit, amounts to something
are carefully analysed and the merits
is also low, being only a fraction
of the arrangement explained.
like ten to forty thousand ohms on
of the amplification factor of the
the broadcast band, rising as the
valve.
wavelength is increased to a maxiIf we compare the circuit of
mum of perhaps 300,000 ohms at the frequency of
Fig. 3 with that which we have just been discussing,
resonance. It has been pointed out' that the low
we see that the only change is that now a tuned circuit
impedance offered by the choke to currents of the
replaces the grid leak.
frequencies used for the broadcast band is not of
moment when the choke is employed in the manner
Choke Coupling v. Tuned Grid.
suggested in Fig. r, for the reaction condenser also
Since the' e is no objection to using a grid leak of
offers a low impedance at these frequencies, so that a five megohnis if we so desire, while the dynamic recurrent adequate for the provision of proper reaction
sistance of a tuned circuit can only with difficulty
effects flows through the coil and condenser shunted
be raised as high as one-tenth of this value, it would
across the choke.
• appear reasc nable to suppose that the total impedance
Apart from this use, and from applications in highbetween plate of Vi and earth in Fig. 3 would be even
frequency filter-circuits of various kinds, the radiolower still, rnd that the amplification of this arrangechoke has also found employment in the coupling
ment would be even less than in the preceding case.
between successive stages
This mode of viewing the
of high-frequency amplificircuit is really based on the
cation, or between the last
well-known fact that if two
of such stages and the deresistances are placed in
tector valve.
Sometimes
parallel more current flows
the choke constitutes the
through the two than would
whole of the coupling, as
flow through either alone.
in Fig. 2, while in cirso that the combination has
cuits on the lines of Fig. 3
a lower resistance than
it is supported by the
either of its component
presence of a tuned circuit.
parts.
It is not safe,
The present note is intended
however,
to apply these
to emphasise the radical
direct-current
notions •to
difference between these two
alternating -current
probapparently similar circuits,
lems, and in the present
and to show the behaviour
instance the result of so
of a coupling in which both
Pi g. ,,,
doing has been to lead us
a choke and a tuned circuit
em 110 );;;--to egerleh:eger ri ceill Ineed=ue
to an utterly erroneous conare included.
elusion.
A slightly more
The amplification attained in a circuit such as that
detailed examination of both circuits will bring to light
of Fig. 2 will be higher the high ,r the impedance
the fallacy in our reasoning.
1"H.F. Chokes," Wireless World, Sept. 26th, 1928, page 372.
When the choke stands alone, as in Fig. 2, the
a
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tuned stage, and to bear very carefully in mind
the fact that on the• broadcast wave-band the
choke behaves exactly as though it were a small
condenser.
Following the same method that we have already used
in analysing the circuit of Fig. 2, we can reduce that
of Fig. 3 to the scheme shown in Fig. .6.
This, as
might be _expected, is simply Fig. 5 with the tuning
coil of inductance L, and resistance ri,and the tuning
condenser Ci connected in parallel with the choke.
The full analysis of the behaviour of such a circuit
would lead to mathematical
complications of the most
alarming description, without yielding, so far as one
can see, the smallest scrap
of useful information.
We
will, therefore, content ourselves with a commonsense
qualitative discussion of it,
which will be equally useful, and will be very much
less like hard work.
In the first place, we have
already seen, while investigating Fig. 5, that
the branch L, r, representing the inductance and resistFig. 3.—Circuit differing from
ance of the choke, amounts Fig. 2 in that a tuned circuit,
of dynamic resistance perhaps
to an impedance of about a of 0.25 megohm, replaces a
megohm.
In comparison grid leak. Nevertheless, thetotal impedance between plate
with the much lower im- of V and Mauled is greater,
not less.
pedance of C, the stray
capacities, we can therefore proceed to forget this
branch completely. Imagining it removed, we .are left
with nothing but the stray capacities C of which the
stray capacity of the choke itself is but asmall part, in
Low Impedance of Choke Coupling
parallel with a perfectly ordinary tuned circuit of the
type. These stray capacities
If we now consider the impedance value to. familiar "tuned anode
will have no other. effect on the tuned circuit than that
300-metre signals of the capacity suggested as
typical we obtain a figure of 7,000 ohms, while the . of compelling us to use a lower setting of the tuning
impedance offered by the inductance
is . nearly a megohm.
Clearly.
practically the whole of the highfrequency, plate-current of the valve
will flow through the stray capacity,
and the inductance will play practically no part in determining the
behaviour of the circuit at wavelengths within the lower broadcast
band.
From the high-frequency
point of view we may therefore
ignore the L, r branch in Fig. 5,
and consider the plate circuit as containing only the capacity C.
It is not necessary, for our present
purpose, to go into the figures for
amplification that will be obtained
for such a circuit. It is enough to
point out that 7,000 ohms is far too
low an impedance to provide amplification anywhere approaching that.
Fig. 4.—Impedance curve of H.F. choke (Bulgin). External capacity, 8 micromicrolarans.
obtainable from even the worsf

The Tuned Grid Chine.—

impedance in the anode circuit of the valve is simply
that of the choke in parallel with a selection of stray
capacities. The grid leak and coupling condenser, if
their values are properly chosen, make so trifling a
contribution to the total impedance between the anode
of V, and earth that they may be neglected altogether.
Remembering also that if the high-tension supply is
'shunted by by-pass condensers, as is usual, " H.T. +"
will have the same high-frequency potential as the
filament
of
the
valve,
Fig. 2 may be simplified
down
to
the
skeleton
diagram of Fig. 5.
In
this simplified diagram the
H.T. battery is omitted, and
C and rhave been inserted
to represent respectively the
total stray capacities and
the high-frequency resistance of the radio-choke, the
inductance of which is indicated by L.
The
stray
capacities,
which include the stray
capacity of the choke itself,
Fig. 2.—H.F. stage in which a
amount altogether to a
radio-choke is the sole coupling
'between the valves.
Compare very respectable number of
Figs. 3 and 5.
micromicrofarads —perhaps
20 to 25—while the inductance of the choke is usually
in the neighbourhood of one or two hundred millihenrys. Since the resonant frequency of an average
choke, even outside the set, is found to correspond
with awavelength of two or three thousand metres, one
might expect that on the broadcast band it would
behave chiefly as a condenser.
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The Tuned Grid Circuit.—

condenser C, than would have been required, for the
same wavelength, if they had been absent, for the
total tuning capacity in the circuit is made up of C,
and C in parallel. The whole complex circuit lying
between the points X, X is thus equivalent to a
simple tuned circuit of the most everyday kind,
so that we may regard the circuit of Fig. 3
as
being
nothing
more
than
a variant
of
the simple tuned anode arrangement.
The fallacy in the argument that by putting atuned
circuit in parallel with the
choke the maximum total
impedance could not be
made to exceed that of the
choke alone now stands revealed. -Any tuned circuit
consists of two impedances
(coil and, condenser), both
quite low in value, but
opposite in sign.
At the
wavelength to which the
circuit is tuned, they are iii
addition equal in magnitude,
so that their effects cancel
Fig. 5.—Simplified skeleton
elagram of the circuit of Fig. 2.
out almost completely, leavC represents the total of strav
capucines in the plate circuit
ing a high impedance for.
of V .
the combination of the
two. The choke, when used alone on the broadcast
band, provides, as we have seen, only one of these
impedances ;by the addition of the other (the inductance
L,) this can be cancelled out for any one wavelength,
while the introduction of the condenser C, provides
the finishing touch by making it possible to obtairt
the balance at any frequency within the tuning range

-
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The magnitude of the resistance introduced by the
choke is hot very great, though it is enough to diminish
quite perceptibly the performance of areceiver in which
all other losses have been kept to the lowest possible
value.
Measurements that the writer has made at
various times indicate that the best of the commercial
chokes are. equivalent on the lower broadcast band to
resistances Of the order of one megohm connected in
parallel with the tuned circuit. This figure, however,
is subject to quite wide variations, the lowest and highest
of which records are to hand being respectively 350,000
ohms and 4 megohms for the same choke on different
but neighbouring wavelengths.
Back—coupling" Avoided.

at least sate to conclude that the circuit of
Fig. 3 will give a little less amplification than the
corresponding tuned anode circuit, so that when it is
desired to extract the utmost amplification from a
screen-grid valve the simple tuned anode is preferable.
As this is inclined to lead to difficulties unless hightension accumulators are used to. supply the anode current, one is generally compelled to employ either a
high-frequen.7.y transformer or choke-feed, as in Fig. 3,
either of which will help towards "de-coupling " the
It is

i

Losses Arising in the Choke.

Although the introduction of the choke does not
affect the general behaviour of the .
tuned circuit, we
must not too hastily jump to the conclusion that the
tuned circuit of Fig. 3 is completely unaffected by its
6.—Skeleton diagram of the circuit of Fig. 3. The connection
presence.
If the inductance of the choke were inbetween the two can be traced by the lettering, which is arranged
to correspond.
finitely high, its resistance zer.o, and its stray capacity
entirely free from losses, this would indeed be the case.
various anode circuits of the receiver, and, both of
The fact that none of these impossible conditions is , which tend to lessen amplification a little.
fulfilled in any choke results, like any other deviation ' Whether choke-feed or transformer coupling is the
f
rom perfection, in increasing the effective resistance r,
better alternative it is at present hard to say, but there
of the tuned circuit L,C„ and so flattening the tuning
can at least be no doubt that the use of a radio-choke
a little and decreasing slightly the amplification attainin this connection is a matter which calls for more
able.
detailed investigation than it has yet received.

A.C.

SCREEN-GRID

AINS operated valves mounted on standard bases but with
the addition of a fifth centre pin were described in a
reeent issue. Apart from the convenience derived by the
substitution of mains in place of the L.T. accumulator, other
important. advantages are worthy of attention. Owing to the
absence of a potential drop such as exists across the filament
of the battery operated valve, the electron sirent' becomes less
restricted. This effect is, of course, (lue to th e abse nce of a
magnetic field near the emitting surface. In consequence greatly
improved characteristics are possessed by the new screen-grid

VALVES.

indirectly heated valves ala
from t'aise advantages due lm a
more generous source of current supply.
Readers will have already appreciated the enormous H.F.
stage amplification which can be obtained from the A.C./S
valve, and it, is therefore interesting to note that there is shortly
appear on. tut market an extensive series of A.C. screen-grid
valves having amplification factors from 400 to 1.000 combinert
with high impeciance. Witit such characteristics it is possiblel
ta attain a stag c amplecation of iiver 200. H.F. amphficationl
should now enter upon a new era of prosperity.
6
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Advantages of Combined Containers and
ECEIVERS with screen-grid H.F. amplifying valves
call for more extensive screening than those in
. which neutralised triodes are used. This is one
of those sweeping generalities that are so dangerous when
applied to technical wireless matters, but in this case,
and speaking from a strictly practical point of view, the
statement may be allowed to stand without qualifications.
Every serious wireless worker, after having made initial
tests of his first eagerly awaited S.G. valves, must have
come to the conclusion that, in order to get an amplification equal to, not to say in excess of, that afforded by
ordinary triodes with good interstage couplings and comparatively simple screening, it was essential to take meticulous care to minimise interaction between circuits.
If our experimenter was in any way concerned with
the design of sets for home construction, his findings in
this matter probably gave rise to some regrets, as the
need for elaborate screening obviously tended to offset
the advantages of the new valve in the way of its capability to provide good amplification with small, simple
and inexpensive coils. There can be no question that
screened sets on more or less conventional lines are
none too easy to build, as compared with their comparatively simple prototypes of a few years ago; not only
does the average amateur find that metal is a difficult
material in which to work, but he also learns that components inside a screening box are always more or less
inaccessible, and consequently difficult to wire.
Five Hundred Times Amplification.

This •trouble of inaccessibility can be overcome by
making the box in sections, and so arranging matters that
the sides and back are secured in position after all, or
at any rate most, of the wiring is done. But again we
corne up against a drawback: present-day practice inclines always towards higher and higher amplification—
both per stage and overall— and in a highly efficient
amplifier screening is often found to be inadequate unless
all joints are well and truly " closed" in such a way
that an electrical seal is formed. This condition can
hardly be realised if the box is built up of sheets bolted
together, although a fairly satisfactory screen of this
kind can be devised for a single H.F. stage of which
the amplification does not exceed some 50 or 6o times,
13
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Screening Boxes.

provided some care is taken in the disposition of coinponorts.
It seems probable that in the near future we shall
expect—and get—an amplification of something like
5oo times from a single stage, helped, of course, by
neutralisation and the use of the most modern highefficiency valves. Preliminary experiments with this
kind of high-frequency amplifier would indicate the need
for mounting the valve in such away that it is not affected
by the field of the coils, and in any case this precaution
must almost always be observed when building a twostage amplifier designed for a reasonably high degree of
sensitivity. Consequently, it becomes necessary to
devise some form of "outboard " mounting, which tends
considerably to increase the bulk of the set and also to
mar its workmanlike appearance.
The Demand for Better Screening Boxes.

But enough of this jeremiad; let us close our tale ot
woe on the economic note. A three-compartment screening box, to be more or less self-supporting and capable
of performing its functions in a "high-gain" set, must
of necessity be fairly rigidly built, and in consequence
will not be cheap. Adopting a conventional method of
construction, we find that the majority of the surface
area of the insulating panel will be completely wasted.
and that alarge and comparatively costly cabinet will be
necessary to house the whole set, of which the bulk has
perhaps been increased by excrescences in the form of
projecting valves.
The remedy for all this seems to be fairly obvious:
What is needed is an inexpensive all-metal, or à woodand-metal case combining the functions of screen and
container. It should be designed to give reasonably good
access to the components, must be efficient electrically,
and should be at least sufficiently inoffensive to the eye
to merit a place in a living room, even if it cannot hope
for the entrée into more formal surroundings. Those
whose wireless sets must look like something other than
what they are may be satisfied by the addition of ornamental woodwork camouflage, at, of course, an increased price.
As far as the present writer is aware, thought has not
been extensively devoted to the design of containers to
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Metal Cabinets.—
comply with these requirements, although the matter
has had the attention of the technical staff of The Wireless World, to whom the present-day constructional difficulties in the way of the set builder are a matter of very
real concern. It is probably easier than ever it was to
make a good set, judged by ordinary standards; only
when we come to consider receivers with outstanding
performance as distance-getters does the necessity arise
for exceptional care in screening.
The experimental metal cabinets of which illustrations
accompany this article were intended to accommodate
(r) a four- or five-valve set with two H.F. stages; (2) a
four-valve set with a single highly efficient H.F. stage
and aseparately-tuned aerial circuit; or (3) athree-valve
A.C. mains set with a similar aerial tuner, its H.T. eliminator, and with a single neutralised H.F. stage giving

Interior view of the cabinet
Mown in the title illustration.

the maximum possible amplification. The first container,
shown on the next page, had four separate compartments
in its upper section, while the base (extended to give
stability and weight) was open, and was intended to
accommodate H.F. valves, all low-tension wiring, and
such components that do not need special screening. Its
upper section was divided diagonally, and the part forming a lid was hinged along its lower rear edge. This
form of construction gave good accessibility; anticipating unfavourable criticism of the appearance, it should
be said that it was improved in this respect by replacing
the engine-turned finish by a coating of matt-surface
enamel. Even with this improvement the cabinet did
not prove asuccess; it was by no means cheap to build,
and it was a difficult mechanical problem to arrange a
good electrical contact along the diagonal edges of the
transverse partitions, while the mounting of components
involved the drilling of a number of holes (some in
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awkward positions) through the metal base and partitions.
This design was finally abandoned in favour of that
shown in the remaining illustration, and at the head of
this article. The base is ashallow box of oak, .in. thick,
open at the )ottom, and with atop of
plywood, over
which is placed a sheet of metal carrying separate trays
for each compartment. Strips of metal bent at right
angles are :;oldered to the metal sheet so as to form
channels round the edges of the trays; into these channels are inserted the edges of the metal cover and also
of its partitions.
' Preventing Circuit Interaction.

There are several methods of ensuring a good electrical seal at the junctions between cover and base. It
is possible to turn over the lower edges of the former,
making saw cuts at frequent intervals so as to
increase
th e natural
springiness of the metal,
or to adopt a similar procedure with respect to the
edges of the trays and
angle pieces.
Alternatively, strips of braided
metal
tape,
preferably
bent to a U-section, may
be laid along each of the
channels, to serve as a
form of flexible gasket.
Tinned sheet steel was
used in the construction
of the cabinet illustrated,
and there seems to be no
valid reason why this
cheap
and
convenient
material should not serve
the purpose, provided that
steps are taken to allow
reasonable spacing between inductance coils and
metal work.
It is intended that the
removable cover should be
entirely free from components, all apparatus requiring
thorough screening being mounted on the upper trays,
while ether gear is secured either to the inner surfaces
of the woocler. plinth or to the lower surface of its plywood top. Ai in the case of the earlier cabinet, screengrid high-freq iency valves are also housed in this space',
which will al:;o accommodate a number of subsidiary
parts for whic h room cannot be conveniently found in
the screening boxes.
All controls are fitted to the front panel of the plinth
base, and hem we come to the one disadvantage of the
scheme; as a. matter of fact, this disadvantage is
probably mor apparent than real, and most of the
seeming difficllties disappear if conventional methods
are abandoneC . Tuning condensers are fitted with their
spindles vertical and passing through the metal trays
and plywood sub-base: unfortunately standard dials
are unsuitable, but edgewise dials of large diameter can
8
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Metal Cabinets.—

be used, and will provide more than sufficiently accurate
control for any tuning circuit likely to form part of a
modern set.
Waveband switches present another minor problem
which is easily solved; these components can be fitted with their
levers projecting through the bottom
of thè screening compartment so
that' they can be controlled by a •
push 'roil. Where several switches
are used, their levers are
coupled to a single long rod
terminating in a knob projecting through the side of
the plinth.
A neutralising condenser
is secured in a -similar
manner, but, frequent adjustment
not being
required, it is sufficient if
access to the knob can be
obtained by tilting the entire
receiver backwards.
A screen-grid valve itself
provides an interstage connection, but where neutralised couplings are used,
and for any " danger"
leads between compartments, it is convenient to make
one or two small tunnels for wiring by cutting a slot
through the sides of the trays, at the same time making
a corresponding depression in the edge of the cover.
Manufacturers' Help Needed.

There is a wide scope for finishing the large exposed
metal surface: this detail can safely be left to those
interested, and it will be enough to say that a set
built on the lines suggested can be both neat and
workmanlike; having decided upon the general
principles of construction, it should not be a difficult matter to improve the appearance of thecabinet. .
The metal cover and base shown are well within the
capabilities ea tinsmith, and, complete with a suitable
wooden base, should compare more than favourably
in 'cost with the conventional cabinet, panel, screening
bOxes, and baseboard which they displace.
As already indicated, a cabinet as shown should have
a wide range of application in the building of sensitive

An all-metal cabinet with diagonally divided internal screens.
to

29

and comparatively ambitious receivers; in order that its
usefulness may not be restricted, it is suggested that the
inside dimensions of -each of the four compartments
shouid not be appreciably less than 7in. wide, gin. high,
and o or loin. deep. The space inside the base should
have a height of 31.in.
It is realised that the construction of a screened container of this kind is hardly
within
the
scope
of
the

A three—compartment
container of the same
design.

average amateur, but it is reasonable to hope that manufacturers will turn their attention to the commercial production of something on the lines suggested—modified,
perhaps, to fall in with their own methods.
Made in
fair quantities, the price should be well below that
charged by a sheet metal-working firm for making a
single specimen to order. If suitable drum dials also
become available, our remaining difficulty should
disappear.
While these cases are, as already stated, of greatest
value for accommodating the highly sensitive type of
receiver, it must not be thought that they are without
their uses when simpler sets are in question. For a
three-valve " H.F." set of fairly conventional design
a container with overall dimensions (excluding base) of
some 18 to 20ill. wide; yin. high, and 8in. deep should
prove suitable; the H.F. stage could easily be made
sufficiently " good" to enable the constructor to obtain practically the theoretical maximum obtainable
magnification, which is seldom approached when conventional methods of screening are adopted.
This
cabinet would be divided into two compartments, that
at the input end of the set measuring some 7in. in width.
An intermediate size, with three separate compartments,
would also be useful ;one or other of these suggested
cases should be adaptable for agy of the high-efficiency
sets made possible by improved valve designs.
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CHOOSING CONDENSER VALUES
How

Incorrect Values Adversely Affect

Receiver

Performance.

By N. P. VINCER=M INTER

/

N a.wireless set there are usually a considerable
number of condensers, all of 'which have certain
vital duties to perform. In no case, however, can
(ne assign a definite value, except, perhaps, for the
grid condenser of a leaky grid detector, which on the
broadcast wavelength .is usually specified as 0.0003 mfd.
and advisedly so. If one takes an average set, which
is probably a four-valve instrument consisting of one
H.F. stage, be it triode or tetrode, detector, one R.C.
stage, and one transformer-coupled stage, the total
number of condensers used will average almost a dozen
in number.
The first of these is the one usually placed in the
aerial-lead in. The value usually assigned to this, if
one be used, is o.000z mfd., although this is purely
an arbitrary value. Using this value, one loses quiff.:
an appreciable amount of signal strength on long wavelengths in return for the selectivity gained, and it is
advantageous to use in this position one of the small
solid-dielectric variable condensers now on the market
nr this purpose. No losses need be feared as the result
of the solid-dielectric, since the aerial circuit will in
any case possess considerable damping.
0.00025 or 0.0005 ?

The condenser C2 (Fig. i) used for tuning the grid
circuit of the H.F. valve should have a maximum value
of 0.0005 mfd. for best all-round results on the normal
broadcasting wavelengths. When choosing a condenser
for this position it is imperative to choose one having
as low aminimum as possible. If rather more voltage
build-up is desired, together with a rather less crowded
tuning scale, a 0.00025 .mfd., 0.0003 mfd., or a
0.00035 mfd. condenser should be used.
It must be
remembered that in such acase selectivity will be rather
less, and the frequency range covered by the tuning
circuit will be curtailed.
C„ which serves to by-pass energy across the grid
battery, should be sufficiently large to by-pass all H.F.
energy direct to filament negative.
In other words,

its reaetance to the lowest radio frequencies with which
the set is designed to deal must be very low. A
0.1 mfd. condenser is fully large enough here, but if
the home coristructor happens to have a spare con•
denser of larîer value " by him " it may be used. If
the set is properly laid out and the grid cell mounted
so that all lc ds are as short as possible, it may have
a lower value, such as o.ox mfd., but it is inadvisable
to attempt to dispense with it altogether in the case of
a modern receiver, even if only one H.F. stage is used.
A Wasted Condenser.

Now matters are quite different when we come to the
question of condenser C,, (Fig. 2). This is only shown
in the circuit ecause so many people insert one in this
position, thus wasting a condenser which could serve a
useful purpose elsewhere. It will be realised that in
this position the condenser is merely acting as a bypass to a certain portion of the potentiometer which
shunts the de :ector valve filament. Now we are not
considering the case of a grid return lead which passes
to the same grid battery as do similar connections
from other valves, in which case it might be necessary
to " decouple " all grid bias leads. Here we are merely
considering a straightforward resistance which to all
intents and pDposes is non-inductive and which is
associated with the grid circuit of one valve only. C,,,
therefore, is tc tally unnecessary.
The value ce .C, is of very great importance, and on
it hangs to a large extent the ultimate quality given
at the output .:erminals of the receiver. The value of
this condenser depends from the quality point of view
upon, inter ala, the A.C. resistance of the detector
valve. If we ulopted the custom so rampant in 1926
of using a valve of very high A.C. resistance and
amplification factor, as detector in conjunction with a
very high anode resistance, the presence of this condenser even if Duly of 0.000T mfd. value would result
in serious atten lation of the upper musical frequencies,
which itself gives rise to dull and lifeless reproduction in
B IO
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Choosing Condenser Values.—
general, coupled with. "woolliness" in speech.
In this circuit the H.F. choke is supposed to deflect
most of the H.F. energy in the plate circuit via Cs,
whilst R, deflects the L.F. energy via C,. Now if C.
(which at any given frequency acts as a resistance, the
rule being the higher the frequency, the lower the
effective resistance) is comparable in resistance value
at the upper end of the musical scale to the complicated
network formed by Rs, C; and Ro, then obviously
many of the upper musical frequencies are by-passed
by C. and never reach the L.F. amplifier. It will
probably be clearer if we ignore the H.P. choke and
simply consider what we will call the Rs network and
C. as being two resistances in parallel at a certain
given frequency. It will be obvious that the energy
at any given frequency in the plate circuit of the
detector valve will divide itself equally in proportion
to these resistances; as we want as much of the energy
associated with the upper speech frequencies as possible

smaller capacity. It may well be asked at this juncture,
why not dispense with C. altogether? What useful
purpose does it serve? This exact functioning of C.
is far too vast a subject to be dwelt upon here, and
must be left to a later date. Suffice to say that if
C. is too small the detrimental effect on signal strength
will be serious.
If we are out for signal strength
regardless of quality it will pay us to increase the value
of C. to 0.0005 mfd. on the normal broadcasting wavelength, although a higher value than this will result
in no further improvements except On longer wavelengths.
Coupling Condenser Complications.

With regard to condenser C, the value of this depends
on the value of R.. We have neither time nor space
to dwell on the factors which determine the value of
Ro itself, but it is quite easy from our arguments in
connection with CR to indicate in what manner C, and
Ro are interdependent. It is necessary to consider C,

Pig. 1.—A modern four—valve set with decoupling arrangements.

to take the alternative path, it behoves us to keep the as being merely a resistance in series with R.. We
thus have two resistances in series. Care is taken to
resistance of C. at any given frequency as high as
possible. This means that the capacity of C. must so arrange the value of C, that at the lowest musical
frequency with which it is intended to deal, its resistance
be kept as low as possible.
Now, it will occur to us that if we cannot, for other is small compared to that of Ro. Now, small resistance
means large capacity, and it would seem, therefore,
reasons, use too low a capacity (i.e., too high an
as though it were best to use as large a condenser
effective resistance) at C. we can accomplish the same .
as possible at C,.
Actually, the electrical size or
thing by lowering the resistance of the alternative path.
capacity of C, is limited by the fact that it will unThis is precisely what we actually do in practice, and
avoidably become charged up occasionally by a strong
it will be found that if the value of the anode resistance
atmospheric or signal, and if it is too large it will
R, is not grcater than 250,000 ohms, avalue of o.000r
mfd. is permissible at Cs,although it will be far better not become discharged before the next impulse comes
to use only roo,000 ohms at Rs,which from our pre- along.
It will be seen, therefore, that although we are in
ceding arguments we know now to give the same benethis case dealing with resistances in series our arguficial• effect in quality as if CR had been made of much
11 II
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Choosing Condenser Values.—
ments in the case of CB,where we were dealing with
resistances in parallel, have greatly helped us.
In
practice, if a value of 2 or 3 megohins is used at R.,
C, should be about o.ox mfd. in value in order to preserve the correct relationship between R„ and C„ and
these values are the most commonly used.
Many
people, however, prefer to use o.r mfd. and 0.5 mfd.,
although they gain nothing thereby, asstuning the gridleak resistance is of the value given here.
With regard to C,„ it is said by some schools of
thought that it is only necessary that its value be such
that it offers a very low impedance to the lowest note
to be reproduced in comparison with the impedance
offered by the loud speaker, and so a value of 4 mfd.
or 6 mtd. is usually assigned to it. In practice, how-
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connected in shunt with the primary. The instrument
has in mans' cases ahighly beneficial effect on the lower
musical fre-luencies, and in such cases CB should be
left out, and a decoupling condenser and resistance
used in the plate circuit of the valve between the
transformer primary and the H.T. + connection to prevent A.C. entering the H.T. battery. This should not be
taken to me in that such an arrangement is not desirable
when the transformer has no built-in condenser. If the
transformer is of a type not incorporating one of these
instruments, it becomes highly desirable to use a condenser at CB. Its value depends on the inductance and
self-capacity of the primary. It is very unsafe to dogmatise on the value of any condenser used in this
position; fully as dangerous, in fact, as it is to do so
on the value of the grid condenser, and one can only
say that, as aresult of much experimental work, if acondenser of 0.0003 mfd.
to 0.0005 mfd. is chosen it will be found
to be a very effective compromise.
DeCQUPIhig

"

Condensers.

With regard to condensers CB,C„and
C„ these are, of course, part of the decoupling arrangements, and not concerned with the set proper. It is quite
beyond the scope of this article to enter
into the question of the values of these,
except to state, in a purely arbitrary
manner, that in the majority of cases
avalue of 2mid. is ample. The reader
who has had the patience to read thus
far, however, will readily grasp the fact
that again we have to consider two
resistances in parallel, as in the original
case of CB and the network associated
with R. It is solely aquestion of keeping the resistance due to the condenser
at very low frequencies, small compared
Fig. 2.—The same circuit as in Fig. t, employing a neutralised triode H.F.
amplifier and a leaky grid detector.
•
with the decoupling resistance, which,
of course, is virtually in parallel with it.
ever, owing to the importance of correctly reproducing
The fact that values of 20,000 ohms and 2 mfd. are
transients in order to give pleasing overall reproduction
usually given for these two components respectively, will
to the ear (which, after all, is the thing we are trying
however, hase undoubtedly been observed by readers.
to please) a 2 mfd. condenser is usually to be preferred.
It is simple t)find out the resistance of any condenser
at any given frequency by using the well-worn conImportance of Bypass Condenser.
denser reactance formula. At fifty cycles, for instance,
If we substitute a neutralised triode in place of an
we find that the condenser is equal to a resistance of
S.G. valve and use a leaky grid detector in place of
approximately 1,600 ohms. We thus have two paralleled
anode bend, as in Fig. 2, no change
.
will result in any
paths for our fifty-cycle energy, one of 20,000 ohms and
condenser value except that of CB,while the neutralising one of 1,600 )hms, and this energy will divide itself in
condenser, the grid condenser, and the condenser shown
inverse propo.lion to these resistances. It is now cleat.in dotted lines at C„ are newcomers. The neutralising
that a relatively small proportion of the A.C. energy
condenser can be speedily dismissed from our minds passes through the H.T. battery or other source of H.T.
as experience has taught us that it should have a supply. It will be arithmetically obvious that at higher
maximum capacity of about 40 micro-microfarads, and
frequencies th cproportion is much smaller, so much so
be fairly accurately adjustable.
The grid condenser that in H.F. circuits where we are dealing with very
has been referred to earlier in this article, and so it
high frequencies indeed, there is no need to use an anode
only remains to discuss CB.
feed resistance greater than 600 ohms. No harm, but
Now, in the first place, it should be said that there
rather a benefit, will result by using condensers larger
are some transformers on the market which have built
than necessary, but using ahigh value of feed resistance
into them a fixed condenser of 0.0003 mfd., which is
will cause the dropping of vital volts.
B 12
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An Analysis of the Modes of Vibration of the Diaphragm.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.
HEN the coil-drive loud speaker arrived there
was much talk about " piston-action."
The
diaphragm, freely mounted at its periphery
and driven by amember without constraint, was likened
to a piston, the whole contraption moving bodily to
and fro in a cylinder, so to speak. Such notions are

needle as shown in .
Fig.
may be mounted mentally with good results—and move, the compass to and
fro axially. The circle bends at its edge, and is loth
to follow the motion of the centre. When the centre is
pushed forward the edge follows reluctantly after a
while. In other words, the disc does not move bodily,
and there is a time interval between the central push
and the peripheral motion corresponding thereto. If,
on the other hand, the disc had been steel or brass, the
peripheral motion would have appeared to occur at
the saine time as the central push, i.e., there would
have .been no. lag visible to the naked eye.
The steel disc is very rigid, whereas the paper disc
is very flabby. It is thé much greater rigidity or degree
of consolidation which enables the steel disc to move
bodily, i.e., as a whole. To att4n a certain degree

1.—The bending of a disc of paper when acted on by a force
at its centre.

very nice when endeavouring to explain matters in an
elementary way, but the precise state of affairs is vastly
different. Doubtless this pristine belief in piston action
has led many people astray, and it is about time the
illusion was shattered. For those who have studied
Chapters IV and VIII in " Loud Speakers" the illusion
probably never existed.
Let us take some simple examples by way of initiation into the mystery. A conical diaphragm is made
from a thin sheet of paper. Imagine we have the
original circular disc before the sectorial portion is removed to form a cone. Mount the circle on acompass

3.—Illuntrating the axial force F at any time.
wave force.

It is • tine

of rigidity the circular disc is transformed into a cone.
When this is moved to and fro with the compass we
cannot see any lag of the outer edge behind the centre.
But the naked eye is easily deceived, because there is a
definite lag which can be demonstrated optically in a
simple manner, which will be described later.
Lag Between Centre and Periphery.

Fig. 2.—Showing steel disc freely mounted and acted upon by an
axial force F. The dotted rectangles indicate the positions corresponding to A and B of Fig. 3.
t3

Coming back to the case of the steel disc, assume this
to be freely mounted as illustrated in Fig. 2, and that
we can apply an axial force to it when desired. Let
the axial" force be due to am alternating current passing
through a coil situated in a strong magnetic field. The
force is to be applied at the centre and not to a ring, as
is customary in the coil-drive loud speaker. This is,
of course,' merely a matter of mechanical design. The
relationship between force and time is illustrated in
Fig. 3. When the central force F commences to act
at A it is not felt instantaneously at the periphery P,
because the velocity of energy propagation in steel id

nee
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not indefinitely large. If we see a flash of lightni g
the thunder does not immediately follow. There is a
lapse of time whilst the sound travels from the location
of the flash to the listener. The velocity of the sound
is from i,roo to 1,200 feet per second according to the
state (temperature and pressure) of the atmosphere.
Suppose the air could by some magical transformatiott
process be replaced by steel, "there would still be atime
interval between spark and sound. In this case it would

..•
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sidered to act like a piston, and the whole of it is ot
moving in the same direction at once. To take a c ncrete instance: Imagine the motion at the periph ry
to be one-quarter of a cycle behind the force at he
centre. The relative state of affairs is illustrated grap çally in Fig. 4. At the point P the centre of the sc
is moving to the left whilst the periphery is moving to
the right. Pausing for a moment to consider what tis
means, it is clear that the disc radiates sound from
either side simultaneously in two directions. Iftheradiation near the circumference is considered to be
positive, that near the centre can be taken as negative.
Obviously the result is a reduction in acoustic out t
compared with that obtained if the disc moved as a
'whole in the same direction.
Effect of Disc Resonances.

At a certain frequency the disc is unusually acti
this is its first natural or resonance frequency.
occurs when the energy which is reflected or divert d
back from the free edge enhances that supplied by t
force at the centre to the maximum extent. When t
occurs the disc executes a peculiar motion. One-h
Fig. 4.—The motion of the centre is shown by X whilst the motion
of the periphery, aquarter-cycle behind the centre, is shown by Y.
moves in one direction, whilst the other half moves
the opposite direction. This is illustrated in Fig.
he smaller than for air, since the velocity of sound
Under such a condition the action of the disc is se
steel is much higher than it is in air. The greater
mental (semi-circular segment in this case), and te
Mdiation therefrom comvelocity exists by virtue of the greater rigidity of the
metal steel.
• plex.
The disc can be
considered—so to speak_
The time taken for energy to travel from the centre
to " break up " into
to the circumference of the steel disc depends upon the
diameter and thickness of the disc. The larger the diavibrating segments. This
meter the longer the time taken, since there is a greater
breaking-up phenomenon,
which occurs at a fredistance to be covered from•the centre to the outside.
Owing to this finite velocity of propagation of energy
quency above that where
the disc ceased for pracdown the disc, it clearly cannot move as a whole, but
tical purposes to move as
there is a well-defined realm within which it can, for
practical purposes, be regarded to move as a whole,
a whole, was studied over
Fig. 6.—Diagram showing resoi:e., to act like a piston.
acentury ago by Chladni.
nance of flat disc corresponding
to one nodal circle. The inner
He invented a simple exposition is moving to the left and
perimental
process
to
Reduction of Output
the other to the right at the
instant under consideration.
ascertain what happened
We postulated an alternating force which would make
when adisc got thoroughly excited. Now, in Chladni'
the disc oscillate about its central or equilibrium position.
time there were no valve oscillators, nor other form
If the time taken for energy to travel to the circumof sine wave generator, so that simpler and less direc
ference is small compared
means had to be adopted to inebriate the disc. Th
with the time taken by the
disc was usually excited by drawing aviolin bow acro
disc to move outwards to
its edge. By sprinkling fine sand on the disc th
the dotted position shown
portion in motion made the grains jump until they finall
in Fig. 2, it can be retook refuge on a nodal line. On each side of this lin
garded as being rigid, i.e.,
the disc moves in opposite directions, so that the radia
moving as a whole.
As
tion
from the two halves will interfere with a genera
the frequency of the apnet reduction in output. When the. disc is excited b
plied force increases, a
a central sinusoidal force, as illustrated in Fig. 2, w
point is reached when the
know very well that, despite the interference due to th
time taken to travel a distwo
halves, the sound at resonance is much louder tha
tance equal to the radius
that
at higher or lower frequencies. To enhance th
of the disc is comparable
sound
the proper procedure is to make use of a baffle
with that occupied by oneFig. 5.—The motion of avibratBy increasing the frequency beyond the first or funda
ing disc at its first resonance
quarter of a cycle (see
frequency. There are two nodal
menial resonance, it is possible to get additional modes
Fig. 4). When this occurs
radii (nodal diameter) about
of
vibration, each being concomitant with a" so-calle
which the disc vibrates in oppothe disc cannot be consite directions.
"mode" or natural frequency.
Another mode o
14
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is accompanied by a nodal circle, -as shown
in Fig. 6. Here the inside and outside of the circle
are moving in opposite directions. Other frequencies
give four or more radial lines instead of two, and there
are also combinations of radial lines and nodal circles.
On the whole the vibration and the acoustic output proresonance

French Transmitters.
The first Congress of the Réseau des
îmetteurs français, held on June 1st and
2nd, was attended by delegates from
Belgium, Germany, and Hungary. The
recognition by public authorities of the
usefulness of amateur work was emphasised.
The French Post Office has decided, as a mark of appreciation, to
exonerate from wireless receiver taxes
all those who have collaborated in the
•short and ultra-short wave researches of
the official laboratories.
.The chief subjects of discussion ineluded the application of the superheterodyne method to short waves and
the piezo-electric properties of quartz.
4 resolution was adopted asking that the
amateur wave-bands allotted by the
Washington Convention should not be
used by official stations.
At, the general meeting of the R.E.F.
following the Congress, M. J. Reyt
(8FD) was elected President, Messrs. R
Desgronas (MI) and J. Bastide (8Th)
Vice -presidente, and Messrs. R. Audureau
(8CA) and R. Martin (8DI) Joint Secretaries.
0000

perties of the disc are characterised by complexity.
Radial lines and circles are also found in chime bells.
They are—in that connection—known respectively as
nodal meridians and nodal circles. Such markings on a
bell are found by striking it and searching with a form
of stethoscope for points of .minimum or zero sound.
(To be Concluded.)

Cairo, stating that the relay of the Em pu-e Day festival in Hyde Park cattle
through without any fading. every word
being distinct, and the running commentary of tl.e Derby was also unusually
clear, the ch -n-s of the crowd and even
scraps of conversation between peopre
near the microphone being heard. He
states that when " Aerial B" is used re-

0000

New Call Signs and Stations Identified.
G2DT (ex BRS i2[,) E. T. Somerset, Inholnet Park,
Burge, Hill, Stw:ex.
G5DF
J. D.
Suninierfiekl, Wadsworth,
Heliden Bridge, Yorks.
G5FC
(ex BRS
F. Donald Cawley, 85, Hale
Road, Hale, Cheshire.
3. Bat -helor, Si, Arcadia Gardens, Bern
2BFL
Park, N. 22.
2BX51
F. U. Maxon, 37, Abbey Road, Bush Hill
Park, Enfield. (Change of address).

0000
A German Amateur.
Herr Helmut Belisle, Lindeuallee 59.
Berlin Weisseneee, a young short-wave
enthusiast, would like to get into correspondence with an English amateur of
about the same age (17), presumably one
who can speak German fluently.
0000

GSSW Received in Cairo.
An
Egyptian
correspondent
speaks
highly of the reception of 058W in
B 13

ception is usually very reliable. incidentally, we ler.rn that statione in South
Africa seem to prefer "Aerial A," and
it may prove interesting to learn which
aerial is generally considered the better
at various distances.
Our correspondent also reports that
PCJ comes in fairly strongly, but not
quite up to the standard of 5SW in
purity Lnd power; 71,0 (Nairobi), fairly
strong but varies at times; Bandoeng,
very strong, with no "background
Drummondville,
when
working
with
London, is almost too strong in the early
morning, and he has also heard Commander Byrd speaking to the American
stations. The -receiver used was a Det.
with two L.F. stages, the last having
power valves in parallel; only 50 volts
H.T. is used, as more than this is found
to produce distortion.
0000
General Notes.
Mr. H. Osborne, 77, Barrett Road.
Waltluunstow, E.17, asks us to stale that
he is carrying ont tests daily and nightly
until 0106 u.m.T. at his station G5NC
on 21, 42 (c.w. only), and 160 metres
(ese. and telephony).
Reports,. especially of transmissions on 42 and 160
mitres, will be welcomed and acknowledged by card.

Short Waves in Austria.
With reference to the note on page 613
of our issue of June 12th. we hear that
the Vienna station UOXY had, up to the
end of last month, received four reports
of reception front England and one from
Holland. Signal strength on 10.6 metres
was stated to be between R4 and R8.

Short•wave .Working in Great Britain.
Mr. E. T. Somerset (G2DT) picked
up at Burgess Bill, Sussex, on Sunday.
June 16th, signals on 5 metres from
(15WF and G5QH at West Hampstead.
ths experimental stations owned respectively by Mr. W. F. Floyd and Mr. E. J.
Reid.
ocoo
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European Stations Heard in Australia.
Mr. G. A. Jeapes t‘..12XV) sends us the
following list of stations hoard by Mr.
R.- Roberts at Box Hill, Victoria, AustI.:ilia
G5BV. G5YX, G5BZ, G5WK,
(,2XV. G6XN, GOWN', CAW!, Glite.
French
F8PD, FtWPZ, F1314/.
Finnish: OH2NN1.

G5:1Q

0000

SPANISH BROADCASTING. The well—
known San Sebastian station on Mount
Igueldo, by the shores of the Bay of
Biscay.
The station operates with a
power of 1.5 kW. and on a wavelength
of 368 metres in
common
with
the
Seville transmitter. Programmes include
frequent relays from the Madrid Studio.

Unlicensed Stations.
In addition to the two call-signs given
in our note of .Tune 12th, we understand
that G6ABO (Wales) and HMI? (S. Ireland) are also being misused by unlicensed transmitters.

Events of the Week in Brief Review.
PRISON

FOR

THE

UNLICENSED.

No mercy is to he shown to unlicensed
transmitters in Australia. According to
the 11 test regulations issued
by the
ConnuoTiwealth Postmaster-Oeneral, the
penalty for conducting illicit transmission will lie a fine of five hundred pounds,
or imprisonment., with or wit.hout hard
labour, for a term not exceeding five
years. .
0000
POLICE

WIRELESS

IN

PARIS.

A new a
ireless police force is to he
instituted in Paris. • Experiments will
shortly be made in communicating from
the Eiffel Tower with the police of
London and Berlin. •
It is stated that the " air " police will
be recruited from the ranks of ex-Army
telegraphists.
0 000

FRENCH

SHORT—WAVE

ANOTHER FRENCH

WIRELESS SHOW.

The town of Lille .will hold a wreless
exhibition
from
September 28ti
to
October 7th.
00 0 0

SHORT

WAVES

FROM

AUSTR

UOR2. the short-wave experiniental
station installed by the Vienna ltavag
Broadcasting l'ompaiiv. now bruaikasts
a shoet
programme'
of
gra inopholle
records on Tuesdays and Thin-situ> s at
1300 B.S.T. and on Wednesdays and
Saturdays at the end of the Vienna evening programme.

TESTS.

SHORT—

From Berlin comes the report that work
on the new (44•1114111 " world 'short-wave
broadcasting statioit is nearing
completion, and that experimental transmissions are to be made at an early date.
Although no definite information has
been given out officially regarding tle.
wavelength la, be adopted, it is probable
that the initial tests may be carried out
an either 31.381 metres or 25.105 metres.
The transmitting plant has been installed
in close proxiinity to the Zeesen high.
giower station.
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BRITISH WIN IN FRENCH
"RADIO RALLY."

The Parisian "radio rally " on June
_Mt h, referred to in a recent issue, resulted in a triumph for Captain Leonard
Plugge, who won the first prise for the
most perfectly wireless-equipped touring
ear with his Standard saloon, "Aether
III." in which an eight-valve set and loud
speaker are incorporated as part of the
st ruct nie.
The rally was staged between Paris
and Fontainebleau, and was attended by a
great number of spectators.
The competition was organised by the Automobile
Club de France and the Automobile Club
de l'Ile de France.

LIGHTSHIPS.

A small -short-wave transmitter has
been erected by the Zurich Radio Club
which, by arrangement with the Swiss
authorities, broadcasts the local wireless
entertainments every Saturday night between 2000 and 2200 B.S.T. on a wavelength of 41.5 metres.
3000o
MARCHESF. MARCONI AND
VATICAN WIRELESS.

The order for the wireless station
which is to be erected in the Vatican City
for the use of His Holiness the Pope and
the Vatican State has been placed with
Marc oni's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited.
The station will embody the latest improvements in wireless design and eon •
struction, and it is receiving the personal
supervision •of the Marehese Marconi.
Communication will be carried out both
by telegraphy and by short-wave tole.
phony, and it is stated that the 1
-ange
of the station will be " world-wide."

0 0 0 0

"WORLD"
WAVER.

BETWEEN

41.5—METRE RELAYS FROM
SWITZERLAND.

•

•

The Eiffel Tower transmitter is now
regularly carrying out tests on short.-wasp
telephony.
The wavelength varies between 49 and 51 metres. Experiments are
usually carried out between 1130-1145,
1815-1830 and 2215-2245 B.8.'I'.
GERMANY'S

WIRELESS

Plans are understood to be in preparation for wireless communication between
certain lightships on the East Coast of
Britain and German lightships in the
North Sea in order that fog warnings
may lie exchanged.
coon

A
MAGNETK: PUS rER.
The winneig
design in the competition organised fy
the Radio Manufacturers' Association tfr
a poster proclaiming the Olympia Show.
The artist is Sir. P. Irwin Brown.

WIRELESS APPRENTICES FOR R.A.F.

Vaea tidies in the Royal Air Force for
six hundred aircraft apprentices between
the ages of 15 and 17 are announced by
the Air Ministry. The principal trades
open include those of wireless opera- ormechanic and electrician. filter (aero
engine, driver and drmonrer), and cop( el':unit b.
Full in bwmatioll regarding examinations and methods of emry can be
obtained on application to the Royal Air
Force, Owydyr House, Whitehall, Landon,

3000

WAR ON

BROADCAST PROPAGANDA

A reported proposal of the Soviet
Government. to erect a su pc I.- mwer
broadcasting station either at Petrograd
or Al (*.COW to transmit programmes for
European consumption in German. Emrich
and Esperanto has aroused acute discussion in certain French papers (writes our
Pat-is correspondent).
The station, it
appears, will be intended to "ediicate
Europe in the principles of Communism.
The French Press declares that this
project
raises
"a most
inn )ort ant
problem of international law—the right
of a nation to broadcast in a language
other than that spoken by its sulijects.
It is urged that the matter should be
studied by European Governments and
the League of Nations.
0000
CRAP

ZEPPELIN'S"

NEXT

FLIGHT.

Repaira to the Oerman airship Gra/
Zeppetia am nearing coin ffletion, aud the
date approaches when a further attempt
will
nuid e to cross the Atlantic to New
Vork. Tt is understood that the arrange menta made for the previous unsuccess•
ful trip hold good for the next flight,
B
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1929.

and it is stated that a special radio
reporter sent across from the United
States will join the airship from the
start, :111(1 80 far as possible will send
verbal reports daily on a short wavelength to 2XE (Rocky Point, New York)
which, in its turn, will pass on the messages to WABC (New York) for broadcast to American listeners.
It is ex•
peeled that if favourable conditions pre
vail two•wav communication may be
established, and that the Gm, Zeppelin,
wing the course of the trip, will be in
a position to give .its passengers thé
latest news bulletins.
000 0
GERMANY'S
The
;i mood

WIRELESS

SHOW.

German
Wireless
Ex' hibition will be held this year at Berlin
from August 30th to September 8th. As
in .pie% ions years, the venue will be the
fanions Kaiserdamm grounds.
0000

POLISH

RELAY

ON
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%TM

SHORT

WAVES.

Nightly from 23.00 to 24.00 B.S.T. the
•Posen short-wave station relays the local
programme for rebroadcast on 30 metres
with a power of some ZOO watts in the
aerial. All calls and announcements are
give'. out in Polish, German, French, and
Italian, and on sonic occasions in English.
The inters al signal consists of a metro
nome beating 240 strokes to the minute.
0000

TRANSMITTING TO THE ANTARCTIC.
Known as the Byrd ant enna. a special

aerial system has been erected at the
South Schenectady transmitting laboratory of the American General Electric
Compaily for communication with tIonamilder Richard Byrd's expedition now
'exploring the Antarctic.
The aerial,
which is highly directional, has been

TELEVISION

IN

COLOUR.

The introduction of colour into television transmissions was carried out
successfully on June 27th by the American
Telephone
and
Telegraph
Company,
according to a correspondent of The
Times.
It is claimed that it is now
possible to add colour without complication. and, while the pictures are still
restrà•ted to the size of a postage st-amp,
it is stated that it would not be difficult,
although more expensive, to reproduce
coloured pictures on a larger screen.
The eolour transmission did not entail
extensive alterations to the original
equipment, the only changes being in the
types and arrangement of the photoelectric cells at the sending end and of the
neon and argon lamps at the receiver.
00
A

NEW

APPOINTMENT.

Mr. H. Francis White, well known in
shipping circles. has been appointed
manager or the Radio Coinmunketion
Co., Ltd.
-too°

AUTOMATIC

TRANSMISSION
THE AIR.

FROM

.A small captive balloon fitted with a
self-acting short-wave treuismitter is the
subject uf a paper submitted to the
French Academy of Science by the military wireless service.
The apparatus
transmits barometer and thermometer
readings.
0000

SAFETY AT SEA.

Extensive revisions in maritime wireless procedure are recommended in the
text of the International Convention for
the Safety of Life at Sea, published
by H.M. Stationery Office.
The Convention was signed. in London on May
31st last. and now awaits ratifit.ation by
the Governments concerned. The chapter
on radio-telegraphy, which relates to all
ships engaged on international voyages
except. cargo ships of less than 1,600
tons gross, refers to the fitting of radio
installations, including their technival requirements, and to the watches to be kept
for safety purposes on various categories
of ships.
Copies of the text of the Convention
ale obtainable from H. M. Statioliery
Office, either directly or through any
bookseller, price four shillings each.
•
0000
NEW

designed by Dr. E. F. W. Alesanderson.
and is very similar to the other shortwave antenna' erected on the same site.
At regular intervals the programmes of
WO Y are relayed
specially
for the
benefit of the Byrd expedition, told.
although
it
is
considered
doubtful
'whether every transmission will penetrate
the heavy atmospherics abounding in the
Antarctic legions, it is expected that
Commander Byrd and his well will get
much better signals than have hitherto
been possible.
Ii 17

EVENTS

IN

R.A.F.

DISPLAY.

enthusiasts will find their
way to Hendon on Saturday next, July
13C11, to witness the Royal Air Force
Display, in which wireless will play an
important part.
The audit event of the afternoon will
consist of a great air battle and an
attack on a fortified port whit-h is occupied by a troop transport and other
shippieg.
Six squadrons,
comprising
nearly 50 aircraft, will take part, including Army co-operation aircraft, singleseater fighters,
and day
and
night
bombers.
During the battle an observation kite balloon will be shot down in
flames, but the observer,
SquadronLeader "Sandbags," will be saved by
parachute.
M any

”AETIIER III." Captain Pluele's wireless-equipped car, which won the first
prize in its class at the Paris
Radio
Rally."

For the first tune a squadron of
Southampton flying boats will figure in
the programme.
These aircraft are •
similar to those used by the Royal Air
Force for the Far East flight whit-lu concluded a 27,000 miles cruise to India,
Australia, Hong Kong. and Singapore a
year ago. They will leave their base at
Calshot, near Southampton, and after
flying over land part of the way will give

radio

A •• WORM*S-EYE
" of a new
Admiralty
500-ft.
wireless
mast
at
Ricasoli, Malta, constructed of wood and
supported by thirty-six strands of
cable to withstand squalls.
a flying demonstration at Hendon dining
the afternoon.
A new feature will be the use of
coloured smoke to enable spectators to
follow closely the various evolutions,
such as spin dug. looping. rolling, and
half -inverted loops, to be carried out by
two pilots of the Aeroplane und Armament Experimental EstAiblishmelit.
0000
POLICE WIRELESS DEVELOPMENTS.

Extensive developments in the use of
wireless by Scotland Yard and the County
Police throughout the country were forecast by Major T. H. Vitty, engineer to
the Metropolitan Police, in a lecture before the Chief Constables' Association at
Brighton. on Wednesday last.
Major \Tilly said tluit the wireless transmitter at present in use at Scotland Yard
had a radius of between 50 and 100 miles,
lint there was no technical reason why
this range might not be considerably extended to permit of inter-communication
between London and provincial headquarters.
The lecturer explained 'that the principal use to which wireless was put today was in maintaining touch with the
Flying Squad cars. Other uses had been
experimented with lately, notably the
wireless transmission of photographs and
finger prints. Tests had been conducted
with the "Fultograph " and MarconiWright picture transmission systems

.

•
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NSTRUCTORS'
NOTES
The Mullard S.G.P. Master Three.

I

N view of our increasingly exacting needs in the
matter of selectivity it is strange that producers of
"kit " sets have practically ignored the possibilities
of " bottom bend " detection. The attitude of commercial set builders towards this question is quite understandable, as they clearly have good reasons for avoiding another adjustment—of detector grid bias—that will
require periodical, albeit infrequent, attention, but it is
reasonable to assume that anyone who can assemble and
wire a set is capable of carrying out this simple
operation.
While anode detection is by no means acomplete solution in itself of all interference problems, it is a readily
demonstrable fact that a receiver with circuits of reasonably low H.F. resistance will be more selective when this
system of rectification is used, as compared, of course,
with the rival leaky grid condenser method. The relative merits of both systems are familiar to most readers;
but perhaps there is atendency to lay undue stress upon

the lack of seasitivity of the anode bend detector and to
forget that it i; included in some of the best long-distance
receivers--as, for example, the "Everyman Four."
Speaking from astrictly practical point of view, it is not
misleading to go so far as to say that there is little to
choose, from the point of view of range, between the two
systems. The accuracy of this statement is easily
checked by cclustructors of the Mollard "S.G.P. Master
Three " receiver, which, though primarily intended for
anode bend detection, is readily convertible in a few
moments for a comparative test.
Tuned Anode H.F. Coupling.

In its general circuit arrangement (shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1) the set (loes not include any
radically new features. Aerial coupling is through an
"aperio-clic" transformer, with alternative tappings on
its primary wi: iding for adjusting selectivity; as pointed
out in the descriptive booklet, conditions may arise—as,
for instance, when the local
station is not operating_
H•T•i+
when it is desirable to take
advantage of the increased
0
sensitivity generally afforded
H.T. 3+
by
a
"tight "
aerial
‘00000 ) .
coupling.
0-25 rn fd
A simple tuned anode circuit is used to couple the
screen-grid H.F. valve to
the detector, and consequently a blocking con9 0.0003
mfd
denser, with its associated
H.T. —
I.
leak, is of necessity included
6
o
in the grid circuit of the latter
011 2
mme
valve. This addition is not
td
9
R
C
o
8—
accompanied by any observQ
e2
o
— 6.8
oE
able ill effects, and the possibility of running into grid
LT. —
.1:
currents is almost precluded
o
by the use of a "D " type
L.T.
detector valve.
Volume is controlled by
operation of the S.G. valve
1.—Complete circuit diagram, showing screening of grid circuit components and pi otectIve
condenser in series with anode tuning condenser.
rheostat, which is connected
Q
d

Q

"0

J. 0

P

9.
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Kit Constructors' Notes.—
in the negative filament lead, with the consequence that
an increase in its resistance will cause adecrease in emission, and, at the same time, will impress a negative bias
on the grid.
Reverting to the intervalve coupling, it will be seen
that one side of the anode tuning condenser is at earth
potential, and that the oscillatory circuit is completed
through a fixed condenser of o.or mfd. Another fixed
capacity of the same value is connected in series with
the tuning condenser; this serves no other purpose than
that of a protective device in the event of a short-circuit
between the fixed and moving vanes. In justice to the
makers of the J.B. variable condensers, one should
hasten to add that such afault is unlikely to arise, as the
components are accurately and strongly built. This
series condenser is an addition to the original design, its
connections being described in a leaflet accompanying
the descriptive literature.
Danger to Valve Filaments.

An important point emerges with relation to this question of protective devices. It will be seen that negative
sides of both H.T. and L.T. batteries are connected
together and to one side of the on-off switch; if this
switch is at "off " a high-tension short-circuit such as
that described above, or, indeed, an accidental shortcircuit to earth between any point connected either
directly or through a low resistance to air 11.1. positive
terrain-al, will have the effect of burning out all the valves
—provided, of course, that
the source of H.T. supply is
of comparatively low internal resistance. It is admittedly a fact that the filament circuits of most "kit "
sets are arranged on similar
lines, but the present writer
admits his complete inability
to see any justification for a
scheme that increases the
risk of damage due to accidental short-circuits.
A negative voltage for the
detector grid is applied from
a bias battery which also
supplies pressure for the pentode output valve. These
two valves are linked by a
Mullard
" Permacore
transformer, which is
capable of fulfilling the
Plan view. Iid
rather exacting -task of functioning in the plate circuit of an anode bend rectifier.
Capacity-controlled reaction on normal lines is provided.
one side of the feed-back condenser being earthed to the
metal panel.
Turning to practical details of construction, the H. F.
valve grid circuit is completely screened in acopper box.
This plan is much more convenient than the alternative
of erclosing the plate circuit components, and its adoption makes for a more compact set. The S.G. highfrequency amplifying valve is mounted horizontally, and
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its anode section projects through the metal screening
case, which is supplied in sections ready for assembly;
it is intended that wiring should be completed before its
vertical members and lid are fixed in position. By these
means the difficulty of working in a restricted space is
avoided.
Colvern or Tangent coils are specified for the set; those
included in the specimen receiver submitted for test were
of the latter make. High-frequency inductances are of
vital importance in any set, and the windings in the
present instance seem to have been exceptionally well
chosen, particularly in the case of the medium-wave coils.
which are as near as makes no matter to the ideal spedfication for their diameter.
Performance on Test.

The use of special j. B. tuning condensers contributes
materially to the good appearance of the set; these components are fitted with edgewise drum dials, and are
driven by a friction disc (controlled by a panel knob)
which is operated through a reduction gear. In other
matters conventional practice is followed, awooden baseboard marked with component positions and wiring
being used in conjunction with a metal panel that is
supplied ready drilled.
When making initial tests on the medium waveband
the set .
was found to lack complete stability at certain
points of its tuning scale. Self-oscillation could be easily
checked either by dimming the H.F. valve filament or by
setting screening grid voltage at something other than

of screening box removed and grid coil in position.

the optimum value, but these expedients cannot be considered as being good practice or even fair to the set.
and attention was turned towards the screening case, of
which some of the joints were imperfectly closed, particularly those between box and panel.
Insertion of
strips of copper gauze—an invaluable aid to the experimenter in these days of isolated circuits---proved to be an
effective and complete cure. Tuning was found to be
comfortably sharp, and overall selectivity, as was to be
expected, of an exceptionally high order. Sensitivity

I9

Loewe adjustable reed type cone loud
speaker movement.
This unit is being offered at 13s. 6d.
by the Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., 4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, Loudon, N. 15.
0030

**SUPER" MOVING COIL LOUD

SPEAKER.
The model submit ed
test was for
D.C. mains excitation, and found to consume 0.14 amp. at 220 volts, representing
30 watts approximately.
A low-resistance coil is titled and accurately centred
in a gap of small cross section.
The
centering device assures that the coil has
a parallel motion, an important feature
in view of the small gap employed. Moreover, examination showed that considerable force would he requited to displace
the coil and cause it to touch the sides of
the gap. A Ferranti input transformer
B 25

fittec for the purpose of judging the performance. nigh and low notes were well
in evidence, and the response to the middle register appears to be well balanced.
The diaphragm is 9in. in diameter, light
but reasonably rigid, and a leather surri un .1 is employed. The frame supporting
the diaphragm is bolted to the face of the

pot.

sole agents are Messrs. W. Pearson
and Co., 41, flreat Charles Street,
Ingham, and the' price is £6 10s. A 6-volt
model for accumulator excitation of the
pot. is available at the same price, but
either model can be supplied without the
transformer at £5 lüs.
0000
WATMEL TWO-RANGE AERIAL
TUNER.
It is a trili ta that events move in
cycles, and this appears equally true in
the case of certain wiMess components.
Before broadcasting begun,a11 wave tuners
were the rage, but these were subsequently
displaced by interchangeable coils. Once
again they are enjoying a measure of
popularity, but in a modified form.
The Watmel version of the modern

Watmel two-range aerial tuner with panel
mounting wave—change switch.

fleeted in this manner to an average-sized
receiving aerial and used with a 0.0005
mfd, variable condenser were found to be
214 to 600 metres mid 84-0 to 1,900 metres.
A panel switch is included, and the price
is 12s. 6d. The makers are the Watmel
Wireless Co.. 'Ltd., Imperial Works, High
Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
.
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Kit Constructors' Notes.—
was well above the average standard; that this was
largely due to pure H.F. amplification was proved by the
fact that reaction was by no means necessary for longdistance work. Indeed, it would be agood plan to make
provision for optional direct connection of the reaction
condenser between detector anode and earth, thus dispensing with intentional feed back and at the same time
-improving detection
efficiency.
On the long waves,
as on the medium
band,
there
was
found to be some
instability, but
matters were, again,
improved by paying
attention to screening-box joints.
At
some settings it was
observed that self¡tedium- and load-Mays interchange.

JULY loth,

ance was inserted between the grid of the pentode and
the "G" terminal of the L.F. transformer, with the
desired result. These experiments are described with
a view to Wiping those who may encounter similar
effects; in ma ly cases no troubles are to be anticipated,
as H.F. instaility is largely dependent on the characteristics of the particular S.G. valve used. To be on the
safe side, it is recommended that the contiguous flanges
of the screening box
should
be
scraped
bright, and hat particular care .should be
taken in, filing together the sec:ions, not
forgetting the lid.
Plug-in inti.rchangeable coils art used to
cover the to wavebands in the standard
model, but a modification is descibed in

Wfitfeeg
.
Weld
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"WATES" METER CASE.
The Standard Wet Battery Co.. 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. C.2, have
recently placetl on the market a small
case, covered in imitation leather, for the
" Wates rilt amp." meter. At a price of

1929.

JULY loth, 1929.

The ordinary " indigraph " Ws a
reduction ratio of approximately 8
1,
and is entirely free front backlash. 'This
is offered at 6s. A pair of spanner:. for
fixing the dial is included in each ca ton.
A new two-speed model w-th a micrometer adjustment is now available, and
should be particularly useful for us-s on
short-wave sets. The micro adjustment
has been redesigned, and the new node'
is, in every respect, superior to its predecessor. The ratios are 8 :1 and 5C0 :1
approximately. The price of this ir odd
is 9s. 6d., and the makers are the
Jeanie Electric Co., Ltd.. 149, Qmen
Victoria Street, London, E.('.4.

economy, to keep a battery in commission until the volts per cell fall to 0.75,

COUu

PERTRIX ET. BATTERY.
The model dealt with in this review
has a nominal voltage of 60 and is provided with tappings at 14-volt intervals
from the negative end up to 10¡ volts +

PERTRIX
H.T.

DRY

Pertrix 60-volt battery with tappings for
grid bias.

the useful life of this model
taken as 470 working hours.

may be

CELL

BATTERY

NOMINAL

VOLTAGE 60

80

-e

70

la case.

2s. 6d.. this container should find a ready
demand, since it affords a measure of protection against dnst and accidental knocks.
3 30

IGRANIC
INDIGRAPH" DIALS.
The latest type of Jeanie
Indigraph"
vernier
dial
incorporates
a
number of new features, and in addition
is a sound workmanlike job. The shell
consists of a handsome moulding with a
window throng') which the graduations
en the dial appear as the knob is rotated.
A 0-100 scale is favoured.

50

-5

ao

—4

IN

Volt-amp." meter

30

3

20

2

10

1
50

100

150

200

250

300

age
approximately
at the beginning
8 mA.; reading
the terndnal
76.
Ti is

The
dial
consists of a tisuslucent
material, and by fitting a small lamp
behind .the panel with ail opening in
line with the dinl window it is possible
to illuminate the scale and thus facilitate reading in dark or shaded corners.

400

450

500

550

600

o

HOURS)

of Pertrlx 60-volt dry cell H.T. battery.

and thence at intervals of 10 vJlts. The
object of this is to enable grid bias ip
to —104 volts to be drawn from the H.1.
battery.
The discharge test was commenced at

Indigraph" dials. The two-speed
dial Is idea/ for short-wave sets.

350

TIME (WDRKING

Discharge curve

wank

CURRENT

"%states

MILLIAMPERES

7
60

fell rapidly during the -first few hours
and eventually settled down to a steady
value just over 50 volts.
After 1)0
hours, actual working time, the voltage
commenced to fall steadily until the !Jittery was exhausted.
There was no
natural
"cut-off " unless
tie slig it
change in the slope of the curve aft ?r
400 hours' work can be taken as the
"cut-off " point.
Incidentally,
this
corresponds approximately to a state of
the battery where the
voltage has
dropped to 0.9 volt per cell. Since it
is often desirable, in the interests 'of

This model is offered at Ile., and is
supplied by Pertrix, Ltd.. 120, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
C C 3 3

Catalogues

Received.

Ltd.. Friars Lone, Richmond,
Surrey. Illustrated broadsheet of Linen
components.
coo o
Messrs. Wilkins and Wright, Ltd.,
Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Birmingham. — Illustrated
folder
of
" Utility"
switches,
condensers,
and
drum controls.
o0
London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., Church Road, Leyton, London,
E.10.—Descriptive leaflets of " Lewcos"
dual range colts, and 48-page catalogue of
" Lev cos " radio products.
B 22
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Hit Constructors' Notes.—
in the negative filament lead, with the consequence that
an increase in its resistance will cause adecrease in emission, and, at the saine time, will impress a negative bias
on the grid.
Reverting to the intervalve coupling, it will be seen
that one side of the anode tuning condenser is at earth
potential, and that the oscillatory circuit is completed
through a fixed condenser of 0.01 mfd. Another fixed
capacity of the same value is connected in series with
the tuning condenser ;this serves no other purpose than
that of a protective device in the event of a short-circuit
between the fixed and moving vanes. In justice to the
makers of the J.B. variable' condensers, one should
hasten to add that such afault is unlikely to arise, as the
components are accurately and strongly built.
This
series condenser is an addition to the original design, its
connections being described in a leaflet accompanying
the descriptive literature.
Danger to Valve Filaments.

An important point emerges with relation to this question of protective devices. It will be seen that negative
sides of both H.T. and L.T. batteries are connected
together and to one side of the on-off switch; if this
switch is at "off " a high-tension short-circuit such as
that described above, or, indeed, an accidental shortcircuit to earth between any point connected either
directly or through a low resistance to an H.T. positive
terrainal, will have the effect of burning out all the valves
—providecl, of course, that
the source of H.T. supply is
of comparatively low internal resistance. It is admittedly a fact that the filanient circuits of most "kit "
sets are arranged on similar
lines, but the present writer
admits his complete inability
to see any justification for a
scheme that increases the
risk of damage due to accidental short-circuits.
A negative voltage for the
detector grid is applied from
a bias battery which also
supplies pressure for the pentode output valve. These
two valves are linked by a
Mullard
" Permacore
transformer, which is
capable of fulfilling the
Plan view. Iid
rather exacting task of functioning in the plate circuit of an anode bend rectifier.
Capacity-controlled reaction on normal lines is provided.
one sidt.!of the feed-back condenser being earthed to the
metal panel.
Turning to practical details of construction, the H.F.
valve grid circuit is completely screened in acopper box.
This plan is much more convenient than the alternative
of enclosing the plate circuit components, and its adoption makes for a more compact set. The S.G. highfrequency amplifying valve is mounted horizontally, and
is
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its anode section projects through the metal screening
case, which is supplied in sections ready for assembly;
it is intended that wiring should be completed before its
vertical members and lid are fixed in position. 13y these
means the difficulty of working in a restricted space is
avoided.
Colvern or Tangent coils are specified for the set; those
included in the specimen receiver submitted for test were
of the latter make. High-frequency inductances are of
vital importance in any set, and the windings in the
present instance seem to have been exceptionally well
chosen, particularly in the case of the medium-wave coils,
which are as near as makes no matter to the ideal spedfication for their diameter.
Performance on Test.

The use of special J.I3. tuning condensers contributes
materially to the good appearance of the set; these Components are fitted with edgewise drum dials, and are
driven by a friction disc (controlled by a panel knob)
which is operated through a reduction gear. In other
matters conventional practice is followed, awooden baseboard marked with component positions and wiring
being used in conjunction with a metal panel that is
supplied ready drilled.
When making initial tests on the medium waveband
the set was found to lack complete stability at certain
points of its tuning scale. Self-oscillation could be easily
checked either by dimming the H.F. valve filament or by
setting screening grid voltage at something other than

of screening box removed and grid coil in position.

the optimum value, but these expedients cannot be considered as being good practice or even fair to the set.
and attention was turned towards the screening case, of
which some of the joints were imperfectly closed, particularly those between box and panel.
Insertion of
strips of copper gauze—an invaluable aid to the experimenter in these days of isolated circuits—proved to be an
effective and complete cure. Tuning was found to be
comfortably sharp, and overall selectivity, as was to be
expected, of an exceptionally high order. Sensitivity
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Hit Constructors' Notes.—

above the average standard; that this was
largely due to pure H.F. amplification was proved by the
fact that reaction was by no means necessary for longdistance work. Indeed, it would be agood plan to make
provision for optional direct connection of the reaction
condenser between detector anode and earth, thus dispensing with intentional feed back and at the same time
-ifriproving detection
efficiency.
.
On the long waves,
as on the medium
band,
there
was
found to be some.
instability, but
matters were, again,
improved by paying
attention to screening-box joints.
At
some settings it was
observed that selfMédium— and long—wave interchange—
oscillation was proable coils.
duced when astation
was tuned in, but not when the two circuits were brought
into resonance at an adjacent wavelength on which there
were no incoming signals. This is always a fairly sure
indication that H.F. energy is finding its way into the
L:F. amplifier, and accordingly a 0.25 megohm resistwas \vull

KIT

CONSTRUCTORS'

PROBLEMS.

The Information Department Service has been eytendat lo deal :elite
problems encountered by builders of "kit" sets discussed in thee pages.
Receivers already Ironed are the "New Corso, Melody Maker," Osram
"Music Magnet," Mallard "Master Three Siac," Six-Sixty, "Mystery
Receiver," Ferranti "Screened Gi'id Three." Formo "Screened Grid
Three," DubiMgr "Toreador Screened Grid Four," and the McMichael
"Screened Three."
The service is subject to the rides printed. in the
Reader? Preddems' section.

An Idle Terminal.
For use with My "1929 Coesor
dotty Maker" I have obtained an eliminator which. has two output terminals marked
60 volts and a third marked 120 yes. One of the former
is intended for feeding the screening grid and the. 120-volt
connection will be for the main supply; to what point
should the other terminal -be joined?
B. H.
The anodes of the valves in this set are fed with a common
H.T. voltage, a lower pressure, of course, being applied to the
screen of the S.G. valve. This being so, the extra connection
would appear to be unnecessary, so the terminal may be left
" free."
Possibly it might, be an advantage to use it for
feeding the detector anode circuit, but a voltage of 60 is rather
too low for a high-impedance valve. It may be, however, that
on the very light load imposed by this valve the actual voltage
will rise to a sufficiently high value; it must be realised that
the voltages indicated on an eliminator are seldom more than
a rough approximation, an average current consumption being
assumed by the makers.
000o
Wood or Metal?
Will you please tell me whethcr it is best to use a wood or
a metal cabinet for my " ()dram Music Magnet"? C. S.
It is injudicious to take any liberties with a set including
ganged tuning controls, and on the whole we think you will
be wise to use a wooden cabinet. It will be realised that the
inductance of tuning coils is reduced when a mass of metal
is brought into proximity with them, .and, as it is unlikely
that both plate and grid coils will be equally affected, the use
of a metal emit:tin-hr introduers an element of risk.
We should add, however, that in any case this effect cannot
he very serious ; and if you are specially inclined towards the
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ance was inset-- ed between the grid of the pentode and
the "G" tern final of the L.F. transformer, with the
desired results. These experiments are described with
a view to hel2ing those who may encounter similar
effects; in man .;cases no troubles are to be anticipated,
as H.F. instability is largely dependent on the characteristics of the particular S.G. valve used. To be on the
safe side, it is I
ecommended that the contiguous flanges
of the screening box
shouldbe
scraped
bright, and eat particular care should be
taken in. fieng .together the sectbris, not
forgetting the :id.
Plug-in in tet changeable coils are used to
cover the two wavebands in the standard
model, but a modification is described •
in
Tabgent
which two coil assemdual—range
coil
with
switch in base.
blies,
complet ; with
built-in wave-changing switches, may be used in an
otherwise similar circuit arrangement. Due to the necessarily reduced dimensions of the coils, the receiver in
which they are used will have asomewhat less extended
range, and its selectivity is bound to be slightly impaired.
use of metal it would be worth while going to the trouble of
making an initial test by pliHng sheets of the material you
impose to use in the positions that will be occupied by the
top, sides and bat k of the case, and noticing if there is any
obvious falling off in the performance due to these additions..
0000
Two-stage L.F. Amplifier.
Do you think that it would be poexilde to make up a set on
the lines of the Ferranti " A.U. Three,' but with two highfrequency stages coupled by It.F.2 transformers (as at
present used in the single stage)?
If passible, I should
like to use ci simple vertical screen between each stage,
instead of encbming thee various components associated »with
eac/a circuit in metal boxes.
G. R. B.
It is difficult to give a definite answer to your query without
dirtying out sonic practical experimental work, but on the
whole we doubt v,iry mach if your proposed receiver would
be completely stable over the normal tuning ranges.
The
long-wave windings are astatically wound, so on this band it
is quite probable t.tat you would be successful, but for shortwave reception it is more than likely that stability would be
lacking :this in sp te of the extensive decoupling devices that
are included. It would certainly be safer completely to screen
the individual circuits.
0000

Adding L.F. Amplification.
As you will see lion& the headiag oi my idler, I fire i
n a
dint net remote from broadcasting stations, and am accordingly compelled to consider the addition of another L.P.
stage to my Comor " Melody Maker." Would you advise
resistance or truisformer coupling?
S. L. L.
flood results can `be obtained ley adding an extra stage,
coupled by either nethod ; but on the whole we are inclined
to recommend that you should interpose a resistance coupling
between the detecto. valve and the extra L.F. amplifier. The
overall amplificatioi ordinarily obtainable from two modern
transfornier•conpled stages is likely to be excessive for ordinary
requirements, and t
o, if you prefer to adopt it, we suggest
that a volume mawl resistance should be shunted across the
primary of the first transformer.
20
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
LOEWE LOUD SPEAKER UNIT.
This ti .ne loud speaker movement ia
assembled in a neat moulded container,
and consists of a generous-sized horseshoe magnet. fitted with a single pole.
piece and a reed armature arranged
crosswise with respect to the arms of
the magnet. The single pole-piece is not
fixed to one end of the horseshoe magnet;
but located approximately half-way along
one of the arms. One end of the armature is fixed to the extreme end of the
magnet on the opposite arm to that
carrying the bobbin.
The armature,
therefore, completes the magnetic circuit.
A small fixed condenser of the Loewe
vacuum type is connected across the
bobbin. The distance between the reed
and the pole-piece is adjustable.

is used and is accommodated in the base.
Tested on a high quality amplifier, it
showed that the performance was well up

two-range tuner takes the form of a
cylindrical tube 5in. longx2,1
3in. in diameter, on which is wound four coils; a
medium-wave coil with a reaction winding close coupled and a loading coil also
with a reaction coil.
The two reaction
windings are connected permanently in
series; so also are the timed coils, but a
switch is provided which short-circuits the
loading coil when receiving on the 250- to
600-tirette band.
The medium-wave coil is tapped for
attachment of the aerial, but tests show
that selectivity can lie improved, especially
on the long waves, by connecting a 0.0001
mfd. condenser between the aerial and
the trippi ng.
The wavelengths covered when con-

Super" moving coil loud speaker for
220-voit D.C. mains with input transformer mounted in the hase.

Loewe adjustable reed type cone loud
speaker movement.

This unit is being offered at 13s. 6d.
by the Loewe Radio Co.. Ltd., 4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, London, N.15.
0000
*
-SUPER" MOVING COIL LOUD
SPEAKER.
The model sta .
:night:ell for test was for
D.C. mains excitation, and found to consume 0.14 amp. at 220 volts, representing
30 watts approximately.
A low-resistri
coil is Mica and accurately centred
in a gap of small cross section.
The
centering device assures that the coil has
a parallel motion, an important feature
in view of the small gap employed. Moreover, examinal iii showed that considerable force would be required to displace
the coil and cause it to touch the sides of
the gap. A Ferranti input transformer

to that of the standard laboratory instrument.
A baffle board 3ft. square was
fitter, for the !impose of judging the performance. High and low notes were well
in evidence, and the response to the middle register appears to be well balanced.
The diaphragm is 0in. in diameter, light
but reasonably rigid, and a leather sun
mund is employed. The frame eurporting
the diaphragm is bolted to the face of the
pot.
The sole agents are Messrs. W. Peanum
rim ILto., 41, Oren Charles Street, Binhingliam, and the price is £6 10s. A 6-volt
model for accumulator excitation of the
pot is available at the same price, but
either model can Ile supplied without the
transformer at £5 10s.
0000
WATINEL TWO-RANGE AERIAL
TUNER.
It is a truism I
hat events move in
cycles, and this appears equally true In
the case of certain wireless components.
Before broadcasting begun,all-wave tuners
were the rage, but these were subsequently
displaced by interchangeable coils, ()nee
again they are enjoying a measure of
popularity, but in a modified form.
The Watmel version of the modern

Watmel two-range aerial tuner with panel
mounting wave-change switch.

fleeted in this manner to an average-sized
receiving aerial and used with a 0.0005
mfd. variable condenser were found to be
214 lo 600 metres and 840 to 1,900 metres.
A panel switch is included, and the price
is 12s. 6d. The makers are the Watmel
Wireless Co.. Ltd., Imperial Works, High
Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
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"WATES" METER CASE.
The Standard Wet Battery Co.. 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2, have
recently placed on the market a small
ease, covered in imitation leather, for the
" Wates Volt-amp." meter. At a price of

JULY

W011td

The ordinary " lndigraph " has a
reduction ratio of approximately 8 ts I.
and is entirely free from backlash. This
is offered at 6s. A pail' of spanners for
fixing the dial is included in each car.on.
A new two-speed model with a micrometer adjustment is now available, and
should be particularly useful for use on
short-wave sets. The micro adjustment
has been redesigned, and the new model
is, in evmy respect, superior to its 'wedecessor. The ratios are 8 :1 and 50( :1
approximately. The price of this nu-del
is 9s. 6d., and the makers are
the
Igrateht Electric Co., Ltd.. 149, Queen
Victoria Street, London, Eí'4.

1929.

economy, to keep a battery in commission until the volts per cell fall to 0.75,

0 0 a o

PERTRIR H.T. BATTERY.
The model dealt with in this review
has a nominal voltage of 60 and is provided with tappings at 11-volt intervals
from the negative end up to 104 volts 4-

PERTRIX
N.T.

DRY

Perlrix 60-volt battery NMI lappings for
grid bias.

the useful life of this model
taken as 470 working hours.

may

be

CELL

BATTERY

NOMINAL

VOLTAGE 60

80

IGRANIC
INDIGRAPH" DIALS.
The In test, I
VIJO of I;mink " liidi.
graph"
vernier
dial
incorporates
a
number of new features, and in addition
is a sound workmanlike job. Tlu, shell
consists of a handsome moulding with a
window through which the graduations
on the dial appear as the knob is rotated.
A 0-100 scale is favoured.

MILUAMPERES

50

ao

IN

2s. 6(1., this container should find a ready
demand, since it affords a measure of protection against dust and accidental knocks..
aoo

60

30

CURRENT

"Wales Volt-amp." meter la case.

BATTERY

VOLTS

70

20
10

50

100

The dial consists of a translucent
material, and by fitting a small lamp
behind the panel with an opening in
line with the dial window it is poNsible
to illuminate the scale and thus facilitate ro;oling in dark or shaded corners.

200

250

:410

350

TIME (WORKING

Discharge

Igranic
Indigraph" dials. The two-speed
dial is ideal for short-wave sets.
•

150

curve

400

450

500

550

600

HOURS)

of Pertrin 60-volt dry cell H.T. battery.

and thence at intervals of 10 volts.
object of this is to enable grid bias up
to —1% volts to be drawn from the II.T
battery.
The discharge test was commenced al
approximately 8 mA.; the terminal volt
age at the beginning reading 76.
Tbie
fell rapidly during the' first few hour,
and eventually settled down to a steady
value just over 50 volts.
After 1.0C
hours, actual working time, the voltage
commenced to fall steadily until the battery was exhausted.
There was no
natural
"cut-off " unless the slight
change in the slope of the eut-ve after
400 hours' work can be taken as the
"cut-off"
point.
Incidentally,
this
corresponds approximately to a state of
the battery where the
voltage has
dropped to 0.9 volt per cell. Since it
is often desirable, in the interests' of

This model is offered nt 8s., and is
supplied by Pertrix, Ltd., 120, Tottenham Court Road, London. W. I.

cc,.
Catalogues Received.

Lisse u. 1.td., Friars Lane, Richmond,
Surrey. Illustrated broadsheet of Lissen
components.
0000
Messrs. Wilkins and Wright, Ltd.,
Utility Works. Holyhead Road, Birmingham. — Illustrated
folder
of
" Utility"
switches,
condensers,
and
drum controls.
000 o
London Electric \Vire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., Church Road, Leyton, London,
E.10.—l)escri ptive lea acts of " Lewros"
dual range coils, and 48-page catalogue of
" Lewecs " radio products.
B 22
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondent+ should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset Home, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied ty the ur.tor's name and address.
SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION.
Sir,—With reference to the letter from Mr. A. G. Faithful'
in the issue of The Wireless !World for June 12th, the reception of short wave beam stations in directions other than that
of the main beam is common experience, and with highpower transmitters and sensitive receivers is quite to be expected.
Ithink Mr. Faithful' is under some misapprehension regarding
the actual nature of the transmission from beam stations. The
main objects of the beam system are (1) to economise power by
directing the greater part of the energy radiated from the aerial
in the direction of the iceeiving station and (2) to minimise
the fading which inevitably occurs on short waves. It is also
true that interference with othee services not, in the line of
the main beam is reduced, but the idea that it is impossible
for a receiver not in the line of the beam to "tap" the transmission is quite fallacious, though, of course, in the case of
the beam telegraph services reasonable privacy is ensured by
high speed .transinission.
A beam transmitting aerial is usually arranged to confine
most of the radiated energy to a sector of a few degrees, and
the greater the extent of the aerial the sharper the beam.
Although the concentratiun of energy in this main beam may
be such as to effect a saving of power of hundreds of times
compared with a non-directional or, more correctly, an omnidirectional aerial, smaller subsidiary beams are also radiated
in oilier direct-ions, taut intentionally, but as an inevitable result
of the use of beam aerials of the only typo at present available
for practical commercial use. The numiaer, sizes and directions
of these subsidiary beams depend on the type and dimensions
of the aerial, and the narrower the main beam the smaller and
more numerous the subsidiary beams. Although the amount of
energy eadiated in the " subsidiary " directions is only a small
fraction of the total, it, is sufficient, except under very bad
conditions, to produce a signal in a sensitive receiver. It has
been frequently indicated by the feats of amateur transmitters
that a radiated energy of a few watts on short waves is capable.
under favourable co.
nditions, of producing signals practically
nil over the world. There are certain directions, at least. according to approximate theory, in which no energy is ratcheted front
a beam ;aerial, but at distances greater than a hundred miles
or so the scattering and bending effects of the upper atmosphere
play an important part, and signal strength tends to become
equal in all directions except that of the main beam and, perhaps, that directly behind the reflector. One might, however, expect fading to be worse in the theoretical "zero"
directions than elsewhere.
Considering everything, it would be rather remarkable if
the stations referred to by Mr. Faithful' were not audible in
West Africa, but the case of Huizen's East and West, transmission appears to be exceptional. I do not know the type
of aerial in use at this station.
ERIC MRGAW.
Imperial College Union,
South Kensington,
RADIO EXPORTS.
Sir,—When I was in England in July last there was an instructive lecture giver. by a high official concerning Empire
marketing, and in his lecture he dwelt very emphatically concerning (add parts and manufacturers helping the importer by
sending some odd spares in small essentials. At the time I
remarked " how true," and this little experience on my return
to India will illustrate how essential it is to add or enclose
in the carton everything necessary to fix the unit, whatever
it may be, to the baseboard, panel, etc. For instance, on the
outside of one carton of the many little gadgets I ordered it
says, " Three spring clips are sup.plied." No such clips were
in the carton, and in every case all screws to pin the unit
down to thé baseboard were missing, and various nuts and
screws were non est.
The Customs had certainly made
an extensive hunt right through to discover " hidden pearls."
Every wrapping had been undone—contents pushed in anyhow, and I cannot say whether the manufacturer does or does
23

not include such wood and other screws necessary, for none
was found.
Now what does this mean in a country where it
is not possible to walk 200 yards and obtain what you want?
It may be 200 miles, and then meet with disappointment.
Now all this is destructive, and no remedy has been suggested.
I therefoie ask all British manufacturers to close their cartons
with a slip to say that it contains all nuts and screws to finish
the job. We have no redress against the Customs, but the
wildest of dreams may obtain somewhat of a hearing if genuine
British goods said to contain so and so are missing.
The British manufacturer should also consider the Wireless
Act in India, by which, without an importation licence, no more
than one receiving set a year may be imported, or component
or parts equivalent to such, including spares. What is one
receiving set? No one seems to know, with the result that a
few terminals and odd wire and aerial insulators are held up
for weeks as constituting one receiving set! It is not the
customs duty, but the holding up that one objects to.
The
India market may not at present be a potential proposition,
but it will be.
There are 320,000,000 people in this country,
a population not to be despised where radio is concerned.
May I suggest, that the Radio Manufacturers' Association
takes some notice of the difficulties of importing British goods
into this country?
ADIOX."
Roorkee, U.P.
.' WIPE-OUT" AREA AND THE ETHER SEARCHER.
Sir, May I be permitted to say a few words regarding
a paragraph on the " Tyranny of a too-powerful local station
and the ether searcher " in your issue of June 12th'?
When the. "Brookman's Twins" come into operation
venture to think tlaat the future trend of broadcast receiver
design will be to a greater waveband extension by the
incorporation of short-wave reception in all but " local " sets.
That " nation shall speak peace unto nation " via short
waves, and that the present " broadcast " bands will be used
for " local " work on the lines of our regional service, seems
probable internationally in the near future.
An efficient double duty receiver incorporating a tuned
S-G H.F. stage has recently been designed and developed
in the U.S.A., which by ineans of interchangeable coils tunes
from 14 to 500 metres, and on this side of the Atlantic several
commercial lirios have marketed apparatus can similar lines.
and have been mentioned in your recent issues. When once
the art of " prffiing-in " short wavers has been mastered it
affairas splendid opportunities for alternative programmes even
with a good 0-v-2, although anyone with S.W. experience
knows how "cranky " these waves am at times, but with
modern teudency towards further efficiency ou the H.F. side
great possibilities await us on these lines. (Possibly even a
simple anti-fading device.)
A knowledge that these irregularities—the " skip-distance "
of the wave—is dependent upon the particular wavelength,
time of day, atmospheric conditions, location, etc., will make
reception of these transmissions just. as popular as many
"broadcast band " foreign receptions are to-clay, which, as
we all know, also have irregularities. Witness the reports on
our own 5013, which, by the way. I have received constantly
at full strength over on e
. thousand miles distant, but depending
upon atmospheric conditions, location, etc.
W E. M. CROOK.
Antrim, Ireland.
B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
Sits—No doubt the indifference of the programmes of the
B.B.C. during the last year or so is accounted for by the
unhappy atmosphere which seems to pervade Savoy Hill.
Government control and red tape having proved a failure,
why not- put programmes in charge of those who nederatand
the entertainment business?
S. SL ADE
Nayland, Colchester.
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By Our Special Correspondent.
Prague

Plan

in

Action.—London

6XX Controls the Ether.
Ilow many listeners heard Daventry,
5XX, filling the rôle of ether policeman
on June ZOth and July 1st?
On both
these nights for a few hours after
".
elose.-down " 5XX relayed telephonic
instruction s from the Keston receiving
station addressed to various broadcasting
stations in Western Europe which were
found to be straying from the new fre•
quencies allotted to them
under the
Prague Plan.
. 0000
RI3asurements at Brussels and Reston.
The innovation was the outcome of an
arrangement between the B.B.C. and Lite
velongt h checking centre at, Brussels.
Measurements were taken both at Brussels
and nest3n, and ; after notes had been
compared tin a private line, the results •
were passed on to 5XX. At nearly all
the broadcasting stettions west of Frankfurt official listeners were tuned-in on
Daventry's wavelength in readiness for
any instructions sent out.
A similar
arrangement
operated
successfully in
Eastern Europe,
measurements
being
compared by Prague and Koenigswusterhausen and the results transmitted from
the lattez station.
0000
Is the Prague Plan a Success?
Now that the Prague Plan has held
away for a week the prevailing impressipn is that it represents the best solution of the wavelength problem since
1926, when the Geneva scheme was first
fashioned.
For a few weeks before the change on
June 30th the Brussels scheme had been
giving satisfaction in its own sphere,
but, we must remember that it omitted
countries like Russia, France and Spain
which are now included in the happy
0000
Hasty Judgment.
At the time of writing it is still too
early to pass judgment on the scheme as
a whole.
In my own case I was
tempted to do so on July 1st when my
reception from London was ruined by
an
outrageous
whistle.
The
noise
stopped,
however,
when
the
man
opposite, owner of .a o-v-2 swinging coil
set (1926 vintage), retired to rest.
0000
Progress at Brookman's Park.
Two of the four masts at the Brookman's Park regional station are now

Regional's

Aerial.—Amtiversary

supporting
a twin-wire
aerial,
but.
according to Savoy Hill, this is no indication that tests are to begin immediately.
A considerable amount of
apparatus has still to be delivered, and
it is improbable that the first transmissions will go out before the end of this
month.
0000
B.B.C. as Pamphleteers.
To save members of the Technical
Correspondence Department from nervous
breakdown when London Regional
1
supersedes 2LO, nearly a quarter of a
FUTURE

FEATURES.

London and Daventry.
JULY
15TH.--' tr. 11 e$, a
French
Feat ure Programme.
JULY
iam.—The Nortberu Command
>lea • ugh t. 'lath',., S.D. Iront Leeds.
JULY tarn --Â Hut nibro. Ballet Music.
Jus 2of IL — Runnin g commentary on the
Final of King's Prize, relayed from
Bisle .
Davéntry Experimental (508).
JULY
ltint.—Lannelling
of
1138.8.
" Ex et er." 1131.
Duckyard, Devonport, S.B. f
rain Plymouth.
JULY
Ilent.—" Follower›,''
by
Harold
Brighouse.
Cardar.
JULY 16111.—A Penill ion Recital,

JULY 15111. — A

Manchester.
Concert from Morecambe.

Newcastle.
JULY 10111.—Orelicst ra 1 concert from
North-East Coa st Ex hibitite.

tile

Glasgow.
JULY lerif.--Scotti ,i, Concert.
Aberdeen.
Jam 16TH.—" Scots Mend."
JuLir

19111.—"

Belfast.

Carmen,"

by

Bizet.

million copies are being printed of a
new " Selectivity" pamphlet, which will
shortly be distributed gratuitously to all
who apply for it. A second pamphlet is
being prepared to assist listeners in areas
of poor signal strength.
I can imagine
trouble if the latter booklet were sent
in error to a resident at Brucekman't
Park!
0000
Fifty-two Surprises.
The "Surprise item " remains one of
the brightest spots in the programmes,
and. although the anniversary of the
first of the series was celebrated last
week, the B.B.C. still contrives to invest
the item with the stunt flavour which
was so welcome in the old days.
Among the fifty-two surprises of the
past year, probably the most original

of the

Surprise

Item.

was the relay from the signal box at
Ring's Cross. Other outstanding items
were the "red hot" dramatic criticism
by two well-known authorities immediately following a broadcast play ; the
relay from film studios at, Élstree;
Tommy Handley's "General Election,"
and the playing of gramophone records—
backwards!
C oo()
Grid Leak in Song and Story?
While on this subject; it occurs to me
that the Surprise Item might provide a
fitting opportunity to do homage te the
grid leak, the patent of which expires
in October. On the day that the patent
dies what would be more appropriate
than a reverently prepared progi•annue
entitled, say, " Apotheosis of the Leaky
Grid," in which this valuable component
would be honoured in song and story?
It is difficult at the moment to recall
what the poets have sung about the grid
leak, but I have no doubt that by
October the B.B.C. programme department could
ferret out
some
noble
tributes.
And on the musical side,
what has Honegger to say?
0000

Talks on Flying.
A new chapter in the history of
didactic broadcasting opens in September next, when the B.B.C. begins the
first programme issued under the auspices
of the Central Council for School Broadcasting, a body which is entirely independent of the B.B.C.
The syllabus appearing in the new
B.B.C. booklet "Broadcasts to Schools,"
extends from September 23rd to December 1311, but a valuable feature to school
teaehers. I imagine, is the inclusion of
the broad outline of the programme extending to June 30th, 1930.
A new venture is a series of fortnightly talks on Flying by Squadron.
Leader W. Helmore.
R.A.F., of
the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.
0000
By Special Request.
A disgusted listener telephoned to the
offices of the American National Broadcasting Company during a musical peeformance.
" Do you ever play anything by request.?" he asked.
"Sometimes," was the reply.
" Then," said the listener, " Vd he
glad if ycia'd play draughts."
D 2.5
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.
Neutralising the S.G. Valve.
1 have tried to rut into effect the plan
suggested in your recent article
" More Amplification from ScreenGrid Valves," but have so far been
unable to obtain satisfactory neutralisation over the whole of the
medium broadcast waveband.
The
set is partially stable, but only when
the neutralising condenser is set at
minimum; from this it might be
assumed that " balancing " is unnecessary in any particular case, but
this is not so, as complete disconnection
the condenser makes matters
:very much worse. Tice performance
of the set is already so promising
that I mean to persist in my efforts.
Can you give me any hints as to
steps to be taken? An H.F. transformer is used as a coupling.
C. C. D. •
Before making any alterations we think
you would be well advised to assure yourself that your neutralising condenser has
not got an excessively . high minimum
capacity, although there is no reason why
the majority of standard components
should not he used in this particular circuit arrangement.
If the condenser is normal it can be
assumed with some confidence that your
trouble is due to a balancing winding
with too ninny turns; this is particularly
likely to be the case if it is tightly
coupled to the primary, and we suggest
yon should try an experimental reduction.
In many cases a single turn, or
even less than a turn will be found to be
ample, particularly ihcii the capacities to
be balanced out (those in the valve and
incidental) are extremely small.
000 o
•
Sense of Reaction Winding.
It seems to *me that Moe should be a
method of determining the correct
connections of a reaction coil, and
that it should not be necessary to
find this out by trial and error. Is
there any simple rule? W. T. P.
Provided that the convolutions of the
coils are exposed and can he traced out
to their terminals, it is an easy matter
to determine the correct connection for
the reaction coil.
The imple rule is that if we imagine
oscillatory current to originate respecB 25

tively on grid and plate of the valve,
they should flow outwards through the
coupled coils in opposite directions. This
will be made clear by a consideration of
Fig. 1, in which diagram (a) shows the
correct connections.

i.—mustrating an easily-remembered
rule for determining reaction coil connections.
This rule holds good in any form of
reaction circuit, whether feed-hack is
controlled by moving the relative position of the coils, or by varying the capacity of a feed condenser, as in the
majority of modern circuits.

RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisellt worded and headed " Infor-

mation Depart nu ent."
(2.) Queries mud be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet.
self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under Present-dal,
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
as considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, de., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to conStrurtional sets described in. " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information. 011, matters
beyond the scope of the. Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.

Measuring Eliminator Output.
it is realised that an ordinary :voltmeter
connected across the output terminals of an eliminator will not give
a true reading of the voltage existing
under working conditions, but is it
not a fact that it will show a true
reading as long as it is connected in
position?
In my particular case a simple
A.C. eliminator, with a single voltage
output, is used in conjunction wit/c a
three-valve receiver, and the meter
(0-150 volts, 200 ohms per volt) shows
a reading of 140 volts. The set seems
to toork extremely well, but can it be
assumed that the voltage shown on
the meter is that actually delivered to
the set?
V. S. O.
Yes, as long as the meter is connected
it will show a true reading, but, as you
apparently realise, there will he a rise
in voltage when it is removed. It may
be pointed out that if the meter were
replaced by a fixed resistance having the
same value as that of the instrument
(30,000 ohms in your case), the voltage
reading as indicated would be, maintained.
0000

Scope of Volume Control.
Is there any serious objection to using a
pentode in the output position of a
set enebodying the general circuit
arrangement of the "S-Q. Regional
Receiver?"
In order to obtain the best possible
quality, it is realised that, when receiring strong signals from near-by
stations, a good deal of the magnification afforded by the combination
of detector and L.P. transformer
coupling must of neeessity be abandoned. Iam uncertain as to v-/tether
a variable resistance shunted across
the transformer printer!, will enable
me to make a sufficient reduction in
the L.F. voltage applied to the pentode when the detector is fully
loaded.
J. V. R. •
You need have no doubts on these
grounds; by setting the volume control
resistance at a suitably low value, it is
possible to bring about a very considerable reduction in the signal voltage passed
on to the next valve. Actually, the regulation range of this fou-ni of control is
greater than is normally required.
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Comparative H.F. Measurements.
I on, engaged in rebuilding my "Everyman Pour " receiver •it is being converted for use With a screen-grid
H.F. valve, and at the same time a
separately tuned aerial circuit is
being added in order to provide the
extra selectii•ity is/sick it is expected
will shortly be necessary in this district..
It 8P 111P11 to me that there
was a good opportunity of comm.ing the relative merits, from the
point of view of H.F. amplification,
of the original and of the new circuit arrangement, and I have endeavoured to make measurements in
the manner suggested in your issue
of June 12th under the heading of
7'he
Design
of
H.P.
Transformers."
Unfortunately, I have
been unsuccessful, and all readings
obtained are quite indefinite.
Can
you suggest a likely cause of
failure?
E. L.
It seems that, the most probable reason
for your inability to obtain definite comparative readings is that the voltages•
applied from your oscillator to the grid
of the H.F. valve are either e
iicessively
,

JULY loth, 1929.

milliammeter or a microammeter (the
latter if your coupling resistance is of a
high value) in series with the detector
grid.
We would emphasise the point that
the oscillator should be placed at some
distance from the set, and that the leads
between the pick up coil and the grid of
the H.F. valve should be non-inductive
—i.e., they should be run parallel and
close together.
0000

Input Volume Control
/ am thinking of building the "Flat
Dwellers' A.C. Three," modified for
use with an open aerial in the manner
suggested in your reply to "D. P. 17."
in your issue of May 22nd, but with
the addition of a separately tuned
aerial circuit. I should like to include a predetection volume control.
Will you suggest a simple device?
M. T. B.
It is probably true to say that the simplest method of making this addition is
by connecting a high-resistance potentiometer (of 0.5 to 1 megohni) across the
tuned grid .circuit; instead of joining the

9/40 Litz on a 3in. former. Indeed. a
transformer with this coil will probe iv
be responsible for more amplificati n
than can easily be handled in a tw
stage set, but by choosing windings 5f
perhaps unnecessarily low resistance t
is fairly easy to adjust primaries t411
maximum amplification combined wi
stability is attained.
0 000

Atmospherics or Power Crete
Interference P
Lately l have been troubled by "frying •
and crackling noises in nig ion
speaker; these are particularly annot
ing when the set (a three-valve H.F.
det.-L.F. combination) is tuned to di
tant transmissions.
The trouble i
seldom evident when listening to ne
two nearest stations, and in any cas
the interference is weakened by de
tuning; it is completely obviated b
disconnecting the aerial.
h'irst-class components were used i
building the set, and the terminals o
my H.T. and LS. accumulator bat
teries are kept clean.
It seems tha
the interference must be due to ex
ternal causes; is my assiimption cor
rect?
L. D. 'M. "
From the fact that the noises disappear
when the aerial is 'disconnected, it can
safely be assumed that the set and its accessories are free from blame, and, from
your description of the symptoms, we
think it almost certain that your trouble
is due to atmospherics, which have been
prevalent during the last few weeks. Of
course, it is possible that some of the
interference comes from neighbouring
power circuits, but noises due to this
cause are generally recognisable by their
comparative regularity.
0 0 0 0

Fie.

2.—The

detector as

a valve

voltmeter: a simple
couplings.

teethed at comparing

H.F.

small or perhaps even excessively large,
H.F. valve grid directly to the high potenbut there should be little difficulty in so
tial end of the circuit, it will be connected
arranging matters that a suitable imto the potentiometer slider.
pressed voltage is obtained.
Your first step should be to try the
0 0 00
effect of varying the output of the
oscillator; assuming this to be of the
Too Good.
parallel-feed, single-coil type described
With a view to using the "Kilo-Meg
by our contributor and shown in Fig. 8
Four" exclusively for frame aerial
of the article to which you have rereception, I propose to wind special
ferred; this may conveniently be done
medium-wave Ii F. transformers of
by altering the applied HA'. voltage.
27/42 Litz wire. My aim, of course,
Again, a similar effect may be obtained
is to increase amplification in order
by altering the coupling between the
to compensate for the absence of an
oscillator coil and the two-turn pick-up
outside aerial.
Is the plan workcoil; you might possibly find it an imable?
M. M.
provement to use a single-turn coil for
It is hardly possible greatly to inthe transfer of energy.
crease amplification in the way you sugIt •
is possible that your. connections
gest, as the use of secondary coils of a
tire not correct, and, as a guide, we show
goodness " considerably exceeding that
a suitable arrangement in Fig. 2. From
of those specified will probably result in•
this you will see that the existing cominstability,
provided
the
optimum
ponents in the H.F. grid circuit of the
number of turns are provided for the
set itself should be disconnected and
primaries.
replaced by the coupling coil and a bias
Generally *speaking, there is no point
cell.
No other alteration is necessary
in using a "better 'secondary winding
beyond the insertion of a low-reading
than one with, say, sixty-five turns of

.Preparing for the Regional
Transmissions.
Do you consider that a set with four
separate tuning controls is impossibly.
difficult to operate? In this locality
(wit/sin a few miles of Brookinant,
Park) it is to be expected that interference will be a serious problem,
and 1 am wondering whether it.
would
be
advisable
to odd a.
separately tuned aerial circuit to m y.
"2-B.F.
receiver, which already
has three dials.
S. J. S. If you have thoroughly mastered the
operation of your set in its present form
there is little reason to fear that the.
addition of an extra control will make
much difference.
There is sometimes a tendency unduly
to stress the difficulties of Manipulating*.
a multiplicity of tuning dials; in point
of .fact, when the number of controls is
increased beyond one, or, perhaps more
correctly, beyond two, any further additions, within reason, have very little
effect in complicating operation.
This
is because a multi-control set must.
either be calibrated, or else it must be
tuned by rotating each dial in turn
through a few degrees in such a way that
all circuits are maintained more or less
in a state of resonance.
3 26
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3 PEOPLE
ISPEAKER
The enthusiastic musician chooses the
Blue Spot 101 loudspeaker because it
does not disappoint his critical ear.
Every note is heard, every nuance is
felt. The 101 gives him realism!
Iii

The lover of good design also chooses
the 101 for the same reason and for the
fact that it is a model of original and
pleasing merit.

WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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"Elmo"
All•Eleetrie
Radio for
less than

The man in the street who wants "a jolly
good speaker at a moderate price" chooses
the 101 because its performance and appearance please him and it will only cost him 73 6.
You can hear the Blue Spot 101 at your wireless dealers and decide for yourself.

"EKCO-LECTRIC"
'STRAIGHT THREE
at:. £16 .10. 0complete
A.C. £18. 10.0 complete

One
Farthing
per hour

', HEAP to run-151- per 1,000 hot rs o A.C.—which
•••,' works out at under a farthing an hour, and 30/per 1,000 hours on D.C., with electricity at 6d. per
unit
NO BATTERIES.
NO ACCUMULATORS.
No mess. Just plug the Adaptor into the nearest
electric light or power socket and then switch-on—
that's all! No coils to change—pressure of switch
from low to high wavebands, sufficient power to
operate a Moving Coil Loud-speaker, and, because it
has sockets for a gramophone pick-up, you can also
amplify your records with all the purity of the
original.
The
modern
set—" Ekco-Lectric"
Straight Three. Call at your dealers and hear one
demonstrated—or may we send you full particulars ?

101

You can electrify your present set with one of the New
EICCO" AIl-Power Units (eliminating all batteries and
accumulators), D.C. from
.17 .6 complete, A .C. from
Ito .17 .6 complete; or partly electrify it with an
EKGO" 11.T. Unit D.C. from 17/6 complete, A.G. from
52/6 complete. -EKCO" L.T. Unit, A .C.
15 .
ocomplete. No alterations, whatsoever, to set, valves or wiring.

O.

All "Ekco" products are obtainable on
Easy Payments.

On and after August 1st the price of the Blue
Spot 101 will be £4.4.0. So get it now/

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Gt. Portland St., London, W.'
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and
North Wales: H. C. Rawson (Sluffield and London),
Ltd., TOO London Road, Sheffield, and 185 Princess
Street, Manchester.

E. K. COLE,

LTD.. DEPT. W.,'• EKCO " O 01.2KS,

Advertisements for " The W treless World •• are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly
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fit

POWER
TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES

the value of afixed
condenser sometimes
the whole efficient yof
•your set may depend—
then you need aHydra
condenser whose capacity is unchanging
In your tuning circuits,
across your H.T in
smoothing circuit s—
wherever and whenever you need a condenser upon which
you can rely—

Tested at I000 V.D.C.
Work Volts goo A.C. or
430
zmf 3,4, s ml
49, 4rut 86.

reifx

4411e1)**
4140E*1_
"
isitheekn;

LOUIS HOLZMAN,
57, NeWIllall 81.,

Telepleon•:

20 henries 100 M.A. Mts. 700 td.A.
00
100 M.A.., 150 M.A.
Price

35

VIAEÁ 1111
coAipamb63-

Also Iront 15/wi.•n risqed, Inc ple,o.e slate Voltage 0.4

per pair
each
-

Obtainable from yne retailer re
fIGM !he nakers.

William Bayliss Ltd.
•

Sheepcote

Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Maker:: also et Pram ud Copper Tube,
cod Wire. Contractoes to British and
Colonial Governmente Railways. etc.

the
worlds
standard

cilleston

14/
Ii-

each

each
each
each

.

FLAT DWELLER'S 3
Special Cam Switch c
omplet e
H.F. Choke
•
WO ohm Do-couplin Re sistance

6d.

16

standard testing cables.

Price £2. 10. 0.

6/6
1 6

To obtain the very best results from
your receiver, you must be quite sure
'that the High Tension, Low Tension
and Grid Dias voltages are regulated
correctly.

GRID PORTABLE
9 3
• - 229

Holders, Anti-microphonic De-coupling Resistances 500 ohms
Valve

each

2,6

.

116

" WATCH FOR THE NEW WEARITE
A.C. VALVE HOLDER."

Write fot the Wenton lare, Rookie!,
•Radi.
0 VOettfol," ahieh exploitu;
the neceeity for accurate electrical
control of your Radio receiver, and
glen much helpful adrice.
Addrene
ropplicot jefa lo :—

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
High

Rd.,

Telephones

Tottenham,

he IVIt -eleSs World." when

For exact measurements of these
variable voltages be sure you use a
Weston Pin Jack Voltmeter.
It is sold by all Radio Dealers as the
finest instrument for accuracy and
reliability.

WESTON

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., LTD.
15, Great Saffron Hill, London, P.C. I

N.17

Tot en harr 3847

hlcit!tem of "

sets

Model 506, Pin Jack Voltmeter
complete with
h lie'
range

SCREENED

740

35g —Each

Also Irons 15'-

Foe higher voltage orients, with Multi
Low Tension Windings. prices on applica
Tien, stating exact outputs requited.

PORTABLE

Coil Formers complete Coils complete wound On and Off Switch G22 6Pole Change Over Switch 1-26
Grid Leak Holders
De-coupling Resistances 600 ohms

Coil and Base

Price

Each

MIMESIS

London. W.t
9.41.

EUROPA

t. Volis up to 7 amps
9 Volts up lo 7 11111p,
12 Volts up to 7 amps.
14 volts up to 7 amps.
20 Volts up to 7 amps.
200 Volts up to 259 M.A.
230 Volts up to 250 M.A.
250 Volts up to 259 M.A.

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKE3

FIT HYDRA
FOR SAFETY!
Do not accept a silver grey
condenser
without
the
HYDRA label.
Others are
imitations and we ere not
responsible in ease of breakdown.

WIRELESS

ALTERNATING
CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, Wholes:

On

Tested at 500 A.C. Work
Volts 2..in A.C. zjot 26,
2oil 3,4, .1 tuf

1929.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
RECEIVERS

NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columns is :
12

words

FOR

or

6

ADVERTISEMENTS

less, 1!- and id.
additional word.

for

in

then

WAVE TRAP

every

ter the new Regional Scheme.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

A highly efficient instrument.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford
Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham : 280, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.

echway 16gs

DRAWING

if

lost

in

transit

eoild

not

b) sent

as

PAPERS,

pARTS and Complete Sets on
E ASY Payments.
SENT) List of Requirements for

GRAPH PAPERS.
All Rulings.

4d. and 6d.

per

Sheet

K.

.
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BLUE PRINTS.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

DOUGLAS & WALLS LTD.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

311F" DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System.
If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World." both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender.
If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller. but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £t o, adeposit fee of 11- is charged ;on
transactions over (to and under (50, the fee is 2/6; over
Iso, 5/,
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
üouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.s, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
Li, cited.
.
THE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

UNLICENSED

service to our

A
Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentee:
whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The perenn desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every ease make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will lie paid by
"The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.
SPECIAL

NOTE.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each
by post.

one

.!)/1

Rough

Tithebarn

Hilt
(5390

•

Quotations.

Freeman's

court. chonoside,
l5407

Portable, latest type, with
TRIX
perfectly, listed at, £19119/6,

5 new valves, works
royalties paid; will
accept hest offer ever 513/13.—Tom Smith, 230. (;a4,7
11 3
11311.
Si lbo
in.

Sketches.

QOLODYNE 3-valve Set, including 3 valves, L1
5
1T
70
.,
.L.T., and Celestion speaker, and set of 4 Lt•tvcos
,. -'ils; lot cost £15.:15, :twee £10, or would separate;
ean be heard.—Woolgar, 35, Hazelden Rd.. Crc,fton
Park, S.E.4.

Drawing Material Specialists.

14,

College

SHIMS RADIO.

TRACINGS from

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of Gd. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box °orb
" The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement.
All replies
should be addressed No. 000, c!), " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Readers who
reply fo Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the eureleps should be clearly marked " Deposit
Department."

23,

ANYTHING Radio.

remittances.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

B. HUMPHREYS and Co.,
J.Cannon
St., London, E.C.4.

TRACING PAPERS
and CLOTHS.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
Not es
being

SALE.

QUM al ER Clearanee.--Well known London make 2.
K..-7 and 3-valve receivers, brand new, perfect and
guarant eed; prices for quick disposal:—
2-VALVE Receivers, C7.6 ; 3-salvo receivers, 47/ 8;
these prices are one-fifth of the original prices.
T
Famous McMichael London
Make 5-gins..
¡ea,.
-11 Supersonic Kits, brand new, perfect and guaranteed. ime bemg sae, diced it 40/-, tor, arded tree; eaen
set has complete bork of instructions and full-sized
blue
print.
Marconi
Company's famous Multiple
Tuner, practically new, 30/,

2, Atlielstane Mews, N.4.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

untraceable

10,6 each.

B. 8r J. WIRELESS CO.,

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 28 consecutive, 1.0%
52 consecutive, 15%.

FOR

Q.COTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's Radio
Doctors.—Read air! vert isement under M iscel la emus.
[0264
-VALVE All-ware Receiver, latest type, powerful.
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor. 57, Studley Rd.. Stock.
well. London.
10274

J

St., LIVERPOOL.

sel-, 30!-: C.E.C. portable.
B ‘IltnAINS.—One-valie
£20,• Victor Three, £5; 3-valve table models,

£14; De Luxe oak 3-valve cabinet, .
C24: loud-spealcer,
30/-: eliminators, £4110; Marconi 132 amplifier, £3:
send mr details.—W. R. Bottondey and Co., Ltd., Huddersfield.

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

64
Set. De

APPLEBY'S

ULI.ARD Master Three Star Wireless
JAE.
Luse cabinet, perfect, complete; 6 guineas, root
double. —25, Princess St., Shrewsbury.

THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE
Por Particulars see

Set and 2-valve Set for Sale; best niter
3-VALVE
aceepted.—Mr. Nett, 423, High ltd.„ Wines 1e n.
54 5

miscellaneous Advertisements.

CHAPEL

W

IRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
For ono who is determine ,' to keep abreast of tho
times. there are always ves, components to be bought,
and sets and lond-imeakers to be superseded.

ST., LONDON, N,W.1

OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. 1 P.M.

A

T the Same Time, Die would-tie buyer is often
deterred from buying because he knows that
there will be still one more pie -te of apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.

W

E flare Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obso.
loto Apparatus to those who are not fortunate
enough lo he ablo lo afford the latest type. and will
take such apparatus or components, providing they
are in saleable condition, in part exchange tor any
new set , lend-speaker or component required.
LL We Ask is that You should Send Aleng a List
ot Your Old Apparatns, together wit ti vole new
requirement 5. Cr, better still, semi the apparatus to
us to inspeet, when we will make you a fair utter.

Cut your mount tr...

A

D.M. SQUARE SKINS
the best diaphragm

mounts for

COIL DRIVEN LOUD SPEAKERS
Selected skin specially dressed — thin, uniform
textured, supple and evenly elastic. Non-resonant
1 and non-perishable.
i Specially recommended by " The Wireless World" in
I their article on Coil Driven LourlSpeak,s, Sept. 28D.
9 ins. square. 2/6 post free.

GEORGE &

i

CO.

.
,
;
1

i

Meer, of Ir.ttlerr t•p, el ,1,1,..,,

__
,

21A. NOEL ST., LONDON
.

W.L

i
I
1

TF You Approve of ths You eon Send Your
tanco for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old supersHs and you tie trot approve of eel' offer, we will
earria,e,e pan
'TIRE Principal of this Firm, who has been a professienal wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the hi. riing Telepiione Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
of Radin Manufael tirers, will willingly give advice to
those wile are desirnits or purehasing apparatus; We
:,re entirely
unbiased and aill recommend the best
, rmaratus for your particular inciense; you :sr() money
by having genuine expert advice.
Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
D ON'T
or Components in Part Exchange.
E Will Also Build Any Sets to Specification
W (Marconi royalties pa)ablel, and install anywhere

BERCLIF
"EVERYMAN FOUR"

CONVERSION

(Approved by " THE WIRELESS

WORLD.")

Tile Cost
£2 — 12 — 9
Particulars ami detail prices post tree. TRADE SUPPLIED.

SIMMONDS BROS.,
SHIRELAND

ROAD,

SMETHWICK.

in this British Isles; sets modernised; send for esti,, ,ate—Scientifie
Ihsi elopment Co., 81.
Fishergate,
Preston,
TM.: 1364.
1.0228,
ITS of Parts for All Modern Receivers, Muller('
S.G.P.3, Cosses'S.G.3, and others, nt rock bottom
prices; your opportunity; vend for lists now.-1P. C.
Davies,.31, Abbey St.. Tower Bridge, S.E.I.
[5480

P

ORTABLE 4-valve C.A.V. 21 Gninert 3-salver, with
A
H.F. valve added, new condition; 58/ 1 0 or near
°trey—Sayers, 32, Dimwit Rd., Hammersmith. W.6.
15483

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

'

IC)

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Receivers

QIMION DS

THE WIRELESS WORLD

EASY TERM

for

BROS.

for

all

the

Best

Modern

Mereirerr.
SIMMONDS

BROS.-The New Empire receiver; £11.

Qurminms
TIROS.
for
any published design.
SlalmONCS

BROS.

for

Receiver,',

the

constructed

Eilo.Mag Four; £18.

ruins. for Best Materials and GuaranSUIMONDS
teed Workmanship.
BROS. for the Sereened Grid Regional:
srMMONDS
,e15.
s
i1.1,1M,,,NliSir.linGS.
for Modernisation.; overhauls.
repa
REM for the l'entoile Two; £71216.

"--, IMMONDS

BROS.

for Quotations Without Obliga-

n

MANE A ORAMOIM0F1: OR
CABINETS FOR Walt MESS
at agoat let Atop prier .
Order..et a, nhown. Ora NI•
louble
rondos motor, 12' velvettan tahle.
Swim Arm, Waal Soondbos,
pliIler, needle cups, for £1 -18 8p.p.
and build your (Ms Cabinet Ida.
chines sold by others at 110 20 do
not contain better (Menge. 1lot.01,
NOW 8/6.
Lie »free.
04 pp. eat:Josue, drawin: and
Hom to Make tirarnos, ad.
PORTABLE GRAMOPHONES
REGENT FITTINGS CO. tV0/.
teem eV-. Yost 1/6.
120, Old Street, London. 3.0.1,
WONDERFUL
PURITY

AA

LECTROLYTIC

Condensers, 2.000 mid.; by post,
13/-; the first on the market and still demonstrably supreme (provable by meten), makes L.T.
front A.C. or D.C. mains simple.
MOVING-COIL Speakers,

"TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
1
tip your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
tor 11.T. and LT., 1/- each; LiOnitun electrodes fitted
with tertninals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 amps.-Blackv,
[4
'e51
7
F3
s
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
and Chokes for Battery Eli:n:92:3.
-1toes, and for all wireless purposes, receivirm or
transmitting; enquiries invited.-Chester Brus., '244.
Dalidon Lanc, London. E.8.

C..1 EC:OM/RAND Sets tend Speakers Cheap.
SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

M

B

L

BATTERIES.
Users, write for details
PENTODE
Charging battery; 7e1. per volt;

logue giving tata Pliet
Rd., Stockwell, London.

free. •U

of new alie selfillustrated cataTaylor, 57, RtnrIlpy
(0273

W

ET SIT. Replarements.-Saes (capped or un.
capped), highest grade. No. 1, 10d. per doz.;
No. 2. 1/9 per doz.-See below.
71INCS.-Best quality (wired). No. I. 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9.1. Per
orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, othervise fol. for postage.-British Battery
Clardendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
(0256

W

ET MT. Baitteries.-Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1,
21
,4x1tk square, 1/3; No, 2, 1/6; tines, No. I.
10(1.; No. 2, 115.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2.
1/9; terminals, fol., Ind.; dozen cells (18 volts), coinplete wilt, bands and electrolyte, No. 1 4/1; No. 2.
5/., post 9,1.; high effieieney, long life, self charging,
upkeep small; send 6.1. for sample unit; ifinstraied
booklet free, carriage free orders 10/•; write for free
list wireless bargains; trade supplied.-W. Taylor, 57.
Studley ltd.. Stockwell. London.
(0039

Mention of

28/ -.-nyiiit,fzlps.A.eCc..,, te
al
l
iginfa
u tE

/a

u,
1t2
i0
onsv
,
olnt
,
s
ai l
n5
.

transformer, choke, resistance for 60-volt topples, 3
condcnsers (tested 500 volts). and valve holder; the
lot, 29/-; sent c.o.d. on receipt of postcard (Huila rd
11.41.10 v., Ise, 1N/- extra) ;hundreds Ilfin ill tar, every
part guaranteed 6 months, tree front hem, the most
wonderful value in England- state your town's volcage
and cycle, also if Mullard 1).1L.10 tested valve required, full particulars free.-Liverpool Radio (5112u
9p
9plies, Unillex Works, Myrtle St., Liverpool.

Double the life of your cells!
Avoid being et
down by o cris-sot accumulator. Simmers I
el ,
you 11,0 exact state of your battery and warn iou
when it needs recharging. Just drop them in awl
lea, ethem to it.
per carton from most dealers or 1/3 post t ee
from actual rankers.
MDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.. Oakbill Rd., Sullen

ARCONIP1TONE 3.valye Short Wave Set, nifetel
34, 10-100 imam, as new; what offers? Box
2132, c/o The IVireless World,
[5506

ANGIIAM 4-valve Portable, real leather suit ease,
2-range ti, srrr, modified circuit, case slightly
damaged, otherwise perfectly complete and in working
order except for valves and batteries; £6, first cheque
secures-Player, high House, near Bromsgrove.
[5492
lt/EULLARD S.G.P. Three, lull kit, with valves.
-1.T£ brand new; roe. £9115, bargain £8.-Jennings,
1/136, Great Columns St., Edgbaston, Btrininghani.
[5476

Rely,
[4245

Electrode Strips for TIT. Rectifiers,
A.
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2d. eee[1
1
i
)
,
30
o8
r
net of 8. 1/-.-1-7, Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27.

"TRANSFORMERS

'DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, F-asteastle St. (faces
-SA, batik of Waring,,). Oxford St., W.
'Phone:
SI theii in 7981.
[5508

Tottenham, N.17.

£2/12/6.-Ernest J.

TANTALUM

ADIO Oramephones,

used
ltd..
[5495

•

CHARGERS ANO ELIMINATORS.
"TRICKLE Charger, A.C., .
1
/
2 amp.,
2, 4, 6 volt.
37/6; 11.T. charger.
Luton, Beds.

EILECTROLVTIC

5-valve Portable, new condition,
FARADEX
twice; £7/10: seen after 6 p.m.-8, College

good

150

Volts Exide E.V. W.J. Units,
order;
accept low price quick sale; seen evenings by
appointment.-U., 9, Cromartie Rd., 14.19.
[6512

1101 EL A.
Anse able&
£4 17-e.
With Oak Cabinet ?2-2-0
extra.
With Mal gran,
Cabinet £2-7-8 edra.
Rome Constructor Parts 11-74.
BRITANNIA REPRODUCES SLtd,
Forniyal Road, SHEFFIE ,D,

-

ARGAIN.-Ferranti screen grid 4-valve set, with
f•xtra LP'. stage added, large oak pedestal cabinet, n.11 main drive A.C., 200 volts 50 P. output lalve,
1,5. 5A, best eomponents, a sacrifice, semi any time;
£25 or nearest, offer.-Itedways, Cheam Common R.I.
Worcester Park.
[549'i

as

1307.1511Labonr from Your Reception with Liberal
11.T.
Supply
on Safety
First Conservative
Methods, by our H.T. fresh battery service; 120-volt
ILI'. service for 2- and 3-valve receivers, 1/- per
week, no battery to buy, perfect reception: also 150701 t, TOT. service; our se -vice covers Greater London
and new estates.-Pearson Bros., 32. Cawdor St.,
Poplar, London. East 6155.
[5265

I

using A.C. ma-ins instead and giving up to 6 volts
at sviil; still as new alter 2 years hard work; supplied to hospitals hero aunt abroad; complete and
ready for use, 115/- to 135/,
E
Condensers.

R

HY Continue to Employ Expensive Dry Batteries?
Even the heavy duly type iptinot stand the g
tong if you have a healthy amplifier; if you have electric light, why not install a good eliminator ? Ours is
expensive, but it is the best, and it is designed for
the fellow who wants milliamperes as well as volts;
standard noes-tel gives ene f,,ed ',ewer tap (300v. open
circuit) and 3 variable from 0-300 by means of our
fatuous ClarOstat universal range variable resistors;
nowt for our new 28.page pamphlet entitled " Power";
full instructions and smile drawing are given for the
construction of ultra-efficient HT, eliminators, both
D.C. and A.C.; the book is yours for the asking; send
p e. to-flay-Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76. Oldhall St..
Liverpool.
[516/

LU?

ill: Mains Pioneers in 1924, w ho equ i
ppe d 2
8 Lou .
don hospitals will, sets, using no batteries.
STILL Ahead with All Mains Work.

to use Accumulators when the Lo gR lDIGGLOUS
ton L.T.
Unit Permanent ly Replaces Them,

W

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.0 2.
NATIONAL 1977.

READ and MORRIS, Ltd.,

Er,IMINATORS.
A.C., or D.C.; from £3, to
£27 for De Luxe II.T. and L.T. combined unit
using inetal reetiflera and high resistance meters,
LOW-TENSION Eliminators.

L)ETTER,
Accumulator Charging.-We
guarantee
preeise eharaing and maintenance by expert personnel.
The idic.es are very economical and inCludn
Ironhle-I roe collection and delivery; alas hire and part
hire acevice al Oldham batteries; official Oldham service station.-Anelny Radio (associated with A neloy
Products), 36, Hitalmans Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22.
'rel.: New Cross 4074.
14953

London Radio Supply Compan y

1
_11tafoNDS BROS.-All Above prices are for the •
speeifliel in flak eahinet. exclusive of tali-,
hattcri.-, and royalties; prices with pleasure for ,ets
.to your own or tiny design.
SIIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Ed., Smethwiek.
(4841
Wk.S-TERN ELEI..".rRIC Co.'s 2-valve Receiver and
3.valve Amplifier, both complete with valve.,
in mahogany cases, never used; £7/10 the 2. Box
2131, c/o The Wircless World.
(5510

MAENS Sets; £8 to £80.

Battcries. —CORtd.
0.D.E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
"..." (5 mile radius).--98, Cherry Orchard Rd.,. Croy.
don.
[4062

We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service, no references
required. No postage or packing
chaiges.
Send us your list of
requirements and aquotation will
he sent by return.

to

SIMMONDS

JULY 10TH, 192C).

EL-ECTR1C

F
Trickle Chancel's, /S.C.. for 2, 4 or
I amp., complete in steel case, valve,
flexibt
;Ind adaptor; 28/-; descriptive leaflet on
request; agents for direct sales wanted.-Fel-Ectrie
Radio, 56, Garden St., Sheffield.
[5242

'MOW

MAKE YOUR WIRELESS CABD ET
1111.11'SON'S
THE OSBORN W &Y. p Iors for
921. Jaeobran
CtIdaiet
with fall front nod
doer., le ;yelled
doors n111.1 ends, a large bpaen rt the
bottom for accumulators. 3 ft. high.
2ft. wide and 1ft. 4ins. deep. Opening front and top. To take a panel
21' z 7" or S'.
A wooden frame is
supplied free eboold the vlan ol y
-our
Ponek he smaller.
Marl, ined ready to assemble,
in Oak
•• ,• el 15
AssemMed ready to Fate,
in 0:1:
ta 7
Aesend,led and Folisimd,
Oak
Call and see the actual artie13.
Pend post: geit. no 1110-led ed
NO.

Safety High Tension Bittery Eliminaand
g
on output
150 volts at 25 m.a., and provides one
fixed veltag.: at 150 and 2 variable tappings giving
15 to 125 volts, full wave reetification is employed,
suitable for any receiver, price, complete wills 175
valve, £4/17/6; model 13.0.5 gives 150 volts at 25
in.a., and 2 variable tappings give 15 to 125 volts,
suitable for any receiver, pric e £2/5; model D.C.4
gives 120 volts, at 10 nl.a., and 1 varia ble ta.pping
giving 30-90 volts, prim £1/17/6; all these eliminators
are absolutely silent in operation, and are fully guaranteed for 1 year; they may be obtained on 7 jays'
approval.-Write to-day"
for our illustrated booklet
"Radio Power' to Philipsan and Co., Ltd., Radio
Engineers, Astley Bridge, Bolton.
'Grams:
Safety,
Bolton.
'Phone: Bolton 2038.
Est. over 50 yei[
1
5
rx3.
86

D.C. m. b.s.—mo,h-i A. U.S h.es

o
e
o

CHAS.

A.

OSBORN,

The Regent Works, Arlington Street, London, N.I.
Clerkemeell 51,50.
Open to 7.30 pin. Saturdays, 4.31•
And at. 21. ESSEX ROAD. ISLINGTON N.1.
Open until b
W
SLAV.; 9 p.m. SAT L'IlDAYS.
'Phone rClerkenwell 0034.
•

heAMMEUR.

HOTOGRAPHER.
°'-The

S.

C11.41...MATOC.It A P

Journal for Evoluoodo with a Camera..

EVERY WEDNESDAY 3d. w.w.

for Accumulators! 1 Is 5 a
iCllARGER
able, D.C. mains; 10/6 each; guaranleed.-Robin
mps.

Hood

Electrical

Mfrs..

Primrose

Lane,

var

Birmingham,

T

FEL-ECTRIC RADIO are Now Making[53D
1e
4liveries of Components only of Their No. AC3
Model 11.T. Eliminator, cotnponents arc romp lel e as
follinvs: Main, transformer. ehoke, variable resistance
for deleelor from 1,000 to 50,000 ohms, wide)) enables
you to get any fractional voltage from zero to slightly
under maximum, 3 condensers, 2 mfds. each, 500 volts
test, valve bolder, 3 insulated terminals, and rectifying
valve; the pure D.C. output is 120 volts at 14 m.o.., or
150 volts at 10 nia, At
loads the unit is operating well within its eapiebilities;; price £2118, carriage
paid.-The Fel-Ectric Radio, 56, Garden Bt., (5
84
h4
e3
f-

the.,

NEARLY New, 2 6-volt 40, Ende, in crates; 20/.
each; sell London only.-N ew th , 57, Bernerts548564.,
Louden. W.I.

The Wirsii ess World," when writing to advertises-s. will ensure prom hl

attention.

1340

JULY 10111,

THE

1929.

Chargers and Eliminators.-Contd.
e
l
MAINTEN MANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd-, being
specialists in the manufacture of D.C. and A.O. 4_
3
eliminators, supply completo kite of parts fur building your own lf.T. unit, including metal cabinet,
chokes, transformers, condensers, rectifying valve, et,'.,
all components guaranteed for one year, full instructions
with each kit; prices from £1.

i

WIRELESS WORLD

nliEVE

B4 MP g

liii

MANUFACTURING Co.,
ltd., will
by return of post Milliard full wave
rectifying valves, 20/- earth; or Coasor Indf wave ditto.
15/- rite"; condensers tested 500 volts A.O. 1 inf. 3f-, le
2 inf.. 4!-, 4 inf. 6/9.
6 1..
AINTEN Elitninaten, complete and ready for
ix:mu:die° use; prices from 30/-; send for new
•t, Lii Itlg

in

M

EN
M AINT
make you

MANUFACTURING Co.,
Ltd..
hill
a generous allowance fuir your old D.C.
or A.0. eliminator, whet sr in working order or not.
in pint payment for ono of the latest 3fainten units.
guaranteed for 1 year; when tailoring please i.pecity
kind of reeeiver, number of valves and their typo,
for which complete eliminator or kit of parts is required.
ATNTEN
MANUFACTURING Co.,
Ltd..
still
forward on request their new catalogue illostratitig rind
ik•seriliing
their
latest
products.-The
Mainten Manufacturing (In.,TOI
126, Portland Rd..
Flo ve, Sussex.
I•lione: Dore 1519.
[51,7

M

'Zik
mil,

praise

Celestion.

Fie.
-._-

;fire

i

Britislt Materials,
British Craftsmen.
British Throughout. Thorough testing.

14-1F3

extraordinary offer, oak
front, highly polished,
13in. square, Gin. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade disiiïii,,
ii,ilistni
vigas qii.ti
untities.-51ag.ltactio. 112. Warstone (
L
2a
6n
6e
6.
i

C
OZ'

1

ADIO Furniture.-- Von can niake your own with
our machined sets; we quit e for eustoniersii own
designs by return of post; send stamp for free cats.,
lst:gcrei3.and price list.--Woodwork, 199, nigh ltd., Lee.

vr;ON Radio-Crant Cab
til5t
39l.
J) .&21in. x8in. I3im ample
Cabinets
roam for
Take
batteries,
Sots
Lto
londspeaker, records, CIO., band Fremili polished oak finish,
No. 2, 37in.x24imx19in. 726; crate. 5/- extra, ret.;
No. I De Luxe model, 40x24.-. 20in., 92/-; crate, 5 •
ostra, ret.
rgAYS051 Moving Coil Pedistal Cabinet, baffle size.
18..18, height 40in., Dag finish, 45/6; crate 4'6
extra, mt.

J) AYSON
10/6;

22/6.

The only mire p,09.)
. ol our

Cossor MM.,
for batteries.
-pedal price. 52/-; CraI t. 4/- extra, rot.
TraAYSON Cabinets are all Hand French Polished,
sat isfitetion is guaranteed; senil for illustrated
new; rave 50% by buying direct from the actual
II in nniacturers.
nAYSON

Croy*"

R

The new Ce/cation Booklet is free and
gives you briefly and interestingly dl
particulars.
Mail the coupon belt)»
for your corm now'

ICIERRANTI Trickle Charger, perfect:
30/-,
ne
-V
offers; after 7.30.---Allsopp, 29, Beulah Hill.
8.E.19.
[5471

=
Dip

CELESTION LTD. (DEPT. C)
KINGSTON -ON T H AM ES.

CABINETS.

:ref.

Showrooms:
106, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON
6. W. 1.

O

COILS,

frz:
.e
,96:4
_

,
T-

ebonite if required.
IGBY'S Cabinets.-Pedestal model, with separate
battery cc tumid inent ;from 56/. to £12.
111Byt8 .>binets Made to Customers' own De
signs.
IGBV8 Cabinets-Write for new 16-page art
catal. gue.-P. Digby 9, Tho Oval. Hackney Rd..
E.g.
*Phone : Bisliopsgate 6458.
[012"

J)

elk

fit

are

Britain's

Best
[0313

MI 'NEST American Types, astonishing value. special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, talcit 12in. x6in. panel; sample, carriage paid.
6/6; trade discounts for quantitica.-Mag-Radio, 112,
Warstene Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
Ca.

RTCRAFT
Value.

1131

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0309

SOP. Master Three Berclif Dual Range
Coils, specially designed, complete; 30/- pair.
cemplete; 63/• set.

MULTIPLE Valve Portable ILK Transformer; 25/,
LAT Dwellers.-A.C. Three double aerial coil; 17/..
Demonstration

Receiver,

Grill Regional Coils,

set of 4 coils;
as

specified;

431-

A I.L
Wireless World" Culls Supplied, mostly from
1-1. clock, every coil guaranteed
by the original
rpecialistg and leaders; Everyman Four code, 33/.
tain; Dirties Three. 33/..; New Empire get of 3, 21 /71
Broadcast, coil, 8/6; Titan
'lit, 15,-; 600 olun resist.
i.tices, 2; -.
11 ERCLIF Sianclard Coils for New All-Wave Four,
-le
Manikin' Four, A.0. 11:roo, hits lounl, Everyinen
Four, eue.: 77/9 set of 4. with bases.
ps ERCLÍF Catalogue and Latest Coil List Post Free;
J., trade supplied all quantities.
f„INIMONOS 1111t0S.„sltireland Rd., Stnetbwick.
[4842
''

1,

WHEN

A

SPEAKER

BETTER
IS

LOUDMADE -

fe

FREE!
r
f_i_
os

Please send me a copy of the Neu/ Eti-;>
Celeseson Booklet
l'ostroCelestron
LM.,Dept.C, Kingston-ort-Thantes.

NAME
Oba

ADDRESS

DYNAMOS.

ETC.

1VF.W B.T.11. Generator, 1,000v.., 100 ma.. and 14v.,
17
5a.. :84/10; 25/. ILL Amite transformers, 14.1rielt; eliminator transformers and chokes; stamp for
114.-83, Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, &WA% 15501

DELESTION WILL MAKE IT

of pedestal
creative designs at pries 50% lower than elsewhere; quotations
for specials ny return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; 'sowing coil, portable. battle, vignette, rail it,
grain°, electric pick-ups. television, etc.; illitsintit41
lista free.-41. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Mann:nature'',
Mount Pleasant. ltd., London. N.17.
'Phonic :Wal
tha auto w 1626.
[5362
Cabinets

11,17117.T.AltD

Tia.o-mAu Fo.

PEI.SFORD.-Coils, transformers. multiple valve
I-,
Part a'do Ira usiormer,
21;6;
Eurepa portable
raosformerg, 21 s
'- pair ; 5.0. Regional coils, 37/6
turn.; St•lective Two
15 /-; flat dwellers' A.C.3
16;6: Kilo-1%lag F./or ii Is, 60;- set; tarodulated
wavemeter
la, 11.1.'. oscillator, 10 /6;
mu
oulator
1016,---135, lIeekley Dill, Birmingham.
15513

Ctbinets, the greatest range
K AY'S
cabinets in the kingdom; original

Radio

.

VEltif ANTI A.F.5 , 17, 6: Ferranti meter, 0-7.5v.,
1
0.150v.. 0-15 Ina., coot 50./-, lake 35;-; /51.0t131
new, gnranters1;
a
Loewe pick.up, hardly use*, 8/6.-Sharp, Enderby, near Leicester.49

910.

illustrated lid, free from actual manufacturers.-Art
craft 'jo. 156. Cherry Orchard ltd.. Croydon. `Phone •
Croydon 1981
[0040

%rabic

ETC.

OWIt
"rkshops:
carli, poet free.-Groves
Alary's Place, Shrewsbury.
15394

Ee-"
e

re]

Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;
"'west
triers consistent with highest quality;
AItTCRAFT

A wrcunFr

TRANSFORMERS,

1t1..
[5487

Decoupling, Resistances for ** Wireless
600-011M
World
Circuits, hand made and tented in
..11ç

‘,;CITOOLS

D

▪

Grant

(JAL Multi Valve Portable, coil, 21/6; Europa portIC
able coils, 21/- pair.-Barliograph.
Q.C. Regional Cob
37/6 pair; Europa Ill coils.
1, 7
22/6 pair.-Radiograph.
rrz Wire, 9/40, 1/6 Per Altiz yards; 27/42, 2/6
per doz. yards.-Itailiograph.
EOFEWSS Del, Ribbed Tube, 6d. per inch; Becol.
5d. per inch: slotted lc winding
R
1/6 extra.adiographi
, Station ltd. Corner, New inns. Birmingham
15237

F

"1"b1GBY'S;
mahogany;
Cabinets.
from fitted
11/6 to
with
71/-.
Radion or Resisto"
-1--•

Works,

QtIlMhIONDS BR08.-Berclif

1111-

a

Dayson

L
It

E2g

C

Cabinets,

(63

State-

ment is fo hear Celestion yourself,
You can do -377.77Cs
-totiZeion at
any good Wireless Dealer's or at our
Showrooms.
Models range from
£5 .10 0 in oak or mahogany.
Made under Licence.

Loud-speaker Cabinet. 10iu, cone size,
12in. cone size, 15/6; moving coil type,

Special Petlestai Model for
J) AYSON
Milliard Master Three. etc., spare

LOUD-SPEAKERS

N

abinets.-Table models in solid oak aebt

Cabhiets.-Contd.
017D-SPEAKER Cabinets,
J,J
---à cabinets, handsome fret

c&he 'Very Soul of Ctilusic

TpLECTA Tmnsformer Laminations and
Bakelite
•
lInbbins for Rome Constructors.
'UM liElt Fun' Size. 8/3 per gross, full length bobtinos fur,
orn 1in.x1 1.4iii.) 1/3 each.
XTUMBEII Fifteen Size, 5/9 per grow, bobbins (core
1.11 51.in.s;1 1410.) lid. each.
UMBER Twenty-five Size, 11/9 per gross; bobbins
(cote
n.x2in.l. 2/6 each; postage extra.
>Linufseture Also Complete Mains TransferVV
mers and Power Chokes for Every Wireless
Purpose.
111,IABI.E Apparatus at Reasonable Prices; ccviii 1 tus first, we specialise in wireless power from
the mains, and can save you money.-Savage, 146.
Bish opsga to, London, E.C.2.
'Phone: Bishopagate
6998.
[5342
TilLEON
Metal Rectifier and Transformer, give , DIP
-s4 200v. 60 nia.; 45/..-Rentley. 38, Broxash Rd..
He
West Side. Clapham eüll11,1011, London, 8.W.11. [5496 rio-3

J)11CDY'El

fil
De

$(01iDIEROO

cELESTION

M

ARINETS.-First class goods at competitive priers ,
seucl for Ists.-Cilbart Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
[9833
Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best.
£3.. Value.
(0311

al

Such a combination is essential to produce an instrument which can definitely
rank as " Incomparably Superior." - •

on

A 11C051 A.C.2 Eliminator, as new, Fermat i
trickle
charger,
perfect ; Itegentone
trickle
charger, perler t; all guaranteral; what offers7-Ciossop. 33, ParkLead Crescent, Sheffield.
(5460

A TITCRAFT

e

INCOMPARABLY

gil

CHOKES.-30 henry 50 m.w., size 31'ein .•;:cin.Y
x2,
21
/in., 8/6 post free; condensers Irma 0.0001
2
to It notch; write for list.-J.M. Supplies, 570, Woolwich Rd., ...117.
[5450

'SLY the host is Good Enongh.-Rantsey speeiallus
in making quality cabinets for any circuit., goal anteed satisfaction or money returned;
Ferrapt ,
screened 3 oak 19/6, mahogany 21/..-F. W. Ramsey,
63, Shaftesbu y St., London, >LI.
Clerkenwell 7139
[4318
An.TruArt Radio Cabiriets are Britain's [0310
lirs1
Value.

e

II

gsegoss tz
e
the tens of
R

ÍI/&
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ethousands who listen-
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

GRAMOPHONE

PICK•UPS.

ETC.

WO C.E C. 11 i
versa) Voltage Cramophone Motors,
11
35/-:
40/-:
lgranic pick-up, 20/-; pick-ups as new. only useci1
54
fe4w
4
hours; accept £9/10 for lot.-BleT>C111, London.

T with
12in. turntable. 501- each: R.I. Plek- 1).
automatic aria, 20f.; Woodroffe pick-up,
LOUD•SPEAKERS.

cson, Drive speakers, Gordmans; call any date
between 12.30 p.m. acol 1.30 p.m. during the
City luncheon hour, and hear any of our products
dentonstrated.-Coodmatis. 27, Farringdon St., E.0 4.
[0091

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are ouly accepted from firms wC believe to be thoroughly reliable.

't 4,4
-411F,
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

Louespeakers.—Contd.
vP0C11, the greatest scientific
.1-4 year.

EPOCH.—Marvellous new model

a chiev emen t

JULY 10TH,

Louespeakers.—Contd.
o/ the

Lonespeakers.—Contd.

TF You are in London Call and See Goodmang
A
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchashog thewbere.—Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[0090

moving coil speaker.

TePOCH.—Reauires no accumulator! No mains! No
L:4 complications
lEIPOCK.—Does not require umpteen valves; a crystal
-2.24 and one valve or a portable will work it.
EPOCH.—The only straight line speaker.
ePOCIL—StraJght line reproduction from 50 to
8.000 cycles.
VPOCIL—No resonance! No background! Clear as
a bell!
EPOC—Sharp, crisp attack.
No drum mi ng ! No
IL
hissing!
POCIL—A good soprano does not sou n d lik e a
contralto, nor as if she had a cold.
1PPOCH.—A flute sounds like a flute but a violin
14:4 doesn't.
WpOCK—A piano does not come through like a
-C,
4 broken down banjo, nor like a harpsichord or
barrel organ.
VPOCH.—The only range of speakers that reproduces
-I2.1 speech as well as music with absolut e accuracy.
POCH.—The speakers that have eliminated the
defects cf ordinary moving coil speakers.
VPOCH.—Greatest, variety on the market to suit all
-ICJ requirements and pockets.
E
models; price from 50/-.

1929.

VIBRO-SKIN Special Leather for Fixing the Die• phragan of the Moving Coil Loud-speaker; price
2/. per piece llin. square, 1/6 per piece Sin. square.
post free, cash with order; special terms to the trade.
—The Alder Leather Co., 3, Southwark St., S.E.1.
Tel.: Hop 4448.
[0224

F

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO.

E

E

INEST Suspension Leather, for fixing cones to
ELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers ele of
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to principal
Proved efficiency and recognised ai the best
makers; 2/- sq. ft., 1/6 10in, square; segments up to
obtainable.
Sold direct from address below, or from
12in. cone 9d. for 4; all post free, cash with order.—
dealers in 10 countries.
14 days' approval.
Dilley. 8, Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., N.1. Clissold 0736.
•
EIXPONENTIAL Horns, Racon spiral type, A.Sr.
41
3
09
02.
AU air column 84in., bell 14in. diameter, price 36/-:
0.8.320, air column 78in. bell 20in.x10in., price 311.;
balanced armature, ribbed diaphragm,
loud-speaker
unit, designed for exponential horns, 21/- carriage
paith—Paton, Boyd St, Prestwick, Ayrshire.
[5268

E

ITAVE
You Heard
the Sunbeam Moving Coil
Speaker 7—Mr. Appleby Matthews, late conductor
of the Birmingham City Orchestra, writes "The instrument which you supplied is giving most excellent
results, and it will give me great pleasure to recommend it to anyone."

POCH.-20

VPOCH.—If results count, read the following testi-L:4 menials: From the Northampton Radio Society,
June 25th, 1929 (after testing the new model no mains
no accumulator type moving coil speaker):
The
quality of reproduction is what is expected for the
high standard reached by the previous speakers of
your manufactu.e, which we have had the privilege
of testing.
The sensitivity of the speaker was the
outstanding feature, especially when it is realised that
this is attained without the use of a dangerously
small gap. It was quite unnecessary to bear in mind
the fact that this was a perman en t magnet model;
the output was, in fact, greater than that given by
a standard speaker working with an energising current
of 6v. 0.75a. All members who heard the speaker expressed themselves as astounded by its efficiency, and
ive hope that you will accept our congratulations on
being the manufacturers of the first practicable permanent magnet moving coil speaker.
vPo(111.-11 results count, read the following test).
monial :From the Royal Naval College, Greenwich,
June 26th, 1929: May I take this oppoieunity of expressing my admiration of your loud-speaker?
I reeently installed 8 of your type 66G (fed off AD. mains)
for relaying a band in a dance attended by 800 People
The output stage consumed 320 milliamps at 400
volts. Universal appreciation was expressed by everybody.
It was unanimously decided that the arrangement was far and away superior to. .. . The realism
was so great that .it was impossible in any part of
Cte rnem (eseept just under each speaker) to discern
that the muslo was coming from any loud-speaker at
all.
2ou had to get right up to each speaker to see
if it was working and yet the whole hall was filled
with musicentirely free from distortion—of ample
volume. This is the effect which I set out to obtain.
I know no other speaker with which I could have
done it.

EPOCH.—Testimonials by
E

every post.

POOH,

VPOCH.—One of the greatest authorities in this
-824 country, after a comparative test with many other
well known makes, has pronounced Epoch as infinitely
superior to the best of tie others.

POCH.

E

POCH.—One of the best known experta, whose name
-L4 is a household word, alter most exhaustive comparative tents, has lust bought one for his private use.

Epooll.
vpocH

is Made for Quality; the low price being
Xi only possible by quantity production and small
profits.
riPOCH.—Dealers often push substitutes because of
.824 bigger profits; insist upon getting Epoch.

EPOCH.

S
E

Senior
SUNBEAM
for any voltage,

£4/10.

Moving Coil Speaker, pot wound
£6/10; junior model, any voltage,

A LL Sunbeam Speakers are Fitted with an Output
.t%. Transformer, and can be used with any set which
has a good super power valve in the lut stage.
UTPUT Transformers, 20-1 and 1-1, as fitted to
the Sunbeam speakers; 12/6 each; way ratio
wound to order.
UTPUT Chokes. 20 henries 50 milliamps; 10/6
each; trade supplied.—Macnamara's. 116, Soring
Hill. Birmingham. Tel.: Edgbaston 686.
(5277

O

O
E POCH
E POCH
E
E

POCHS
POC11.

by Deferred

Payment&

•
VPOCIL—Any nspona ,oe householder can obtain
.112.1 any, type Epoch moving coil. speaker by easy
terms; no references, no interest.—Particulars from
Mr. Laserson, 110, Cannon St.., E.C.4.
[5518

D

YNAMIC Speakers (Moving Coil) by Peter Grass.
man; low voltage field excitation model, £4/17/6.
carriage 2/6; pot works from 4-10 volts and draws
0.1 ampere per volt applied; easily beats any other
moving coil speaker on this market, fully licensed,
good stocks; demonstrated daily at our new salon;
200-250 volt D.C, model, same price; A.C.
any specified voltage from 100 volts to 250 volts
(voltage and periodicity to be stated when ordering),
only 29/10; why pay from £11 to £16/16 as required
by our competitors?
Immediate deliveries; we positively guarantee the A.C. models entirely free from
objectionable hum, which positively is associated with
every other A.C. operated moving . coil speaker; enquiries answered as promptly as possible pending production of special pamphlets. See also under Batteries
and Chargers, Eliminators, etc.—Clande Lyons, Ltd.,
Radio House, 76, Oldhall St.. Liverpool.
[5169
'UMW is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
VY used as a standard in the principal laboratories
of the wireless trade I
TX7HY is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
VT used by manufacturers of high grade radio-gramophone sets?
ECAUSE the Webson B.S.7. is designed and made
for the use of musical critics to whom only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
T_TAVE you heard a Webson Moving Coil Speaker/
Al If not, to do so will be a revelation.
QEND for Particulars to Star Engineering, Didsbury,
Manchester.
'Phone: Didsbury 1785, or, if in
London, ask. Alexander Black, the Wireless Doclor,
la, Woodville Grove, London, N.16, to give you a
demon stration.
[5395

B

L

E POCH
E POCH.

POCH.

EPOCK—Send for booklet.
EPOCH.—Send for booklet.

POCIL

EPOCIL—British throughout.

E

POOH.

VPOCH. RADIO MANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd., are
.12A the manufacturers. City Office and Service Station, 25, Laurence Pountney Lane, E.C.4 (off Cannon
St.). 'Phone: Mansion HOn9e 4683.
15517
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THEElectro
Magnet, because the highly efficient anit
r

re ers

a

a

er s

used is correctly designed, and by the use of special
steel a high degree of magnetisation is obtained resulting in louder signals without the necessity of an
elaborate amplifier requiring high voltages.

A
D

MOVING Coil Speakers, manufactured by
-1•1 Selhurat Radio, are of proved efficiency.
Receipt of a Postcard,
ONwill
be sent at once.

;

Baker's

our new 36 page booklet

VOLUME, with natural reproduction of both speech
•
and music, obtained from Baker's speakers.
•
N all Cases we are H appy to Ad vi
se You on
ny
point concerning loud speaker reproduction.

I

cenireing Devices are Available
NEW
all difficulties of centreiug.
GIVES Pleasure to all Music Lovers,

which overcame

Baker' s mee ag
coil speakers are being used for "Talkies," in
leading restaurants and hotels, by manufacturers of
radio-graniophone receivers, and for all purposes where
volume and clarity of reproduction is essential.
at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
CALL
Models; you will be convinced of their superiority.
UR Moving Coil Speakers,with floati
O were the first made in this country. di h
for use with the Megavox Thr
th
IDEAL
lard S.G. P Master Three, with pentode coil.
ng

ee

ap

or

e

ragm,

Mel.

T OW

to High Notes are Reproduced with a tone
quality of an entirely new order, and with a range
covering the entire musical scale.
Directly you hear
a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker you are impressed ay
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.
LISTEN in with a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker.
inRIGINAL Pioneers of Moving Coil Loud-speak ers.
V
Baker's Selhurst Radio.
USED by True Lovers of Music the World Over.

D

IFFERENT Instruments and Voices have delicate
tone differences which may be called quality,
colour, or timbre, and are caused by harmonics of
higher pitches which are added to the fundamental
notes; Baker's moving coil speakers are designed to »produce these different shades of tone, that it why
they are preferred to all other makes.
QELECO Moving
1.-1, obtainable.

Coils

are

recognised

Moving Coil Unit, 200-250v. D.C., unu d
ZAMPA
£4/15, or nearest offer.—A. Lindsay, 105, Byres
PERMANENT
retain their magnetism.
Magnet Speakers,
Rd., Partick, Glasgow.
se

EPOCH.-7 days' approval with pleasure.

E

H

fkUR Moving Coil Speakers are of the Highest Grade,
%.." and appreciated everywhere.
Radio enthnetasta
from all parts have sent their unsolicited and wrirten
testimony of the high efficiency and magnificent per(romance achieved.

•

EPOCH.

POCEL—If your dealer will not take your order,
ION New Power 0Lareis; offers wanted (list £81;
the manufacturers will supply you direct.
list for components.—F. Caddick, 15, Stanley Park
Speakers are Fully Guaranteed,
ltd., Wallington.
[5504

-Ed

E

S

as

the

bet

made by Baker's,

MAGNAVOX Al C. Sleeker, t. volt field, pe[r
5fr
ec
0t
3. 'LIVERY
Model can be Supplied as a Complete
-1.Y.2 buying mains model, £5; also Celestion C12
Speaker, ready to connect to receiver if desired.
speaker (ebony), £.4/10.—Angel, 28, Fossgate, (
Y
5o
4r
8k
6.
A 11.1., Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufacture 1
MAGNAVOX Tent R4. 8 volts, new, unpacked, es. throughout at Croydon, and are British.
iv,,. £6/15, coat £8, carriage paid.—Rawnsley, South
EY to Realistic Reproduction, Baker's moving coli
View, Guiseley, Leeds.
(5485
speakers.

K
Sphinx Speaker—Will gentleman who reVERY " Wireless World" reader should
BROWN
plied front Cleave/ in 'muter to above, offering E copy of our new Booklet.
to exchange binoculars, please vend particulars again,
R
EAD Our Free 36 Page Booklet To-day.
letter mislaid.—Sidebothani, The
Bungalow, Lower

Wood

End, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton.
[5481
Old Loud-speaker Tak en in Par t Payment
for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51.,
Pishergate. Preston.
(024i

Y OUR

procure a

REND to Baker's Sellsurst Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd.
i•-• South Norwood, S.E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 1618), or
call at our Works (always open), 42, Cherry °mbar,
Rd., East Croydon 05 minutes non stop from Victoria
or London Bridge.
[023

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, wile ensure

prompt

oil 'et, Isere

822

•
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Components,

Loud•speakers.—Contd.

Etc.,

for

13

Sale.—Contd.

A

WEW 66E Blue Spot. 17 ,6, Trintron. 12/6.-18, St.
-IA George's Buildings, Elephant ate( Castle.
(5460

A

BSOLUTELY Unsolicited Appreciations Testify to ,
O the Definite Superiority of Goodman's Products !!
the P.C.3 Double Acting 4-pule Balanced Reed
Unit I25/- type), W. It.. Ohl Trafford, Manchester,
writes:
Yon
cert ai
nly
merit
congratulatioes en
placing the P.C.3 on the market.
At the last Manchester Exhibition it came under the notice of my
friends and self, and there was nothing at that Exhibition which excelled the P.G.3.
Lewisham, writes: Upon test this is a tory
-Ifine unit
Alt1
gis 1 have Ivied several, for
peril y of lane and faithful reerod union over the
mush-al range, it. is better tiain them all,
congratulate you upon the production of a unit which
marks a definite advance in the efficiency of t-he cone
awaker unit.
T .D.C., Doncaster, writes: They are without equal.
J
OODMANS Cone Chassis Aiteemblim the cone
fitted to which are unique, by reason of Good
111011'5 exclusive sloping processes, can be fitted with
any ,:one tini t in 2 minutes; new model. 12/6: ea,.
thusi act ie users write :—
T.M.P., Phtm st end writes; The cone chassis t, work.
ing splendidly. It is quite capable of be
tto, full output of lily Everyman Four, anut its response
to feiet signals altd purity of reproduction are far
in :viva nee of anything in cotte speakers I have pre.
vionsly obtained.

L
E

17.8.,

ANFED

inseparably

with

Radio

Part

Exelmese.

N here., tile English la mom ye is spoken.
ub:1z'; are those whose motion, taeles revolt when
confronted by cheap product;
whose mentality
T
allows of
pretence, to whom rash promises are
in

a

vulgarity and colourful offers a bare; who require
£1 worth of value for every £1 expel' ,More, and
know full well that ato livieg being van give then
more.
o Them, iu the radio findni, AinelebY'e appeal: in
part exchange exists the naost economical method
of ptiirrhano
RIEFLY,
here
is
Appleby's
service-Min 01e,
straightforward, fair; a not too dull broehure.
more felly descriptive, will be sent to you immediately
upon. request .
linen planning our new set ensure perfect ampliI.; Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
fication by inch:dings BrowniePripular
Transformer.
.
andie Apparatus at current list Priem, and make
The core iron and the windings, which are the very
no earriage cha rges except on aceumulatore and batWendover, writes
It may interest you to
teries and exceptionally bulky artieles.
1 . know that. I am using a Goodtnan's chassis, and
finestobtainable.areassembledinthefamousBrownie
everyone marvels at the reproduction.
Factory: while all the delicate parts are protected
" Yon Wish, we will take in Part, exchange any
branded revelver, component or loud-speaker. for
by an attractive moulded casing whirl: seals the
Tid:USTIIATED Lists Poet Free trout Goodman'a, 27,
whieh yoll
We
no
lerther else, providing 1,11111 is
whole transformer against any atmospheric interFarringdon St., London. E.C.4.
!0066
reasonably modern and in v.orkable condition.
ferenee. Send P.C. to Dept. 50 at address below for
Kellog Moving Coil Loust-epeaker Unit.
O Make Fair Offers, we lllll st see the matecial;
free booklet " Wireless without Worry."
J-P 6-volt field, and special packing crate. guaranteed
on receipt of a parcel, whirl, must eonta in a
perfect; recently cost £9 ,10. sell £5.-L. Castle, Watt.
t list of coot ents and name of render, we will seed our
lip ltd., Siston, 'tear Leicester.
[5445
otter, sel, irti is as an allowance irnm :in order for
Works, Mornington
Nelson S
new requirement s totalling t, 't less than twine. the
OVING Coil Speaker, W.B. Lodestone, assembled
Crescent LONDON N.W.1.
allsnwa nee but it is fair.
1n the unlikely event of
by Baker'. Sellitird Radii,, 6•volt field, mounted
no agreement. being mantled, we will lut urn y
-our
in oak finielled cabinet. altnost new; what offers?
Glossop, 33, Parkhead Creeeent, Shellield.
1,5461
ma tonal cerri atc paid.
We cannot execute part ex eltange toilers 01 lesv than 10,,- nett. cash value, that
B
SPOT Adjustable Unit; bargain, 12/6.-44.
is. after part exchange allowa nee has been deducted.
Melt St., Sheeburyne,a.
[5458
CURSORY Analysis into points ol economical
P.L1ON I.ion Cliasstis, 1.14. new, with guarantee.
relation and p,yehologicel effect, el these terms
£4; Tefag double en -ne mahogany speaker. cost
ot 1,..rt ext•itange move-, interest.
£8 8, bargain, £3.- Neal, 146, Iligh St., Rushnlen.
ot NT One.- Tlie terms have ex isteil since the baN.wthants.
15468
am:illation of rtotio part esn-t,ut itge several years
ago.
Their suitability neiy he gut 'lard by the feet
LW Rice-Kellogg
Speaker. 6-volt. (it other
i.
iàâià ii
.ieáiîààt.
tieàiâii
''''''".éiii
iïis""Éàiiii•téjiai
that we have servent thirty-note mitre part exchange
-r-1
field required will base speaker eliatigent by ;
customers, in the half year ending June 29th. 1929,
inakerei, cost 165/.. sell 901-; L.T. unit, 6-volt 1 Ithen in the whole of the year 1928.
That 87X
amp.. for nee with BK., cost 45!-, sell 20/-; uniboxed •—
customers hare repentent their first transaction, and
11.1.111. cone, rest 60:-.
Newth, 57, Berner.
46
7
euvtomers
hate
put
through
five
or
mere
tranSt., London, W.I.
l5452
sactiotte.
MARCONI New 6-volt M.C. Chassis, perfect, £4/10:
POINT Two.-We must see the material.
Making
J.
%vented. 66K or similar unit. piek.up. R.C.C.
-eoffers for material we have not seen proves heunit.--13)1 ZN5G. London. W.C.1.
,5439
adequate, indefinite and misleading.
It helps no
one and progresses nowhere. Unit. rannt,i011.ilia is
OVING Coil Speaker, 6 volt 1 amp., fitted pen.
etniong, as the value of an article greatly depend%
hole coil. rest £6, hardly need; 30/-.-e.ayer?.
on ils mutation and produetion ago.
The likelihood
32, !Armada 11.1., Ilanintersinitli; W.6.
[5482
id receiving all inadequate offer for ma Ivria Sent to
us can be delertnined by the fact that our rejected
offers are. and always have been. below IX.
PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.
POINT Three.-Twice the allowance.
This stipulaICTI:lt E Receiver Components.--Magnetic clutches.
tir,,, ensures you
fair offer always.
The more
£4 '4: - triggers. 37/6; relays. 39/6; clutela and
si -Offer yOn, (lie more you ultimately spend with us.
BABY
Ono,
voill art fi,
'I/ - set.; spindles. with bran-knee. 18 ,-;
Th ere .
re , in
net r own interest, ¡ta mtteh as N011ni,
100 ,,hm resida,nees, 1/6; Pint bottles stareli Ii. ti'
3"
2 16
wo offer the
xholm market ratite.
ambit eel, 4/9. poet free; 100 sheets special paper. 5,
E do not require you lo enrollees, to tho value
all above In stock; carriers eomplete, 27/6; cylinnices,
of
I
wire
the
allow:, 11 ee immediately.
imedia
m
If yo u reSTANDARD
10;-; write for lists.-F. .1. A. Ilall, 91, Fore St..
quire a lesser value hall the cost is payable in cash
Edmonton, N.18.
[0275
2/9
and the balauce of credit due will await use at your
convenience.
Virtually, the system is a radio bank,
In Black
VALVES.
Mat cri al may lie deposited against a credit note, and
or Brown.
no purchase made for several mouths. l'or those whose
ALVE S.-ntitying
«
half wave valves, 4v. 53 amps.,
affairs lake them periodically abroad this is paroutput 30 ma., do Fame work as a 15/- valve
ienlarly user al.
at under quarter the cost.-Braidwood, 1, High St..
oiNT Four.-Appleby's part exeliange service it
Barnet.
Try one!
[5315
conducted In premises separate for thé purpose.
employing British lahnur (.1 proved integrity. British
AC/S 20/, AC/0 10/-. AC! It 12/-. 40/the 3; 'teed short. time in lelatdweller's
eapital and Brinell What ionr.
It is the original
part exeliange service-and a. known (emniile.
dr , eribeti May 8t1i.-Watson, 7, Gravelly Gill North.
Birmingham.
15451
PPLEBY'S, specialists in distribution by mail and
Mode
the originators of radio part. exchange. Number
EW, unboxed 3 P625, 7:- each; 1 111.610, 4/6.Forty-tour in Chapel St.. Alarrlebone. London. N.W.1
Newt h, 57, Bernera St. London, W.I.
(5453
(station opposite. Edgware Rd.. Metropolitan Railway). Tel.: Paddington 8828 (3 lines).
[0316
3/9
COMPONENTS
ETC.. FOR SALE.
TOT Wire Annnel ors, 04
nip.. 4/•; 0-05 amp.,
4"
4/6
ELI.ING-7,EE Pael
n leittinge are designed to give
3/
3/•;
S: 3-range instruinents in oak case, 51n. Wale.
T
gee au expert finish to any home-constructed set;
0.5 milliemps and 0-12-240 volts. 200 ohms per volt,
In Black or
catalogue post iree.-11ellitig and Lee, Ltd., Queenswer
tastrutuout repairs and alb-retinue of
every
Mott:ed
Work.s, Pouders End, Middlesex.
(0018
description; any item 7 day? approval against eagle
Mahogany
-The Vieta Electrical On., 47, High St., Battersea,
IONS New 188-pnee Specialty Catalogue, • (letting
S.W.11. Est:mashed 1910.
[5180
the Most Out. of Radio," is an indispenstible guide
es, re ally worts while apparatus; conta)ns. 400 illustra•
" Iso " Dials lia se
POTENTIAL Dividers, 10,000, 15.000. 20,000. 25,000.
timer, numerous circuit.e, invaluable nrtieles, ete., 1/.
a definite grip.
aud 30,000 ohms. 5 variable Winne:et gl• eaela
post free (stamps or 11.0.); 1/- may Iln deducted on first
They do not stilt.
-Below.
order, 5I- or over; FO.1 the enthusiastic review a,-corded
OTENTIAL Dividers,
heavy dine, wire wound.
this publication in Vol. VI, No. 3, Match, 1929 issue
15,000 ohms, 7 tappings; 6/6.-Itelow.
of ...Touinal of Scientific Instruments" (produced t'y
tho I,, sti inte of Physics in entij ttnct On uith the
CIONOENSERS, 2 met., 2/6; 4 mid.. 416; grump %-e teed; tested 500 velt ,.-11. low.
National Phvvical Lahoratoryl, 11- post free; radaite
floieleS (1..F.).-Chelte outils. excellent for smoothable only from Claude Ist,ns, Ltd., Radio Donee.
ing, up to 20 milliamps, 21-; special 1tc,,s
duty
Sole
Distributors for " Iso" Products,
75, 01.11eill St., Liverpool. England.
[5170
hokes ter 100 and 200 minimum at 8/6 mid
seCorte Units, Transformers, Chokes. ConOhms Decoupling Resistances: see advert.
v
peeti
rely
:
any
article
on
approval
against
eash.
- Illir
densers, Trickle Chargers. Eliminators, etc.
under
Coils.-Groves
Brothers
alanufacgins, Radio Engineer, Clacton-ora•Sert.
(5P30
term).
(5142
e belteve to be thoroughly reliable.
Aj
Advertisements for " The Wireless ll'urld " are only accepted from firms ze
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

I.mr

A MONEY SAVER

l‘I F71 '
,Uted Ire e
à-21r 'ror,..ier,
d

volt at, elm. fitted
uit la aesistancen tor higher ranges, send meters mt.
e•timates.-Chester Bros.. 244, Deleon Lune, London,
Edi.
[5240
Rees Mace Portable Set, new with valves
VAL
and 4-cell battery complete,. cost £28. bargain
.£12; 4-valve Coster Burney cabinet set, ILK tiet„
2 LP., 4-roll battery complete, very effifient, bargain
£5; Amplion (Dragon) lotid-speaker, cost 50,-., offered
..t. £1; Panllion (as new) cabinet cone speaker, £2;
new short wave Government Mark III* tuner, cost
.1:50, offered at £4; serentiea horn type speaker, per.
Isn't, 10( -; 2 new it .1. JI. I". variable trant sf ormers, 15 j.
cacti; 2 pairs type A Brown earphones, offered at- 25/.
veal. -- Apply 490, II igh
Leyton, E.I O.
[5366

THE ELECTRADIX NEW SALE L'ST
contains some wonderful Bargains in
Gramo-Motors and Panatrope Am )1ifiers, Scratch Filters, Mains Transformers, Motor Generators, 500 mfd.
Condensers. New Headphones, lightweight, 3,4, Accumulators 6i-, House
Telephone Sets.
Calvos, Bridges,
Telegraph Sets, Microphones, Testing
Sets, Cheap Meters, Chokes. Moving
Coil Loud Speakers, 35/-. Wave Ira )s,
15', 3v. Receivers, 271'6. Odd Portables, Cabinet Speakers. W.D. and
Liquidator's stock all at under cost.

H

AVING Replenished our Storks of Components
we are now in a position to offer once more
2e,- parcels of British matte Wireless Components at
the Ridiculously Low Price of 6. 6, part free.

FX-COVERNMENT 6-volt Power Valves,
made; 3 sent, post free, for 5/6.

Ex nets,
,,vERSNIENT Heterodyne
slightly damaged, but
, ,

with

tutting

cards;

British

Wavemeters, cabielectrically O.K.,
clearance pria, 8/6.

.T . j!...1
.1,Yr. n r.ze,... i
ec‘... ,

23,

College

I. ZI
3w ,
„

Send addressed envelope and ue
mail you an illustrated list.

Arrestent are Useless,
LIGHTNING
vide for a straight aerial
to

unless they pro.
earth discharge:
snake sure your propeaty iv tally protected, purthase ai
direct line automatic arrester, water and weather
proof, neat and easily fitted; prire 2/6 post free-11.
Burtenshaw, 13, Hillsborough Terrace. Ilfraconine.
5405
A1M1A/N Parcels of Components , every package
guaranteed, splendid value; 3/6 and 5.--.-44.
II igin St., Shoeburyness.
(5459

J3

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C. 4.
cITY 0191.

EVESVAIAN Coils. 12/6 pair; °rimed condensers,
with vernier, 6 •-; Formo 0.0005 twin gang. 10, complet e; 2 Pete Li ,. transformers, 6/- each: 20,000
aud 50,000 resistances, with holders. 3/6 each: 4
pole
Utility switch, 3/6; cabinet
14x10, 81-; Portaphone
1.5, shandy damaged. 5:-: wanted, AC;f3 valve.-37.
Mayfield Av., West Ealing. W.I3.
[5447

13

Surplus.-- Nisi reoni
'Universal outpul
AMATEURS'
transformer. 146; PM22, l5/-. used short test ;

11\112, 10/6; pair Simplicon 0.0005 log drum drive
condensers, 16/6; Igranic De Luxe pick-up, unused,
18/6.-G. 8. M., 104, Laburnum St., London, l'.2.
[5448

C

OPPER Sereening Boxes for Kilo-Mat Four, 27/6
each, cash with order; also copper screening
boxes of all Ai71.1i made to order. 'wires on applieal
-Rigby and Woolfenden, Sheet Metal Workérs, Rochdale.
15455
12/-: P2116.
NEWconiP625A.
mains transformer,

18/-; PM5X. 7,6; Mar27/6; Ferranti charger,
40/-; 6v. starter aecumulator, 3O/: Sterling Baby
25/-; other components.-Scott, 10, East Parade,
Ilkley.
[5467

1)1.1:fr Condensers,
first class make; 0.0001
to
0.0003, 9,1. each, 0.001 to 0.0025. 104d. earh;
0.003 to 0.005. 1/. earls; post bee.-A, E. Sall and
Co., Ltd.. 10, Woodhouse Parade, N. Finchley, N.12.
[5472
1

retail.

OR Sale. Ferrant; A.F.3, M.L. transformer.
2roil holder. Philips battery charger (2-12 l•oltsl.
two pairs of 6-pin coils, Reinartz and split arronslary.
plug-in ,'arils, number of copies '' Modern Wireless,"
Wireless Con si Yuetor." " Popular
•• Anisateur Meit),anitt," 4 vols.-'sonitare, 118, :11ilwaril Rd..
Hastings.[5494

and short
...tent £29.

6-valve Stabilised
Receiver,
fitted
for gramophone pick-uti. switch for
waves, as new; cost £48/15, will

Megavox Loud-speakers in Cabinets;
T".0each:
suitable for 6-volt and 110-volt.

CEI.ESTION

Loud-speaker,

model

C14,

in

Tto
rt
il
e,Coi
n
,
d
ay
itgi
a
on
te.
,

eitri
Rin b
ge
nies
re
.en ne
o
a
rr hetr
ew
des
.-.

Wave

Ifitsrr
Adapter, comprising Wright
and
Westin'. S.W. tuner
2 conilensers, SM.
Ormond potentiometer, choke, et,'.,. panel and base.
board, 30/, complete; R..1. R.C. unit, B, 12/6; Dubilier 11.1`. choke, 3/-.-H. Leslie Polkey, 329, Valley
ltd.. Sherwood, Nottingham.

ICROPHONES,
made on latestwatch
principle,
type,
,
using
very sensitive.
secret pr1.1
[5
ne
5
11811
w
14
,
-

sensitised parts fax superi ,
to old types or out of
date Government surplus, will pick up whispered
words front a distance' of several yards, splendid instrument s foi making deteetaphorte, deaf ail, loudspeak ing
telephone.
anuourittemen ts
through
loudspeaker. amplifier fro crystal or valve seta, electric
amusait n
letisetur, experiments.--Below.

IF YOU CAN ONLY JUST HEAR THOelt
'OTHER STATIONS,' TRY
e,

co >4

rt.
SA EEt l•

IL

vviNIGIRCEVE

84 'ROGERS
188.189, STRAND. LONDON, W.C.2.

REPAIRS

.1

Any make of LF. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 NOURS-.TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair.
4,- Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO

Dept. W.
214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.4

.&\11;
l
res
ke:s1Msleffl

ose

l4%.5rsbAsZe.; 1..

9
'tsY

k**4*:•

Mention of " The Wireless World," tinSu

e«.
eTe%

›,tt"ekWei+,

zortttng to aduerhscis,

15327

6
,

"Amateur Wireless"

P

£7/10

£818.

Ø

W.W. BURTON-ON-TREE?

W

locc

NE 0.00025 Or i
n,- ..1 tondenser. friction drive, list
1 9/,
7/6: one 0.0003 Uubilier Lockvane condenser and slow motion dial, 6!-; one pair Everyman 4 coils, perfect condition. 18/-1 One 0.0005 Stet'.
ling S.L. variable condenser and vernier. 4/6; 2-way
ectil holder, behind panel meunt, with dial, last 10/6,
3( 6; 2-way coil holdet. bt.,ittil panel mounting, list
7;0, 2/6: 3-way coil held, r, list 12/ . 3/-; 100,000
ohm. Lissen wire wound resista nee, hat 10/6, 2/ 6:
two 0.00035 variable condensers, in dust proof oases,
suitable mounting on bench for experimental, 816
pair; 3 valve holders, on board, with rheostat with
terminal connection, 2/6, or 10/- together.-F.V.N.,
143e, Westelift Park Drive, Westeliff-on-Sea.
[5515

1

4 Cabinets for same.
Bluespot, Triotron
W.B. Units.
Factors and Trade enquiries ordr
Manufacturers, pERSEUS RADIO DIM. CO.

35'-; all as new and guaranteed perfect.-Stilwell. 53,
Sapperton lid., Cloncerter•
[5474

MIF.RILANTI A.F.5 Transformer. £1: Burndept pickup. 101-: Frost volume eontrol potentiometer.
3!-, all brand new anal unused.-Peach, 87. Alpha Rd.,,
Can Lbridge.
[5479

se,

Moving Coil Results
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM

H.P. Eliminator, type A.C.3. 50/-; Good.
M ARCONI
niacin PG3 unit, with chassis cone assembly,

JOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment
1
for Latest Type: see our advert. In column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51.
Fishergate, Preston.
[0228

Rs
tkvit

Wore: (Always Open) 42, Cherry Orchard Road, E. Croydoe.

Pr

Ecornox F:
G
MI
with jaek

t; Ferranti A.F.4, 9/6; Liss
31•.-Watts. 1. Elton Rd. (enGenet, L')mdale), Tyndall'a Park, Bristol.
[5516

RADIO

M

ARCONI Ideal 3 :1 Transformer. 17/6; Ferranti
push-null 0P3C. 17/6:
2 F825A valves, 10/each; 1 DET.610, 5/-: 2 PM3's. 5;- each; Igranic
pick-up, with
adaptor
and
volume control. 15/ .
Pieree, 3. whit, ,Eriays Buildings, Barrow-Weald.
15469

iot-; uluit•ie cou,< 100, iso,

Tropoforn.ers
FOUR
seta II.F. choke.

THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
Office, 89 SELHURST ROAD, S. NOR WOOD, S.E.25.

2-

600-volt 30 nia. generator, requires new britches,
4 large chokes, and 2 1 mid, condensers tested to
2,000 volts, all in large deal case fur mounting, £4/10
the lot; conuntet valve we ,caret t'a, in lrek case, containing valve batteries, coil, and charts, 30-600 metres,
£2; set of 6 phag-in KW. coils, with eontlenser in box
and calibrated chart,
200, 250, 5 - lot; 2 sets of S.W. transinittims coils,
5:- lot; 2 H.W. ammeters, 0-1 antis and 0-.5 amp.,
10/- the two; 0.50 ms. moving coil panel 0-v-1,, 10 /-;
R.I. 20 henry output choke. 10 /-; R.I. multi ra tie transformer, 10 .-; lair choke, 110 henry, 10/-; Climax leavy
duty choke, 50 henry, 10/-; valves, all new, 2 D.
1.1.1.'..518, 5/ - each; t. 1..6.5, 12/-: 1 2-volt Cossor.
12;-; 3 eleet rod e variuble laboratory andebsers.
in oak rase, 10, -; a quantity of gear. resistances,
rheostat s, boxes, fixed and variable condensers. etc.,
10/- lot ; G.P.O. type calve., 5/-; lgranie pick-up, new,
£1.-"
' Sutton Av., liorrichttreh.
15488

-

‘Se
dee

I

0.0003 anal 0.0005 Brass Vane Condensers,
suitable tracassaitting, 6/6 eaelt; 160-metre tray,.
mittsr. complete or cempouctits, 42-inetre transmitter,
al.° bare wire coils, all sizes, Everyman Four coin.
ponents, Phonovox pick-np with adaptor volume control. 15!-; Marconi Ideal 6-1 transformer, 9/-;
0/30A, new,
15;-:
etc.•,
Write
1i
31.. WOOde« -k,
8.
George St., Bridlington, Yorks.
[5446

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.
wOlt Sale. new 220-volt 50 rye-le motor, Marconi

A LL

e

CRANIC

1929.

L I FT of Exide Hors. 200 volts. type WM., 5,000
t.7 milliantp., in polished mahogany box. fitted with
Ferranti voltmeter, /Milian-linnet er, 4 jacks for reading
anode current at 4 different H.T. output terminals;
t pair of grid bias terminals, suitable lamia, and
,virelles for flailing Ihe II.T.4 from 100-volt mains;
bargain
£13.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

PARCELS of Shop Soiled, surplus and second-hand
A
components, valves, headphones, coils, wire, transit,' liters, drilled panels, e,,ndensei s, ete., ele.
each
parcel contains many purintl, worth of mate-roils; 41».
parcel for 6/6, post tree; money refunded if not well
satisfied -Brown's 113 D 11 ,m)-speakor (new), list £3,2,
um
30;•; Browns disc loud ›IteakPr (new), list
£5/5, our pi -ire £2/5; ebonite panels half priee, state
size required; Morse recorder, in beautiful working
order, £3/10.- Wireless Stores, 147, Lordship Lane.
Wood Green, London. N.22.
[5441

F

JULY MN,

THE WIRELESS WORLD

MICROPHONES, highly sensitive.
as
above
de-1,1 scribed, 6(6; no fisher macroplione of equal sensi•tivyness known, each fitted with 3f1,. flexible connecting cord, full directions for use of microphone for
me any purposes and diagrams at connititions 'rec.Cret l
b. Atlelph. maker of sensitive inierilph011es, 27,
Vi tarty St,, IA ,al1011. W.1. 'Plione
Muoyotai 8329.
[5505
EWCOS 6-pin Coils, ..3.P
aerial broadcast wave,
3/-; S.P. transformer, broadcast and long waves.
5/- each; Lewcost 6-pie bases, 1/5: Colvern screen and
base,
2/-;
Keystone
nentrodyne
condenser,
2/6;
megostat, 50.000 ohms, 4/-; 4 Parent rheostats. 6 ohms. 1/ caeli: Pytt rheostat, 30 ohms, 1/6;
Voluvernier, 4/-; Utility vernier dial, V.;
Hartle combined A.N1. valve holders and 30 ohm rheostats, 1/6 Charria potential dividers, 20,000 and 2,000
Ohms, 2/6: Varley 11.k choke, 2( 6; Varley LP. transformer, old type, 2/6; Baby Sterling speaker, 25/-1
Supercision moving coil ammeter. 3 anips, 10!6; 6
volt valves, Cossor Stentor, P.M.5X,
11.4. 5/- each; four Cosmos Mutation Red Spot., 2/5
each.--Salt, 38, Wilton ltd., Salisbury.
[5502

MISCELLANEOUS.
A LEXANDER. BLACK, the origimil wireless

doctor,
-C.1.
will call (London and 1lome ('ounties) and cure
your set ; sets installf•d, maintained, and brought up
to date; complete satisfaction or Ill) ,•ilaCe; grainophene pick-ups, 111'. idiininators, and Wcbstm moving
coil speakers demonstrated by appoint./111,/nt; purity
reproduction specialist. -2a, Woodville Grove,
14,16.
Sleane 5105 or Clissold 3687.
(0277
TEXTS...Brawl new army bivouac, 7ft. 6111.X5ft.
6iii. X 3ft. Sim high, complete end sheets, foltling
poles, pegs, ropes,
made fawn waterproof. by
Waring anal Gillow, London hold 3, weight 9)b.; t7, 6,
post 1/-, cost 35,-; satisfaction or cash returned.Barnes, Contractors, 128, Arundel St., Portsmoutlp.
List on request..
15456

ensure prompt attention.

•A

laY

10TH,

REPAIRS.

Miscellaneous—Contd.
VAST Payments-We supply, by easy payments.
-r-r components, accessories and sets, any enake; 10X
down, balance spread over 10 months.:-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11. Oat
:Lane, London. E.C.2.
[0097
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless
!League; old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt,
.modernised; send set for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.-New sets constructed
with your components or parts supplied by us:
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise lui" The
:Wireless World" circuits,
high grade
radio-ermine
phone apparatus, etc.; let it. mean something to you
.that we have satisfied customers throughout the
British Isles!
Loudon service; experienced engineers
sent to all Parts; portable sets demonstrated.-Tel.
Tudor 5326.
Halliwick Parade, Muswell Hill. London,
N.10.
[0262

S

'METERS. Meters.-.3filliamp. and anapineters, re.
1
.a.g. calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
:with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estima tee-Chester Bros., 244. Dalston Lane, London.
E.&
[5290
TF Your set is not just se it ought to be, send for
-2
Allan Martin, the radio doctor; moderate charges
with satisfaction: sets rebuilt and modernised if de;sired; Greater London only.-82, Fiachley Park, N.I2
[4959
•CLAROSTAT.
ClarOstat.
ClarOstat.
ITA TE You Received Our New, free, 28-page ClarOstat Booklet?
Many circuits, unique information; detailed drawings of our B.A.T.. A.C. and D.C.
TV.P. eliminators, etc., etc.: send is P.C. to-day to
Lyons.
oLumE Control ClarOstat, 8/6 (all good dealers
have there; this is the logical solution el your
volume (*tarot
troubles; for panel or beseboa rd
nictitating.
ABLE Typo ClarOstat; this is a volume control
ClarOstat, mounted on statuary bronze base;
nickel plated bottom, felt covered, complete with
phone-tip or jack connector and generous length
cords, volume control from a distance; 13/6; at all
good dealers.
PLAROSTAT, ClarOstat; for eliminators use the
••-, Standard (universal range), pelee 1016 (stripped
infidel, 9/-1; safe on eliminators, having outputs up
to 300 volts; on outputs 300 and up to 550 use a
power ClarOstat. 15/- (stripped model, 12/6); many
ranges; we will advise if you will enquire, or send
for free 28-page booklet from Lyons.
UPLEX ClarOstat, 2 in 1,• a complete voltage
divider (adjustable) for a low powered eliminator, giving minute adjustment ol H.T. voltages; 13/8;
at sil good dealers.

V

D

Leak ClarOstat, 100,000 ohms
GEll)
essential for short wave receivers,

to 7 inegohme,•
8/6; for panel
or baseboard mounting; get it at your dealer's; if
he hasn't, got it, make him wise to tire ClarOstat line,
and insist upon him sending for a bulk supply of our
28-page catalogues on ClarOstats, etc.
interesting types are coming

cLAROSTAT.—Other

COTT

S

E

NGINEERS.-Do you realise the at the last examination 86X of our candidates passed at the first
attempt.
We alone guarantee No Pass, No Fee. Why
Mould you remain in the ranks? Investigate our service. Our handbook "Engineering Opportunities," eonloins brilliant articles by Professor A. M. Low, shows
low to pass AM.I.C.E.,
A.M.1.A.E., (J. & C., G.P.O., Mairie. etc., exams.,
and outlines courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanial, Electrical, Wireless and Motor Engineering. Send
or free ropy to-day (state subject or examination).British Institute pf Engineering Technology, 87, Shake.
pesco House, 29-31, Oxford SL, London, W.I.
[5465
V01111 Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
J.
for Latest Type; see our advert. In column
teeeivera for Sale.-eSeientille Development Co., 51.
rishergate, Preston.
[0229

114B17,12.—Mouldings,

F

headings, plywood, E.T.A. and
radio furniture; send stamp, for free catalogue
ad eke list-Woodwork. 199, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13.
[5490

PATENT

AGENTS.

DiATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
nd
51-52. Chancery Lane,
London.
V.C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525. .
[0001
WING'S PATENT AGENCY. Ltd., 146a, Queen Vic.
M. terns St., E.C.4.-Free advice and handbook on
atenting inventions and registering trade marks by
egistered agent with 43 years' experience.
[0002

Ay

Situations

•

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.
(0263

WELVE Months' Gnarantee Accompanies All Our
Repairs; any make of Lite. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; ee post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to trade.-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.I.
214, High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

T

INGSTON-ON-THAMES.-Loud-speakers,
phones,
K
2.1 transformers.
repaired;
4/post free.-Minter,
156.

Cambridge lid.

Phone:

Kingston

4665.

(4832

repair
D OTER.-Radio
transformer repairs,

dept., Loud-speaker, phone,
4/-; receivers repaired, reeonstructed; crachine shop for experimental work.Guidon Lent, Electrical Engineer, 24, Loudon Rd.
[5087
REPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure astis.
send remittance alter approval of same.Leeds Witeless Repair Service.
1r01.111-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any re-LA sistance and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers rewound, 4/-; Blue Spots, Triotrons, and 4-pole units.
4/6; work guaranteed.-Leeds Wireless Repair Serviee.
5, Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[4930

G

ARANTEED Repairs by Experta-Lond-speakers.
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any make or
type, rewound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free,
4/..• L.P. transformers and chokes rewound from 45.,
posi, free.-Howell, 42, Fotheringham Rd., Enfield,
Middlesex.
[5500

WANTED.

W

ANTED, Gambrel' (or similar make) 4-valve reeeiver, plug-in mains.-particulars and price to
X. Y., Box 2120, c/o The Wireleas World.
[5466

W

ANTED.-Will manufacturers of small inexpensive
frame aerials with reaction tapping write with
quotations in lots of 1,0007-Box 2058, c/o The Wireless World.
[5442

W
TI EL

ANTED, cabinet, with or without battery compartments, panel 19in.x7 1
2 in., baseboard gin./
Webster, 96, Marshall Rd., Sheffield.
[5478
CANTO Cone Loud-speaker, good condition
essential.-K. Wilson, Elm Cottage, LamorbeY,
sideup.
[5499

"AGENCIES.

.

A CENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest
3-valve set.-Mag-Radio, 112. Warstone Lane. Birming.
ham.
12667

O

LD-ESTABLISIIED Wireless Engineers, with centrally situated West-End premises,
showroom,
workshop and offices, offers representation to high
class manufacturing firm, provincial 'sr foreign. service
and storage if required; willing finance wireless invention.-Box 2130, c/o The Wit:less World.
[5509

60011.

CILAROSTAT Products are Distributed Throughout
‘...)
British Territory solely by Claude Lyons, Ltd.,
Radio House, 76, Old Hall St.. Liverpool. England;
(rucle enquiries invited; manufacturers of eliminators;
large requirements dealt with ex stock.
C1LAROSTAT.-Buy there at your dealer's; in case
of difficulty, send us your dealer's name and
address; if no local dealer, send us your cash, and we
will send post free at list price per return mail
guaranteed; 50,060 ClarOstats in stock in Liverpool,
although
summertime.-Claude Lyons. Ltd.
76.
)1(.1 Hall St.. Liverpool.
[5173
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EXCHANGE. •
ORMO

cuit tuner, 5/-;
F
fixed condensers, 10/-:
Two

Range Tuner, 5/-•, Formo Three cirLE. choke. 2/6; 6 2infd.
3 polar R.C.C. units, 7/6;
1 ILI. Bi -duplex R.C.C. unit, 10/-; 6 6-volt valves,
12/-;
3 2-pole
change
over
switches,
6/.; all
guaranteed perfect; 50/- the lot, or exchange pocket
camera or binoculars.-Clemens and Taylor, Wireless
Engineers, Pershore.
(5462
VOUR Old
Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
.1for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.-Se)entifle Development Co., 51,
Firbergate. l'reston.
• 10230

SITUATIONS VACANT.

R

EQUIRED Immediately by a Well Known Radio
Firm, a young and energetic man for the techeral publicity section. must have sound scientific training
and literary ability.-State full details to Box 2122,
c/o Xlso Wireleas World.
[5471
SITUATIONS

ADIO.-Leading firm of maneacturers of complete
R
sets, components, etc., invite applications from
real live wire speciality salesemn to handle interest.

ing proposition, several territories vacant; salary, expenses and commission; own car advantage.-Reply, in
confidence, with full details, age, experience, territory
covered, to Salesman, c/o Bernard Smith Advertising
Service, Ltd., British Columbia House, 1-3, Regent
St., London, &W.I.4

.

E

A DVERTISER

Requires Situation as Wireless Engl.
neer, any capacity, excellent practical and techMeal knowledge, holds first class P.M.G., good refercures, age 19.-Box 2129, c/o The Priceless 'World.
[6507
s
VOUTII (19) Requires Progressive Wireless Situatime, repairs, testing, etc., Midlands preferred,
good references.-20, St. John's Rd., Dudley.
[5498

DOORS. INSTRUCTION, ETC.
QTEP

by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
ts-.7
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc..
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-tedate practieal application ; issued weekly, send 1/- p.o.
for first 4 weeks.-CliffordPressland, A.M.I.E.E.. Eng..
Dept. W.W., Hampton oeThames.
[0195

w

ET II.T. Batteries are DOW a proved success;
write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining free' mention paper.-Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0077
Guide 'on
FREE.-Inventoe«
253 (W), Gray's Inn Itul.,
,

L

Paterits.-T. A. A..
Lerdon, W.C.1.
[4127

YONS for Sound Technical Information.

A .B.C. of the Superhet, 89 pages, 17 diagrams,
l& circuits
or illustrations, including half
scale
drawing of the world famous Evening Chronicle B.
valve superheterodyne; only 8,1., post free; has been
most favourably reviewed by " Wireless World."
MLLE Super of Supers, complete data on a De
Luxe 200-600 metres superherterodyne, reprinted
from " Citizens' Radio Call-book," and done so at
our special request; all parts stocked for this record
breaking set; all the dope, 6d., post free.
"CALE Drawing of our B.A.T. D.C. Eliminator (seo
1.7
under Chargers and Eliminators), 6d., post free
(stamps or P.O.); drawings of A.O. model (fixed power
tap, 3 variable 0/max.), 7d., post free; these blue
prints are quite unique.
TNIPROVED Universal Four Receiver, world famoqs
circuit, from American "Radio Broadcast," dll
possible information; 6.d., post. free.
TONS De Luxe Push-pull Output 2-stage Gran:mRadio Amplifier, will cater for several moving
coil speakers and recently pleased an audience ol 700.
cost only £7110 to build (£10/10 with 2 Ferranti
meters); large blue print 1J-, post free.
T .T. from A.C., large blue print, all information;
1/-, post free; this supply unit delivers up to
7.5 watts of humless L.T. supply.'
A LL the Above only from Claude Lyons,
Ltd.,
I1. Radio flouse, 76, Old Hall St., Liverpool. Overseas friends kindly send appropriate extra amount for
additional mail costs.
(517r

L

fliADIO Amateur Callbook" is the Directory of
the World's Radio Amateurs, every amateur
outside Canada and the U.S. should send callsign,
name and address on a postcard and they will be
included in the next edition.-le T. Carter, Flat A,
Gleneagle Mansions. Streatham, London,
15477

AUCTION SALES.

elasses.-Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London, N.7.
Archway 3694.
(5368

eIVIL

WANTED.

NERGETIC •Radio Engineer Desires Change to
Posit ion
where
Experience
and
Knowledge
gained could be used to better advantage, post with
large firm desired where wholehearted work would be
recognised, B.C.D.. P.M.G. certificate, A..M.I.R.E.. 2
years travelling, 5 years manager radio retail, 2 years
receiver manufacturing.-Box 2133, 0/0 The Wireleas
World.
[5511

Operating
Appointments
Assured;
short qnalifying course, day, evening; fees payw IRELESS
able after appointment for boarding students; Morse

SERVICE
COMMISSION.-Fort homing
Examinadion :-Male Assistant Superintendent of
Traffic (Class II) in the London Telephone Service
and Male Assistant Traffic Superintendent in the Provinces, General Post Office (18-23, with extension for
service in H.M. Forces). Regulations and particulars,
together with the forms on which applications must
be made, will be gent in response to requests (preferably by postcard) addressed to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlington Garrdens, London, W.1.
The latest. date for the receipt of application forms is
August 29th.
[5449

5

Vacant. —Contd.

13,

WIRELESS.
HIGH IIOLBORN, W.C.1.
HENRY J. SHAW

is instructed to Sell by Auction ou
THURSDAY. JULY 18th, at I prompt,
A MANUFACTURER'S STOCK,
consisting of

300

NEW
AND
PERFECT
PORTABLE WIRELESS
SETS. (To be singly with option.)
2,000 LOUD-SPEAKER UNITS.
1,500 NEW L.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Leather and Maxine Covered Cases for Portables.
2,000 VALVES. ALL TESTED AND O.K.
MORN AND CONE TYPE LOUD-SPEAKERS.
Accumulators, II.T. Batteries, etc.
On view day previous and morning oh sale.
Catalogues from the Auctioneer, 129, NEWINGT0B
CAUSEWAY, S.E.S.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Dubilicr Contlether Co. ,1925), Ltd.
Beetle's. 1. J.. 4: Son,
Eleetradix Radice
Ever Ready (G.B.1, LW.
Fitblian, Bawirt•e it Co.
Formo Co.
George *, Cu.
Haw 8: Co.. Ltd.
Bolainati. L.
Hughes, le. A., It Co.. LW.
Eleetrie Co.. ltd.
Eleetriea I, Ltd
Lisettiti Wireles.. Co
London Radio Supply Da.

5
14
14
3
10
e
9
13
O
7
Cost tIii,
2
4
10

'Iareoniplittite Ft. Ltd.5
%let ro.tr iek Supplies
M t. Magneto Syn.I , Ltd.

1

a

COMPONENT.r

Muller.' Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.
Oldham 8; Son, 1.11.
(Idiom. Chas. A. ....
Persen, Radio Matit (3ri.
Pertrix. Ltd.
Peto stott Co., LW.
Potter, H. B.. & Cu., LW.
Regent Fittings Co.
Shaw, Iknry J.
Sinononils Bros.
Trail-4..1ln ,
Repair Cu.
'Ttilaciiirre Mani. Co
Weston Eleetrhal Inst. Co., Ltd.
Se Wright, Ltd.
Wingrove & Roger., Lt,d,
Wright & Weadre, Ltd.

2

WRIGHT Ltd.,

Utility Works, Holyhead

o

126

W. 195.
THUMB CONTROL
Plain Ihat,

3/—

mr.

196.

IR KarrE FINGER
PLATE only,

Road, BIRMINGHAM

n

BY SELLING DIRECT TO THE 01 ,e'es
PUBLIC we can sell at 2 3 each
Ij
post free with P.O. remittance, Each
or C.O.D. charge extra,
po, fur.

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLE
to any other Valve-holder—
World Patent
INTERRUPTED
MESH
SUSPENSION.
No SPRINGS. No
RUBBER USED.

14

Vet,. it•r

".1 lie smarter panel appearance of this Dial will be readil
admitted after a
glance at the illustration. In addition, the protruding linger date (two, if fitted
with Vernier) permits
f light-pressure tuning, and thus, with the !no\ able
engraved sale to help you, the finest gradations can be obti int ci. The internal
mechanism of this dud is unchanged front that we have marl, I'd suiamssfully for
several seasons; it is quite free from backlash. Ask to see thee Thumb
Controlled Components at your Wireless Dealcs 's.

&

PAOSS
Cover iv.
Cover iii.
10
14
4
Cover .
4
13
15
6
14
16
is
16

PRICES.
W. 194.
IIll'Mll CONTROL

Thumb Controlled—a Utility
DIAL offering many advantages

WILKINS
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Appleby, E. Hetherington
9
16
Arlie Fuse & Eke. Mann!. Co., Ltd.
B. le .1. Wireless Oi
e• 9
Baker's "Seth or
" Radio
14
11:,y1i,,, W., Ltd.
13
11..ain Ltd.
Cover Ii.
Waal, nia It ,'producers. Ltd. . .. .. ...... ... 10
iii it ish Thronson-lionston Co., Ltd.
Cover I.
British Transfer Printing Co.. Ltd.
Brown, Ltd., S. G.
2
lit ow nit. Wireleep Co. OJAI. Ltd.
13
Burton, C. F. di II.
Cover i.
.
It
I
ion. Ltd.
Chloride FJectrwal Storage Co., LW... Cover ii.
Clarke. H., & Co. (Manehesterl, Ltd. .... Cover I.
Cole, Ltd., E. K.
Cossor, A. C., Ltd.
Douglas & Walle,
9

JULY TOTH,

WORLD

The interrupted mesh suspension guarantee, perfert aiillinicri.phonic features. N. ,Valve-hOlderemploying springs,
rubber or such -like makeshifts is in the same class. The
ART1C is the only one of its kind. We guarantee perfect
steadiness in all conditions of shock and vibration. It
rusts iiinc
but it', wnrth

FUSE & ELECTRICAL MFG
BIRTLE

Al!MIMMI1111b,..

•:”>•:••:••:••:••:••:.•:••:•••:“:••:••:••:••:••:•••:• •:••:•:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:.

)fi
-YAe

OP

"t-om

MAINS SUPPLY UNITS

e

.
0"

Scud

•
•
•:•
•:.•

Joe

IVIANFG. CO.,
TULSEMERE
Dalton Street, West Norwood, S.E.27.
u'fieui Streatham ài7 . x.

chtiAg.World
Nolor BoaliNg jommat

The Leading British Yachting Journal
"THE YACHTING WORLD" deals with
yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether 01 the sea or inland waters.
Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attri.ctive and interesting manner.

•
•
•:*

Every Friday 6° ,
\

4,s
o, 1L1FFE

& SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4
•:••:••:•

•:* •:* ":":*

":*

•:* •:*
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IGRANIC TAPPED "C.C."
OUTPUT UNIT.
As a technical man you appreciate the
advantages of an output filter circuit.
It protects your loud speaker windings,
gives better quality, and often is the
remedy for L.P. howls and "motorboating." The Igranie Tapped
Output Unit contains a choke and
condenser of the correct proportions
and is provided with tappings so that
a step-up or step-down auto transformer effect can be obtained. Price 21/6

Stop paying 4'. for
V. worth of current!
AN

old type H.T. Accumulator can easily

/-1rob you of half the current you buy—
electrical leakage can sneak along its unbroken top all the time. Even when it
is idle this wastage

continues—gradually

draining away the energy for which you
have already paid.
This wastage is definitely prevented in
Oldham "Air-spaced " H.T. Accumulators.
Electrical leakage cannot pass the airgaps. As a result Oldham H.T. Accumulators give back all the power put into
them when they are charged — there is
no waste.

IGRAN IC IN »I—
GRAPH MAL.
Hite t ng.
to
bitc h
Price 6 —

IGRANIC
H.F. CHOKE.
Small ill siz.e, high
in efficiency.
Price 5;—

Send to Dept. U. 290 .Po :
fully
descriptive leaflet. You will
'Ind it Interesti.ng ad helpful

Nvowk; enDrate

See an Oldham at your dealer's.

OLDHAM lo volt H.T.
UNIT, capacity 5.500 in's'.
complete

with

flex

and

two

wander plugs.

NOW

OLDHAM lc SON LED., DENTON, IIANCHESTElt.
London Office :40, Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.C...
Glasgow: 200, St. Vincent Street.

6'9

Tel.. Denton 301.
Tel.: Terminus 4446.
Tel.: Central 40x5..
1:G) 9451.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Because months of patient research have been
devoted to their perfect ton, Mullard Pentode
and Screened Grid valves break all records
for super-efficient performance. They have
the lowest current consumption combined
with the highest efficiency of any valves of
their type on the mark..t.
We have never used the public as our research
department.
We wouldn't risk losing even
one of our friends to satisfy an experiment,
certainly not after all the years we've been
together, up and down every European broadcasting station.
You can take our word for it, Mullard
Pentode and Screened G rid Valves are perfect
to the last detail, modern to the minute.
Otherwise they wouldr,'t be stamped with
the Mullard P.M. monogram.

Mullard
THE •MASTER.• VALVE

Advert :—The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, C.'haring Cross Road. London, W.C.2.
Aras.

Printed lut the Publishers, ILIFFE & SONS LW., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,

by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden. Standard Steet, London, S.K.i.

Colonial and Foreign Agent> :
UMM.» MvATR1t—The International ?lems Co, 131. Vagir* Amen. New Vork.
Pnaace—W. II. Smith
Sm.. 2.5. Rue Rivoli, Parb..
Hachette et Cie, nue IteatInna. Parte.
Relmime— W. H. Stnith it lion. Dl, Marehe aux Merbee, Brumelv.
Doua— A. il. Wheeler A co., Bombay. Allahn ad and Calcutta.
Roumi Araica—Central New, Agency. LOI
Al vrnALia—Cordon & Dotal, US. , Melbourne (Viel.oria). Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland). Aile aide (M.A.). Perth (W.A.), and Lautweeton (Temianial.
I.Maalm—The American News Co., LUI ., Toronto, Winnipeg. Vancouver, Montreal, Ottawa, St. John, lialifax. II, oSuno
Gordos A Motel.. IA4., Tomate;
Impertd New. Co
Toronto, Montreal.
Winnipeg,
Vancouver.
Victoria.
New Zgatax»—(lortion & Cotai.
ellington, Auckland. Chrivlehurch and Dunedin.
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See advertisement inside.
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES,
iPron.ASSOCIATED ELECT. INDUSTRIES LTD.,

DI STAWCE

1.11. 1.

TWICE
THE
OUTPUT

ONE-HALF
THE
POWER
INPUT

VOILIME

p0 wee

London & Branches.

for Sal"

'

g6 ,

( 71e

WH ITE LI NE
VALVE HOLDER

PRICE 1/9

ElOW
eyi

CONDENSE•RS

RADIO WORKS. LETCHWORTH .HERTS.

No. 516.

TAU

mr.‘diammire

Vol. XXV.

No. 3.

Aiivi.
Ielegraph
Conde:as.
o.
Ltd_
Wales Faros Rd., N. Acton, London, W.1.

esa 9592

CupgrigAt. Itegiettred as st A'esesisapet
jar ltetastainioo in tAe limited Kingdom.

iZZeet
.44,É1

le 2

23 30

er

.104,

Save money and improve your reception by using a PHILIPS
High Tension Supply Un-it. Made by the manufacturers of
the famous Philips Receiving Sets and Loud-speakers.
No battery renewal problems, but a constant and powerful
current direct from the mains sufficient for any type of receiver.
Built to last I
Ask your dealer for further particulars.
TYPE 3002 FOR A.C. MAINS.
6 different positive anode voltages. Price complete £7 0 O.
TYPE 3003 FOR A.C. MAINS.
For li.T. and Grid Bias Supply. Similar in design to Type 3003 with the addition
of 3 different variable tappings, giving voltages between ci and 40 Grid Bias.
Price complete £8 15 0.
TYPE 3005 FOR D.C. MAINS.
'2 variable positive anode voltages.
Fitted with isolatiag condeniers and safety
resistances so that it can be used on :ill ii.e. mains.
Price complete £3 17 6

PHILIPS
for

adio

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., RADIO DEPT., PHILIPS HOUSE, r45,CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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,Poullet
There's Volume and Volume in radio
reception—the full undistorted wealth of
power which Mullard P.M. Valves put into
your speaker, that's the Volume you want.
The secret of the. pure, mellow Tone and
mighty Volume latent in every Mullard
Valve lies in the wonderful Mullard P.M.
Filament. It is the heart of hearts of your
set—the be-all and end-all of magnificent
radio reproduction.

Mullard.

THE -MASTER.•VALVE
Advert.
•

The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House,

Charing Cross Rood, London, W.C.i.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliabla.
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OF

4q7le
(
3
)The

H.F. Transformer,
with plug — on Primary
winding,can be used with
three
electrode
valves
alternatively with
Screened Grid valves.

(1) It fits the standard six—
pin Base.
(2) The Aerial
used

as

Coil

a

can be

Grid

Coil

followed by one or more

(4) Range of Primary Coils
gives wide choice
re—
garding selectivity.

H.F. Stages, alternatively
as a Reinartz Aerial Coil
with

JULY 17TH, 1929.

WIRELESS WORLD

Plug — on

reaction

Pat. No.

286723

Send to-day for full particulars
and diagrams.

winding.

C

O

S

LONDON

ELECTRIC

SUPER
WIRE

COMPANY

SIX—PIN

COIL

SMITHS

LIMITED.

AND

fit

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

tof
NEW
PRICES
Jested at 500 A.C. Work
Volts 240 A.C. amf 2 6,
2 tof 3/4, 4 mf 6.'—.
Tested at moo V.D.C.
Work Volts 300 A.C. or
45 0 D.C. smf 3/6, 2 mf
419, 4TM 8/6.

.HYDRA

11111fili

sUPfà

et
r CO IL
—

GLAZL E

Ask Your Dealer For

COLOURED CON—
NECTING
WIRE

LEWCOS RADIO
PRODUCTS FOR
BETTER RECEPTION

THE

THE
SIX-PIN

Tlie Zenith of QualitY

On the value of afixed
condenser sometimes
the whole efficiency of
your set may depend—
then you need aHydra
condenser whose capacity is unchanging.
In your tuning circuits,
across your H.T in
smoothing circuits—
wherever and whenever you need acondenser upon which
you can rely—

FIT HYDRA
FOR SAFETY!

i
tcroo
:

accept a
thsilv
ter gin
the
HYDRrlabelt."
without
imitattons and we are not
responsible in case of break-

LOUIS HOLZMAN,

& beware of imita -ions.
-ea

Re,1

CHURCH

ROAD,

LEYTON,

LONDON,

E.10.

*"....«•••••••••••••<.'....kv . ...+s"......"••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••"."..." ."....1

5

A simple and easily workable source of
alternating current' measurement or of
sound
measurement
for
electrical
and acoustical readings.

THE PARLOPHONE
;SOUND TEST RECORDS ;
(HOWLING and GLIDING TONES).
These three double sided records
provide an easy means of ascertaining effective value of quality of radio
loud speakers, amplifiers, microphones, acoustical
sound boxes,
amplifying horns, etc., etc.

i
t
1

Complete in album with booklet of directions
for use, diagrams, etc. Price 42s. the Set.
FULL DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS SENT
POST FREE on application to the sole
distributors.
Obtainable only direct from Experimental Dept.

o«
* THE
85,

I

PARLOPHONE COMPANY, LTD.,
CITY

ROAD,

LONDON,

E.C.1.

37, Newman St., London, W.1
Telephonc
iflernin JI 55.

,IJention o/ " The IVireless World," when writing

tg advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.
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rOR the final stage of a low frequency amplifier operating a
large loud speaker the valve to use is a—

COSMOS AC/Pi POWER VALVE
An exceptionally high mutual conductance enables this valve to deliver twice
the output for the one-half the power input required by the ordinary
Public Address Valve.
The AC /P1 is a low impedance
power amplifying valve, employing an A.C. Cathode heated by
alternating
carrent from
the
supply mains. It is fitted with the
standard Met. Vick five-pin cap.

SPECIFICATION
Filament Volts ..
•• 4'0
Filament Amps..
1*0
Anode Volts (max) ..
.. 200
Amplification Factor
..
5
Mutual Conductance, M /a per volt 2*5
Anode Impedance ohms, ..
2,000

Price

4

4

•

•

•

•

4

17'6

For Power with Clarity—AC/PI
Metro-Vick Supplies,
Metro-Vick House, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2

-

(Proprietors: Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.)

lee
A3"
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RA DIO.
GR.4N
16.
ACE
416.

Entirely

meet

British

the

modern

demand
super

Ratios
6./ or

for

efficiency

and splendid value.
As standardized by all
Leading Set Manufacturers.

it

itfan dartured by till TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

Reduced Price
voiZOI El44.e
%
-4!ee

PATENT TWIN

Aton Road,

Finai

Çee

ceituilli
•th u
thd
A
e
iffee

The "TRUVOX" Exponential
Horn

per

3

D.

yard.

Ask your dealer for a 12 yd.
sample coil with fixing pins.
New price - 3, II Ianu failure)

by

HART BROS .ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO., W .,
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
pleas,

!end be

Mention o

sit nrcard.

and littrelwe.

has

experts

FLEX

is now reduced in
price from 4d. to

et8

EXPONENTIAL HORN
e

*e•IF

which reduces self-capacity
losses to a minimum and
is the best flex for loud
speaker extensions, etc.,

Aderaft At I.

BIRNINGRAN.

astounded

and

standard

of

set

the

a

new

excellence

LOUD

SPEAKERS.

made

of

for

It

is

non—resonant

material

with

soft

core

damping, and reproduction
free

of

all

life—like
the
SIXTY -SIX " LOUD SPEAKER.
A handsome cabinet loud speaker
incorporating the "'Provos " Et.
posient d Horn oath or air column.
Ingions
14•3/16' n 13r xtar.
PRICES : Oak 14. 4. 0; MabogsaY.
.0 .0 ; Walnut IS . .0.

r-Ter)

RYLAND

in

its

original

rendering

without

tone or volume.
tion

is

is

and

loss

of
of

Demonstra—

proof!

Write
for
Illustrated
(W.W.4), Post Free on

Booklet
Request.

r
tNi

LOUD
UNIVERSAL

self—vibration,

SPEAKERS

GRAMOPHONE
ROAD,

&

RADIO

KENTISH TOWN,

CO..

LTD..

N.W.5.

-

Telephone: Hampstead o226.9.
Telegrams: "Unigramrad. Kentish, Londom".
West End Showrooms: 149-It!. Regent Street. NV.T.
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LIVING MUSK-AS IT IS
PRESERVED Milts-AS IT WAS
* A

RADID
OF

* AN

RECEIVER

CONTINENTAL

ICOPE

ELE LTRI CALLY

REPRODUCING GRAMOPHONE

* COMBINED,
AND

PERFECTED
SELF-CONTAINED

IN THE

BURNDEPT
ETHOGRAM
Gramophone, radio receiver, aerial,
loud-speaker, all within the one dignified cabinet. Screened Grid Valve
and Power Valves giving superb
selectivity and excellent volume of
reproduction. One switch to control
long and medium waves; tuning dials
calibrated in wave-lengIhs. Burndept
Electric Soundbox. Handy storage
room for 30 records. Instant switchover from gramophone to radio.
Volume control for both radio and
gramophone.

N.B.—The new wave-lengths
will not necessitate alterations
to current Burndept receivers.

um rim
Hear the Ethogram at Keith Prowse, Harrods or
.Mudies and the leading dealers in all parts of the
country,
E.21.

In the meantime write
full specifications.

direct to the makers for

Complete with batteries and accumulators. In Oak 40 guineas, in Mahogany
42 guineas, or on Hire Purchase Terms.

e

ETHOGRAM
Burndept Wireless (1928) Ltd, Blackheath, London, M.3.
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More than a Trickle Charger

1929.

'
F
REQUENCY CHOKE

THE HIGH

FIT

your receiver with aWatmel
H.F. choke and obtain greater
stability, range, selectivity and purity
of tone. It makes an all round
improvement to the performance ot
your set, and has been fitted with
outstanding success to the Coss«

The Pye Battery Charger
delivers afull 1
2 amp.
/
charging current.
For etarging 2, 4 ani t 'ma
accumulators and mic't ng
the hells ot moving
s, a'ters
Pricc

Designed with
ample margin
of safety, eliminating risk of
breakdown
(Incorporate s
Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier)

50 /-

From all good
radio dealers
or write to :
PVE RADIO,
LTD..
Paris House
(W.W. 17,,
Oxford Circus,
London, W.I.

Melody Maker.

Of all good Radio Dealers
or direct from us in case of
difficulty

5'

Have you had your copy of this blue
print and assembly chart? It tells
you both how to build a really
modern, inexpensive three valve receiver (1929 Imperial 3) and alF0 how
you can bring many old-fashioned
sels up to date by incorporating a
few Watmel components.

litEititat

BAT T

E

Send us oportcard for pour
cope

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD..
Works, High St., Edgware.
Middlesex.
ir phone, Ediiwirre 0323.

Imperial

WIRELESS

MAINS

APPARATUS

The man who takes w:reless seriously will be glad
to get in touch with a manufacturer of wireless
mslns apparatus wl.o regards it as apoint of honour
to turn out at reasonable prices components fit for
laboratory use.
Partridge & Mee Ltd. make all
kinds of

TRANSFORMERS

THE

NEW

190

"POPULAR "

MODEL

WHITE SPOT" CONE CHASSIS
is fitted with a fabric suspended Cone
which
results
in
greatly improved
reproduction These new type diaphragms
can be obeined to fit any "Popular" model
"WHITE SPOT" CHASSIS, from any
Dealer.

PRICE 3/6 Each.
CO.,
Great Hampton Street, WOLVERHAMPTON.
WOLVERHAMPTON DIECASTING

Mention

AND

CHOKES,

eliminators and 11;gli and low tension units
Characteristic of all their products is sturdy construction, the highest quality materials, best workmanship, arid the most up-to-date design. PARMEKO
components are used in the latest "Talkie"
amplitwrs and by most Reproduction Rad:o Gramophone Companies.

WE

MAKE

TO

SPECIFICATION

Apart from carrying avery extensive stock of components, Partridge & Mee Ltd make all kinds
of wireless mains apparatus, transformers, chokes,
etc. to specification.
Write for full particulars of Parmeko products.
We specialist' in al types of Mains components.

PARTRIDGE Ed; MEE LTD»
26, DOVER STREET,
LEICESTER.

74, NEW OXFORD STREET.
LONDON. W Cl.
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K.C. CONDENSER
dial and slowmotiou
'0003 or '0003 1‘,"Without knob, dial or
slow-motion device.
•
000
3 Or 8

LC. DRUM CONTROL

CONDENSERS
wt
Drain
.1 ,1
4.ovonatien dei ire,
z
or •000.I - - I ut u
Triple IC.C., each
emidenner .0003 nr
.
6003

K.C. Combina.
lions 01 0003 and
'WO

u

40i _

A

MIDGET CONDENSER
, A small variable condenser for
panel mounting •cmoci 3, e ta
*ciODI

or '0002

-

Jf

Coil Winding Snop.
Over 3oo girls are employed in this shop alone,

The

every wire-wound
job is under the supervision of the most skilled

and experienced specialists in this country.

I"Toreador Screen-Grid Four."
This set incorporates the latest ,
de ebpments in Fee& er
design —lull conste eional
details tree on request.
í

The Introduction of an L.P. Choke whose
inductance remains constant at all loads
will be a boon.
Hitherto the inductance of a choke has
been measured at no load, thus giving no
indication of the drop in value that will
result when current flows.
This drop has mutilated and limited many

aset's performance.
Our new 1..F. Choke, whose inductance is
constant at all loads from 01100 m.a., will
be available to the Public soon.
Price

UBILIE

du

in

, 1
ÀZ

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

11 unobtainable front your
dealer, write direct to "Si
giving his name and address.

--,
;íg
34

Dubilter Condenser Co. (1923/,
Ltd., DUCOlt Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.

a

e

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Lid., Kingsway House,
103 Kingsway, London, W .C.2. Telephone: Holborn 5303
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firnts we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The Finishing
Touch to your
Wireless Set.
row you lave finished building
that set, and are Pseud os it whY
not entry your pride a der further
rd eerier, il in a "RABILOE " cabinet P
here is a "HRBILOR " cabinet to suit every receiver, also
cone and moving coil loud speaker cabinets in oak or
nusbeeanY, beautifully finished in an extensive range ot
designs to suit your particular needs.
- HAEILOR " cabinets are specified tor the IrolSard Raster
II ree and Raster Five Portable.
A RECOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY
Illustrated list sent !me on request.

W. & T. LOCK, Ltd.,
BATH.

M I
L 1929.

The

"RAYTRAK"
PICK-UP
CARRIER.
"Describcq atrue radius from the centre to ths
circumference" (vide "Wireless World").
Adaptable to all pick-ups
Fed testicular,

st. rider's Works,

J
ULY

WORLD

on OfeliOnliOn go Me MOkOrS :—

Robinson

London Plia, rooms : II. Red
Lion Square, High Holborn, W.C.1.

&

Hands

Co.,

Electric

Ltd.

Barwick Street, Birmingham.
-.warm-amen.

THE MEETING PLACE
OF ALL THE
EXPERTS OF
THE WORLD
is

GREAT
WITH

the

GERMAN

WIRELESS
EXHIBITiON

GOLTONE -- PARTS
koin A.C. Mains.
Silent in working. Simple in
construction. You can assemble this Battery Eliminator Kit I
to give perfect results without any tools in 30 minutes

OPCiating

Complete Kits, including metal cabinet. and
£4
supplied with printed instructions. Prices from
st
from 25 to 811 milliamps.

ourpur

30th Aug.--th Sept. 1923
Extended space—
enlarged contents.

.5.0

Insist on "GOLTONE "—Refuse Substitutes.
From all First Class Dcafers, or i! any difficult", write direct:
Full particulars in
large illustrated
Radio Ca
. FREE on request
talogue

Limos DEPOT:

e
ar AGoldstonq
PENDLE

12_,

Information

and

printed

matter

to be

obtained Irom

the " AussteEungs-, Messe- und Fremdenyerkersamt
der
Stadt
Berlin,"
Konigin-Elisabeth-Strasse
22,
Ferlin-Charlottenburg, Germany.

ANELS AND FORMERS FOR
MAIN
v
s SUPPLY UNITS •
£
from

2. 7. 6

e

III, tar

/ /,
.//
e./e

4,4555

'1ULSEMERE MANFG. CO..
DIdon Street, West Norwood, S.E.2/
'I
btrecuSant 6 7;1.

ivention q ••

erlict insulation & better appearance
PANELS:

Black finish.
;(1. per s
q.
in, 1.

Mahogany, Natural Brown, or
.
n
s,," thick,

r thick, pl. per sq. inch.
COIL FORMERS: Pr;ces 0,,

application.
"EMPIRE" VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all
eiametero.
Distributors:
WRIGHT & WiEASIRE LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
'Phone lioso Tottenham :Me k afi Is

Sole Manufacturers:
MICANITE & INSULATORS CO„ II'D.,
Empire Works, Blackhorse Lane Walthatustow, E.1 7,

e.hFIE

The Wireless World," when writing to advelisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PORTABLES

MAO*

D
RY Emile
The ideal battery for the portable
set—because—

BATTERIES
V OLTS.

60
100
•120

W1
TB

DUSTPROOF COVERS AS

Lengti.
5gli n.
89 ir..
109 in.

DIMENSIONS.
Breadth.
6„ in.
69 in.
69 in.

Height.RICS.
31's in.
311
gin.
3* i
n.

ABOVE:
P

I

8, -

13/..
15 8

SPECIAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
'Loo 'e lid type, bayed mil 3 .0116 '.
DIMENSIONS.
DISCHARGE CURRENT
Price
Vourg.
up to:
Length. 1Breadth.
Height.
100
12 Milliampe'es
13!••
9
5er
3à
108
14./.
12 Milliampues
9
5
31g
e
" An ope ,ified for the **Europa Portable:
All the above batterie ican he economically disehArged at rates up II
12 milliamperes, not milliamps, as is usual for this size of battery.

It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
*It is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
same size of cells.
Its internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling devices are
unnecessary.
It gives 60%400% longer service according to the rate of discharge.
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
battery.
•The great majority of portable sets have batteries too final
tor them in order to reduce the size and weight of the set.

WRITE FOR FREE LIST.

PERTRIX LTD .

120, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

111111•1111M1111111
Mid!

NEW PRICE

£ 3 15
£ 5 12
£11
0
£20
0

0
6
0
0

These substantial reductions are made possible
only by reason of the greatly improved production« facili ies, made available in the new and
extensive Celestion factory.
Obtainable from any high-class Radio Dealer
Write for free Booklet to:

)
e-

CELESTION, LTD., Dept. O, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
'
- '9-••;4
.
1
.•'•‘ •
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HYPNTERLOCKED

CONSTRUCTION!
Even the hardest shock cannot upset the wonderful performance of the Cossor Screened
Grid Valve. It is built like a bridge, piece-by.
piece—all the elements are interlocked—every
joint is electrically welded—individual move.ment is impossible. The hardest blow cannot
disturb the perfect alignment of the elements.
This wonderful system ol Interlocked Construction makes Cossor the world's strongest
and most dependable Screened Grid Valve. In
any Screened Grid Receiver, use Cossor—ihere
is no substitute for the Cossor system of Interlocked Construction.

Made in three voltages for
tose with 2, 4 or 6 volt
acc.onsulators.
Technical

Data.

Comer 220
(2 soh* .2 amt.,
410 Si;.
(4
volt»,
.1. 1.111p,
and 610 S.C. .6 suIt.,.L amps.1
Max Anode Volts 150, Impedance
200,000. Amplification Frittor 200.
Grid Bien 1.5 volt, at max•attode
volts. rd.', (any

22/6

Cet full details of this
wonderful &mow Valve—
write for Leaflet L. lo.

ossor

Screened Grid
THE ONLY SCREENED dRID VALVE
WITX INTERLOCKED CONSTRLICTi
ON

4 G. Cana; Ltd.. lialhbary Crept. London. *I
Men:toi of " The Wireless World, — when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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METAL CABINETS.
N the early days of amateur receiver const
ruc ti on the
process of building a set was comparatively simple
except when, in the absence of ready-made components such as we have to-day, it became necessary
for the amateur to make these parts for himself. The
actual assembling of the apparatus was easy, no screening was needed and no special precautions had to be
taken with regard to the disposition of the parts; but
as time went on, and the efficiency of valves increased,
the need for greater care, particularly with regard to
the H.F. side, became apparent if interaction between
circuits was to be avoided. As valves still further
improved in efficiency and the stage gain obtainable
with specially designed low-loss H.F. couplings increased
by leaps and bounds thz amateur began to find that
the art of the tinsmith had to be added to his other
accomplishments before a modern receiver could be
built at home.
The designers of The Wireless World sets have been
concerned for some time past because of this difficulty in
7

VOL. XXV.

No. 3

constructing metal screening boxes, and it is realised
that for complete screening the home construction of
an elaborate metal container is rather beyond the inclination and, perhaps, even the ability of the majority
of those who construct experimental sets at home.
" The Wireless World" Design.

Ei haworld, Flert, Loodop."

COVENTRY: Hertford Street.

//ere
4/eve>

Having given very careful consideration to all the
problems involved, the The Wireless World technical
staff has proceeded with the design of metal cabinets
on what are believed to be novel lines. A description
of the principle of these cabinets, with general details,
appeared in our issue of last week, and from this article
it will be seen that it is possible to standardise the
style of cabinets along these lines. The very great
advantage is offered in this type of construction that
all components and wiring of the set are readily accessible, wiring being done " on the flat," the main screening box fitting down over the set after the last wire
has been connected.
By standardising the size of metal cabinets it should,
we believe, be possible for manufacturers to produce
them at a price considerably below that at which they
could sell cabinets specially constructed for each particular set. So long as an individual form of metal
shielding is adopted for every new design of receiver
the cost is bound to be high, and only by standardisation
can one hope that the price can be reduced and the
metal screening cabinet become readily available to
the constructor.

C

AMATEUR STATUS.

ORRESPONDENCE which we are receiving from
readers indicates very clearly that our editorial
notes on the question of the status of the British
amateur were timely, and that there is throughout thé
country a very general feeling that the transmitting
amateur is not receiving fair play from the authorities.
and that, to a considerable extent, the amateur is
himself to blame because he has neglected to hold his
own with the Post Office and justify his existence.
We hope that the present opportunity which is given
for a frank discussion of the situation may lead to a
better understanding between amateurs individually
and the various amateur organisations, so that, once
again, as in the past, the amateur can show a united
front and be in agreement as to the general policy
which should be adopted to insure the continued
existence of the British transmitting amateur as a factor
in radio development in this country.

wiTei®00
wee
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SELECTING
CHARTS
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By

R. T.

BEATTY,

r_;_
-

M.A.,

B.E.,

D.Sc.

A New Classification .of Receiving Valves.
[JR modern newspapers supply a neat little
weather chart every morning trom which Mr.
Everyman can, with a little concentration, predict a number of things about the coming day. He
can make a fairly reliable estimate of the direction of
the wind, the amount of rain fated to descend, and the
number of hours during which the sun will shine.
But Mr. Everyman makes no estimates; he knows
that just below this ingenious but boring chart the gist
of the matter will be revealed in some such phrase as
"dry and warm."
He investigates no farther; these two adjectives have
•settled for him the question of what he will choose
for lunch and how he will spend his evening; he has
made his daily weather classification. And so we leave
him as he turns to the stimulating item of the vanished
Park Lane money-lender.
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o

If• ,. 1.—Typical valve characteristic curves from which valve A.C.
resistance and amplification values can be readily determined.

Valve Charts.

Just as each day has its weather chart so each valve
has its set of characteristic curves, published by its
manufacturers, and people who are skilled in the study
of such curves can deduce from them at a glance the
most suitable place for avalve in areceiving set. Thus,
in the case of the curves illustrated in Fig. i we see
that in travelling from A to B the grid bias remains
constant, the anode voltage rises by 50, and the plate
eurrent by 20 mA.; hence the differential resistance
50 xmoo
(A.C. resistance or impedance, R.) is
20
2,500 ohms, or the figure produced by the change in
anode potential divided by the change in anode current
in amperes.
Again, in travelling from A to C the plate current
remains the same, the grid bias alters by 12.5 volts, and
the plate volts alter by 5o ;hence the voltage amplifica5o
tion factor (ii) is —
=4, or the change in anode potential divided by the change of grid bias. It is now evident
that we are dealing with a power valve ;its resistance
of 2,500 ohms will match well with a 2,000-ohm loud
speaker, and the plate current is sufficient to give adequate volume to fill a fair-sized room. We may indeed
discard the set of curves, since we have extracted from
them two essential ingredients.
R—Differential resistance (also called impedance
and anode resistance)=2,500 ohms.
It—Amplification factor =4.
Classification of Valves by R and et.

This result suggests an arrangement of valves according to their values of R and /4, and on Chart Ithe figures
have been plotted in this way on logarithmic paper.'
In order to avoid crowding the diagram, a selection
of typical valves has been made, and these extend in
A somewhat similar classification lias recently been made for
French rakes by D. Deraux, in L'Onde Elertrique, 1929, p. 38,

=

;,--•-ç7.
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Valve Selecting Charts.-an irregular procession from the south-west, where the
power valves are stationed, to the north-east, the region
of screen-grid valves, in which AC/ S (R=80o,000,
,u-=---1,2oo) occupies a solitary position.
A number of dotted lines sloping diagonally across the
chart is shown, and along each of these the mutual conductance is constant, its value being marked on each
line. Most of the members of the procession keep within
the two limiting dotted lines.

• OSRAM

A cosmos

6MULLARD

X

The Valves are Arranged In Groups.

A little investigation of the chart shows that from
head to rear of the procession the valves are arranged
in definite groups. As in an army deploying for attack,
the regiments advance in succession, so each class of
valve has its special location in this procession.
The
separation of the different classes, however, is not perfectly sharp, and the analogy would be more complete
if we consider the troops in the early stages of the actual
attack, when obstacles have been met and slight con-
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Chart I.—The suitability of a valve for a particular position in a receiver is revealed by finding its location in the centre cross chart
by reference to its values of A.C. resistance and amplification factor.
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Valve Selecting Charts.—
fusion has arisen so that men of different regiments find
themselves standing side by side.
With this limitation in mind, we may proceed to
draw a number of parallel lines running athwart the
procession, and so divide it up into a series of groups.
Screen-Grid Valves.—At the head of the procession
stand the screen-grid valves; they are remarkable for
their extraordinarily high values of resistance and amplification, while their mutual conductance is scarcely inlerior to that of a power valve. These valves are eminently fitted for high-frequency amplification with tuned
plate coils or high-frequency transformers. The large
mutual conductance ensures high amplification, the
large resistance has but little shunting action on the
plate circuit and so the selectivity is good, and finally
the very small capacity between plate and grid confers
stability. These valves are definitely separated from
their neighbours; they do not spill over into the adjoining compartment.
Anode Bend Delectors.—Next come valves suitable
either for anode bend detection or for first stage L.F.
amplification with resistance-capacity coupling: they
are grouped about a region where R =50,000. IL =40.
High amplification is desirable for sensitivity, and in this
group it has been pushed as far as is at present possible
with triodes. The high valve resistance which obtains in
this group is actually undesirable, since it absorbs a
considerable amount of the A.C. voltage which shotild
appear across R, (Fig. 2): valve designers, however,
are unable at present to solve the problem of making
µ large and R small simultaneously.

Pie. 2.—Schematic circuit representing an anode bend detector,
or with a less value of grid bias a first stage amplifier.
The
stage amplification is R I
crease

of is

(valve

R

a figure which advances with in-

magnification factor) and
(valve A.C. resistance).

reduction

of Rd

We thust -not assume, however, that the most suitable
valve in this group is one which has the lowest resistance: such a valve will probably pass a large plate
current of perhaps 2 mA., which would require zoo
volts to drive it through a plate resistance of roo,000
ohms. lf aH.T. potential of 15o volts is used probably
no volts will be absorbed in the resistance, leaving only
30 volts on the plate, under which conditions the valve
resistance would be much greater than its normal value.
High-Frequency Amplifying Triodes.—The highfrequency valve occupies a delicate and difficult posi-
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OSRAM.
•

MULLARD.
0

COSMOS.
à

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
.17
18

DEII 210
HL -210
DEL 210
DEP 215
DEP 240
DEH 410
DEL 410
DEP 410
P 425
DEHIHO
HL 610
DEL 610
DEP 610
DE 5 B
DE 5
DE 5A
P 625
P 625 A

PM IA
PM 1LF
PM 1HF
PM 2
PM 2DX
PM 252
PM 3 A
PM 3
PM 4
PM 4 DX
PM 254
PM 5B
PM 5X
PM 6
PM 6 D
PM 256
DFA 6
DFA 7

SP 16/B
SP 16/G
SP 16/14.
SP 18SR
SP 280
. y1
SP 61013
SP 610/G
81' 610/1414
SP 625,1"
DE 50 .
SP 215!S
ACIS
AC/G •
ACS,
AC/P1
AC .P2
AC1227
AC/X.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

LS 5 B
LS 5
LS 5A
S 215
8 625
KU 1
KL I
H8
'IL 8
P8
VP 0.8
PT 235 .

DFA 8
DIA 9
DO 20
•
•
PM 12
'
PM 14 .
'
PM 22
•
PM 24
PM 26
•

1929.

COSSOR.
x
.210 RC
210 HF
210 LF
220P
230 XP
410 RC
410 HF
410 LF
410 P
•415 XP
610 ItC
610 HF
610 LF
614) P
610 XP
220 8G
410 SG.
230 PT
415 PT
M 41 RC
M 41 HF
M 41 LF '
M 41 P
M 41 XP

MAZDA. ,
L
GP 210
RC 210
HF 210
LF 215
P 227
GP 407 RC 407
HF 407
LF 407"
P415
'
GP 607
RC 607
11 F 607
LF 607
P 615
PX 550
II 12
Two-sta,
e
• e
:mite.
TS 215

. •
-

.

tion. Situated as it usually is between a tuned input
system and a tuned plate system, its function is to
receive potentials from the former and hand them on
with increased intensity to the latter. At the same time
it must prevent potentials from leaking back in the
reverse direction: if it fails in this duty these two highly
resonant systems will fall foul of each other and uncontrollable oscillation will result.
The maximum stage gain from grid to plate can only
be obtained by co-operation between the valve and the
tuned plate circuit. .With triodes a neutralised step-up
transformer is required, and it can be shown 2 that the
best step-up ratio from primary to secondary is given
by the formula
Square of turns ratio
=parallel resistance of secondary circuit divided by
valve resistance;
R2
or n2

=-

12„

where n is the turns ratio, R, the resistance at
resonance, and Rt,the differential or A.C. resistance of
the valve.
When the transformer. is thus designed to suit the
valve resistance the stage gain is :—
half the valve amplification x turns ratios
or

A=exn
2

2 McLachlan,
Experinienid Wireleits, 1927, .p. 599; Harmon,
The Wireless World, Vol. 22, 1928, p. 144.
aHarmon, The Wireless World,. Vol. 22, 1928, p. 144.
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2

over the whole tuning range, and it is found by
experience that it is unwise to allow µ to exceed 30.
This limits the upper range. The lower range is also
limited by the fact that with triodes of small impedance
the plate current is unnecessarily large.
Accordingly,
the useful H.F. triodes are actually contained within
the compartment assigned to them on the chart.
First Stage L.F.-Transformer Coupled.—In this
type of circuit the valve is followed by an iron-cored
transformer which, if of mediocre quality, may have a
primary inductance not exceeding 30 henrys.
At 50
cycles the reactance of such a primary winding is 2ir x
50 X 30, say ro,000 ohms, and if the valve resistance
exceeds this value considerably, the low notes will be
attenuated.
A large value of µ would result in large amplification,
but here again a limiting condition occurs. The transformer load is transferred back through the internal
grid-plate capacity, and appears as an input impedance
between grid and filament (Fig. 3).
At the higher
audio-frequencies this input impedance consists of a
resistance in series with a capacity, and its effect is to
attenuate appreciably the high notes coming from the
detector if µ is allowed to rise much above 10. 4
Power Valves.—These bring up the rear of the procession: they are characterised by low A.C. resistance
and large mutual conductance. On the chart the power
and super-power valves are jumbled together, since the
values of plate current and plate voltage have not been
incorporated.
These valves can be better exhibited as in Chart 2,
where they are located according to plate current and

xe.;

.
K. 0

Thus a change of valve will leave the stage gain unaltered, providetik remains the same: this quantity,
the magnification factor of the valve, divided by the
square root of its A.C. resistance, may be regarded as
a figure of merit of the valve as regards its amplifying

Pig. 3.—A first stage L.F. amplifier followed by a transformer
coupling. The transformer load is transferred back through the
grid-plate capacity and appears as an input impedance as shown
in dotted lines.
This impedance shunts the grid leak at high
audio frequencies when µ is too large.

power. R2 may easily attain a value of 16o,000 ohms
at broadcast frequencies with a solid wire coil wound
on a sin. former and a stage gain of 30 can be then
obtained if 1'4,N/ 160 '
00o — 30, or

e
—
—0
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This relation between tt and R. would appear as
'McLachlan, The Wireless World, Vol..22, 1928, p. 465.
a straight line on the
chart joining the points
A =9o,000,
=45, and
• OSRAM
/I COSMOS
0
MAZDA
R =ro,000, IA =15. If the
0 MULLARD
x COSSOR
reader will draw this line,
RA
,
which corresponds to a
---_____ --__,
-2
9.s
-- stage gain of 30, he will
..._ , ...
18A-021
--see that a number of
--, -,
21--1•••
5,133t , 18
In 0
valves lie in its vicinity,
both in the anode bend
'Or"
-• IQ»
......-- -e,
7
--- ......
16
compartment and the H.F.
.-...- ...
..
compartment, and even
e•-•
-,
-...
25XlI3,19
....
----,
among the power valves,
so that at first sight it
--.-195.15
.
13
-_
._
-_ ...-___
4..4
would seem that a wide
23
le
-____-.
range of triodes is avail----gin,
able for H.F. amplifica—
---55
--•
tion.
---e iv
But this range is nar-..,e"R"VALVE
rowed down by the neces— --.,
....
sity for stability, which
becomes more insecure as
e increases. If the triode
is used without aneutralising circuit stability can100
120
150
180
200 220
250
400 425
not be obtained anywhere
PLATE
VOLTS
along this line, and even
with a neutralising circuit,
the balance is not perfect
Chart 2.—Power valves classified according to anode current and voltage.
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voltage.
The dotted lines crossing the diagram are
lines of constant power dissipation at the plate, and
valves lying above the 5-watt line may be considered
as super power.
The power ranges from 17 watts
downwards, while right at the bottom is the War-time
"R " valve, which at that time ranked as a power
valve with a consumption of 0.3 watt!
The pentodes occupy an anomalous position on the
chart: they lie within the shaded region at an average
level of 3 watts plate dissipation, and so would appear
to be excluded from the super-power series. But, owing
to the peculiar shape of their characteristic curves, the
fraction of this power which they can deliver to the
loud speaker without distortion is about 2-1 times as
great as in the case of triodes, so that really they belong
to the 7.5 watt level and attain to super-poWer rank.
General Survey of Chart 1.—Reverting to Chart I,
we see that the procession of triodes does not march
parallel to the dotted lines, but that as the head is
approached there is a distinct tendency to move into
regions of smaller mutual conductance. This regrettable feature is an inherent property of triodes: as iu is

FADING VARIATIONS.
Fluctuations in signal strength caused
by fading are usually troublesome in
long-distance working, hut are particularly so in the case of picture transmission.
From
time to time various
suggestions have been made with the
object of securing an automatic regulation
or volume control which will render
reception independent of the fluctuating
attenuation of the ether.
One such
method is to transmit a special "control " impulse of a frequency lying outside the band of signal frequencies. In
reception this is utilised to adjust the
amplification factor of the receiving
valves, preferably by automatically varying the initial grid bias of the first stage
of
amplification.
When
fading
is
strongly in evidence the initial valve
amplifier of the receiver is in this way
made more sensitive, and vice versa.
A single "control " frequency does
not, however, invnriably compensate for
the particular type of fading caused by
interference between the space-wave and
earthbound components of the main
signal energy. In order to overcome this
deficiency it has recently been proposed
to modulate the "control " impulse or
note so that the latter comprises a
"complex " of frequencies all lying outside the main signalling band. The control of the receiver is then continuously
effective, since the current input used to
adjust the initial grid bias is the average value of a sinusoidal wave and never
sinks to zero. (Patent No. 298,463.)
0 0 0 0

1 PATENT
•

JULY nth, 1929.

increased the mutual conductance tends to decrease.
But the advent of the tetraodes (screen grid) and
pentodes has straightened out the line of march. The
new valves have been brought in to redress the balance
of the old. Remove the plate from a tetrode and a
triode remains with practically the same mutual .conductance, but with a IL of about 7. Replace the plate
and the valve, keeping on the same dotted line, moves
up to the front, with a e of, say, 200. The fourth
electrode was introduced to diminish the plate-grid
capacity and so confer stability on H.F. circuits, but
as an almost accidental result the value of R rose to
about 200,000 ohms, giving the additional benefit of
increased selectivity.
Again, the basis of the pentode is apower valve with.
say, e of 5and mutual conductance of 2. Add an extra
electrode and it moves along its dotted line into the
pentode region, but possesses a nasty kink in its
characteristic curves which interferes with its use as a
power valve. Add a second additional electrode and
the kink disappears, and the characteristics take such a
shape that the pentode can deliver two and ahalf times
as much power as the triode from which it sprang.

NOVELTIES.

I

Brown, F.R.S. (Patent No. 301638), and
is illustrated in the figure, where short
slots S, S, are shown extending from

Books and Catalogues
Received.
Messrs. Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd.
Magnum House, 296, Borough High
Street.
London,
S. E.1. — Illustrated
leaflets of "Magnum " components and
descriptive folders dealing with portable,
trasportable, and "Universal Three" receivers.
000 o
A.E.G. Electric
Ltd., 131, Victoria Street, London,
Co.,.W.1.—Illustrated
leaflets of A.E.G. double-scale moving
coil voltmeters.
000 0

'

LOUD SPEAKER CONES.
Excellent reproduction over a widefrequency range, with a particularly
favourable response to th& lower notes,
is stated to be the result of cutting a
series of radial slots in a conical
diaphragm. The method is due to S. G.

to the flexibility of the diaphragm, and
at the same time allows a certain amount
of circumferential expansion under the
influence of low-frequency vibrations.
The slots are preferably covered over by
strips of thin tissue paper or other
flexible covering, so as to prevent the
setting-up of undesirable short air paths
between the back and front of the
diaphragm.

Radial slots with tissue paper covering o
improve the behaviour of a loud speaker
diaphragm.

the edge inwards, whilst a longer slot S,
is cut intermediately.
The favourable action is due to the
fact that the existence of the slots adds

•

Messrs. A. C. Cossor ' Ltd., Cossor
House, Highbury Grove, London, N.5.—
Illustrated folder describing the Cossor
Pentode.
Also "The Cossor Wireless
Book," devoting 64 pages to the "Cossor
Melody Maker."
0000
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co.,
Ltd., Acton, London, W.3.—Price list of
accemulators.
0000
International Convention for the Safety
of Life at Sea.—Signed at London,
May 31st, 1929. Issued by the Board of
Trade, London. In English and French.
Pp. 119 (double).
Published by H.M.
Stationery Office. Price 4s. net.
II
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The DESIGN of 11.F. CHOKES
Method of Testing H.F. Chokes to Ensure Maximum Efficiency.'
INCE the very earliest days of radio telegraphy, .screen-grid valve has this H.F. choke in its main anode
H.P. choke coils have played an important part
circuit, and the H.F. voltages developed across it will
in both transmitter and receiver circuits.
It is
be almost identical with the voltages across the followwith regard to the latter application that these notes
ing tuned-grid circuit, which is virtually in parallel
have been written, and attention will naturally be
with the choke.
The operation of this arrangement
focused on the modern uses of such coils. It will be
may seem somewhat obscure at first sight, but may be
as well, perhaps, to remember that a " choking coil " satisfactorily explained as follows: When H.F. voltof any kind is an A.C. Electrical device which will offer
ages at any one frequency are applied to the grid filaa high impedance to the passage of electrical energy
ment circuit of the screen-grid valve, practically zero
when A.C. voltages are applied to it at the frequency
H.F. voltage will exist over the H.F. choke and the
or range of frequencies for which it is designed. Such
following grid circuit, unless the circuit is tuned to the
a device must of necessity offer a comparatively low
frequency being used. This is due to the second grid
resistance to direct currEnts.
circuit acting as a complete " damper " to the first •
H.F. choke coils which are to be suitable for all the
anode circuit or H.F. choke, the H.F. choke here
circuit arrangements to be found in modern radio rehaving an impedance which, even with badly designed
ceivers must, however, possess an additional property
chokes, is far higher than that of the non-resonant
which is of the utmost importance in certain circumfollowing circuit.
Tuning this second grid circuit to
stances. This property is
resonance, however, will
that the coil must show
restore the high effective
practically no sign whatsoanode impedance required,
ever of "energy absorpprovided that the H.F.
tion " when voltages are
choke itself does not show
applied to it at the waveany signs of absorption at
length or frequency bands
this frequency.
for which it is to be used.
Testing Circuit,
It
is
a comparatively
simple matter to design a
Fig. 2 shows a simple
choke coil 'which will give
arrangement which is suitvery low " absorption "
able for giving careful " abover a small band of wavesorption " tests on various
lengths such as 200-400
types of H.F. chokes. The
metres, and which wit, at
essential features are :—
the same time maintain an
(r) A low-loss screened
effective impedance of high
variable air condenser.
order.
When the wave(2) Calibrated valve voltband, however, is extended
meter.
Fig. 1.—Typical parallel-feed coupling for a screen-grid H.F.
to cover, say, 200-2,000
amplifier.
(3) Non-reactive
radic,
metres, the problem befrequency variable resistcomes more difficult and requires careful experimental
ance box. (Constant with change of frequency.)
work for successful solution. Part of a circuit arrange(4) Typical receiver tuned circuit coils.
ment in a typical modern radio receiver calling for this
(5) Calibrated C.W. wavemeter.
special design of H.F. choke is shown in Fig. I. The
The double-pole double-throw switch will parallel any
H.F. choke tinder test with the resonant tuned circuit,
IContributed by the Research Staff of RI, Ltd.
which is energised by the C.W. wavemeter. The sing11It
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the resistance box to read, say, 3 ohms for short-wave
The Design of H.F. Chokes.—
tests, or, say, io ohms for long-wave tests; then repeat
pole double-throw switch is used for short-circuiting the
the test as before, and, after reading V2,reduce the
resistance box. The general method of operation is to
resistance box to some reading which will increase V,
set the C.W. wavemeter to generate at the wavelength
to give the original voltage
required, then connect the
V, without any change of
H.F. choke under test to
coupling. It may be necesthe
double-pole
doublesary here to retune slightly.
throw switch and set this
Both the value of the perswitch to "choke out."
centage of original resonShort circuit resistance box
ant voltage and " inserted
by means of single-pole
series resistance " depend
double-throw switch and
greatly upon the effective
couple the waveme;er
resistance of the tuning
loosely with the tuning coil
coils used for the tests, so
suitable for the wavelength.
that typical moderate or
Adjust the condenser very
low-loss coils must be used.
carefully to give maximum
Pig. 2.—Schematic circuit diagram cf apparatus used In taking
the curves shown In FIE. 3.
The effective capacity of
resonant voltage across the
the choke may be obtained
tuned circuit; in the test
directly either as a positive or negative value by calcuresults given here, a voltage of approximately 2 was
lating the difference between condenser readings C, and
adhered to throughout (V,). Note the variable air conC, for any given wavelength. When C, is less than
denser reading (C i)and then set the double-pole doubleC„ the choke is acting as a resultant condenser; when
throw switch to " choke in "; retune the circuit to
resonance and read C, and V, without cl:angin,;, the
C, is greater than C„ it is acting as a resultant inductance; when C, exactly equals Ci,the choke is comwavemeter coupling.
For a band of wavelciths,
pletely non-reactive at this wavelength.
Nearly all
therefore, a curve may be drawn showing no V2/V,
(percentage of original voltage upon inserting choke in •of the commercial types of H.F. chokes for use between
200 and 2,000 metres, tested under these conditions,
parallel) as ordinates, against wavelength as abscisse.
show absorption on the short-wave band, some to such
The tests should be performed with great care at as
a degree on one or more particular wavelengths rendermany wavelengths within the band as is practicable,
ing the choke completely useless for the " choke anode
otherwise " absorption" points will not be revealed.
feed followed by coupled tuned-grid circuit" method
If absorption is suspected close to any one or more
of H.F. amplification. Careful experiments performed
wavelengths it will be wise to explore closely around
showed the desirability of producing a choke having
these wavelengths to obtain the true curve shape.
an actual total self-inductance somewhat lower than
A measure of the " inserted series resistance " effect
that of many commercial types, but with individual
of the choke on the tuned circuit may be readily folsection inductances of moderately high order.
lowed at any one or all of the test wavelengths by
The final design (dual astatic type) found the best
opening thé single-pole double-throw switch and setting
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•The Design of H.F. Chokes.—
for the wavebands 200-600 metres and 1,000-2,000
metres, gave the curve shown by the thick line A.
Other types (both experimental and commercial) gave
curves marked B, C, etc. The absorption wavelengths
as shown by these curves are very marked indeed for
some types of •H.F. chokes, so much in some cases
•
that at their particular absorption wavelengths the
chokes concerned are likely to give very serious trouble
when used in the circuit mentioned previously.
Internal resonances are responsible for these serious
faults in H.F. chokes, and practically nothing can be
done to improve them except a radical alteration in
design. A small or moderate change in turns will give
a slight shifting of the absorption points, but is usually
quite ineffective as regards complete elimination of
them. The curves for 1,000-2,000 metres show that
there is no difficulty in design as regards this section
of the broadcast bands. It was found that with the
majority of H.F. chokes tested, freedom from absorption could be seriously lowered by the proximity of
metallic screens. Thus it would appear definitely desirable that H.F. chokes should be wound astatically in
order that these screening effects should be reduced to
a minimum and to avoid interaction effects between
H.F. chokes and associated tuned circuits.
Cases in which H.F. chokes are used in the anode

World
circuits of detector valves are of less importance, due
possibly to the ease with which the operating conditions
may be varied. The usual function of a choke in this
position is to act purely as abarrier to H.F. components
or currents present in the anode output circuits of these
valves.
Chokes as H.F. Barriers.
This is necessary. both for the satisfactory operation of reaction devices and to prevent the amplification of high- or radio-frequency currents by the
L.F. section of the receivers. Energy absorption by
a choke when used in this position may exercise a
marked effect upon the apparent selectivity of the receiver when the reaction coupling is advanced to just
below the oscillation point. The selectivity appears to
become much worse rather than better as the reaction
coupling is increased.
In cases where capacity controlled reaction is used, any increase of the capacity
whilst increasing the reaction coupling will obviously
introduce the H.F. choke losses into the tuned circuit
and give flatness of tuning with poor selectivity.
It is thought that these notes will be of great assistance to the designers of radio receivers, in view of the
increasing popularity of the H.F. choke parallel anode
feed system for S.G. valves, the advantages of which
are becoming increasingly well known.

MODES OF APPLYING REACTION.

D

ESPITE recent advances in high-frequency ampli2
lication, it is probably true to say that the vast
majority of *receivers in use to-day employ reaction
as the chief aid to long-distance reception, for it is still
not uncommon for an H.F. valve to be little better than
a passenger. The consideration of the most convenient
mode of applying reaction is therefore amatter of interest
to a very large number of listeners.
The favourite method a year or two ago, when plug-in
coils were in vogue, was to connect areaction coil, which
could be variably coupled to the aerial coil, directly in the
plate circuit, of the detector valve. Even though ageared
coil-holder was employed, this method was never very
satisfactory, the chief reason for this being that the
proximity of the reaction coil upset the tuning to such a
degree that extensive retuning was necessary after every
alteration in reaction coupling. The interdependence of
the two controls made the tuning-in of adistant station an
unnecessarily troublesome process.
Reinartz Reaction Difficulties.
The Reinartz circuit offered an improvement in this
direction, but in its original form in which the reaction
coil was wound as a continuation of the tuning coil and
the reaction condenser was connected between the end of
this coil and the plate of the valve, another difficulty
made its appearance. This was due to the fact that both
sides of the reaction condenser were at a high-frequency
potential relative to earth, so that hand-capacity effects
were liable to be very marked. Metal panels and other
forms of screening are not very helpful in this connection,
because in any normal case the spindle of the condenser
•lit 15

is metallically connected to the moving plates, and as the
spindle has to project.through the panel for control purposes the screening is necessarily imperfect.
Later modifications of the Reinartz circuit have done
away with this difficulty by connecting the reaction coil
direct to the plate of the valve, and interposing the reaction condenser between this coil and earth, so that provided the moving plates of the latter are joined to earth,
a metal-lined panel can be used to remove any lingering
traces of hand-capacity effects.
If this type of circuit, which is perhaps the most satisfactory of all, be adopted, it is found that the tuning can
be made suffiCiently independent of the reaction control to
make adjustment of the receiver easy, though it is usual
for the setting of the reaction condenser to vary widely
over the different parts of the tuning range. This, however, is not found to make tuning difficult, and so is of
but little practical importance.
It is found in practice that the greatest degree of independence between the controls is attained when the re::
action condenser is not too small. It is therefore easier
to handle a receiver in which the reaction coil is small,.
or loosely coupled to the tuned circuit, but is fed through
a condenser of maximum capacity, perhaps 0.0003 cir
0.0005 mfd., than one in which the same degree of reaction is obtained by the use of quite a small condenser
in conjunction with a large coil.
The remarks here made are equally applicable to receivers in which a stage of high-frequency amplification
precedes the detector, even although in this case critical
reaction should be required less frequently, and is, in
fact, often dispensed with altogether.
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Events of the Week
ONE

PIRATE

PER

ROAD.

At the Brentford l'olice Court last
week an official of the Richmond Postal
Staff stated that one unlicensed wireless
set was found on the average in each road.
0000
TWIN-WAVE

TRANSMISSION
SPAIN.

FROM

The Barcelona (EAjl) station proposes
to erect a short-wave transmitter on the
summit of Monte Tibidabo, in close
proximity t the present aerial, with the
object of transmitting programmes simulte•etotisly on medium and short way,leigt
0000

HOSPITAL

ASKS

FOR

HEADPHONES.

An appeal for 150 pairs Of headlihones
is being issued by ttic Sell y Oak Hospital, Birmingham.
The Iluepital Committee believes that there must- be many
tiairs of discarded headphonn throughout
the country owing to the adveat of the
loud speaker.
0 0 0

TRAIN

WIRELESS

DIFFICULTIES.

The Paris-Orleans Railway has ten j
porarily abandoned the idea of establishing
it-guiar service of broadcast reception
on
prets frail's. Experiments hate been
conducted at intervals ever since 1923, but
it is realised that atmospherics and other
extraneous noises have still to be con(meted before a reliable "service is possible.
The company's engineers eontend that
their aims will only be achieved when the
French broadcasting .stations create a
strong enough field strength lo "smother
the rarasites."

JULY 171h, r929.

in
when selections will be played by litigo de
Groot's orchestra.
Hilversum's wavelength is 1,875 metres.
0000
BUYING

BY

BEAM.

bid by beam wireless from South
-Africa secured one of the lots auctioned
last week at myth, Northumberland, property sale.
A

0 0

TILL

WINTER

COMES.

the holiday months in Paris and the
consequent
closing down of theatres
brings about a dearth of broadcast artists,
Radio Vitus has decided to suspend its
transmissions until October next, when
the station will increase its power.
As

0 0 0

MEDALS

FOR

o

BRAIN

WAVES.

The Fifth International Exhibition of
Inventions will open on October 2nd at
the Central Hall, Westminster.
As in
previous years, in addition to the trade
exhibits, there will be a New Inventions
Section. Gold, silver and bronze medals
will be competed for.
0000
THE

LUNCH

KIT

PORTABLE.

A contributor to our esteemed American
contemporary, Q.S.T., has discovered that
a metal case of the kind used for lunch
kits maltes an excellent container for •a
portable set. The compartments provided
for plates, bottles, etc., at-e used for
shielding purposes.

Brief Review.

WAVELENGTH SHUFFLING
HOLLAND.

IN

Severe criticism from listeners in Holland has been levelled at a decree made
by the Netherlands Government authorising the Dutch broadcasting stations to
exchange wavelengths at different times
of the day. Under the decree, which
came into operation as front Monday last,
July 15, the wavelengths are allocated as
follows : 1,875 metres : Hilversum, between 10.20 a.m. and 0.20 B.S.T.; 1,070
metres : Scheveningen-Haven,
between
10.20 a.m. and 18,00 B. S.T. 1.070 metres :
Huizen, between 18.20 and 0.20 B.S.T.;
298 metres t Huizen, between 10.20 and
18.00 B.S.T.
On October 6 next, although the sanie
wavelengths at-e to be utilised,
the
stations will effect an exchange. and Hilversum and Huizen will take each other's
present position. It is proposed to carry
out this alteration every three months.
0 0 0 0

MAINTAINING

VALVE

PRICES.

In the Chancery Division on July 2nd
Mr. Justice Claus« pronounced an injunction in the adjourned case of A. C.
Cossor and Co., Ltd., and Richard William Bullimore, against The Gas Light
Fittings Co., Ltd., of East Ham, for
breach of the Limited Licence for the sale
of radio val ves manufactured by MOMhers of the British Radio Valve Atwellfactnrers' Association.
His Lordship

00 à o

THE

MULTIPLE CONDENSER
PATENT.

A mild sensation has occurred in the
American radio industry due to a notice
received by the leading firms claiming
that they are in
a basic patent recently granted by the U.S. Patent Office.
The
patent.
bearing. the
name
of
Walter S. Lemmon, is held by Radio
Industries, Jim, and covers the multiple
cendenser, tuned by " gang control."
Companies which have received warning notices include Roister, Radio Corporation of America, Bosch, GrigsbyCritnow; Zenith, and Stromberg-Carlson.
00 00
SUNDAY

CONCERTS FROM HOLLAND.

Listeners ,n Britain continue to express
their appreciation of Ihe Sunday evening
broadcasts front Hilversum arranged by
Rolster-Brandes, Ltd.
The next concert
will be given on July 28th at 5.40 p.m.,

NEW D.F. TEST. The more usual procedure ut tracking a concealed transmitter was
reversed by the North Middlesex Radio Society recently, when parties with directionfinders, seen above, made unsuccesstui attempts to get out of range of a5
-watt transmitter near Ridge, 1k-ris. Two of the receivers shown follow the design of thope
described by Mr. R. L. Smith-Rose in our issues of August 15th and 29th, 1928.

B 16
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granted costs against the defendants. and
it was agreed that the exact terms of the
injunction should be settled by counsel
between the parties.
ccoo
MR. S.

It.

MULLARD.

We learn that Mr. S. R.. Mullard is
about to relinquish his position as managing director of the vrell-known companies bearing his name, in order to devote more of his time to other interests.

57

Mr. MuIlard will retain his office as chairman of The Milliard Wireless Service Co.,
Ltd., and director of The MuHord Radio
Valve Co.. Ltd.. and will be general adviser to the companies.
0000
PHONE

SETS

FOR

OWNER-PILOTS.

A lightweight wirele.ss telephone set for
use on light aeroplanes his been designed
by the Marconi Company to enable ownerpilots and clubmen to communicate while

in flight, with ground stations, as is dune
by commercial passenger-cat lying aircraft.
The weight. of the new set, 'known as
the Marconi Type A. l).22. has been reduced to about 601b. It combines a 75watt telephone, transmit ter and receiver in
a wooden box measuring only 15in. by
9in. by 7in., and the total weight includes
complete equipment with all accessories.
such as the microphone and telephones,
wind-driven generator and accumulator.

A NEW RANGE OF
DRY METAL RECTIFIERS.
Interesting Voltage.Doubling
Circuit Described.
ESTINGHOUSE copper-oxide rectifiers have become
extremely popular both for eliminators and for tricklecharging 11.1. and L.T accumulators from A.C. mains.
The H.T.1 unit, already well known to readers and capable of
giving a D.C.
output
of
100 ni A. at, 200 volts. has been
reduced in price to 75s., whilst
for those who require a rectifier with the more modest output of 120 volts 20 mA., a new
half-wave init known as the
H.T.3 has been introduced
selling at 21s.
It is interesting to note that
the human ear when listening
to
the average loud speaker
1.—How to connect the
11.T.3 half-wave win when
can tolerate about four times
used as a rectifier in an H.T.
the superimposed ripple volteliminator. The transformer
age from half-wave rectificasecondary must not develop
more than 135 volts under
tion as compared with that
working conditions and a
from full-wave. It is thus pos4-mid. condenser must be
sible to employ rather less
connected
directly
across
the output as shown.
ambitious smoothing equipment.
with the H.T.3 than the theory
of condenser and choke reactances would dictate.
This new
rectifier is connected as shown in Fig. 1. When D.C. supply
mains are used for charging H.T. accumulators, should the

MtlitI REMprk
STYLE H T-3
DC vOLTS ;kV
ftC '-L5 t351140
;

The H.T.3 unit which

embodies a half-wave rectiiier.

supply fail, or should the main switch be opened, the battery
will discharge through all lamps or apparatus that happen to
be left connected in parallel with the mains.
As an effective
non-return valve in these circumstances, the H.T.3 rectifier can
be put ia circuit as shown in Fig. 2. Its forward resistance is
small compared with the limiting resistance, but its reverse resistance is sufficiently high to make the flow-back of current
negligible.'
'I he charging current should not be allowed to exceed CO mA.
It. has been usual hitherto to connect four metal rectifiers in
bridge formation for full-wave rectification, but a voltage-doubling circuit has been introduced with the new rectifier—called
the H.T.4—which is capable of giving the same type of
output at a considerably reduced
cost.
It comprises
B 17

Fig.

2.—The

Westinghouse

H.T. rectifier used as a non.
return valve in a circuit for
charging H.T. accumulators
from D.C. mains.

Fig. 3.—The voltage-doubling
circuit using a bridge network
of condensers and 11. 1,12 2,which
toge/her form the H.T.4 unit.
The D.C. voltage on no load
will be double the A.C. voltage
across XV.

a bridge network having only two rectifier units together
with two 4-mfd. condensers linked as in Fig. 3: Not only is
full-wave rectification obtained, but the D.C. voltage developed
on no load will be approxieite
mutely double that of the A.G.
voltage applied to the bridge
network. This voltage "stepup " is independent of the
transformer, \vhich must be
designed with a secondary to
give 135 volts under working
conditions, and not more than
140 volts on open circuit.
The doubling circuit (Fig. 3)
functions ius follows :When X
is momentarily positive, cur51514011$E 51Ai
.
rent flows through R, to-I-and
STYLE h4TH.eli
into the condenser C,, which
VOCTA' ;au
will charge up to the peak
A vC;t2i -G uz.s/,40
value of the A.C. voltage
across XY. The peak value of
a sine wave A.C. voltage is
4/2xR.M.S. volts, which become in this case 1.414 x135--.
191 volts. The current which
passes to the O.C. load circuit
will return to lead Y through
C..,
which will have been
charged to peak value in the
previous half-cycle in such a
direction that it will assist the
The 11.T.4 rectifier to be
ieturn flow of current; in fact,
used in conjunction with a
bridge network giving a
the transformer voltage and
step-up of voltage.
the voltage of the charge in
condenser C, W ill be in series in driving current round the load
circuit. On the other half-cycle, when lead Y is positive, current passes out to the load circuit from the stored energy in C.,
in series with the transformer secondary and returns to X
through e•ectifier R„ the voltage of the transformer and the
stored voltage in C, again being added in series.
Thus, not only is a step-up introduced irrespective of the
transformer, but full-wave rectification is achieved, using only
two rectifier units instead of the usual four.
The condensers
should be of th variety tested at 500 volts.
The third terminal on the H.T.4 unit marked A.C. should be connected to
the lead X in Fig. 3. For power valves the output to be derived
from an eliminator embinlying the H.T.4 is adequate, being
about 30 mA. at MO volts.
Perlell•

em.e.

e

Willl'e8e0
WC2lidl
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Mc MIC1TL4LL

SUPCV RANGE
POMBLE FOUR

A. Suitcase

Portable of Outstanding Merit.

W

HEN regarded from the standpoint of general
layout, portable receivers fall naturally into two
main groups, (1) the cabinet portable, played
as carried in avertical position; (2) the suitcase portable,
carried vertically and operated horizontally with the
lid open. For compactness and convenience of handling
the latter type undoubtedly takes first place, but it
has hitherto found difficulty in competing with the
cabinet portable on the score of range and quality
owing to the limitations imposed on the layout of the
circuit and the size and weight of the batteries by the
suitcase construction. Recognition of these facts is
essential to a full appreciation of the merits of the
receiver under review, for it sets an entirely new
standard of performance for suitcase portables.
Low H.T. Current Consumption.

As is implied in the title, the circuit comprises four
valves. There is a single stage of tuned H.F. amplification employing a screen-grid valve, and this is
followed by a detector and two stages of L.F. amplification. The output valve is a D.E.P.215, which is an
excellent valve to use from the point of view of good
quality of reproduction, but is generally associated also
with high anode current consumption. By judicious
choice of H.T. and grid bias values, however, the
makers have succeeded in overcoming this difficulty
without impairing quality. The total H.T. current
consumption is rated at 9 mA., and in .the receiver
tested the measured current turned out to be 8.5 mA.,
the H.T. voltage then standing at 112.
The H.T.
battery is of generous proportions, and a life of from
two to six months should be obtained, depending on
the number of working hours per day. Incidentally,
the question of battery maintenance is dealt with in
the instruction sheet in a very frank and straightforward
manner.

If the set is to be used principally for broadcast
reception in the home with occasional use out-of-doors
a battery eliminator should prove a sound investment,
when it will be possible to conserve the H.T. battery
for out-of-door use only. A special battery plug has
been incorporated for this purpose.
All four valves are housed in a narrow well and are
screened by means of a hinged aluminium lid. The
screen-grid and output valves are mounted on hinged
valve bases, which greatly facilitate the insertion and
removal of valves. Cotton wool packing effectively
prevents any tendency to microphonic howling.
The control panel is a model of neatness and
simplicity.
Tuning is effected by means of small
knurled edgwise knobs, and the dial indications are
read through two small windows in the centre of the
panel.
The right-hand control marked " Tune "
operates the tuning condensers of both the frame and
the H.F. circuit, while the left-hand control is a compensating device for bringing the two tuned circuit
exactly into resonance.
Remarkable Receiving Range.

On the extreme left of the panel is a combined range
switch and filament rheostat which serves as a volume
control and may be used as an aid to selectivity. This
control is matched on the right by a reaction. control
which works in opposite directions for long and short
waves. The movement is somewhat limited and the
adjustment consequently critical, but the set goes into
oscillation smoothly and without backlash. In any case
critical reaction is seldom necessary as the H.F. am
- plification is more than sufficient for normal requirements.
The sensitivity for a set of this type is truly remarkable. At a first sitting 28 stations were received after
dark on the short-wave range alone, at least two-thirds
of these being enjoyable at full loud speaker strength.
t8
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McMichael Super Range Portable Four.—

to a high standard by judicious use of the compensating
The long-wave performance is equally good, five or
tuning control and reaction.
Contrary to generally
six stations being available in daylight as well as after
accepted theory, critical reaction was used under some
dark.
Local thunderstorms and atmospherics were
conditions with a marked improvement in quality.
rather troublesome during the period of the test, and it
Judged in comparison with other portables the Super
was noticed that the long-wave range was more sensitive
Range Four more than holds its own, and will unin this respect than the short. For instance, when 5XX
doubtedly satisfy the public demand for pleasing quality
was seriously interrupted by atmospherics the same
of reproduction.
programme would be enjoyed from 2L0 in comparative
Concluding Comment.
freedom.
The preliminary tests of selectivity were made 20
The workmanship and finish are, of course, up to the
miles north of London, and it was found that, even
high standard which the firm of McMichael sets for
with the frame set to maximum and with the volume
itself.
The leather case is of good quality and is
turned fully on, intergrained to match the tunference from 2L0 extended
ing panel and battery comonly two degrees on either
partment lid.
side of its normal setting.
A lucid and detailed inUnder similar conditions
struction sheet is sent out
5GB and 5XX spread
with each receiver, and no
five degrees; that is to
question likely to arise in
say, (listant stations could
the mind of the purchaser
be received without interis left unanswered. There
ference at any setting
is even an explanatory and
more than five degrees
reassuring paragraph dealfrom these stations. By
ing with the spark pmtuning the frame to the
duced due to the charging
minimum on these stations
of the reservoir condensers
and making use of •the
when the H.T. plugs are
volume control the interinserted. A useful tuning
ference from these stations
"abac,Y showing the apcould
be
reduced
to
proximate relationship bealmost negligible proportween
wavelength
and
-Close-up" of control panel and valve compartment.
tions.
In this way, for
scale reading, together with
instance, it was possible to receive Witzleben clear
a list of the more important stations with wavelengths
of 5GB. At a distance of one mile from 2L0 conditions and frequencies, is also included.
This is one of the finest portables, irrespective of
were naturally somewhat different. Nevertheless. one
or two of the more powerful German stations were well
type, which it has been our privilege to test, and
received, and 5GB, of course, came through without a definitely establishes Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd., in the
front rank of original and progressive leaders of design.
trace of interference. To sum up, we would say that
With provision for mains operation, and at a price
the selectivity is more than adequate for most people's
(22 guineas) which competes more than favourably with
requirements, and the indications are that the receiver
ordinary domestic receivers of similar performance, the
should perform satisfactorily under the regional scheme.
Super Range Portable Four is convincing proof that
Quality of reproduction was found tc, be dependent
to a certain extent on the tuning, and could be brought
the portable is the set of the future.

CENTRING

A MOVING

rit.-tHE last operation in the assembling of a moving

coil speaker, the centring of the coil in the gap
in the magnet, is one which sometimes gives rise
to difficulties, especially if the gap has been made as
small as is considered safe in an endeavour to obtain
the maximum flux across the gap for the small fieldcurrent. If the centring is done when the speaker is
disconnected from the set, it is sometimes found that
when the set is connected and the magnet energised the
coil is no longer central, or that, although the coil
appears free enough when no signals are being received,
it strikes the magnet when aloud deep note, such as that
of an organ. is being reproduced.
It will be found to be a very great help if the coil is
adjusted while signals are being received, so that one
B
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•

COIL

SPEAKER.

may see that the coil is free to move over the distance
required. Neither music nor speech make the ideal
signal for the purpose, though either will serve if nothing
better is to be had. If A.C. mains are available, it is
worth while to purchase a cheap transformer, giving an
output of about six volts, and to connect the secondary
of this to the coil during adjustments. In this way the
speaker is energised by a note of very low frequency_
in the usual case, fifty cycles—so that the movement of
the cone is at its maximum. With the coil swinging
back and forth over the wide range that is caused by
the application of six volts A.C. at 50 cycles, it is
quite easy to find the setting of the centring device that
allows the coil this movement without touching the
magnets.

WfiTmee
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The"Bre
rip-Up7 of
LOUD ,SPEAKER DIAPHRAGMS
How Nodal Points are Traced by Means of Dust Patterns.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc.. M.I.E.E.,

F.Inst.P.

Concluded from page 35 of previous issue.)

A

CONICAL diaphragm can be compared with a
bell, and we should expect to find similar markings, i.e., nodal radii or meridians and nodal
circles. We are all familiar with the small household
hand or electric bell, and know that its natural frequency is well within the acoustic range. Arguing by
simile from our experience with the steel disc, we see
that if the fundamental tone of the bell is 512 cycles
it must start segmental action below this frequency.
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider the vibrating object, bell, disc or diaphragm, to "break-up "
at its first natural frequency.
A bell is much more rigid than apaper cone, although
it is also a good deal 'heavier and thicker. One would
expect, therefore, that a paper cone would " breakup" well within the acoustic range. If we tap a
paper cone, the resulting sound cannot be described as
musical in the same sense as that from a bell. The
cone yields a muffled, dull sound after the nature of
a thud. But, from theory and practice, we know that
this thud can be resolved into a fundamental sound

Fig. 7.—Diagram showing electrical circuit for driving cone
diaphragm.

accompanied by a series of partials or overtones.
Clearly the blending of th,ese and the acoustic performance of the paper diaphragm does not conspire to
produce the effect of sounding brass or tinkling cymbal.
From the viewpoint of loud speaker reproduction this
unusual property of the cone is distinctly helpful,
although, of course, it is obnoxious at -times in that
it tends to colour certain reproduced sounds.
The inference to be drawn from our preceding remarks
is obviously that paper cones do not move as a whole
over the entire acoustic register. In fact, they " breakup" at comparatively low frequencies. From general
experience I find the " break-up" frequency of a
conical diaphragm of 8 inches diameter or greater to

be below the middle of the pianoforte. The larger the
diaphragm the lower is the break-up frequency.
Taking one's cue from Chladni, it is possible by the
aid of small grains of suitable material to obtain
Chladni figures which exhibit the state of motion of a
loud speaker diaphragm. The apparatus used is illustrated diagrammatically in
Fig. 7.
Starting with a
filtered supply resulting in
a pure sine wave, the
voltage is applied to a bank
of power valves worked at
anode voltage of 300 to
400,
according
to
the
amplitude desired. A suitable loud speaker movement--a
reed
in
this
particular case—with diaphragm attached, is actuated by the current from
these valves. Lycopodium
powder is dusted over the
conical surface and the
power turned on.
The
Fig. 8.— The dimensions
and arrangement of diadiaphragm
vibrates
and
phragm used to exhibit the
"break-up" effect.
makes the powder jump.
It goes on jumping until
it finds lines of demarcation about which the diaphragm
is vibrating in opposite directions. The behaviour of
lycopodium powder has been found by early experimenters in the investigation of vibrating plates to differ
from that of sand. It has been suggested that the
draught created by the vibration affects the light lycopodium powder quite differently from sand.
Practical Details for Successful Dust Figures.

However, in the experiments about to be described, I
found that lycopodium and sand traced out the same
patterns when used as a mechanical mixture or quite
separately. This was fortunate, because sand slides
off a conical surface so easily. So far as the diaphragm
is concerned there are several points to be observed
in order to obtain satisfactory results: (1) The central
angle of the cone must not be too small or the lycopodium powder will merely roll to the apex. (2) The
surface of the paper must not be too smooth. (3) The
colour of the paper should be a goad contrast with
the yellow lycopodium powder. One cone of rough,
brown paper, illustrated in Fig. 8, was particularly
successful, because the friction on the surface was
B 22
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The long-wave performance is qua y good, five or
six stations being available in daylight as well as after
dark.
Local thunderstorms and atmospherics were
rather troublesome during the period of the test, and it
was noticed that the long-wave range was more sensitive
in this respect than the short. For instance, when 5XX
was seriously interrupted by atmospherics the same
programme would be enjoyed from 2L0 in comparative
freedom.
The preliminary tests of selectivity were made 20
miles north of London, and it was found that, even
with the frame set to maximum and with the volume
turned fully on, interference from 2L0 extended
only two degrees on either
side of its normal setting.
Under similar conditions
5GB and 5XX spread
five degrees; that is to
say, distant stations could
be received without interference at any setting
more than live degrees
from these stations. By
-tuning the frame to the
minimum on these stations
and making use of the
volume control the interference from these stations
could
be
reduced
to
almost negligible propor•
.Cluse-up" of control panel
tions.
In this way, for
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to a high standard by judicious use of the compensating
tuning control and reaction.
Contrary to generally
accepted theory, critical reaction was used under some
conditions with a marked improvement in quality.
Judged in comparison with other portables the Super
Range Four more than holds its own, and will undoubtedly sa tisf
y th
e public demand for pleasing quality
of reproduction.
Concluding Comment.

The workmanship and finish are, of course, up to the
high standard which the firm of McMichael sets for
itself.
The leather case is of good quality and is

grained to match the tuning panel and battery compartment lid.
A lucid and detailed instruction sheet is sent out
with each receiver, and no
question likely to arise in
the mind of the purchaser
is left unanswered. There
is even an explanatory and
reassuring paragraph dealing with the spark pm>
duced due to the charging
of the reservoir condensers
when the H.T. plugs are
inserted. A useful tuning
"abac,'.' showing the ap- •
proximate relationship beand
valve compartment.
tween
wavelength
and
instance, it was possible to receive Witzleben clear
scale reading, together with
of 5GB. At a distance of one mile from 21.0 conditions
a list of the more important stations with wavelengths
and frequencies, is also included.
were naturally somewhat different. Nevertheless, one
or two of the more powerful German stations were well
This is one of the finest portables, irrespective of
received, and 5GB, of course, came through without a type, which it has been our privilege to test, and
trace of interference. To sum up. we would say that
definitely establishes Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd., in the
the selectivity is more than adequate for most people's
front rank of original and progressive leaders of design.
requirements, and the indications are that the receiver
With provision for mains operation, and at a price
(22 guineas) which competes more than fav oura bly w i
th
should perform satisfactorily under the regional scheine.
ordin-ary domestic receivers of similar performance, the
Quality of reproduction was found tc, be dependent
to a certain extent on the tuning, and could be brought
Super Range Portable Four is convincing proof that
the portable is the set of the future.
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CENTRING

A MOVING

COIL

SPEAKER.

HE last operation in the assembling of a moving
may see that the coil is free to move over the distance
coil speaker, the centring of the coil in the gap
in the magnet, is one which sometimes gives rise
required.
Neither music nor speech make the ideal
to difficulties, especially if the gap has been made as
signal for the purpose, though either will serve if nothing
small as is considered safe in an endeavour to obtain
better is to be had. If A.C. mains are available, it is
the maximum flux across the gap for the small fieldworth while to purchase a cheap transformer, giving an
current. If the centring is done when the speaker is
output of about six volts, and to connect the secondary
disconnected from the set, it is sometimes found that
of this to the coil during adjustments. In this way the
when the set is connected and the magnet energised the
speaker is energised by a note of very low frequency—
coil is no longer central, or that, although the coil
in the usual case, fifty cycles—so that the movement of
appears free enough when no signals are being received,
the cone is at its maximum. With the coil swinging
it strikes the magnet when aloud deep note, such as that
back and forth qver the wide range that is caused by
of an organ, is being reproduced.
the application of six volts A.C. at so cycles, it is
It will be found to be a very great help if the coil is
quite easy to find the setting of the centring device that
adjusted while signals are being received, so that one
allows the coil this movement without touching the
magnets.
819
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
"CONCORD" LOUD SPEAKER
EXTENSION FLEX.
This consists of two conductors, each
comprising 14 strands of No. 36 S.W.O.
wire, single cotton covered and vulcanised.
The two wires are run parallel, and finally
covered with cotton braid. A length was
tested for capacity between the conductors, and measurements showed that
this works out at 24 micro-mfds. per
foot. Readings were made with the wire
suspended in air, and do not take into
consideration capacity effects to earth.

"Concord" loud speaker extension flex.

Iwo coils are connected in series, and for
medium waveband working the loading
coil is short-circuited by a simple make
and break switch. This is not included.
but is an extra. The former is fitted with
six pins, and lits into a base which screws
to the baseboard of the set.
The illustration shows an aerial -grid
coil suitable for use in " Reinartz " type
circuits, and is provided with a reaction
winding which is common to both wavebands, so that to make this practicable
it has been accommodated in close jnxtaposition to the long-wave coil, but well
removed from the medium band portion.
The aerial is connected to a tapping on
the single-layer coil, but to assure good
selectivity an aerial shortening condenser
of about 0.0001 mfd. should be connected
between this tap and the aerial lead.
Connected in this manner to a standard
sized P.M.O. receiving aerial, and using

0000
"ORPHEAN POPULAR" LOUD
SPEAKER.
This is an inexpensive cabinet, cone
speaker selling at 30s., and made by the
London Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Station Road, Merton Abbey, London,
S.W.19. It is available in light or dark

Formo two- range
aerial tuner and
mounting base.

it is supplied in cartons containing 25
yards with a box of small staples, and the
-price is 5s. 6d. The makers are the Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd., New Saw.
ley, near Birmingham.

..Orphean Popular" cabinet cone loud
speaker with an adjustable movement.

0 0 00

"FORMO" TWO-RANGE TUNER.
The "Forino" two-range tuner is a
good example of a combined coil assembly
for covering both high and medium broadcast wavebands. It consists of a cleanly
moulded former 4in. high and 2¡in. in
diameter, carrying a single layer winding
at the top end. and a six-section pile.
wound coil at the other end for loading
the circuit for the long waves.
These

(Arthur Preen and Co., Ltd.), Crcwn
Works,
Cricklewood
Lane,
London„
N.W.2, and the price of the coil only is
10s. 6d. The 6-pin coil base costs 2s.

a0.0005 mfd, tuning cmudenser, the wavebands covered were found to be 190 to 592
metres and 840 to 1,880 metres.
The makers are
the
Formo
Co.

oak cabinets measuring hin. x11 in. X
4in. deep, and includes a 9in. diaphragm
and adjustable reed movement. On tlie
whole the quality of reproduction is
good, but to obtain good sensitivity the
unit must le carefully adjusted. In this
state volume should be kept down to that
just sufficient to comfortably fill a room
of average size, otherwise the unit will
show signs of distress.
B 20
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Ncv, ,s from Al! Quarters:

By Our Special Correspondent.

Departures

from Savoy Hill.—Newsparers Without Sets.—Prague Plan Prophecies.
More Resignations.
the short-wave broadea›i nip; station 5SW,
Pciignations from the B.B.C. are being
Future of the Prague Plan.
the word " experimental " was inadvermaintained at a brisk rate. I hear that
Although the Prague Plan seems to be
tently omitted. All sorts of dodges were
the next week or two will see the deremarkably successful at the moment,
resorted to in an endeavour to make
parture of six more engineers, all bound
prophets are arising who declare that,
amends for this appalling mistake, but
for the " talkies," and that another half
from a test point of view, the present
it was too late.
dozen of the tribe will set off on the
season is the very worst, that could have
0000
same pilgrimage in the very near future.
been chosen, and that the onset of winter
Newspapers without Wireless.
It
is
comforting
to
hear
that,
will quickly show that the interference
A little group o. journalists attended
" engineer" is an elastic term with the
problem
has hardly been scratched.
at Savoy Hill on Wednesday last to hear
B.B.C. for the thought that Savoy Hill
Because signal strength is always reduced
Mr. H. G. Wells talk on World Peace,
was to lose a dozen Captain Eckersleys
during the summer months, it is conbut I understand that they got no nearer
would be intolerable.
tended that stations which are
now
to the great man himself than the official
0000
amicable neighbours will be producing
drawing-room, where they listened just as
No "Regional " for Northern Ireland.
unholy heterodyning by, say, October.
you and I did on a loud speaker.
The only fresh item that reaches me
0000
Why this visit to headquarters? Surely
concerning the Regional Scheme is that
M. Brainard Hands Out Bouquets.
it was superfluous?
The stunning exthe
projected
regional
station
for
planation is that numbers of newspapers
This unhappy prediction may be corNorthern Ireland will not be proceeded
have no receiving sets, and are thus cut
rect, but for the present there is no doubt
with.
The needs of Laster will be
off from a volcano of information which
that conditions for European listening
covered by the existing station at Belfast,
are quite good. M. Braillard, the movmay gush forth with " news interest " et
which may be slightly increased in power
any moment.
ing siiirit at the Brussels wavelength
when the scheme approaches completion.
checking centre, seems immensely satisIt is true that the papers are saved the
This arrangement should cause little
cost of the annual licence fee, but is it
fied, and I hear that he has already disor no dissatisfaction in Northern Ireland
worth the risk?
tributed
congratulations
to
various
as 2BE already provides an excellent sercountries, notably Britain, Germany and
vice and is, indeed, one of the most
Spain.
reliable of the B.B.C. group.
France is not, yet settled, but it has
0000
to be remembered that the French stations
Tatsfield Receiving Station.
ale coming under a central authority for
The new receiving station of the
the first time, and are unequipped with
B.B.C., now under construction nt Tatsofficial wavemet ers.
field, is expected to be ready by the
Russia has yet to display n close almiddle of August. Until then the work
herence to the new wavelengths, and here,
of wavelength checking will be continued
too, the absence of Brussels wavemeters
at Keston.
may complicate matters.
0000
C.000

Still Experimental!
5GB suffered an unusual breakdown on
Sunday, July 7th, when the start of the
afternoon programme was delayed for
fifty minutes owing to an air lock in a
water pipe supplying the valve cooling
apparatus.
As a result of this experience, special
precautions are to be taken to prevent
similar mishaps at the new regional
stations, which
shows that 5GB is
triumphantly maintaining its reputation
for being "experimental.

What We Really Like.
The standard of musical taste among
listeners is undergoing a change, a•fact
which emerges from a long series of
" Request " hours broadcast from 5GB.
The Birmingham " Request" book now
contains a preponderance of demands for
so-called high-brow items, and the move
in this direction is growing.
An hour of requests will be broadcast
from 5GB on August 1st.
o000

0000

An Appalling Mistake.
Anil this reminds me that a flutter
occurred at Savoy Hill a few days ago
when, in a Press note regarding the relaying of the Thanksgiving Service by
B 21

A POPULAR GERMAN STATION.
Munich, which operates on 533 metres
with a power of 41W.

The New Instrument.
Extract from B.B.C. official notice—
" The cast, will include ... with
a satellite of syncopation at the
paino."
Possibly painful enough without the
paino.
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LOUD,SPEAKER
How Nodal

DIAPHRAGMS

Points are Traced by Means of Dust Patterns.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc.. M.I.E.E., P.Inst.P.
(Concluded from page 33 of previous issue.)

A

CONICAL diaphragm can be compared with a
bell, and we should expect to find similar markings, i.e., nodal radii or meridians and nodal
circles. We are all familiar with the small household
hand or electric bell, and know that its natural frequency is well within the acoustic range. Arguing by
simile from our experience with the steel disc, we see
that if the fundamental tone of the bell is 512 cycles
it must start segmental action below this frequency.
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider the vibrating object, bell, disc or diaphragm, to " break-up "
at its first natural frequency.
A bell is much more rigid than apaper cone, although
it is also a good deal heavier and thicker. One would
expect, therefore, that a paper cone would " breakup " well within the acoustic range. If we tan a
paper cone, the resulting sound cannot be describea
musical in the same sense as that from a bell. Th
cone yields a muffled, dull sound after the nature of
a thud. But, from theory and practice, we know that
this thud can be resolved into a fundamental sound

Fig.

7.—Diagram showing electrical circuit for driving cone
diaphragm.

accompanied by a series of partials or overtones.
Clearly the blending of these and the acoustic performance of the paper diaphragm does not conspire to
produce the effect of sounding brass or tinkling cymbal.
From the viewpoint of loud speaker reproduction this
unusual property of the cone is distinctly helpful,
although, of course, it is obnoxious at -times in that
it tends to colour certain reproduced sounds.
The inference to be drawn from our preceding remarks
is obviously that paper cones do not move as a whole
over the entire acoustic register. In fact, they " breakup " at comparatively low frequencies. From general
experience I find the " break-up" frequency of a
conical diaphragm of 8 inches diameter cir greater to

be below the middle of the pianoforte. The larger the
diaphragm the lower is the break-up frequency.
Taking one's cue from Chladni, it is possible by the
aid of small grains of suitable material to obtain
Chladni figures which exhibit the state of motion of a
loud speaker diaphragm. The apparatus used is illustrated diagrammatically in
Fig. 7.
Starting with a
filtered supply resulting in
a pure sine wave, the
voltage is applied to a bank
of power valves worked at
anode voltage of 300 to
400,
according
to
the
amplitude desired. A suitable loud speaker movement—a
reed
in
this
particular case—with diaphragm attached, is actuated by the current from
these valves. Lycopodium
powder is dusted over the
conical surface and the
power turned on.
The
Fig. 8. — The dimensions
and arrangement of diadiaphragm
vibrates
and
phragm used to exhibit the
" break-up" effect.
makes the powder jump.
It goes on jumping until
it finds lines of demarcation about which the diaphragm
is vibrating in opposite directions. The behaviour of
lycopodium powder has been found by early experimenters in the investigation of vibrating plates to differ
from that of sand. It has been suggested that the
draught created by the vibration affects the light lycopodium powder quite differently from sand.
Practical Details for Successful Dust Figures.

However, in the experiments about to be described, I
found that lycopodium and sand traced out the same
patterns when used as a mechanical mixture or quite
separately. This was fortunate, because sand slides
off aconical surface so easily. So far as the diaphragm
is concerned there are several points to be observed
in order to obtain satisfactory results: (1) The central
angle of the cone must not be too small or the lycopodium powder will merely roll to the apex. (2) The
surface of the paper must not be too smooth. (3) The
colour of the paper should be a goccl contrast with
the yellow lycopodium powder. One cone of rough,
brown paper, illustrated in Fig. 8, was particularly
successful, because the friction on the surface was
B 22
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How Nodal

Points are Traced by Means of Dust Patterns.
By N. W. McLACHLAN,

D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E.,

F.Inst.P.

eoncluded from page 35 of previous issue.)

A

CONICAL diaphragm can be compared with a be below the middle of the pianoforte. The larger the
diaphragm the lower is the break-up frequency.
bell, and we should expect to find similar markTaking one's cue from Chladni, it is possible by the
ings, i.e., nodal radii or meridians and nodal
aid of small grains of suitable material to obtain
circles. We are all familiar with the small household
Chladni figures which exhibit the state of motion of a
hand or electric bell, and know that its natural frequency is well within the acoustic range. Arguing by loud speaker diaphragm. The apparatus used is illustrated diagrammatically in
simile from our experience with the steel disc, we see
Fig. 7.
Starting with a
that if the fundamental tone of the bell is 512 cycles
filtered supply resulting in
it must start segmental action below this frequency.
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider the vibrat- a pure sine wave, the
ing object, bell, disc or diaphragm, to "break-up " voltage is applied to abank
of power valves worked at
at its first natural frequency.
anode voltage of 300. to
A bell is much more rigid than apaper cone, although
400,
according
to
the
it is also a good deal heavier and thicker. One would
amplitude desired. A suitexpect, therefore, that a paper cone would " breakup' well within the acoustic range. If we tap a able loud speaker movement--a
reed
in
this
paper cone, the resulting sound cannot be described as
particular case—with diamusical in the same sense as that from a bell. The
cone yields a muffled, dull sound after the nature of phragm attached, is actuated by the current from
a thud. But, from theory and practice, we know that
this thud can be resolved into a fundamental sound these valves. Lycopodium
powder is dusted over the
conical surface and the
power turned on.
The
Fig. 8. — The dimensions
and arrangement of diadiaphragm vibrates
and
phragm used to exhibit the
break-up" effect.
makes the powder jump.
It goes on jumping until
it finds lines of demarcation about which the diaphragm
is vibrating in opposite directions. The behaviour of
lycopodium powder has been found by early experimenters in the investigation of vibrating plates to differ
from that of sand. It has been suggested that the
draught created by the vibration affects the light lycopodium powder quite differently from sand.
Fig. 7.—Diagram showing electrical circuit for driving cone
diaphragm.

Practical Details for Successful Dust Figures.

However, in the experiments about to be described, I
accompanied by a series of partials or overtones.
Clearly the blending of these and the acoustic per- found that lycopodium and sand traced out the same
formance of the paper diaphragm does not conspire to patterns when used as a mechanical mixture or quite
separately. This was fortunate, because sand slides
produce the effect of sounding brass or tinkling cymbal.
From the viewpoint of loud speaker reproduction this off aconical surface so easily. So far as the diaphragm
is concerned there are several points to be observed
unusual property of the cone is distinctly helpful,
in order to obtain satisfactory results: (r) The central
although, of course, it is obnoxious at -times in that
angle of the cone must not be too small or the lycoit tends to colour certain reproduced sounds.
The inference to be drawn from our preceding remarks podium powder will merely roll to the apex. (2) The
is obviously that paper cones do not move as a whole surface of the paper must not be too smooth. (3) The
over the entire acoustic register. In fact, they " break- colour of the paper should be a goad contrast with
the yellow lycopodium powder. One cone of rough,
up" at comparatively low frequencies. From general
experience I find the " break-up " frequency of a brown paper, illustrated in Fig. 8, was particularly
conical diaphragm of 8 inches diameter or greater to successful, because the friction on the surface was
B 22
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News from All Quarters:
Departures from

Savoy

More Resignations.
Resignations from the B.B.C. are being
maints toed at a brisk rate. I bear that,
the next week or two will see the departure of six more engineers, all bound
for the " talkies," and that another half
dozen of the tribe will set, off on the
same pilgrimage in the very near future.
It
is
comforting
to
hear
that,
" engineer" is an elastic term with the
B.B.C. for the thought that Savoy Hill
was to lose a dozen Captain Eckersleys
would be intolerable.
0000
No "Regional" for Northern Ireland.
The only fresh item that reaches me
concerning the Regional Scheme is that
the
projected
regional
station
for
Northern Ireland will not be proceeded
with.
The needs of Ulster will be
covered by the existing station at Belfast,
which may be slightly increased in power
when the scheme approaches completion.
This arrangement should cause little
or no dissatisfaction in Northern Ireland
as 2BE already provides an excellent service and is, indeed, one of the most
reliable of the B.B.C. group.
0000

Hill.—Newspapers

61

By Our Special Correspondent.
Without

Sets.—Prague

the short-wave broadcasting station 5SW,
the word " experimental " was inadvertently omitted. All sorts of dodges were
resorted to in an endeavour to make
amends for this appalling mistake, but
it was too late.
0000
Newspapers without Wireless.
A little gros !) of journalists attended
at Savoy Hill on Wednesday last to hear
Mr. H. G. Wells talk on World Peace,
but I understand that they got no nearer
to the great man himself than the official
drawing-room, where they listened just as
you and I did on a loud speaker.
Why this visit to headquarters? Surely
it was superfluous?
The stunning explanation is that numbers of newspapers
have no receiving sets, and are thus cut
off from a volcano of information which
may gush forth with "news interest " at
any moment.
It is true that the papers are saved the
cost of the annual licence fee, but is it
worth the risk?

Tatsfleld Receiving Station.
The new receiving station of the
B.B.C., now under construction at Tats.
field, is expected to be ready by the
middle of August. Until (heu the work
of wavelength checking will be continued
at Keston.
0000

It 2/

Prophecies.

Future of the Prague Plan.
Although Ilee Prague Plan seems to be
remarkably successful at the moment,
prophets are arising Ivho declare that,
from a test point of view, the present,
season is the very worst that could have
been chosen, arid that the onset, of winter
will quickly show that the interference
problem
has hardly been scratched.
Because signal strength is always reduced
during the summer months, it is contended that, stations which are
now
amicable neighbours will be producing
unholy heterodyning by, say, October.
0000
M. Braillard Hands Out Bouquets.
This unhappy prediction may be correct, but for the present, there is no doubt
that conditions for European listening
are quite good. M. Braillard, the moving spirit at, the Brussels wavelength
checking centre, seems immensely satisfied, and I hear that he has already distributed
congratulations
to
various
countries, notably Britain, Germany and
Spain.
France is not yet settled, but it has
to be remembered that the French stations
aie coming tinnier a central authority for
the first time, and are unequipped with
official wavernelers.
Russia has yet to display a close a1herenee to the new wavelengths, and hero,
too, the absence of Brussels wavemeters
may complicate matters.
C o ca

Still Experimental I
5011 suffered an unusual breakdown on
Sunday, July 7th, when the start of the
afternoon programme was delayed for
fifty minutes owing to an air lock in a
water pipe supplying the valve cooling
apparatus.
As a result of this experience, special
precautions are to be taken to prevent
similar mishaps at the new regional
stations,
which
shows that 5013 is
triumphantly maintaining its reputation
for being "experimental.'
0000
An Appalling Mistake.
And this reminds me that a flutter
occurred at Savoy Hill a few days ago
when, in a Press note regarding the relaying of the Thanksgiving Service by

Plan

A POPULAR GERMAN STATION.
Munich, which operates on 533 metres
with a power col 4kW.

What We Really Like.
The standard of musical taste among
listeners is undergoing a change, a.fact
which emerges from a long series of
" Request " hours broadcast from 5013.
The Birmingham " Request" book now
contains a preponderance of demands fur
so-called high-brow items, and the move
in this direction is growing.
An hour of requests will be broadcast
from 5GB on August 1st.
000 0
The New Instrument.
Extract, from B.B.C. official notice—
" The cast will include ... with
a satellite of syncopation at the
paino."
Possibly painful enough without the
paino.
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The "Breaking-op "-of Loud Speaker Diaphragms.—
•adequate to prevent sliding, but not too large for the
•powder to be moved by the diaphragm.
The first
thing is to choose a low frequency which yields no
.dust figure. With the above diaphragm at 8o cycles
no figure appeared, so that the break-up frequency
had not been reached.
At 90 cycles there were
signs of something about to happen, and this is
illustrated in Fig. 9, which indicates a certain pattern.
Now, from the case of the steel disc one would
expect the conical diaphragm to break up into
two segments, each vibrating. about a diameter. The
diaphragm did not seem inclined to act this way at
all, doubtless due to rough
treatment, because earlier on
it unfortunately got somewhat squashed at the edge.
Fig. 9.—Showing the duet
Moreover, its mechanical
pattern on cone of Fig. 8 at
90 cycles.
and geometrical symmetry
was destroyed, but this did
not prevent useful information being obtained. The
pattern at -90 cycles was as shown in Fig. 9, and an
increase in amplitude was accompanied by " steaming " at certain points. The " steaming " is rather
intriguing and occurs when the amplitude of vibration
of the diaphragm is large. The lycopodium just bubbles
like sea spray and, is thrown off the diaphragm into
this merry dance with great vigour.

WOlitÉ
where frequencies above 3,000 cycles are concerned
amplitudes of a few millionths of an inch yield loud
sounds: As these experiments were not conducted in
a vacuum, the listener's feelings have to be considered.
Apart from the question of Chladni figures, the frequency was raised to 6,00o cycles, when it was found
that removal of the diaphragm made no appreciable
difference to the intensity of the sound radiated. This
being so, the radiation was derived solely from the
reed and its attachment mechanism to the cone—an
important fact.
Summary of Observations.

To sum up the results of these experiments we can
say:—
(1) Below a certain frequency a conical diaphragm
will not exhibit dust figures.
The absence of such
.
figures does not mean that the diaphragm moves as
•a whole.
(2) At a certain frequency a conical diaphragm ex.
hibits dust figures.
With a symmetrical and homogeneous cone it is highly probable that the first dust
figure is a diameter (two radial nodes), i.e., the
diaphragm is divided into two equal segmental portions moving in opposite directions. In the present experiments, owing to damage to the diaphragm, this mode
.was not apparent to the naked eye..
(3) This first resonance or natural frequency of the
diapinagm is defined as the point where it " breaks-up."
The larger the diaphragm the lower the " break-up"
frequency, provided the thickness and angle of the
cone are the same throughout.
Variation of Patterns with Frequency.
(4) Greater numbers of radial nodes occur at
At a frequency just above 90 cycles six sectors resonance frequencies above
appeared, as shown in Fig. io. On pressing the sur- the break-up point.
After
face at, say, P, the distribution altered owing to a a certain frequency these
variation in the mechanical state of the diaphragm.
disappear and give rise to
The powder ran up the cone towards the apex and
a nodal circle.
Beyond
then joined a stream sliding towards the periphery.
this there are two or more
The number of sectors increased to eight at 105 cycles,
nodal circles interspersed by
when a good deal of radial nodes.
powder accumulated over a
(5) This
progressive
circle 4 inches diameter break-up of the diaphragm
round the apex. The latter continues
until
at frewas stiffened and moved as quencies in the neighboura whole at this frequency.
hood of 6,000 cycles the
Beyond 105 cycles the num- sound emitted by the diaber of sectors increased, but,
phragm per se is sub
owing to the accident to the stantially zero.
diaphragm aforesaid, they
With this information at
Fig. 11.—At P the sound
hand we have now to disfrom A is later than that
Fig. tD.—The dust pattern
were difficult to count with
Iron%
B by the time taken
on cone ¡ost above 90 cycles,
any degree of certainty. At• cuss the properties of the
to travel the distance AN.
AB is an edge view of the
173 cycles there appeared to diaphragm as a radiator of
disc.
be 16 sectors. When a frequency of 336 cycles was sound. Any vibrating surreached the mode of vibration gave rise to ring mark- ,face can be split up into a very large number of
ings. At 1,60o cycles there were both radial lines and
elemental vibrating areas (see Wireless World, 23rd
rings. The lines and rings were quite irregular, due
March, 1927), and each area can be regarded as asource
fo non-homogeneity of the diaphragm. Above 3,000 of sound. As we explained in the article in question,
cycles the movement of the diaphragm was too small
the net result of radiation from, say, a flat disc was
to have any appreciable effect on the powder, i.e., it the vector sum of the radiation from all the elemental
would not dance and play.
Doubtless, additional .areas.
Taking the disc in Fig. ii, the point P Is
input to the valves would have achieved the desired
farther away from A than it is from j3, so that the
object.
It must be borne in mind, however, that
sound from B will reach P sooner than that from A.
13 23,
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The "Breaking-up" of Loud Speaker Diaphragm.—

Moreover the sounds from A and B will be out
of phase and may interfere if the wavelength is
short enough.
With a conical diaphragm at, say,
2,000 cycles, where there are a number of vibrating
sectors or rings, or both, it is clear that at P the net
effect at any instant is due to some areas on the cone
giving positive and others negative radiation. As acase
in point, take the adjacent segments X and Y of a
disc (see Fig. 12) : X moves forward, whilst Y moves
backward, so that the net
radiation at P, due to X
and Y, is the vector difference of the two. But there
is still another effect. If X
causes a positive pressure,
whilst Y causes an equal
negative pressure, it is clear
that there will be a circulation effect from X to Y,
since the former is at the
higher pressure. This will
tend also to reduce the
radiation pressure at P.
Now, if we bear in mind
the fact that as the frequency increases the diaphragm
breaks-up
into
Fig. 12.—In this case the
disc is vibrating about a
vibrating areas of different
diameter through O.
The
upper portion moves to the
shapes, also that there is the
right, whilst the lower por—
tion moves to the left. The
circulation effect between
effect at P will depend upon
those parts moving in opPII, PA and the frequency.
At a low frequency the sound
'
posite directions, 1 it is
at P due to the two halves
will cause a net reduction
evident that the pressure at
since one is positive whilst
any point in space is the
the other is negative.
result of a very complex
radiator. Instead of a simple source of sound from
which the waves spread out heMispherically, we have
alarge diaphragm broken up into anumber of vibrating
areas. these representing a•myriad of simple soucces
of different amplitudes and phases. And the pressure
at any point is the vector sum of the radiation, due to
all the elemental areas on the diaphragm, in combination with the circulation effect between oppositely
vibrating portions.
To this hectic picture we must add the influence of
I"Loud Speakers," Chap. V, Iliffe it Sons Ltd.
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transmission loss in the diaphragm.
At the higher
frequencies this loss is apparent, so that the amplitude
of the peripheral portions of the disc will suffer attenuation. Finally, at frequencies of 5,000 or upwards the
net radiation from the diaphragm is curbed by losses
and interference to such an extent that its practical
value is zero. 3
With facts like these before one, it would appear to
be a hopeless task to design a loud speaker to yield
satisfactory results. But, taken in the proper manner,
this comical performance of a conical diaphragm can
be put to a very useful purpose. On the one hand
we have a diaphragm whose effective area of vibration
can be considered to fall away with increasing frequency. On the other we have a vibrating reed whose
response increases up to, say, 3,000 or 4,000 cycles.
By combining these twó in the proper manner it is
possible to secure a loud speaker whose response in
an average room from 150 cycles upwards is quite
pleasing. Of course, there are variations where the
" mode " of vibration of the diaphragm alters, but
these are not evinced aurally to any serious degree.
By attacking the problem of the reed drive loud speaker
in this manner I have been able to secure the results
exemplified in the Amplion "Lion."
At the moment there exists no formula from whiCh
we can calculate the performance of adiaphragm. But
by considerable practice and much experimental data
the problem of loud speaker design will in time be
reduced to aquestion of arithmetic. Just as thousands
of observations and hours of computation were necessary before Kepler could formulate the planetary laws,
so with the complex behaviour of loud-speaking
apparatus it is equally essential that much empirical
work must precede the final empirical generalisation
or so-called law. Until the requisite data is forthcoming,
so that the wheat can be separated from the chaff, the
problem of diaphragm design must be largely based
on trial and error. This must not be regarded by the
pundit as unscientific. There could be no science without practical measurement coupled in its initial stages
by trial and error. All theory is merely as true as
the practical data from which it is formulated.
Further information on this subject will be found in "Loud
Speakers," Chapters 4 and 8.
In Chapter 4 the velocity of
energy propagation in a diaphragm should be ¡esa, not greater,
than that of sound.
2
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR.

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The SCre:ess World," Dorzet House. Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must te accompanied by the

AMATEUR STATUS.
Sir,—Hearty congratulations on your editorial for July 3rd.
You have hit the proverbial nail fair and squarely on the head.
Perhaps .8. few of my own experiences might be of interest.
Last year I arranged to carry out some tests in "skip distance " with amateurs in different countries, and wished to
compase the effects on 45, 32 and 22 metres.
I was already
licensed for 45 and 22 metres, and applied for a32 metre permit.
After about six months' correspondence with the Post Office,
they told me they would give me the permit if the Radio

writer's name and addrese.

Society of Great Britain would support my application. I wrote
to the R.S.G.B. (of which I am a member) and asked them to
do so. They flatly refused. I pressed for a reason, but they
refused to give any.
Now, I have never done anything to deserve this, and can
only suppose that this is the treatment handed out to altmesnbers. How many people are going to join a body that treats its
members in this way? Personally, I would have resigned I;
ago, only Ihave always hoped that things would improve.
far they have not.
24
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Now, with the Washington regulations in force. I will never
,be able to carry out these tests, aé 32 metres is now banned. •
Again, some time ago, the Post Office complained to nie about
causing interference with B.C.L.s in this district. I knew this
was impossible, as I was using very low power at the time,
and in any case I never transmitted during B.B.C. hours. As
the Post Office got very nasty about it, I asked the R.S.G.B.
to help me, but again they turned a deaf ear. After a lot of
trouble, Igot the Post Office to bring down a D.F. van. They
found that my statements had been correct in every way, and
that no interference was caused even if Idid transmit!
The R.S.G.B. nowadays seem to be more concerned with "Conventionettes " and social gatherings than with honest experimental work.
I sincerely hope that your efforts for reform, and the raising
of amateur status, will meet with the reward they «so iichly
deserve.
A. JAMI›.0N.
Bangor, Co. Down.
Sir,—In congratulating you on the manner in which you are
utilising your leading articles of late to draw attention to the
deplorable state of the transmitting amateur in this country I
beg to draw youi attention to an important factor to which you
have not referred. Whilst agreeing that the R.S.G.B. is the
recognised organisation for the transmitting amateur (for in its
enthusiasm to retain this position it has practically ceased to be
of any use to the non-transmitter), it. has certainly declined in
activity as regards fighting the P.M.G. for the amateur's rights.
This may be due to certain aversion to quarrelling with its own
officers.
The Association of British Radio Societies, an organisation
which exists for, and serves, every class of amateur, has in
its short existence been of an appreciable help to the transmitter
in connection with the steps taken by the P.M.G. to enforce the
-regulations of the Washington Conference. It was direetly,connected with the granting of a further month's breathing space
after the P.M.G.'s ultimatum of October last, and also with the
approving by the Post Whoa authorities of acommercially made
absorption type of wavemeter for use with transmitters. This
Association is, I believe, the very organisation that will prove
capable of so combining the interests of the Radio amateur that
a united front will automatically be formed to withstand the
assaults of officialdom, the only sure way of obtaining results.
It is up to the amateurs themselves, therefore, to support this
comparatively new body and enable it to carry on with agreater
power the good work that it has already started.
At the recent Convention held at the North-East Coast Exhibition at Newcastle, where both the A.B.R.S. and the R.S.G.B.
were represented on the platform, the delegates of the former
body were able to inform the audience that in no single case had
asociety, or individual, lost its transmitting licence (in the recent
reshuffling) when the matter had been looked into by the Association.
R. M. KAY, B.Sc.
Manchester.
Sir.—On behalf of the Association of British Radio
.Societies we wish to express our appreciation of your leading
articles of June 19th and July 3rd.
The A.B.R.S. for its part has for some time been fostering
a spirit of mutual respect and esteem between its members and
the officials of the Post Office. We think that our efforts with
regard to the 'question .of frequency controlling apparatus for
use at amateur transmitting stations may be taken as a case in
point. We don't wish to claim all the credit for getting the
Post Office to modify their conditions, but as has already been
fully reported in our Association journal—" British Radio "—
we kept up a lengthy correspondence with the Post. Office until
they accepted most of our suggestions.
We quite agree that the amateur (particularly with regard to
transmitters) has suffered much discouragement at the hands of
the Post Office, but we venture to suggest that the amateurs
(or at any rate asection of them) have not, as you put it, " permitted themselves to be crushed without showing the resentment of the proverbial worm." This Association lias done its
best to procure official understanding of the amateur's difficulties and will continue to do so, believing that the Post Office
authorities are open to reason with représentative opinion.
We are also substantially in agreement with your remarks
B 25

•
about the present conduct of the Radio Society of Great Britain
and its policy (or the lack of it).
The A.B.R.S. would probably never have come into existence
had the R.S.G.B. fulfilled its claims and obligations. For that
slackness on the part of its former officials the committee must
accept the ultimate blame, but nothing is more certain than that
if the R.S.G.B. had lived up to its national title (instead of
being conducted as a ".glorified London wireless .society ") the,
amateurs would have been in a much stronger position than at
present obtains. We have no desire to rake up a good deal of
what has passed, but we do wish to associate ourselves very
cordially wah your stand on behalf of the amateur, and to says
•
that we shall always be glad to co-operate with you in any .
activity which will assist the improvement of the amateur status
in this country.
LEONARD A. GILL,
•
Hon. Secretary, Association British Radio Societies
•
J. HARTLEY,
Hon. Managing Editor, British Radio.

Sir,—As an old !eider of this fine journal I wish to heartily
congratulate you on your splendid editorial articles on behalf
of our amateur transmitters.
It is high time a "strate" should be started against these
insane regulations, which, forced upon us by an administration whose crass ignorance, greed and suspicion of amateur
radio matters, places the amateur under an official stranglehold,
and also fails to "protect " the P.O. in actual practice.
On the other hand, Icannot agree that the amateur is "petering out," for at the time of writing amateur transmission in
this country has never before reached a higher degree of enthusiasm, activity, or actual numbers of stations. Granted a few
stations -owned by electrical. concerns, etc., have returned their
permits under the new regulations, but they have been replaced
many times over by new and enthusiastic amateur transmitters
since the regulations came into force, and our ranks are swell.
ing .splendidly month by month. What we require is a live.
wire society to represent us, one that will not take "no ,, for
an answer, and is prepared to raise its voice and fight to an
end.
Things badly required are :—
Full width of all Washington amateur wavebands; abolition
of the absurd 10-watt restriction; full permission to handle
public or service traffic in cases of emergency, together with an
organised network of stations to deal with same.
•
Another point often overlooked is the great value of amateur
radio as an international peace agent.
I am convinced that
if every other member of the community was a "ham," international dispute would be a thing of the past, for one has only
to listen to the cheery chats 'and jokes between the world's
amateurs to realise this.
May your efforts be crowned. with success, and more power
to your very fine journal.
•
" FED-UP G HAM."
.Surrey.
JUNK"—A SUGGESTION.
Sir,—'Wireless amateurs often have problems to solve, butnone perhaps so awkward as the question of what to do with
old apparatus.
One writer in
Current Topics " recently
appealed for discarded apparatus to start a working lads' wireless club. But who wants burnt out. transformers and obsolete
forms of inductances and the copper wire that has done its
duty once or perhaps several times in sundry sets and is now
too kinkea to be of any further use? My suggestion is that .
the wirelesS societies up and down the country should collect
scrap copper on behalf of the hospitals. This should form a'
very useful source of "pin money" to them with copper at
is. 4d. per lb. and likely to become dearer rather than cheaper
on account of the increasing demand for this metal.
The
revenue from this source might quite soon become equal to that
from the tinfoil collecting which is now so ubiquitous and
popular. especially as pounds of scrap copper are to be found
lying about, compared with mere ounces of tinfoil.
I offer this idea for your consideration, and although 1 am
not in a position to organise a collection on national lines. I
could start the ball rolling with a few pounds of scrap aerial
wire, etc.
,
• IL W. KENDALL:
(Wirekas and Experimental Associationl.
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases al greater length than would be possible in a letter.
Testing an L.F. Transformer.
Thinking that the windings of my L.P.
trw;sformer lira! become defertive,

hare recently been carrying out a
test. When telephones and a (by cell
were connected in turn across primary
and secondary terminals, elichs were
produced, and were. of greatest intensity when the circuit through the
primary was completed. This, I take
it, suggests that everything is in
order.
Now for my trouble.
The transformer was replaced and connected
up in the set, and telephones were
again connected across its terminals.
Signals were observed to be very much
louder with a connection across the
primary than (1C1 .0e8 the secondary;
surely this should be reversed, on
account of the. voltage step-up that
should take Ware?
G. I'. N.
The effects you describe would indicate
that the transformer is in good condition,
and it is quite natural that signals should
be louder when telephones are connected
across the primary terminals than when
they are transferred to th s secondary.
This is because the latter winding has in
all probability an impedance that does
not match that of the telephone windings, and consequently the power delivered
is greatly reduced.
.
900C

Simplified Pick-up Connections.
gn
your
recent
descriptioe
of
the
McMichael Home Constructors' set,
it was mentioned
that provision
was made for connecting a pickup in an extremely simple manner
—by joining one terminal directly
to the detector grid and another to a
negative bias voltage point. My own
reeeiver is. in broad outline, somewet similar to the one under discussion, "ut a transformer-coupled
H.F. stage is used; would this
method of connection 8till be applicable, and, if so, will you please give
me. a circuit diagram?
By the way, I cannot quite see how
the application of a positis-e 'potential
to the gri 1 is avoided without
connecting t.'.3 grid leak. D. C. G.
In that you are using transformer
coupling the position is not affected at
all; in fact, this method of connection is
applicable to any eat having a grid detector. We show in Fig. 1 the method of
making the addition to y'ur own set.
Of course, if it is more convenient, there
is no objection to taking bias for the
detector .valve (when it is converted to

&s.

a first stage L.F. amplifier) from the
H.F. valve
cell.
It is quite unnecessary to disconnect
the grid leak, as the positive potential

A.C. Valves and Quality.
there any reason why a set with
indirectly heated 'valves should not
gire the best attainable. quanta of
reproduction?
I ask this que stion
because the great majority of sets
designed purely from
the quality
point of view seem to include batteryheated tad res.
E. T. C.
Battery operation is adopted as a safeguard against A.C. pot-dials reaching
fir: early stages, and particularly the detector. At present the range of A.C.
valves is limited, while for the sine
current taken one can make a choice from
an extensive range.
Is

noon

L.F. Amplifier Considerations.

Fig. 1.—Method of connecting a pick—up
in a grid detector circuit.

impressed through it on to the grid will
be completely annulled by the voltage
applied directly from the battery.
00 00

Voltmeter Resistance Rating.
I read that. voltmeters arc generally rated
in "ohms per volt." Can it be taken
that my moving iron meter marked
"4.000 oltisas" has a total resistance
of 600,000 ohms (4,000 multiplied by
150), which is the maximum voltage
reading?
,
S. D. J.
No, in this particular case the marking
on the meter will indicate its total resistance.

RULES.
IL) Only, one illieSii011 (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Leiters
must be concisely worded and headed " aloemation Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side o/
die paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet.
A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
13.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
renditions justice cannot be done to questions
ol this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practicatwiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(0.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional seta described in " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufaidurers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
'paragraphs.

/ am sending you a circuit diagram of
my proposed receiver.
Will
9014
please criticise it, bearing in mind
that I require a large undistorted
output, and sufficient sensitivity an
estable me to receive my two nearest
stations (respectively about 40 and
60 astiles distant) with an ample nougat of safety? Long-distance reception is of secondary in.
although, ail I ant fist-ourably situated, I expert to be able to receive
a number of foreign transmissions
when conditions are reasonably suitable.
A. P. P,.
The circuit diagram submitted 4 our
correspondent shows a single H.F. stage
with an A.C./S. valve, transformer.
coupled by an anode bend detector, and
up to this point is fairly conventional.
The detector—an A.C. /
t
ransforinercoupled to a pair of P.625a valves in a
push-pull arrangement ; this,
in our
opinion, is open to criticism.
Assuming
normal operating conditions, an incoming
signal sufficiently great fully to load the
detector valve will give rise- to L.F. impulses on the grids of the output valves
of an amplitude appreciably below that
which they are capable of handling, and
thus the arrangement is not altogether
economical.
in other words, it will be
impossible to avail one's self fully of the
somewhat ambitious capabilities of the
output valves without producing distor
tion at the detector stage.
An easy way out of the difficulty is
to use as a detector an A.C./R.. valve,
which is capable of accepting a considerably larger input voltage. but which has
the disadvantage that it will reduce
the overall sensitivity of the teceiver.
Of course, there is the alternative of
interposing another L.F. stage.
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UNIT
is the sensa1.1- ional new ;113rown
VEle. Unit! Its tone is
amazingly pure and
mellow. Its volume is
astoundingly rich and
full. Anyone can assemble the \Tee Unit to
the lircw Chassis and
have acomplete and better
I ISreaLl'r in 2 minutes.
See and hear it at your
Dealer's soon. c .
b
Unit costs only

h
-

Chassis 15!..
Theoretically, a perfectly mounted
pick-up should follow astraight line
direct from the centre of the record
to its circumference.
The new B.T.H Pick-up works
within 3% of perfect tracking, and
is so arranged that the motion of it%
armature is always at right angles to
the record groove.
Wear on the
inside of the groove is consequently
minimised,
and is even further
reduced by the new ball-bearing
swivel joint incorporated in the
tone-arm.
To do justice to your records
both in performance and life, the
needle must track as near perfectly
as possible.
The new B.T.H. Pick-up and
Tone-arm ensures highest quality
reproduction with a minimum of
record wear.

Price

£2 . 5 .

STOP
RECORD
WEAR

The above price h applicable in Great Britain
and Northern Irel.nd only

Advt. S. G. Brown. Ltd. 19. Acetin.wr )1 ,eet. W.I. 07. ilts:b Sire t 5ant1,1,1, •••1 :
15. Alteorlields, L•verPool. 2. Lall.fdOU'll Mice West, Bath.
29 tanst.tati;,a 11;14
1nett:sham.
Gibson Buildings, Cahle Street. Belfast.
5 & 7, Godwin Street,
Bradford.
200. St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Gibb Chambers Westgate Roa4
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
39, Beverley Road. Hull.
1572
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
RECEIVERS

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in ewe
columns is :
12 words or less, l'•• and id. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contrast is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15°/„.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, 0.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to MUTE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit sboild not 1”. sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies roust be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, do "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, cio "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Ilex No. advert isenuents are warned against sendsng
remittance thrmmh the post except in registered envelopes •
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended;
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."
INS' DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides nnt to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs- us to remit
amount to selles -,but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage ill transit, forwhich we take no responsibility. For
all transactions: up Mee), adeposit fee of r/- is charged ;on
transactions over £m and under £5o, the fee is 2h ; over
£50, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
Limited.
THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentecs
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The pernon desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Bet
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufapturers.
If the purchaser is satiSfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
«The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.
Mention oi

WAVE TRAP

//

for the new

i

Regional Scheme.

A highly efficient instrument.
B.

A

10,6 met

WIRELESS CO.,
2, Athelstane Mews, N.4

&

FOR

SALE.

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain' s Radio
t•—.1
Doctors. Read advertisement under fillisce lasseeny.
[0264
Q -VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
91
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 67, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0274

NOTICES.

NYTHING

Radio.

D ARTS and Complete
E ASY Payments,

J.

rehway 1.695

S END

Sets ou

List of Requirements for Quotations.

&DEL'S RADIO.

)
RA.0110

eIRODUCTS

Freeman's Court. Cheapside, E.C.2.
15407
,PRIX Portable, latest type, with 5 new valves, woi be
-11- perfectly, listed at £1911916, royalties paid; will
accept best offer over Lias 13.—Tom Smith, 230, Solo,
Dill, Birmingham.
[5473
READ and MORRIS, Ltd.,
TIDE Mains Pioneers in 1924, who equipped 29 ken-I- don hospitals with sets, using no batteries.
STILL Ahead with All Mains Work.
MAINS Sets; £8 to £80.

1810

116.,:en
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2000

Nov,0

e,.w.
:5 kW.I
2SSO Paris (f/Fl,] Ten 51.W.
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WA.
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1
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otAt li,01,
011,191

AUTOMATIC
STATION LOG

E
L°w-TENS1ON

IUMINATORS, II.T.. A.C., or D.C.; from £3. to
£27 for De Luxe H.P. and LT. combined unit
using metal rectifiers and high resistance meters.

i

MA,

LU

..../

Price

216

each.

A. F. BULGIN&Co

"

THERE

IS

A

WHALE

"VLECTR.OLVTIC Condensers, 2,000 mid.; by post.
12a
131-; the first on the market and still demonstrably supreme (provable by meters), makes L.T.
from A.C. or D.C. mains simple.
MOVING-COIL Speakers.

OF

DIFFERENCE

"

R

APPLEBY'S
THE

ORIGINATORS
PART

OF

8828 (3 /Mee

For Particulars see Miscellaneous Advertisements.
ST., LONDON,

OPEN TILL 7P.M.

N.W.1

SAT. 1P.M.

LAW

S. G• na'Nek 22s. 6d.

COMPLETE

WITH

BASE

BOARD

Multiple

R

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Easteastie St. (faces
back of Warings). OxIord St., W.
'Phone:
Museum 7981.
[5508
in.:LEss is a Fascinating Subject, but praises
heavy demands upon tile purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of Lise
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and lond.speakers tu be superseded.
T the Same Time, the would-ho buyer is often
deterred from buying because Ise knows that,
them will be still one snore pie-se of apparatus left On
his hands, to add tu those already in the junk box
E Dave Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsolete Apparatus to those who are not lortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, 'and will
take such apparatus or components, providing they
are in saleable condition, lis part exchange for any
Irece
set., loud-speaker or component required.
LL We Ask is that. Von :should Scnil Al on g a List
of Stour OM Apparatus ' togi,ther with your new
reunirenients, or, better still, send the apparatus tu
os to ini.pect, when we will make you a lair oiler.
TF Yon Approve of th s You can Send Your. Remit-1- lance for the Balance, and we will forward the
alinarattis required ; if you have sent your old aPliara.
tua and you do not approve of our offer, we will
rut1.11 11
carriage paid.
rfillE Principal of this Firm, who has been a pro
fessional wireless engineer since 1910. and has
been manager for the Stoding Telepnone Co., radit
expert to the blesserai Electric Co., and Chairman o
the Technical Committee ol the Nat sisal Associalmi
ol Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice ta
those who are desirous id purchasing apparatus; wi
are entirely no biased and will recommend the bet
aPPal ulna for your part 'curer purpobe; you save' moue:
by having genuine expert advice.
ON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Receive
or Coniponents in Part Exchange.
E Will Also Build Any Sets to Speeificatin
(Marconi royalties payable), and install any wher
in the British Isles; sets modernised; send for est
mate.—Seientific Development Co., 51.
I
,s
he mat(
Preston. Tel. : 1364.
(022
ULLAR
5-ralee Portable. parts ag sperilled. 11551
need, a, new, complete lees H.T.; £11.—Sends
noire, South Street, Leominster.
[556
OR Sale.-4-val ve Princeps cabinet reeiter. iTail
aerial arid 2 6-volt Lucas accumulators; best idle
—Scott, 27, Saint Stephen's SO., W. •
1555
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COPPER & ALUMINIUM
SCREENS

"Wireless World" S.G.
Portable bon 12/s.

ADIO Grarnephones.

SF.COND-HAND Sets and Speakers Cheap.
Ph...
Paddington

RADIO

EXCHANGE

CHAPEL

Eliminators.

111, iDÉCULouS to use Accumulators when the long.
-Lib ton LT. Unit, Permanently Replaces 'Miens,
using A.C. mains instead and giving up to 6 volts
at will; still as new after 2 years' hard work; supplied to hospitals here and abroad; complete and
ready for use, 1151- to 135/,
ELECTROLYTIC Condensers

Valve

A

.

TO ORDER.
Trade and Wholesale enquiries invited.

ANY

SCREEN

LOCK-ATKINSON WIRELESS,
95, Great Titchfield Street, %V. I.

POLAR
POINTS
Their absolutely silent workine
and smooth sad erns control make
Polar Condensers supreme for Short
Waves.

•,

the Polar

,

nlalogore

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD..
18E-189, STRAND, London, W.C.2

D
«W

M
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'The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Sale.-Contd.

T.ARGIIAm 5v. Portable Set, Marconi velvet Oldham
guaranteed as new; receipt June 11th;
accept best oiler.-S., 52, Bonham Rd., Brixton Mill,
13.W.2.
[5569
MIDISWAN Three Valve Set, with valve..
Eerrenti A. 1.3, brand new, 17,6 ; 0.1.'2,
B., 2, Annandale ltd., Addiscombe, Croydon.

£3110;
1216.[5529

C
,HELLESEN)
.•
DRY BATT'ERIE5 _

M

ULLAR1)
Nelson
De
Luxo
4-val ve Rece i
ver ,
M
cabinet, with long and sito t coils; bargain, £6/6.-Seuditutore, South St., Leominster.
[5568

ADVERTISkMENTS.
Batteries.-Contd.

114 EPEE.It

▪
-

CHARGERS

Open'.hone Portable, just returned from
umkers, in perfect condition; £25.-Dridger, 151,
St.. Slough.

.
LL
•A.c.,
Mains
inelndit
4-valve
t.
t
. Met
Receiver
Vick for
eliminator
Sale,
s
100-115
mid transvoltss
'former, '
,et of A.e. Va 1
vl ,s. itl west new, 'et. made Of ti,, '.t
.
isamements and fitted milli:diluter, all iii perfect working
'order, beautiful time; i'st over £30. will sell tor £15,
or retteonable otter.-Apply Davie, 61, Ashworth Man'Mons, Mania Vole; or '.1.'hufte: Abeniorn 2320.
[5528

1

,

BROS,

for

all

the

Beet

and Chokes for Battery Elimina.
tors, and for all wireless purposes, reeeivirpi cc
transmitting; enquiries invited.-Chester Bros.. '244.
Dalston Lane, London, EEL
[4993

Modern

!QIIIVIONDS BROS.
for Reeeivers, constructed to
any published design.
BROS. for the Kilo-Mag Four; £18.

.SIMMONIIS
SIMMON1lS

BROS. for Best Materials
teuiI Workmanship.

i,;11.61 NIIINIM BROS.
£15.

,..
-IIMaioNDS
BROS.
C
and repairs
...
-1 IMMONDS BROS.

and

for

Modernisations,

for the Pentode Two;

overhauls,

BROS.,

Shireland

ltd..

Smethwick.
14841

over

40

years

Hellesens

concentrated exclusively
on the manufacture of dry batteries, and to-day three large
works and a small army of
chemists are devoting their
have

There are more

than

100,000

Hellesen dealers, and they are
found

carrying

work from

on

the

London to

good

Sydney

and from Reykjavik to Valparaiso.
The

Hellesen

Battery

Is

acknowledged as the standard
against which

E

UI.L.ARD S.O.P. Kits, complete to specificatio n;
£9/10; send f,ur list.-8, St. George's Chains,
I5587

other

batteries

are compared, and it is a proud
position that has been won and
maintained by one thing only-

BATTERIES.

sheer merit.

rENTODE Users. write for details of new size sell.
charging battery: 71. per volt; illustrated cat:,
ne giving data pest
l'aylor, 57, Studley
. Stockwell, London.
(0273

6.
) Q l_.--I -rtiflex A.C. eliminator kit. 120 volts 15
re/ tr7 ._
milliamps, contains full instructions. mains
transformer, choke, resistance for 60-volt tanning, 3
r
lellSvIS
(tested 500 volts), and valve holder; the
lot, 28/-; sent C.O.CI. on receipt of postcard (Milliard
1)-17.10 valve, 151- extra); hundreds now in use, every
p,irt guaranteed 6 months. free from hum, the most
Uonderft41 vain, in EnnlaInl ; state your town's voltage
aml cycle, alsri if Mulla rd D.C.10 tested valve re.
:pi ired, full particulars (rec.-Liverpool Radio Supplies, Cilithis Works, .51yrile St., Liverpool.
[5299
gr`111ARCEll for Accumulators! 1 to 5 amps. earl.
vs/ able, D.C. mains; 10 ,6 each; guaranteed.-Robin
ileod Electrical Mfrs.. Primrose Latte, Birmingham.

HE

T

FF:I.-ECTRIC: UNDO are Now. Ma king1531/1e
4.
liveries of
(1omponents only of Their No, AC3
Model II 'l', Eliminator. mtnponents are complete as
Fellows: Ttlains transformer, choke, variable resistance
tor deteetor from 1,000 le 50,000 ohms, which enables
you to get any fractional voltage Iron: zero to slightly
under maximum, 3 cornicitsers, 2 mid,. each, 500 volts
to,l, valve holder, 3 insulated terminals, and rectifying
valve; Ole pure D.C. old put is 120 volts at 14 ma., or
150 volts at 10 m.a. Al these loavls Ille Unit is operar•
rag well within its cateettilities; price £2/18, carriage
prod.-The Fel-Eetrie Radio, 56, (larden St., Mae!.
field.
.
(5443
itirAINTEN lIfANUF.ICTURING
Co.. Ltd., being
ITA specialists in the tintertfroetnre of D.C. and A.C.
eliminators, supply complete kits of purrs for building your own H.T.
unit,
including metal cabinet,
eliokes, transtonners, condenser,, rectifying valve, etc.,
all components guaranteed for one year, rull instructions
with each kit: prices from £1.
ltir AINTEN
MANCEArfURING
('is.,
Ltd.,
wilt
.I.T.R forWard by return of post Milliard full wave
valves, 20/- exult or COM<Or half wave ditto,
I.I.I/• «auk; condensers teeted 500 volts A.C. 1 juif. 3i.,
2 inf., 4', 4 inf. 6.'9.
rerfitYiug

ltrAINTEN

,..
.,.tai
tee 4 t
e
l
i
e
naediate

Eliminators.
use; priees

complete and ready
for
from 301.; send for new

tee.
AK AINTEN
make yOn MANUFACTURING
a generous allowanue
lull
for
C.a.,
yourLtd.,.
old 1I.C.
et At.,'. eliminator, whether in wnrking order or not,
in part leaynt,itt for one of the latest M
- ainten unit ,,
lonaranteed tor 1 year: when ordering please speeiry
.kind of receiver. number of valves arid their type,
,
t;t:Tirew
dhiell
complete eliminator or kit or parts is re-

PRICES

Standard

'ET 11.'e. Replacenwrds.-Saes (capped or me
I'
rapped). highest. grade, No. I, 10d. per doz.:
2, 1/9 per doe.-See below.
INCS.-Best quality (wired). No. 1. 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9.1, per doz.: orders valued 5/. carriage
d. otherwise 6)1. for postnge.-British Battery r:o.
«tendon Rd.. Wutford. netts.
[0258

Capacity.

1M
A.lis r
r
wr
il'e
N
il ....." 1
1-‘
e
..
1- 1
7
2e's
At
i
llireirINT1 '
eir C e
oainfo
Lg
l
i
d
ta . ilruii
l
i!
tenting
titirl
.1e, eribiltg
their
latest
produets.-The
Ifainten Manneartnring Co,. Ltd., 126. Portland Rd.,
Bove, Sussex. 'Phone: Hove 1519.
15157

1

"Wiray " d-volt Grid Pius Type 2 "W

" rlosvolt H.T. Type .. 10 6

iVALLEY Battery Charger, for 2, 4. 6, or 12 volts,
v
aenintilutors
v
trom 200-230 Ae. mains; coat £8,
-4.11 4 0"..-Brooklands, :Moor Jaune. Crosby, Liverpool.

"
" um-volt 1-1.T. Type .. 18 "Wisol " .08-colt H.T. Type
20 -

Treble

/ET 11.T. Batteries. l'arts per dozen, jara, No. 1,
21,,,x1Cy square, 1 3; Na. 2, 1,6; sines, No. 1.
.; No. 2. 11d.; saes, No. 1, 1/2 dozen: No. 2,
; terminals. 8d., 10.1.; dozen cells (18 volts), come with bands and electrolyte, No. 1, 4/1: No. 2,
post, 9.1.; high efficiency, long life, self eltarging,
rep email; send tnl. for maple unit; illustrated
;let free, carriage free orders 10,-: write for free
witCleRS bargains; trade suppliet1.-W. Taylor. 57,
Rey Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0039

19

kiellesen invented his

Battery.

biJALITY Receiver, with moving roil speaker, self
I contained, virtually mains driven (A.C.), :den.
ely tortiplite; 33 guineas; free service ta. London
whiner; heard evenings appointment.-Taylm. 39.
Gingham Place, S.W.5.
Frobisher 6762.
15577

s.V. Ai ea:Inflators, 6v., 60 amp., 16/- (cost 33 /-i;
6v. 80 amp., 20/- (cost 391.); both almost new.dandy, Moor Lane. Crosby, Liverpool.
[5527

1887

first dry cell.

entire energies to maintaining

'-VALVE All-Wave All-mains Set, for 200-240.volt
e A.C.,
ma hogany
ea binet,
best
possible
Cont.
.aents, :Ferranti loud-speaker; £8/ 1816. bargain
ins
ect ion invited by appointment.-Alpha, 42, Olive
I., Criekiewood,
[5594

101.1811 Labour from Your Reception with Libertd
11.T.
Supply ,on
Safety
First
Conservativt
lods, by our H.T. fresh battery service; 120-volt
service for 2- and 3 valve receivers, 1/. per
, no battery to buy, perfect reception; also 150
HI' service; our se vice covers (treater London
new es ates. -l'entson
Biers.,
32. Cawdor St..
sr, Linnilun. East 6165.
[5265

j

the superiority of the Hellesen

>URNDEPT Screened Ethophone 3-valve Receiver;
£7110.-" Shelton," 225, Whyke Rd., Chichester,
15611
I-VALVE
Late
Marconi,
complete
with
Baby
d Sterliug. load-speaker and 2 accumulators,
eut
ants slight attentinn; £3/10.-T. H. Dyson, Mgr's,.
mat West ltd., Osterley.
1.560i

D.E.S. Accumulator litre and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius).-98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy14062

IN
For

£7/216.

s
-e
s rNIMONDS
BROS. for Quotations Without Obliga guns.
.11131DIONDS BROS.-All above prieee are for the set
7
as specified. in oak cabinet, exclusive of valves,
atteries, and royalties; prices with pleasure for sets
, your own or any de ,ili 11 .
IIMMONDS

Since 1887.

Guam-

for the Screened Grid Regional:

ELIMINATORS.

RANSFORNIERS

T

:BONI IS BROS.-The New Empire receiver; £11.

1

AND

rrANTALEm Electrode St '
ii'
for II.T. Rectifiers
1
at:Brittle fer A.C. mains eliminators; 2d, each, or
vet of 8. 1/.4-1-7. Dalton St., West Norwood, S.13.27
(0308
riv ANTALUNI and Lionium ter A.C. Rectifiers; make
-Iup your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for 11.T. and T,.T., 1!- each: Tionium electrodes fitted
..tth terminals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 amps.-Black well's
Metallurgical Works. 1.111., Li verp1)01.
(4593

U LLARD Five Portable, complete, reyaltiex ty
5
en5i
4
c13
10 guitreas.-.M., 42, Wed
;
Stu Dunstable, Beds.
;
(5

;QIM3IONIIS
Itreeivers.

c
`;,`'rt ting.:em,i.e,n, 'ec:nnnt:Icier•albyelTeirm-lia
A ciimmu 'aloe maintenan e

s
-L,e
innef."'1U
,
t
guarantee
Irouble-free collection and delivery; also hire an ..I part
hire servie, el Orilitien batteries; oftieial Oldham set -%iee station. Aneloy Itailio (associated with Ancloy
Products), 36, Hindi:tutus it..., East Dulwich, S.E.22.
Tel.: IN. ew Clues 4074.
i5554

S UPERHET
high

13

"lOIii "

v

Capacity.

1.¡LIMINATORS. all voltnees, Lunt free; eompert
5i
5
ti2v
e
e
JA prices.-Scort, 10, Exist Partida. Ilkley.

). upe .. 19 -

,E

"Kolup". to ton!! I 1) -pc .. 326

11 1
2.1 ,,

Trfa
or
nsfooner
e

t
.
:
,
a
,n
msi
t
n
ra
nt
ci
t
o
on
ns
. and

Bakelite

mumnEn

Your Dealer Sells Them.

-LI

bins

Four Size, 8/3 Per gross- full length bob (core lin.x111tin.) 1/3 each.

MCM13Eft Fifteen Size, 5'9 per gross, bobbins (core
1.1
(rsin.,<1) .
in.) Ild. each.

N

UMBEI2 Twenty-five Size, 11/9 per gross; bobbins
(core 1,,in.x2in.), 2/6 each; postage extra.
E Manufacture Also Complete Main s Trans fo rmers and Power Chokes tor Every Wireless
Purpose.

,

1

N CIRT SATTERIES,
ELECTMAL'. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
PCXYMET MICA /RI. PAM CONDINSIRS,
NANOLAMPS. TORCHES, ITC.
A. H. HUNT, LTD.,

W

fi

EL1ABLE Apparatus at Reasonable Prices; consnit us first, we specialise in wireless power from
the mains. and can save you money.-Savage, 146.
Dishupagate, London, E.C.2.
'Phone:
Bishopsgate
6998.
(5342
P.& T.

CEOYDON, S1:1ZREV..

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from

fi rins

MA AINS
24 -;

Transformers
for Flat
Dwellers' A.C.3.
other outputs in stock; transformers fer
1..T. reetitiers, err., from 12;6,• heavy chokes. 12 16;
rel ia bility guaranteed; Nn. 4 laminations. 7!6 ; No,
25 size, 11!. per gross.-Austin Mills, St. Albans An..
Heaton Chapel. Stockport.
(560i

e believe to be thoroughly reliable.

14

Chargers

and

SIIIMONDS

Mains,
£2/10

,

MULTIPLE Valve Portable ILE'. Transformer; 25/...

[5586

CABINETS.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

F

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

D

IGBY'S Cabinets.—Table models in solid
mahogany; from 11)6 to 711 ,
ratGlia:ai Cabinet', fitted wills Radion or
ebonite it required.
1CBY'S Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with
-I-Flattery compartment; from 66/. to £12.
D IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own

D

A

" Wireless World" Coils Supplied, mostly from
stock, every coil
guaranteed
by
the
original
specialists and leaders: Everyman Four coils, 33/'
pair; Europa Three, 33/•; New Empire set of 3, 21 /-;
Broadcast coil, 8/6; Titan unit, 15/.; 600 ohm resistances, 2/,
EltCLIF Standard Coils for New All-Wave Four,
Standard Four, A.O. Three, Regional. EverYinan
Four. cic.; 77/9 set of 4, with bases.
EACLIF Catalogue and latest Coil List Post Free;
trade supplied all .quantities.
SINIMONDS BROS., Shireland ltd.. Smethwick.
[4842

Best
[0311

B

oak and
Resisten

B

separate
Designs.

TUNING
COILS

raIGBY'S Cabinets.—Write for new 16-page art
catalogne.---P. Digby, 9, The Oval, hackney RI..
112.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.(0
RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;
A
lowest prices consistent with highest quality:
illustrated list, free from actual manufacturers.—Art-

craftPf004o
Co. 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
hone :
Croydon 1981
Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal
K AY'S
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative de-

and METHODS
of TUNING.

signs at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quotations
for specials ay return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radiogram, electric pick-ups, television, etc.; illustrated
lists free. —il. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Plc:mint Rt, London. N-17.
'Phone; Wal thanistow 1626.
[5362
.L>3.

RTCRAFT
Value

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

A

RTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

of

wire,

0-2 '.'.Z!C,Cie.l'oreect..?.:),"paillinrill,rteite 2P/ r

riaic
oe
i

chapters

give particulars
shape,

type

of

special

size

of

insulation,

uses

of

the

Price 216 net.
By Post 2/10.

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:
ILIFFE it SONS LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor Street,

1

Hatalsworth.
[5600

spade,

variometer

various coils.

.D. Multi Valve Portable Coil, 21/6; Europa port.
able coils, 21/. pair.—Radiograph.

Mary's

best

and

1'.M.4, set of short, medium, longways, Mister
Three coils; 22 /6 lot-5, Gordotihonse Rd., N.W.5.
[5533
A
A LL Inputs; 17!--. .and (250v.+250v. H.T.) (5e. 2 am.
p
L.T.) Massive Shilloy core, guaranteed! any output
made.—Norhury, 172, Terry Rd., Coventry.
[5538

St.

Other

the

600

Brothers,

tuning.

coils, and

-01IM Decoupling Resistances for " Wireless
World '' Vrcuits, hand made and tested in
on! own workshops: II- each, post free—Groves Bros..
St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[5394

c
i
e:rh
e.
wato
us
ry
t. free.—Groves

and

as to size of coil required,

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

Inns,

of

condenser

with

construction and design of

xl0in. panel,
s be,
piece of furniture; worth
at least, £7, our price 25/-.
10Pr URNDEPT
Screened
Four
Solid
Mahogany
Cabinets, take 16in.x1Oin. panel; 18/6.—Hughes
and Sons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.
[5583

New

circuits,

treat in detail of the choice,

Ethodyne Solid Mahogany Cabinets.
B PRNDEPT
with raised panel front double doors. take 23in.

corner,

tuning

explanations

MEESE
(Jabinets arc Either Slightly
Soiled or
aratched, and every one is worth at the very
lowest £3. but note our clearance prices; Burndept
Screened Pour Portable cabinets, in imitation erne!).
dile leather, 16/6 each; ditto, morocco lea ther, 21
1..)Lit..mil.:FT Portable Five Oak Cabinets, with fret;
front for loud-speaker, 16/6 each; or complete
'with inside aerial frame and built up base boards,
18,6 each.

Rd.

princi-

discusses the many methods

T

S
.u. Roginn0 culls. 37/6 pair; Europa III coils.
s
.7
22,6 pair.—Radiograph.
9/40, 1 6 per doz. yards; 27/42, 2/6
LITZdon.Wire,
yards.—Radiograph.
Deep Ribbed or Becol Tube, 5d. per
REDFERN'S
inch; slotted for winding.
1/6 extra.—Ittidin.

the

ples of wireless, the author

11E Following are the Finest Bargains Ever Offered,
ail of is hieli are genuine Burralept manufacture,
and you know Burnilept quality.

LONDON,
W.S.t

GRAMOPHONE PICH•UPS, ETC,

B

unNDErr Piek-up, with
balanced carrier an"
volume control. as new: accept, 25/-.—Lord, 78
Monk St., Accrington, Lancs.
[5556

LOUDSPEAKERS.

Following a simple

explanation of

extraordinary offer. nak
front., highly polished.
13iu. square, 6in. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio, 212, Warstone Lane.
Birmingham.(2666

E.C.4.

ETC.

D

VERY useful manual
giving the maximum

ject.

Cabinets,
L0611)-SPEAKER
cabinets, handsome fret

graph, station
Bind ingha its.

DYNAMOS,

cf information on the sub-

Best
(0309

•
PITLSFORD.—Coils.
transformers:
Multiple
valve portable transformer, 21/6; Europa portable transformers. 21/- per pair; S.G. Regional i!oils,
37/6 pair; Selective Two coil, 15/-; Flat Dwellers'
A.C.3 roil. 16 i6: Kilo-Slag Four coils. 60/- set; mottowavernebm coils. 21/- pair. —S. Puisford, 135.
llockley Hill, Birmingham.
[5598

for Charging Ilona% or Garage Lighting.
30v. 10 situp. C'-AV.,
new; cost £18 end), to
dear £3/15: all machines guaranteed; have a large
,
•ttiek of dynamos, motors, and lighting planta; kindly
t4iire your iequirements.—Hill, 1, South St., Greenwich,
[5530
S.E.

By W. MMES.

F

CIOLVERN Dual Range Coil, 12/6; M.W. loading
roil, 5;6; both new.—Box 2253, oto The Wire-,
[5609
World.

bad

TXAMOS

Best
[0313

IN EST American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets. hingisi lid, baseboard. highly
poli 'lied, take
panel; ni nulo, carriago paid,
6:6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag.Radio, 112.
dr-tono
Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
.£1

LAT Dwellers.—A.C. Three double aerial coil; 17/,

QCTIOOLS Demonstration Receiver, set of 4 coils;
I
-3 76/6.
672,
1.l.NEll Grid Regional Coils. as wafted; 431 *
,010Il
iii ,;:ir

Best
[0310

CIABINETS.—First class goods at competitive prices,
send for lists.—Cilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
(9833
ARTCRFT
Value.
A

BROS.—Bert:III coils.

laNULLARD S.G.P. Master Three Berclif Dual Range
.17£ Coils, specially designed, complete; 30/- pair.
K 11.0-MAC Four Coils, complete; 63/. set.

TLAS A.C. Eliminator, full wave rectification
D.17.10 valves, 200v. to 250v., output 50 ma. at
A
150v.; list £9112/6, price £5.—Dodd, 17, Cedar St.,
SoulliporL

1929.

Coils, Transformers, Etc,—Contd.

Eliminators.—Contd.

ONI:
Eliminator
for
D.C.
120-240 volts input, in good condition;
originally £6110.-381, High St., Chatham.

RTCRAFT
£1. Value
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OIL Drive
Speakers,
Goodmans; call any dais
1̀
.-/ between 12.30 p.10. and 1.30 p.m. during tht
City luncheon hour, and hear any of our product!
demonstrated.—Goodmans, 27. Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[0091
T F You are in London Call and See Goodmans
I
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing else
wbere.—Doodnians, 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[009i
‘TIBRO-SKIN Special Leather for Fixing the .Dis
phragm of the Moving Coll Loud-speaker; prie
2/- per piece hin, square, 1/6 per piece 9in. aguar'
post free, cash with order; special terms to the tradi
—The Alder Leather Co., 3, Southwark St., S.E.1
•
Hop 4448.
[022
reINEST Suspension Leather, for fixing cones t
1
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to prineim
makers; 2/- sq. ft., 1/6 10in. square; segments up t
12im cone 9d. for 4; all post free, cash with order.Miley, 8. Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., N.1. Clissold 0736.
[431
Inf.PONENTIAL Horns. %eon spiral type. A.S.101
_La air column 84in., bell 14in. diameter, price [3
56
2i
t
0.11.320. air column 78in., bell 20iii.x1Oin., price 31/
balanced armature, ribbed diaphragm:
loud-speak.
patch—Paton,
unit, designedBoyd
for St.,
exponential
Prestwick,
cal-rial
horns,
Ayrshire.
2I/'WHY Is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Lond•speak.
77 used as a standard in the principal laboratori
of the wireless trade?
TiETifY Is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speak
77 used by manufacturers of high grade radio-gram
phone nets?
ECAUSE tho Webson 11.5.7. is designed and ma.
for the use ol musical critics to whom only t
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
AVE you beard a Webson Moving Coil Speak«
It not, to do so will be a revelation.
SEND for Particulars to Star Engineering, Didsbut
1-7 Manchester.
'Phone: Didsbury 1785. or. if
London, ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Docta
2a, Woodville Grove, London. N.16. to give you
denim, strat ion.
1
.
53

JJ

ltrovIxo Coil, Star Engineering Co.. 6 volt; 3
▪
complete
and
0.K.—Brooklands.
Moo:
La
Crosby, Liverpool
(5:

'

A LL Brand New.—R.K. moving
coil speaker,
£3. volt. and (200-240) fields, cost £8/5. sell £4.
eaeto, L.T, unit, complete, for M.C. speaker, 240 A
mihns, 6 volt it a amp., cost 45/.,
E.T.D. co
unboxed. cost 60/-, sell 36/-: three valves, P.625,
boxed. 7/6 each: one ILL.610, 5/3; approval willini
—Newth, 57, Bernera St., London, W.1.
[5:

.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to aduertisere, will ensure

prompt

attention.

B3r.

•
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Loud -speakers.--Contd.
the realest scientific
EPoem,
year.
EPOCH.--31ateshous new mcdel

Louespeakers.--Contd.

achievenient of the

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO.

moving coil speakei.

A

1,1 POCH.-Itequires no accumulator! No mains! No
comMica tinns!
1
Does not. require umpteen valves; a crystal
.4 and one valve or a portable will work it.
POCEL-The only straight line speaker.
J

F

POCIL-Straight line reprcduction from 50 to
8.000 cycles.
resonance! No background! Clear as

Qt:t.nrresT

No
EPOCH...1.14
a bell!

1.e.POCII• Sharp, crisp attack.
•A-À hissing

No drumming!

15

Proved

Olga Ilable.

No

dealers iu

RADIO Moving efdl Speakers are of
effiriersey
and recognised tue the best
Sold direct front address below, tir from
10 countries.
14 days approval.

1711.0c11. - A

good soprano does not sound like a
coptsalte. nor as if she liad a cold.
POCII.-A flute sounds like a flute but a vielin
I À doesn't.
Tellüf'il -A piano does not come th
h like a
JA broken doWII banjo, nor like a harpsichord Or
Is rrel organ.
POCH.- The only ranee of speakers that reproduces
et emli a, well as 'Music with absolute accuracy.
POCH.-The speakeis th at hav e eliminated the
defects cl crdinary moving coil speakers.
Pocu. - cr,,aest sariety on the mai lid. to suit all
.1_14 requirements and pockets.
models; price from 50/-.
.1à

H
U

E

pocii.-20

" Wireless World " Reader Prefers a Bakers
T"EElectro
Magnet, because the highly efficient unit

POCIL-If results count, read the following testimonials
From the Northampton Radio Society.
June 25th, 1929 rafter testing the new model no mains
no accumulator type moving coil speaker):
Tim
quality ot toproduction is what is exPected for
high standard reached by thti previous speakers sit
your roanufactu e, whirls wo have hail tho privileg.e
of testing.
The sensitivity of the speaker was the
outstanding loti intro especially when it is realised that
Ibis is at:'.:Iiries1 without Use use of e dangerously
small gap. it was quite unnecessary tc bear in mind
the feet that this was a 1
,
erIllarent magnet model;
the output was in fart, greater than that given by
a standard socaker working with an energising current
of fiv. 0.75a.
All mentira who beard the speaker expressed themselves as astounded by its efficiency, and
we hope that you will accept our congratulations on
being the manufacturers of the first practicable permanent magnet moving coil speaker.

used is correctly slesignecl. and by the use of special
steel a high degrets of magnetisatt,,n is obtained resulting in louder signals without the necessity of au
borate amplifier requiring high voltages.

It
OFR

Moving Coil Speakers are of the Highest Glade,
and t
,ppreciated
everym here.
Radio enthusiast*
from all parts have sent tl.eir unsolieited and written
teeth, lllll y of the high efficiency and maguilicent pet•
form:time aeldeted.
11,goVING (Yin Saeakers, manufmtured by
.01 Selhurst Radio, are of proved efficiency.

E

POCH -lf results count, read Ilse .'ollowing testimonial 1
,
'rout the Royal Naval College, Greenwich,
June 26th, 1929: 1May 1 take this opportunity of expressing my admiration of your loud-sprntker 1 1 ren
cently install.] S of your type 66G (fed off A.('. mains)
for relaying a band in in dance attended by 800 people.
The output stage consumed 320 milliamps at 400
volts.
tnivers.11 appreciation was exr.ressed by everybody.
It was unanimously dsmided that. the arrenge•
tnent was far anti away superior to.
.The realism
was an great that it. was impossible in any part of
the room (except first under each speaker) to discern
that the music was coming from any loud-speaker at
ell.
You had to gel right, up to each speaker to see
if it was working and yet, the whole hall was filled
wills
SIMS, -I•11i irely
free from distortion-Of ample
volume
This is the effect which f sel, out to obtain.
1 know no other speaker with which t cOldd have
done it.

EPOCH.-Testirnonials by every

post..

1,7
4 POCH.
Tel'OCH.-One Of the greatest aullurities in this
1:1 vaunt ry, after a erimparative test wjth inane other
knowin makes. has pronounced Epoch as infinitely
superior to the beat of the others.
E POCH.

pocii. - One of the best known experts, whose name
_i.ts is a household word, after most exhaustive com.
punitive tens, lias just bought one for Lis private use.
E l'OCH.
Eirocu

is Made for Quality; the low price being
only possible by quantity production and small
profit s.
POCII.
alers often push antis'
eg been use of
1'4 mincer profits; insist upon gelling Epoch.

I

Pot H.-If your dealer will not take your os-dei
the manufacturers will supply you direct.
Speakers are Fully Guaranteed.

E POCH

lit POCH.
IÀ
L't POCH.- 7 days' approval with Pleasure.
IEÀ

O

with na tiiral reproduction of both speech
and music, obtained from Baker's sneakers.

ENGINEERING
PRECISION-

Bestriding the Tyne like aColossus, this
inspiring new bridge leaps the great
waterway in one span, aperfect example
to Newcastle—and indeed the world—
of the skill and precision to be found
in twentieth century engineering.
No less worthy examples of craftsmanship are to be found in the products
of J.B. Infinite care and accuracy,
and a flair for turning a good design
into a perfect one have raised J.B.
precision instrutments to an unassailable position of good repute.
Here is their Midget Condenser—the
neatest and most workmanlike condenser on the market. Supplied complete with neat pointer knob.
•L`0025
.0002
00015

..
..

RICES:

5:9

*0001
•
00004
•C0102S

56
4, 9

..
..

416
4/-

np

(NALL at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
klittlels; you N, ill tie convinced of their superiority.
Coil Speakers, with floating diaphragm,
Ol...RwereMoving
the first made in this country.
DEAL for
with the :deg:lynx Three or the Mul.
Ilard SO. P Master
Three, with pentode coil.
to High Notes are Reproduced with a tone
LOW
windily of an entirely ness order. and with a range
use

covering the entire musical scale.
Directly you hear
a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker you are impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.
in with a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker.

O

RIGINAL Pioneers of Moving Coil Loud-speakers.
Baker's Selhurst Radio.

U

SED by True Lovers of Music the World Ovet.

Instruments
DTEFERF.N'r
tone differenues which

and Voices have delicate
tray be called quality,
are Caused by harmonics «ei
higher pitches %shish are added to the fundamental
rioter: Baker's moving coil speaker, are desigtied to reproduce these differeut shades ef tone, that is why
they are preferred to all other makes.

C01011 r,

nie

QI:l.":(1)

t

and

Moving

Coils

hle.

are

recognised

'Magnet Speaker*.
retain their magnetism.

made

as
by

the

best

Baker's,

A I.I.

Baker's Moving Coil Speakers tire manufactured
throughout at Cioyilon, and are British.

.ca.

'.1
1 POCH.

;4POCIf RADIO MANUFACTURING re., rid., are
ttie manufacturers. City Office and Sect ice Sta on. 25. Lturetne,t Pountney Lane s E.C.4 loft
anuos
.1. 'Phone • Mansion House 4653.
f5517

which overecum

el IVES Pleasure Inn all Music Losers. Baker's moving
'X coil speakers are being used for "Talkies. leasiiisg restating nla arid hotels. by ma nu fa ct
ti rera of
radio-gramophone receivers. ansl for all purposes %here
udItlia• and i.larity tit remnilin ton i t,senti.d.

)EUM:SINEN'I'

for booklet.

iiPOCIL-British throughout.

any

1? V Eit Y Model can be Supplient its a Complete
1:4 Speaker, ready
to connect to receiver if desired.

1
4 1'OCH.-Seful for booklet.

"IPOCIL
1

I
eeutteing Devices are Available
NEW
all (When:tie; ut centierug.

N all Cases we are Happy to Advise Tou ou
point concerning loud speaker reproduction.

E POCH.

pP0(11.-Send

Baker's

N Receipt of .1 Postcard, our uew 36 Page hookin
will be sent at once,

PRECISION

INS1FIRUMIENITS
i
-is . of Jfmk ,qe.

72

pi.

T,frehonr: lisp

NI, el.
1:M7.

Lowleor.

Eytpeatokers.
Realistic

Reproduction. Baker's moving coil

E

VERY -, Wireless World" reader should procure a
copy of our new Booklet.

READ Our Free 36 Page Booklet To-day.
c t9i.dr
,
e2 h?gee
i
e k
vve
t2.
call at our Works (always open). 42. Cherry Orchard
Rd.. East Croydon '15 minutes non stop from Vietoria
or London Bridge.
Lonà

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Testify to
the Definite Superiority of Goodman's Products!!

F tito P.G.3 Double Acting 4-pole Balanced Reed
Unit. (25/. type), W.B., Old Trafford, Manchester,
writes : Von
certainly
merit, congratulations on
placing the P,C.3 on the market.
At the last Man ,
cheater Exhibition it came under the notice of Mr
friends arid self, and there was nothing at that Exhibition which excelled the P.C.3.
.
S.,
Lewisham, writes: Upon test this is a very
fine unit.
Although I have tried several. for
purity of tone and faithful reproduction over the
whole musical range. it. is better than them all.
I
congeal Mate you upon the production of a unit which
marlos a definite advance in the ellwiener of the cone
speaker unit.
L .D.C., Doncaster. writes: They are without equal.

F

... astounding
efficiency on
ultra-short waves!

I

POCII.
E
EPOCH.
EPOCH.

Payments.

EPOCIL-Any
responstMe householder can oblaiu
any type Epoch moving coil speaker by easy

terms; no references, no interest.-Particulars from
Mr. laserson, 110, Cannon St., E.C.4.
[5518
VOUlt Old Loud speaker Taken in Part Payment
for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
Receivers for saie.—Seientitie Development Co., 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
[02s.
Power Chassis.
LIONurgea
Me., 6v.,

£7; Marconi 6c. M.D.. £5:5;
£4; Trio/ron bala-nred armacabinet
speaker,
£3,
new.-Don glas
Briggs.
Austin Friars, Newport, Mon.
[5606

ture

finest quality, gold or
SILKft., Gauze,
post free.-Donglas Briggs,

silver;

tin Friars, Newport. Mon.

1/3 Kb
Ana[5607

1/ _ Sq. pt.-Tinsel. in several colours, for speaker
...linnets; send for free patterns.-Frost. 54
Clerkenwell Rd., E.C.1[56O4

40

'

Furnival St., Holborn, E.C.4.

DoN:0TONE, the best loud-speaker.

B.T.H.
C2
Wireleso

Speaker;'

27/6.-Box

2255,

c/o

15607
T1,
[56:-2

L

MAGNUM
UNIVERSAL
THREE
all

wavelengths

from

C

OPPER Sereening Boxes for Kilo-Ilag Four, 25740,65
caelt, cash With order; also copper seiecaing
boxes of all sites made to order, prices en application.
(
-6e
l
i
tigby and Woolfenden, Sheet Metai Workérs, Roth1
[o455

15-2000m.

with

this remarkable set, you can get
Australia and America with as much ease
and certainty as an ordinary receiver gets
European stations.
Specially designed
to operate efficiently on short wavelengths. A truly universal set. Simple
to operate. Econo.mical in upkeep. High
degree of selectivity. Supplied in metal
cabinet, ‘Vith handsome crystalline finish,
suitable for use in all climates.
Price, including set of four "Twintuna "
coils 35 to 2,000 metres, 3 valves and
" Royalty, £18.
Write, for full specification and complete
catalogue of our famous products.

MAGNUM

PICTURE RECEIVE R APPARATUS.

VALVES.
't TALI/E.g.-Rectifying ball-wave valves, 4v. 63 amps.,
•
output 36 ma., tin same work as a 15/- valve
at under quarter ilia coat, 316. -Braidwood, 1, High
St., Barnet. Tey one!
(5548

COMPONENTS

B

ETC.. FOR SALE.

ELLINC-LEE Patel Fittings are deaigned to give
an expert. finial: to any home-eonstructed set;
catalogue post free.-- Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenswav
Works, Poaders End, Middlesex.
[0018

transformer.
unused,
Lewens split-primary
11.1". transformers, unused. 4/6 each: five 2 nth:ref:mid
T.C.C. condensers. chinos-J. perfeet, 4,6 lot; D.E.5,
unused, 51.; Buntone 'phones, 41-; Igrunio 75, 250
coils; 3/6 pair.-Wright, Greyholme, Aldershot. [6561
1.7 LSTREE Solodyne.-Complete set componente, in.
.1.4 eluding toe issue "Modern
Wireless ' fully
describing; also set suitab.e D.L. 6 volt valves; what
offers t
Also crimp/teems for I-1.T. dintinator for
200-210 volts AC , with U.5 valve; particulars on
request.-Hunt, 6. Park Crr scent, Torquay.
[5562

C

0UNTERS, second-band, eminently
suitable for
those winding their .., vn mains transforniers. Perfect mechanism, new condition; 2!. each, post. free.-Amalgamated Manutactwers, Aston ltd., Birinmehate.
L5563
A Li. Parts Clarion 3, -l'air Tunewell coils, 15/-;
£1 panel, 4/6; Lotus dials, 3/9; Formo 0.0005,
3/9; Ormond reactioi, 2/9: Wearite choke, 4/9;
PetosScritt choke. 3/6; Ferranti A.F.a, 13/6; sabiriet,
9.!9; P.M.12, 18 ,-: Climax transformers. 20/-; National
portable, £12/10; Mulard conc. unit, 32/6; all brawl
new. guaranteed; list othera free; wanted, "Wireless
World," October 24th. 1928; parts Kilo-niag.-Fislis
pool, .Fountain Place, Waltham Abbey.
[5564

eliLESTION
C12, oak,
three Lewros Q.A.

HOUSE,

295. BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON,

ARCONIPIIONE,
all
rotin',
200-250v.,
I
iiniuutor, type .D.C.1.
' brand
Imbued. in error; cost £6:10, saerifire £5 quirk
also MagnaroX M.L.7 unit, new condition, little
L
er ,
r
s
,
,
t
,.,, 6
to
2
f
/
t
6
., «rout
361,-Welsford, 14, Suffolk

4

ThrICTURE Receiver Comporen1s.-Magneth. cheat's.
£4:4; triggers, 37:6; relays. 39- 6; dutch and
•
emitacts. 7/• set; spindles, with brackets. 18 ,-;
100 ohm
sistances, 1/6; pint lot ties stare!, iodide
soluti .... , 4/9. post tree; 100 sheets special !taper. 9d.;
all above in stock; carriers complete, 27/6; cylinders,
10/.; write for lists.-F. J, A. Hall, 91, Fore Sr..
Edmonton, N.18.
[0275

I. Output. 11 push-pull
R
-Lk' 10/6: short, long wave

E4; Amplion R.S.10, £3/10;
roils, 7/6 each: two Cromos
A.C. red valve , mat clivsl for puslcpull, and two
P.M. 14, all unused. 12 6 each: kraut.: 3-gang CC,11lierli,CY, with cernir r. 30
Chedwortr, clog.
[5570
MIOR Sale, giving up.-Cyldon dual condenser, 18/-;
Lotus Q.A. coil 9/-; Lotus Q.S.P. 11.F. transformer, 13/.; Lexcos HY. choke, 6/-: J,B. neut.
rendensei, 2/6, all, above new. 2 month.; at;o, perS.E •I• feet-Lord,
78, Mo ,- tit., Aecrington, Lancs.
:5557

BURNE-JONES
& co., LTD,,

131'.:12
.1NENT Magnet Moving Coil Loud steal. c.
by Baker, Selloarst, £615 model: sacrifice £3.10.
-Edmondson, Wood Blouse, Copley, Halifax.
[5596
-POLE Balanced Armature. ribbed diaidtrarm loudspeaker units, suitable for use with exoonenlial
horns, 17:6. carriage paid; 0.0005 and 0.0003 varia' -1e
condensers, less 'hats. 2,- and 1. 6. Poo. Ire,-.. Berke ,'
3. Abbey ;Mansions, Herne Hill. S.E.24.
[5591

noTENTIAL
Dividers;
10,000,
15,000.
20,000.
25.000. and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
- each -Bel 'SS',
1110TENTIA I. Dividers, heavy duty. wire wound,
-k15,000 olon;, 7 tappings; 6/6.-Below.
(7 1
)o
N DE
KE bi
s S(
I
L
,
Mt
.:: 2 mid., 2/6; 4 mid., 4/6; guarair
teed; tested 500 volts.- Below.
I.-Choke coda, excellent for smoothing, np to 20 milliamps, 2/..; speetal heavy duty
elirikes for 100 and 200 milliamps at 8/6 and 18.-• resesad; any article oII approval against cash.noggins, Radio Etiginecr, Clacton-an•Sea.
15030

IGHTNING Arresters are Useless, unless they provide nir a straight. aerial to eurth diacharge;
make sure your property is fully protected, purchase a
direct line automatic arrester, water and weather
!mad, neat and easily fitted; price 2;6 post free.—M.
Litutenshaw, 13, Hillsborough Terrace, !Maumee.

wisitammumna.

H

OT Wire Ammeters, 0-1 amp., 4/•; 0-05 amp,
3'-; 3-range instruments in oak case, 5ht. scale,
0.5 miniamps and 0-12-240 volts, 200 ohms per volt,
45:•; Justrunpmt repairs and alteral ions ut
every
description; arty item 7 days' approval against cash.
-Thu Victa Electrical Co., 47, high St., Battersea,
5.W.11. Established 1910.
[5180

ampmeters, revoltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estituates-Chester Bros., 244. Deleon Lune, London,
E.8.
15240

DONOTONE. the best loud-speaker.
EAR All the Lend-speakers Advertised, then come
and buy a
DONOTONE.

Decoupling Resistances: see advert.
Coils.-Groves
Brothers
(Manatee[5142

Meters.-Milliamp. end
M ETERS.
calibrated and shunts provided,

for

EPOCH.

Ohm;
600 under
tuners).

C
C

G

00DMAN'S Cone Chassis Assemblies, the cone
fitted to which are unique. by reason of Goodman's exclusive doping processes, can be fitted with
any cone unit in 2 minutes: new model, 12/6; en•
thusiastie users write:T.M.E., Plums/cad writes The cone chassis is work•
ing splendidly. It is mine capable of handling
the full output of my Everyman Four, and its response
to faint signals atol purity of renroclucther are far
in advance of anything in cone speakers 1 hare previously obtained.
T. W.L.,
Wendover, writes : It may interest you to
know that I am using a Goodman's chassis, and
everyone marvels at the reproduction.
LLUSTRATED Lists Post Free frein Goodman's, 27.
Farringdon St.. London. E.C.4.
'0066

Tit POCHS by Deterred

1929.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

Loud.speakers.—Contd.
A BSOLTITELY Unsolicited Appreciations

▪
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

D.C.
new;
sale;
used,
Rd.,

111,

ELECTRADIX
For every Radio User this is
the great success.

DIX-ONEMETER
Highest Possible Grade. Used
in Admiralty, L.C.C., G.P.0,
and the 'Varsities.
Price: "DIX-ONEMETER,"
case. reading 0-2 m a. 49
microamps. per div., 55. «.
Send Stamped Addressed Enve!orie for large sale list.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.
Telephone: City 0191.

15
A.F.4,_7/6; l'eben transformer, 4-1 frost
13:-i. 5/6: C.A. horn 'weaker (£5 Alison i
t
u
5o.
51
5
.-;1:
12/6; exchange 11.31
..6
.6 for P.31.61).-Stonniry, Woo
lauds, Ilkeston.
t
.

A MATEnt sun:due—P.11.3A,

1-3-

51., unused;
LE., 4:6: Linen R.C.C., 2;6; Magnum
Hallidm. 90, Brighton lirove, Newcastle.

Lis•sei
sereen
[5541

ItsSENOI..% Unit, 6l-; TÀ,P11 panel rheostats 1/3
lgranie mils, halt prier.-.-16, Manor 11d., I:evens
!holm.), Maitchester.
t5
ORYSTAL Reception.-"I cet most exeellent result
situ Double Cry4a1 Conibination."-E. A. It
't t1.11onul.-Pret. pat., priee I 6, with valuable hint:
loon Crystal. 2, Sydney Teimee, Lancaster. Desk
coonities invited.
(537
114LUE Spot 66K 'unit and Chassis, 2716; 2 2Mf
Dnbilier Mansbridge
eraidensers,
new, 5;-;
Ormond midget rundenser, new, 21-; 1 Titan coil Jhu
prove, new, 12!-; 1 Oldham I.V.D., unwed, 8...-Bo
2233. c:o The Wire/exg World.
I
OW'
deems.,
Lo ;s Mariolle
4 emperlant
cendete.ers,
transformers,
grid
;
leaks,
Ampliou
fixedi5e
5o
4;
speaker gramophone attachment, etc., amateurs stirldul
write for details.- G. O. C., 41, Castlebar Park, »din
London.
[55:

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.--Contd.

tram, formers, coils, elastic
BAROAINS.—Condensers
aerials, valves 1pentdde and screen grid), and

A

most wireless components for disposal at half price,
new er equal to new; send p.c, for full list.—Box
2252, c/o The IV ireltecs World.
[5612

W

A VE5fETER.—Forward
buzzer
wavemeter,
retiently reealibrated by Gambrel' Bros.. range
20 to 600 . metres, in perfect eondition, together with
charts: accept £3, or nearest offer.—F. R. Neill,
" Chesterfield," Whitehead, Belfast.
[5597

E

SPOT 66K and Chassis, 28/-; Sterling head.
BLUE
-1-s
phones, 5/6; Polar Ideal, 0.0003, 8/9: .laukson's

0.0005, 4,6; Ormond dual dials, 3;-; Jackson's, 3/6:
Forme. 2,6 eault; Sur-i-eris transformer, 7;6; R.I. Var.
ley straight line, 17 -; Lissen R.C.C.. 2,-; 4 10-ohm
rheostats, 1/- each; Milliard 100,000 resistance, 2/6;
Master Three coil, medium, 2'6; base, 1,-; Edison
double tapped 60, 1;6; 0-120 milliammeter, 5/6;
Htilit,c 3-pole lever switch, 2;6; approval.—Beek, Prin.
ICSS St., Swaim«.
[5590
11,flILLARD P.M.211X, 5/.; P.M.22, 121-; ILL super
.1.ve. transformer (6-terminal), 12,-; Wales volt-milliampineter, 4/-.---Robbins, 29, The Summit, Wallasey.
Ches.
(5589

Inseparably with Radio Part Exchange.
NAMED
wherever the English language is sunken.

Nt--1, Rotary

(NAME.° Oak Pedestal Speaker cabinet, cost £4,17/6.
5-1 take £2115: Baylrack pick-up arm, 35/-, take
20/-; Marconi cone speaker, ,a,st £3,15, take 35/-.—.
Perey Revell, 152, Eight Av., Huida Vale.
[5584

0
N
Leweos
transformers,
6-pin
11.5'.
As-ti.,!
,On and
Coils
snort,
nodwith
Splitbases,
Primary
22:6 the

m

ORTLEY Oeuerator, 1,500 volts, 100 mA., £10;
Lucas dynamo, 12 volts 12 amps., transmitting
valves T.100, 0150S.W.. T3A.
what offers?—' New.
sonia," Bull Lane, Rayleigh, Essex.
[5578

S

IIPER.M I
CROPHON
type,. very sensitive,
new, made on latest principle, teeing seeret peeress ectisiti:ied
Gevernment
parts,
out.
surplus,
far superior
will topick
old up
types
whispered
or

utoplioniEs, It

ighty sensitive, as above de;
-11e. scribed, 6/6; 110 other microphone of equal sensitiveness known, earls fitted with 3ft. flexible vonnerting emit, full directions for use of microphone for manv
purposes and diagrams of connections free.- -Fredk.
Adolph, maker of sensitive microphones, 27, Fitzroy
St., London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 8329.
[5574

TWO 2v. Sets, 20/- (second-hand, royalty paid when
new), L05-volt high tens
batteries, 7/9.
MEW Electric Iron; 10/-; 230v. H.F. choke, 2/-;
eneltmed crystal detectors, 3d. eut-h; permunent
type, J/-.

As supplied to all the
Leading
GramophoneRadio Apparatus Manufacturers throughout the
world.

MNLECTRIC Bells, excellent quality. 2;6: first class
intended
6d. each; unmounted coils, 3d.
on. Holders. 2-watt, geared. 9d. and 1/6; second.
hand horn speakers, Fellows, Sterling. /tinkie,
Bulrivox, etc., 5/• each.

C

KT. Unit, for
M UI.LAIlli
hand, 50/-; E.O. KO.

A.C., cost £6110, secondunit, second-hand,
9/6.
MARCONIPHONE Ideal Transformets, as void for
-1-V-6 18. 6, our price 11/6; guaranteed 12 months.
TRATONE Amplifiers, 5/- each; Marconiphone
horn epeakent, £2/10 models, tor 201-, new and
goarantred.

See
“WIRELESS
WORLD"
Laboratory
Report of July 3rd, 1929.

He,

X

10)01.1.S CaytIon Regional Portable, 5v.„ latest model,
-LI, ease damaged when being used for demonstration
purposes, new batteries fitted; a wonderful bargain,
£13 ,10.
UI.LARD
Portable. 5v., with
airy
batteries,
£7110; A.J.S. aerial-earth switches; 1/3 each,
usual price 3/9, in Bakelite case, watertiroof.

M

..E" eel

for
Portable
Public
Address Apparatus.

QUNIMEIL Sale of Surplus, Atop soiled and emendhand goode.-1..T. charge's; 29/6; for B.C., guaranteed 12 months.

Q Y. Valves, 1/6 each; al'. 2v. power,
plate variable condensers, la, very
job, 3:6 each, all sizes.
'DIJON-ES, various makes, 3/6 pair ; 3f.H.
A.
teem-formers. 1/• each; also various screened cods
anti liandorniers.

circuit.

only D.C. Mains are
available. They can even
be used to step up the
Voltage of a low tension
accumulator,
and are
thus especially suitable

words from a distance of several yards, splsnilid instruments for making deteetaphone, deaf aid, loutl-spealcing telephone, announcements through loud-speaker,
amplifier for crystal or valve sets, electric sound detector, exporiments.—liclow.

Amplifier,
4/., 6/6.
3/
6 ; brass
high class

Type

smoothing

M L Rotary Trans.
formers
provide
the
only means of obtaining
a higher voltage than
that of the Mains, when

lot; Zampa cone chassis, kid suspension. 7, 6; D. P.D.T.
utility switch, lever, 2i5; transformers: 3-1 Telsen
Grand. 7/6; Crieenr, 12/6: klaretini output, 12/6: all
as new.—Baker, 213, New Badge ltd, Ball.
[6579

WESTERN
ELECTRIC 2-valve Power
40/-, Perfect; Lk% transformers, 3i-,

Transformer

TOThem.
B
W

ym,

we

A

psousT

p

P

Send for particulars of
M-L Anode Converters,
Rotary Transformers, and
Motor Generator Sets.

T

WO Only, second.hand speakers
Magnavox moving
coil, £8 model for £5i10: Amplion Power Lion,
£5/15.
A LL-WAVE Tuners, 6/6 and 3/6; A.J.S. slow motion
variable condensers, 11 , caoh.
A LI, (lie Above Goods are in Perfect. Order; money
refunded if not satiefied.
STANLEY RADIO Co.. King's Stanley. Gloucester.
[5614
itgARCONI Power Amplifier, type A.C.B., new, £616;
J."- R.T. tiltk-up arm, £1: Brown pick-up, 151-• Epooli
51..C. speaker, £2/10-1, Tim Clou -e, Norhury,
15532
LUE Spot 66K Unit, I5/-:
7.'6; brand new;
take pick-up eschauge.-0. CorbS, 47, Ivydulo[5L5td3.

WHERE are those whose ¡esthetic tastes revolt when
confronted by cheap production. whose mentality
allows of no pretence. to whom rash promises are a
vulgarity and colourlid offers a bore; who require
£1 worth et value for every £1 expenditure, and
know full well that no living being can give them
more.
in the radio field, Appleby's appeal; in
part exchange existe the most economical method
of purchase.
RIEFLY,
here
is
Appleby's
service—simple,
straightforward, fair; a not too dull brochure,
more fully descriptive, will be sent to you immediately
upon request.
E Supply Practically all the Leading Linea of
Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and make
no carriage charges except on accumulators and batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
will take in part exchange any
branded teeeiver, romponent or lottd-speaker. tor
withal you have no further use, providing such is
reasonably modern and in workable condition.
WO Make Fair Offers, we must see the material;
on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a,
list of contents and amine of sender, we will scud our
offer, which is as 'an allowance from an order tor
ne.v rcouiremenls totalling not lees than (-Wire Ore
allots:time -but it. is fair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we mill return your
material carriage paid.
We cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/• nett cash value, that
is. after part exchange allowance has been deducted.
CURSORY Analysis into, points of economical
relation and poyehologival cffeet, of these terms
of part exchange proves interesting.
One.- The terms have oxisted sIIICC the inangeratIon of radio part exchange several years
ago.
Their suitability may be eauged by the fact
teat me Lave ben'ed thirty-nine more part exchange
eUStoiners, In the half year ending June 291,11, 1929,
than te the whole of the year 1928.
That 87%
customer% have repeated their first transaction. and
46% eustomera have put through five or more transactions.
OINT Two—We must see the material.
Making
offers for material we have not seen proves inadequiltc, Indefinite avid misleading.
It helps no
Oile and progresses nowhere.
Upon reflection, this is
obvious, as the value of an all irle greatly depends
on its thaulilion and production age.
The likelihood
of receiving au inadequate rifler tor material sent to
us can be determined by the fact 'het our rejected
offers are, and always have been, below 1%•
»OINT Three.—Twiea the allowance.
This stipule1
lion ensures you a fair offer aluays.
The more
we offer you, the niorr you ultimately spend with us.
Therefore, in our OWII interest, as much as yours,
we offer (lue
,to 110t, Mph,: srI,, to purchase to the value
TV of twice the allemance immediately.
If you require a lesser value half the cost is payable in cash
and the balance of misfit clue will await use at your
convenience.
Virtually, the system is a radio bank.
Material may be deposited against a credit note, and
no purcha FL: made for several months. For those whose
affairs take them periodically abroad this is particularly useful.
OINT Four.—Appleby's part exchange service is
eoeducted in premises separate for the purPeae.
employing British labour of proved integrity. British
capital arid liritia behaviour.
It is the original
part exchange service- and a known quantity.
PPI.E13VS, specialist, in distribution by mail and
the origieators of radio part exchange. Number
Forty-four in Chapel St., Marylebone. London.. N.W.1
(station opposite. Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Railway;.
Paddington 8828 (3 lines).
ren6

M-L

MAGNETO

Radio

B

Advertisements for " The Wireless IVorld'

Dept.,

SYND.

Ltd.,

COVENTRY.

'Phone : 5001.

A

IN 1
Condensers, first clews make; 0,0001 to
F0.0%
1125.
94. each; 0.001 to 0.002, 10 1
,ed. earl;
0.003 to 0.005. If- each; post free.—A. E. Ball and
Co.,
10, Woodhouse Parade, N. Finchley, N.12.

Y

OUR Old Components Taken In Part Pay[m
54
e
7
nat
for Latest Type; gee our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co.. 51.
Fishergate, Preston.
[0228

MISCELLANEOUS.
A LEXANDER BLACK, the original wireless

doctor,
-e-A. will call (London and Home Counties) and cure
your set; sets installed, snaintahted, and brought, up
to date; complete railisfaction or no t•Itarget gramophone pick-ups, ITT. eliminators, and t‘'ebsori inoving
coil speakers demonst ra led by appointment ; pu rit
reproduction specialist..-2a. Woodvilla Grove, N.16.
Sloane 5105 or Clissold 3687.
[0277

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Miscellaneous —Con t
d.
rrENTS.-Brand new army bivouac, 711. gin.x5ft.
6in,x3ft. gin. high, complete end sheets, folding
poles, peso, ropes, etc., made fawn waterproof, by
Waring and Gillow, London hold 3, weight. 91b.; 17;6,
post 1/ -, cost 35/ ; satisfaction or cash returned.liartie ,., Contractors, 128, Arundel St., Portsmouth.
l.5ee5
List on request.

B•
"

"R •

MAINS,

E ASY
components,
Payments.-We
accessories
supply,
and sets,
by

TRANSFORMERS

COTY SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's Ir
0Ce9
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
radio
o
o
hy
Radio Society of Great Britain and
Wireless
League;
old
sets
of every type repaired,
rebuilt,
modernised; send set for immediate quotation.

AND

CHOKES
CAN

TO

BE

SUPPLIED

YOUR

SCUTT SESSIONS and Co.-New sets constructed
th your components or parts supplied by no;
gliarantectl finest workmanship; we specialise. t,, - The
Wireless
World " circuits,
high
grade
rat1M-g Tit mophone. apparatus, etc.; let it mean something to you
that
we
have satisfied customers throughout
tile
British Isles/
London service; experienced engineers
si t to all parts; portable sets demonstrated.-Tel. :
Titil,,r 5326.
Ilalliwiek Parade. Mue:well Hill, London,
N.10.
10262

OWN

SPECIFICATION
Write for Catalogue of Standard Models.

RICH &

"ALWAYS" POTENTIAL DIVIDERS
for H.T. Eliminators, etc.

Most efficient Divider on the Market,
provided with five variable tappings.
Current carrying capacity zo M/A.
Values in stock 1,000 ohms to megohm
PRICE

BUNDY,

l'ItADE SUPPLIED.
ABINGDON
WIRELESS
SUPPLIES,
ABINGDON,
BERKS.

h1011EL A.
Alm m bled,
£4-17-n.
With Oak Cabinet d2-2-0
extra.
With Ha loran,
Cabinet td-7-6 sotra.
Home Colvtroetor Patti i4-7-5.
BRITAENIA REPRODOCEM Ltd.
Furnival Road. SHEFFIELD.

E

NGINEERS.-Do you realise that at the last examination 86% of our candidates passed at the first
attempt.
We alone guarantee No Pass, No Fee.
Why
should you remain in the ranks? Investigate our service. Our handbook
Engineering Opportunities," contains brilliant articles by Professor A. M. Low. shows
how to pass A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mecli.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., C. & G., G.P.O., Matric., etc., exams.,
and outlines courses in all branches of Civil. Mechanical, Electrical, Wireless and Motor Engineering.
Send
for free copy lo.day (state subject or examination I. Brit ist, Institute of Engineering Technology, 87, Shake.
aware House. 29.31, Oxford St.. London, W.1.
[5465

RADIO

THE LEADING MANUFACTURER
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
offices. 89, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.84.

VOUR
Old
Apparatus Taken
in
Part Payment
or
Latest Trpe;
see our advert,
in column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co.. 51,
Fishergate. Preston.
[0229

Works" (Always Open) 42, Cherry Orchard Road. E. Croydon.

sAv.

YOUR ACCUMULATORS

1
SI

51E:

Sec
Old.
C
II
:Os.
••6...A.lkcorriiiiiiletemfor
3'3 - a
- 30-cell.
1r6d.

3f-

SI

305 CHURCH ROAD

- LEYTON

E

K

MOSTON-ON-THAMES.-inudepenkers,
phones.
transformers.
repaired ; 4!..
post
free.-Minter,
Cambridge Rd. 'Phone: Kingston 4665
14832

156,

D

OVER.--Radio repair dept., Loud-speaker, phone,
transformer repairs, 4/-; receivers repaired, reeonstrucied ; machine chop for experimental work.Goldin, Lent, Electrical Engineer, 24. Louden ltd.
[5087

--

• LIO

fi EPA1 RS Returned
L sistance

REPAIRS
4/

MIU.SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any reand remagnetised, 3/-; transformers re.
4/ -; Blue Spots. Triotrons. and 4-pole units.
4.' ; serb gua ra
mi. -Leeds Wireless Repair Service,
5, Boston Plate, (trees; Rd., Leeds.

,onnd,

Post Free.

Terms to

Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

L214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.I3.
Dept. W.

. xiis
N
w hyr.,.›
\

.

:..».
7'v. • -N- Ww\-1'sw.-`
t. 1-CW3
MI;
_
.
w, ,..,••, wy•tmcsww,eis,,,
>,1 • t 1 1,
tl,

e
•% o
%
'_;:;-e>
,..(k.,

%ttz,eee,:',,À,.
ittion oflite

Post Free, and to ensure ostiaapproval of sa me.-

foci ion send remittance after
Leeds Wireless Repair Service.

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair.

London,
[0001

-a.
Bel/airs; ally make of L.1?. tronsfointer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 44 post free; don't discard it
sural out;
tenus to trade. - Transionner Repair Cu. Wept. W.I,
214. High St.. Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

IV-

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,

r

se Cabinets for saine. Bluespot, Triotron
W.B. Units. Factors and Trade enquiries only,
Mattufaclorer, PERSEUS RADIO MFG. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON TRENT.

foreign.R.S.G.B.

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
r...xacetors: read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column
[0263
TWELVE Months' Gourantee Accompanies All Our

=-.-:
Watch our notice for nmi type edit
-,:F7
: .. .
7
.11Settli " sine,, pint Li-. eint I/E. Pont h.°. II. te' rS • =
----. Bend lid, stamp for booklet giving Inn Particulars to g

Moving Coil Results
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
. "Amateur Wireless "

'

.

rim!,

rOle
ytheneSt ',ui.*&410
-

REPAIRS.

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY $.
E: Leyton Primary H.T. Battery. PI Porous Put Cells,
SI &
PI52

9.10150

PATENT AGENTS.
ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member
ind
AM l.R.E.). 51-52. Chancery Lane.
W.C.2.'Phone: Holborn 1525.

Double the life of your yells:
Avoid being let
down by a run-out accumulator.
Siuguers tell
you the exact state of your battery and warn you
when it needs recharging.
lust drop them in and
leave them to it.
D- per carton from most dealers or 1,3 post free
from actual makers.
FIDDIAN BAWTREE ds CO., Oakhill Rd., Sutton

-P".
-1:.

post free.

PRICE 6/6 post free.
Diagrams and Lists free.

"EP Your Set is not just as it ought to be. send for.
Allan Martin, the radio doctor: moderate ettarges
willa satisfarti .... ; sets rebuilt mid modernised if desired; Greater London only.-82, Finchley Park, [N
e9
.152
9.

Enfield 0777.

2/6

HEAVY DUTY TYPE, wire wound on
Porcelain with mounting brackets.
Carrying capacity 40 to 50 M/A. Values
in stock io,000, 15,0oo and 20,000 ohms.

METERS. Meters.-Milliamp. and ampmeters, reIT-11» calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estimates.—Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, London,
E.8.
(5290

13, New Road, PONDERS END.
'Phone

any
easy make;
paysaents
10%6
.

down, balance spread over 10 months.-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11, Oat
Lane, Loudon, E.C.2.

17TH, 1929.

N

d'ILIARANTEED Repairs to Blue Spot Unitvt,
49 re
30%-A wound, renmenerised and adjusted as new; 5!-;
post
free;
returned
within
24
hours.--Greenwich
Dynamo, Motor and Ignition Co., 131, South St..
Dreenwich, London, 5.16.10.
[5 575
Repairs By Experts.-Lotid-speak5e7
rs5.
‘-4
headphones, mine units, pick-ups, any make or
type, rewound, remagnetised and adjusted; post free
4/ -;L.F. transformers and chokes rewound, from 4/,
post free.-Howell,
42, Fotheringham ltd., Eut5
fls
el8d
1
.

Middlesex.

WANTED.
wANTED,

Fe, is,oli

vi It meter,

preferably

high

OPEN TILL 7155.H.
«Rill TOR OUR CATALOGUE
POSTAGE
ME 10 CUM,

"SWAMPED
OUT
WITH REPLIES!"
A reader's experience, after advertising in the Miscellaneous Columns
of "The Wireless World."

"I was delighted
with the result of my
last advertisement
in 'The Wireless
World,'
being
swamped out with
replies."
F. G. Hall,
3, Ashbourne Avenue,
Bridlington,

V. ,

sistanee. also heavy duty A.C. eliminator, 200-220
volts, or parts suitable Megavog or Westinghouse type
eliminator. - P. Garner, Westgate-End House, Wakefield.
[5523

el ess World," when writing

weer)

(THE DEPT IN THE
59 WU 015551, MUSTER SQUARE. t09009.W.C.9

w.W.84

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Yorkshire.

JULY 17TH,

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1929.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wanted. —Contd.

Situations

WIRELESS

TN-Mild:in
shortly starting as whole,'
doctor, would like address of wholesalers of the
following r Sets, eliminators, speakers, valves, accessories.
—Box 2201, e:'o The Wireless World.
[5535
'WANTED, ultra short Warn set; approval;
YV llowlett, 49, Warneford St.. Hackney.

rallArOHTSMAX, London area, with experience uf
17
instruments, radio apparittus.—Age, experience, end
salary, tri :Box 2142, cto The Wireless IVorld.
£5

cash.—
[5544

A

-.
1-s,AD10.—Assidant
loud-speakers manufacturers,
manager required,
technical
servic
knowledge
e dept.,.
and administrative ability
references and experience,
Winless World.

essential.—Write,
giving
to Box
2238, c/o The
[5651
•
ADIO Valve Manufacturers 91.V.A.) Require High
Grade It corg•suntatives on a salary and comic..
sion basis for the fol, 'wing terri tories :—(1) Cornwall
and Devon; (2) Kent and S.E. London; (3) Northumberland and Durham; (4) Lancashire; (5) South
Wales; (6) North Wales; (7) West, Riding Yorks.
Applicants must possess first class connection in radio
trou le, also own car anti able tu pass Guarantee Society.
---Write fully in
I. instance, giving' details of eicisection, age, naine of present or last firm, Box 2240,
c/o Tice Wireless World.

L1 Reward (deposited with
Wireless World ") for
information, if accepted, of opening for electric-al
and radin business in Southern Gounties.—Box 2243.
e/o The Wireless Wend.
[5573

R

EECIIANGE

Superior Kodak, f/4 Bausch lenses,
for valve set.—L. C. Andrews, Hampden, Residential Club, St Pancras, London.
(5585
WANTED, eliminator for all mains set. also R.).
wv tuner and parts for resistance coupled amplifier.
—18, Leybourne Rd., Kingsbury, N.W.9.
[5582
T.T.T. 'Transformer, 220 volts input, about 400 output.—Spencer, Botolph's Corner, Sevenoakx. [5580

AC ANCIES Occur in a Retail Wireless Depot in
High Class Residential District for Improver, also
an Apprentice to learn trade under highly certified
tuition, thorough all-round experience to be had is
salesmanship, at -cumula tor charging, installations, and
repairs.—Apply Ilicking, 6, Albemarle Rd., Beckenham,
Kent.
'Phone: 2638 Ravensbourne.
[5593

V

AGENCIES.

ntD•ESTABLISIIED
Wireless
trally situated West-End

Enginoers, with cenpremises,
showroom,
workshop and offices, offers representation
to
high
class manufacturing firm, provincial or (oreign, service
and storage if required; willing finance wireless invention.—Box 2130, c/o The In/tariff World.
[5509

SITUATIONS WANTED.
A DVERTISER, 4 years' practical wireless

Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
AGENTS
demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest

experienee,
desire,: po,itiou with firm manufacturing sound
Milting apparatus, to gain experience in installing Faille,
ere., keen eur for musie, willing accept small stulaty to
start, it progressive position.—Box 2232, Mo The. Wireless World.
[5539

112, Warstone Lane. Birming-

EXCHANGE.

.12667

1
RIINBAKEN L.T. Charger, 240 .A.C., 4-12 volt
1
0-15 amp., E3; 1 0-20 panel mil ammeter, 7/6;
1 3-way Lotus coil holder, 2,5; 2 250-2,000 Wearite
Inner-. 1016 each: 2 Bretwood grid leaks, 1/6 caeli;
1 Li,sen grid leak, 1/-; 1 Lisseu L.P. choke, 3/6:
1 Pay L.P. choke, 3;6; 1 ii,scit 5-poitit switch, 21-;
1 Tunewell 6-pin coil, 'Reinarte, medium wave, 316;
1 Tmiewell 6-pin coil, Reinaste, bug wave, 41-; 1 E.I.
L.P. transformer, 10!-; 1 0.0005 S Li,. Ormond and
S.M. dial, 7/6: 1 6-pin base :mil screen, 3/6; 1 Nn, 1
Millie coil and base, 4)-; 1 pair headphones, 7/6; .£6110
the lot, or exchange L.T. trickle (1 rtinp.) 240 AM_
40F.. M.C. loud-speaker, 4-valve portable, or anything
useful
value.—A. J. Hu
Hunt,
li
Ellington
Terra, e, Ashington, Northiunberland.
[5524

C

AMERA ,quarter-plate. hall-plate extension, leather
ease, Cooke .ens, all movements, also full acressnries; sell or exchange wireless components.- Box
2237. rio The Wire/ass World.
[5550
3,wheel Runabout, beautiful rondiENCHANGE
ti.sn, 'or sets or components.—Santier, Howsell.

Malvern.

[5555

L

ARGE Revo Horn Speaker, igranic pick-up, volume
control and adapter. Brown earpiece (requires
reed). 0.0003 V.C.
barer; exchange for gond M.C.
speaker, 6 volt.-17, Hartington ltd., Wallasey. [5566
Holg'er and Pye 3211 choke. for pick-up
S.625andandarm.-91,
Hanover St., Castleton, Rochdale.

[5572
•VOUR Old
Apparatus Taken
in
Part
Payment
J.
for Latest Type; see our advert. In column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientifle Development Co., 51,
Fisheigate. l'reston.
10230
MARCONI Ideal 2.7-1 or 6-1 for A.F.3 or A.F.5.131 Noakes, .120.
St. John's Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[5576

TUITION.
TNSTRUCTIONS

in Morse, day nr evenings; easy
terms.—Telegraph School. 29, TaBourd Rd.. Peck,
ham, S.E.
[5592

SITUATIONS VACANT.
'WIRELESS
Operating
Appointments
Assured;
short qualifying course, gia y, evening; lees payable alter appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes.—Manager, Wireless School, 21. Manor Gardens,
Lonciggii, N.7.
Archway 3694.
15368
MESTERS Wanted, only those with factory experience
need apply—Write, Stating age, salary, and experience to Aeonic Radio, Ltd., Hurley, Surrey.
[5542

Technical Assistant Wanted in a Large
CllIEF
Manufacturers' London Service Department,

Radio
knowledge of all-main , receivers desirable.—Writo fully Box
2141, e:o l'he Wireless Wield.
[5520

Manufacturers
•
RADIO
office; should have

Require Assistant, general
general clerical commercial
knowledge and be Quick at figures.—Write, giving re'
¡creares and salary required, to Box 2239, c/o The
W irrless World.
[5552
A7

..11/10 Engineer, 27, single, recently in charge
service workshop of well known firm, requires
similar nr other responsible post, thornughly practical
inan, good technical knowledge, experience all mains
receivers,
rectifiers,
small
power
equipmeet,
etc.,
Asset,. 1.W.T.—Box 2254, c/o Ike Wireless World.
(5610
VOUTH, 19. 1st P.M.G., 3 years' sea experience,
requires post ashore, any capacity.—Bityly, Avon- .
dale Rd., NVaterlooville, - Crisham, Hants.
[5595

R

From "The Amateur Photographer."

•
is i
r......................,...............—... 1
t

i. For Every User
i
1of a Camera!
i
,
I cvery camera owner can get

1 more pleasure out of photo.
! graphy and better results by
t reading "The Amateur Photo.
1 grapher" regularly.

1The

"A.P." caters for all
( photographers, including be.
1 ginners and advanced workers,
i and contains Lessons
for
Beginners; Free Criticism of
Readers' Prints; Answers to
Queries; Regular Competitions
and aweekly Art Supplement
of
particular
interest
to
pictorial workers.

1

FINANCIAL

Reception
NEW
2,000 metres

PARTNERSHIPS.

System, double volume, range 200without switching, selectivity, non.
Luling; hall share patent £300.—Box 2256, c/0 The
Wireless World.
(5613

i
i
1
iE

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE.
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

1
¡
1
1

LECTRICAL Contractors and
Wireless
Dealers,
established 15 years, showrooms in main thomughfare West End of London,.np-to-clate premises consisting
of shop. stores and showrooms ill/OVO, good class truck.
returns about £3,500 per annum, with great possibilities
for substantial increase; stock, fixtur,. fittings pod
lease fur sale: capital required about El,000.—PartienFirs of Beeeroft, Sons and Nicholson. 12, Wood tit.
E.C.2.
(5534

BOOKS. INSTRUCTION.

ETC.

QTEP by Step Wireless, a romplete cnurse of the
111,c:row of elei•tricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, eta.,
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-todate practical application; issued weekly, send 1/- p.n.
ter first 4 weeks.—Clifford Pressland, A.M.1.E.E.. Eng..
Dept. W.W., Hampton on:Thames.
[0195

1
i
I
;
1 w
j and
tion
' don.

ET II.T. Batteries are now a ',roved surrP8S;
write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
methial of building and, maintaining free; menpaper.—Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, Lon£0077

VREE.—Indtistnr's Guide on Patents.—T. A. A..
J.
253 (W), Gray's Inn Rd., Lerdon, W.C.1:
14127
1.1ACK Numbers.—" Modern Wireless," 58 copies,
1923-27:
" Wireless Constructor,"
40
copies,
1924-28; " Wireless Weekly." 86 copies, 1923-25: any
offer consMered.—Bayly, Amberd, Tauntcn.
[5549
Amateur Callbook," the only Directory in
"R ABM
the world of radin amateurs of the world. over

£

0t"NG Men (between 21 and 25 years), of good
appearance and education, required for high class
installation end service work on electrical apparatus,
first class wireless knowledge essential, and mechanical
training an asset; West London Greil.—Write, stating
age, experience and salary required, to Box W.W.355,
&o C. Mitchell and Co., 1, Snow Hill, E.0.1.
[5536
QMART salesman Required for West End Showroom,
gign ,t ligive a good general knowledge of radio and
service—Applications, stating qualifications ' experience,
and minimum
salary required, to Box 2140, do The
Wireless World.
[5519

Vacant.—Contd.

U
,,...1
7 1:ELESS.—Men used to wiring' receiving sets:
vY London district—Box 2143, c/o The
Wireless

'C'I S. two A.C.,G R.C. Unit, 0.0005 var . S.M.
dial, M.C. speager cabinet.-97,
Hanover
St,
Castleton, Rochdale,
[5571

3 valve set..—Mag-Radio.
ham.

19

heAMATEUR
HOTOGRAPHER

C INEMATOGilt AYH E,12
--Taw Journal tor Eva. oboau ran, o Co rn era

Every Wednesday 3d.
1LIFFE

& SONS LTD..

Dorset Rouse, Tudor Street, London. R.C.t.
.W.3;a.

100 pages of lists of call signs and addresses in all
countries, short-scare stations, prefixes, also other information useful to amateurs; sent post paid to any
address for 4,6 or equivalent: Published lour times a
year, reduction for annual subscribers.—F. T, Carter.
Flat A, Gleneagles Mansions, Streatham, London.
[5599

OPPORTUNITY
Inventor of important advance in loudspeaker design suitable for talkies, talio.
gramophones, etc., wie:es to ccrnmuricate
with interested persons view licences or
formation of syndicate.
Pox Po. 2248.
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FIXED
CONDENSERS

BETTER SPEAKER
HAS ARRIVED!

are made the right
way with the right
materials —gt nuine
Copper foil and Ruby
mica
.

lhat i:, why "1: RIX Fixed Condensers can always be

relied

upon. Only last copper foil used.
No tin
kid. Beware of substitutes. Copy of Faraday
House Certificate with ev•ry one.
Fully
guaranteed for capacity, insulation, and
voltage tests.

PRICES 1 /
FROM
JL

DOMINION SLOW MOTION DIAL
Brownie are now producing 2,103 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day. That is why it is pos dble
to offer this high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 3/6.

EACH

The mechanism is a special non back lash
design with a reduction ratio which makes
fine tuning easy without becoming tedious.
Finished in plain black or beautifully grainei
mahogany Bakelite.

Highly commented upon by The' Wireless World July 3/29 and Nov. 14/28.

£3.10.0 to
Write for particulars

or

£6.6.0
'phone North 5237.
ER IC
J. LEVER (TRIX)

REALISTIC SPEAKERS )
72,

Penton

Street,

London,

LTD., 8 9, Clerkenwell
Green, LONDON, E. C.1.
Clerkenwell 301.115.

N.1.

CAMCO "Ideal'
CABINET
for the
Latest List
FREE on
application to
Carrington Mfg. co.,
Camco Works,
Sanderstead
Road,
South Croydon. Tele—
phone :Croydon 0623

EUROPA
Portable

Oat

Mahogany

52'6

58r.

xpErZIME NITA

W IRELESS
TheWIRELESS ENGINEER
ei

The Journal for Professional
Engineers and Advanced
Wireless Experimenters
Monthly

2/6 net.

Annual Subseription

32/... post free.

!LUTE & SONS LTD., Dorset Rouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C 4.
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If you have A.C. mains
in your house, you have the cheapest and most reliable supply
of current for your set, and
WESTINGHOUSE

METAL

co

RECTIFIERS

enable you to adapt this supply in
the simplest and most efficient way.
NO
VALVES,
LIQUIDS,
PASTES,
OR
MOVING PARTS, therefore no costly or messy
periodical replacements.

Here are three of
the popular units—
for high tension,
low tension, and
grid bias—and there
are, of course,
several other types,
suitable for all radio
purposes.

Most of the leading radio
manufacturers are now
incorporating the
Westinghouse
Metal
Rectifier in their elim—
inators
and chargers.
You can do the same.
Ask your dealer about them.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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DESIGNED BY THE MEN
WHO MADE WIRELESS!
A Marconi Valve for every circuit

UILT

extra long life. And rigid tests
ensure that every one you buy is a
perfect specimen. Fine design and
scrupulously accurate manufacture
account for their full, balanced
efficiency.

into each Marconi valve
buy is the experience of
the men responsible for every important step in wireless progress

Byou

from the very beginning.
The first thermionic valve; the
first dull-emitter; the first British
A.C. valve; the first practical
screen-grid valve — all these were

Write for the complete valve
catalogue (No. 520) to The Marconiphone Co. Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London,W. i.

made possible by their skill.

A SPLENDID

They design the giant Marconi
valves installed in the principal
broadcasting and
experimental
stations of the world — wherever
high efficiency and absolute reliability are essential. They have
designed valves for you with just
the same skill and care.
The untiring research of these
experts has made every Marconi
valve the best of its type. A very
high degree of vacuum, and a
special tough-coated filament that
emits electrons strongly at a very
low temperature — these features
make for fine performance and

GENERAL-PURPOSE VALVE

MARCONI

H.L.

210

GENERAL-PURPOSE
Filament Volts
Filament Current
Anode Volts
*Amplification factor
*Impedance
*Normal Slope

VALVE
2.0 max.
o.t amp.
150
20

23,000 ohms.
.87 Ma 'v.

"At Anode Volts too, Grid Volts o.

Experienced wireless users have
learnt to rely on Type H.L.2to
This very efficient dull-emitter is
suitable for use in high-frequency
amplification (where some method
of stabilizing is employed), or as a
grid leak or anode bend detector,
or for low-frequency amplification
(except in the last stage, where a
Marconi P 215 or P 240 power
valve should be used).
Try an H.L.2xo in your own set:
ask your dealer for it, in the Marconi purple box. The price is 10/6.

MARCONI VALVES
Showrooms: 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, W .1, and Marcom House, Strand, W.O. 2
Printed for the Publishers, ILIFFE & SONS Dry., Dorset House, Tudor Street, Loudon,

by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Steet, London, S.E.z.

COIOnial and Foreign Agents :
1.0rran 8carse—The International Nona 1.70., 131, Valid( ateeet. See York.
Pao:Ca—W. H. SI, Pr Soo. 248, Roe «wok Party:
Hachette et die. Rue iteaumur, Earls.
BILLamed—W. R. timith & Sou, 78. Marche as,. Herb,. Itrunnele
lante—A. II. Wheeler & ro.. B
'my, Allahabad and Calcutta.
Surto Arginn—Central Ne wit Agency. Ltd.
AbornALIA -Cordon & Goth, Ltd., Inelhaurne (Victoria). Nydney (5.8.W.). Briedoote (Queemilandl. Adelaide (SA.), Perth (W.A.). and Lnunceeitoo
C.O.NADA—The American Neon rto.. 0.4., Toronto. Winnipeg. Vimeouver, Montreal, Ottawa, Ht. John. Estibo., E.
'Itou; Cordon & Gold, Ltd., Toronto : Impend Nevin Oa.
Tomtit..
itood„reat
Winnipeg.
Vancouver,
Victoria.
New YdentAnn—Utordon à Goleta. Ltd_ Wellington. Auckland. elirimiehureh anti Dunedin.
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GETTING

AN

FI.F.

MAG.

OF

OVER

200

AND

R DIO\REyIE

The Paperlôr Every\
We

esday. July24th, 1929.

"No more Httroubles
for me ,
now I've an
»LAS Eliminator"

ame is
iiarantee

Alternating Curren L
models from £3 17 6.
Direct Current modela
from £1
17 6.

MADE
1N
ENG LAN n

Write for
Price List
H.CLARKE & CO (
MCC)

0245

VALVES

nuBILIER
aw,
CONDENSERS

Dubilier
Paper
DDBILIER
PAPER
COND ENSER

Condensers
Type BB.

Max. Working Voltage.
200 volts D.C. (Peak). Tested at
400 volts D.C.

0.5 mfd. • • • 26
1.0 „ • • • 2/6
2.0 „ • • • 3/6
Debate. Ceeleens Ce. (1925) Ltd
Deem Work., N. Aetott. W.3.
P254

No. 517.

V
OL XXV.

No. 4.

MANUFACTURED BY

PROGRESS

WORKS

WALSALL, ENG.

C. F. &H. BurTon

Frecision Condensers
y
Copyright.
far

Re ,t

't

traneminio sa17

I
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EDISWAN

EDISWAN

VACUUM

CARTRIDGE

RESISTANCES

CONDENSERS

are subjected to rigid
tests before leaving
our Works -- noiseless
in operation and perfectly accurate, they
are manufactured in
values from
5,000
to 5 megohms. They
are the only British
made vacuum resistances.

are ideal for the experimenter.
It is the
work of a second to
replace an existing
value with a different
one.
These condensers are manufactured
with the most meticulous care in values
from -0001 mfd. to
001 mfd

EACH

The overall
length of both
the vacuum resistances and
the cartridge
condensers is
45 m.m.

Made only by
The Edison
Swan Electric
Queen Victoria
Street, London,
E.C.4.

Forbes, results

EID SW N
VACUUM

RESIST AN

W.7.A

ES

NOW AVAILABLE

TYPE H.T.3

AND

TYPE H.T.4

WESTINGHOUSE

ALL-METAL

RECTIFIERS

These two units have been developed in response to the demand for additional
sizes of units, for incorporation in small high tension eliminators.
TYPE H.T.4
TYPE H.T.3
D.C. output 120 volts, 20 m.a.
Suitable for popular
3—valve sets such as Cosser Melody Maker. Mullard
Master 3, etc.

D.C. output 180 volts, 30 m.a. Suitable tor larger
sets, or sets requiring more than 20 m.a.

Price 37/6

Price 21/-

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE Sz SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82, York Road, Kin's Cross, !motion, N.1.
Mention of

The Wireless World,'" when writing to

advertisers,

will ensure

prompt

uttenlune.

MORE POWER
YO RRADIO
'TO

U

RCEIVER
IE
WITH

THESE

THREE

BURNDEPT
ACCESSORIES
USE

WITH

modern super-power
valve needs a Burndept Ethopower H.T. Unit to bear heavy
currents at a high voltage; to
eliminate hum, shrillness and
"motor -boating"; to overcome variable voltage; and to
do it efficiently and economically, consuming only 1 unit of
electricity per 60 hours,

FOR

•

MAINS

111 Let the
Burndept
L.T.
Battery Charger renew your
accumulator after every per"tormance without removing
it from its position. Economical, too—it uses only 1/7th the
electricity of an ordinary light,
and necessitates only a single
small accumulator instead of
two large ones.

Burnde
pt
Lehaaawer
H.T. Cl air. £6 .18.3
Plus roaalta - 12 .6

Connect your receiver to
the nearest lighting socket
with the Burndept Automatic
Power Control. With laboursaving device the H.T. Unit
is automatically started when
the set is switched on, and
the LT. charger is brought
into operation when the set
is switched off.

Burrulepr L.T. Battery
Charger
£2 •9 .6

I

eourat.t„„oter.r4

Write for full particulars

BURNDEPT

p
of these

WIRELESS

components.

(1928)

LTD.,

BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.

A
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PEPT
FOR

I
X

peeRix

PORTABLES

rasa.

Munro:ES
The
-

BATTERIES

WITH

DUSTPROOF

IMMI.M0011•11111•11•Me

VOLTS.
60
100
0120

Length.
5it, in.
fq, in.
I 19'4 in.

DIMENSIONS.
Breadth.
6„ in.
6: in.
6„ in.

COVERS AS
Heieht•
3* in.
31e in.
3 in.

ABOVE.

Patcr.
13/1516

the portable

•The great majority of portable sets have batteries too sme
for them in order to reduce the size and weight of ths set.

DISCIIIIIM'I tURRENT I
DIMENSIONS.
i Price
up to:
Length. 1Breadth.
Height.
—

NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

9;1
5à
3A i 13:97,
5
31
14/..
* As specified for the "Europa Portable.
All the above batteries can be economically discharged at rates up ta

100
108

battery for

It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
*It is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
•same size of cells.
Its internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling devices are
unnecessary.
It gives 60%-100% longer service 8Ccording to the rate of discharge.
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
battery.

SPECIAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
(1ee» lid tree. tapped ev CY 3volts).

Vot.rs.

ideal

set—because—

12 Milliamperes
12 Milliamperes

PERTRIX LTD.

Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Av., W.C.2.

12 milliamperes. not 6milliarnos. as is usual for this size of batten,

-811•31111MY

THE

/

Pk%

toetA ilefiremc
'''''".-a-...r.e' -e-à(e)`.°

ele'm°eGle
ley -ow'
*
,

BUILDand OPERATE in
ONE EVENING— —

FAMOUS FORMO COMPONENTS as used in this
Set &in ALL NOTABLE PUBLISHED CIRCUITS
'eallinflEe
FORMO-DENSOR 2,In four variable capacities

1928'
LOG CONDENSER 5i*U005
10035
loon
De Luxe" Model

BRITISH

TRANSFORMER-OUTPUT

0003

1033

-.'"-

6:COILS SIG1 anà

FILTER CHOKE
251.01:
1025
0*5
SG 2 1016 each.
VilLYE HOLDER
Cornponents Throughout
Send for Catalogue.
THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LOND ON, N.W.2.

apERIME \JT

W.W

MEL
-168
.
&TheW1RELESS ENGINEER

The Journal for Professional
Engineers and Advanced
Wireless Experimenters
Monthly
Annual Subset4ption
2/6 net.
32/— post free.
ILIEFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, Loudon, E.C.4.

13

.
.
:).
•.. YikektiAgWorld .:.
e

e•
*

MCIMotor Boalit\g journal:

:The Leading British Yachting Journal
•
"THE YACHTING WORLD" deals with

e•
•:*
•:*
e
e
4,.

yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether on the se& or inland waters.
Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attractive and interesting manner,

e.
+
+

Every Friday 6°.
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset flouse, Tudor St., London, E.C.4
IC* e:e

e»:* •:e.:•e:••:•4••:e•:,e 4. *X. e:ti
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rOR the final stage of a low frequency amplifier operating a
1 large loud speaker the valve to use is a—

COSMOS AC/Pit POWER VALVE
An exceptionally high mutual conductance enables this valve to deliver twice
the output for one—half the power input required by the ordinary
large power valve.
The AC/P1 is a lovv impedance
power amplifying valve, employing an A.C. Cathode heated by
alternating current from
the
supply mains': It is fitted with the
standard Met-Vick five-pin cap.
*As in the case
of Met.- Vick
AC/G,
AC/I?
and
ACIS
(screened grid)
valves.

SPECIFICATION
Filament Volts ..
•
•• 40
Filament Amps ..
•. .• •• i.e
Anode Volts (max)
..
•• •. 200
Amplification Factor
..
.• ..
5
Mutual Conductance, M /a per volt 25
Anode Impedance ohms, ..
2,000

Price

4

4

4

17 /6

For Power with Clarity—AC/Pi
Metro-Vick Supplies,
Metro-Vick House, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2
(Proprietors: Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.)

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliabte.
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The. ,-Sure Path
Reevtion

SPECIAL UNITS FOR PORTABLE SETS.
PORTABLE 1.

63 volts

PORTABLE 2.
PORTABLE 3

86

99 volts 13/6
108 vùlts 15 -

Size

ti" x5" x3*

Size 9* X5" X3"
Size to' X 5" >: 3"

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES
SUPERIOR

POWER
TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES
-For

WA FtE LESS

ALTERNATING

CURRENT

CONDENSERS
COME AND
CONDENSERS
G

....... `ij

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, including:
6 Volts up to 7 amps.
up to 7 amps.
up to 7 amps.

9 Volts
12 Volts
14 Volts
20 Volts

up
up
up
230 Volts up
250 Volts up

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKES
20 henries 100 M.A.
SO
„
100 M.A.

Price

200 Volts

Man. 700 M.A.
„ 120 MA.

35/-

Price

Each

to
to
to
to
to

250 M.A.

250 M.A.

250 M.A.

35/-

Also from

Also from 15/.,

7 amps.
7amps.

Each

l5'—

PRICES:
à_Test

001
5

For higher voltage outputs. with Multi
Levi Tension Windings. prises an 'POW,
lion, stating exact outputs required.

Obtainable from untir retailer or
from the .mabers.

William Bayliss Ltd.

D.C.

160 A.C.

- MFD.
'25 MFD.

2
3
4

Wimp enquiring please stale voltage and
',queues of

Voltage 500
Voltage

`JIIT Working
D.C. Or

240

16
1/9
2'2

5/-

stay on le
forever.
You can count the makers of condensers
by the dozcn—but the only condenser
that counts is HYDRA.
Beca use
HYDRA have been making condensers
all the time—HYDRA have
never made anything but condensers — HYDRA therefore
know more about the snaking of
condensers than the rest.
That is why HYDRA sales are
is why you too
,11-)111d insist on HYDRA.
growing—that

Sheepcote Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

LOUIS FIOLZMAN

:',1il:ers also of Brass and Copper Tuber
end Wire.
Contractors to British aal
Colonial Governments, Railways. etc.

illention

but

HYDRA

TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
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37,
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True
*Balanced
Armature
nit
at Last!
H

ERE at last is the real four-pole balanced
armature unit for which you have been
waiting.
A well designed, hyper-sensitive
and beautifully finished instrument, abounding in excellent features and selling at a most
attractive price.
The permanent magnet is
of cobalt steel, giving the highest possible
magnetic flux density across the pole pieces,
which are themselves of turbo stalloy. The
specially chosen armature rides balanced on
a knife edge between the pole pieces, and is
energised by two careully insulated coils.
Sensitive and positive £.rmature adjustment
is provided, and a special feature is the pair
of aluminium clamps which allow the unit
to be mounted horizontally, vertically, or at
any desired angle. With a good cone, cradle
and baffle, you will gel: purity and volume
equal to that of the best loud speaker
money can buy.
Ask
your dealer for a Watmel
Imperial
Balanced
Armature
Unit,
and
accept no other.
WATMEL

WIRELESS

CO.,

LTD.,

IMPERIAL

BI

The term "ba!anced armature unit" has become loosely
applied to many instruments whose sealed dust cover
prevents aprolf of the daim.
In the Watmel Imperial
Unit the armature is balanced on a knife edge in the
powerful field between the four pole shoes as shown here.

Under ihe inluence of even minute currents from the
receiver, the armature becomes itself a magnet, and is
attracted or repelled simultaneously by all four of the
pole pieces.
It is this arrangement which snakes the Masud Unit so
highly sensitive, and enables you to get the epsivalent of
four-valve volume from a two
set.
When you order a lealaw -ui armature unit, it will pay
you to snake sure you are
getting one, awl the surest
way of doing this is to
insist on a Watmel Unit.

Write to us for
a
free
leaflet
describing
this
Unit in detail.

WORKS,

Telephone:

HIGH

Edgware 0323.

STREET,

5

EDGWARE,

MIDDLESEX.
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WEA N
'
TT

A§
NEENIÍ

CaVPOMENTS
EUROPA
PORT ABLE
Coil Formers complete - per pair
Coils complete wound each
On and Off Switch G22 each
6Pole Change Over Switch 1-26
each
Grid Leak Holders
each
De-coupling Resistances 600 ol.m:
each

WEE
AN DAS

FLAT DWELLER'S 3
Special Cam Switch complete
H.F. Choke
•
600 ohm De-coupling Resistance -

5El MPILE

Valve Holders, Anti-microphonic De-coupling Resistances 500 ohms

eree-re"...
4,
z
dt'

WRIGHT

This "EKCO" -LECTRIC
STRAIGHT THREE is the very
latest in modern radio. Plug the
'EKCO" Adaptor into the nearest
electric light or power socket and
switch on—that's all! And, when
you have tired of radio programmes
connect the gramophone pick-up to
the sockets provided and amplify your
records—the super-power valve gives
ample volume to operate a moving
coil loud-speaker. The attractive allsteel fool-proof cabinet is finished to
resemble grained leather. Ask your
dealer for a demonstiation or write
to us for full particulars.
There are also EKCO" All-Power Units,
eliminating batteries, accumulators and
grid bias.
D.C. from £5 .17 .6; A.C.
front £10. 17. 6 complete.
"EKCO"
H.T. Units, eliminating H.r. Batteries:—
D.C. from 17j6; 4.6. front 5216 complete. L.T. Unit, A.C. only, £11 .15 .0.
"EKCO" products are obtainable On Easy
Payments.

740

eacil

-

2 6
1 6

& WEAIRE,
Rd.,

LTD.

Tottenham,

N.17

3847 8

41

wii5u
sworm-1/vestoti sets the
JON =3
ITEHAIT
All

D.C.

£16 .10 .0

A.C.

. £18 .10 .0
(.01110,1.,

1llllQll !- if ll1ffIE1E
np
IECIEllVIE
Mention

High

Telephones :Tottenham

IFTWZILECURIC
E. K COLE, LTD., Dept. W.

5
6 6
1 G

" WATCH FOR THE NEW WEAR ITE
A.C. VALVE HOLDER."

.7
,

63
6d.
1
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In the Cossor Screened Grid Valve all the
elements are interlocked.
This
lerful new
system of construction, developed exclusively by
Cosser, ensures a degree of timidity and strength
never before attained in any valve. Piece by piece
the Valve is ¡mill up -each element supporting and
locking the one before it until, filially, the whole
assembly becomes a girder-like construction of
enormous strength. Even the hardest blow cannot
cause individual movement or disturb the perfect
aligr
nt of the elements. For performance, for
strengu ii and for long life, use Cossor in your
Screened Grid Receiver- there is no substitute for
*he
reisor system of Interlocked Construction.

Made in 3 voltages
for use with 2, 4and
6-volt Accumulators.

Technical Data,
Filament Current 2-volt type .2
amp., 4. aod 6-volt type» .1 amp.
Max. Anode Volta 150. Imp°.
dtmce 200,000. Amplification
Factor 200, Grid Ilia. 1.5 volts
at max. anode
Volts.
Price
(imy type)

2216

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor 1-olve
write for leaflet L.10.

Cossor
Screened Grid
Valve

A. C. Conor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
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AMATEUR STATUS.

i

T is really a very simple matter to offer a criticism
on the way in which the affairs of the organisations
of the amateurs in this country are being conducted, but what is needed is not destructive criticism
but co-operation in the right spirit with the object of
ensuring that the mistakes of the past will not be
repeated, and that amateurs throughout the country,
no matter to what group or society they may belong, are
encouraged to support a common policy which will ensure the maintenance of reasonable facilities for experimental work.
There may be a number of societies
and organisations independently constituted, and it
would seem to us that there is no need for such organisations to be broken up in order to establish an extra
body representative of the political views of amateurs
generally, nor should it be necessary for any new
organisation to be formed for this purpose if the Radio
Society of Great Britain is prepared to undertake the
work in the proper spirit.
We think that sufficient •demonstration has already
5
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been given through our Correspondence columns, and
through comments which have been made amongst amateur gatherings, since we raised this subject to convince
the officials of the Radio Society of Great Britain
that they no longer enjoy to a sufficiently full extent
the confidence of the British amateur.
Proposais
should now be forthcoming from the Radio Society,
having as their object the reinstatement of their Society
as an organisation representing the amateur of this
country, whether transmitter or general experimenter.
Suggestions have been made by certain contributors
our Correspondence columns that the Radio Society of
Great Britain is of no use. We are by no means prepared to endorse this view, since we consider that every
amateur organisation in this country is of importance,
and amateur status certainly cannot le maintained or
strengthened by weakening or breaking those organisations which already exist to bring amateurs together on
common ground. The Societies unquestionably form
the only nucleus through which the desired result can
be achieved, but the officials of the Societies must cooperate in the right spirit and sink petty differences
which may exist because they know that the main issue,
that of securing freedom for the amateur, is a policy
with which they are all in agreement.
TELEVISION.

rr

HOSE who may have been optimistic enough to
look for early co-operation between the Baird
Company and the B.B.C. to bring about actual
television broadcasts will have been disappointed with
the recent news that negotiations for arranging television broadcasts which have been in progress between
the B.B.C. and the Baird Company ha've been broken
off.
It is understood that one of the principal reasons
for the breakdown in negotiations is that the Baird
Company insisted upon a* bigger apportionment of
programme time than the B.B.C. was prepared to concede initially, and, further, the Baird Company required
a guarantee that that time would be devoted to television broadcasts by the B.B.C. over a long period.
We appreciate the difficulties which the Baird Cornmust be experiencing, for unless it can
ran guarantee a
reasonable period during which transmissions will take
place, it becomes very difficult for the company to offer
receiving apparatus for sale to the public. On the other
hand, the necessity for the B.B.C. to e:£ercise extreme
caution before conceding to the allocation of considerable programme time daily for two or three years must
be apparent to everyone.
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of Two or Three
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Shall I neutralise my screen-grid valve? What maximum amplification shall Iget before oscillation occurs if I do not neutralise? If
a three-to-one H.F. transformer with an S.G. valve is used instead of the optimum value of about one-to-one in order lo obtain really
good selectivity, what stage gain shall I lose? These anti many other similar questions which the amateur often asks himself are
answered at some length in the accompanying article. A table is given showing the remarkable characteristics of the new H.F. valves
which without doubt will considerably improve the performance of radio receivers during the coming season.

S1

UCH strides have lately been made in the science
of H.F. amplification that we now glibly talk of
single stage amplifications of 200 or 300. By this
we mean that a signal of I volt applied to the grid of
the H.F. valve will be amplified bv the valve and its
coupling, and be impressed on the grid of the next
valve (the detector when there is only one H.F. stage)
as 200 or 300 volts. Dealing with practical figures such
as we should meet in receiving a fairly weak
transmission, it would be more reasonable to
say that 1millivolt would become 200 or 300
millivolts.
A short time ago stage amplifications of 40 or 5o were considered superlative.
H.F. Valves Compared.

There is now on the market a series of
screen-grid valves with indirectly heated
cathodes having remarkable characteristics;
furthermore, a number of the familiar batte,ry-heated screen-grid valves have been redesigned and a new range of three-electrode
H.F. valves for A.C. mains is available.
With such an abundance of types, and so
many characteristics within each type, the
choice of the best valve and coupling for any
specified conditions becomes a matter of increasing difficulty, and it is the purpose of
these notes to examine the relative merits of
some twenty typical H.F. valves with a view
to finding the maximum stage amplification
which can conveniently be obtained with
them.
It will be shown that in the case of screened
valves the residual anode-grid capacity, small
as it is, plays a very important pari in the
H.F. amplification which can be attained before self-oscillation sets in.
In the original
screened valve designed by Hull at Schenectady over three years ago, the interelectrode

capacity was reduced to o.006 micromicrofarads—a remarkable achievement—but the valve was of an experimental nature and could not be produced commercially
in quantity. A perfect metal shield around the plate
of a valve to prevent that electrode and the grid from
becoming a small condenser would mean that no electrons would pass to the .
H.T. battery, and thus there
would be no plate current.
The perforations in the shield to allow the
passage of a satisfactory electron stream must
perforce mean a compromise between negligible electrode capacity and useful valve
characteristic. The earliest British commercial screened valve—the S.625—had an
anode-grid capacity of about o.i big, and
whereas this value was a great improvement on that of the best three-electrode
valve, it was not possible at, say, 300 metres
to get a stage amplification of more than
about 31, however perfect the external screening of circuits might be made.' The tiny
reaction condenser within the valve feeding
back energy from the output to the input
was of sufficient capacity to cause oscillation
to start when coils of quite unambitious design were used.
Amplification and Valve Capacity.

The Hull valve,
the forerunner
of the screened
grid.

Many readers probably found that the
limit of amplification was reached with ordinary plug-in coils, and that the use of a Litz
solenoid coil simply meant uncontrollable oscillation. Actually, coils having a dynamic
resistance of about. 8o,000 ohms at resonance'
(at 300 metres) were the highest values permissible. A neutralised triode in those days
would give an amplification of the order just
mentioned—admittedly with rather specialised
1See

Experimented Wireless, October, 1927, p. 625.
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The Modern H.F. Valve.—
In column 13 of the table the maximum permissible
and expensive coils—but even then the screened valve
dynamic resistance of equal tuned grid and tuned plate
had little to recommend it.
circuits is given. That is to say, assuming, for the
The position to-day has vastly changed. Not only
sake of simplified mathematics, that similar coupled
has the S.625 an anode-grid capacity five times less
tuned grid and tuned plate coils are used, the figures
than that in the early examples, but there arc at least
given in the column concerned show the lowest loss
two screened valves now available which have intercoil it is safe to employ before the threshold of inelectrode capacities as small as that in Hull's experistability is reached at 200 metres. When this coil is
mental valve (0.006
Let us translate this into
used the maximum amplification is the figure given in
terms of maximum possible amplification before oscilcolumn 12.
lation sets in. Knowing the valve constants, and taking
When it is an Advantage to Neutralise.
the lowest frequency in the medium broadcast band
As an example, a coil (280,000 ohms) of even
—namely, 200 metres—where instability will be greater
lower losses than that generally used in an Everythan at 600 metres, due to the lower reactance of the
man Four type ot receiver (computed at about 25o,000
tiny condenser at the higher frequency, it is within the
ohms dynamic resistance (would have to be used with
realms of fairly simple mathematics to find an expresan unneutralised Mazda S.G.215 valve before oscillation
sion which will give the maximum stage amplification
started and, if perfect external screening were arranged,
just before the threshold of instability is reached.
there would be a stage amplification of about 152. The
Further, we shall be able to show how low the losses
tuned plate circuit specified is the same as aone-to-one
in the grid and anode coils
transformer, which must
may be made (i.e. how
be used with practically
high the dynamic resistall screened valves for
ance can be) before the
maximum
amplification
capacity reaction resulting
(see column 7).
''• lr - „ate 011110111
from the internal anode
Before we turn to the
grid condenser will cause
question of the advantages
oscillation to commence.
of neutralising, for the
Such investigation of crisake of interest and to
tical values assumes, of
show the extraordinary adcourse, that external stray
vance made in the last few
capacity, magnetic and
years we will cite an excommon resistance coupample of the best unlings between output and
neutralised
amplification
input circuits, have been
that we could extract from
properly eliminated by
a triode.
Reference will
efficient decoupling and
,be made to an old and
meticulous
attention to
trusted friend — the
complete
screening • in
D.E.5B. valve. By workmetal boxes. 2
ing out from expression
lj
(c) in the appendix, the
In the appendix .to this
threshold instability ampliarticle will be found the
fication at 200 metres,
necessary formule which
assuming the anode-grid
have been extracted from
capacity
as
TO /Le.,
a treatise on this subject in
we find the figure of
Experimental
Wirelese
3.4.
That there are now
written by Dr. R. T.
available in this country.
Beatty. The stage amplivalves
with
an
interfication figures found for a
electrode capacity 2,000
On the left is the Mazda S.G.215 screened valve having the ex—
number of screen -grid
tremely low interelectrode capacity of 0.005 par. The new Cose«
times less is a great tribute
valves on the market are
screened valve for A.C. mains is illustrated on the right.
to the research laboratories
given in column 12 in the
of the British valve manufacturers.
accompanying table, wherein, instead cif 39, we find such
It will now have become clear that the limiting
remarkable figures as 206, 152, 88, etc. It must not
factor of amplification with screen-grid valves is chiefly
be forgotten that up to now we have not considered
the valve capacity and perfect screening. If we can
neutralising; the valve capacities of column it have
been allowed to exert their influence without hindrance.
nullify the effect of this capacity by neutralisation the
The vast improvement in stable H.F. amplification is
limit to amplification is the highest dynamic resistance
to which the tuning circuits can be designed.
The
due not only to enhanced mutual conductance in conjunction with high amplification factors, but also in
numerical treatment of stage gain when using neutralised
no small measure to q study by valve makers of the
H.F. transformers has already been dealt with so
methods of reducing interelectrOde capacity.
lucidly in the pages of this journal' by A. L. M.

e

tSee 0 Metal Cabinets," The Wireieva World, July 10th, 1029.
October, 1927, and January, 1928.
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H.F. VALVE STATISTICS
-

1

2

3

4

5

MAKER

TYPE

AMPLIFICATION
FACTOR

RESISTANCE

S.G/A.C.

1200

800,000

132

T/A.C.

35

17,500

19

S.G.

•
VALVE

AC/S.

COSMOS

AC/G.

••

•SP/810G.
220 S G.

••
COSSOR

T.

A.G.

6

7

9

8

'(W i less Wog d
10

11

12

1e .

IuI
yig 2s)

13

MAXIMUM
STAGE
MAXIMUM
LOWEST LOSS
VALVE
H.F.
OPTIMUM
N9 OF
STAGE
STAGE
AMPLIFI„,,„,,
„.»,
COIL FOR COL 12
PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMER PRIMARY
CAPACITY
AMPLIFICATION (ANODE-GRID) m.vir.-"-.FACTOR
RATIO
TURNS
DYNAMIC
CATION WITH 3:1 RATIO
CATION
1
.,.fl
NEUTRALISED TRANSFORMER
UNNEUTRALISED RESISTANCE Ullms)
1

68

290

121

0.006

26

3-8

18

66

_

_

_

_

11,000

18

4.8

14

48

_

_

_

_

200

200,000

45

1.12

61

112

73

0.023

75

_

61

224

146

_

_

_

16

52

_

_

_

_

208

165,000

41. M.SG.

••

s.C/A.C.

400

200,000

89

1.12

41.M.HF.

••

T/A.C.

25

14,000

21

4.2

610 H.F.

••

T.

20

20,000

14

3.54

19

35

..,..

_

H.F. 610

EDISWAN

T.

25

21,000

17

3-45

20

43

_

_

_

_

S. 215

MARCONI
AND
OSRAM

S.G.

170

200,000

38

112

61

95

62

0.014

81

184,000

S.G.

110

170,000

27

1.2

57

66

46

0.022

55

_

T,

40

60,000

16

2

34

40

_

_

_

_

17

2.9

24

43

_

_._

_

12

2-9

24

29

_

S.825
DEH.610

••

•

.

,
••

T.

30

30,000

DE5.B.

••

T.,

20

30,000

.

'

no)

3-4

_

S.6.215

MAZDA

S.C.

300

270,000

58

1

68

144

84

0.005

pm.i6

MULLARD

S.G.

200

200,000

45

112

61

112

73

PM.S4.V.

••

S.G/A.C.

1000

1,330,000

87

1

68

158

81

PM.354.V.

.•

T/A.C.

35

14,000

30

4.2

16

73

_

_

PM1.H.F.

••

T.

18

22,500

12

3.3

21

30

_

_

_

_

PM5.X.

••

T.

17.5

14,700

14

41

17

36

_

_

_

_

••

P.

50

25,000

92

3.2

21

80

_

_

—

_

SIX -SIXTY

S.G.

190

220,000

41

1.07

64

102

64 .

_

_

_

PM.26

'

SS. 215. SG.

.

153

280,000

olyib e

88

150,000

0.015 e

98

_

_

_

..
Columns 6, 7, 8 and 9 refer to H.F. transformer coupling for triodes and screened valves, whilst in columns 10, 11, 12 and 13 are given certain data for screened valves
only.
Columns 12 and 13 refer to the case where a one-to-one transformer (or tuned anode) is used and where it is assumed that the tuned grid and tuned plate colis
have the mime dynamic resistance

•6z6r '1107z AirIf
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The Modern H.F. Valve.—
Sowcrby that little more need be said here. Taking
an Everyman Four type of H.F. transformer and using
a neutralising winding of an equal number of turns to
the primary for triodes, and one or two neutralising
turns for screened valves, the optimum transformer ratio
is given in column 7. Assuming a 68-turn secondary of
Litz wire, the number of primary turns is shown in
column 8, and the maximum possible stage amplification when using such a transformer in column 9.
It is somewhat intriguing to compare the figures of
columns 9 and 12 for screened valves.
Where the
valve capacity is, say, over two hundredth of a micromicrofarad there would seem to be considerable advantage in neutralising if
we grant that the slight
added
complication
is
compensated for by the
extra percentage amplification.
Alternatively, the
table shows that when
using coils of the Everyman Four type there is
Fig. 1.—Having chosen a stage
little to be gained as reampli.lcation for a screened
gards
amplification
by
Naive which is a little below
the point at which instability
neutralising those screened
occurs when the valve is un neutralised,
the
resonance
valves which have internal
curve
for the same
stage
capacities under one-hunamplification when the valve
is neutralised is shown as A
dredth of a micromicroabove.
The resonance curve
for the ease when the valve is
farad. If coils were to be
trmentralised shows a peak at
B with likellhond of sideband
designed with a dynamic
cutting and the broad skirts
resistance of something
at C suàgest poorer selectivity.
over 400,000 ohms, a
valve like the AC/S, when neutralised, would undoubtedly give the unprecedented stage amplification of
400 or 500. Under these conditions the neutralising
of a screened valve has a very real advantage.
With a valve like the Mirzda S.G.215 we are in a
position to attain an amplification of about 150, either
neutralised or unneutralisecl, and it might be interesting to compare the type of resonance curve in each case.
In Fig. 1, A represents the neutralised case; the
(dotted line) tmneutralised curve, due to the assistance
of valve capacity reaction, will have a peak as at B
suggesting sideband cutting, while the somewhat broad
skirts shown at C may cause the selectivity to he a
little worse than that of curve A. It is probably unlikely
that the effects of B and C would be aurally perceptible
unless the threshold figure in column 13 were practically reached.
Selectivity and the Screened Valve.
We must now turn our attention to selectivity with
screened valves. It has been shown by Dr. McLachlan 3
that in a high-frequency transformer the effective
capacity across the primary is equal to the capacity
across the secondary multiplied by the turns ratio
squared. As screened valves demand _a transformer of
approximately one-to-one ratio for maximum stage
amplification the selectivity will always be poor as
compared with that of an Everyman Four type of
Experimental Wireless, October, 1927, p. 600.
9
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receiver where, with a neutralised triode, the optimum
turns ratio is, say, three- or four-to-one. The obvious
corollary is to forgo a part of the amplification of
the screened valve and use a transformer with a step-up
ratio and regain our lost selectivity.
The important question now arises as to whether in
obtaining this selectivity we have not reduced the
amplification of the screened valve to the level of the
cheaper triode. On the assumption that a three-to-one
transformer adequately meets our needs, is the amplification reduced to one-third, a figure which in general
would make the screened valve hardly worth while?
Luckily, the answer is in the negative.
Modified Transformer Ratios.
In the appendix the expression (d) gives the stage
amplification where any non-optimum turns ratio is
employed with a screened valve when the primary
dynamic resistance is not equal to that of the valve.
In column io the stage gain with a three-to-one transformer is worked out, and can conveniently be compared with the figures for a one-to-one transformer in
column 9. Presumably where the figures of column io
are well below the threshold instability figures of
column 12 neutralisation is unnecessary, but it must not
be forgotten that column 12 refers to tuned plate circuits
(or one-to-one transformers). It would be as well to
point out that when really powerful interference from

Completely
S.G. valve.

screened H.F. stage aith two—range switching and
An H.F. amplification of SO can be readlly obtained.
(From the
S.G. Regional Receiver.")

a local station is experienced, not only is a selective
interstage coupling necessary, but a coupled aerial
circuit is almost essential.
These remarks will have
more force when the transmissions from Brookman's
Park commence.
If instability persists when the stage is unneutralised,
and when a step-up transformer is being tried in erder
to gain the necessary selectivity, further turns should
be removed from the primary rather than that any
attempt should be made to damp the low-loss secondary.
(To be concluded.)
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CABINETS
Hints on the Design
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Screening Containers.

S

ETS with a single screen-grid high-frequency amplifying valve tend to become much of amuchness,
or, at any rate, no particular design seems to manifest that clearly perceptible superiority in sensitivity and
selectivity shown by, say, an " Everyman Four " type
of receiver when compared with a more conventional
arrangement of neutralised three-electrode valve. The
set designer has more scope than ever for his abilities
when dealing with the detector-L.F. part of a receiver,
but with regard to the H.F. amplifier something approaching an impasse has been reached. In the case of
ordinary S.G. valve circuits, it is comparatively easy
to attain acertain level of amplification, which is limited
to a value below the theoretical maximum mainly by
two factors—residual capacity in the valve and interaction between circuits. The first is entirely a matter
for valve manufacturers, and already a great deal has
been done; the second is amenable to treatment, but it
is a waste of time to observe any extraordinary precautions, say, in decoupling, when advantages so gained
will be offset by direct magnetic or capacitative intercircuit couplings due to the imperfect screening that is
generally used.
When inter-circuit coupling through residual valve
capacity reaches a high value, there is little point in
taking special pains to avoid other linkages, but nowadays this capacity has, in nearly every case, been reduced to a very low figure, and valves with even greater
merit in this respect are expected to be shortly avail-

View from below showing position
dials turned from tn.

able. In order to derive the fullest possible benefit from
them, it will be essential to avoid interaction in eve.ry
possible way, and there is certainly room for improvement in our present methods of screening.
An All purpose Screening Case.

In an article in The Wireless World for July Toth
attention was drawn to this matter, and suggestions were
made as to the design of a metal screening case with
a wooden base, suitable for housing modern receivers
with one or two high-efficiency H.F. stages. That the
subject is considered to be important is shown by the
fact that this article has evoked a good deal of correspondence both from amateurs and from the wireless
trade; both seem to be in complete agreement with the
views expressed, and, as no really unfavourable criticisms of the design or demands for sweeping modifications to it have been received, it may safely be assumed
that something on the lines suggeste0 will meet the
case, and, in consequence, some further hints are
offered.
Although thorough screening is of such importance, it
is well to dispel aprevalent illusion as to the benefit conferred by it. It is sometimes thought that the performance of any " H.F." set will be improved by completely
isolating its circuits in separate compartments instead of
using less-complete screening. If the receiver is so designed as a whole that its H.F. amplifier is normally
stable, no improvement whatever is likely to be brought
about by this alteration;
indeed, it may be slightly
less sensitive than before;
due to a decrease in incidental
reaction
effects.
Generally speaking, it pays
to make the alteration in
.question only when the
H.F. valve tends to oscillate under optimum operating conditions, or when a
complete re-design of the
H.F. portion, involving the
use of more lightly damped
circuits, is proposed.
As stated in the earlier
article already referred to,
of condenser drums inside the base. These are experimental
sheet ebonite, with an over-all diameter of 5;in.
tuning condensers must be
IO
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?lore about Metal Cabinets.—
mounted with their spindles in a vertical plan, and consequently edgewise dials of fairly large diameter must
be used. We may assume that the centre of the " onehole fixing" bush will be located i¡in. behind the front
edge of the screen (at least 90 per cent. of components
on the market may be so mounted) ;allowing for the
wooden base to project an inch beyond the front face
of the screen, the control drums must be between 51in.
and 52m, in diameter. This seems large, but it must
not be forgotten that very fine adjustments can be made
on the knurled periphery of these drums, and that reduction gearing will no longer be necessary. In any
case the designs of both cabinet and condenser drums
are interdependent, and, if a smaller edgewise dial is
preferred, it will be necessary that the projection of the
wooden base be reduced.
There are almost innumerable ways of arranging for
good electrical sealing at the junctions between the
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the contiguous edges with emery-paper to ensure that
they may be clean, and, of course, to remove any
enamel, etc., from these points of contact.
It has already been suggested that tinned steel plate_
to put it brutally, common or garden so-called tin—is
quite suitable for these containers, especially if it is
nicely finished. The cover should be made ofa sufficiently heavy gauge to be self-supporting and rigid,
but the base may well be of lighter material, as a
number of holes are drilled through it—and through the
plywood sheet serving as a backing to it.
The Problem of Waveband Switching.

With the exception of the condenser dials already
mentioned, no other non-standard components are
needed beyond simple control devices for operating
wave-changing switches, where they form part of the
design. It might seem possible to mount them in the
conventional manner on the front panel of the wooden

This view reveals the method of mounting the variable condensers while the removable top gives unimpeded access to all components.

edges of the removable metal cover and its partitions
and the metal base. Instead of using deep channels
with spring edges—with or without braided metal tape
gaskets or something similar —it is possible to make comparatively shallow depressions in the sheet of metal,
and to fit strips of braided tape to the edges of the cover,
which would be provided with brackets and screws or
spring clips to hold it firmly into position, with metal
surfaces forced into close contact. It will be obvious
that the cover should be readily removable when interchangeable coils are used in the receiver, although this
feature is of minor importance in " switch-over " sets.
An electrical seal may be quite effective, even though
there may be small imperfections or apertures at a number of points along the joint, but a lengthy seam with
its surfaces apart or in imperfect contact must be avoided
like the plague. It is always worth while to rub over
B I

base, but a moment's thought will show that this would
not be sound practice; it would be illogical to take
extreme -precautions to isolate the various circuits and
then to lead " danger " wires out from the interior of
the screen. Instead of doing this, the switches should
be mounted inside the screening boxes with their
operating knobs or levers projecting into the base compartment. Where two or three separate switches are
used, they may be coupled together as shown in the
accompanying illustrations, which show simple methods
of dealing with lever or rotary types. In the case of
the first, a slot is cut in each metal knob, in which is
pinned a link of strip brass terminating in a knob projecting through the side of the base. Knob switches are
linked in a similar manner; existing pointers may be
made to serve as radius arms. Needless to say, these
are improvisations applicable to existing commercial
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More about Metal Cabinets.—
patterns; they are satisfactory enough in practice, but
it is possible to devise other methods of greater mechanical soundness.
Emphasis has already been laid on the accessibility
of a set constructed in this manner. This is a point
to which all too little attention has been paid in the

Simple method of linking together two rotary switches of different
patterns.

Lever set itches fitted to the underside of the baseboard.
A link
is fitted for simultaneous operation; the control knob projects
through the side of the base.

past, to the intense annoyance of those of us whose
hands do not conform to the ideals of the lady novelist.
By taking reasonable care in the disposition of components, both in the trays and in the base, it is easy to
ensure that all their terminals are within easy reach,
either during the initial wiring process or for subsequent
alterations and experimental work.

THE DECIBEL.

/

Introducing a New Unit of Stage Gain.

N describing the amplification provided by a valve
and its associated coupling, the most obvious and
most fundamental mode of numerical expression is
to say that the stage amplifies " so many times."
On
account of the extreme simplicity of describing stage
gain in this way, it is probable that it is a method which
will never drop out of use entirely, especially as it has
certain quite definite advantages in its favour. It lends
a great simplicity, for example, to estimating the grid
bias that will be required for any given valve in a
receiver, for if we know that the output valve takes 20
volts of grid bias, and that the stage before it amplifies
20 times, it is not very difficult to see that this penultimate valve will be called upon to handle a maximum of
one volt, and so will be satisfied with one volt of grid bias.

occupy the same space; this can be done by basing the
vertical scale on the logarithm of the stage gain instead
of on the stage gain itself.
There are a number of possible ways of doing this,
all of which would give the same curve, but which
would differ in the units marked along the vertical
scale. To attain uniformity in this respect it has been
found necessary.to specify the exact method in which
the logarithmic units should be chosen, and of the proposals that have been made the one that has so far
achieved the widest popularity is the " transmission
unit." This is twenty times the logarithm, as found in
the ordinary tables used to simplify arithmetic, of the
stage gain. Reverting to the example already given,
stage gains of 6o, 40, 30 and 20 correspond to 35.56,
32.04, 29.54 and 26.02 transmission units respectively.
Relative Amplification.
•
The difference between 35.56 and 32.04 is 3.52, and
For other purposes, and especially in connection with
that between 29.54 and 26.02 is also 3.52, showing that
measurements of various kinds, this simple expression
the requirement that equal percentage changes in
of stage gain is not quite all that could be desired. If
amplification shotild correspond with equal changes in
we plot the amplification-frequency characteristic of a the height of the curve has been met.
stage of low-frequency amplification, obtaining a curve
It has long been felt that " transmission unit " is a
of the type published by the makers of low-frequency
clumsy, and even in some cases amisleading name, and
transformers, a unit of different type gives a more inthe unit has recently been re-christened the decih ,l.
formative curve. The car, as everyone knows, does not
The prefix "deci " implies that it is one-tenth of a
appreciate changes in absolute but in relative sound
larger unit, the Bel, so named in honour of Graham
level, so that a variation of amplification (as between
Bell, the inventor of the original Bell telephone. A
two different notes) from 6o times to 40 times would
stage gain of one Bel corresponds to an amplification
represent an aural effect exactly equivalent to a variaof 3..r6 times, or to an increase in power output of 10
tion from 30 times to 20 times, for in both cases the
times, while a stage gain of one decibel corresponds to
second figure is two-thirds of the first.
Plotted as
an amplification of 1.122 times, or to an increase in
" stage gain," the drop of the curve from 6o to 40
power output of 1.259 times. These figures are the
would occupy just twice as much vertical space as the
tenth roots of those corresponding to the Bel.
drop from 30 to 20—which is absurd, seeing that the
It is not difficult to show that in many other
two drops sound exactly alike to the ear. Clearly, to fit • directions the decibel offers very considerable advansuch a case as this we need to introduce a new unit in
tages over the simple numerical value of the voltage or
which drops in the curve of equal relative magnitude
power ratios involved.
113 12
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By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

Setting a Limit to

Long.Distànce

HE craze for portable receivers that is evident
at the present .day, more especially among those
with no technical knowledge, has led many to
look into the possibilities of reception on a frame aerial
or other small-sized collector of energy.
It is selfevident that if a frame or a short indoor aerial is used
the signal-voltage available at the input end of the
high-frequency amplifier will be much smaller than
that which can be derived from a large open aerial,
with the result that the sensitivity of the receiver has
to be increased to a considerable extent to recover the
signal strength sacrificed to the convenience of the
small aerial.
When reception is limited to two or three stations,
and these the ones best heard at the listener's location,
the increase in the sensitivity of the receiver brings no
appreciable disadvantage in its train, while in the immediate neighbourhood of a powerful transmitter the
extra selectivity conferred by the conjunction of a
small aerial and an extra tuned circuit or two in the
icceiver is of the greatest possible value. But if the
listener's ambitions are greater and he wishes to be
able to receive any station that is worth hearing, he
is compelled, if he wishes to keep to his tiny aerial,
ta use a still more sensitive set, and he then begins to
find that the process of cutting down the received
signal voltage and then compensating by higher amplification is one that, though satisfactory enough up to
a point, cannot be carried on indefinitely.
" Signal—
mush " Ratio.

Those who have built for themselves amplifiers of
really high sensitivity will not need to be told that
there is a limit to the amount of amplification that can
profitably be used in radio reception, but those who
have not made experiments on these lines will perhaps
wonder how the limit arises, and to what it is due.
If, for example, one sets up a powerful high-frequency amplifier containing perhaps three stages of
reasonably good efficiency, one may expect signals to
be amplified some 30,000 or 40,000 times at least before
reaching the detector. The writer has played about a
good deal with a receiver of this kind, and in common
B r3

Frame.Aerial Reception.

with many others has found that when such a receiver
is worked " all out" on a very faint station there are
subsidiary noises which are nearly as loud as the signal
being received. These noises take the form of a loud
rushing sound, as of many waters, and this is commonly punctuated at intervals with bangs and cracks
of the rhost violent description. It is usual to refer
to the continuous rushing sound as "mush," and to
assume that it is picked up, along with the signal
being received, by the aerial, and so delivered, after
considerable amplification, to the detector valve.
Noises

Originating in the Valves.

This explanation of background noise, like most
other simple explanations, proves on closer investigation to be true in part, and in part entirely wrong.
If one tunes in a station that is received strongly
enough to enable the set to be worked at much less
than its maximum amplification, it is found that both
the continuous background noise and the intermittent
louder noises are present, though the signals drown
them out fairly completely.
Suppose now that the
aerial coupling is progressively loosened by some device or other, while a compensating adjustment is
made to the sensitivity of the receiver--by control of
the filaments of the H.F. valves, for example--so that
the intensity of the signals remains unaltered while the
input to the receiver is continuously decreased. It is
then found that the intermittent loud- noises remain at
about the same strength throughout the process, showing that they are collected by the aerial at the same
time as the signals. The continuous part of the background noise. on the other hand, is found to grow
steadily as the amplification of the receiver is increased.
lf this noise also were being picked up by the aerial
the increase in amplification would be exactly compensated by the decrease in input brought about by
loosening the aerial coupling, since the volume of speech
or music from the station to which the set is tuned has
been kept at a steady level throughout. One can only
assume, therefore, that the rushing sound is not picked
up by the aerial after all, but originates elsewhere—
and a moment's thought will indicate that .the receiver
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Amplifier Noises.—
itself must be responsible for this particular contribution to the total of noise.
That valves give rise to unwanted noise is not a
new discovery, but it is not quite so generally realised
as one might expect that the practical limit of amplification is set so low that at least in some unfavourable
locations it is simply not possible to receive cleanly
on a frame aerial any station other than the local and
5GB.
The writer lives in a
London flat, which is believed to be something of
a " blind spot," and it is
found there that while
5GB can be received with
a background of almost
perfect silence when a
short indoor aerial is used,
there is an appreciable
amount of background
noise when a 2ft. frame is
substituted. If an ordinal), tuning-coil of sin.
diameter
replaces
th e
Fig. 1.—The arrival of each
electron at the plate
frame, and signals are
" shocks " the tuned circuit
brought up again to their
into oscillation.
The total
"shot-voltage" is the renormal strength, the backMilitant of all the oscillations
due to the separate electrèns.
ground noise rises to a
full-throated roar through
which music is heard but dimly, while speech is so
completely drowned out as to be almost unintelligible.
This example of an actual experiment, described while
it is fresh in the writer's memory, may help to drive
home the unwelcome fact that
amplifier noises"
constitute a very serious limitation indeed to the reception of distant stations on a small aerial.
Having made the unwelcome discovery that these
amplifier noises exist, one is immediately faced with
the difficult problem of finding some means by which
the interruption due to this cause can be brought down
to the irreducible minimum. Before we can hope to
do this we must find the cause of the noise, and the
factors upon which its magnitude depends.
The
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flow of steam is steady, yet the number of bubbles
arriving at the surface varies from moment to moment.
Although the number of electrons leaving the filament
of a valve is incomparably greater than the number
of bubbles of steam in the crude analogy just suggested,
yet this is to a great extent offset by the minute fraction
of a second--.a millionth, or less—which is the unit .
of time in wireless reception where the incoming waves
have a time-period of that order.
The anode current of a valve, therefore, is not to be
regarded as due to the steady drift of an "electric
fluid" through the valve, but as the sum-total of the
shocks resulting from the arrival at the anode of a perpetual stream of electrons, which pepper it like a bombardment from thousands of independentb - fired shotguns. Since the variations arise from the fact that the
current is carried by these separate shots, and not as
a continuous flow, Schottky christened the variations
the "shot-effect."
Noise Arising at the First Valve.

If atuned circuit is connected to the anode of avalve,
as in Fig. 1, the shocks due to these minute instantaneous variations in the plate current will start oscillations in that circuit at the frequency to which it is tuned,
just as atmospherics "kick " an aerial into momentary
oscillation. If the tuned circuit is in the plate circuit
of the first valve of an amplifier, these oscillations are
magnified up along with the signals by the succeeding
stages, as shown in Fig. 2, and result, after rectification,

Shoteffect."

The source of noise within an amplifier is not a
mystery, but is. quite well known. It was pointed out
some years ago by W. Schottky that the emission of
electrons from a heated filament could not, from the
nature of the case, be a perfectly steady process, but
must be subject to small random variations from
moment to moment. As these electrons provide the
plate current of the valve, this must also vary slightly
about its mean value. These fluctuations would be
far too small to be observable on any instrument that
could be used to read the plate current, and the smaller
fluctuations, at all events, would be too rapid to be
followed by the needle of any instrument.
Electrons are emitted from a filament by a process
roughly analogous to the boiling of water, and anyone
who cares to watch a saucepan of rapidly boiling water
will quickly realise that although, in the main, the

Fig. 2.—In such a receiver as this, the minute voltages due to
"81mb-effect" set up across the plate-circuit of the first valve are
amplified by the remaining valves, and su are enabled to contribute
a loud background noise.

in the toneless, rushing sound of which we have already
made mention as "amplifier noise."
Later valves than the first also contribute their share
of noise, in exactly the same way, but since the noise
to which they give rise has to pass through fewer stages
of amplification it causes but small disturbance in comparison. From the point of view of practical receiver
design, therefore, we will restrict ourselves to considering the noise introduced by the shot-effect in the first
valve.
So far we have discussed the shot-effect from apurely
B Z4
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Amplifter Noises.—
qualitative point of view, and have gained only the
vaguest idea of the probable magnitude of the resulting
disturbances. For experimental figures of direct measurement of the shot-voltages developed across the tuned
circuit of Fig. i we are indebted to Hull and Williams
(Physical Review, 1925, p. 147). These experimenters
embarked upon their measurements with the aim of
developing a new and accurate method for determining
the magnitude of the negative electric charge by each
individual electron, comparing for this purpose
the calculated magnitude
of the shot-voltage, which
involves for its numerical
evaluation a knowledge of
this charge, with those
measured in the laboratory.
For this purpose it was
necessary for them to
make their measurements
under conditions which
fitted in with those assumed in making the theoFig. 3.—The circuit employed
retical deduction of the
in
making
experimental
shot-voltage, and one of
measurements of the
shotvoltage."
The
effect
is greater
these conditions was that
in this circuit than in an
ordinary receiver.
all the electrons emitted
from the filament should
arrive at the plate. To ensure this they joined grid and
plate of the valve together and connected both, through
a tuned circuit, to " H.T. +," as shown in Fig. 3.
If the valve is connected in a more normal manner,
with a small negative potential on the grid, some only
of the total number of electrons emitted from the filament arrive at the plate, the remainder returning to
the filament. Between the moment of their emission
and the time when they return they form a kind of
cloud round the filament (the " space-charge ") and all
the electrons that make up the plate current have to
pass through this cloud on their way to the plate. As
a result of this the fluctuation of plate current is smaller
than the fluctuation in the number of electrons emitted,
since some of these fluctuations are taken up in varying
the density of the electron-cloud. In other words, the
shot-voltage across the tuned circuit will not be so great
as in the simpler case of Fig. 3.
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—does not seem a very large figure, but it must not
be forgotten that we are discussing the problem as it
arises in connection with highly sensitive receivers,
where even so small a voltage as this is likely to be
amplified into audibility. If the noise due to shot-effect
is not to be great enough to cause serious annoyance,
the minimum requirement is that it should at no time
be louder than the signals, and on the basis of this
very modest demand, together with the figure of 25o
microvolts already mentioned, we will try to make an
estimate of the minimum signal voltage that must be
present in the plate-circuit of the first valve to ensure.
reasonably noise-free reception.
•
Relationship Between Signal and Noise.

In Fig. 4 the valve shown represents the first of two
or more high-frequency amplifiers in a set working
from a frame aerial. Across the tuned circuit LC there
will arise a high-frequency shot-voltage of some 250
microvolts. This high-frequency voltage, since the oscillations start and stop intermittently, must be regarded
as fully modulated, so that it contributes the maximum
of noise after rectification. The same overall signal
voltage, even in the loudest passages, would provide a
little less noise, since the modulation from a transmitter
seldom reaches the theoretical maximum. If we make
the condition that the noise due to the shot-effect shall
be the same as that due to signals at a moment when
the carrier is modulated to the extent of one per cent.
(quiet passages in music) we shall require a signal voltage, measured on the carrier, of one hundred times 250
microvolts, or 25 millivolts, across the tuned circuit.
Provided we can attain this minimum signal-voltage,
it does not matter in the least whether we follow the
valve shown in the figure with a modest receiver ending
in a general-purpose valve and a pair of telephones,
or whether we put on another couple of valves and

A Value for "Shot-voltage."
Unfortunately for those who wish to apply the work
of Hull and Williams to receiver-design, their measurements were primarily directed towards the evaluation of
the charge on the electron, with the result that the effect
of space-charge was not investigated very fully, and
an exact prediction of the shot-voltage to be encountered
in an amplifier cannot be made from their figures. Their
measurements indicate, however, that one will be
reasonably safe in assuming that a shot-voltage of the
order of 250 microvolts will arise across any normal
tuned circuit used to couple the first valve to the
next.
Now 250 microvolts—one four-thousandth of a volt

Fig. 4.—The
shot-effect" arises in the tuned circuit LC.
For
noise-free reception it is essential that the signal-voltage across
LC due to the station being received shall be large compared with
the " shot-voltage." This can only be done by making the frame
aerial highly efficient and choosing the valve V with care.

end up with a moving-coil speaker that nearly lifts the
roof.
The conditions obtaining in the tuned circuit
LC settle, once for all, the ratio between signal strength
and noise, and the amplification that may follow can
do nothing to improve, and but little to worsen it.
It will be seen that if we accept the figure of 25
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Amplifier Noises.—
millivolts as the minimum signal strength in LC that
will give us reception worth listening to, the bulk of
the design of the rest of the receiver follows at once.
If, for example, we propose to use a detector which
requires i volt high-frequency input, we can use no
more than 40 times amplification between LC and the
detector. More amplification would enable us to receive
weaker stations, it is true, but they would be of no
entertainment value on account of the noisy background.
We should therefore follow LC with asingle screen grid
valve, coupling it to the detector with a coil of rather
•high losses so as to keep amplification down to the
required figure, to simplify tuning, and to ensure the
retention of side-bands.
In estimating the shot-voltage in LC a normal highefficiency coil was assumed, so that the amplification
given by the first valve of the receiver would be some
8o times if a good screen-grid valve were chosen. To
obtain the minimum signal voltage of 25 millivolts on
LC, we shall therefore require in the frame a voltage
of not less than 300 microvolts, and no station which
does not induce as great a voltage as this will be heard
clear of amplifier noises. In this way a fairly
definite limit is set to the possibility of distant reception

TRANSMITTERS'
New Ceylon Calls.
A wholesale revision has occurred in
the amateur call-signs of Ceylon, all of
which are now given the prefix VS. The
new tails am as follow :—
VS IAA (ex 1VX). VS 7AB (ex 2V X). VS 7AC fex WM.
VS
VS
VS
VS

7AD
7AH
7Alit
7AP
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on a frame aerial by the amplifier of Fig. 4, for the
use of more amplification than is required to reproduce
a 300-microvolt signal at full strength will not make
fainter signals either pleasanter to listen to or more
intelligible. Using a normal frame, a field-strength of
some /cs microvolts per metre will produce the minimum of 300 microvolts on the frame, so that no station giving a lesser .field-strength than this will be worth
hearing with the apparatus described.
Although the ratio of carrier-voltage to shot-voltage
in the tuned" circuit LC should not fall below foo: I
for satisfactory reception, it need not be concluded that
the field-strength mentioned is necessarily quite the lowest
from which good reception can be derived. Even apart
from the considerable uncertainty of the basic assumption of 250 microvolts for the shot-voltage, the limiting
ratio of Ioo: tthat has been taken is to a large extent
arbitrary, and could only be iixed with any certainty
by extensive experiment. In addition, increased size or
improved desiga of the frame aerial would result in
obtaining the minimum input-voltage from more distant stations, while the use of a specially chosen first
valve, by providing greater amplification, would enable
the minimum signal-voltage across LC to be attained
with smaller inputs from the frame.

NOTES

AND

SIGNALS PROM
MALAYA.

(ex 4VNI. VS 7AT (ex IXX ), VS 7AG (x 7VX).
(ex 8VX), VS 7AI (ex cV X, Vg7A7 (ex IVY),
(ex 2VVI, VS 7AL (ex 3V\), VS 7AX (ex 4VY),
(ex 5VX).

QUERIES.
ti tiMS Resumes Transmissions.
Mr. A.
M asoil. 30, Ma rlborough Road, Cathcart, Glasgow, who has lately
been abroad, asks us to state that he has
now resumed transmissions on 21, 42, and
168 metres.
G 00 3

Call-signs and

00 3 G

Calling from Cape Town,
Mr. E. R. Cook (G 6110), who is now
in Cape Town for a year's stay, hopes to
install a short-wave transmitter in his
new quarters to communicate with his
friends in Britain.
He will retain his
English call-sign.

02AF
G2BY
G2CG
G2DT
G2DW

000

G2DZ

62BY Asks for Reports.
Tests mt the 20 metre band are being
conducted liv Mr. H. E. Whatley, 37,
Paddenswick .Road, Hanemersmith, London, W.6, who has been allotted the callsign (12BY. An LS5A valve is used with
an input of 10 wai is in a TI', TO circuit.
Reports will he welcomed.

GM
G2NF
G2WP
GEZL
05QA
G5RV

0000

A Correction.
Mr. T. M. Yule's temporary call-sign
while with the Anglo-Aniericatt Corporation at N'changa Mines, Ltd., N'dola.
Northern Rhodesia, is VQ 2NC, and not •
VQ 2ND as stated in error on page 6 of
our issue of July 3rd. He sends out. the
call "Test G" on 41.5 metres every Wednesday at 1700 G.M.T., and then stands
by for English stations.
He welcomes
reports from Great Britain.

GICHJ
00121
Gen
2ABQ
2AWT
2Blit
EN ROUTE FOR SUMATRA. The apparatus of Danish 'MG, now OZ7Z, which
is being taken to Sumatra by its owner,
Mr. H. T. Petersen, of Neresunduy, who
hopes to be transmitting in the near
future with a PK call.

2BVL

Stations Identified.

GREAT BRITAIN.
(ex r.CZW,, C. Bryant, a, Creffield Rd.,
Colchester, Essex.
H. E. Whatley, 37. Paddenswick Rd.,
Hammersmith. London, W.6.
J. R. Mormn, 3, Ashtleld Rd., Altrinchain,
Chesh
E. T. Somersi‘t. 1E111°1)11es Park. Burgess Hill,
Sussex.
B. Wickham. "Osmondc," Woodstock Rd.,
St. Albans, Herte,
B. Hall, 2 ,Coombe Gardens. New Malden,
Surrey.
W. Scott Hay. 36, Xetherle •Rd., Cathcart,
Glasgow.
C. S. Whale, North Wales Wireless College,
East Parade. Colwyn Bay.
Cancelled.
H. W. Haydon, 156. Bristol Rd., Gloucester
(transmits on 170 metres). Return to
original address.
II. A. Bartlett, 9, Springllekl Rd.. St. Jain c.
Exeter.
R. I.. %"arney, 12, Hall St., Moulsham,
Chelmsford. Essex.
Cancelled.
(Portable). North Middlesex Radio Societe,
1
,
,ncicline, - 7a, Station Rd.. Winelm,oce
Hill, N.21. Hon. See.. H. I.aister,
C. Grundy, 234, Rshteu Lane, Bolton.
W. Lucas, 64, Worsley Rd., Winton, Patri.
croft.
S. Rees, 3!), Brynhylryd, Aherbeeg, Mon.
G. Russell Lee, 25 Boundary Rd., West
Kirby, Clleshire.
A. B. Brookes. "Cleve House," Cleve WOOlie,
DOW0elld, Bristol.

MOO J. E. Armstrong. 4th Q.O. Huais:,-.. Meerut,

U.P.
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Events of the Week in
"TALKIES"

IN

FRANCE.

THE

" Radio-Cinema " is the title of a subsidiary company formed
by
the Compagnie (lénérale de T.S.F. for the production of
talking film apparatus
in
France.
0033
DECLINE

OF

THE

PIANO.

An American journalist, deplores the
fact that ra dio is threatening the popularity of the piano- - the only hiding
place for drinks that the police never
dream of searching."
czpo
FRENCH WAVELENGTH
ECONOMY.
Radio .Paris bas headed the list
in a ballot organised by
Ali/Cline
to discover which stations should
escape the wavelength economy

£0

Brief Review.

AERIAL.

U.S.

The Lyons civil tribunal has ordered a
landlord
to pay a fine and damages
amounting for £40 for destroying his

BIG STATION FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

LOUD

A site for t zechoslovakia's newest and
biggest
broadcasting station
has been
fixed upon near Cesky Brod, twenty-one
miles from
Prague, says the Central
European Observer.
Test tra nsmissions,
with mobile equipment, will probably be
carried ont in the near future.

TAXI

WIRELESS.

received

"Southern Cross," Captain Kingsford Smith and his companions
carried a wireless receiver specially constructed in Australia and
equipped with Osram valves, viz.,
one 8215, two DEL410 and one
DEI '410.
The
opera( or,
Mr.

AUSTRALIA—ENGLAND
FUG UT.
The speciallyconstructed receiver used by Captain Kingsford smith
and his companions on the •• Southern Cross."
RADIO

In previous broadcasts from 'planes and
boats and other points where direct wile
connections were impossible the Nike.
has co-operated with organisations licensed
to operate portable transmitters.
It is interesting to recall that the
B.B.C.
operated
its
own
short-wave
transmitter for outside broadcasts as far

TELEPHONY
EMPIRE.

WITH

Fonf 'wing on the recent announcement
K el la way. formerly Postnia er-

General, that a successful telephone conversation had been conducted by .wirebetween

Australia

and

Engiand,

tion should go untapped,

authorities that no legislation exists at
present forbidding the sale of electrical
apparatus such as ultra-violet ray machines,
carpet
sweepers,
etc.,
whicht

it

causes interference to broadcast reception.
It is urged that the remedy lies
in the hands of the public, who should
insist on
manufacturers
supplying apparatus which is incapable of setting up
disturbance.

NEXT WEEK.—A selective four-valve receiver for noise-free long-range reception.
THE

FOREIGN

LISTENER'S

the re.

MAN-MADE STATIC IN GERMANY.
Protest s from listeners have p
unyoked
a declaration by the German broadcast.ing

by .M r.

less

Mc1Villiants,
received
messages
throughout tile flight, and was
able to give the pilots valuable
dat a regarding atmospheric and
landing
condit ions
ahead.
In
to der that no source of inform.

ceiver
covered
a
wavelength
range front 18 to 2.700 metres.
ncon

THE

was stated at the General Post Office
that negotiations were already in proback as 1924, when the famous wirelessgress with the Australian Government for
equipped " perambulator " was taken to
the
establishment
of
a regular
telethe
Zoological Gardens,
animal noises - phonic service between the two countries.
being transmitted to headquarters on a
It is probable that future tests may be
secret wavelength and rebroadcast from
extended to include South Africa and other
2I -A.
Dominions.

FOUR.

Summarising its merits, this set is easy to bugs and pos,esses a &ea' of selectivity that Will permit of the euttina out of The local
station at shod range tilting loud speakce faecal?, station reception.
It is free from vales noise and in no circumstances will the
eonstructor encounter oscillation troubles. New rat yes of renal &able performance are incorporated and combined with new ideas. %he
cost for all co -nponents is about kn.
Operating entirely from A.C. supply it includes an eliminator so Mai neither batteries nor grid
cells are required. Programmes from practically any Enrogeao station can be followed with almost the same case that is experienced
when listening to a local Waif«.
B 17

ORDER.

WIRELESS ON " SOUTHERN
CROSS" FLIGHT.
In their recent successful flight
from Australia to England in the

LINK.

Federal Radio Commission for a
construction permit and a station
licence in New York.

MUZZLING

traffic directions to be
front headquarters .
0 000

licence for a portable short-

wave transmitter for use in boats.
'planes and other movable. objects
is being sought by the American
National Broadcasting Company,
writes a New York correspondent.
The company has applied to the

SPEAKER

Several London taxicab firms, we understand have obtained permission to
equip their vehicles with experimental short-wave sets to enable

Radio-Toulouse, Eiffel Tower and
Radio-Lyons.
000 0
SHORT-WAVE

FRANCE.

Southend Corporation has adopted a
bylaw
prohibiting
the
use
of
loud
speakers in streets
and
other public
plaices.
0000

Other broadcasters which came
high in the list of favourites were

THE

INVADES

national Wireless Exhibition, to be held
front Segtember 27th to October 13th.
0000

tenant's aerial with an axe.
0030

axe.
It is contended that if the
Prague Plan is to be a success in
France a number of stations must
be scrapped.

A

RADIO

Several important American firms will
display apparatus at the Paris Inter-

'fflrsel@ez
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LA 0
TESTS

A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
"WHITE SPOT" CONE CHASSIS.
The " While Spot" cone chassis has
been designed especially for use with the
well-known "Blue Spot" loud speaker

minium casting with an adjustable back
plate for holding the unit, and a polished
front ring provided with lugs for fixing
to a baffle or in a cabinet. Although not
essential, a baffle, or its equivalent, is
desirable, as it is instrumental in bringing out the very low notes.
The chassis is available in three models :
the " Popular," fitted with a fabric suspended cone at 16s. ;the "Super." with
gold-finished fabric suspension at 18s. 6d. ;
and a specially designed model for portable sets at 10s. 6d.
Cast-iron stands
for the "Popular " and "Super " models
cost 2s. 6d. each.
The makers are the Wolverhampton Die
Casting Co., Great Hampton Street, Wolverhampton.
"JUNIT" SOLDERING OUTFIT.
This consists of a soldering iron, a tube
of non-corrosive flux, and a stick of
solder, the outfit costing 4s. only. The
main feature of interest lies in the soldering iron since the business end is indireetly heated and cannot., therefore,
lose its " tinning." The copper bit is
provided with a loose tinned copper cap,
which is removed when the iron is placed
in the fire.
The cap, not coming in
direet contact with the flame, will not
require continual attention; it is certainly a labour-saving device, and should
find a strong appeal among amateur
const ructons.
The makers are the Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 2, Ravenscourt Square,
London, W.6.

" White Spot" cone loud speaker chassis
flitted with stand.

unit and is supplied either complete with
diaphragm or as a skeleton frame only.
The method of mounting the cone follows moving-coil practice in that a supple
leather surround is employed.
This is
stretched tight and the cone carefully
centred.
The chassis consists of a clean On-

Junit soldering outfit Including
point " iron with removable

"MICROFICIENT " VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.
The main feature of these variable condensers is that a material resembling thin
paxolin sheet is employed as the dielectric.
Since the plates need not be self-supporting, thin brass foil is used; consequently
the size, as regards depth from back to
front, has been reduced to seemingly
absurd proportions when compared with
one of the usual type having air-spaced
vanes.

"Microlicient" variable condenser with
brass foil plates and paxolin dielectric.
A Graham Parish product.

The condenser is housed in a neat
moulded bal:elite case measuring 3in. in
diameter and gin. in depth. A single hole
fixing bush is fitted. Two samples were
submitted for test, namely, a 0.0005 mfd.
and a0.0003 mfd. capacity. The measured
values were found to be 8 micro-mfds.
minimum and 0.000753 mfd. maximum for
the 0.0005 mfd. size, and 6 micro-mfds.
minimum and 0.000281 mfd. maximum for
the 0.0003 mfd. size. The plates are shaped,
it is claimed, to follow &L logarithmic law.
The
makers
are
Messis. Graham Farish,
Ltd.,
Bromley,
Kent, and the price
has
been
fixed
at
4s. 6d. for the 0.0005
/ed. size and 4s. 3d.
for the 0.0003 mfd
and
0.00015
mfd.
" Peersizes.
cap.
a
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"STANDARD" WET H.T. BATTERY.
An li. T. battery consisting of the
No. 4 size cells was submitted for test
by the Standard Wet Battery Co.,
184488, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

%Tile

81

is. 6d. a dozen. Electrolyte chemical is
sold in jars, and sufficient for twenty
No. 4 size cells costs 2s.
0 0 00

"EKCO" ALL-POWER UNIT FOR
D.C. MAINS.

Tray containing 32 No. 4 size "Standard "
cells. Nominal voltage 48.

W.C.2. The container holds 32 cells and
gives a nominal voltage of 48.
Since
these cells are the largest, size available
and are recommended for use with supervalves, it was decided to commence the
discharge test at about 30 mA. During
the
first few I s the current fell
rapidly, but quickly reached a steady
state, ami thence onward was well maintained for a period of approximately
500 hours.
Titis represents actual working time,
and to reproduce as near as practical
considerations would allow the conditions obtaining during use, the battery
was discharged for periods of 4 hours,
with similar .periods to recuperate. The
recuperation periods have been omitted
from the graph, tlid the actual working
time only plotted. There would appear
to be a natural "cut off " after the
500-hour mark is passed. since the current fell rapidly. so that, this can be
regarded as the useful life of the battery on one charge.
To renew the battery it is necessary
to obrain new sacs, zines, and fresh electrolyte. The jars should be well scoured
in hot, water before assembling the new
parts. The price of the No. 4 size in
trays containing 32 cells is £1 17s. 2d.
Spare sacs cost 4s. 6d. a dozen, and zincs

.
STANDAR13 . WET

NS.

The model submitted for test is a C2A,
which gives H.T., L.T. and grid bias when
connected to D.C. mains of between 200
and 250 volts. No alteration whatsoever
is required to the set, but, the L.T. current
consumed must- not be less than 0.2 amp.
or greater than 0.35 amp. Either 2-, 4-, or
6-volt can be used.
Three H.T. tappings are provided, one
giving between 120 and 150 volts, one
giving 60 volts nominal, and a tapping
marked "SU " for the screen potential
of screen-grid valves. lit addition, grid
bias voltages from 1.5 to 12 volts in five
steps are available.

000c

Elcco"

complete battery eliminator
D.C. supply mains.

use on

for

Measurements showed that, the marked
H.T. voltages were obtained when 15mA.
at 140 volts were drawn from the 120-150volt, tapping and 2.8mA. front the 60-volt
tapping.
The voltage available for the
screen in the screen-grid valve under these
conditions was found to lie 70 xolts. The
current drawn from this Lapping was
limited to 0.4 mA.
Measurements of the L.T. current gave
results sensibly in agreement with the

H.T. BATTERY

4 SIZE

Internal

0-75
10
0-5
5

0-25

150

200

250
TIME

Discharge curve ot
Ii

rg

300

350

(WORKING

400

450

500

550

600

HOURS)

Standard " wet 11.T. battery ot No. 4 size cells.

PER

1-0
15

VOLTS

CURRENT

20

CELL

1-25

IN

mA.

15
15

100

015

FORMO CONDENSERS.
When describing the condenser used in
the Formo short wits it outfit in the pages
devoted to Laboratory Tests,t attention
was drawn to the absence of a pigtail connector. It was pointed out, nevertheless,
that atest revealed silent working.
This

30

50

maker's figures, provided suitable cidjust,
meld's are made to the selector plug located
in the base on the underside of the unit.
With the wander plug inserted in No. 1
socket-, the maximum current that would
pass was found to be 0.26 amp., but in
No. 4 socket a current of 0.39 amps became available.
Intermediate positions
gave maximum outputs of 0.3 amp. and
amp. respectively.
The grid bias
voltages were measured and found to be
in agrerienent with the marked values.
A practical test was matte using a
three-valve set fitted with a sinall-power
output valve.
There was slightly more
hum than usual with H.T. eliminators,
but titis was not troublesome. Fastidious
list PI iers, already possessing an L.T.
accumulator, can reduce the hum to normal proportions by " floating " this
across the L.T. terminals and adjusting
the L.T. supply to balance the drain on
the accumulator. A practically wmin-out
battery could be used for this purpose.
The unit is enclosed in a metal case
adequately ventilated, and the price has
been fixed at £5 17s. 61.
The makers
are Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd., " Ekco"
Works, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

braided connector fitted to
Formo condensers.

observation may have appeared inconsistent in the abse'nce of the provision of a
connector bridging the bearing surfaces.
Subsequent examination involving the dismantling of the condenser has revealed a
totally enclosed braided connector in the
centre spindle passing out to a fixing on
the bearing. Titis method of conneetion
is to be particularly recommended. as it
entirely avoids the changes in the constants of a circuit such as may arise with
the use of the general form of spiral pigtail. Readers who may have been doubtful as to the suitability of the Form° condenser as the result of a perusal of the
recent report will now appreciate that, the
design adopted is in every way reliable.
eily 3rd, 1929, page 17.
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A New Super Power Valve.

MELLOOv NE SUPER
POWER
VALVE
•

I
.2 AMPS AT 6V

0

o

0

•

;
FILAMENT

Y

y

>

y

igi>

8
cs,..., .
i
, IB

Ste.'

ANODE

8

CURRENT

IN

MILLIAMPERES

•

—120 —100

—80
GRID

—60

—40

—

20

0

VOLTS

Average characteristics
under
normal
working conditions. A.C. resistance, 760

ohms;

amplification

factor, 33; and
mA , volts.

mutual conductance, 4.35

This particular type is made by the
North London Valve Co., Ltd., 22i,
Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington,
London, N.16, for Messrs. Pollock

1929.

The "Mellodyne."

T

HIS is a super-power output
valve designed especially for
use where a large electrical
output is required to operate a number of loud speakers. It is particularly suitable for use in the output
position of a public-address amplifier; indeed, in slightly modified
form it is being employed in certain
amplifying systems in connection
with talking filins and gramophone
reproducing equipment. The main
features of the valve are: low A.C.
resistance, comparatively high ampli.
fication factor, and exceptionally
good mutual conductance. Furthermore, it operates without an excessively high anode potential.

24th,

The following table gives the anode
current under various operating conditions :—
lie.
300 volts

Bros., Royston Works, Putney, London, S.W. r5, who have acquired the
sole distributing rights. The rated
characteristics of the 'Mellodyne "
are: A.C. resistance, 800 ohms; amplification factor, 3.8; and mutual
conductance 4.5 milliamps per volt.
This is an exceptionally good conductance for a valve of such low
A.C. resistance. The normal working anode potential is 400 volts, and
the optimum grid bias is of the order
of minus 8o volts.
The construction of the valve differs widely from that generally
adopted. Perhaps it can be described
best as consisting of four sets of electrodes internally connected in parallel, but with a common anode.
The anode is divided into two compartments, however, and in each is
assembled two grids and two filaments. The glass envelope measures
6in. high by sin. in diameter, and
the overall height is 81m.
The valve is not "gettered," but
the required hard vacuum is obtained by pumping for along period.
Each valve is tested finally by running for a definite period with
normal H.T. and zero grid bias, and
at the end of this it must pass satisfactorily a test for hardness before
leaving the works.
The average characteristics under
normal operating conditions of the
specimen tested were found to be:
A.C. resistance, 760 ohms; amplification factor, 3.3 ;and mutual conductance, 435 mA. per volt. These
figures are sensibly in agreement
with the maker's rating.

350

„

400

„

Grid Bias.
—
—
—
—
—

60 volts
70
„
75
„
83
"
80
„

— Ill
-- 100

„
„

Anode Current.
98 mA.
83'HA.
97 mA.

66
140
100
63

mA.
mA.
mA.

inA.

In view of the low A.C. resistance
and, comparatively, high amplification factor, special precautions must
be adopted when using this valve.
There may be atendency towards incipient H.F. oscillation at a very
high frequency, and should this occur
it will be traceable by abig increase
in the anode current. Any tendency
in this direction can be guarded
against by fitting aresistance of afew
thousand ohms in series with the grid.
It would be advisable to regard this
as an essential addition to the circuit,
and it should be included as a precautionary measure.

Electrode assembly at the ..hdellodyne"
super—power valve.

The "Mellodyne " is being offered
at £5 ros.
A valve of similar construction, but having an
A.C. resistance of i,000 ohms, and
amplification factor of 4.6, and a
mutual conductance of 4.6 mA. per
volt, is available also at the same
price, but this particular type, known
as "Leo the Lion," is supplied by
the North London Valve Co. ,Ltd.
B 20
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MT CONSTRUCTORS' NOTES
Valve Filament Risks--and Some Safety

j

Precautions.

N descriptions of kit sets appearing i
n th ese pages
It may be said that such short-circuits should not
mention has on more than one occasion been made take place, but it is fatally easy to make accidental
of the fact that battery wiring is in many cases
contact with large metal surfaces, and, even if the
so arranged that the filaments of all the valves may
operator never makes a mistake, there is a remote
possibly be burnt out should an accidental short-circuit possibility that one of the anode by-pass condensers,
occur between the positive high-tension lead and such as those shown in C and C, in the diagram, may
earthed metallic screening, etc. The why and where- develop a short-circuit, or even that the electrodes of
fore of this state of affairs does not seem to be obvious the "S.G." valve may make contact. In either case
to many readers, judging from correspondence, and the result will be the same, and one is forced to the conit is thought that a short explanation of the matter,
clusion that -it is amistake, or, rather, that it is impossible
with a word of advice as to how the possibility of an
to make a simple single-pole switch serve the purpose
accident may be prevented, will be of interest ki many
of switching off both batteries. As frequently pointed
builders of these sets.
out in this journal, it is generally safe to keep the H.T.
It seems that the designers of the sets in question
battery permanently connected, because as soon as filahave embarked on their task with the entirely comments are extinguished the flow of anode current will
mendable idea of arranging the on-off switch to dis- automatically stop, provided insulation is adequate_
connect both H.T. and •L.T. batteries, and have as it should be, in any case.
accordingly inserted it in the common negative lead.
In many cases the sponsors of kit sets have issued
If we study a theoretical circuit diagram of this form
instructions for connecting a flash-lamp fuse; this is
of connection it would at
satisfactory enough, but
first appear that their obthe amateur must not fall
ject has been satisfactorily
into the error of thinking
achieved, and that the
that the ordinary lamp,
negative pole of the H.T.
which often carries a curbattery is completely isorent of as much as half an
lated from the set wiring
ampere for considerable
when the switch is " off."
periods without' fusing,
At least, this will seem to
will confer complete imbe so if we draw our
munity; it certainly will
diagram
in
the
connot do so if only one of
ventional manner, with
the valves is in position in
terminals for battery conthe set, and it may even
nections, but we must not
be inadequate when they
forget that the L.T. cells
are all inserted in their
will be permanently joined
holders.
Those who rely
to their points of attachon this form of protection
ment; when the switch is
should be careful to choose
Pig. 1.—Showing bow filaments may be damaged by an H.T.
opened the high-tension
short—circuit to earth.
bulbs with a low fusing
negative terminal is still
point, or one of the special
connected to the filaments via the L.T. battery, which
fuses designed to " blow " before the current rises to
may be regarded as aconductor of negligible resistance.
the value normally passed by a valve filament. There
All this will be made clear from a consideration of are several other ways of ensuring that a high-tension
Fig. r, in which the filament heating cells are shown
short-circuit will do no more damage than that inevitin dotted lines. It will be seen that with the switch
ably caused to the cells through a too-rapid discharge,
open H.T. negative is connected to the positive side
and it is certainly wise to consider making a minor
of all valves, and that an accidental contact between
modification to the switch wiring in the manner shown
H.T.+ and any earthed point—screen, filament buseither in Fig. 2 (a) or (b).
In the first diagram
bar, individual negative filament wiring, or external
H.T. — and L.T. — are connected externally to their
earth lead, etc.—will cause the circuit to be completed
normal terminals, which are joined together internally,
through the filaments, and, if the high-tension battery and also to the common filament bus-bar and to earth,
has a fairly low internal resistance, the valves will
while the switch is transferred to the L.T. positive
inevitably be burnt out.
lead, being inserted between the input terminal and
13 21
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A Hot Bulb.

The pentode valve of my "Medlurd S.O.P. Master Three" gets
the feed leads to the various filaments. This is a form
very warm. after the set has been in operation for o short
of connection advocated by the majority of contributors
tinte. This rise in temperature can be reduced by increasto this journal, but it is not possible in cases where a
ing negative bias, but quality is then not so good. is it
metal panel is used and when the switch is of the type
normal that the valve tneelope should become hot? T. M.
in which one contact is in metallic connection with the
Yes, this effect is quite usual, and if the glass bulb does not
panel. In such cases the very simple alteration shown became uncomfortably hot to the hand you need not be perturbed.
We do not consider
in diagram (b) is to be
that there is any need to operpreferred, and it involves
ate it under conditions other
no more alteration than
than the best; by increasing
negative bias beyond the optican be carried out in afew
mum value you are, in effect,
moment. All we have to
reducing the amount of energy
do is to remove the condissipated in the valve, and
nection between the H.T.
it is consequently to be expected that the valve will run
negative terminal and the
cooler.
L.T. negative terminal,
o000
and to join the former
An Extra Valve.
directly to the most conin order to obtain a larger revenient point on the comserve
of
amplification
mon
negative
bus-bar.
(which is often necessary
Either of these alterations
Pig. 2.—Simple alterations in switch wiring.
tit this remote district) I
ant thinking of adding a
confers complete immunity
resistance-coupled L.F. amplifier to my "New Oossor Melody
from the possibility of burn-outs in the manner
Maker." Of course, this coupling will be between the dedescribed.
tector and first L.F. valve; will you suggest a suitable value
Those who do not wish to make any alterations to
for the anode resistance?
F. B. H.
their sets should always remember that when making
In a case like yours, where a grid circuit detector with
reaction is used, we think it is a mistake to use an excessively
any experiments or tests involving the remotest possibility of " earthing " an H.T. positive connection it high value of anode resistance, and in any case there should
be little need to strive for the maximum attainable magnificawill be wise to set the switch in the "on " position.
tion.
We suggest a value of something between 50,000 and
so that the filaments will be bridged by the L.T. battery,
100,000 ohms, depending upon the impedance of the detector
which will automatically 'prevent any serious rise in valve.
' 0000
the voltage across them.
' Trouble in the H.F. Amplifier.

KIT CONSTRUCTORS' PROBLEMS.
The information Department Sen ice has been eatended to deal zeith
problems encountered by builders of "kit" sets discussed in these
pages. Receivers already treated are the "New Causar Melody Maker,"
(team "Music Magnet," Mullard "Master Three Star," Six-Sitly
"Mystery Receiver," Ferranti "Screened Grid Three," Formo "Screened
Grid Three," Dubilier ''Toreador Screened Grid Four," McMichael
"Screened Three," and the Mutton, "S.G.P. Master Three." The
service is subject to the rules printed in the "Readers' Problems" section.

Decoupling Precautions.
I am thinking of making we eliminator for my Osram "Altaic
Magnet'
set, and should like to know whether it
would be an advantage to fit a decoupling tesistance in the
anode circuit of the detector—or anywhere else, if the
addition is likely to do any good.
S. V. C.
Although the circuit of this receiver is not particularly prono
k. L.F. reaction troubles, due largely to the fact that it. employs
but one L.F. stage, the fact remains that when any receiver
is supplied with H.T. current from the eliminator , more or less
complete isolation of the various circuits is likely to prove
advantageous.
As a first step it is a good plan to include a choke filter
output (of the type in which one side of the loud speaker is
joined to the negative filament bus-bar).
This in itself is
likely to prove efficacious, but as a further precaution a feed
resistance (with its associated by-pass condenser) may be connected in the detector anode circuit.
Lastly, it must not be forgotten that L.F. impulse can be
fed back to the detector grid via the tuned anode coil, etc.,
and to be completely safe the plate circuit of the H.F. valve
can also be decoupled. From the "L.F." point of view, there
is no point in providing a resistance feed for the screening
grid, although this addition (with, of course, a by-pass condenser) will certainly do no harm, and will help to ensure
stability when, the set i
soperated with maximum anode voltage.

My "New Como). Melody Maker" has worked 'satisfactorily
for some time, giving pleasing quality of reproduction.
Lately there has been considerable deterioration in every
respect, and quality is distinctly poor; I can best describe
it by saying that there is a good deal of "woolliness" and
that the upper frequencies seent to be almost entirely
keking. This falling-off in performance is coincident with
the need for a good deal of reaction in order to obtain
reasonably loud signals; originally the feed back condenser
was set at zero for reception of my nearest station. From
this information can you tell me what is wrong?
H. T. M.
' From the information you give we think it extremely
probable that the poor reproduction of which you complain is
largely, if not altogether, due to excessive use - of reaction.
The need for this, in turn, would appear to be due to a serious
falling-off in the effectiveness of your II.F. amplifier, considered
as a whole, and you should look carefully to all the components
associated with this part. of the receiver, not forgetting the
valve itself. Needless to say, you should assure yourself that
the voltages applied to filament, anode, and screening grid of
the HA?. valve are correct, and, lastly, you would be well
advised to look to your aerial-earth system.
0000
H.T. Current Consumption.
/am thinking of building the "Mullard S.G.P. Master Three."
Using the recommended valves in the 6-colt range, will you
please gire me some idea as to the probable total anode
consumption of the set?
N. P. R.
A good deal depends on the actual H.T. voltages applied to
the various anodes and, of course, on the grid bias pressure
for the pentode.
Current consumption may be reduced by
over-biasing this valve and also by applying to its screen a
voltage somewhat less than that impressed on the anode, but
we do not think that the very best results of which the set is
capable will be attained with a total consumption appreciably
under 20 milliamperes.
22
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NEWS FROM ALL QUARTERS.
By Oar Special Corres pendent.
A

Champion

for

Scotland ?—The

A Scottish Governor?
The
Board of Governors has
never pretended to represent any part
of the country in particular, but in view
fif the growing dissatisfaction which has
been lately expressed in regard to the
future of Scottish broadcasting under the
Regional Scheme there is a strong probability that before long a new member
may take his seat at the Board with the
exclusive intention of championing the
cause of listeners over the Border.
in this connection the name of Mr.
Hugh S. Roberton has been mentioned
As conductor of the Glasgow Orpheus
Choir, Mr. Roberto') is known in most
corners of Scotland.
0000
A Question of Numbers.
No limit is set in the B.B.C.'s Charter
to the number of individuals who may
comprise the Board of Governors. so that
a new appointment or appointments
might be made in the twinkling of au
eye, and the country might wake up one
morning to fund that Wales and Northern
Ireland were also represented, not, to
mention the Isle of Man.
In a multitude of counsellors there
is wisdom," runs the proverb, but, like
most proverbs, it has an opposite number.
relating in this cuise to a superfluity of
cooks.
The bigger the governing body
at Savoy Hill. the greater the probability
that the B.B.C. will develop into a vast
C'ircumlocution Office with a minimum of
personal responsibility. If new Governors
are to be appointed it would surely be
advisable
to
consider
whether
they
should merely supplement the old or replace them.
0000
No Television Tests from Brookman's
Park.
The breaking off of negotiations between the Baird Television Development
Company and the B.B.C. is apparently
judged
of insufficient import tame at
Savoy Hill to justify a statement beyond
the formula :" We have nothing to say."
It had been expected that television
tests would begin immediately upon the
opening of the new London Regional
station at Brookman's Park at the end
of this month, but I gather that the
hitch occurred during negotiations concerning a possible contract.
B 23

Television

Impasse.—Gramophone

The possibility that the advent of a
new Postmaster-General might facilitate
television transmissions from an independent station may not have been overlooked.
The possibility seems rather
remote. •
co ,
Noises Off.
One can fully sympathise with the
B. B.C.
Effects Department in
their
sea eh for bigger and better noises with-

"Effects."

surely be far superior to anynoise
records made in the past.
It has generally been conceded that, the
microphone is kinder to manufactured
noises than to sounds which approach ,the
real thing, and if " Intimate Snapshots"
are a success they will reveal ii surprising advance in gramophone technique.
oQ00
Preparing for Bank Holiday.
A. special vu mdcv liip ,,graname is
being arranged for August Bank Holiday. Among the items already fixed up
are the following: A sketch entitled
" Where
Ignorance
is Bliss."
with
Tommy Handley as compère ;Burns and
Allen, probably the hest
of vermin
comedy
broadcasts;
Teddy
Brown;
Stuart Rosa and Joe Sargent.
On the
same evening Gordon MeConnel will produce a " light-headed " programme.
z.
H.B.H. and the Chief Scout,
Speeches by the Prince of Wales and
the Chief Scout, Sir Robert BadenPowell, at the International Jamboree
in
Acrown
l'a rk,
Birkenhead.
en
August 2nd, will be relayed to 2L0 and
5XX at 3.45 p.m.
0000

SC:NEM.Y
MORNING
NOVELTY.
At
7 a.m. on Sundays Hamburg broadcasts
a church service, followed by an orchestral
concert performed on board one of the
ships in the harbour. The Hamburg announcer is here seen on board the
Cap

Polonie."

out necessarily endorsing their latest
enterprise in trapping genuine sounds by
gramophone retords.
Mr. Lance Sieve.
king, who has already exhibited a staggering fecundity of ideas, is the originator of the plan, and proposes to use
certain records made at Oxford Circus
tube station for a series of " Intimate
Snapshots " to be broadcast in the near
here.
The records are said to have given
great satisfaction to the privileged few
who have heard them; if so, they must

"0.B." Van at Tidworth.
From the grounds of Tidworth House,
Tidworth. Hants. the Southern Command
Tattoo will be relayed to 2L0 and 5XX
on August 3rd.
Listeners will hear
Part 1 from 9.30 to 10 o'clock. and
Part 2 from 11.10 to 11.50. The greater
part of the latter period will lue devoted
to a "Purgeant of the Glorious Past,"
and will include reminiscences from the
Napoleonic period to the Army of to-day.
As at Aldershot. the engineers will
make use of the "outside broadcast"
van, which contains all the heavy amplifying gear and a studio, and is, in fact,
a control point.
o000
Are Long Plays Appropriate in Summer P
In veneratio n for Greek drama in
general and the plays of Euripides in
particular. I yield place to none. But I
doubt whether even the Fgettra kept
many listeners indoors for an hour and
three-quarters on that blisteringly hot
evening of last week. And if it did not.
surely the broadcast was a waste of
splendid effort?
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BEHIND THE SCENES AT HENDON.
Wireless and the

i

F a fiat had gone forth prohibiting the use of wireless and valve amplification equipment throughout
Great Britain on Saturday, July t3th, the R.A.F.
Display at Hendon would have lost half its effectiveness. But as no such spiteful edict was issued, it is
probably safe to say that the great British public gave

R.A.F. Display.
The most convincing demonstration of the value of
radiotelephony control in the air occurred at the end
of the programme, in the air battle which formed a
suitable prelude to the attack on the fortified port. In
this event the spectators were allowed to eavesdrop
while telephony messages were exchanged between a
lone reconnaissance 'plane braving the anti-aircraft
tire from the quayside and a distant bombing squadron,
which eventually came up m support in response to
the wireless appeals. Telephony orders from the commander of the enemy fighter squadron were also
received and reproduced for the public benefit.
Picking Up 'Plane Calls.

A general view from the roof of the control room, showing
the microphone in use.

little thought to the work which was going on in the
little operating huts and control rooms behind the
scenes. Presumably because wireless is now accepted
as a commonplace, the R.A.F. refrained from "starring ' the radio events, although radio played almost as
big apart on this occasion as in years gone by.

The messages from the air were picked up by shortwa%e receiving stations at scattered points outside the
aerodrome and were relayed to the central control room,
whence they were distributed to nearly sixty Marconiphone loud speakers. Engine noises naturally affected
the clarity of the speech, but helped, possibly, by the
knowledge that the forces of right would eventually
triumph, listeners had no difficulty in gaining an intelligent idea of the progress of the engagement.
Wireless telegraphy, as distinct from telephony, was
extensively used for the concentration of air units
taking part in the
Display, and without its aid, it would
have
been
impossible to time the
arrival
of
many
units which arrived
at Hendon from
various aerodromes
just at the moment
when
they
were
required.
All
records as
regards
pu blic
address systems in
this country were
eclipsed by the
Ma rconi phone
Company
at
Hendon on July
13th.
The public
enclosures
w ere
adequately
" covered " by no
fewer than fortynine 2m, movingNearly sixty moving coil loud speakers
coil loud speakers,
reproduced band music and kept specin
addition
to
tators inforrnul regarding the progress of the Display.
Beneath
the
which a number of
loud speal:er stand can be seen the
line of turf covering the buried cables
smaller instruments
which totalled over twelve miles in
of the indoor type
length.
B 24
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Behind the Scenes at Hendon.—
were
cm ployed
for
announcing purposes in the
neighbourhood of the Royal
Enclosure.
To feed so many loud
speakers, nearly 18o valves
were necessary, the last
amplifying stage comprising five banks of 32 valves
each. The total H.T. consumption
amounted
to
6,000 milliamperes at 350
volts. On the L.T. side 350
amperes were taken at 6
volts.
Energy was provided by a motor generator
giving 350 volts and Exide
accumulators
aggregating
2,000 volts, the total weight
of the power plant being
nearly four tons.
Twelve
miles of heavy armoured
cable were buried, and the
A corner of the Nlarconiphone control room, showing the power banks.
Eight LS5A valves
were used in each, the total number of amplifying valves amounting to 150
task of preparing the complete installation occupied a large staff for more than
the control of traffic and the movement of the crowds.
a fortnight.
When we recall, also, that arunning commentary on
The loud speakers performed several useful functions
the air battle was broadcast all over the country by the
besides keeping spectators informed as to the progress
B.B.C., we can begin to assess how much would have
of 'events.
Band music was relayed with excellent
been lost if wireless and valve amplification equipment
clarity, and tactful announcements were made regarding
liad not been available.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
Correspondence fare' be addressed to the Editor,

'The Wireless World,"

tiSIV AND EMPIRE BROADCASTING.
Sir.—Through your Correspondence columns I should like to
make a few remarks about 5SW.
Letters are continually
being published, from various parts of the Empire; but Ihave
not yet seen a Rhodesian burst into print on this much discussed subject.
Officially, that is, as far as P.M.G. licences are concerned,
there are only about fifty licensees in S. Rhodesia, including
nineteen transmitters.
A transmitting permit costs 205.—power allowed being 50
watts. I doubt, incidentally, if there is any country in the
world where a better feeling exists between the P.O: anti the
amateur transmitter—or where the Post Office has shown greater
consideration in technical matters.
I ihink that all of us here have the same grievance against
the B.B.0 as the rest of the Empire has.
The point is :Why is the evrning "News Bulletin" still not
allowed to be broadcast from 5SW?
Why has the Empire, those who live in far away and lonely
places. to be denied an interesting fifteen minutes of Home
News eery night?
In env case, if the news is not broadcast, what about some
music from 5SW?
Must we endure fifteen minutes of an unpleasant generator
hum ;nothing else being permitted to modulate 5SW's carrier.
Many of us would very much like to know why exactly,
since 5SW is supposed to cater for the Empire and be used for
Et 25
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a certain amount cf Empire propaganda, the most important
part of the programme is considerately emitted? This has gone
on for two years now.
Someone may wish to hear London—he does so, and says
I should particularly like to hear the news, when it is 7oroadcast" ;one shrugs one's shoulders apologetically, and tells the
listener that the "great powers that be" don't allow such a
thing.
To turn to another point, we must give 5SW the praise due
for at least being our star short-wave station, as far as Rhodesia
is concerned.
None of the others is in any way as good—conditions here,
throughout the whole year, are rather terrible.
High speed
fading on most short-wave transmissions makes them sound as
if they were being put through a "washing mangle."
Rhodesian time hieing one hour ahead of 13.s.T. ' 5SW comes
on the air at 8 p.m. (S.A.S.T.)—remaining good till about
9.30 p.m. (S.A.S.T.), when it begins to fade too badly for
further reception. At, odd times one can listen for an hour
longer, but generally the transmission goes to pieces. As a final
remark -one asks if Overseas listeners are not literally bored to
teats by the dreadfully dry talks from 2LO, from 7 p.m. to
approximately 7.40 p.m.
Who wants to hear an Italian lesson, for example, either in
England or abroad? About 1 per cent., we imagine, of all
listeners. One wants amusing, not educating, or boring.
With reference to 5SW being off the air on Saturday and
Sunday nights, one can merely sigh resignedly.
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Just the two nights when hard-working people get a chance
to hatch!
The powers who arrange the transmissions were obviously
G. G. LIVESEY (F03SHB), •
" born tired."
late of 2BZ and G6L1.
South Rhodesia.
VALVE OUTPUT.
Sir,—The letter from " Keentono " indicates that he is not
clear as to the use of the formula described in my previous
letter on the above subject,. when the output valves are arranged
in push-pull.
• lo calculate the maximum undistorted power obtainable from
an output stage consisting of more than one valve, it is simply
necessary to calculate the power obtainable from one valve and
multiply the result by the number of valves used, The reason
for this becomes obvious hem the following considerations.
Assuming the correctness of the operating figures given for
a PX.650 valve in " Keentono's " letter, the output from one
such valve will be :40 2x3.5 1
8x175U —1.4 watts.
When two valves are connected in parallel, the resulting
impedance is half that of one valve, so the output becomes :40' x3.5'
—2.8 watts.
(1760
8 x -2
With the push-pull arrange)
ment, the impedances of the two
valves are in series, so the impedance of the combination is
twice that of one valve. •The signals impressed on the grids
of the two valves are 180° out of phase, from which it follows
that the maximum A.C. voltage that can be applied between
the two grids is twice that which can be applied to one valve.
Befoi•e substituting in the formula for grid bias, therefore, this
valve must be doubled.
Applying these considerations to the figures given, the output.
from two PX.650 valves in push-pull will be
• (2x 40) 2x3.5"
—2.8 watts.
8x(1750x2)
From the above remarks it can be seen that the generalised
formula becomes :—
w. (PGrx/S 2
PI
8x—
N P
where W=Maximum watts undistorted power from output stage.
(1= Grid Bias for each valve.
A=Aniplification factor.
=Impedance of each valve.
N=Total number of valves in stage.
P=2 for push-pull arrangement or 1 for the single sided
arrangement.
By cancelling, however, P disappears from this formula, which
then becomes
xA'
W=
xN.
8xI
It must be emphasised that G only equals grid bias when a
valve is used for which grid current commences to flow at zero
volts on the grid. If, as in the case of some indirectly heated
valves, grid current commences at. a negative grid potential, this
potential should be subtracted from the grid bias to obtain the
G for the formula.
ED. A. H. BOWSHER.
Il ford Essex.
•
AMATEUR STATUS.
Sir,—With reference to the letters published regarding the
status .of amateurs. may I say how sorry I am to see that
you are again raising the question of amateur transmitters?
May I enquire what good these amateurs do?
One or two of them. I agree ' are worth their salt, but, the
vast majority merely transmit for amusement. talk the most
utter rot. over the ether, and have no idea of experimenting,
and could not if they tried.
No. sir, I think the transmitting amateur is best off the
air, and as far as I am concerned I am pleased to say they
appear to be petering out in my district, and I do not receive
their bleatings and croaks on a Sunday when tuning in the
foreigners.
B. GLADSTONE.
Tendon, W.14.

I.
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was extremely pleased to find you devoting two recent
editorials to the cause of the amateur transmitter.
Ishould like to endorse most heartily the remarks of your contributor, "Interested Party "; I was particularly interested in
this gentleman's suggestion that the amateur should press for
the use of the 80-metre band allotted by the Washington Conference for the joint use of the amateur with mobile and point-topoint services. As one of the very few amateurs who have been
allowed by the Post Office to make use of this band for experk
mental work in connection with the "R.S.G.B." Contact Bureau,
Ican say from personal experience of operating conditions in the
new hand that it appears to be almost neglected by non-amateur
stations.
In my opinion, if the amateur were allowed to use the 80-metre
band the interference caused to other services would he quite
negligible. In any case, should the authorities be shy of opening
the whole band for general amateur use, I can see no reasonable
objection to the setting aside of a portion for the use of amateurs.
The acquisition of this band by the amateur would be more
than a demonstration of interest, lack of which you lament in
your editorial of July 3rd, for the value of these frequencies
would undoubtedly be considerable.
I trust that your paper may be the means of bringing about
some improvement in this matter, as it has so often done in the
past in matters concerning the amateur transmitter.
e
London, E.11.
R. A. FE,REDAY.
Sir,—Heartiest congratulations on your leading article in the
July 3rd issue of '¡'he Wireless World. I endorse every word
of your criticism of the Radio Society of Great Britain.
LET US SHOOT THIS WHITE ELEPHANT!
It behoves all amateurs worthy of the name to join up with
you in your campaign to make them, in your own words, a "firstclass national asset "—which they will never be so long as the
present régime exists
HARRY E. SMITH.
Haekbridge, Surrey.

Sire—We wish to heartily congratulate you on your leading
articles in the June 19th and July 3rd issues of The Wireless
World. We feel sure that all amateur transmitters will agree
with the views expressed therein, and will feel deeply grateful
to you for thus so ardently championing their cause, the more
so as there is now no society in this country •which is interested in obtaining extra facilities—or even consolidating those
already bel il—foi' the amateurs.
To put the matter bluntly and in
nutshell, the whole
trouble with the societies is that, so long as they can obtain
special permits for certain members, then they are content to
let the rest of the amateurs shift for themselves.
As an instance, the R.S.C.13. was satisfied in the past to
be able to issue 32-metre permits to certain of its chosen
members, who may have been—but in the majority of cases
were not—capable of carrying out special research work. Any
society with the interests of the amateurs of this country at
heart, would have insisted that if this " special" privilege
was not to be available to every licensed transmitter, then
they would have no use for it.
We are stressing this point because history is repeating itself,
as we understand' that permits to work in the 80-metre band
are being obtained by the R.S.G.B. for certain of its members.
Thus they are making no attempt to obtain the use of this
band for the amateurs in general of Creat Britain—who are
as fully entitled to the use of this band as are the amateurs
in the U.S.A.—but are content to sacrifice the interests of the
ninny in favour of the few.
What is needed is a society which is prepared—and expects
—to have to fight to secure reasonable rights for the amateur,
and which to do so must have the confidence and respect of
the amateurs of this country.
As- the officiv!s of the R.S.G.B.
have forfeited all claim to such, and as they have obviously
no desire to undertake this task, we suggest that a complete
reorganisation of the society is urgently requirel if the R.S.G.B.
still wishes to claim that it represents amateur radio in this
country.
" THE C.G."
Croydon.
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PE-AD E-P.T
The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department,
which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced
in the interest of readers themselves.
Simplified Pick-up Connections.
With rt .
pience to the simple -method
piek-up connection adopted in the
McMichael " Screened Three" deser;bed in your issue of June 19th, I
hare been studying the circuit diagram with a view to adopting this or.
rangement in my own set, and find
that the 0.0003 mfd. grid condenser
is, in effect, connected across the pickup.
ll'ill this have any effect on
quality of reprodnetien? W. P. A.
It is a fact that this condenser is connected across tile pick- op (through the
tuning coil), hut we do 1sot think that this
should canse any falling-off in performance. Tests made with two or three of
the better commercial pick-ups showed
that the addition of this capacity has mi
detrimental effect on the output.'
000 o
Too Many Turns.
I hare fitted capacity-controlled reaction
to a det.-L.F. set in which variable
magnet lc coupling was
original y
used, but .results are disappointing,
and it is impossible to prevent selfoscillation—even with the control
condenser set at minienUM—unless
the reaction coil is mounted at an
incOnveniently great distance from
the aerial-grid winding.
Can you
tell me how to put matters right? I
should perhaps add that ordinary
plug-in coils are used.
S. d'A, B.
It is almost certain that your reaction coil is excessively large, and it
would be wise to try the. effect of using
a smaller inductente; it is a good plan
to remove turns progressively until good
control is obtained.
Very possibly you have made some
other alteration that, increases the tendency towards self-oscillation it inay be
that an H.F choke has been added, and
is fitted in such a way that it is coupled
magneticall y to the grid coil. This point
should receive attention if a reduction
in reaction coil turns does not effect the
desired improvement.
0000

The "Europa RI."
Six-volt screen-yrid sol 'es are now available: I am thinking of obtaining one
of these for my "¡furo pa 111," and
realise that it will be essential to
melee some alteration to the aerial.
grid circuit.
Will you please give me
a circuit diagram showing the necessary modifications?
E. It. S.
It is assumed that you are at present
using a 4-volt H.F. valve with 6-volt
valves elsewhere in the set.
When you
snake the change, it. will no longer be posB 27
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•
sible to obtain " free " grid bias for the
6-volt S.G. valve from the drop in voltage
across a filament resister in the negative
lead, and consequently this scheme must
be abandoned. A single dry cell will be
required for bias purposes, and the connections will be as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. I.—Substitution of grid cell for free
grid bias" arrangement when using a
6—volt S.C. valve in the — Europa Three."
Not Recommended.
I am thinking of building a set on the
tine s of the "Plat Dwellers' A.C.
Three," but, with a rime of reducing
the number of tuning controls to one,
I 'propose to omit the tuned grid circuit, replacing it by a simpIe choke
coupling.
Do you consider that the
set modified in this way would give
satisfactory results?
A. C. R.
By making this alteration, the sensitivity of the receiver would be very
"LES.

(I.) Onto one Question (which must deal with
a single specific point) ran be answered. Letters
must he concisely worded wed healed "Infor-

mation Deportment."
(2.) Qu eries must he written on one side of
the paper, and diogro sn$ drown on su separate'
sheet. A self -addregmed slumped enrelope 1M181
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
reeeirers cannot. be giren
under present-dag
Conditi011S »ISI lee mono* be done to questions
of th is find in, the mime of aletter.
(.1.) Pretel hat miring plans romant be supplied
or considered.
(5) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(a.) Queries arising from the consteuetion or
operation of receirers must be confined to constructional sets described in
Il7reless
World "or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are 'Milted to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated -in future articles or
paragraphs.
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PROBLEMX
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, In some
cases at greater length than would be
possible in a letter.
seriously reduced, particularly on the
medium waveband, and we have no hesitation in saying that in your locality—
remote from broadcasting stations—you
would not obtain satisfactory results
from it.
There would also be a considerable
falling-off in selectivity, consequent. on
the omission of the second tuned circuit,
but probably this would not be so serious,
as a frame aerial is used.
0000
Anticipating Regional Transmissions.
il/thodyh thc selectivity of. .ne
" Megacox " rteeicer is at present quite
satisfactory, I expect that it may
very possibly be inadequate in tisis
respect when the Brookmans Park
station begins operations.
I believe
that you have published instructions
for improving the set in this respect;
will you please give me a reference
to the back number in which the
necessary information was published!
M. H. L.
A very satisfactory way of improving
the selectivity of the "Megavox Three"
was discussed in the " Readers' Problems " sections of this journal dated May
8th and June 5th. This involves the
addition of an extra tuning condenser
(for the aerial circuit), but we are afraid
that there is no way in which a red and
readily appreciable increase in selectivity
can be made without adding to the number of controls.
0000
Grid Leak and Tone Quality.
What should be the theoretical effect of
reducing the value of a grid leak in
a resistance-coupled L.P. misplifier?
1 ask this question because, in my
Oton set,
the substitution of O.
megohm for one megohm (as specified
by the designer and customarily used)
does not seem to make any appreciable
difference to tone, and hardly has
any effect on the volume of reproduction.
D. D.
The change you have made will bring
about a reduced proportional amplification
•
to the lower audible frequencies, but in
all probability this change will not be
appreciable by. our unless the performance
of your loud speaker as a reproducer of
low notes is well above the average.
If the resistance of the leak is in any
way comparable with that of the anode
coupling resistance, the substitution of a
lower value will, as you seem to have
observed, be responsible for a falling-off
in overall magnification, and consequently
in volume.

1
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Lack of Selectivity.
1 am troubled by the fact that the tuning
of my lour-value set (II.F.-det.
2 L.P.), designed with the help of in•
formation obtained from "The Wire-less World" during the last six
months, is anything but selcetive on
the lower part of the »Mid broadcast waveband (on 'wavelengths in
thé neighbourhood Of 200 metres),
although et ditficulty is experienced
on this score in the middle and at
the upper end of the band, le this
effect normal, or does it indicate that
•something is wrong with my set?
•
A. B. P.
It, is. quite natural that the apparent
selectivity of your tuned circuits should
fall off when the condensers are near their
minimum capacity settings.
Every design must be more or less in
the nature of a compromise, and it is
often thought b:rt to aim at high magnification and reasonable selectivity on the
wavelengths occupied (generally) by the

timing condensers of about 0.0003 mfd.
if you increase this capacity to 0.0005
mfd., making a connnensurate reduction
in the inductance of your tuning coils,
you will find that selectivity is markedly
improved, and that this improvement is
most noticeable at the lower end of the
band.
As an alternative, and if you ale particularly keen to receive these shorter wavelength's, you might make or obtain a
special set of interchangeable coils having
slightly lower inductances than at present
in use.
0 000

The "Europa Portable."
ant prorynding with the construction of
the "Europa Portable," but am in
doubt as to the precise arrangement
intended for the frame aerial and
reaction windings. My difficulty has
ar i,u out of the use of a home-built
wooden frame in place of the (Martian of the cabinet and frame specified.
E. C. M.

JULY 24th, 1929.
•
frame and the tuning circuit, a rear view
of the change-over switch has been reproduced from the practical wiring diagram and with the aid of which you
will he able precisely to follow the bringing out of the frame leads. There is a
space of not exceeding 34in. between the
two windings, the turns of the reaction
coil being in the same direction as those
of the frame aerial.
00
00
• . Frame Aerial Snags.
Would it not be possible to take advantage of the high selectivity afforded
by the use of a frame aerial, and at
the same time of the bette sensitivity
offered by an elevated conductor, by
mounting a very large frame either
in an attic or on the roof, running
extension leads from it to th. receiver
on the ground floor?
L. R. R.
Apart from the more or less obvious
difficulties, there are several obstacles
against the adoption of this arrangement
It would clearly be a difficult matter to
arrange for rotation of the frame from a
distant point, and unless special precautions were taken, it would certainly be
found that the receptive powers of the
frame, in association with its long connecting leads, as an ordinary aerial would
almost completely offset its directional
properties.
The latter disability can be largely
overcome, but only at the expense of considerable complication.
0000
Moving Coil Loud Speaker.
With a view to decreasing the consume
lion of current by the pot winding of
my moving coil loud speaker, I propose to reduce the gap (by fitting a
new centre pin) to practically half its
present length., at the sonic time
arranging for accurate centeing of
the moving coil fornier. h this in
order?
P. S. C.
From the wording of the query, we
rather fancy you are under a misapprehension with rewird to this matter; the
effect of reducing the length of the gap
will not in itself have any bearing on the
current consumed by the field winding,
but it will enable you to obtain an equal
fin:: density with the expenditure of less
energy for fodin ,this winding.
0 000

3.--Frame aerial and reaction windings together with details of the switch
connections of the "Europa Portable."

more important transmissions, and to
leave the shor. wa••elengths to look after
themselves.
We should imagine that you are using

Complete details as to the method of
winding the frame are given in Fig. 2.
To avoid the possibility of error when
making the connections between the

Most Sensitive Anode Bend Detector.
Will you please fell me the best type of
valve to use as an anode bend detector, when the object is to obtain
loud signals on weak -inputs? I take
it that the special high etficiency
valves now on the market, which are
generally recommended for Om function, are not of necessity the most
sensitive to small inputs. C. W. M.
Your assumption is correct, and to
meet your needs an efficient " RC." type
of valve, with a high value of anode resistance and the largest anode by-pass
condenser that can be tolerated from the
point of view of high note loss, is probably the best. But the fact must not be
overlooked that the newer valves have
important advantages when good quality
reproduction, reasonable sensitivity, and
the ability to handle large inputs are
needed.
28
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Soundly designed—
carefully made
Whatever the circuit you favour, good transformers
make aworld of difference to your reception. There are
Marconiphone transformers for every purpose—their
design backed by the best brains and the longest experience in the industry, and their construction so fine
that they are guaranteed for ayear against breakdown
in the windings.
Write for the booklet illustrating the complete range
of Marconiphone Transformers for all circuits. The
Marconiphone Co. Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court Road,
London,w. r.

UNIVERSAL TRANSFORMER
This model gives full-powered
amplification of every note in the
scale at its correct tone value.
Windings are thoroughly inzulated and waterproofed. Generous
cross-section and fine quality of
iron core prevent saturation even
by heavy primary currents. Design gives maximum inductance.
minimum self -capacity.
Two
ratios, 2.7 to land 4to 1. Price ¡6/-

POPULAR TRANSFORMER

01 2
) •
2•
We could tell you enough about the Blue Spot 4o
to fill a dozen spaces as large as this!
But we will content ourselves with saying this :—
To possess a Blue Spot 49 is almost as good as
being in the broadcasting studio. The difference tieing you can't see the artistes.

r
i

•

Hear it at your nearest dea'er's

F.A . HUGHES & CO ., LIMITED ,
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.I.
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales:
H. G. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD., zoo LONDON
ROAD, SHEFFIELD ; ag PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER.

Et29

An inexpensive but efficient component. Excellent for small
receivers or portable sets, since
it is light and compact. Fully
covered by the Marconiphone 12
months' guarantee. Gives best
results with amedium impedance
valve. Ratio 4 to r. Price 12/6

MARCONIPHONE POWER
TRANSFORMER MODELS "C" at "D"
This transformer provides from
A.C. mains both H.T. and L.T.
current for Marconi valves K.H.
and K.L.t. dispensing with batteries and accumulators. Model
"C" is for mains of zoo 24o volts,
model "D" for zoo, 120 volts,
both at any frequency above 40
cycles. There is an ample macgin
of safety both in windings and core
area. Price (either type) £1.'17 6

MARCONIPHONE
GUARANTEED

TRANSFORMERS

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

these

12 words or less, 11- and id. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address most be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders -for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 cossecutive,10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.

<OUALITON'è>

1

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to rem.rd the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
alrcÉly been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
Blau enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.
•

Mention of " The Wireless

of

"THE

for

WIRELESS

August

7th

must

be closed for press earlier than usual.
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISE-

can

for

insertion

be accepted

in

that

issue

up to

FIRST POST WEDNESDAY, July 31st.

THE ONLY UNIVERSALLY

STANDARDISED COMPONENT

IN RADIÇ L.

RECEIVERS

Type'D' 6d.11
Type'M'44d.
Type
3d.

FOR

SALE.

QcOTT SESSIONS awl Co., Crest Britain's Radio
Boctore.-Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
Q-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
e-P
perfect; £4.-V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.

'

le

TYPc

READ, and MORRIS, Ltd.,
STILL
rirlIIN Mains Pioneers in 1924, who equipped

13:

28(01,0
29.4

don Ahead
hospitals
with
withAllsetMains
s, us i
ngW no
or k, batteries.
MAINS Sets; £8 to £80.

I
r 131ELL11110.1LEE
TERMINALS

LINIINATORS, HT. , A.C., or D.C.; from £3. to
£27 far De Luxe 11.T. and L.T. combined unit
itsing metal reetifier, :mil high resistance meters.
OW-TENS1ON
nittoSs.

r

R

IDICULOUS to use Accumulators w hen th e Longton L.T.
Unit Permanently
Replaces Them,
using A.C. mains instead and giving up to 6 volts
at will; 81 ill a, new after 2 years' hard work; sup.
plied to hospitals here and abroad; complete and
ready tor use, 115/.. to 135/,
Condensers.

Belling & Lee, Ltd., QUeellSWay 'Were,
Tomiers End. Middlesex.

"THERE IS

A WHALE

ELECTROLYTIC

OF DIFFEREMCE"

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Ph." ,
?airtime ,.
No28
Noes)

Tor Particulars see Miscellaneous Advertisements.

CHAPEL ST., LONDON, N.W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. 1 P.M.

"I?LECTROLrrIC Condensers, 2,000 mfd.; by post.
13/-; the first on the market and still demons( rably supreme (provable by meters), makes LT.
from A.C. or 11.C. mains simple.
MOVING-COIL Speakers.

R

ADIO Graniephones,

SECOND-HAND Sets mid Speakers Cheap.

weaD
vkanC

St.,

W.

5% ,1[,1
05
fan5c
eo
e:

hlineum 7981.

ilon£L
Assembled,
£4-174,
With Oak Cabinet f2-2-0
extra.
Will, Mahogany
Cabinet £2-7.6 extra.
Home Constructor Parts 5444.
BRITANNIA REPRODIJCERS Ltd.
Furrdval Road, SHEFFIELD.

UNLICENSED

A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement, with the Patentees
whereby readers who wi.di to dispose of ahome-constructed
recru 'r not licensed under the patents made use of, can
flic set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
bis advertisement, will in every case make use o:' a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of nival tv customarily paid by ma indacturcri
If the pocchasi:r is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be "aid by
"The Wireless World " to the owners of the *
patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser ot the sct.

issue

WORLD "

MENTS

All letters relating to advertisements stould quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issae in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical cr printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

THE

the

106 each

.f?,c J. 'WIRELESS CO.,
2, Athelstane Mews, Ni.

B.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to HIM
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit s' -oiii not 1E, sent as
remittances.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The tun,' allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they joust be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us lo return
amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the. buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between 'dim and seller, each pays
carriage one way.
'Hie seller takes the risk o' loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to [to, adeposit fee of 1/- is charged ;on
transactions over [to and under [so, the fee is 26; over
£so,
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.i, and cheques and
looney orders should be inade payable to Iliffe & Sons
Limited.

Owing to the August Bank Holiday,

for the new Regional Scheme,

A highly° tficient instrument.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are tecepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING- (previous
to date of issue) rit the Head Offices of " TLe Wireless
World," Dorset House. Tudor Street, London- E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the follcwing issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenirse of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must in:lude the
words Box oom c/o " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should lie acklre,sed No. 000, cio "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tu dor Street, London, 11.C.4.. Readers who
reply to Box No. adinwlisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
WAVE TRAP

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphone; repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. Post Free.

11

Ternis to 7rode.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
nopt. W.

L214, High Street, Colliers Weed, London, S.W.12,414
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cult.er lisers,

will

A -VA tri.: Sterling Set. in beautifully laeunereil
cabinet. with Sterling loud-speaker to match, cod
£100, sell at £30, bargain; also one Primes loudspeaker, sell £10; and one 2-valve Sterling amplifier.
„
e n £5,-Walter J. Fryer, 288-292, Regent St., N. 1.
V
L
5638
A -VALV E Pentode Portable Bark-role, in perfect con'2t
dition ; £10, or near offer, cost £16.-224, (1
51à1g
St., Extrridee.
GECOPHOXE Victor Three, 3 0:tram Calves,
lueur;
what offers.-72, Hugh Rd, Stoke, Coventry,
n
t
h5
m62
n8
d
T411 inl -STONH SG. Three, as new, from kit of parts,
£4; Mellielutel superhet block unit, an new, 15m6
,
i
2
th
6
short wave adaptor, £2 .-Li en t
.
Lennie End, Butts.
4-VALVE Push-pull Super Amplifier, Columbia table
goind gramo(mhone, 11.T.11. pick-up, Mareoni moving coil speaker, 300v. large Exudo
neeuroulators,
12e. Ens jo L.T.. 3 years' experimenting,
as'. near
pellet as posiblo; £40; write, or call tumid hear.P. K. B., Golden Parsonage (Lodge), Hemel Hempstead.
,1"., -VALVE Portrble Set, listed at £16, brand [5625
new,
£11 for quick sale; also 4-valve screened grid
portable set, £13.-Apply R. G. M., 3rd, Floor, 14, Old
Compton St., W. 1.
AltrONIPHONN Receiver, model 37, unused, In
£11- Original carton; £4.
' onTABLE Grimoplione Iletrophone, cost £5/5, very
I dutZi u't Try i
i
i: t
ormer, 0.P.1, aimed; 13/6.
FElletiN7'
-Geo. F. Nelsen, l'rinees Itd., Newton Stewart.
[5620
B
IIRN ()Err 1929 Screened Grid Portable, brand
4-1
new, masniftent resulte; cost £2511216, enclitic.
*ed

1

3

a n zi Ii
L

18 guineas, tor quick
Rd., Bradford, Yorks.

eale.-Croseley,

20,

Aireville
[5619

X-GOVERNMENT Wireless Sets for Salo, cheap;
finest material for experimental work, portahle,
or reception nn tan idinst wwie lengths; must be seen to
be appiceinted.-N,rniatide, Ltd., 55-56, Chancery Line,
W.C.2.
[5617

ensure prompt attention.
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Sale.—Contd.

WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
vv heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
IFor one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
;and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
T the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
•
deterred from buying because he knows that
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left on
;his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
E Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsolete Apparatus to those who are not fort unate
.enough to be able to afford the latest type, and will
'take such apparatus or components, providing they
;are in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
;new set, loud-speaker, or component required.
A LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
'requirements), or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, wheu we will make you a fair offer.
TV You Approve of this You can Send you r Remit-a.
tance for the Balance, and we will forward the
appasatus required; if you have sent your old appara,tus and you do not approve of our offer, we will
Ireturn. carriage paid.
HE Prinsipal of this Firm, who has been a pro .
fessional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
Iexpert to the General Electric Co.. and Chairman of
.the Technical Siimmittee of the National Association
'of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly, give advice to
;these who are desirous of purchasing apparatus.; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save money
•by having genuine expert advice.
raON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
or Components in Part Exchange.
E Will Also Build Any Sets to Specification
(Marconi royalties payable), mist install anywhere
in the British Isles; sets modernised: send for estimata-Seientific Development Co., 51, Isishergate,
Preston.
Tel.: 1364.
•(0226

'
W

T

W
S

t11310N DS
BROS.
for
all
the
Best
Modem
Receivers.
.SF:SIMONDS BROS.-The New Empire receiver; £11.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Batteries.—Coritd.

Chargers and

BETTER
precise

Accumulator
Charging.-We guarantee
charging and maintenance by expert personnel. The prLes ale eel}, economical and include
trouble-free collection and delivery; also hire and part
hire service of Oldham batteries; official Oldham service station.-Aneloy Radio (associated with Annoy
Products), 36, Hindmaris Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22.
Tel. : New Cross 4074.
[5554

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

rglANTALUM Electrode Strips for H.T. Rectifiers,
•I•
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2d. each, or
set of 8, 1/•.-1-7, Dalton St., West Norwood, 8.E.27.
[0308
rr vNTALUM and Lioniurn for A.C. Rectifiers; make
J.
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for H.T. and LT.. 1/- each; Lionium electrodes fitted
with terminals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.-Blackwell's
Metallurgical Works, Ltd.,. Liverpool.
[4593

TRANSFORMERS

an0 Chokes for Battery Elimina
1
tors, and fun all wireless purposes, receiving or
transmitting; enquiries invited.-Chester Bros., 244
Da
3
Ralston
Lane. London, E.8.

T ILE

FEL-ECTRIC RADIO are Now Making De
1
liveries of Components only of Their No. AC3
Medel 11.1. Eliminator, components are complete as
fellows : Mains transformer, clinks, variable resistance
tor detector from 1,000 to 50.000 ohms, which enables
you to get any fractional voltage from zero to slightly
under maximum, 3 condensers ' 2 mfds. each. 500 volts
test, valve bolder. 3 ¡negated terminals, and rectifying
valve; the pure D.C. outffitt is 120 volts at 14 m.a., or
150 volts at 10 m.a. At these loads the unit is operating well within its capabilities; price £2/18. carriage
paid.-The 1'01.k:cult Radio, 56, Garden St., Sheffield.
IkKAINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., ib
5e
4
i
4
ng
3
speeinlists in the manufacture of D.C. and A.C.
eliminators, supply complete kits of parts for building, your own H.T. unit, including metal cabinet,
chokes, transformere, condensers, rectifying valve, etc..
all components guaranteed for one year, full instructions
with each kit; prices Iront £1.
MAINTEN
MANUFACTURING
Co.,
Ltd.,
will
forward by return of post Multard full was°
certifying seises, 20/- each; or Coseor half wave ditto,
15I- each; condensers tested 500 volts A.C. 1 inf. 31-,
2 nif., 41-, 4 mt. 6i9.

MAINTEN
MANUFACTURING
Co.,
Ltd.,
will
iv-1 make you a generous allowance for your old D.O.
or A.C. eliminator, whether in working order or not.
in part payment for one of the latest Mainten unite,
guaranteed for 1 year; when ordering please specify
kind of receiver, number of valves and their type,
for which complete eliminator or kit of parts is re'
gaited.

rhPPORTUNITY!-S.G. Three, in genuine mahogany
sse cabinet, accommodating batteries, folding loop
erial, batteries, gift, £5110! B.T.IT. speaker, £1;
-volt power valves, 8/•; other components.-Clark.,
20, Upper Pulse Hill, 8.W.2.
[5642

AIN-TEN
MANUFACTURING
Co.,
Ltd.,
will
forward on request their new catalogue fileseluting and
describing
their
latest
produeta-The
Witten Menufaeturing Co., Ltd., 126, Portland Rd.,
Hose, Suseex. 'Phone: Hove 1519.
[5157

VEW Millard '5 Portable. Blue Spot loud-speaker
-I
incorporated, less valves, batteries and accnmutier, perfect instrument; £9, quick sale.-Rev. Owen,
trkengarthdale, Richmond, Yorks,
[5650

M

AINTEN
Eliminators,
immediate use; prices
catalogue.

complete and ready for
from 30/-; send for new

M

all voltages, hum free; competitive
ELIMINATORS,
prices.-Scott, 10, East Parade. Ilkley.
(5541
GEO All-power Unit Model CIA, for 200-250
E D.C. mains, only used 2 months, owner moved tolt
vo

A.C. mains; ce -t £9/55, will accept 7 guineas.-Park)ns,
'CF,COPHONE 3-valve Set., almost new, with G.E.C.
45, St. John St., London, E.C.1.
[5636
-X loud-speaker
(mahogany),
complete with bat.
UST Out -The new improved model Unifiex R.T.
cries, etc.; cost, £30, accept £12S10.-Morgan, 5.
A.O. eliminator kit; 30;-; giving full output of
'vtgby Mansions, Kensington. Fulham 4302.
[5651 120 volts. 15 milliaraps, free from hum results.
3-valve Amplifier, FLT. and LT., der i
ve d
vr HE New Kit Includes Shielded Main‘‘ Transformer
LP
trout 200-240 D.C. mains. less valves, which are
with Terminals, heavy choke, 3 Hydra type con.
P.X.650s. 1 G.P.607; cost £15. sell with £9/10 ILK. denser, tested 500 volts, D.O. LOCWe l'oCI111111 resistance
maker. both £9/10; owner going abruad.-Cavendish, and elip, valve holder, panel ready drilled, and 3 sockets
9, vUpper Berkeley St., London.
(5653 fitted, all the components mounted on a iiolished boa°
board, and neatly boxed with full instructions and picture diagram, ready for assembling in a few minutes;
sent anywhere in the British Isles, per parcel poet,
BATTERIES.
c.o.d.. 301-' on the receipt of a postcard stating JUnios
)ENTODE Users, write for details of new size self- voltage, and cycle.
- charging battery; 7d. per volt; illustrated rate.
.gue giving data post frea-D. Taylor, 57, Studley miTILARD Ii.U.10 Valve, recommended. 15/- extra
(plu' use state when orderinc if valve to be sent);
d., Stockwell, London.
[0273
every part guaranteed; satisfaction or money refunded.
VET II.T. Replacemeets.-Saes (capped or unkIE New Model is the Finest Value in England,
capped), highest grade. No. 1. 10d. per doz.;
thousands now In use: hundreds of testimonials.
o. 2, 1/9 per doe.--See below,
'PULL Particulars and Diagram Free; dealers write
frINCS.-Best quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
for terms-Liverpool
Radio
Supplies,
Unifiers
4 No. 2, 9ii, per don; orders valuer) 5/. carriage Works, 64, Myrtle St., Liverpool.
[5640
tie), otherwise 6J1. for postage.-British Battery Co.,
1101-IILIPSON'S Safety High Tension Battery Elimina.
arendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[0258
tors for A.C. and D.C. Mains, model A.C.7 for
XTET H.T. Batteries-Parts per dozen, jars. No. 1, modern 3-valve receivers; A gives 120 volts at 20 me.,
2Vaxlt:s square, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; zincs. No. I, It 150 volts at 20 m.a., 2 fixed and one variable tale
M.; No. 2. 11d.; sacs. No. 1, 1/2 dozen: No. 2, pings ere provided, the only H.T. unit using full wave
9; terminals, -8d., 10(1.: dozen cells (18 volts), corn- rectification, at £3/1716, complete with valve; A.C.5
ete with bands and electrolyte. No. 1, 4/1: No. 2, gives 150 volts at 25 MA., for use with any valve
-; post, 9,1.; hig,11 efficiency, long life, self charging, reeeiver, prise £4;17/6; 11(15 gives 150 volts at 25
'keep small; send 6d. for sample unit: illustrated tu.n., price £2:5; 1)0.4 gives 120 volts nt 15 ms.,
soklet free, carriage free orders 10i•: write for free prise £1117!6: all our eliminators are guaranteed, and
t wireless bargains; trade supplied.-W. Taylor, 57, may be obtained on 7 days approval; write to-clay for
udley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0039 our booklet. Radio Power, which gives illustrations and
s
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4.D.E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service Engineers,
i,
(5 mile radius),-98, Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croy
Dolton.
'Phone: Bolton 2038. Established over 50
n.
[4062 years.
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Eliminators.—Contd.

Transformer Laminations
ELEOTA
Bobbins for Home Constructors.

and

Bakelite

MUMBER Pour Size, 8/3 per gross, full length bob.
4.1 bins (core sin.xlShin.) 1/3 each.
UMBER Fifteen Size, 5/9 per gross, bobbins (core
%in. x1y
sin.)
lid. each.
1\TUMBER Twenty.five Size, 11/9 per gross, bobbins
J. 1
(core 11/
4in. x2in.) 2/6 each; postage extra.
E Manufacture Also Complete Mains Transformers and Power Chokes for Every Wireless
Purpose.
ELIABLE Apparatus at Reasonable Prices; con.
sub, us first, we specialise in wireless power from
the mains, and can save you money.-Savage. 146..
Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.'Phone:
Bishopsgate
6998.
[5342

N

H.T. Accumulators, 2,500 capacity, W
SIXas20-voltExide
new, £2/10, cost £5/15.-138, Mantilla Rd..
Touting.
[5624
R

IS131310NDS BROS.
for Receivers, constructed to
any pulsliehed design.
Q131MONDS BROS. tor the Kilo-Mug Four; £18.
'
QIMMONDS BROS. for Best Materials end Guams.7
teed Workmanship.
IMMONDS BROS. for the Screened Grid Regional;
£15.
Q (SIMONDS BROS. for Modernisations: overhauls.
•
and rep/lira
▪ I:SIMONDS BROS. for the Pentode Two; £7126.
C
QI3IMO24DS BROS. for Quotations Without Oblige-7
tiring.
,zranumns BROS.-All shove prices are for the set
-7
ne 81
,
eeitled. IIi oak cabinet, exclusive of valves
selleries, and royalties; prices with pleasure for seta
! o your own or any
design.
SIMMONDS BROS.. Shireland Rd.. Smetlivrick.
(4841

S

II

MARCONIPHONE
All
Power Eliminator,
tope
131
D.C.I. 200.250 volts, brand new; cost £6/10,
sacrifice £3/15.-Bed,13PYE, London, W.C.2.
t564d

CABINETS.

.

Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
ARTCRAFT
Value.
[0310
AliINET£3.-First class goods at competitive prices;
C
l•-/send for lists.-Gilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
(9833
ARTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Value.

(0311

Cabinets.Table models in solid oak and,
DIGDY'S
mahogany.: from 11/6 to 71/-.
J) IGBY'S
Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston
ebonite il required.
IGBY'S Cabinets-Pedestal model, with separate
J) battery
compartment; from 56/. to £12.

D

IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.

Cabinets-Write for new 16-page art
DIGBY'S
eatalogue.-F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd..
-

E.2.

'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.

[0128

Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;
ARTCRAFT
lowest prices consistent with highest quality;

illustrated list free from actual manufacturers.-Art•
craft Co. 156, Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981
[0040

K

AY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedest al
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative des
signs at prices 50Z lower than elsewhere; quotations
for specials ny return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radiogramo, electrie pick-ups, television, etc.; illustrated
lists free-11. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant ltd., London. N.17.'Phone: We
thamstow 1626.
[5362 •
A RTCRAFT
Value

Stadia

Cabinets

are

Britain's

£1

vINEST American Types. astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lis), baseboard, highly
polished, take 12in.x6in. panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6; trade discounts for quantities.-Niag_Radio, 112.
Warstene Lane, Birmingham.
(2666.
A RTCRAFT
Clt. Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britaid's

ess.:SVZ

Best
(0309

Cabinets,
LOUD-SPEAKER
cabinets, handsome fret

extraordinary offer, oak
front, highly polishes
square. Sin, deers finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sainple, carriage paid. 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.-Mag-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane.
Birmingham.
[2666
13 ia•

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.
Q.G.

Multi Valve Portable Coil, 21/6; Europa ports.7
able coils, 21/. pair.-Radiograph.
Q.G. Regional Coils. 37/6 pair; Europa III coila,
Is,
22/6 pain-Radiograph.
ITZ Wire, 9/40. 1/6 per doz.-yards; 27/42,
dot, ya rds.-Radiegra ph.

2/5

R

EDFERN'S Deep Ribbed or Bemol Tube, 56. per
-mm inch; slotted for winding, 1/6 extra-Radiograph, Station Rd. corner, New In ns , H an dswort h,
Birmingham.
SIMMONDS BROS.--Berclif coils.
S.G.P. Master Three Berclif Dual Range
M ULLARD
Coils, specially designed, complete; 30/- pair.
ILO-MAO Four Coils, complete; 63/- set.

K

MULTIPLE Valve Portable II.F. Transformer; 25/, .

F

LAT Dwellers-A.C. Three double aerial coil; 1.71-.

QCIIOOLS 'Demonstration

Receiver,

set

of

4 coils;

-S C11pair.
.1 SS:
NED Grid Regional Coils, as specified; 43/AIA.stock,
" Wireless World" Coils Supplied, mostly from
every coil guaranteed by the original
"

7 6 /6

specialists and leaders: Everyman Four coils, 33/pair; Europa Three, 33/-; New Empire set of 3, 21/-1
Broadcast coil, 8/6; Titan unit, 15/.; 600 ohnt resistances, 2/..
Standard Coils for New All-Wave Four,
Ji
me Standard Four, 4.C. Three, Regional, Everyman
Four, eta- 77/9 set of 4, with bases.
10iPERCLIF Catalogue and Latest Coil List Post Free;
-1-1 trade supplied all quantities.
BROS., Shireland Rd., Smetbivickt4842

SIMMONDS

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

sigetsèi.'

Best
(0313

72

Coils,

Transformers,

PLY

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

•
11•01111111111111e

Etc.—Contd.

60

ti•OIEU Decoupling Resistatices for "Wireless
‘r
World
C'rcuits, hand made and tested in
our own workshops: I/. each, post free.—Groves Bros.
St. Mary's Place. Shrewsbury.
16394

O_ obs'

Milliamp
Moving
Coil
Milliammeters
for
Anode Bend Detectors, panel mounting' 25!
each, post free.—Groves Brothers, St. Mary's Place,
Shrewsbury.
[5608

Loud 'speakers.—Contd.
BAKER'S ISELHURST RADIO.

A
E

ILO-MAG Coils, 33/-; copper screening boxes.
1.%.
25/6; Europa Portable tells,
19/6 set; coil
formers, 8/6 set; A.C.3 coil, 15/-; Selection Two, 15 .•)
S.R. Regional coils, 32/6 set; Multiple Valve Portab).,
transformer, 19,6.--Stutt, 63, Syke Rd., Rochdale.
(5644
Q. PULSFORD.—Coils, transformers: Europa post.
t)
able, 21/6 pa ir; M u ltipl e valve *portable, 21. 6:
MG. regional 37/6 pair; Selective Two, 15/-; flat
dwellers A.C.3 16/6; Kilo-Mag Four, 60/- tot; modulated wavemeter, 21/- pair.-8. Pulsfortl, 135, Horsley Rill, Birmingham.
[5645
GRAMOPHONE

24TH, 1929.

Q!E1.11URST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers are of
1.7 Proved
efficiency and
recognised as the beet
obtainable.
Sold direct from address below, or from
dealers in 10 countries.
14 days' approval.

S

Il

PICK•UPS, ETC.

B

.TIE.
(itamoplaato Met«, type Y1, turntable, re.
sistancte, regulator, complete as new; £4.-196,
)urehrother St., Urino-by.
[5656

LOU D.S PEA KER S.

OIL

C

Drive Speakers, (boumons; call any date
between 12.50 p.m. and 1.30 p.m. d fling
City him-hi-on hour, and bear any of our pr011lielr
doetionstrated.—Goodimins, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0091
F You are in London Cull and See Goodruans•
Coil Drive and Reed Cults before purchasing elsewhere.—Goodman.,, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
(0090

I

ITI13110-SK IN Special Leather for Fixing the DieV
pliragui of the Moving Coil loud-spea.ccr; mice
2/• per piece 1lin. square, 1/6 lier piece 9i:,. square,
post free, cash with order; special terms to the trade.
—The Alder Leather Co., 3, Southwark Et., S.L.1.
Tel.: Hop 4448.
[0224

the
DOM IN ION'
Slott Motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 3/6 I Bring your set
up to date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of special nons
backlash construction which makes very
fine tuning easy.
Finished in smooth
black or beautifully grained mahogany
bakelite.

•

W

HY is the Welnon B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
used as is standard in the priueipail hiboratortes
of the wireless trade?
"(Vint is the Webson 11.3.7 Moving Coil Lorubspeaker
TV used by manufacturers of high genie radio-gramophone sets?
ECAL-SE the Webson 13.8.7 is designed and made
for the use of musical critics to "Amu only the
*n.4 possible reproduetum is good enough.
T_TAVE you heard a Webson Moving Coil Speaker?
1-A
If not. ti, do so will t,
a revolasf
Qi.;No for Particulars to Star Engineering, Didslany,
3funehester.
'Phone, Didsbury 1785, or, if in
London, ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Doctor,
2a. Woodville Grove, London, .N.16 to give you a
demonstration.
[5631

11. 0

B

Spiral Exponential Horn, little used, 24/-;
fl ACON
Western Eleetrie horn, unit balanued armature,

saitable newer une, 11/-; B.T.H. 4-1 transformer, 9'..—
Write Cox, 58, Wilmington Gardens, Barking.
[5616

B

AKER'S.

B

AKER'S

SELIMEST.

BotKIM'S SELIMEST
BAUER'S

RADIO.

BEM-WEST RADIO for .Best

AKER'S SELHGRST RADIO could fill the colunms
of
The Wireless World " many tintes over with
unsolicited testimonials telling of the excellence aud
reliability of their products.
AKER'S SEL111:11ST RADIO have great pleasure
in reproducing below a typical letter received from
the
IRST Prize Winner of the " Daily Entreat" wireless competition.
ER Sirs.—Re super speaker which I received about
14 days ago. I have thoroughly tested this cut
behind a 4ft. hallo on every typo of transmission, including the cathedral organ, mid unhesitatingly considt
it to be the finest instrument I base heard or handled
whether M.C. or otherwise. On speech, articu atien is
perfect, and on music all frequencies are Lirthfully
reprothreed from the highest to the very lowest with
no trace fit audible resonance, and with startling realism.
In addition it is the most sensitive instrument
have Hone across, overwhelming volume being obtainable from 2 l'623.% valves, with 180v. 11.'1., therm
valves being nowhere near fully loaded. I congratulate
you on a very fine job and shall not hesitate to recommend your produet whenever I have an opportunity.
You may make vs-tint rise you like of this expression of
sny satisfaction adding, of course, the usual iliselaiiner.—
I remain
gentlemen,
Yours
truly,
Alfred
King.
P.S.—Yon will note from attached leaflet I air not a
»rite in radio.

B

Th

F
D A

B

RE 111

e

WI%
NELSON ST. WORKS, LOND3/1,
N.W.I.

BA

-

-

r-ill nt cur Works !always open), 42. Cherry Otchartl
Rd.. East Croydon (15 jaleares non stop flour Viii n
tn ,1i;
or London Bridge).3

the Highest Grade,
Radio enthusiasts
front all parts have sent their unsolicited and written
testimony
formance tichieved.
of the high efficiency and magnificent per.
11,1 (iv' No coo Speakers, manufactured by
Selliurst Radio, are of proved efficiency.
Receipt of a Postcard,
ØN will
be sent at once.

Baker's

our new 36 page boo kl et

‘TOLUNIE, with natural reproduction of both speech
and music, obtained from Baker's speakers,
all Cases we sire Dappy to
INpoint
concerning loud speaker

Advise You on any
reproduction,

IVES Pleasure to all Music Loveers. Baker's moving
%Jr roil speakers are being used for " Talkies," in
leading rest:mu -tints and hotels, by manufacturer* of
ratlio-gramophorie receivers, arid for all purposes share
volume and clarity of reproduction is essential.

RA1)I0

TRANSFERS
for marking Wirelese
sets and Components.
Send particulars of vomie revere:news to—

British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd.,
Quinton Road, Coventry.

Moving Coil Results

LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
" Amateur 'Wireless "
2.4- Cabinets for same. Bluespot, Triotron
W.B. Units.
Factors and Trade enquiries only.
MartufaclurerRt PERSEUS RADIO MPG. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON-TRENT.

at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
CALL
Models; you will be convinced of their superiority.
It Moving Coil Speakers, with floating diaphragm.
O
V
were the first made in this country.
DEAL for use with the Megavox Three or the MM.
Ilard S.G. P Master Three, with pentode coil.
to High Notes are Reproduced wit h a tone
LOW
quality of an entirely new order, and with a range

covering the entire musieal scale.
Directly you hear
ti 11111,1S Moving Coil Speaker you at -e impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.
LISTEN

in with a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker,

ORIGINAL
Baker's
Loud-speakers,
Selhurst
Pioneers Radio.
of Moving Coil

U

SED by

True Lovers of Music the World Over.

T‘IFFERENT Instruments and Voices have delicate
tone differences which may be called quality,
Colour. or timbre, and are caused by harmonics of
higher pitches which are added to the fundamental
notes; Baker's moving coil speakers are dcslgtreal to reproduce these different sllattes of tone, that is why
they are preferred to all other makes.
QELECO Nioving
elaainable.

Coila

are

recognised

DiERMANENT Magnet Speakers,
1.
retain their magnetism.

made

as
by

the

best

Baker's,

r tWERY
Model can
he Supplied as a Complete
Spixiker, ready to connect to receiver if desired.
A t.i, Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufactured
11. throughout at Croydon, and are British.

SELTILMST.

SELHITEST RADIO for the Best Possible
B ‘1r8
Iles tilts.
BAKER'S Booklet (36 pages) II free for the asking.
te Baisers &Murat Radio, 89, Selhnrst Rd.,
SEND
South Nnrwood, S.E.25 Mel.: Croydon 1E181. ni

Coil Speakers are of
OURandMoving
appreciated everywhere.

'1\TENV centreing Devices are Available which overcome
all difficulties of centreing.

AKER'S.

BAKER'S

A
D

n

THE LEADING MANUFACTURER>
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKER3
(ekes, 59 .SELHURST ROAD. S. NORWOOD, S.E.25,
Icon, 'Always Open) 42, Cherry Orchard Road, E. Croydon.

ll*

T

HE " Wireless World " Reader Prefers a Baker's
Electro Magnet, because the highly efficient unit
used is correctly designed, and by the use of special
steel a high degree ei
',tenet isalion is obtained resulting in louder signals without the necessity of an
elaborate amplifier requiring high voltages.

CON

rt
IMEIZS

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

VV Ivs.i GROVE & ROGERS LTD.,
18S-189, STRAND. LONDON. W.C*.

•

EY to Realistic Reproduction, Baker's moving eon
speakers.

grisVERY

.1-4

B

'' Wireless World" reader should procure a
copy of our new Booklet.

EAD Our Free 36 Page Booklet To-day.

S

END to Baker's Selhurst Radio. 89, Selhurst Rd.,
South Norwood, S.E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 1618b or
call at our Works (always open). 42. Cherry Orchard
Rd., East Crovglon (15 minutes non stop from Victoria
or London Bitege.
[0231

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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JULY 24TH,

the greatest scientific

POCH.

E

roc 11.-Marvellous new model moving coil speaker.

'T-erocii. - Requires

no aceumulatorl

eoreplicationst
;Epot II.

E''(
!i (
j11. c.-it'e:aÎ'vce
EPOOIL••The only
;

I

No mains!

CM.

nu

No

•
l
e
trystal
straight

-St jei!I t line
u

line speaker.

reprod net ion

resonance!

FPtM.n. gSharp,

Testify to
the Definite Suheriority of Goodman's Products!!
'he
PA; .
3 Double Ait lug 4-pele Balanced Reed
Unit. (2 oi-type). W.11.. Ohl Tea Pei
asti les
You
eerta i
ply
merit.
unnuratulationS on
placieg Ilte P.E.3 on the market.
At the last Man
eliester Exhibition it rame under the notice of my
friends and self. and there was nothing at that Exhibition whieli excelled the P.U.3
hewhinitd, wtiles: Upon test this is a )ery
line unit.
A; Ihim all I ha ve tnest several. for
tUrity or tows :mil faithful reprod th .Lion over the
whol.• untsiral range, it is tiel ter than them all.
I
congratulate yen upon the ilrogluction of a (Mid which
marks a definite advance in the etliciency of the cone
speaker unit.
Douchster writes: They are without equal.

achievement of the

E

from

No background!

crisp

attack.

Nu

50

to

dr:1
▪001.11MAN'S (kite Chassis Assemblies. the cone
IsA fitted lut with-It aro unique. by reason of Goodman's exclusive do.dng processes. can be, lilted with
any cotte unit sut r. minutes; nevi model. 12/6: en
thusiastie users write:.
Pluuutstesl writes ;Thc col.e chassis is work.
lug .plemlidiv. It is quite capable al handling
the Intl output et my Everyman flour, and its response
to faint signals 'mil punts' of rent ..Inet .
ate far
is
,4
anything in tone at ea kers I have Pre.
vion'4 Obtained.
."." Wendover. writes; It may interest you to
know that 1 ant using a (:oodman's chasms, and
everyone marvels at the reproduction.
1.I.USTILYP El) Ides Post Iroe from Goodman's, 27.
lea rringilro. Ms London, E.C.a.
10066

Clear as

drumming!

J

No

E

E
gearrerl: had a eld.
rocit.
Eroc.u.
-E41,(riijt.A flute sounds like a flute but
a

soand

like

rr
I

a

E

a violin

come through like a
Er(),%.111;Adopl:au
pianoba njo, rlt31 like
a harpsichord or
barrel organ.
E rocit.
w ro( II.-The only range of speakers that. reproduces
d

-KJ

ki
e

speech as well as music with absolute accuracy.

17 POCH.- The
defects of

speakers
ordinary

that have eliminated
mot leg coil speakers.

the

1 POCIL-Greate,4 variety on the market to suit all
X-4 requirements and pockets.

E

pot,

E

POCIL-See the new 9M.

I.

20

modelt;

price

from

50,-.

public address

model.

POCH.- A happy model 66P.31. user asks us la
A-1 state that an Epoch does rot make h bad set
geed. but it makes a good set pet feet.

E

II.• Testimonials

by

every

post.

E POCH.
E p
?.,c
eni
i; pneall i
e
d
,t
a
lon J ui
relr
a
tZ ive
autth
ee
lit ie thIn ma
thnity
s

ether well known makes, has pronounced Elea
iii lining superior to the bee of tlàe others

E

as

POCH.

MIPOCTI.-One of the best known experts, whose name
AU
is a household word, after most exhaustive cornputative teete, has just bough ,
.one for his private use.

pocit.
E

E

POCHS are in tse in many Talkies, have beet.
adopted by scientific ihstitutions, and are the
preferred choice everywhere after comparative tests.

EpocH
only
ru5 Is.

is Made for Quality; the low price being
possible by quantny production and small

Speakers are very Massive, sturdy, foolproof.
EPOCH
and made for everlasting wear.
rocH.__But should a speaker meet with an Beef.
E limit you can insert. your spare diaphragm in

'3 minutes (an tools whatever
speaker is perfect again.

required),

end

-r

PERMANENT

H.T.

BATTERIES

Best battery he has had
during 7 yrs' experience
Dear Site.
Samia Marta. Station electrician by trade.. you will appre•
claw that t have s'ose pretty fatty into the neuter.
I
muelvtd the hotter.; mi Fulda y, Mara I. and pot it into sernloa
right teen,. Mince i
hen it ha •itevre.litt Li iv..t han li
toot*
per day tai
three-vatve
Tile avera•a• ronsutopti %%%% 7
toll »La.
On making ateat to-day with an aetutrate Maim.
meet while ini di,hargu after four hours' continue«. +Pork. I
god no
volts per cell over the lei celle.
Coneidering the ,.i 'a of the tulle, this seenta nlitr short of
toarralleatt, an addition to this the orinielis of reeePtioe
roar a hemmed eonxidorobl, over Moe other type Of MT. I
have WWII ,hsriog cerca years' whala.+ esto.ritalre. I Nh"n1 ,1
think t
Ina ,sit,ls the did of so.ur very rompleli. Olson..I,,, brat:.
the asaembly and maintineurce of ....Jut. batteries should let
quilat simple tor the merest novice :oil should eertai nly ad vis •
any neweinner to wireless to start data away with you.
"Trouble iree R.T. - and etre pounds lof -r.
Ciie,tusli N. A. W1 f.1.IAMS.
SIMPLE TO INSTALL, LASTS FOR YEARS,
IMPROVES RECEPTION
Each battery when delivered consists al strongly made insulated calls assembled in neat. compact "Unibloc" containers,
complete with oil and chemicals. All you have to do it to fill
the jars with chemical solution provided and battery is ready
loe use. Gives up to ten times the life of dry batteries and can
be recharged cheaply at home.
POPULAR moDEL. 9$ v. (up to two valves).
Cash 12.41. or 711 dose ani live equal monthly
/
payments ot
SUPER CAPACITY, No. 3 (three to five
£2 17.'9 or 101 down and five equal 10/1
monthly payments et
olsainable
lielforie•
Carres Store , awl at
malt,
,......trier,' teeing.
11113D TO-DAY FOR FREE BOOKLET 011/11T3
DETAILS OF ALL MODELS TO
STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
Dept. A.W.
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

76

the

EN.L)etit-i
liletriztorle_ei,ageati
el itse,;;

Eporli

66 welcomes such

a comparison.

You .an have
EP0(11.7 days' approval.

E POCH
E

Speakers are

POCII.--Britith

MAKE YOUR WIRELESS CABINET
THE OSBORN WAY.

'
221. Aarolteut NV i
re le- saltinet
ith j,ill troal, and 2 doors, panelled
Ilunes and ends, a large space iit the
isittom for accumulator, 8O. high,
2it. wide and 1it. lins. deep. Open.
lug front and top. 'L'o take a panel
• x 7' or 8".
A wooden frame le
aipplieil fide 0101114 the .4Ze of your
panel l, smaller.
Wachined ready to assemble.
in Oak
..
LS 0
A,sembleducady to Pone
in Oak
..
IS 7 8
Aiscrabled awl
Del:
Call awl sea V..e act'.11.t' article.
host poettaii At, tor 11ln:tutted latato.uto,
•

•

any type Epoch. subject to

Fully

Guaranteed.

throughout.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.

Send for Booklet.

EPOCH.
E 1POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co„ Ltd.. are
LA the manufacturers. City Office and Service Sta.
ion, 25. Laurence Pounney Lane. E.C.4 (off Cannon
it.). 'Phone: Mansion House 4683.
(5667

A5

ION Power eliaseis. £7; Mare
6v. M.C.,
-11.4
Ilegra M.C., fiv., £4; Triutron balanced armature cabinet
spenker,
£3,
new.-Dou gins
Briggs.
Austin Friars, Newport, Niutt
15606

S

ilL (
Kt., G po
e s
ize
t,frfien
e.''±i ).Q
.nl
i
l
a
"
l
i
a
i
s
tY. ftr
!'b
d'l
res 'Art%
titi Friars, Newmel
Mon.

The

CHAS.

A.

OSBORN,

Regent Work , Arlington Street, London, N.I.
123. Oye to 7:30 pos. Saturlays. 4.30 p.m.
Anil al, its. E1SEX EDAD,
opm‘
p.m.
wEKN
u
%min 1tvs.
•
I'elophotat: elerkenwell

$
bl
iii.
t
i
.e
.ig
r;.B1
.,/3A e
ue•
i.

W IN ESt.spe...ion
T St
1...a tiler, for fifixing
g cottes
n
0.
',Ong eoll or reed units, as supplied to prin.
(deal make,
eo., ft., 1.,6 10in. square; segments
lits tu
121n, cone 9.1 for 4; all post free. cash with
cirder. Dilley, 8, Alin, Rd., Essex Rd.. N.I. (Me.
sold 0736.
T..11'()C111.
(5662

E
Ls

POOH.
POCIIIS by

E
n

Deferred

Payments.

POCH

1.7P0C11.-Any r. ,sponslt, e householder can obtain
1.4 any type Epoch moving coil speaker by easy
tern's; no referenees, no intereet.-Partienlars from
Alr. Laser-ult. 110. Cannon St., Et!.4.
0111t Ohl Lud
o speaer
k
Taken in Part Pay1f
5
n
5
e1
n8tt
fur the Latest. Type) see our advert. under column
Receivers for Sale-Seientitie Development CO, 51.
rishergate. Preston.
ir
022,'
ION £8 Speaker '
•offers wanted; other componente,
1h
o
J.4 nw
e. hr sale. F. Cadilic k, 15, Stanley Park 11 .1..
Wallington.
DONOTONE.

H

the

best loud-speaker.

E it All the Loud-speakers Advertised, then come
A II d buy a
eNOTON

DENIONSTRATIONS Daily.

40

.

Furnival St., Halberts. E.C.4.

DONOTONE.

PICTURE

abroad.

often push substitutes because of
Erocir.-Dealers
bigger profits; insist upon getting Epoch.
E pocif.
your dealer will not take your order.
the manufacturers will supply you direct.
EPOCH.-II
POCH.-The only proper way to compare speakers
E is on your c,wn set with a quick switch over;

13

Loud-speakers. - Contd.
A BSOLUTELY Unsolicited Appreciations

Loud.speakers.-Contd.
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y
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the

best

lottd•speaker.

(5669

RECEIVER APPARATUS.

1) We ERE Receiver C..”
f8.-M.gook.
.iL
£4/4; triggers. 37/6; relays, 39/6; dutch and
rain confer:la 7/. set; spindles, with brackets, 18/.;
100 ohm resistances, 1/6; pint bottles ist.sreh iodide
solution, 4/9. post free; 100 sheets special paper. 9d.:
aLove in stock: ca rriers coin pleb', 2716; eyli nde, s,
10 /-; write for lists. -F. .1. A. Deli, 91. Fore St. ;
2336.
efo The Wireles&v1V(
oak IM PI:
d
e.
1
E
,s o
only
.
been used 11102(e7w
5
F uifroultArn.
times ,i•omplete with valve and papers; £12.- Box
5
Edmonton,

14.18.
ftertlfying

A
half-wave
I
.T.
valves, 4v. 53 amp'..

..
S. output M. of.a., do same work as a 15/• valve
at under quarter die cost, 316.-Braidwood, I. nigh
St., Barnet.
ac!
ITALVES. 8625, 7/6; D.E.8L.F.. 4/•; 3 D.E
15.5
5.
4
A8.
✓
5e -; P.NI.5X, 4/-,• P.M.12, 716; 610R.C, 4/-;
2 11.E.L.6t0, 4/.; 11.E.H.610, 4/-; D.E.6, 4/6; B.P.55R,
2/6; 2 S.P.5513, 2/6; or £2/5 the lot-Box 2326. e'n
The Wire,. World.
15632

COMPONENTS

ETC..

l'OR

SAI.e.

B an expert finish to any home.constructed set:
iutalogue post free.-13elling and Lee, Ltd., Queeusw.....

ELLINC-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give

Works, Ponders End, NI idellesex.

MOIR

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accefrted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

•
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(

Screening Boxes for Kilo-Meg Four, 27/6
cash with order; also copper screening
boxes of all stets made to order, prices on application.
-Rigby and Woollenden. Meet eletat Workdrs, Pinch.
• dale.
- L
b455
1100TENTIAL
Dividers,
10,000, 15,000, 20,000,
.11.
25,000. and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
2/- each.-Below.
Dividers, heavy duty, wire wound.
15,000 ohms, 7 tappings: 6/6.-Below.
2 mid.. 2/6; 4 mid.. 4/6; tusrms•
teed; tested 500 volts.-Below.
r4110EES (L.F.).-Cheke coils, excellent for smoothli rag, up to 20 milliamps, 2/-: special heavy duty
chokes for 100 and 200 milliarnps at 8/6 and 18/- respectively: any article on approval against cash.Huggins. Radio Engineer, Clacton-on-Sea.
[5030

E

POTENTIAL

CONDENSEIK

Y8
Inseparably with Radio Part Exchange.
NAMED
wherever the English language is spoken.
THERE
are those whose reethetic tastes revolt when
confronted by cheap production. whose mentality

allows of no pretence, to whom rash promises itre a
vulgarity and colourful offers a bore:. who require
£1 worth of value for every £1 expenditure, and
know full well that no living being ORO give them
more.
O Them, in "the radio 'field, Appleby's Ippeal; iii
part exchange exists the most economical method
ol purchase,
ltlEr LY,
here
is
Appleby's
service-simele.
straightforward, fair; a not too dull brochure.
more fully descriptive, will be sent to you immediately
upon request.
XXTE Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
TV Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and make
no carriage charges except on accumulators and bat
feries and exceptionally bulky articles.
"' You Wish, we will take in part exchange any
branded seceivcr, component or loud-speaker, for
which you liane no further us.e, provldin; such hi
reasonably modern and in workable condition.
rglO Make Fair Offers, we must see the material;
on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a
list of contents and naine of sender, we will send our
offer, which is as an allowance from an order for
new requirements totalling not less than twins this
'allowance -but it is fair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriage paid.
We cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/- nett cash value, that
is. after part exchange allowance has been deducted.
CURSORY Analysis into points of economical
relation and me:
M.1010ml effect, of thine ternis
of part exchange proves interesting.
DOINT One.--The ternis have existed sine., the inauguration of radio part exchange several years
ago.
Their suitability may he gauged by the fact
that we have served thirty-nine more part exchange
customers, in the half yea,
. ending June 29th. 1929.
than in the whole of the year 1928.
That 87re
customers have repeated their first transaction. and
46% customers have put through five or more tram
suctions.
VOINT Two.-M'e must see the material. Making
offers for material we have not seen proves inadequate, indefinite and misleading.
It helps no
one and progresses nowhere.
Upon reflection, this is
obvious, as the value of an article greatly depends
on its condition and production age.
The likelihood
of receiving an inedequate crier for material sent to
us can be determined by the fact that our rejected
offers are, and always have been, below 1%.
OINT Three.-Twice the allowance.
This stipula tints coutres you a fair offer always.
The more
we offer you, the more you ultimately spend with us.
Therefore, in our own interest, as much as yours,
we offer the maximum market value.
E do not require you to purchase to the value
of twice the allowance immediately.
If you require a lesser value hell the cost is payable in cash
and the balance of credit due will await use at your
eonvenience.
Virtually, the system is a radie bank.
Material may be deposited against a credit net°, and
no purchase made for several months. For those whose
affairs take them periodically abroad this is particularly
OINT Four.-Appleby's part exchange service i
s
conducted in premises separate for the purpose,
employing British labour of proved integrity. British
capital and British behaviour.
It is the original
part. exchange service-and a known quantity.
PPLEBY'S, specialists in distribution by mail and
the originators of radio part exchange. Number
Fort -four in Chapel St., Marylebone. London. N.W.I
Istation opposite. Edgware Rd.. Metropolitan Rail.
wnY1. Tel r I'addington 8828 13 lance/.
[C316

F

1XED Condensers. first class make; 0.0001 to
0.0025. 9d. each; 0.001 to 0.002, 10 1
,f,d. each ,•
0.003 to 0.005, It- each; post free-A. E. Ball an d
Co.. Ltd., to, Woodhouse Parade, N. Einchley, N.12.

T

PARCELS of Shop Soiled, eurplus. and second-1mnd
competent:4, valves, headphones, coils, wire, traspi-H
former«. drilled
panels, concleneere, etc., ete., raids
tweet contains tunny pentads worth of materials; 51b.
parcel for 6/6, post free, money refunded if not well
satisfied; ebonite panel all sizes, led( price, post free; •
,itat,
size required.-Wireless Stores,
147,
Lordehip
Luse, Wood Greets, London, .N.22.
[5615 '

11

XTEW
pentrile amplifier, 701-: Pet
Mulldril
S.G. det, rind
pentode valves,
401.; '
'etude pick-up. 151.; Martemi IC. eliminator,
!
super heterodyne kit, 35.L; Marconi ounint transformer,
12!..-Reyell St. John's, Great Clacton, Essex.
[5627 ,

I

L

OTUS, Mollard.
panel. complete with eon
denser'', Vernier time' dials, rheostat and switch,
es new; 25/.. list price £2/0/6.-J. Grubb. 40, Junetion
ltd., Rumford.
[5629
NEW Philips Piek-up, P625A.
1
transformer.-Seott. 10. East

A

From "The Ama/eu,

P

Ohms

Decoupling Resistances;
Culls.-Groves
Brothers

see advert.
(Manetae•

The "A.P." caters for all
photographers, including beginners and advanced workers,
and contains Lessons for
Beginners; Free Criticism of
Readers' Prints; Answers to
Queries; Regular Competitions
and aweekly Art Supplement
of
particular
interest
to
pictorial workers.

1

A

under

Photographer."

Every camera owner can get
more pleasure out of photography and better results by
reading "The Amateur Photo=
grapher" regularly.

W

600

L.

[6142

F

or Wire Ammeters. 0-1 amp.. 4/-; 0-05 amp..
3/-; 3-range instruments in oak case, .5in. scale,
0.5 milliainps and 0-12-240 volts, 200 ohms per volt,
45/-; instrument repairs and alterations ot every
description; any item 7 days' approval against cash.
-The Vicia Electrical Co.. 47, High St., Battersea,
8.W.11. Established 1910.
[5180

heAMATEUR

HOTOGRAPHER
6.

CireEisereTOGRAPHErs.

....The Journal for LverwOodu with a Camera..

METERS.
Meters.-Milliamp. and ampmeters, re.
1
7-1- calibrated and
shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estimates.-Chester Bros.. 244, Dalston Lane, London.
E.8.
[5240

Every Wednesday 3d.

L

IGHTNING Arresters are Useless, unless they provide for a straight aerial to earth discharge;
make sure your property is fully protected, purchase a
direct line automatic arrester, water and weather
proof, neat and easily fitted; price 2/6 post free.-M.
Burtenehaw, 13, Hillsborough Terrace. Ilfracombe.
15405

RI. Varley emnItt
Parade, Ilkley.
[5634
lbr ETERS.-Sifem,
flash
mounting,
moving
coil.
-1•Ve• 0-10v.. 7/6; 0-10 nia., 7/6; combined 0-6v. and
0-120e, 10/e-Box 2327. eto The Wireless World.
VOUR Old Components Taken in Part Paypi
5
n
6
e
3
n
3
t.
for Latest Type; tee our -advert. In column
Receivers tor Sale.-Scientific Development Co.. 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
[0228

1
). For Every User
of a Camera!

P

tnrers).

Components. Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

COPPER
each,

1LIFFE & SONS LTD.,

la

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
W.W.37a.

W

IRELESS Transmitting Sets for Morse Telegraphy
or Distant Control of Models, see., lin. spark
roil. condenser. spark gap, helix, etc.. very compact.
vomplete au,ui readv for usci. 12/6; high note buzzer
with heavy Morse key, very high quality. 7/6.-Below.
p .LECTRIC Motors, 1/1 0h.p. to 1.e.p., 110v. and
1--4
220v. D.C., silent running,. carbon brushes, in
perfeet. condition and working order. suitalile for
gramophonea, televisi ,,,, or any small power uses, 10/-;
a few with overheated windings, it rewound make good
dynnmes ter 11.T. aes•unitila tors, 61-.-Below.
Portable Telephones. ready for use, high
COMPLETE
class instruments, 17/6; hand telephones, 4/6:

1
1

/

1.000 ohm choke roils, 1/-; Besar switches, 1/-; large
earphones, 113; Morse keys. 4,-Below.
T_T 1("; Ti I. V Sensu live Microphones for Transmission of
Speeeli or Music or Sensitive Amplifying. 2/o;
mierephone transformers to suit, 2/6: mierophone
Mittens. 1/-; G.P.O. relays, 2,000 ohms, very sensitive.
very low operating current, 6/6.-Below.
OIN. Spark Coils. 1lin.x7in.x6in.. complete with
N
contact breaker and condenser, 12/6; lin, spark
coils, ein.x4in.x5in. fully complete. 6/-; Ford ignition t.f.ils, ',1(, in. spark, complete, 4/-.-Below.
reNAMOS, shunt wound. for charging or lighting.
-Le 50y. 4 amp., ring oiler bearings, carbon brushes,
45/-: 100v. 3 amp. ditto. 50/-; 110v. 3 amp., ball
bearing, carbon brushes, 55/-; 110v. 2 amp. ditto, 45/-.
Motors, all ball bearing and carbon
brushes, teh.p." to lh.p., 110v,, 30/-; I/3h.p. 220v.,
45/-•' 6-volt car starter motors, 10/-; 12-volt ditto,
12/6; 110v. motor direct coupled to air blower,
mounted on iron becIplate, teh.p. motor, 45/..-Below.
TARTERS, please state requirements; sterter regulators, make good field rheostats for dynamos,
to carry 2 amps. 7/6. to carry 5 amps. 10/ , to carry.
8 amps. 12/6.-Below.
A LL Above Coeds Guaranteed, cash with order, or
11 c.o.d.. all goods 3 .days' approval from date of
delivery; all letters answered.-Galpin, Binfield Heath,
near Henley-on-Thames.
[5659

S

R

EMAREABLE Offers of Components for Modern
.Receiver Construction, also balanced armature
units
for
linen and cone diaphragme, nt
record
prices; enquire for lists.-F. C. Davies, 31, Abbey St.,
Tower Bridge, sill.
(5654

GEIVITINE
200-250

Biergains.-2 Climax mains transformen,
volts, 15/. each; 2 Climax heavy choke,
1300 millampe). 10/- each; 3 D.11.10 rectifying valves.
5/-•, A.J.S. mahogany horn speaker. 25/..-Lloyd, 122
Bushey Rd., West Wimbledon, S.W.20.
[564:
OR Sale, 2 Bowyer•Lowe matched LF, transformen
and filter, plus license plate, £2; 200.2,000-metrt
oscillator coupler for same, £1; or nearest offEe
5r
6
s.41
BM/LO6N. Loncion, W.C.1.

IVI

ILLIANIPMETER, Sifam, N.C.. 0.50, brand new
cost 30/-. sell 20/..-Kirk, 23, Itivlera Drive
Southend-on-Sea.
[564t

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt of

'

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
71717
RAI110,—The new Ormond balanica
'VV armature com, unit is a real winner, for th..e
Who desire edit', sparkling speech, and true midistoned instrumental reproduction, there is no better
tantbination than the new Ormond unit, together with
our latest. non-ntetallic cone chassis.
0 RNIOND Balanced Armature Unit; price 12;6, pest
('ION I; ChaSale, patent non-metallic, witlt Ormend
7t-, fitting, to take 12111. 90° cone: Prier 618, Post 8‘
1
Qt'ret.At. 12in. 90° Reinforced Cene, with flat edge
17
for easy fitting to bailie hoard, manufactured
With the famous Six Sixty cone paper; price 2:3, post
fid
Plywood Baffle Board, with hole cut f r float
ing cone as above; 1/3, post 6d.
.
1.
13
ET of Extra Supple Liumb-skin Segmente f. r Float.
ins Cone in Baffle Board; 2/s, poet 141.
ain. Artistic Fretted Front. for Ahoye; 2.6, post
1,"
6,1.
,
s
u-I ONIPLETE Set of Above Parte, inclading Ormond
unit. for making up speaker *ith fretted (nail
end sparkle aireen gauze: Price 28/..
UR Special Non-metall ,r Compreseed Cone Chas.de
Will Not Break ,,or Bend, and is approximately
14
' *weight nf metal chassis.
is Total Absence of Resonance or Melanie
&
chatter.
NTodels to Take Blue
Spot,
Ormond,
Ilegra, Triotron units; petite 66.
A 1,1. Our Components Can be Purchased from any
CI. Wireless Dealer, in case of difficulty send us
-nee requirentente, together with the imante 01 your
leanest dealer.
SUAL Atithorieed Disenunte on Complete Sete or
siegle lleno, to all genuine factor', and retailers.
ITT.' RB ItE It ADIO. Ilornehureh, Essex.
'Phone:
VV Borricherch 230.
[5668

S
l

O
T

IJ

1(110PHONES. watch type. Tell* sensitive.
new, made on latest prineple, using secret pro.
ese sensiti,ed parts, far superior lo ol,l teltes or nut•Ialate Government surplu,, will pick up whisper.'
cords from a di,.tant•,, of several yards, splendhl hit:tent
tents for making detectaplione, deaf aid. loud-speakeg telephone, announcements through loud-speaker.
mplifier for crystal or valve sets, electric sound de",'tor, experiments.. Below.

‘irtertortroNE,

licitly sensitive, is alinee deseribed,
untirele supersedes all other*, no other micro ,
'hone of equal sensitiveness known; 6/6; each fitted
dth 311. silk flexible connecting cord. full directione
sr use of microphone for many purposes and diagrams
f conneeli
free.-leredk. Adolph. Maker of Sensi.
¡Ye
Microphones, 27, Fitzroy St., London, W.I.
Phone; Musentei 8329.
[6661
11NOLUTELY Gun ri nt
red.- Torpid medium wa Ye,
5,6; 11.1'. choke. R.I. Varley, 4/6: F.ket ,
elintimitor.
suitable
1 to
3 valves.
16 ,-;
nunclhome Dubilier. 0.25 MU.. clip mounted, 2/3;
lima,/ Lee choke, 3,'-..—Box 2338, rio The 'Tiede°
i'5623a

W

IRELESS World ''Metal Cabinets and Screening Boxes, in aluminium, copper, zinc. etc..
rices on application ' Kilo-Bag screening boxes, 25/6.
-Stott, 63. Sylte
, Roehdale.
[5643

MISCELLANEOUS.
ENTS.-Brand

new artny bivouac, 7f1. 6in.x5f1.
high, complete end sheets, folding
etc.. made fawn witterproof.
Vering and Cillow. London hold 3, weight 91b.; 17/6,
oitt 1/-' cost, 35/.; satisfaction or cash returned.—
tarries. Contractors, 128, Arundel Bt., Portsmouth.
.1st on request.
[5456

6in.x3ft. 6in.
r
oles. Pegs. ropes,

"¡ASV Payments.-M'e supply, by easy payments,
1
-4 components, accessories and sets, any make: 10Y.
+ten, balance spread river 10 montlis.-Send list of
quirentents to T.ondost Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
London, KC.2.
[0097
[C011.'

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
officially approved as wireless repairers
• Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless
meet
old
gets of every type repaited,
rebuilt,
adernised; send set for immediate quotatien.
',COTT SESSIONS and Co.-Nee sets constructed
with your contponcide or parts supplied 1,3, us;
aranteed finest. whrkmanship; we speeialist, j,c "'111,,
iroloss World" circuits,
high grads:u.
lone apparatus. etc
ct. it mean
i,cg to you
at we have satisfte,1 customers throughout the
;Bibb Isles!
London service; experienced engineers
et to all parts; portable bets detnonstra
:
tdor 5326.
Bailiwick Parade. bluswell Hill. London.
10.
10262
7

llOolOrld,

E

ETERS. Meters.-.Milliamp. and ampmetere, re.
calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
th resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
Imates.-Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, London,
8.
[5290
• Your Set is not just as it ought to be, send for
Allan Martin. the radio doctor; moderate charges
th satisfaction; sets rehuilt and modernised if de.
ad; Greater London only.-82, Finchley Park, N.12.
(4959

£7
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Miscellaneous—Contd.
reNGINEERS.—Do you realise that at

the last exam11-4 nation 86 y ci (
*
err candidates passed at the first
attempt.
We alone guarantee Ni, Pass. No Fee. Why
should pail telnain in the ranks? Investigate our service. Our handbook " Engineering Opportunities:* contains brilliant articles by Professor A. M. Low, shows
how to pass A.M.I.C.E.. A.M.T.Mecli.E., A.M.1.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., C. le
C.P.O., Matrie., etc., exams.,
and outline. retiree, in all branches; of Civil, Mechanical, Eleerrieal, Wireless and Nlot or Engineering. Send
for free copy belay istale subject or examination).
British Institute of Engineering Teelumingy, 87, Shakespeare Douse, 29-31, Oxford Se., London. W.I.
[5465

A LEXANDER BLACK, the 'Wireless Beeler, ie out
CI. of town until August 150t; all letters will be
forwarded awl attended to.-2a. Woodville Grove, N.16.
10277
VOrit

Ohl Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
for Latest Type; eseour advert. In column
Reeeivers for Sale.--Scientilie Development Co.. 51.
Fishergale, Preston.
[0229

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
1>f:SINEsite for Sale, wirolass, olo., large Own, Nut,
11 mew, warehouse upper part, excellent position.
few door, front Angel. North; rent £90; upper pert
let £90; fortune for energetic man; lease, fixtures, fitting ,.etc.; £190 tor quick gale; dio letters.-333, Gue.
well Rd., Angel.
5670

SITUATIONS' VACANT.
EL ESS
Opera Iin g A ppoi
n tments
«%y iltshert
eita lily dug course. tity, evening;

Assured;
fees payable alter oppointment for hoarding students; Morse
elasses.—Nlanager. Wireless School. 21, Manor Gardens,
Lention, N.7.
Archway 3694.
(5368

C

a
,AJaT.E main fin' Wireless Ilepartmeut hit litepaire,
sale:, etc- must
ettleient; »tote age, experience.
salary, in writing.-Ifellyar end Same, Ltd., Church ltd..
S. W.13.
[5657

P

.1TF:NTS and Trade Mark', Itritieh and foreign. Gee and Co.
T. P. Gee. Member R.S.O.B.
and
A.M.(.R.E.). 51-52, Chaneery Lane, London,
W.('.2.
'
M IMIC: Holborn 1525.
I000I

Tr ING'S

PATEX'P AGENCY. Ltd., 146s, queen Victoria St.. KC.4.-Frete adviee and handbook on
inventions 11114 regist.•ring trade merles by
reeIdered agent with 43 veins' exrcriente.
(0002

RF.PAIRI.

S

C0'1"Y SESSIONS and CO.. Great Britain's radio
doom's; road actvertieetnent under eligeellane,nis
coin ttttt .
10263

SITUATIONS WANTED.

AlirATE:.
2t1,1 year,
Phyeies
Itoneurs degree, 6 Yea,' experience emateur mire1.
lend , illerSe. el0 anything wirele ,e•'
August, Septentber.-Wood, 63, Creme-ell Rd., Whit.
entble.
[5641

IJ

PATENT AGENTS.

N

QERVICF, 'Manager Requieee Change, present witt
t7 a large wireless firm, sets, speakers, etc.; age 29
years,. ex. service, rorrespontlenee, fler01111104, chasing
txmardele eharge; salary required £200 per annum:
guaranteed.- •
B ICENS.
15656

A IMERTISER, 29, extensive experience ell types
reeeivers. mains unit e nutplifiere, seeks post service
dept. radio manufaet tire's,, or as correspondent; excellent
knowledge Gerniam—Box 2334,
o The Ill releas World.
10663
BOOKS,

Menthe' Guarantee Acconnianies All Otte
TEA» by
TWELvc
Repairs; any make of LE. transformer, head- S throry
phones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4'. post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms li, trade.—Transformer It enair Cu. (Dept. W.).
214, High St., Collier , Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

Tr IN( ;
ST ON-ON.THA MES.-Lond.speakers,
phones.
tratigtormers.
repaired;
41- Peet iree-Mieter,
156, Cambridge ltd
'Phone, Kingston .4665.
14832

15

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

Step Wireless, a complete course of the
of electricity in ru-button to the practical
design cf wireless apperatus, eliminators, circuits, etc..
with extraets from a designer's notelx,ok. givittg up-toil:lie prac'tic'al applieation; issued weekly. band 1/ -p.e.
for first 4 weeks.- Clifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E., Eng.,
Dept. W.W.. Hampton on ,Pliarnes.
[0195

1V

R

E,T 11.T. Batteries are now a proved success;
write for nets illustrated booklet, giving coat
and method of building and maintaining free; men.
time paper.-Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London,
[0077

L

F
A'

I:P.111e

Refereed Post Free, and to ensure Fans'melon send remittance totter approval
1041810.—
T.e.nl.
Wirebes Repair Me,
OUD-W.I.:AKERS,
rewound fo any re,..hdtince end rennignetised, 3.1-; trate.foriners rewound, 4i-; Blue Spots, Tlintion., and 4-pnle units,
4'6; work guaranteed.-Leeds Wireless Repulir S,evice,
5. 110,-ten Place t:reen Rd., Lecele.
[5666
• 1V Alt ANT LED Repairs,
Experts.—Lnud-speakers,
NJ.
headphones, Collo illtit , , pla 110 , ,
wake or
19/e; 10.,111 ,1 remagnetised and adjusted; post free,
4'-•,
transformers tool chokes rewound from 4*-,
1.04 tree.-Howell, 42, potheingham lid., Enfield.
Middlesex.
[5655

WANTED.

L

Inventer'
Guide on Patents.-T. A. A..
253 (W), Gray's Inn ltd., Lordon. W.C.1.
[4127

For Quality und Cheapness

ISO DIALS
cannot

t Reward elopesited with
Wirelese World "1 tor
information, it accepted, of opening fur electric-si
and radio busittése in Southern Countice. Box 2243.
tuRi The Wirelees World.
[5573
''

eeee jeswene
,hoke.-Kilburn, 30, NewTfrex
ton St.. Dendeon, liatediend.
[5618
gears for Fultograph picture receiver.
r
W ANTI-llt.
all cliucu,'uejucl,. tor making tente.-Jaeksoti, Vern

be excelled.

.

Hone.,

Bd., Jell.

[5621

45

POE Publidiers Require Copies of the lead.% of "The
WI celosa World." dated January 5t1i, 12th. November 23.1, 1927. and 0. -tutor 24th. 1928, at face vuille
Its pettige.-Addres , etude, to The Puldidter, Der, t
Ilon,c, Tudor St., Lenulon,
L5530
TrERRANTI

STANDARD
2

9

In

}flack
or Brown.

or Weeton 31illinineter, or enruhined
and veltuteter.-A. Watson, Holly t'or[5639

Illillialnetfr

huge. Kirltoswahl,

W

AN'PE it,
ItT
nerial
tuner;
llytryale, Legaer, Wrexham.

eheap.-Edinends

15637

WANTI.:11, 2 1, 8.5, 1..$.5A, or similar valves, 1,140
"
6 limp. Turner rectifier valve; cheap millinmPeret
meter 0-25. panel mountine.-12, Wolves Lane, Paliner's
Green, N.13.
1.5652

Model

AGENCIES.

Y.. 3/9
.. 4/6

GENTS Wanted, apare time, wireless experience, to
demonstrate and sell the world's beat and cheapest
3.valvc see-MateRadio. 112, Warstone Lane. Birmingham.
f2667

In Black or
Monied
Mahogany.

A

EXCHANGE.
▪ TOUR
&
for

Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment,
Latest Type; see our advert, in column
iteceivers for Sale. Scientific Develeement Co., 51,
teishergiste, Preston.
[0230

FINANCIAL

PARTNERSHIPS.

37, no previous experience Init. very
BACIIELOR,
interested in wireless, would like to join another

in small business; please
amount required, etc.-Box
World.

give fullest partienlais,
2335, c/o The Wirae.:
[5664

" [so " Dials have
a definite grip.
They do not slip.

HAW & CO., Ltd.

20,Cheapside,Londan,E.C.2

Sole
Distributors for "¡so" Products,
Cone Units, Transformers, Chokes, Condensers, Trickle Chargers, Eliminators, etc.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Appleby, E. Hetherington
Artie Fuse & Elec. ?Quint Co., Ltd.

B. & J. Wireless Co.
10
Baker's " Selhurst" Radio
12
Bayliss, W., Lid.
4
Belling & Lee, 1td
10
Britannia Reproducers, Ltd.
10
British Thomson- Houston Co., Ltd.....
Curer i.
British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd.
12
Brown, Ltd., S. G. '
7
Brownie Wireless Co. ((LB.), Ltd.
12
Burnclept Wireless (19281, Ltd. . .......
1
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Cossor, A. C., Ltd.,

8
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TO

PAGE
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
Covers i and W.
Eastick, J. J., k Sons
10
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd
Cover
Electradix Radios
16
Ever Ready (G. B.), Ltd.
4
Fiddian, Bawtree & Co.
16
Formo Co.
2
Glasseoe, R. H.. k Co.
16
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.
4
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9
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
7
't 1 renniphone Co.. Ltd.
9
M'etro-Vick Supplies
3

TULSEMERE MANFG. CO..
..„\

O

DIX-ONEMETER

INSTANT SUCCESS!

KUSHETTE

Send Stamped Addressed Envecipe for large sale list

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.
Telephones City 0191,

5/6

PICK-UP

ARM

Signal

5

Co..
Cover U.
8
12

e

Product of the " KUSHA " PEOPLE.

R.

H.

GLASSCOE

&

71, MOORGATE, E.C.2.

Teteertmer :
IIC817.40R:131, LONDON'.

AGENTS WANTED

CO.,

Telephone:
Londun Wall 157G.

EARLYAD,ffeanorn

ns

SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

Double the hie of your cells!
Avoid being let
down by arun-out accumulator. simmers tell
you the exact state of your battery and warn you
when it needs recharging. Just drop them in and
leave them to it.
per carton from most dealers or 113 post tree
from actual makers.
FIDDIAN IlAWTREE & CO.. Oaklull RI., Sutton

Mention of " The Wireless World," wizen writing

EVsotrees
EIV1
IlePROVerteel.

RETAIL.

A new die-cast production for Radio-Gramophones generally, or for Portables.
Instantly
removable. Bushed Bearings. Weight relieving
(adjustable), correctly angled for best alignment.
Continental fitting ,Yr X 3'.

Price: "DDI.ONEMETER,"
in case, reading 40 nticrosnwsper div., with 5 Multipliers,

£4 10s.

Wattnel Wireless Co., Ltd.
Westinghouse Brake and Sax)»
Ltd
Weston Electrical Inst. Co., Ltd.
Wingrove k Rog'ers, 'Ltd.
Wright & Weaire, Ltd.

10
16

FUSE .8 ELECTRICAL td),(....C9.LTD.
BIRTLEM.Co.Dw-ham

an11.11MOMMIIIMIIIMIMMIM‘.

is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.,
G.P.O., and the 'Varsities.

Transformer Repair Co.
Tulsemere Mani. Co.

BV SELLING DIRECT TO THE
PUBLIC we can sell at 23 each .iLl
poet free with P.O. remittance, Each
or C.O.D. charge extra,
post free.

The interrupted mesh siv,pt ,n,tion guarantees perfect antimicrophonic features. No Valve•holderemployingsprings,
rubber or such-like makeshifts is in the sameclass. The
ARTIC is the only one of its kind. We guarantee perfect
steadiness in all conditions of shock and vibration. It
costs little more, but it's worth a lot more.

The

Cover iv.
18
13

SUPPLIED IN
Matt
Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Black
SIX FINISHES
Cube Surface Highly Polished Mahogany Semi-Polishcd Black
.s'N ,k.d ay moff Wire.. dealers. If ang difficult
obtaining locally, nadir for name of nearcst slonisf
H. B. POTTER fk Co., Ltd., Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.

to any other Valve-holder

OU would not use an axe to
wind a watch nor a pocket
compass and a School atlas
to pilot a ship in strange waters.
A pocket voltmeter is equally
inadequate for Radio Research
experiments.
You want an
"ELECTRADIX " Radio Tester
to get exact results.

Siemens Bros., & Co., Ltd.
Squire, Fredk.,
Standard Wet 11.T. Battery Co.

EBONITE PANEL
ONE QUALITY ONLY

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLE

y

12
2
18

F41 e

•

Da ton Street. West Norwood, S.U.27

World Patent
INTERRUPTED
MESH
SUSPENSION.
No SPRINGS. No
RUBBER USED.

Perseus Radio Manf, Co.
Pertrix, Ltd.
Potter, II. B., & Co., LW.

THE BEST ,

Send lot cital9 ,tie.

'Phone: Streathen 673e.

P.Msi
Cover ill.
13

Oldham & Son, Ltd.
Osborn, Chas. A.

THE PERFECT

1130/77

42•••
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MAINS SUPPLY UNITS

I

JULY 24TH,

WORLD

"THE very latest prin1 cIples
of design
combined with the
use of the very finest
materials
make
the
Squire No. 97 an outstanding speaker both
In appearance and performance.
The enamelled, polished
and burnished aluminium chassis will take Blue Spot, Tritron and
Bull Phone units and costs 126. Fitted
with our special Vellume Cone and a plyboard the outfit costs 15 ,-.
Special models can be supplied to take any
unit.
A cone kit comprising a Kraft or Vellume
Diaphragm, a waterproof Card Ring and
Suedlin Segments cost 213.
Immediate attention will be given to direct
enquiries.

FREDK.

24, Leswin

SQUIRE
Road, Stoke Newington, London, N.I6.

to advertisers, will gnsure prompt attention.
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These Air Gaps
save you money
AIR

4

DUMETOHMS

AIR

4
,

AIR

AIR

4
,

4
,

RESISTORS

.25..3, 1, 1.5, 2 3,
4, 3 and zo mee
ohms.
Other
Higher
Values
specially to order.

Any
standard
value. Each I/Holder (Horizontal or Vertical).

Each 2/6.

Each 1/-

Vertical Holder

Each 1/-

Oldham Air-spaced H.T. Units
give more listening with less
recharging
In old-fashioned H.T. Accumulators electrical leakage
can easily take place along their unbroken tops robbing you of current for which you have already paid.
Electrical leakage is almost impossible in Oldham Airspaced H.T. Units because each cell is separated from its
neighbour by air—the best insulator known. Oldham
H.T. Accumulators give back all the power put into
them—all the power you pay for.
Oldham Airspaced H.T. Accumulators save you money because
they give more listening with less recharging.
Ask
your dealer to show you these wonderful H.T. Units.

-0

OLDHAM 10 volt 11.7.
UNIT, capacity 5,500 mia.

DUWIROHMS
to,000 to loo,000 ohms
5/130,00t , and zoo,000 ohms Si25o,om. ohms
9/9
3no,o0i.
11/6
Milder
1/6

complete with
wander plugs,

"TOREADOR SCREEN-GRID FOUR." This set
incorporates the latest developments in Receiver
design—full constructional details

free on request.

t
pete
_>Yee&fici

Price

flex

and

two

6'9

UBILIE
RESISTANCES

unobtatn,ble irons your
dealer, write direct to us,
silting his name and address.

Condenser Go. (1925),
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.
250o R

co

OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER.
London Office: go, Wicklow Street, King's Cross. W.C.2.
Glasgow: 200, St. Vincent Street.

Ted.: Denton 3or.
Tel.: Terminus 4446.
Tel.: Central 4053,

(S
)
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HE throbbing notes of the harp were heard in the co urts of the
Pharaohs--enjoyed beneath the sunny skies of Greece; the harp has
provided music throughout the ages. and now its exquisitely sweet—
dolcissimo—tones are broadcast to a minad homes.
Does your set reproduce truly these delicate notes ?
If your set is a good one with general purpose valves, a Siemens
Popular type battery will give perfect reception.
it, however, your set is provided with a poser valve, a
Siemens Power Battery is the most economical, and the
music will be translated pure in tone and with full, undistorted volume
,

Siemens Power Batteries are designed to provide a large
output over a long period at a comparatively low price.
With the sure FOUNDATION of a good
set and a Siemens Battery the dolcissimo
notes of the harp will charm you as they
, have charmed the world since the dawn of
melody.
To ensure perfect reception use

EN

BATTERIES

No. uppula
14
0.0

T

S

" 1 20:::i
s rse
e i

/

pércer

the Publislwrs, 11.111,Ft: & Sass

6

'
NN:" :22.:E6790.1Pr:.I,Po'l°lietve:soieeirleie.61:618//:

BRITISH MADE
IN EVERY DETAIL
Economise by using Power
Batteries for Power Valves.
Printed far

ot

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.I8.
'.....",--.......---'

LTD.,

Dorset House, "I odor Street, London, E.C.4, by"I he Cornwall Press Ltd., l'aris Garden, Stamford Street, London, S.E.r.

Colonial and Foreign Agent,
Sonsas—The International New, Co., 111, Varitik titreet. New York.
}Itasca—W. H. smith A Ron, 24$, Rue Rivoli, Paris:
Hachette et (.ie, Rue Resammr, Paris.
BilDratear—W. U Smith it Son, 711, Marche aux Herbes, Bruner),
lema—A. II. W),,'.Ie. S Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta.
Hoorn Arittea--Centrall New» Agency, Ltd.
AcaTnatda Gordon A Ootch, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.14.W.), Britiltatte (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.), and LattilnratOn (Termina(s).
Callaità—The Amerkati Nevis Co., LW., Toronto, W
Meg, Vancouver, Montreal, Ottawa, St. John, }tablet, Hamilton; (Jordon & °doh, Ltd., Toronto ; Imperial News On.
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria.
Saw Zastaten--Gonion & (latch, LW.. Wellington Auckland. Christchurch and Dunedin.
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umutoott Berutis
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"Ptveq
UI
"Eh("
II.T. Units
(eliminating dry Batteries)
complete from 1716
and 52/6 AC .

RECEIVERS AND
POWER SUPPLY
H'rite
UNITS
¡IT.

FIECoreE

VOLUME

66Fissis

DUTANCE
PUT NEW LIFE:
IwITO YOUR RECEIVER

"FKCO3- LECTRIeRADIO

"EKr0 "
Model I

TOME

("net
ft -17-6

for free

EICOO•LleCTRIO '
Booklet

. . DEPT .W ," EKCO " WORKS ,
LE IGH -ON -SE A

THE EBONITE SPECIALISTS
SHEETS, "LOBE, ROD, PANELS, Etc.
FROM ALL HIGH-CLASS DEALERS

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

CONDENSERS
Specified for all Star Circuits
JACKSON BROTHERS, 72,SL Thomas' stmt.
London. S.E.i. telephone: Hop 5857.
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New "All Metal" Rectifiers
for high-tension battery eliminators.

arzgams

ALL

METAL

OUSE

RECTIFIERS

TYPES H.T.3 &

H.T.4

Type H.
T.3.
D.C. output
120

volts.

Price:

20 m.a.
21/—

Type H.T.4.
D.C. output
18o volts.
Price:

3o ma.

37/6

NO

MOVING

PARTS;

NO

VALVES.

The action of the Westinghouse "All
Metal" Rectifier is purely electronic, and
its life is not limited by chemical action
such as occurs in rectifiers, wet or dry,
which depend upon electrolytic action.
There is a Westinghouse " All Metal"
rectifier unit for any size of charger or
eliminator from 6 volts to 350 volts.
Westinghouse " All Metal" Rectifiers are British
made throughout and are manufactured by

The Westinghouse Brake &Sully Signal Co., Ltd.
82,

York

Road,

King's

Cross,

London,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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TRANSFORMERS
have acquired
reputation
for

a world-wWea
Quality
and

Value unique in the annals
of Radio Component
manufacture
Ratios 5-1or

3-1.

Detachable feet. Entirely British.

Standardised by all the leading set manufacturers.
"RADIOGRAND"

12/6

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO ., LTD .,
Head Offices: Miller Street, BIRMINGHAM.

C
H
E
N
E

.1 do

Md.

W

HEN you think
of Condensers,
think of T.C.C.
— and you won't go

wrong For, because T.C.C.
have made nothing but
Condensers for over 22
years, the letters T.C.C. on
aCondenser are recognised
throughout the World as
the undisputed hall-mark of
accuracy and dependability.
Remember, there is aT.C.C.
Condenser for every purpose. Here is an enlarged
illustration of the Flat Mica
Type. All Wireless Dealers
stock it—in capacities from
.0001 mfd., 1/10 to .01
mtd., 3/6.

you
Adm. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,
ralo Farm Rd., N. Acton, London.

el

CONDENSERS1

2
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PORTABLES

%MADE

'AAR%

D
RY 13ATTLIES
The ideal battery for
set—because—

BATTERIES WITH DUSTPROOF
Votes.
60
100
•120

Length.
5t'
s in.
8; in.
10' in.

IMENSIONS.
Breacu h.
61t in.
6,1 iri.
61 in.

COVERS AS

ABOVE.

*3/
13/15/6

SPECIAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
(Loo, lid type, tappod oy ry 3 volts).
VOLTS.
100
108

It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
*It is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
same size of cells.
Its internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling devices are
unnecessary.
It gives 60%-100% longer service according to the rate of discharge.
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
battery.

PRICE.

Height.
3-à in.
3-,', in.
3,16 in.

DIMENSIONS.
DISCHARGF CURREN r
Length.
Breadth.
Height.
up to:
12 Milliamperes
5f's3l
à
9f
5
3à
12 Milliamperes

Price

• The great maturity al portable sets have batteries toe small
for them in order to reduce the size and weiiht of ths set.

NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

13 14--

• As specified for the "Europa Portable."
All the above batteries can be economically discharged at rates up ta
12 milliamperes, not 6milliamps, as is usual for this size al battery.

4.11111111111•1111111•1111•1111

the portable

PERTRIX LTD.

Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Av., W.C.2.

mmemmemmet

ACCUMULATORS ARE INEFFICIENT—

THE HIGH FREQUENCY CHOKE

NOW, L.T. from the MAINSb

PIT your receiver with aWatmel
H.F. choke and obtain greater
stability, range, selectivity and purity
of tone. It makes an all round
improvement to the performance of
your set, and has been fitted with
outstanding success to the Cossor
Melody Maker.
Of all good Radio Dealers
or direct from us in case of
difficulty

5'

Have you had your copy of this blue
print and assembly chart? It tells
you both how to build a really
modern, inexpensive three valve receiver (1929 Imperial 3) and also how
you can bring many old-fashioned
sets up to date by incorpol ating a
few Watmel components.

I
Accumulators
run
down just when you
don't want them to ;
you have to carry them
to be recharged perhaps
—you would be glad
to be rid of them, and
this is how you can.
Without any alteration to your set, fit
a PARMEKO L.T.
Supply Unit, suitable
for 2, 4. or 6v. valves.
A variable resistance and a Ferranti Moving Coil Voltmeter
are incorporated. Suitable for 200/220/240 v. supplies at 50 to 80
cycles
Fitted with fuse and conforming with I.E.E. specification.
Price

L.T.
WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware,
Middlesex.
Telephone Eclawure 0323.

Send us apodcard for your
copy.
P&T

complete

SUPPLY

Write for full port.rulars of this
PARMEKO products. We specialise
of mains components.
.16,
LEICESTEL:.
Dover St,

£9 : 9 :

UNIT
and

in au

other
types

New Oxford St
Partridge & Mee Ltd. . 74,
LONDON,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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DUBILIER FOR
DURABILITY
OSMISIHSWAStIneilleffel

EE
UNIT
HERE is the sensational new erown
''EE Unit! Its tone is
amazingly pure and
mellow. Its volume is
astoundingly rich and
full. Anyone can assemble the Yee Unit to

•
R.C. COUPLVIG
UNIT.
Complete
with Dumet/
ohms ••
•

the :113f0Wu Chassis and
have acomplete and better
loud speaker in 2minutes.
See and hear it at your
Dealer's soon.

Unit costs only

2 -

COMBINED R.C.
COUPLING UNIT
AND
VALVE
HOLDER.
Complete with Q /6
Dumetohmt U/

Chassis 15/-

H.F. CHOKE. Four types
to meet all rae
cs
i,
4/6

"TOREADOR SCREEN-GRID FOUR."
This set incorporates the
latest
developments in Receiver design—full
constructional details free on request.

UBILIE
Advt. S. G. Brown, Ltd., 19. Mortimer Street, W.1. 67, Nigh Street. Southend's«
15, Moor/jells, Liverpool. 2, Lowdown Place Wert, Bath.
29 Constitution Hill,
Birmingham.
Gibran Buildings, Castle Street, Belfast.
5 6. 7, Godwin Street,
Bradford.
200, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Gibb Chambers Westgate Rowle
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
39, Beverley Road. Hull
(tti 9685
A3

RADIO PRODUCTS

unobta i
pubic from your
dealer,
direct to us,
giving inwrite
, name awl addreu.

W(C

D.rtittler Conde:se, Co. (192%).
Ltd, Ducon Works, Victorir
Road, N. Acton, London, W.:,,

S

0251/C
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The final design (dual astaric type) found
the best for the wavebands 200-600 metres
and 1,000-2,000 metres. gave the curve
shown by the thick line A. Other types
(both experimental and commercial) gave
curves marked B, C, etc. The absorption
wavelengths as shown by these curves are
very marked indeed for some types of H.F
chokes, so much in some cases that at
their particular absorption wavelengths
the chokes concerned are likely to give
very serious trouble

The Finishing
Touch to your
Wireless Set.
Nose you have finished buildins
that set and are prend oi it whv
carry your pride ustep bather
sud enclose il in a "KABILOIC "cabinet P
There ill a"ESA MOH "cabinet to suit every receiver, all s
cone and moving coil loud speaker cabinets in oak or
teal crony, beautifully finished in an extensive range o:
designs to suit your particular needs.
"BASIIAnt "cabinets are specified for the Milliard blaster
Itree and Plaster Five Portable.
ARECOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY
Illustrated list sent !see on request.
W. 8c T. LOCK, Ltd,
St. Peter's Works,
BATH.
net

From an article "" The Design
of H.F. Chokescontributed
to thin paper July 17th, 1929.

tendon

Showrooms

11,

Rol

Lion Square, High Holborn. W.C.1.

l!‘ f4iltet

geltic

110

1929.

IMF.' C:HOKE
was the choke which gave the
amazing results shewn in the
curve below. It is the choke
which gives absolutely non-resonant operation and total freedom
from blind spots.
Whichever way you look at it,
HYDRA is the best condenser you
can use. HYDRA is the product of
a great organisation which has
specialised entirely in Paper Con—
densers — and HYDRA is known
throughout the world as "the con—
denser that never breaks down
under normal conditions...
When you buy HYDRA—you buy
the best !

LOUIS
37,

PRICES:
T,...3t Voltage 500
..Working Voltage 240
r- D.C. or 160 A.C.
.001— •I MFD. .. 1.6
*25 MPH.
119

HOLZMAN,

NEWMAN
STREET, LONDON,
•ri...., :
ont 2041.

W.I.

HEAYBERD and WESTINGHOUSE
9

Power

Rectifiers.

Trans. No.

Rect. No.

W.3
W.5
W.9
W.I0
W.10

A3
A3
A.4
H.T.3
H.T.4

W.1

Overall
height
3t ins.
Base 2 in. square

7

/6

I

WRITE FOR LEAFLET

RADIO INSTRUMENTS

Trans. Price.
1716
12/6
15"20/-

15,/15/-

Full lists free on request.

L ra

Sole Address :Offices, Works and Showrooms •
12, HYDE STREET, LONDON, W.C.1
Mention

H.T.1

Rectified Outp.it
200 v. 100 ma.
6 v. 1amp.
9v. lamp.
9v. 2amps.
120 v. 20 ma.
180 v. 30 Ina.

The Wireless World, — when writing

F.

C.

HEAYBERD

8r

10, Finsbury Street, E.C.2.
(Ooi. Minute from Koorgate Station.)
to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Co.,
'Paeno
ttorkenrroll
7210

£4
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t-fflu clear esteadymr
serenee tranquil
thats

EVER READY
Sets with Po'wer Valves requiring a heavy
emission of current need Ever Ready Popular
Power Batteries to
economical service.

give

satisfactory and

POPULAR POWER 60 voll0

13/6
14/6
22
24/27/-

BRITAIN'S BEST BAÏTERIES
DISWAN
VAC U U M
RESISTANCES
are subjected to rigid
tests before leaving
our Works — noiseless in operation and
perfectly accurate,
they are manufactured in values from
5,000 ohms to 5rnegohms. They are the
.only British made
vacuum resistances.
The overall
length of both
the vacuum resistances and
the cartridge
condensers is
45 m.m.

CARTRIDGE
CONDENSERS
are ideal for the experimenter. It is the
work of a second to
replace an existing
value with adifferent
one. These condensers are manufactured
with the most meticulous care in values
from -0001 mfd. to
001 mfd.
Made only by
The Edison
Swan Electric
--„Co.Ltd.,12.315,
Queen Victoria
Street, London,
E.C.4.
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THE B.B.C. AND RESEARCH.

A

T a time when so many engineers of the B.B.C.
are resigning their apppintments for reasons
which seem to centre round the main consideration of absence of prospects and consequent su.all remuneration, the question once more arises as to whether
the B.B.C. is justified in retaining a staff of engineers
carrying out research work of a kind which directly
overlaps the work of commercial companies and
Government Departments.
We will admit at once that there are certain peculiar
problems of broadcasting in regard to which it may be
desirable that the B.B.C. should carry on its own investigations, but we cannot believe that it is more economical or better for broadcasting that the B.B.C.
should design or build its own transmitters when its
requirements can be met by approaching commercial
companies whose sole work it is to provide such apparatus of the most up-to-date and efficient kind.
It would seem to us that before any expenditure on
research is authorised the B.B.C. should answer two
B

oakl .ke

3

• a

questions. The first question would be: " Is this research necessary to further our job of supplying programmes? " The second question would be
Is there
no other source from which we could obtain our requirements without 'ourselves undertaking the research? "
What purpose can there be in an expenditure of
public money by the B.B.C. on an investigation, say,
into the properties of loud speakers, or as to the best
design of receiving set? The solution of these problems
is not the function of the B.B.C., and is, moreover,
being pursued by commercial organisations with facilities far better than the B.B.C. could hope to provide.
We arc not disposed to blame the B.B.C. alone for
the present state of affairs. The example has been
set the B.B.C. by the Post Office and by the Services.
We have always contended that there is room for complete reorganisation of our methods of dealing with the
iequirements of the various Government Departments
utilising wireless.
In our opinion research work on
behalf of the Government, whether for broadcasting,
for the Post Office, or for the requirements of the
Services, should be conducted by one organisation,
which would supply all the technical information required and undertake the design' of apparatus for the.
needs of the various departments. There would, of
course, still be work for the various departments in
the way of adapting these designs or general technical
information to their own peculiar requirements. The
central research organisation would work in the capacity of consultants and practical designers to all departments of the Government utilising radio.
It seems difficult to believe that such an arrangement
would not effect a substantial saving in expenditure
and at the same time place at the disposal of all the
departments of the Government a source of technical
advice and direction vastly superior to anything which
the funds available to individual departments could
secure.
o000
STANDARDISATION.
NDER correspondence in this issue àreader urges
that more attention might be paid by British
manu.facturers to the question of standardisation
of mechanical parts in wireless apparatus.
Why, we might ask by way of example, when a
standard British thread is adopted by most British
manufacturers of valves for the terminal for screengrid valves, should another manufacturer whose valves,
we believe, are equally British, select to adopt a Continental thread uncommon in 'this country?
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Selective Batteryless Set of the Simplest Design giving Loud Speaker Reception.
By F. H. HAYNES.

1"

RITISH listeners do not pay much heed to foreign invited in the course of swinging the dials. How many
programmes. Particularly is this statement true
listeners are there possessing sets which will give asatisat this time of the year when the long hours of factors- rendering of, say, the programmes of Vienna,
.
daylight limit the range of reception and atmospheric
which uses 20 kW., or whose .knowledge of foreign
interference is prevalent. •Details of foreign transmissions 'transmissions is such that they knów the relative
are rarely used for selecting programmes, but serve as •
tuning positions of even the .more powerful stations?
a means of identifying stations which may come in unMuch of the foreign reception tolerated to-day is
14.T.
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A.C. mains operated four-valve receiver incorporating two staple screen-grid H.F. stages.
Negative bias is produced by the voltage
drop
resistances.
This diagram is arranged to provide short and direct leads, and the actual components in the set take up
corresponding positions to the symbols in the circuit.
H.F. valves are separated from their associated apparatus by the screens,
while eddy current coupling is avoided by using spaced
metal boxes.
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new receiver, to associate the extra tuning dial thus
Foreign Listener's Four.—
required with an additional H.F. amplifying stage. By
achieved by the judicious combination of H.F. amplithis means stage amplification can be kept within the
fication and reaction, though there are many amateurs,
and chiefly are they to be found among the readers of limits of easy construction and freedom from self-oscillation, while the apparent sharpness of tuning as rethis journal, who have learned by experience that anonoscillating H.F. amplifier makes the best long-range re- vealed when operating the dials is similar for each of
ceiver. For some three years" range without reaction " the three scales.
Stable and Selective.
has been the guiding slogan whenever possible behind
This receiver is designed for operation from A.C.
The Wireless World designs. Reaction destroys quality,
mains and employs valves .with which it is an easy
assuming that the loud speaker is in itself good enough
matter to obtain a stage amplification of at least 40
to reveal faithfully the distortion which reaction introtimes combined with the use of a stable and selective
duces. Reaction produces instability and, while it undoubtedly gives enormous amplification, is of little help intervalve coupling. The valve used in the H.F. stages
in eliminating interference, as is so often hoped. On --the S4V—possesses a sufficiently low value of grid
to anode capacity to avoid self-oscillation even when
the other hand, a set having a leaky grid detector may
appear to gain in its selectivity by the application of using an H.F. transformer ratio that will produce
reaction, as revealed by the need for critical dial set- generous amplification. Assuming that stability is protings, yet interference will still persist. Results with a duced with a primary to secondary turns ratio of 3:4,
receiver dependent upon reaction are inconsistent and no we are forced considerably to reduce such a primary
winding so that the ratio becomes practically 1: 4 in
guarantee of performance can be given for such a set.

Condenser spindles and all screening boxes are at a common potential.
Difficulties
will not be experienced, therefore, in the event of introducing a metal front panel or in
the adoption of a two-section ganged condenser on a common spindle for simultaneous
tuning of the two H.F. stages.

It is not because we do not want foreign programmes
that we content ourselves with those sent out by an
organisation which prides itself upon its own good fortune in being independent of box office receipts. The
receiver to be described will release us from the transmissions ot the dominant local station, and will bring
in distant transmissions with such constancy and absence
of interference that they retain their programme value.
To achieve sensitiveness combined with selectivity
without self-oscillation demands an efficient H.F. amplifier. That a satisfactory amount of amplification for
foreign station reception can be obtained with a single
stage set is admitted, yet the resulting degree of selectivity
is far too poor for our purpose. While the prospect of
the coming Brookman's Park transmissions will compel
London listeners to add selectivity devices to their sets
in the form of wave traps, filters, and loose-coupled
aerial circuits, it is wiser, perhaps, when building a
B

5

order that a high degree of selectivity will result. This
means a cutting down of amplification, yet owing to the
remarkable performance of the indirectly heated screengrid valve mentioned and the fact that two stages are
employed, this receiver possesses extraordinary stationgetting properties. In addition the transformer ratio has
been so modified that no longer is the grid anode capacity
of the valves appreciably assisting amplification by providing reaction.
Consequently, amplification is not
materially modified by the change of capacity to inductance ratio of the tuned circuits in the course of moving
from zero to 18o on the dials.
Pursuing this argument, one might consider the use
of still another H.F. stage in the hope that the threevalve amplifier will give the desired high selectivity.
If yet another tuning dial is to be tolerated for this purpose it would be wiser to introduce an auxiliary tuned
circuit in place of the additional H.F. stage. Such a
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tuned circuit unassociated with the valve and being
•free from valve loading would go much farther
towards securing super-selectivity than would the
addition of another H.F. stage.
Against the use of three H.F. valves is the important fact that the high degree of overall amplification introduces serious difficulties. In the first
place, a frame would undoubtedly be substituted for
the outside aerial, thus cutting down the initial
signal voltage.
Moreover, reaction between loud
speaker leads and aerials would now be sufficient
to throw the set into oscillation, while the limit of
amplification at which valve noises become troublesome would have been exceeded. It is important
to note that with indirectly heated valves the
rushing" noises arising out of excessive amplification are
less in evidence. Another cause of noise may be
encountered, viz., the A.C. of the heater modulating
the carrier, although this is less likely to be met with
in a two-stage amplifier.
Four dials would render tuning somewhat tricky,
but the ganging of the unloaded tuned filter with the
two H.F. stages is a .thoroughly practical proposition.
The intention with this receiver is that an
outside aerial shall be used, and experience has
shown us that the selectivity often thought to be associated with the frame is not always in evidence. In
fact, a loose-coupled aerial tuned by a single condenser gives a generous input to the amplifier and
is to be preferred to a frame. When ganging is considered, further support is given to the arguments in
favour of a reduction in the primary windings if the
constancy of tuning is to be maintained with achange
of valve.
This arises from the considerable magnitude of
the screen to anode capacity of a valve as well
as the capacity between screen and grid.
These
capacities, which vary with different valves, are virtually connected across the primary winding
and in the case of a 1: i transformer are,
in effect, added to the capacity of the tuning
condenser across the secondary. A transformer of 1: 4 transfers only -th part of
this capacity across to the tuning condenser, so that the effect of a small difference in the screen to anode capacity
will now vary the tuning positions only
very slightly.
Reasons for Transformer Coupling.

The essential reason for using H.F.
transformers as against tuned anodes tapped
down to the required degree of selectivity is
that the low capacity between the primary
and secondary windings of the transformer,
as compared with that of the coupling condenser in the tuned anode, avoids L.F. feedback and simplifies the precautions necessary
t6 avoid L.F. oscillation. Some favour the
choke-feed H.F. circuit owing to the convenience of wave-range switching which it
affords. In this arrangement the merits of
an efficient tuned circuit may be completely
13
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Foreign Listener's Four.—
thrown away by the use of adoubtful H.F. choke with
which it is in parallel. Interchangeable transformers
give the two wave-ranges, an arrangement adopted
owing to its simplicity. To use fixed coils giving reception oh the broadcast band only is a wise modification making for simplified construction.
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Grid Bias for Indirectly Heated Valves.

Reference to the circuit diagram will reveal the entire
absence of grid cells and the substitution of the voltage dropping method of biasing. This is anew feature
which has been brought about by the advent of indirectly heated valves, and would only be possible with
battery operated valves, assuming the use of aseparately
insulated accumulator for each stage. It is worthy of
note here that the dangerous back couplings through
the L.T. accumulator which are so difficult to avoid with
battery operated valves are not entirely removed. A
negative bias of 0.75 volt is produced at the grids of
the H.F. valves by interposing the 600 ohm resistances in
the return path of the H.T. negative lead to the cathode.
Feed resistances in screen and anode circuits in assodation with condensers localise the H.F. currents to
their respective stages. In this connection one should
note the distribution of apparatus both inside and out-

2% .

10

»

Plan showing the dimensional layout of the components forming
the tuned aerial circuit.

Positions for attaching the components to the wooden baseboards which are supplled with the
screening boxes.

side the screened units by
which means stray coupling
are avoided.
Coming now to the detector, there may be doubt as
to the wisdom of using a
leaky
grid
arrangement
following so generous an
amplifier. The reasons for
so doing are that the leaky
grid is infinitely more sensitive to small inputs than
anode bend, and with these
small potentials there is
reasonably linear relationship between inpùt and output. Next, it is not permissible to follow an anode
bend detector with transformer coupling, while to
use resistance coupling with
a single. L.F. stage is to
throw away •amplification.
In addition the anode load
thrown back on to the tuned
grid circuit is not serious in
this instance, as the primary
winding of the L.F. transformer'is shunted by acondenser of o.00r mfd. The
presence of grid current
loading is admitted, yet is
not of excessive value in
view of the class of tuning
coil used.
The generous
value of the by-pass condenser permissible with the

B 7
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LIST 0F PARTS.
•
I Baseboard, 38 xlt.
e
Preferably ein, or lin. plywood.
1 Anode resistance, 30,000 ohms and holder (Ferranti or Varley).
4 Screening boxes,
x61 x6in. (Bowyer-Lowe).
1 Potential divider, 20,000 ohms (Climax).
3 Pieces of Bakelite board or Ebonite, about
x61 xArtn.
6 Ribbed formers (Colvern new type)t Assuming that it is desired
3 Variable condetisers, 0.0005 mfd. (Lotus log, mid line).
3 Bases (Colvern, rectangular type) fto cover both wave-ranges.
5 Valve holders, 5-pin A.C. (Whiteley Boneham).
4 Fixed condensers, 2mfds. 400 volt D.C. test (T.C.C.).
3 Slow motion dials (Ormond type R1137, order with lin. cadre
I Fixed condenser, 4mfds. 400 volt D.C. test (T.C.C.).
holes and tin. hole in pin plate;.
6 Fixed condensers, 0.1 mfd. 400 volt D.C. test (T.C.C. type 28).
I L.F. Transformer, 3to 1(Philips or R.I.).
I Fixed condenser, 0.0002 mfd. mica dielectric (T.C.C. type 34).
I H.F. choke (McMichael).
I Fixed condenser, 0.001 mfd. mica dielectric (T.C.C. type 34).
L.F. choke, 20 henrys (Magnum).
1 Transformer (Radiate, type W.W .S., the Radielle Co., Ltd.,
7 De-coupling resistance, 600 ohms (Groves Bros., SI. Mary's
18a, Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm, London, NW .3).
Place, Shrewsbury).
•1 Choke (Radielle type C.A.).
I De-coupling resistance, 1,000 ohms (Groves Bros.).
4 Ebonite shrouded terminals (Belling Lee).
1 Resistance, 100,000 ohms (Loewe, grid leak type).
Quantity of No. 24, 28 and 40 D.S.C. wire.
1 Grid leak, 2megohms (Loewe).
2 Porcelain Grid leak holders (Bulgin).
Systoftex, screws, wire, etc.
e

Approximate' cost, £12 to £13.

In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components
actually used by ,the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument.
Where the designer considers it
necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article
itself. In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal
quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set-any variations in
the size of alternative components he may use,
•••••J,••

transformer is far more effective as a stopper to H.F.
than would be the condenser of one-tenth of this value
as used with anode bend and resistance coupling. Furthermore, there is the ruling factor that the valve itself
is intended for leaky grid detection, and would give
only asmall output when biased back as an anode bend
detector. This being along-range set, we are legislating
fu potentials of less than a millivolt across the aerial
coil, so that grid swings must not be estimated from the
point of view of local station voltages. A positive bias
of about r volt is desirable for the correct working of
the detector valve, and is produced in this instance by
Loewe .Resistances and Condensers.
Tho vacuum type resistances and condensers made by the Loewe Radio Co.,
Ltd., 4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham,
London, N.15, are now supplied fitted
with screw caps.
This does away with
the necessity , of using clips. Prices have
been fixed as follows: Resistances from
10,000 ohms to 10 megohms 2s. 6d. each.
condensers from 0.0002 mfds. to 0.001
mfd. Is. 5d. each, and from 0.002 mfds.
to 0.05 mfd. is. 8d. each. The old types
are not being withdrawn and are still
available. •
000
Change of Address.
The Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,
announce that the Sales and Accounts departments have been transferred frem
Nightingale Lane, Balham, London, to
the Company's new premises at Mullard
House, Charing Cross Road, London,
W.C.2.
The
telephone
number
is
(ierrard 0767. Owing to the expansion of
their business in Birmingham, new premises have been secured at 36-37, Dale
End, Birmingham. The telephone numbers areS Central 4190 and 4191. Telegrams: Mulvalve, Birmingham.
000 o
Owing to expansion of business in the
Newcastle district, the Metropolitan.
Vickers Electrical Co., -Ltd., have moved

r
-

TRADE

a high resistance potentiometer in association with the
H.T. supply. A possibility of undesirable couplings
arising by this method can be dismissed in consideration
of the high values of the resistances.
The output valve is aP 625, which is fully loaded, as
revealed by tests with microammeter in the grid circuit
and milliammeter in the plate circuit. This valve is
directly heated by A.C. There is no trouble by way
of ripple. The passing of 2o mA. in the anode circuit
produces a bias of 2o volts by the interposing of the
i,000-oinn resistance between filament and• H.T. negative.
¡To be concluded.)

NOTES.

*nto larger premises at Metro-Vick House,
Northumberland
Road,
Newcastle-onfyne.
The telephone 'numbers are:
Central 6202-3-4 and 5. Until the end of
August, 1929, however the showrooms will
remain at Saville Row, Newcastle-onTyne, as hitherto.

•
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Catalogues

0

•

Received.

Messrs
Fen anti , Ltd., Holli iiwood,
Lancashire. — Twenty-page
illustrated
book dealing with the Ferranti Multi.
Range D.C. Test Set.
Constructive
broadsheets No. 1 and No. 2 giving details of H.T. eliminators.
0000

The Mainten Manufacturing Co., 126,
Portland Road, Hove.—Illustrated catalogue of H.T. eliminators, loud speakers
and metal cabinets.
000 o
Philips Lamps, Ltd., 145, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2.—Descriptive
folder of the Philips Current and
Polacity Indicator.

Mullard Wireless Service Co.,' Ltd.,
"Mullard House," Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2.—Illustrated leaflet of
P.. M. Mansbridge condensers for radio
power circuits.
oco o
The Atielov Products, 36, Hindmans
Road, East bulwich, London, S.E.22.—
Leaflet describing accumulator charging
service recently inaugurated by this firm.
000 o
Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H.
Works, Tunstall Road, Croydon.—Two
eight-page catalogues dealing with electrical measuring instruments for wireless
and kindred purposes.
o.Doo
Messrs. Burne-Jones and Co. ' Ltd.,'
Magnum House, 296, Borough High
Street,
London,
S.E.1. — Descriptive
leaflets of "Magnum" portable sets and
all-electric radio-gronhone receiver.
0000
.
Radio Instruments, Ltd., 12, Hyde
Street, New Oxford Street, London,
W.0,1.—Descriptive folder of "Dqal
Astatic" H.F. choke—some interesting
curves are given.
0000
Radi-Arc Electrical Co. (1927), Ltd.,
Bennett Street. (Dukes Avenue), Chiswick,
London, W.4.—Leaflet describing the
"Liberty " moving-coil loud speaker.
138
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The Construction and Performance of a 25ft. Logarithmic

97

Horn.

By R. P. G. DEI•1MAN, M.A., A.M.I.E.E.

A

FEW months ago, when collecting material for a
paper on Loud Speakers,' I obtained a longwished-for opportunity to hear the loud speaker
developed by Messrs. E. C. Wente and A. L. Thuras, of
The Western Electric Company. One, of these remarkable
instruments, together with a 15f t. logarithmic horn, was
kindly placed at my disposal by Standard Telephones
and Cables, Ltd., and although I did not at that time
fully realise the ability of this speaker to show up many
traces of amplifier distortion which would pass unheard
in a moving-coil instrument, the results created much
interest. It is ill work prophesying in these matters,
but after studying the work of Wente and Thuras2 it
Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, May 17th, p. 668.
" Bell System Technical Journal," Jan., 1928, p. t35.
See
also Wireless World, June 6th, 1928, p. 599.
3

It

9

is difficult to see how any further very marked advances
can be expected to occur during the next four or five
years, or until new mechanical and magnetic materials
have been brought to light and their properties developed in the required specialised directions.
Readers of this journal do not need to be told that
the moving-coil loud speaker can be made very good
indeed, but even when the high-frequency peak in the
neighbourhood of 3,000 cycles has been conquered, a
few other defects remain, some of which I have not
seen eliminated in any design. The " boom " tone, the
small area of the source as compared with even a small
group of performers, the amplitude distortion effect
apparently produced by having too much speech-current
in relation to the field strength, the uncertain nature
of the output at very high frequencies—these are some

98
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In Search of Quality.—
of the blemishes to which Irefer, although fully aware
of the truly excellent results that can be obtained despite
these difficulties.
The superiority of the large horn instrument is indeed

Fig. I.—Typical form of con—
struction of a 15f t. folded horn.

very apparent, but, as is well known, the radiation resistance becomes uneven in the neighbourhood of the cutoff frequency, and even in the case of the r5ft. horn,
with a cut-off at 6o cycles, there was some " boominess."
The problem of constructing a satisfactory
domestic instrument was therefore by no means easy of
solution, for the folded 15ft. horn measured
3ft. 6in, in every direction, and it was desired
to construct and to conceal a larger one still.
An unused chimney was examined in the
hope that this might be made to house the
main body of the horn, with a right-angle turn near the
mouth, which was to form the fireplace. The depth,
however, turned out to be insufficient. For the ultimate
solution of the problem in its practical aspect Iam indebted to my friend, Mr. J. R. Benson, whose scheme
was as bold in conception as it has proved effective in
practice. The method he suggested was to treat the
entire room as the mouth of aloud speaker placed above
it, and the photographs show how this has been accomplished. The room in question is octagonal, and the
ceiling consists of a horizontal rectangular section in
the centre, measuring gft. by 3ft. 6in., with the eight
sides sloping down to the walls. The plan was, therefore, to build the greater part of the horn above the
roof (there being fortunately nothing overhead) so that
after removing the flat centre portion of the ceiling these
sloping octagonal sides would form a continuation of
the mouth. The final cross-sectional area was thus to be
the entire area of the floor, amounting to about 400
square feet, or 40 times the mouth area of the r5ft. horn
used previously.
There were one or two drawbacks to the scheme. The
slope of the ceiling was rather more gentle than the
theoretically correct angle of 45 degrees that the sides
of a horn mouth should make with the axis, and also
some reflection was bound to occur at the mouth, due
to imperfect absorption within the room. But after much
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discussion and a careful consideration of the pros and
cons, I decided to make the experiment on account of
its unique character and because a complete failure
seemed very improbable. At the worst, one would probably achieve results comparable with those given by the
r5ft. horn; with good fortune there was a chance of
securing reproduction of an even higher standard.
Before the design was drawn a preliminary experiment was made to determine the performance of the
r5ft. horn at the higher audio frequencies. This horn
had a continuous bend of more than 360 degrees in the
same direction (see Fig. r), and it was thought there
might be a considerable amount of interference between
waves traversing inner and outer paths round this bend.
The performance was, therefore, compared with that
of a straight 5ft. exponential horn, and it was found
that the relative cut-off frequencies of the curved and
straight horns under identical conditions of operation
were 6,000 and 8,500 respectively. This was rather
alarming, so in order to avoid any serious losses of this
nature it was arbitrarily decided that the radius of
curvature of the bend should never exceed five times
the diameter of the equivalent circular section at any
point. Moreover, the bend was restricted to a single
turn of go degrees (Fig. 4, see title illustration).
Design Data.

There are two fundamental constants in horn design.
One is the rate of taper and the other the area of the
mouth opening. Corresponding to each of these constants there is a lower cut-off frequency. The mouth
area cut-off (which is not sharp)
may be roughly taken as that frequency for which the wavelength
equals the periphery of the mouth.
Thus the cut-off frequency of the

2.—Metal portions of experimental 25ft. horn showing on lbs
right the initial straight section which is 8ft. In length.
to
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section were carried straight through the wooden portion, the other two sides being expanded more rapidly
than before until the final area of 9ft. by 3ft. 6in. was
attained. The appearance of the various sections at this
stage of the work may be seen from the photographs
(Figs. 2 and 3).
The entire 25ft. horn was now carried into the room
and temporarily assembled for a trial, thick felt *being
wrapped round the metal portion. It was satisfactory
to find at once that the precautions taken to preserve
the high frequencies had been very successful. The horn
showed afine open tone and the constant tone record of
frequency 8460 was reproduced as strongly as through
the 5ft. straight horn. It was therefore decided to proceed with the work of erection, and the external appearance may be seen from the illustration on page 97 (Fig. 4).
The input orifice is located just inside an upper room
to the right of the horn.
The " 555W "3 unit is
screwed to the throat and
is fed by two cables from
the amplifier room, giving
speech-current and the
field current of 1.6 amperes at 7 volts (1.6
amps.).
The body of the horn is
covered with four layers of
pitch to a depth of about
half an inch, about Icwt.
being used for this purpose.
This was found to be more
3.—The final wood section.
This is lined with sheet metal
to preserve a uniform surface within the sound conduit.
than enough to extinguish
given arate of taper for which the cut-off frequency was the " tin bath " effect of
the
uncovered
horn.
32.5. This figure was arrived at as follows :
—
Within the room a large
(1) It gave a length (25ft.) that enabled the horn
to be bent round and the throat terminated at an acces- grille measuring 9ft. by
3ft. 6in. is used to conceal
sible point.
•
the
mouth of the horn
(2) While quite well suited to the 44-cycle cut-off
frequency of the mouth proper, it gave the ceiling mouth- proper. This grille only
obstructs ro per cent. of
extension an opportunity to radiate still lower frequencies, if so inclined. Any peaks occurring at 30 cycles or the mouth •area, and is
covered with white gauze.
so would be quite harmless.
It is shown in Fig. 5. AlMaterials Used.
though it is not without
Having settled the rate of taper and the resulting some slight effect in attenlength, the curve to be followed by the horn was drawn
uating the highest tones,
to scale and the proper cross-sectional areas calculated
the impression of clarity
for each foot-run. The initial length of 8ft. was conand definition in the exstructed from 20-gauge copper sheet, rolled up into a treme upper frequencies is
Fig. 5.—Appearance of horn
conical tube, the maximum error introduced by this remarkable.
mouth within the room, showThere
is
ing gauze-covered grille. The
departure from the true exponential shape being of the some directional effect; the
electric light conduit can be
seen through the gauze.
same order as the errors involved in the actual work of sound can be traced to its
construction. The next section of the horn was built source and there is a conof " terne-plate," or lead-covered sheet-iron. It is acouscentration of the high frequencies about the acoustic
tically superior to zinc and is cheaper and easier to solder.
axis. So far no sound-pressure measurements have
This portion of the horn, weighed no less than 2I cwt.
been taken of this particular loud speaker, but the dotted
A change from circular to square section occupied the portion of Fig. 6 is everywhere within 5 T.U. (transfirst eight inches of the centre section, this shape being mission units or decibels) of two independent curves4
continued round the bend until the sides of the square
A product of Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.
had been increased to 3ft. 6in. The final section was
* The curves were for horns having cut-off frequencies of 40
straight and was made of 'in. mahogany. Two sides and 112 cycles respectively. For the latter curve see Bostwick,
of the 3ft. 6in. square forming the large end of the metal
"Bell System Technical Journal," January, 1929, p. 148.
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/, tooft.
If
flat rectangular portion of the ceiling is
— 44.
25ft.
the entire area of the room could have been considered
as the mouth of the horn, and the rate of taper increased
accordingly, the cut-off frequency would have reached
the magnificent figure of ii. But, as previously stated,
the ceiling was too nearly flat to be fully efficient as
a horn mouth.
It was eventually decided that the horn should be

a
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'of

" 555W " units with large horns, and undoubtedly
this curve shows the general trend of the response at a
point some distance from the mouth of the horn and
about 2o degrees off the axis. It will be understood
that no attempt has been made to show minor resonances, which may be expected to vary widely in different
cases. On the other hand, the curve corresponds very
well with the results of actual experience in listening.
It will be seen that the response falls noticeably in the
bass but is fairly well
maintained up to 6,000 or
(5)
7,000 cycles. The excel30
lence of the high-frequency
25
response is indeed the
20
15
most striking property of
10
,this loud speaker.
The
tone of bowed strings
o
(perhaps the best test for
• -5
z 10
high frequencies) is far
- 15
better than usual, and con-20
veys the impression that
25
very little is lacking. So
11
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k
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the unaffected region it means in practice that mort
amplifying stages are required, and in the present case
only about 8 out of the lost 16 T.U. have so far been
restored in this way. The result (with radio) is that
one is still conscious of a certain weakness in the extreme bass. Accurate sound-pressure measurements are
to be made, therefore, after which it will be possible to
decide upon a suitable equalising network.
Gramophone pick-up design has been making great
progress, and Fig. 7is aresponse curve of aparticularly
ingenious pick-up due to
Mr. P. Wilson.
Lest it
should be supposed that
the curve is not very much
better than those to which
we are accustomed, Igive also the curve of an
average pick-up such as is
at present on the market.
The pronounced resonance
at 2,200 cycles in my particular Wilson pick-up is
due to the use of a TungWOO
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Fig. 6.--Average or two independent response curves of 553W units with large horns. Minor resonances are ignored.
rig. 7. — (A) _
Res pens* curve of Wilson pick-up with .1 Tungstyle " needle.
(B) Response curve of a typi cal commercial pick-up with similar
needle.
Eig. 8.— Estimated overall response to constant-tone records of the pick -up, amplifier and loud speaker combined,
ignoring small resonances.

also does the reproduction of the piano and of practically every solo instrument. Where, however, large
groups of performers are present, the horn, while much
better than a moving-coil cone, obviously cannot be
regarded as a satisfactory substitute for the real thing,
since the sound proceeds from asource of limited area.
Judged aurally, the response at the lowest frequencies
is just perceptibly deficient, and on the whole it is probably not worth while to construct a horn longer than
15ft. for an uncorrected " 555W " unit. The comparatively simple form of the response curve, however, suggests that the rising portion can be levelled up without
much difficulty, and considerable success has been
achieved in this direction. Inspection of Fig. 6 shows
that the response is about 16 T.U. less at roo than at
1, 000 cycles. By shunting resistance and capacity in
series across the anode resistance it is possible in effect
to increase the amplification at ioo cycles relative to that
at i,000, so as to give about 4 T.U. more output at
this frequency for each stage so treated. But since this
method really involves suppressing the amplification in

•

style needle, but fortunately it has been found possible
to remove this by a rejector circuit consisting of a 15oturn ho,neycomb coil in parallel with condensers totalling 4.4 mfds. The rejector is placed in series with the
secondary winding of the 25 to iFerranti output transformer which feeds the loud speaker. Alternatively,
fibre needles can be used, but they involve some
sacrifice of high frequencies which can ill be spared.
When the response of this pick-up to constant tone
records is replotted and combined with the loud speaker
response of Fig. 6 (the amplifier having been dealt with
in the Manner described above) the curve of Fig. 8 is
obtained. The curve is within the limits of +71 T.U.,
between 40 and 4,000 cycles, and if it is only remotely
accurate it is good enough to do some justice to present-day wax recording. That the overall response (whatever may be its exact shape) has been very much improved is made apparent by comparing the reproduction
of an ordinary moving-coil cone loud speaker with that
of the " 555W " before and after it has been matched
up. In the former case it takes afew seconds to appre-
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In Search of Quality.—
ciate that the horn really is very much better; in the
latter case the difference is so great that one wonders
what has gone wrong with the moving-coil. In some
tests with a local microphone circuit, where speech reproduction could be rapidly compared with the original
voices, no differences could be detected other than those
which could reasonably be attributed to the difference
in the acoustic surroundings of the microphone and the
loud speaker. It seems probable, therefore, that the
imperfections in the loud speaker and amplifier system
over the range from 6o to 6,000 cycles do not greatly
exceed the tolerance of the average ear. At the saine
time, it is obvious, from Fig. 6, that any equalising
network should be designed to reinforce the extreme
upper frequencies, and here much will depend upon the
conditions of listening. The response at high frequencies
falls off as one recedes from the horn axis, and it has

ZOI

been noticed that at points some distance from the axis
a setting of the amplifier that gives good balance when
the room is nearly empty results in insufficient high fre•
quencies when twenty or thirty people are present, indicating selective absorption by clothing, etc.
The choice of asuitable horn must be left to the individual, but a minimum length of about i4ft. is recommended, and if it can be made quite straight, then so
much the better.
A straight 27ft. horn is being
installed at the Science Museum, South Kensington; it
is designed to have a cut-off frequency of 32.5, but it
is rather.unlikely that tones of this depth will be heard
from it. The intention is rather to get the best possible
results out of the " 555W " speaker, so that the reproduction down to 50 or 6o cycles will be free from boominess, and also to provide a margin for any further
improvements which may ultimately be made in the
design of horn type instruments.

COMPULSORY WIRELESS AT SEA.
British

Practice

Endorsed by

Other Nations.

T

HE International Conference on the Safety of Life
at Sea, which was held in London recently, has
drafted a new International Convention which
will, no doubt, be ratified in due course by all Governments concerned.
The last Convention, which arose out of the Titanic
disaster, was drafted in 1914, but due to the War was
never ratified. Since then, however, all countries have
passed legislation in connection with the application
of wireless to the safety of life at sea, and much of this
legislation has been on the general lines suggested in
the draft Convention. Great Britain has gone further
than any other country in making regulations for the
installation and use of wireless in this connection, and
the new Convention will to a great extent ensure that
other maritime countries come into line with .the regulations already in force in this country.
In a few respects the new Convention goes further
than the British regulations. At present it is not compulsory to install directional receiving apparatus in any
ship, whereas the new Convention lays down that every
passenger ship of 5,000 tons gross and upwards must
be provided, within the next two years, with an approved
direction finding apparatus or radio compass. Such
apparatus enables aship to obtain its bearing from any
other ship or wireless station which is transmitting wireless signals. In the 1914 Convention there was no obligation of this sort as, at that time, direction receiving
apparatus had hardly passed out of the experimental
stage, and very few ships were fitted with it.
The Automatic Watcher.

Another safety arrangement that has come into prominence since the 1914 Convention was framed is the
automatic alarm. This apparatus consists of areceiving
13

AUTO-ALARM APPARATUS of the type which has been in use
on a number of British ships for nearly two years. The International Convention recommends its general use.
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Compulsory Wireless at Sea.—
set which responds automatically to the wireless Alarm
Signal which is sent by a ship immediately before she
sends the Distress Signal. When this signal is received
on the automatic receiving apparatus it is made to ring
a bell by which means the operator can be called to the
wireless cabin in time to read the message from the
ship in distress. Apparatus for this purpose was designed by the wireless companies which supply ships'
sets in this country, and has been in use in many British
ships for nearly two years. No other countries adopted
this safety arrangement, but the new Convention recognises its great importance, and differentiates the watchkeeping required in future in ships fitted with this autoalarm from that required in ships which are not so
fitted. In other words, what was a purely British wireless device for increasing the safety of life at sea has
now been officially recognised as a desirable arrangement by all other maritime countries.
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The technical regulations laid down by the Convention as regards the minimum range of ships' apparatus
and the type of ships on which wireless installations
must be fitted are, generally speaking, in conformity
with the regulations which have been in force in this
country for many years. The main installation in a
ship must be able to communicate over a range of at
least ioo nautical miles to another ship fitted with the
simplest receiving apparatus, and emergency installations must have arange of at least 8o or 5o miles, according to the type of ship. Certain of the lifeboats, too, in
large ships must be fitted with wireless telegraphy. All
passenger ships must be fitted, as must all cargo ships
of 1,600 tons gross and upwards, with, of course, certain
specified exceptions, an arrangement which has been
in force in this country for the last ten years.
Duration of Safety Watch.

In effect, the Convention stipulates that safety watch,
that is to say, watch by operator, watcher, or auto-alarm,
shall be continuous in all passenger ships over 3,000 tons,
and all cargo ships over 5,500 tons, and that at least
eight hours watch a day must be kept in cargo ships
between 3,000 and 5,500 tons. The watch in other
ships is left to the Governments concerned, but it is
laid down that there must be at least one qualified wireless operator in every ship compulsorily fitted with wireless telegraphy. In future a watcher must be able to
read code groups at a speed of 16 groups a minute and
be able to distinguish the alarm, distress, safety and
urgency signals. Up to the present watchers have not
proved to be of much use in practice, and this higher
standard of qualification will be welcomed by those who
are interested in wireless safety services.
No Telephony on 600 metres.

DIRECTION FINDING GEAR will be required on all ships of
5,000 tons gross and over within the next two years. In the picture
a small loop directional aerial can be seen above the ship's bridge.

The new Convention lays stress on the adoption of
all the latest forms of scientific navigational apparatus,
not only in ships but at coast stations, including the use
of synchronised wireless and underwater signals for the
latter, and echo depth sounding apparatus for the former,
and it also lays down general rules for the international
collection and distribution by wireless of meteorological
data

A

"TWO-H.F."

NDER. the heading of "Kit Constructors' Problems" in The Wireless World for June loth, a
query was published concerning the extent of screening
necessary for a two-stage H.F. amplifier on the general
lines of the single stage .used in the Ferranti Screened
Grid Three, and with an extra " R.F.z " H.F. transformer. in the reply to this question it was stated that
a certain amount of experimental work would be necessary to determine whether simple vertical screens would
be adequate, and the suggestion was made that to be

No regulations have been laid down as regards wireless telephony except that it should not be used on waves
which approximate to the &stress wave of boo metres,
as it would then have the effect of rendering inoperative
the automatic alarm apparatus which would naturally
be adjusted for the reception of the Alarm Signal by
wireless telegraphy on that wave. Wireless telephony,
indeed, is practically non-existent so far as ship working
is concerned, as in ships where, by regulations, a competent operator must always be carried, communication
by wireless telegraphy is much more efficient than by
wireless telephony.

FERRANTI

.
SET.

on the safe side, it would be wise to provide complete
screening for each stage.
A letter received from Messrs. Ferranti largely confirms the advisability of taking this precaution, but it
ií pointed out that, if the H.F. components of the receiver are very carefully spaced, it is possible to attain
complete stability with the simple vertical screens as
supplied. Of course, the reaction winding of the first
transformer is ignored, while that on the
second coupling may be connected in the normal manner.
14
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CONSTRUCTOR S' NOTES
Kit Set Circuit Diagrams—and How to
ruHANKs

to the complete instructions and simplidiagrams supplied by the producers, all kit
sets may be built and operated by those with no
technical knowledge and something less than the average amount of manual dexterity. All may go well for
a while, but sooner or later the time will come when
some replacement or adjustment will be called for,
and the constructor will realise the need for at least
some understanding of the why and wherefore of the
various components and connections. Still more will
this knowledge be necessary when alterations are to
be carried out; receiver design has not yet reached a
state remotely approaching to finality, and, even if
it had, changing methods of transmission may well
render necessary some fairly extensive modification in
order to provide greater selectivity than was required
when the set was first built.
If the home constructor always thinks of his apparatus as a mere collection of components with lettered

iL

Understand Them.

helpful answer to "Kit Set " problems, for the reason
that the quéry is worded vaguely, and the fact that the
answer must consequently be in general terms renders
it '
almost valueless to the constructor who has no idea
which components are associated with, say, the grid
circuit of the detector valve.
a

Analyse the Circuit.

The ability to read theoretical circuit diagrams is a
most useful foundation on which to build a deeper
understanding of the working of wireless apparatus, and
it is strongly urged that those who have not acquired
this art should devote a few moments to the subject,
checking their progress by tracing the connections of
their own receivers. This article, it is hoped, will
simplify the task; fortunately for our purpose, the basic
circuits of all the popular three-valve H.F.-det.-L.F.
kit sets are similar, and when the essentials are grasped
it will be easy to understand the peculiarities of individual receivers.
-•
Drawn in the. con venSCREEN
H.T.2
tional manner, the typical'
REACTION
H.T.,
circuit diagram i
s sh
own i
n
c> COIL
Fig. r. It seems probabl e
tht the beginner' s difficu lty
a5
1-18
HT. in mentally dividing this up
H.F.C.
into the numerous separa t
e
[k7
and simple tircuits th atgo _
to make up the rather complex whole is aggravated
by the fact that batteries (or
"'•
other source of current
supply) are common t
o a
R.C.
number of valves, and that
all diagrams naturally indicate this fact. If we imagine
that separate batteries are
L.T used, it becomes much
easier to trace each grid and
anode circuit, particul arly
Fig. 1.—Tbe basic circuft di g
typical three-vtdve receiver with an
if we always make a pracS.G. high frequency valve.
tice of starting at th e nega tive
filament termin alofth e
terminals linked together by numbered connecting
valve concerned. This holds good when th e seti
sb
ei
ng
wires of whose individ ua l f
unc ti ons h
e i
s completely
considered " on paper." The ci rcuit arrangement of
ignorant, he will always be i
n a wea k pos i
ti
on, and his
Fig. r, redrawn in this manner, i
s shown in Fig. 2, in
set will be his master— a f
earsome mach i
ne to be apwhich "starting point
s," common to b
oth grid and
proached in fear of doing th e wrong thing. On every
anode,
are
indicated
by
heavy
bla
ck ci
rc l
es ,an d the
score it pays to acqui re knowl
ed
ge ofone '
s receiver;
main circuits by thick, f
ull li nes.
Subsidiary connecfor one reason, The Wirel
ess W orld Information Departtions, not in the main grid and pl at
e ci
rcu i
ts, are i
n
ment staff (of which th e writer i
s a mem b
er) f
ind it
dotted lines, in order t
o avo id con f
usi
on.
Incidentally.
impossible in all too ma ny cases t
o gi
ve a def
ini
te and
it is helpful to consider closed tuned circuits--coil and
O
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BIAS
BATTERY

Fig. 2.—Individual grid and plate circuits of the receiver shown in Fig. I. Filament heating connections are omitted, and subsidiary
and parallel circuits are indicated by dotted lines.

•,¡4 conderiser combinations—as a sort of resistance of a
negligibly low value when out of tune with incoming
signals, but of very high impedance at resonance; in
the latter condition, a signal voltage will be built up
across the resistance, and consequently across whatever
may be in parallel with it.
Practical Details.

circuits may be dissected; this is shown in Fig. 3 (c).
Here we may regard the grid leak as auxiliary to the
main circuit, so its connections are dotted.
it will be observed that there is always a directly
conductive path from grid and anode back to the negative side of the filament; it is useful to remember this
when carrying out tests, but it must not be forgotten
.that this path will be of very high resistance in cases
where agrid condenser and its associated leak are used.

is always easy to treat transformer intervalve
couplings (whether H.F. or 'L.F.) in this way, as the
Positive Bias from the L.T. Battery.
•
primaries and secondaries are readily isolated; the first,
No mention has been made of filament heating
of course, will always be in the anode circuit of one
arrangements. Although these circuits' are essential for
•
valve, and the latter in the grid circuit of its immediate
the functioning of a set, they are, nevertheless, sub- successor. The majority of kit sets, however, include
sidiary to the main grid .
and plate -circuits, and it is tuned anode H.F. couplings, and so it is simplest to
safe, in the interest of .simplicity, to omit them for
-regard .the necessary coupling condenser (which generour present purpose.
It is only necessary to undersally fulfils the incidental and extra function of adetector
stand that each filament is connected across the L.T.
condenser) as belonging to neither grid nor plate cir, cuit, but as acting as alink
f' between them.
Although
the circuit
drawn conventionally in
Fig. I, and in dissected
form in Fig. 2, is typical of
all i-v-i kit sets, it does
not represent any one particular design. Taking the
aerial coupling, we find that
in many cases a doublewound aperiodic aerial-grid
transformer, indicated in
Fig. 3 (a), replaces the
Fig. 3.—Details in which various kit sets differ from the typical example shown in preceding
diagrams.
simple tapped connection.
Turning to the H.F. interbattery, via a common master switch, and, occasionvalve coupling, several sets are arranged in such a
ally, through an individual rheostat for regulation of
way that one set of tuning condenser vanes may be
heating current.
' earthed
to the metal panel. This modification will
• Although it has been said that grid circuts always
be made clear by a"consideration of Fig. 3 (b), from
return to negative filament, this statement should perwhich it will be seen that the closed tuned circuit is
haps be modified by saying that in cases where leaky
completed through a large condenser in shunt with the
grid rectification is used, the leak is usually joined to
H.T. battery.
L.T. positive. Our rule will still hold good, and we
It

3.

Continuity Tests from the Grid and Anodes.

Mention has already been made of the use of H.F.
transformer coupling, and of the ease with which the

shall get back to our fixed starting point (negative filaMent) if we consider the L.T. accumulator as a bias
battery which maintains the grid at apositive potential.
a;

'
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
NEARING

THE

3,000,000

MARK.

The
number of
receiving
licences
current at the end ot June was 2,791,717,
making an increase of 16,009 over the
pre'ious month.
During the correspondperiod last year the increase was
12,000.
All the monthly increases of 1929 have
exceeded those of the same months of
1928.
0000

FRENCH BROADCASTING UNDER
THE MICROSCOPE.

All aspects of French broadcasting are
to be minutely examined in November
next at. a C ongri,g net/Muir/
M
Radiophonic to be held in l'avis. The French
Postmaster-General has accepted the post
of President.
Delegates will attend to give evidence
on the technical, economic, intellectual.
judicial, and legal phases of the subject,
and it is hoped that an entirely revitalised
broadcasting system will be the result.
0000

A

SCOTTISH .WIRELESS

SHOW..

•An •optimistic •
belief that •
t
he Scottish
regional station of the B.B.C. will be
open by the end of next year has
prompted the Scottish Radio Retailers'
Association to make preliminary plans for
a wireless exhibition to be held in
Waverley
Market,
Edinburgh,
from
November 12th to 22nd, 1930.
0000

A

frequency has been effected--is clearly
contained in the Freneh patent 493,660
(M. Levy's) of August 4th. 1917, and rejects the argument that- the principle was
not patentable at the time the patent was
taken out.
The number of tte German
patent is 50,860, dated July 2nd, 1920.
0000

CLUB

SECRETARIES,

PLEASE

NOTE!

The Radie-Clnb of Orly. France, makes
the public aritioutwoucia Ilint one of its
active members, a coal merchant, will
allow discount un fuel' prit-es lo all subscribers who pay their subscriptions.
00 00
WEATHER NEWS FROM THE ARCTIC.
According to a Moscow report, a Soviet

expedition will shortly start for FranzJosef Land. in the Arctic, to establish
a meteorological and wireless station.
0 000
ESPERANTO.

The Twenty-first Universal Esperanto
.Congress opens at Budapest. on Friday
next, August 2nd, and will continue for
a week.
0000

HOW

THE

BEAM

PROSPERS.

The Postmaster-General has informed
Mr. Bowen, M.P.. that up to Mardi 31st,
1929, the Post Office beam services had
earned
gross
receipts amounting
to
£813, 100 at
cost
, of £538,850.

CHAMPION OF WIRELESS OPERATORS.

We regret to record the death, on Friday. July 19th, of Mr. E. R. Tuck,
General Secretar' of the Assoeiation of
Wireless and Cable Telegraphists.
Mr.
Tuck, who was 56 years of' age, had drampioned the cause of wireless operators since
1912, and was exceptionally popular with
all grades in the service.
o000
INDEX

AND

BINDING

CASES.

index for Volume XXIV of 7/is
Wireless World is now ready, and copita
are obtainable, price 3d. (pied: free 4dA,
from the Pnlilishers,
Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London. E.C.4.
Bindingcases for the volutne can also be supplied, together with the index, price
3s. Id., post free.
ooo0
The

WIRELESS CHAIN FOR
NEWSPAPERS.

U.S.

Newspapers of the United States wfil
shortly have the benefit of a short-wave
wireless (lain exclusively engaged on the
distribution of news telegrams, says a
Washington
message.
According. to
arrangements
nearing
completion
by
Press Wireless Inc., owners of the
system, twenty short. wavelengths are to
be granted to them by the Federal. Radio
Commission for trans-oceanic communica-

•

AERIALS AND /ESTHETICS.
Berlin Court has upheld the appeal

of a listener against a police order for
the removal of his aerial.
The police
acted on the grounds that a large number
of similar aerials would disfigure the city,
but the Court decided, says The Tim,o,
that the police were justified in taking
action only when a disfigurement existed,
and not hi the case of a «mere 'esthetic
probability.
0000

WHO DID INVENT THE
"SLPERHET"?

The GerMan Pa ten t (Mel , hKS recognised the priority daims of M. Luden
Levy, the French radio manufacturer, for
the discovery of the superheterodyne
principle, writes our l'aria correspondent.,
who states that the decision of the German authorities is contained in an official
letter received by M. Levy. Three other
parties put in claims of priority, viz.,
the Telefnuken Co., of Berlin; Etablissemenfs Ducretet, Paris; and the Société
des Marques et Brevets. Paris.
The German Patent Office holds that
the idea of an amplification of intermediate frequency—after the change of
B
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RADIO AND THE MODERN ARCHITECT. A striking view of the Kootwijk (Holland)
short-wave station, WILL used by the Government for communication with Java.

.
WÑll®
Wll

zo6
tion ' and afurther twenty exclusive wavelengths at alater date for trans-American
traffic.
Receiving stations will probably be
erected as follows: Three in New York,
one in Boston two in Chicago, and one
each in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and
New Orleans.
The newspapers forming the corporation are the Chicago Daily
News,
'Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Tienes,
Son leranrixere ehronirle the Christian
Scienre Monitor, and the Gannett publications.
The organisation will have
headquarters in Chicago.
0000
PUBLIC

'PHONES

ON

A

All staterooms on the s.s. Le rirt th an will
be connected to the liner's central switchboard, and by this means will enable any
passenger to receive or send a call,
whether the steamer be in dock at New
York, in the middle of the Atlantic, or at

JULY 31st, 1929.
•

THE

TELEVISION

SITUATION.

Replying to Mr. Malone and Major
Church in the house of ,Commons last
week, the Postmaster-General (Mr. Lees
Smith) said that he had received representations both from the Baird Television

LINER.

Seven short wavelengths have been
granted by the U.S. Federal Radio Commission to the American Telephone and
Telegraph
Company
for
experiments
towards the inauguration of a ship-toshore wireless service on the Leviathan
similar to those conducted recently on
the lierengaria between that ship and
A B.B.C. OUTPOST. This photograph, taken last week, shows the newly completed
-Paris. Four of the allotted wavelengths
buildings at rah:field, Surrey, which will house the B.B.C. receiving apparatus now
.will be used by the shore station at Deal
in use at Keston.
Beach, New Jersey, the other three being
Development Co. and from the British
Southampton, some 3,600 miles away.
for the use of the Leviathan.
The tests on the Berengaria have proved
Broadcasting Corporation concerning the
Of the 750,000 dollars to be expended
facilities offered for the use of a broadso successful that the Cunard Steamship
on the scheme, writes a correspondent.,
casting station for experimental transCompany has decided to install similar
the greater portion will be utilised in the
missions of television, but was not yet in
linking up of the American domestic tele- equipment on the Aquitania and Mauretania.
a position to make a statement.
'phone net to the short-wave transmitter.

T

MARCONI

HE outline of a proposed agreement
between Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., and the Radio Manufacturers' Association in regard to royalties
payable to the Marconi Company in respect

ROYALTIES ON

of broadcast receivers sold to the publiti
was discussed at a meeting held by the
Radio Manufacturers' Association at the
Hotel Cecil, London, on Wednesday last,
July 24th.

FUTURE HOME OF BROADCASTING. Work has now begun on the erection of Broadcasting House, Portland Place, London, W. The photograph shows the preliminary
excavations in progress. Part of the Queen's Hall can be seen in the background on

the right.

SETS.

•

Tho following text embodies the terina
of the suggested agreement :—
. .•. •
(a) A new agreement, dating from
August 28th, 1928, to Atigust 28th, 1933, covering patented and non-patented goods
for the field of broadcast reception.
•(b) Tile new licence shall cover the
existing patents set out in the schedule
to the A2 licence, the eliminator 'patent
(148,129, at present the subject of their
D licence), all other present and future
patents controlled by the Marconi Co.
and their associates, the Gramophone Co.,
in the field, as defined in Clause (a).
(r) Licensees shall give to the Marconi
Co. (and to its associate company, the
H.M.V.) the free use of any patents they
may possess dealing with the field as defined ill Clause (a).
In respect. of the
eliminator patent the actual royalty in
respect of this patent shall be 5s. per
apparatus when embodied in a receiving
set. The charge when the apparatus is
net so included shall be 6 per cent, of
the retail list. price.
(d) The Radio Manufacturers' Association will call the attention of the Marconi
Co. to any cases of infringement of the
patents, with a request that such in¡ringers shall be prosecuted. Should the
Marconi Company not be prepared to
undertake such prosecution, 'the question
of the prosecution shall be referred to
the arbitration of the President of the...
Law Society, whose decision shall be
binding on both sides.
(e) The royalty to be 5s. per valve
holder, the term valve holder to have the
meaning attached to it in the A2 licence.
Note.—Application for licences under.
this arrangement must be made to the
Marconi Co. not later than August 24th,
1929.
13 18
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High Stage Gain and Adequate Selectivity with Screened Valves.
By W.

1. G. PAGE, B.Sc.

(Concluded from page 7z of last week's issue.)

ri IHE reader can now state his requirements and
examine the table to see whether they can be fulfilled. For example, let us suppose that it is desired
to build a receiver having a single stage of screen-grid
amplification of alittle over one hundred times, having a
selectivity of the order of that in the "Everyman Four "
type of receiver; reference to Column ro shows that at
least two of the new S.G. valves for A.C. mains will

step-up transformer (see (d) in appendix for stage
amplification), but the amplification would be likely to
reach or exceed the instability figures of Column 12,
and either neutralisation or a reduction in the number
of primary turns might be required.
If, owing to locality, indifferent selectivity can be
tolerated, screened valves can be used with neutralised
transformers having an approximate ratio of one-to-one
and enormous amplifications up to about 300 obtained
(Column 9) when using a standard coil with a dynamic
resistance of 250,000 ohms.
Practical Application.

Two-stage H.F. amplifier giving a total amplification of over
a thousand. Amplification is limited by the value of the residual
grid to plate capacity of the valve. (From the ”Kilomag Four.")

be suitable. If lighting mains are not available, and
we do not feel inclined to feed the one-ampere filament
of the A.C. valve from an LT. accumulator, we must
be content with a stage amplification of about 70 or 8o
and use a battery-fed screened valve (see Column ro
for valves marked S.G. in Column 3). On .the other
hand, if the demand for selectivity be not so exacting,
the figures of Column 9 for S.G. and S.G./A.C. valves
can be more nearly approached by using a two-to-one
B 19

It would now be as well to take each important
column of the table and give such detail as is necessary
for the amateur to work out the various factors for new
valves not included.
Column
should be noted that S.G. means a
battery-heated screened valve, S.G./A.C. an indirectlyheated' screened valve for A.C. mains, T a batteryheated triode, T./ A.C. an indirectly-heated triode, and
P a pentode. The efficient H.F. characteristics of a
pentode are extremely interesting in view of the large
grid swing which it will handle. Second H.F. valves,
where large stage gains are concerned, may require a
larger signal-handling capacity than hitherto.
Column 5.—The A.C. resistance of the valves is given
at zero grid volts and roo volts H.T. It is important to
note that when an H.F. valve is worked under optimum
conditions of, say, minus •or minus ;
i1 volt bias and
150 volts H.T. the working impedance is considerably
lower than that given.
When we come to consider
that a typical modern detector valve will not accept
more than, say, 20 volts total grid swing (bias rol.
volts) it will be clear that with single H.F. stage amplifications of about So or roo the grid swing on the H.F.
valve must not exceed 1
/, volt, otherwise detector distortion will ensue. Why, therefore, bias the screened valve
to minus 41
.volts ready to accept a signal of 3 volts?
The mutual conductance, and hence signal strength,
increases as the valve is worked nearer and nearer to
zero grid volts, and provided the region of grid current
is avoided the greatest efficiency will result from a bias
of under a volt. Suggested methods of biasing 2-, 4-,
and 6-volt valves are given in Fig. 2.
Column 6.—The true comparative figure of merit for

IT

The Modern H.F. Valve.—

;since
1/Ro
this generally comes to less than unity, we have multiplied by roo in each case. Where there are H.F. performance factors of so and roo respectively the H.F. output
in the second case will be double that of the first. The
neutralised stage gain of Column 9 will be found to be
directly proportional to the column now under consideration. Stage gain where optimum transformer ratios are

H.F. valves when transformer-coupled

is

/
used is j-p, x which it can be seen that the valve
'\R ofrom
contributes

and the coil j4/ R.

/À.

•‘/R,

The latter can

conveniently be called the "coil factor." In the case
of an "Everyman Four" type of Litz coil the expression R=-- equals approximately 250,000 ohms for the
Cr
medium broadcast band, therefore the coil factor is
%/ 25o,000 = 25o.

Column 9 is got by multiplying the

Fig. 2.—With most screened valves there is very little " straight "
in the anode current-grid volts curve, and the best mutual conductance (and hence signal strength) can be obtained with less than
1 volts negative bias. A bias of
volt can be obtained with 4-volt
valves by connecting a 41-volt bias battery as in (a). For 2- and
6-volt valves a potentiometer is required (b).

coil factor by the valve's H.F. performance factor
divided by ino. In a cheaper coil of the type just specified, but wound with the same number of turns of 22
S.W.G. solid wire (D.C.C.), R would be about 18o,000
ohms and the coil factor pVi8o,000 = 212. By computing the coil factor and multiplying by one-hundredth of

H.F.VALVE STATISTICS
1
VALVE

2

MAKER

a.
TYPE

4

AMPLIFICATION
FACTOR

5

RESISTANCE

'6

7

9

a

H.F.
OPTIMUM
PERFFelOA
RNCE
TRANSFORMES

50 OF
Pinny

NEUTRALISED
AC/S.

AC/G.

SP/6100.
220 5 G.

COSMOS

••

••
COSS OR

S.G/A.C.

1200

sa

T/A.C.

T.

800,000

17,500

19

11,000

1

135

io

STAGE
STAGE
AMPLIFI Am pLFAIT,_ION
WITH 31
CIVON
MAXIMUM

68

290

18

ii

12

VALVE

MAXIMUM

STAGE
(ANODE-GRID
FAC
/ AMPLIFI-

TRANSFORMER
TIO( i't'f)

121

0006

66

_

_

14

46

_

.-

UNNEU?--eArlilaND
208

38

3.8

•

- 18

S.O.

200

200,000

••

SG/SG.

400

200,000

41.M.HF.

••

T/A.c.

25

14,000

RI

610 H.F.

••

T.

20

20,000

14

H.F. 610

EDISWAN

T.

25

21,000

17

G.215

MARCONI
AND
()SRAM

5.

170

200,000

SA.

110

170,000

.-

••

T.

40

80,000

HL.610

••

T.

so

DE5.B.

••

T.

20

•

•

165,000

_
-

0923

76

_

146

_

_

_

52

_

_

_

_

35

_

_

_

_

•20

43

_

_

_

_

1.14

61

95

62

9014

61

184,000

1.2

57

86

46

son

55

-

45 '

1.12

61

112

78

ea

1.12

61

224

4.2

le

9.54

19

3.45

as
27

.-

DEH.610

DYNAMIC
RESISTANCE lo I, •, 1

-

.

41.M.SG.

5.625

13
LOWEST LOSS
COIL FOR COL.12

/

16

2

40

....

_

.._

_

30,000

17

99

24

43

_

_

_

_

30,000

12

2.9

24

29

:
-•

,

34

3-4

1101

.

_

S.G.215

MAZDA

5.0.

300

270900

PM.16

MULL AR D

S.O.

200

200,000

45

1.12

61

112

73

ecne

PM.S4.V.

••

Su/A.

1000

1,330,000

87

1

88

158

61

ma"

98

_

PM.354.V.

••

T/A.c.

35

14,000

30

4.2

18

78

_

_

_

_

18

22.500

12

3.3

21

30

_

_

17

36

_

_

-

_

64

_

58

1

68

144

PM1.H.F.

••

T.

PM5.X.

••

T.

17-5

14,700

14

4.1

PM.26

••

P.

50

25,000

32

3.2

21

80

SI X-SI XTY

60.

190

220,000

41

1.07

114

102

SS. 215. SG.

* Stalled lo

84

• 0005

153

280,000

88

180,000

__

•

•

_

_

_

_

_

confirmation by lire valve menufieforers.
II
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The Modern H.F. Valve.—

log

detector valve. It may, no doubt, be of interest to give
a numerical example. If the anode detector is followed
by L.F. transformer coupling with, say, 0.0003 mfd.
across the primary, the load thrown back on to the
Column 7.—The optimum transformer ratio is •% ,
I
Ï
Ro' H.F. transformer is equivalent to about zo ohms,' which
must be added in series with the high-frequency resistTaking R, as before, to be 250,000 ohms for 68 turns
ance already existing in the tuned secondary cirof 27/42 Litz on a 3m. Paxolin former, it is clear that
cuit. In assuming that a typical " Everyman Four"
/R.
type of transformer secondary lias a dynamic resistwhen Ro is less than 250,000 ohms the expression
R
ance of 250,000 ohms, we have taken the highis greater than one and the transformer must have ao
frequency resistance at 300 metres as zo ohms, for
step-up ratio. There are three screened
valves where Ro (Column 5) is greater
than 250,000, and theoretically a stepdown ratio is indicated. Were we to wind
a primary of more than 68 turns, the
selectivity would be extremely bad, and,
owing to the fact that the screen-toanode valve capacity of, say, zo µFF.
is shunted across this wir.ding, there
might be trouble due to resonance and
curtailment of wave range. With the
three valves concerned, therefore, a
one-to-one transformer has been specified as being a compromise between
tolerable selectivity and signal strength.
Column 8.—The number of primary
turns given assumes a 68-turn secondary. To realise acoefficient of coupling
of about unity the primary must be
wound very close to the secondary and
turn for turn with that winding. Fine
wire should be used and the winding
started over the low potential end of the
secoi alary.
Column 9.—Only in one case can a
By means of interchangeable coils and a change-over lever a neutralised triode
modern screened valve theoretically be
may be substituted for the screen-grid valve.
Stage gain and selectivity can be
readily adjusted to suit requirements.
(From the "Schools' Demonstrative
used with a coil where R=25o,o0o
Receiver.")
ohms with stability withorr: neutralisation. The stage amplification in this column is therefore
L
250µH
xv-- Cr = 0.0001infelo ohms= 250,000 ohms. What is
for valves when neutralised. The figures are obtained
the effect on stage amplification of an increase from zo
from the expression 114 xN where N.
-, except for
to 20 ohms? Taking the case of a neutralised H.L.6zo
Ro
valve, the optimum transformer ratio will be reduced
the three screened valves already discussed, in which
from approximately three-to-one to two-to-one, and the
case the expression (b) in the appendix applies.
Column 10.—As explained before, these figures for a stage amplification from about 43 to 3z. When the
anode bend detector is followed by resistance coupling
non-optimum step-up of three-to-one obtained from (d)
the effective load thrown back is considerably less.
in the appendix for screened valves, do not show areducColumn 13.—Here the lowest loss coil is shown which
tion of amplification to one-third. Compare Columns 9
will
just make the unneutralised valve on the verge. of
and ro.
oscillation at 200 metres.
The figures are worked out
Column 12.—Calculated from expression (c) in the
from (a) in the appendix when H := 2 at 200 metres. It
appendix. It has been considered fair to take the ampliwould seem that Litz coils (except in one case) are hardly
fication at 200 metres, since absolute stability will exist
necessary when a screened valve is not neutralised and
up to 600 metres. If we made the threshold instability
when a tuned anode or one-to-one transformer is used.
at 300 metres the receiver would be unstable at 200
metres, but the amplification over the stable range of 300
In Conclusion.
metres upwards would be considerably greater. The
Summarising, we can say that the new range of S.G.
magnitude of the figures in this column depend a great
valves for A.C. mains, giving stage amplifications of zoo
deal upon the valve capacity as given in Column H.
to 300, are unprecedented in their performance. The
All the stage amplifications quoted are for the highfrequency amplifier per se, but no account has been
" Improving Detector Efficiency."
The Wireleim World,
taken of the anti-phase feed-back due to an anode bend
May 22nd, 1929, p. 524.
the valve's performance factor as given in Column 6, the
stage amplification can be obtained for various coils.
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indirectly heated triodes come very close to the batteryheated S.G. valves when the latter are used with suitable
step-up transformers to give equal selectivity, but the
battery-heated triodes still fall in a class wherein the
maximum stage amplification is about fifty times, using
standard coils and components.

APPENDIX.
The expression 'ahich gives the value of the maximum
dynamic resistance (lowest loss) of coils which can be used
before instability, due to anode-grid capacity, sets in for any
valve is as follows (a one-to-one transformer--or tuned anode—
,is assumed, together with perfect external. screening) :—

•

e g
= 2
:1 /1 + 1 \

W.)

.. •

•
• (a)

•

Having obtained the value of R which makes the expression
11=2 at 200 metres, the stage amplification Á is obtained by the
htattal formula for resistance-coupling :—
(b)
If

JULY 3Ist, 1929.
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it is required to arrive at the maximum stage amplification

A in one expression without the intermediate step of finding
R, the following formula is used :—
— 1± VI
2 Ro aiCo
- A =
••
•• (c/'
at Co R0
In order to obtain really sharp interstage tuning with screened
valves, H.F. transformers with step-up ratios of 2, 3 or 4 to 1
can be used instead of the value of approximately one-to-ono
(see Column 7), which gives optimum stage gain.
To find the
decreased stage gain resulting from any non-optimum step-up
ratio the following expression is used :—
Netll
A R+
N2 Ro
-• •
•• 01)In all the above formula it is assumed that we are dealing with the medium broadcast band (200-600 metres), and that
the dynamic resistance of a coil is substantially constant over
thii range.
Furthermore, if expressions (a) and (c) are
solved for threshold instability at 200 metres (0)=10' x2s• x1.5)
the receiver will be increasingly stable up to WO metres.
A =stage amplification.
C,=anode :grid capacity in farads.
g=mutual conductance 'in amps/volte.
/4= amplification factor of 'valve.
11 •=.A.C. resistance of valve (ohms).
R= dynamic resistance in ohms.
1»
•211' xfrequency.
N =step-up turns ratio of H.F. transformer.
fErrateta.—In Part I the Menem to "column 15" ea ease
,

read "column 12.'1
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KIT CONSTRUCTORS' PROBLEMS.
Advice on the

Practical Operation of Some

The Information Department Service has been estended to deal with
problems encountered by builders of "kit" sets discussed in Mese
pages. Receivers already treated are the "New Cossor Melody Maker,"
Osrani "Music Magnet," Muliard "Master Three Star," Six-Sixty
"Mystery Receiver," Ferranti "Screened Grid Three," Form° "Screened
Grid Three," Dubilier "Toreador Screened Grid Four," McMichael
"Screened Three," and the Mallard "S.G.P. Master Three." The
, service is subject to Me rules printed in the "Renders' Problems" section.

•Semi-ganged Control.
In your published description of the "Dubilier Toreador Screen
Grid Four" you make mention of the fact that the three
condenser control drums are mounted side by side and that
two of these controls may be actuated together'over a cer• tain band of wavelengths.
The operation of the third
condenser is not discussed; should it be worked simultaneously with. the others?
A. A. C.
Two of the variable condensers in this set are for tuning
purposes, while the third is for reaction. This latter control
is more or less independent of the setting of the tuning dials,
and purely from the operating point of view there is no
advantage in.its dial being mounted adjaceht to the others.
•When searching for distant transmissions it is advisable to
operate the two tuning controls proper with one hand (indeed,
over a limited wave-band with one finger), while the reaction
control is actuated by the other hand.
0000
Pentode and Loud Speaker.
am taking my "Osram Music Magnet" to the west efiiist
of Ireland, and in order to obtain the extra sensitivity
which it seems will be necessary propose to replace the
present triode output valve by a ,.:ientode. -Do you think
that my cone loud speaker will give good results with this
valve, or would it be necessary to obtain a special output
trans form cri'R. H. •R.
In all probability your present loud speaker will work well
with the new valve, particularly if its windings are of fairly
high impedance, but, if you are not satisfied with the quality
of reproduction, you should try the effect of shunting a comparatively large fixed condenser across the loud speaker ter'minais. We suggest a value of about 0.002 mfd.
•

Popular Sets.

Changing the Detector Valve.1 am building the "Ilonie Constructor's Screened Mimic
Three," and as l do not intend to use the set far gramophone reproduction should be glad to know if any increase
in range could be obtained by. using a detector valve of
higher amplification factor than that specified.
A. T. S.
Yes, this deviation •from the specification is permissible, but
in order to attain any sensible increase in range, combined with
good quality reproduction, you will be well advised to use an
L.F. coupling transformer with a high primary inductance.
0000
A Safety Precaution.
/ Aare obtained some R.7'. fuses and intend to -add them tomy Mullard "S.O.P." with the idea of protecting both
valves and battery in the event of a short-circuit. Will you
please tell me where the fuses should be connected? E. P.
A single fuse joined between the H.T. negative terminal and
the battery itself should be sufficient for all practical purposes,
but, to be absolutely safe, it would be better to connect separate
fuses in each of the three positive feed leads.
0000

Incorrect Inductance.
My "Diode Three" is giving good results on the long waves,
but on the mediunt broadcast bond its performance is anything but satisfactory; in fact, the left-hand tuning condenser has little effect and must be set at zero for the reception of 50B and 2W—the only two stations I have been
• able to receive. Does this symptom convey any indication
to you as to what is wrong?
M. R. S.
It seems almost certain that you are using the wrong type
of coil in the aerial-grid circuit, and we are inclined to think
that you llave probably inserted in this holder a coil of the
same inductance as that used in the detector grid circuit. If
you consider Fig. 1 of our descriptive article ' which appeared
in the issue of June 19th, 1929, you will see that the variable
condenser is shunted across the whole of the aerial-grid coil L,
while the tuning capacity is in parallel with one half only of
the corresponding detector-grid inductance L„, and Le . Consequently, asmaller winding is required for the first position.
B 22
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A Review of Manufacturers'
DIJBILIER VARIABLE CONDENSER.
new prodmi of this c,,mpany is a
0.0001 nifd. vat table condenser designed
to meet the special requirements of shortwave reception.
Wide spactng between
the vanes is adopted, but the feature of
pm-titular interest is the provision of a
small glass ball, in place of tine steel ball
usually fitted, in tin- slov..-motion drive.

Dahill«

special

short-wave receiving
condenser.

This, it is claimed, eliminates those
noises to which a metal-to-metal drive so
often gives rise.
Single-hole fixing is
adopted, and the reduction ratio is
approximately 200 :1.
The measured maximum capacity was
found to be 0.000099 infd., and the minimum capacity 5 micro-mids. only.
The
price is 12s. 6d.
The "K.O." drum control triple condenser assembly consists of three "K.C."
type emidenserii—wilhout special slowmotion device other than that obtained by
virtue of the large drum controls—mounted
on a substantial aluminium haine. The
three drum controls ant sufficiently close
together to enable simultaneous, or independent, control of the three condensers.
This is achieved by passing the operating
spindle of the extreme outside condenser
through the hollow shaft of that adjacent
B 2.3
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Recent Products.

to it. The drum operating this condenser
is therefore the centre one of the three.
Normally each condenser has the saune
capacity, either 0.0005 mid. or 0.0003 mfd.,
but for a small extra charge cominations
of these capacities can be supplied. The
sample tested comprised thief, 0.0005 gad.
condensers,
and
measurements
made
showed that they were for all practical
purposes satisfactorily matched.
The
measured minimum capacity of each was
25 inicro-nirds. (this rather high figure is
due to the mass of metal comprising flue
frame and adjacent condensers), while the
maximum capacities Were felled le be
0.000475 mfd., 0.000478 mfd., and 0.000487
lad. The price is 38s. 6d. in either
0.0005 mfd. or 0.0003 red. capacities.
The makers are the Dubilier Condenser
Co. (1925j, Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, London, W.3.
000 0
"W.B." 5-PIN A.C. VALVEHOLDER.
Shortly a new range of indirectly
heated A.C. valves will be appearing
on
the
market
having
a modified
arrangement of the pin connections in the
base. Four pins are spaced in the orthodox way, whilst the fifth is central.

"K.C." drum

This demands a special base fitting,
which is met by the " W.B." 5-pin A.C.
valve-holder now on the market. It consists of a moulded bakelite shell wit-h five
sockets arranged to take both the new and
the present. type valves; a similar number
of terminals is fitted and appropriately

a
«M•11.

ep

Stout nickel siher expanding sockets are
fitted to the ..W.B."
5-pin
A.C.
valve.
holder.

marked. The holder is of the rigid type,
not anti-microphonie.
Nickel silver expanding leg sockets are fitted. The makers
are Messrs. VV1iiteley, Bonelitim & Co.,
Ltd., Nottingliani Road, Mansfield, Notts,
and the price is Is. 6d.

control triple condenser—a Dubilier product.
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R.I. DUAL ASTATIC CHOKE.
The parallel-feed method of coupling
choke
screiati-grid
i
s used
valves,
in

conjunction
in which anwith
H.F.
a

coupling condenser to pass oit H.F. currents to the tuned grid circuit of the
succeeding valve, has had the effect of

JULY 3rst, z929.

cates that the choke can be used for all
broadcast wavelengths in common use
without the slightest possibility of self.
oscillation.
Impedance values at a few
important wavelengths are as follows :—
Wavelength (metres).
200
500
1,500

Impedance (ohms).
8,020
41,500
,280,000 .

The windings are air-spaced and wound
astatically, so that the external magnetic
field associated with the choke is reduced
to negligible proportions and the possibility of coupling with other coils in
the circuit. is minimised. The standard
choke is 32
Lin. in height and is mounted
in a base 2in. square. A modified design
suitable for portable sets is also available.
Naturally, the qualities which make
for success in the screen-grid circuit are
also advantageous in other circuits, such
as the detector with capacity controlled
reaction, and the choke can be recommended for universal application.
The
price is 7s. 6d.
0 0 00
The R.I. " Dual Astatic" choke; D.C. resistance 660 ohms.

BELLING-LEE WANDER PLUGS.

bringing to light serious defects in certain types of H.P. chokes which give
satisfactory results in other circuits.
The trouble is due te subsidiary resonances, particularly in the region of
200-500 metres, which causes absorption
and, consequently, inequalities in the
amplification curve of the IL F. stage.
Messrs. R.I., Ltd., have given this
problem their special attention, and have
succeeded in producing a choke which

The main feature of this wander plug
is that provision is made for gripping the
silk covering as well as the wire when
ordinary lighting "flex " is used. The
result is a neat and tidy termination to
the 11.T. and grid bias leads. To attach
the wander plug unscrew the cap, thread
the flex through, and pass the bared wire
through the small hole in the loose washer.
When the head is replaced, the wire and
covering will be firmly gripped and no
frayed ends visible.

4001)00

R.I. DUAL
ASTATIC

H.F

CHOKE

IMPEDANCE (OHMS)

800,000

200p00

loop

cd.
0

500

1000

1500

2000

WAVELENGTH

2500

3000

3500

(METRES)

Impedance curve of the R.I. •• Dual Astatic" choke; external capacity 8 micro-mid.

does not suffer from these defects. The
impedance curve shows that it is entirely
free from subsidiary resonances and can
tnerefore be used in screen-grid valve
couplings without producing absorption
oi "blind spots." Under the conditions
of the test with an associated capacity
of e micro-mfd. the maximum impedance
is obtained at 1,800 metres, nhich indi-

An improvement of no less importance
is the nature of the prongs. These are
not turned .nd split, but are made from
"D "-section hard-drawn brass wire, and
it is claimed that this method of construction imparts to the prongs greater
resiliency, since the springiness of metals
is largely ine to the hard crust which is
generally removed in the tuning process.

The plugs are small and particularli
suitable for use in portable sets where the
clearance above the top of the batteey is
not too great. Indicating lettering is engraved on the capa, and fifteen variations
are available.

Belling-Lee Indicating wander plugs.

The makers are Messrs. Belling and Lee,
Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End,
Middlesex, and the prie is 40. each.
0 00 0

"SINQIJERS."
The introduction of small floats into
accumulator cells provides a visual indication of the state of the battery, but
hitherto these have not been available to
the public.
Messrs. Fiddian, Bawtree
and Co., Gem Works, Oakhill Road,
Sutton, Surrey, have recently placed on
the market a special compound from
which small balls to act as charge indicators can be made quite easily.
The
compound is supplied in the form of
dises 1k-in. in diameter and 4in. .trick.
These are supplied in red and blue
colours, and when placed in warm water
become sufficiently soft to work into
balls.
A small pellet of each colour, dropped
into a fully charged accumulator, will
float on the surface of the acid, but if
the cell is half discharged the red ball
only will float, while the blue will sink.
Should both balls sink, the battery
requires charging forth v. it h.
Tests
made
with
this
compound •
showed that the makers' claim is fully
substantiated by hydrometer readings of
the acid strength at various positions of
the pellets. The blue ball cominenced to
sink when the S.G. of the acid dropped
to 1,215 (corresponding to half charge
with a cell filled with normal strength
acid). The red 'commenced to go down
when the S.G. of the electrolyte Wei
down to 1,175.
It will be necessary to raise the acid
level in some types of cell so as to leave
at least, half an inch above the top of
the plates for the "Sinquers " to perform in.
The compound is supplied in small
cartons, each containing a red and a blue
disc, at the price of is., or by post
is. 3d.
0000

CORRECTING NOTE.
When referring to the products of the
Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd., in the
issue of July 17th, the address was given
in error as nr. Birmingham.
It should
have been New Sawley, nr. Nottingham.
B 24
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News from All Quarters:

113

By Our Special

Correspondent.

A Hard-worked Announcer.—Trials of Programme Preparation.—Describing a Car Race.
A

Visitor from Denmark.

A stir was created among the announcing staff at Savoy Hill last week by
the arrival of Mr. Carl F. Schionning,
nor did the commotion subside when Mr.
Schioniiing passed a few remarks on
what he saw. Mr. Schionning, who is
the chief announcer in the Danish broadcasting service, expressed amazement at
the general efficiency of British broad-.
csting, but he stated in no uncertain
terms that he envied the British announcer.
000 0

The Day's Work.
Front Mr. Sehionning's

account of his
own duties, it would seem that when he
tumbles into his bed in the small hours
he has every right to " call it a day."
Every day, Sundays included, ho begins
work at 9 UM. and, on alternate days,
continues his announcing duties until
midnight. Ile can call every second day
his own after 5 p.m.
In addition to announcing, he conducts
rehearsals and auditions, engages artists,
assesses their respective programme value
and pays them accordingly.
All this work is carried out at the
headquarters at Copenhagen, whence all
Danish programmes are broadcast or relayed to Kalundborg amid other relay
stations.
0000

A Comparison.

Besid., this prodigious output of individual effort, the job of the B.B.C. announcer is undoubtedly a " walk-over,"
but there must be very few listeners who
would claim that the payment of their
annual licence fee entitled the public to
extract so much daily toil from one
person.
A B.B.C. announcer averages eight
•hours daily, and even if be is not fully
occupied all that time, it is worth remembering that the work is irregular
and calls for a good deal of private inconvenience to keep up time flow of programmes at hours which in most businesses would be regarded as " unreasonable."
000

Plans That Go Awry
By the. way, the Programme Department, probably suffering from the effects
of the heat wave, has had an attack of

statistical fever. An average has been
struck over tho past two or three months
showing that every week approximately
111 alteration:. are made in the programme hit as it is originally conceived.
This means, in effect, that 16 " bestlaid schemes ...gang agley " every day,
and may serve to explain why members of
the
Programme
Department
nearly
always wear e hunted look just before
the programmes go tu press.
•••••

FUTURE

FEATURES.

London and SXX.
4TH.- -Boy Scouts' Association
„Liao oree . Thanksgi sing Service from Arrowe Park, hi rkenhead.
Addresses by Archbishop of Canterbury and Sir 'Lobed Baden-Powell.
AUGUST
7TH..- Sing-Song
relayed
from
Duke of York's Camp, New Romney.
arecer evre.—" The Fountain of Youth,"
comic: opera by Mired tte
AUGUST 101B.--Opening Night of Promenade seeiscri, Queen's Hall.
Daventry 5GB.
Allallter
Ctn. — 'uVurzel- Chino nery,"
is
comedy I, A. A. Milne.
Mural'
7Tn.
i
I
ita ry
Band
Concert
from Leamington Spa.
Anent

World

Cardiff.

Aram 7TH.--Two elay., relayed from
Citizen
Bath.
Manchester.

AUGV8T 5711.- -Running Commentary cm
Yorkshire
v.
Lamm shi r
e
county
Cricket
Match,
by
Mr.
F.
R.
Stainton.
Atom 8TH.--Eisteddrod Concert from
Liverpool.
Newcastle.
ALCIST
STH.•-ltl
from North-East
Coast Exhibition.
Glasgow.
ACGtnef erd.—,c.ttish Orchestral Concert
Aberdeen.
Arctst
Wi'
Ihe
Jocks
in
Prance," ay Arthur Black.
9111.—:itnic. and Story of the Gael.
Belfast.
Artnrst Ctn.—Irish Variety Programme.

Seeking Fresh Talent.

A moro harassing job, though than
that of " Prorainmes" belongs to the
Booking fl-par ment, whose members go
out at the behest of the Programmes Department to tap fresh sources cif talent.
This calls for resource, discrimination
and moral courage, particularly the last,
as there are certain sources of talent
which have to be dammed, not tapped.

the Microphone.
Mr. S. C. It. Davis, of The Autocar,
will broadcast front a Glasgow studio an
eye-witness account of the International
Motor Road Race for the B.A.C. Tourist Trophy, which will be run in Ulster
on August 17th.
The description will
be seat out from all stations except 5GB
at 10 o'clock on the evening of the 17th.
Mr. Davis es competing; in the race,
and in order that he may reach Glasgow
station in time to broadcast on the same
day, the B.B.C. has arranged with the
Scottish Flying Club for an aeroplane to
fly him from Belfast to Renfrew aerodrome, whence a car will convey him to
Glasgow.
Mr. Davis, who will leave
Belfast immediately after the race, will
prepare his broadcast while flying across
the Irish Sea.

By Air to

rcD 00

A Cricket Commentary.
County ericket does

not usually lend
itself to the broadcast commentary, but
an exception is to be made in the case of
the Yorkshire end Lancashire match on
August 5. when a ruiming comiimnentary by
Mr. F. R. Stainton will be relayed from
the Bradford ericket ground to all stations
in the Northern region.
0000

A

Shakespeare Night.

A broadcast version of Shakespeare's
" King
Henry VIII,"
in
seventeen
scenes, will be heard from 2L0 and 5XX
on August 14. The play, which will
occupy two hoists, has been adapted by
Dulcima Glasby and will be produced by
Howard Rose, who forsook the legitimate
stage some three years ago to join broadcasting, and whose productions for Savoy
IIill now run into several hundreds.
0000

the North.
A neusical feature of outstanding importance is being contributed by the
North Region to tins oat huai programme
on August 7th, when listeners to London
and Daventry, as well as to Northern
stations, will hear a Symphony Concert,
conducted by Sir Hamilton Harty, front
the Main Studio at Manchester.
The
programme includes a concerto for violin
and orchestra, written by Sir Hamilton
himself. The solo part will .be played
by Alfred Barker, with the Northern
Wireless Orchestra accompanying.

National Programme from

Wbgen5
NV011td.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the *opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondenee should be addressed to The elitor, "tie Wade» World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must te arnompaniel by the writer's name and address.
AMATEUR STATUS.
Sir,—As a regular reader of your valuable paper may I be
allowed to say a few words on the question of status? It is
assumed by the majority of your correspondents that the
amateur generally is in no way to blame for the present
state of affairs, which, in my opinion, has been brought
about largely by at least 50 per cent, of the present-day
amateurs not truly realising what they are granted their licences
for.
The so-called experiments relating, to this 50 per cent. consists of, mainly,
brass pounding,' with no real object in
view, collecting childish "QSL cards," generally making uncontrollable nasty noises, or attempting to send wheezy gramophone,
records. Itherefore support the authorities in their administration which will probably not be relaxed until the amateurs as
a whole do something useful. Iam not, of course, referring to
pioneers, but more to the younger members of the fraternity.
•It is pleasing to see, however, that certain responsible men are
at last getting together for serious work. Thu only will help
to raise the amateur status.
"AN OBSERVER."
London, N.17.
Sir e—Having held the position of Hon. Secretary to the Incorporated Radio Society of Great Britain during the negotiations
with the Post Office authorities regarding the application of
the Washington Report, I feel that I should be permitted to
reply to your correspondents who have communicated with you
upon this matter.
The existing- conditions for amateur transmitters were agreed
after prolonged exchange of views between a special committee
appointed by the R.S.G.B. and the Post Office, and finally
resulted in practically every point of the Washington Report
being conceded, the only point not allowed being an application
for reduction of the tolerances or safety limits upon the various
bands. The negotiations resulted in the free transmission of
"unimportant private messages" and the use of the 21- and
4-metre bands by all transmitters, the use of the very short
waves having only previously been enjoyed by a few. In effect
.the R.S.G.B. were quite satisfied with the result of the discussions.
It must be remembered that the law regarding amateur "transmissions is very different in this country to elsewhere. Here
the provisions of the Telegraph Act are in force to preserve the
Crown monopoly of the sending of all messages from one party
tdanother. The facilities granted to amateurs can therefore be
regarded as concessions for experimental work under the Act..
The sending of free traffic messages, as in the U.S.A. arid as
suggested by one of your correspondents, would be an impossible
grant even for the Postmaster-General without the Act being
repealed. .Consequently the complaint of the correspondent
should be directed rather against the Government than the
Postmaster-General, who is in reality only administering the
powers vested in him to guard.
Nobody would envy the Postmaster-General in his work con.cerning the issue of licences. He has to use every precaution
within his power to preserve his rights and to grant concessions
only to those whom he has good grounds to believe will not
abuse them. In this respect obviously such organisations as the
A:B.R.S. and the R.S.G.B. must be of great assistance to him
upon account of the assurance they can give, being in close touch
with their members.
Applications to the R.S.G.B. for recommendations for special
facilities have always been considered by a special committee,

and in very few cases have they been rejected.
In most
instances the applicant fai:ed to supply evidence warranting
the use of the special powers sought, while in others the Society
felt that endorsement would jeopardise the trust imposed
in them.
In conclusion, I can only state that all negotiations with the
Post Office authorities which passed through my hands were
conducted in the most friendly spirit and with the utmost
courtesy.
H. BEVAN SWIFT,
Act. Vice-president, Inc. Rad. Soc. of Great Britain.

Sir,—We wish to show oar .appreciation of the stand you us
taking for amateur radio.
We cannot help thinking how much better it would be on
both sides if the amateur radio movement was given recognition by the Government, and an emergency nrtwork of stations
built up, ready to deal with traffic when required.
Controlling regulations would, of course, be drawn ap, and
if the Government was afraid that transmitters were avoiding
paying for telegrams in this way, traffic forms could he issued
or sold, a check being made in this way of the traffic dealt
with. This system is, we believe, carried out .With success by
the A.R.R.L. in America.
Another point is that the standard of amateur transmissions •
in Britain is as high, if not higher, than in any other part of
the world, and for reliability cannot be beaten.
When one
hears so-called mobile or emergency stations sending out A.C.
signals on any frequency. they wish to use one wonders, what
the amateur has done to warrant the treatment that he is given
in this country.
Trusting that you will continue to give the matter prominence, as you successfully did Empire broadcasting,
CYRIL S. HUNT, G6NT.
R. A. MINTER, mtg. •
JUNK.
. Sir,—Mr. Kendall's suggestion is excellent.
I am sure that, there are any number who would be only too
glad to give their discarded apparatus for the furtherance of
hospital work.
Any quantity may be addressed to King's College Hospital,
London, S.E.5.
C. E. A. BEDWELL,
House Governor. •
A NUT CONVENTION.
Sir,—Might I take the liberty of suggesting that your
esteemed journal would earn the gratitude of all set builders
if you would arrange with the component manufacturers to
use standard sizes of hexagon nuts for terminals, instead of the
multitude of various forms and sizes of milled edge round terminais and nuts.
From a manufacturing point of view this matter contains no
difficulties; nuts cari be cut off from ordinary hexagon rolled
brass stock cheaper than they can be shaped up from rotind
stock.
If we had standard nuts we set makers could then obtain
special tools that would enable' us to tighten up our out-of-theway connections without any loss of time or temper.
Alexandria, Egypt.
"MARANDIS."
B 26
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creasing the number of printery turns on
the long-wave transformer. Instead of
winding this section in three slots only,
we suggest that you should deepen the
fourth slot (counting from the low.'
potential end), and in the lower part of
this deepened slot will be wound another
primarv .section identical with the others.
A small loss in .selectivity should not.
trouble you in your (wirilessly) remote
situation, and in any case it terference
between long-wave stations is not so
severe its at the time when the set was
designed.
000 o
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a' The Wireless World" Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of
queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases al greater length than
would be possible in a letter.
Too Much Magnification.
Iam sending you a circuit diagram of say
proposed 4.0. mains receiver, and
should be obliged if you would let me
hare your comments on the general
suitability of the arrangement. In
several articles in "The Wireless
World" stress has been laid on the
fact that it is often unwise to strive
after maximum amplification from the
L.P. side of the average set; with a
view to avoiding risk of L.P. oscillation, I have decided to use choke
coupling between the detector and first
L.". amplifier, as this will give less
magnification than a transformer. It
is with regard to this part of the circuit that Ishould especially appreciate
any criticism.
B. S. E.
The diagram of a four-valve mains set
submitted by out. correspondent shows a
single transformer coupled H. F. stage
(S.G.. valve) followed by an anode bend
detector and two L.F. stages, choke and
transformer coupled (in that order).
Cosmos A.C. valves are to be used

throughout, and the diagram indicates
that both screening and decouplimg are tu
be unusually complete.
While choke coupling will give less magnification than a transformer, it should
be pointed out that the overall magnification of the L.F. side of the receiver
with the inodoro valves speci lied will be
very large; in spite of this, stability may
be achieved, thanks to the elaborate precautions taken, but there is some possibility of another trouble against the occurrence of which no measures :went to be
proposed.
This is associated with the
anode bend detector; a rectifier working
in this way, as is well known, requires
a large input for its satisfactory operation, and consequently it, can hardly be
followed by is. high magnification L.F.
amplifier in which the voltage-handling
capabilities of the output stage are more
or less limited.
As frequently pointed
out, in these circumstances it is essential
to provide some means ‘viiercby surplus
amplification of signals of great. or medium strength
may be thrown away—
when listening to really distant transmissions, "quality " considerations generally fall into the background--and we
suggest that you should fit a variable resistance of some 200,000 ohms' maximum
value across the choke.
This form of
control, which is nowadays generally re(iOnlin iii ded
for L.F. transformia! coupling, is quite satisfactory in this particular case.
The method of connection is
shown in Fig. 1.
000 o

1.—Resistance volume control
L.F. choke coupling.
B
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compromise in Design.
Although my "S.G. Regional" provides
amply lokd signals from Daventry
5X X.
fis. el that volume from. sererat
of Mc other long•mave stations is
hardly adequate. Is there any simple
way of is-creasing its sensitivity on
this band.'
I should make it clear
that only a small increase in magnification is necessary.
F. S. W.
It should be possible to make an appieciable increase in H.F. magnification
on the long wave side—but, of course, at
the expense of some selectivity—by in.

Faulty Insulation?
My " Kilo-Nag Pour" receiver, after
working satisfactorily for some time,
seems to hare developed a fault.
The, set has been modified by die insertion of a low-readin¡i milliammeter
in series with the detector anode circuit in the manner suggested in recent
articles; normally, the meter indicates a reading of about 0.25 minimum when bias is set for best rectification. Now, with the same bias,
current is increased to about 2 miniamps (not constant), and the signals
from distant stations are almost un receivable.
The great increase in detector
anode current is observed whether or
no signals are coming in, and the
usual tests fail to reveal any fault;
butteries are, in order, and the valve
itself functions properly in a similar
set. Can you tinged what is wrong?
P. S. C.
This is a puzzling fault, but we are
fairly certain that there is a simple explanation. You have probably omitted to
test the insulation resistance between the
windiligs of your second H.F. transformer; we think it likely that you will
find that this has become defective, and
that there is a considerable leakage to
earth from the source of H. 'I'. supply.
Current flowing through this leakage path
will giv rise to a difference of pótential
across the ends of the &coupling resistance in the grid circuit, aril consequently
a positive voltage in opposition to that
impressed by the grid battery will be
applied to the detector grid, giving rise
to the effect you describe.
BULE(.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal lath
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and heteded " Infor-

mation Department"
(2.) QUerieti
si be writhe on one side of
the paper_ and diagrams drawn on tt separate
sheet. A velf-addressed stamped tatrelope 7131181

be enclosed fo, postal reple
(3.) Itt s
ions or curait diagrams for complete
rises-it-ers eunnot be given: under prel•ent-dint
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kimi in the course of a letter,
(1a Practical teirings plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.

chokes, power transformers,
=walled.

etc., cannot be

(u;.) Queries arising from the construction or
opera i'm of receivers né ust lie confined to con-

ional sets described in "The Wireless
Vuele! "or le standard man uf out ?trees' receivers.
Iteaders (leering in for mOf 10 n on matters
beyond Ow scope of the I.:formation Depart went are invited t., submit suggestions regarding
sublet's en be treated in future "eu-les or
varagraith&
Rtruel

.
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Heat -resisting Former.
about tu make awire-evounel voltagereducing resistance for accumuleitar
charging purposes, and, in the interests of econotny, pro-pose to use a
gauge o¡ wire that, according to data
Issued by its manufacturers, will becomequite hot. Will you recommend
a suitable heat-resisting material for
the former on which the coil will be
wound?
M. S. G. .
A number of substances specially made
for this purpose are available, and we
suggest that you should consult your
dealer: If lie has nothing suitable, you
might use alength of metal tube wrapped
over with sheet-asbestos.
A former of
this sort is quite satisfactory and safe,
and the 'materials for it are readily obtainable
000 o
Ien

siderably higher anode voltage than 100
is generally used, with the result that
impedance is again brought down to
something approximating to the rated
figure, which is consequently a useful
guide.
0000

A Super-selective Set.
My four-valve receiver, with two H.P.
stages, has never given really satisfactory results, and after careful consideration of its design I am forced .
to the conclusion that it has several
grave shortcomings,. and have decided
to rebuild it entirely. My main object in writing to you is to ask
whether you recommend the. use of a
separately tuned aerial in a "2MP."
set; I have recently been trying a
two-circuit tuner in a considerably
less ambitious receiver, and am greatly
attracted by it. Will you please give
Valve Characteristic's.
me a circuit diagram showing the
et certain valve is rated as having an
simplest
Imesible method of switching
impedance of 12,000 ohms at "anode
the aerial tuner (if my proposed plan
volts 100, grid volts 0." Does this
is approved), and also giving the comimply that these voltages represent •
plete connections of the H.F. ampli.
its best working conditions? l was
• fier?
A. C. P.
under the impression that grid bias
A separately tuned aerial circuit will
—either positive
or
negative—is
better
the
selectivity
of
any
set,
although
always necessary in modern circuits.
your 2-stage H.F. amplifier will stand less
R. P.
in need of improvement in this way than
No.
Many
manufacturers
have
an arrangement with a lesser number of
adopted these conditions as astandard on

2.—Two-stage H.F. amplifier with two-circuit aerial tuner.

which to base their "impedance" and
"slope" ratings, but nowadays a valve
is seldom operated with a zero grid—except in case of special valves, in which
grid current starts "late."
Generally speaking, the effect of applying grid bias will be to raise impedance,
but it must be remembered that a con-

jULY 3rst, ZW;
three-pole switch, the left-hand blade of
which is arranged to short-circuit the
long-wave loading coil L, when the switch
is in the short-wave position.
L, and L, are, respectively, short-wave
and long-wave grid coils to which the
tuned aerial circuit is coupled by the well- •
known auto-transformer arrangement.
We fear that it would be beyond the
scope of the Information Department to
go thoroughly into the question of the
complete H.F. amplifier; the receiver you
propose to build is ambitious, but sufficient information has been published in
recent articles to enable you to maize a
satisfactory choice of values and layout.
0000
Relative Cost.
18 it more economical to feed a receiver.
front an eliminator supplied through
4.0. or D.C. mains? It seems to me
that the latter should provide a much
more economical source of supply, as
no energy is taken from the mains for
heating the filament of a rectifier
valve.
S. F. J.
If your query relates to the supply of
both H.T. and L.T. current, there can
be little doubt that with the arrangements customarily used an A.C. supply
is much more economical. We believe,
however, that you have in mind only the
•

Transformer waveband switching is omitted.

tuned circuits.
Accordingly your proposed scheme is to be recommended (if
you do not object to four tuning controls),
and we give in Fig. 2 the circuit diagram
you require. We have indicated a simple
but quite effective method of arranging
the tuned aerial and secondary circuits,
in which wave-changing is effected by a

question of anode current feed; in this
case, speaking generally, the efficiency of
the D.C. supply is slightly higher, but
this is a very small matter, as the energy
required for heating a rectifying valve
filament or. that lost in other types of
rectifier not requiring heating is extremely sniall
2 28
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A DVERTI SEMENT S. 7

The Met-Vick
Model. ‘.B99
A.C, type
Eliminator.
G.B.

8c

L.T.

£8 :

H. -r& G• B m
A.C. TYPE 40-100
MODEL

Feed your
elect.rie

PERIODs

err

G.
B.
MODE LAC.
T7

MOD ELB-

r

,
25

G.
B.A

set Iron% the
s upply

Do away with the periodica‘ charging of accumulators, and the renewing of dry batteries, by

c T YPE

«)-1°0 PER ,9

substituting Met-Vick Nil-Electric valves fe your
elçAsting
valves andshown
ccupling
the toMet-Vick
"B" Eliminate
above
your set.Moe
connected to a lamp socket or -wall plug the
Met-Vick. Model "B" will supply you with
unvarying current for I-1.1% ,
and G.B.

G.B. = DEL Dc. Type

It is remarkably compact and of regular shape,
and can be ea si' included in existing cabinets

MODEL B

in place of batteries.
The Met-Vick Model "B" is also available for
Li

frr• and G.B. onlY.
here.
Ask your dealer for Section "G" inf
o Radio te)»
Catalogue.
jay describes all the elimators ska
LT. MODE'_
A.C.TYPE
40-100 PERIOD S

SP ECIAL 25 CYCL E L.T
AC.
TYPE FOR
A.C.VALV ES

1

e

,! NAAS

HT
&G.13.
MODEL D.C.TYPE LT.MODEL D.
C.T YPÉ
I
00 -250.VOLTS
820

Assonata Eitarun;

11'1A ftS
,!,

155, Charing LONDON,
Cross Itoad,W .C.2.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS,
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columns is :
12 words

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

these

less. 1.(- and id. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separatey and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEPIENTS for these columrs are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to IIXFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit s‘o
not 1)3 sent as
remittances.

or

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private adverti, ers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at " The Wirele is World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should he addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are marked against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

air

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is thrxe (lays, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is' effected, buyer inseucts us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instincts us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
hut in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer an iseller, each pays
carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for whk.h we take no responsibility. l'or
all transactions up to Ceo, adeposit fee (y .x-is charged ;on
transactions over Leo and under act, the ce is 2/6; over
sis. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
Mouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payed( to Rifle & Sons
Limited.
THE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
liceose the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The pecan desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price whi( h he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amou et will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser 01 the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply te

sae one by post.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Oa,

in

/-—•
-1j
•,t,....
L11.°Ne
,

Owing to the August Bank Holiday, the
next Issue of" THE WIRELESS WORLD"
(dated August 7th) is closing tor press
earlier Doan usual.

WAVE TRAP
for the new Regional Scheme.

A

h'ghly

efficient instrument.

10;6 each

In
accordance
with
the
Notice
that
appeared last week, the latest date upon
which Miscellaneous Advertisements could
be accepted for the above issue was FIRST
POST, WEDNESDAY, July 31st.

B. & J. WIRELESS CO.,
2, Athelstsne Mews, N.4.

rchway 16)5

RECEIVERS
PRO o u

c

6
s
,

se

FOR

SALE.

Qcorr SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Red( I
Doctors.—Itead advertisement under Miscellaneous:
[026
-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerfu
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, Studley Bd., Steel '
well, London.
[027

3

READ and MORRIS, Ltd.,

Pioneers in 1924, who equipped 28 Lm
TREdonMains
hospitals with sets, using no batteries.
I
STILL

ta.

Ahead

with

All

Mains

Work.

MAINS Sets; £8 to £80.
DLIMINATORS, II.T., A.C., or D.C.; from £3, t
1-3
£27 for De Luxe H.P. and L.T. combined an
using metal rectifiers and high resistance meters.
LOW-TENSION Eliminators.

R

SEND TOR OUR LATEST CA.ILOGEES.

A. F. BULGIN&Co.F11
2.;; 1
,,,c:Coremr,

IIIICITLOIIS to use Accumulators wl en the Lon
ton L.T.
Unit Permanently Replaces Ther
using A.C. mains instead and giving up to 6 vol
at will; still as new after 2 years' hard work; su
plied to hospitals here and abroad; complete at
ready for use, 115/- to 135/-.
E
Condensers.

LECTROLYTIC

E

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

AP' LE1117
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

R
Phone:
Paddittreo»
0858 (3 lbws) •

For Particulars see Miscellaneous Advertisements.

CHAPEL ST., LONDON, N.W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M

LECTROLYTH) Condensers, 2,000 mfd.• by poi
13/.; the first on the market and still demo
strably supreme (provable by meters). maim L.
from AM. or D.C. mains simple.
MOVING-COIL Speakers.

SAT. I P.M.

ADIO Gramophones,

SECOND.HAND Sets wad Speakers Cheap.

R

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd. 31, Eastcartle St. (lac
back of Warings). Oxford St., W.
'norm
Muiieum 7981.
[55t
n.11.0. 2-valve All-save Receiver, with valves al
louctiaieaker; £6110.—J. Smoldon, Etet St., Sou
Multon, Devon.
[56 ,
WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but mak
el' heavy demands upon the purses of its devotes
For one who is determined to keep abreast of e
times, there are always new components to be bougl.
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.

COPPER & ALUMINIUM
SCREENS

S• G• reEeek 22s. 6d.

COMPLETE

WITH

BASE

"Wireless World" S.G.
Portable box 12/6.

ANY SCREEN
Trade

BOARDS

Multiple

TO

Valve

ORDER.

and Wholesale enquires invited.

LOCK.ATKINSON WIRELESS,
93, Great Titchlield Street, W.I.
Piur.w 22:t

r

REPAIRS

Any make of L.V. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4 ,- Post Free.
Term to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

L2141,

W,

Dept.
High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

A

T tho Same Time, the would-be buyer is oft..
deterred from buying because he knows th
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left
his hands, to add to those already in th( junk box.
WE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obi
Tv fete Apparatus to those who are lot, fortune
ennugh to bc able to afford the latest tpe, and w
lake such apparatus or components, providing th
are in saleable c lition, in part exchange for ai
new set, loud-speaker, or component required.
LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a Li
of Tour 01(1 Apparatus, together with your ni
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus
us to inspect, when we will make you a lair offer
TP Ton Approve of this You can Send your Rem
1
lance for the Balance, and we will forward t
apparatus required; if you have sent your old appa'
tus and you do not approve of our offer, we w
return, carriage paid.
efoIlE Principal st this Firm, who has been a p
fessional wireless engineer since 1910, and 1
been manager for the Sterling Telephone (lo., ras
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman
the Technical Committee of the National Associat
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus;
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the b
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save min
by having genuine expert advice.
ON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Rec.);
or Components in Part Exchange.

A

D
Will Also Build Any Sets
-vvE(Marconi
royalties payable), and

to Speediest
ins all anywb
in the British Isles; sets modernised: Istull for e
mate.--Seientifie
Development Co., 51
Platens
Preston.
Tel. : 1364.
[01

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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THE WIRELESS WORLD
CHARGERS

by
Perez (new), 201.; coils, 25/-; owner unable to
comPlefe.-Oorlfree,
68,
BIshani
Rd.,
W.14.
By
;
appointmosit only.
(5684
-VALVE Portable, complete, new, perfect
89:10.-Bracey, Factory Sq., Streatham.

order '
(5682

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Batte y
A
tors, and for ell wireless purposes, receivili 4
g9903r
transmitting; enquiries iuviteci.-Chester Bros.. 244.
Delaten Lane, Liuden, E.8.
J UST Ont! -The new improved model Truiflez as%
A.C. elierinater kit; 30/-; giving full output of
120 volts. 15 Illi hit t
pm, free from bum resulte.

:-poit

Sign. Contbrell A.C., all mains, 3-valve. receiver,
complete with salves, 200v. to 230v.; taken tor
debt; £15, bargain.-29, Cedars Rd., Mutilen.
[5676

S

1 31MONIIS

the

Best

Modern

BROS.-The New Empire receiver;

Qui.moxi)S nuos.
for
any published design.
CIIMMONDS
c'
s

all

linos.

for

Receivers,

the

Kilo-Meg

Ali.

constructed

to

Q1MMONDS 11110S. for Quotations Without Oblige.
lions.
‘IIMMONDS 1)1106.-All above prices are for the set
e•C
as 8pr:rifled. in oak cabinet, exclusive of valves,
batteries, and royalties; prices with pleasure for seta
to your own or any design.
C.1131MONDS 11h08., Shireland Rd.. SmetlawIck.
K)
[4841
117

ClItAION.1) 5-valve Por table, brand new; cost £ 16/ 16.
‘•-• isixaspt £10; several stations can
be demon.
siraled.-Box 2344. e/o The Wireless World.
[..s674

M

ARCONI 5-valve Set (model 51), with All Power
unit„ complet e iv ith valves, practically new; cost
over £30. accept £21. -Wocelley. 13, Chelmsford Gar.
dens, Mod.
Therm: City 1307.
r:50 o3

1

029 S.G. Detector Pentode Set , well known make,
ar
in good cabinet, with valves, L.T. and D.C.
eliminal ,r; 4 10. or best offer for quick salle. -1.. Porter,
211, Uxbridge Rd., West Ealing.
[5671
ANCITAM 5v. Portable Set., Marconi valves, Oldham
n.T., guaranteed as new; receipt June 11th;
:wept best offer -i'., 52, Bonham Rd., Brixton Bill,
H.W.2.
(5713
TriOR Sale, 4-valve screened grid set, with valves, in
oak valence 120-volt A.)). eliminator (220-5ne ).
2-volt accumulator, and Amplion loudapeaker; price,
e'triplet e, £8/10, genuine bargain. W
B. Watkins,
" Wingate," Toe Orin 11 ,1., Sketty, Swansea.
[5707
QELECTOR Screened Grid
4 Portable, cost 32
guineas last week. 18 guineas, no offers; also
borne noir),, screened grid 4 portable, £8.-Coppin,
Cerage, Sylva Court, Putney Heath.
[5703
BATTER! ES.
PENTODE Users, write for details of new size sentcharging battery: 7d. per volt; illustrated esta.
"gua giving data post free.-U. Taylor, 57, Studley
lCil., Stockwell, London.
[0273
WET 11.9'.
Replacements.-Saes (capped or unYY capped), highest grade. No. 1. 10d. per doz.;
:tr. 2, 1/9 per doz.-See below.
7INCS.-fleet quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
CA
No. 2. ed. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
aid, otherwise 6.1, for postage.-British flattery (lo.,
lern
edon led., Watford, Herts.
WET 11.1. ¡latte ries. -Parts per dozen, jars. No. 1,
vv 21.!.x1 1,[ square, 113; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No. 1,
0.1.; No. 2. lid.; sacs, No. 1. I/2 dozen; No. 2.
/9; termina)s. 80., 10d.: dozen cells (18 volts), cornlete with lands and electrolyte, No. 1, 4/1; No. 2,
1.: post, ti.; high efficiency, long life, led( charging,
pkeep small; send (id. for sample unit: illustrated
aoklet free, carriage free orders 10/-; write for free
at wireless bargains; trade supplied.-W. Taylor, 57.
tudley ltd., Stockwell, London.
(0039
-1.D.E.S.

.
1

Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius).-98. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy.
[406Z

>ETTER
Aatalar later
Charging.-We guararers•
precise charging und maintenance by expert. per
nnel
The pri es a...a very economical and include
01'1,1e-free concretion and delivery; also hire and part
re service of Orriliam batteries; official Oldham scree of ation -A neley Radio (assorriated with A neloy
'mincis). 36, !limier:rile dd.. East Dulwich,
New Cros: 4074.
[5554
B31

M-L Rotary Transformer
smoothing

Type

..E"

and

circuit.

Four; £ 18 .

m 11 ONDS LBO'S for !OA Materials end Gunton.
K-1
uvei WW1:111as> hip.
Q111LMONDS BROS. for the Screened Grid Regional:
›
,
3
,ti15.
QlsnioNDS BROS. for Modernisations, overhauls,
and repairs
SIMMONDS 111108. for the Pentode Two; £71216.

ELIMINA'TORS.

rrANTALUM and Lionium for AM. Itectiliers; 11
0
1.3
a0k8e
1
up your own inexpensive chargers: blue prints
for II.T. anti L.T., 1/.. each; Lionium electrodes fitted
with remittals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 oreps.--Blarkwell's
Metallurgreal Works, LW., Liverpool.
(4593

Sale, McMichael saper rango portable four [as
; FOR
deseribtel in
Wireless World." July 17th, one
; mouth old; sale due to death of late owner; £20, or
best otter; Stansbury district. -Box 2426, I:10 The Frire: less World.
[5679

for

AND

T

B

BROS.

9

ANTALT151 'Bleared° Strips for 11.1'. Rectifiers,
suitable for A.V. mains eliminators; 2d. each, or
set of 8, 1/-.-1-7, Dalton St., West, Norwood, S.E.27.

UIINDEPT 4-valve Receiver, in upright mullogare
desk 'rencan, perfect eondit.'
and meriting order;
; 515; Amplien pick-up, £1.-Box. 2427, clo The Wireless
World.
15681.1

SIIIMONDS
Itemisers.

ADVERTISEMENTS
•

Receivers for Sale.-Contd.
.W. s.o. Regional Receiver, complete screening

M L Rotary Trans.
formers
provide
the
only means of obtaining
a higher voltage than
that of the Mains, when
only D.C. Mains an:
available. They can even
be used to step up the
voltage of a low tension
accumulator, and are
thus especially suitable
for
Portable
Public
Address, Apparatus.

As supplied to all the
Leading
GramophoneRadio Apparatus Manufacturers throughout the
world.
See
"WIRELESS
WORLD"
Laboratory
Report of July 3rd, 1929.

Send for particulars of
M-L Anode Converters,
Rotary Transformers, and
Motor Generator Sets.

M-L MAGNETO SYND.
Radio

Dept.,
'Phone:

Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
5001.

T BE New Kit Ineludns Shielded Mains Turneformer
with Terminals, heavy choke, 3 flydrs , time condenser, tested 500 volts, D.C. Loewe vareen, resistnnee
and clip, salvo holder, panel ready drilled. one 3 tooekete
fitted, ell the (summer-airs mounted Oa a la 'Wiled base
hoard, end neatly boxed with full instruettone and pieture dire:rani, ready ter assembling in a few minutes;
sent armehere in the British Isles, per leave post,
c.o.d., 30', on the amend of a postcard stating terrains
voltage, and cycle.
1LT T7I,LA1{1) D.U.10 Valve, recommended, 15/- extra
J.V.I. we ;so state %Oren ordering it voice to be sent);
every part guaranteed; satisfaction er money refunded.

T

me New Model la the. Finest Voiles in Englantl,
thouseutts now in use; hundreds of testimonials.
'PULL Particulars and Diagram Free; dealers write
for
terms.-Idverponl
Radio
Supplies,
Unifiez
Works, 64. Myrtle St., Literpool.
(564n

F

IfILIPSON'S SaretY High Tension Battery Eli m i
na .
tors ier AU.ir tal D.C. Sluice, model A C.7 for
modern 3-sils' rereirer; A gives 120 tens it 20 ins.,
B 150 volts at 20 nia., 2 fixed tligl nee vr ri,ul,le tare
plage are provided, the only HT, unit trine full wave
reetification, nt £311716, complote mitt valve; A.0.5
gives 150 volts at 25 ma.. for use with any valve
'
,nee £4/17'6;
D.C.5 gives 150 volts at 25
read , Trine £2/5; 11.0.4 gives 120 volts at 15 rms.,
price 11 ,17!tir all our eliminators UTO gliMantcNI, anil
muy (no old. Med ou 7 days approval; write berlay Uni
our booklet. Muller Power, which gives illustrations and
full particulate, to ehilipson and Co., Ltd., Radio
Engineers,
Astley Bridge, Bolton.
'Crams;
Safety,
Bolton.
'Phone: Bolton 2038.
Established over 50
years.
8
T.ILECTA
Transformer Laminations
AU Bobbins for Home Constructors,

and

Bakelite

MUMBER Pour Size, 813 per gross full length bob.1.1
bine I
core 1i
n. x
I 1;3 each.
‘TUMBER Fifteen Sise, 5/9 per gross, bobbins (core
each.
NUMBEtt Twenty.tive Size, 1);9 per gross, bobbie s
(eon)
2/6 emir; postage extra.
Mains TransEvers Wireless
Purpose.

W Eformers
Manufacture Also Complete
and Power Chokes for

R

ELIABLE Apparatus at Reasonable Prices; eonstilt as first, we specialise in wireless power from
the mains, anti can save you money. Savage. 146,
B9is91
6
8
tc.
ersgate,
London,
ECU.
'Phone:
BishoPsiusie
[5342
QPECIAL Bargains. cannot repeat, nil bent-Eck°
12.0., 60 and 120 tappings, 251-; Climax D C.,
10 tappings rip to 200 setts, 30.,-; Attire A.C. niedo.1,
80 millianure at 200 cells, 2 variable tappings, 0-150,
list price t.:12/10, my trine £8; ell above carriage
paid
and
aearitiltue I. •1 rerielai
Briggs,
eikAtlillele.,
Austin Friers, Newport, Mon.

V

ORTEXION Transformers, chokes, et
c.,
wou11:1721o1
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;
best quality components only.-Vortezion. 72. Merton
Rd., Wirobleden, S.W.I9. Tel.; Wirubbeleu 2814.
MAINS Transformers
for Fla t 1rre el lows' A
10
.0
3.
1
3
9.
24/-other
•
outputs in stock; transformers for
L.T. reetikers, etc., from 12/6; heavy chokes, 12/6;
reliability guaranteed; No. 4 laminations, 7/6; No.
25 size. 111- per gees,: -Austin Mills, St. Albans Av..
Heaton Chapel, Stockport.
(5605

CABINETS.
Radio Cabinets are Britain's
Best
ARTCRAFT
Value.
[0310
class goods at competitive prices;
CABINETS.-First
X./send
for lists.-Oilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon,
A RTCRAFT
Value.

es-

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Clabinct .-Table models in solid
DICBV'S
inalergany; from 11/6 to 71/-.
IOISV'S Cabinets, fitted with Radler) or
D tbonite if required.
IGBV:3 Cabinets. -Pedestal model, with
Dbattery
compartment, from 58/- to £12.
,

D

19833
Best
[0311

oak and
Resisten
separate

IGErs Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designe.

r‘lolly's Cabinets -Write for new 16-page art
oatalogue.-le Dighy, 9, The Oval. hackney Rd.,
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.
(0128

11.2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe lo be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.:
• Cabinets.—Contd.

Coils,

K

AY'S Cabinc1a, the greatest range of pedestal
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative designa at prices 50E lower than elsewhere; quotations
for specials ny return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radiogramo, electric _pick-ups, television, etc. ' illustrated
lista ¡
ree-l{. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mdunt Pleasant Rd.. London, N.17.
'Phone: Wal.
thainstow 1626.
[5362
.A RTCRAPT
4'1. Value

Radio. Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0313

RTORAPT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

LOUD-SPEAKER
Cabinets,
cabinets, handsome fret

Best
[0309

extraordinary offer, oak
front, highly polished.
13im square, 6in. deep, finished moulding, take all
ardinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.-Mag-Radio, 112. %Varstone Lane,
Birmingham.[2666

A

RTCEAFT Radio Cnbineta; Britain's best value;
lowest prices consistent with highest quality;
illustrated list free from actual manufacturers.-Art•
Craft Co. 156, Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981
[0040
'PORTABLE Cabinet For Sale, new Chummy Four;
20/-.-1, Werter Rd., Putney.
[5728

Transformers,

Etc.—Contd.

Q. PULSFORD.-Coils, transformers: Europa Portable,
is"
21/6 pair; Multiple Valve Portable, 21/6; 8 •
0 •
Regional, 37/6 pair; Selective Two, 15/.; Flatdwellers' A.C.3, 16/6; Kilp-mag Four, 60/. set; modulated wavemeter, 21/. pair.-S. Puleford, 135, Hockley
Dill, Birtningham.
[5720
Multi Ratio Transformer; 14/ .-J. E. Fisher,
17, Balm Rd., Leeds.
[5699

DYNAMOS,

ETC.

MORTLEY Generator, 1,500 volts, 100 m.s., £10,
-I•v-a• or near offer; Lucas dynamo, 12 volts, 250
Watts, what offers?-Newsonia, Bull Lane, Rayleigh,
Essex.
[5729

DYNAMOS

for Charging House or Garage Lighting,
C.A.V. ' 30 volts 10 amps., as new; cost £18 each,
to clear £3/17/6; all machines guaranteed; we have
a large stock of dynamos, motor lighting plant ,;kindly
state your requirements.-Hill, 1, South St., Greenwich, &RAO.
[5706

GRAMOPHONE PICK.UPS. ETC.
CIOLUMBIA Gramophone, £4!15 model, guaranteed
as brand new, used few times only. ?satisfactory
reason for sale; £3/10.-Box 2455, co The Wireless
World.
[5735

B

DAYSON

D

D

DAYSON

LOUD.SPEAKERS.
COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

ETC.

Q.O. Multi Valve Portable Coil,21/6; Europa ports., ahls coils, 21/- pair.-Radiograph.
a.a.S. Regional Coils, 37/6 pair; Europa III coils,
22/6 pair.-Radiograph.
ITZ Wire, 9/40. 1/6 per doz. yards; 27/42, 2/6
dos. yards.-Radiograph.
EDPERN'S Deep Ribbed or Becol Tube. 5d. per
inch; slotted for winding, 1/6 extra.-Radie
graph, Station Rd. corner. New Inns, Handswei

L
R

600 -°,ehrld

beec'oii:e,urt‘e, hand made

for "
Wireless
tested
iii
our own workshops; 1/- each, post free.-Groves Bros.,
St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[5394

0-2

Milliamp Moving Coil Milliammeters for
Anode Bend Detectors, panel mounting' 25/
each, post free-Groves Brothers, St. Mary's Place,
Shrewsbury.
[5608
SIMMONDS BROS.-Berelif coils.
IIEULLARD S.G.P. Master Three Smelt Dual Range
Coils, specially designed, complete; 30/- pair.
KILO-MAG Four Coils, complete; 631- set.
MULTIPLE Valve Portable &F. Transformer; 25/,

F

LAT Dwellers.-A.C.

Three double aerial coil; 17/ ,

QCHOOLS Demonstration Receiver, set of 4 coils;
KY
76/6.
QCREENED Grid Regional Coils, as specified; 43/a-7
pair.

A

LL
Wireless World" Coils Supplied, mostly from
stock, every coil guaranteed by the original
specialists and leaders: Everyman Four coils, 33/•
pair; Europa Three, 33/-; New Empire set of 3. 21/•;
Broadcast coil, 8/6; Titan unit, 15/-; 600 ohm resistances, 2/,
-,

Standard Coils for New All-Wave Four,
BERCLIF
Standard Four, A.C. Three, Regional, Everyman

Pour. etc.; 77/9 set of 4, with bases.
Catalogue and Latest Coil List Post Free;
trade supplied all quantities.
SIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., finaethwick.
[4842

BERCLIF

Lotespeakers.—Contd.

A

DAYSON Radio-Gram Cabinets •taks seta up to
21in.x8in.x13in., ample room for batteries, loudspeaker, records, etc., hand french polished, oak finish,
No. 2, 37in.x24in.x19in., 72/6; crate 5'. extra, ret.; 131/-T. ". Pick-up, latest type, unused; 38/-, carriage
11.
paid, cost 451,-Itawneley, South View, Guiseley.
No. 1 De Luxe model, 40x24x20, 92/6; crate 5/- extra, ret.
-(5724
Moving Coil Pedestal Cabinet, base si
ze ,
18x18, height 40in., oak finish, 45/6; orate 4/6
TRANSMITTERS.
extra, ret.
TaAYSON Laud-speaker Cabinet, loin, cone si
ze , 'DOWER, Tramdormer, 240 volts 50 cycles, 400 volts
100 milliamps, 6 volts 1 amp., 7 volts 3 amps.,
10/6; 12M. cone size, 15/6; moving coil type,
all centre tapped, for U8 and L.S.5A valves, £2/10,
22/6.
cost £3/15; transmitting solenoid 0.002 high voltAIMON Special Pedestal Model for Cossor
age condenser, aerial ammeter. 160 metres, £1; other
Mallard Master Three, etc., space for batteries, transmitting and receiving appatatus; write for l(is6
t.
98
special price. 52/6; crate 4/. extra ret.
G. Gardner, The Rock, Birchington.s
Cabinets are all Hand French Poli shed.
.E.T. 1 S.W. Valve, !fanny used. list £7,5, £4;
satisfaction is guaranteed; send for illustrated
Mackie 60-Watt generator, for motor drive. £2;
list now; Rave 50E by buying direct from the actual
Siemens 6-volt 75 actual, brand new, one charge,
manufacturers.
teak crate, 35/-; stamp list eemponents.-G6SC, HillCabinets, Dayson Works, Grant Rd..
[5717
Croydon.
[5700 field, Coppetts Rd., Muswell Hill.

D AYSON

T929.

A NY Gauge, any covering! Instrument v.i re , at BAKER'S SELITURST RADIO,
-£.
1 keenest prices, Litz 18/40, 25 yarda; 2/3.-Frost.
VBONITE Ribbed Former; lin. diameter 1,/,,c1., 2in.
, 2Ssin. 3d., 3M. 4d. per inch; best quality.
-Frost, 54, plerkenwell Rd., E.C.1.
[5732

VINEST American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly 44,
polished, take 12in.x6in. panel; sample, carriage Paid,
5/6; trade discounts for quantities.-Mag_Radro, t21
6
1
6
2
5
,
Wank.» Lane, Birmingham.
(2665
£1.
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C

OIL Drive Speakers,
between 12.30 p.m.
City luncheon hour, and
demonstrated.-Goodmans,

Gooclmans; call any date
and 1.30 p.m, during the
hear any of our products
27. Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
10091
F You are in Loudon Cali and See Coodmans'
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St. .E.C.4.
[0090

I

VIBRO-SKIN
phragm of

Special Leather for Fixing the Diathe Moving Coil Loud-speaker; price
2/- per piece llin. square, 1/6 Per Piece 9M. square,
post free, cash with order; special ternis to the trade.
-The Alder Leather Co., 3, Southwark St., S.E.1.
Tel.: Hop 4448.
•
WHY is the Webson B.8.7 Moving Coil Loudspeaker
U24
vv used as a standard in the priucipal laboratories
of the wireless trade?
WHY is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
vV used by manufacturers of high grade radio-gramophone sets?
the Webson B.S.7 is desiened and made
•for the use of musical critics to whom only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
H AVE you heard a Webaon Moving Coil Speaker?
If not, to do so will be a revelation.
END for Particulars to Star Engineering, Didahury,
Manchester.
'Phone: Didsbury 1785, or, if in
London, ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Doctor,
2a. Woodville Grove, London, N.16 to give yen a
demonstration.
[5631

BEMME

S

POCH.
E POCH.
E POCH.
E

EPOCH by Deferred

E

POCH.

Paymeuts.

VPOCH.-Any responsible householder can obtain
any type Epoch moving coil speaker by easy
terms; no refereraces
no intereet.-Partieulars from
Mr. Larcerson, 110, Cannon St., E.C.4.
(5518
QPECIAL Bargains in Well Known Balanced Armature Units, shop soiled only, Ormond, 1116;
Triotron, 14s.; Blue Spot, 21/.; Whitley Boneham,
11/6.-Douglas Briggs, A.M.I.R.E., Austin Friars, Newport, Mon.
[5722

E
S

ELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers are a
Proved efficiency and recognised as the best
obtainable.
Sold direct from address below, or from
dealers in 10 countries.
14 days' approval,

S
E

H
U
"Wireless World" Reader Prefers a Baker's
THEElectro
Magnet, because the highly effl nient unit
•

used is correctly designed, and by the use of special
steel a high degree of magnetisation is obtained resulting in louder signala without the necessity of an
elaborate amplifier requiring high voltages.

A
D
Coil Speakers are of
Otn'tandMoving
appreciated everywhere.

the Highest Grade,
Radio enthusiasts
from all parts have sent their unsolicited and written
testimony of the high efficiency and magnificent performance achieved.

itgovnal

Coil Speakers, manufactured In Baksee
Selhuret Radio, are of proved efficiency.

O

bf Receipt of a Postcard, our new 36 page boelilet
will be sent at once.
•

ITOLUME, with natural reproduction of bcsh speech
V and music, obtained from Baker's eseakers..
TN all Cases we are Happy to Advise You on any
point concerning loud speaker reproduction.
'MEW Centreing Devices are Available which overcome
-LI all difficulties of centreing.

G

IVES Pleasure to all Music Lovers, Baket's movie ,
coil speakers are being used for "Talkies." in
leading restaurants and hotels, by manufacturers of
radio-gramophone receivers, and for all purposes where
volume and clarity of reproduction is essential.
ALL at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
Models; you will be convinced of their superiority.

C
Coil Speakers, with floating ctephragm,
ØURwereMoving
the first made in this country.
•

DEAL for use with the Mcgavox Three or the Stub
lard 8.0. P Master Three. with pentode eon.
:

L

OW to High Notes are Reproduced with a tone ,
quality of an entirely new order, and with a range .
covering the entire .musical scale.
Directly you' hear
a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker you are impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.

L

ISTEN in with a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker.

Pioneers of Moving
ORIGINAL
Bakers' Selhurst Rndio.

U

Coil Loud-speakers,

SED by True Lovers of Music the Work'. Over.

raIFFERENT Instrumente and Voices have delicate
tone differences which may be called quality.
colour, or timbre, and are caused 'by harmonics of
higher pitches which aro added to the furdamental
notes; Baker's moving coil speakers are desiened to reproduce these different shades of tone, thgt is why
they are preferred to all other makes.
QELEC0 Moving Coils are recognised as the best
obtainabre.
Magneto Speakers, made by Baker's,
PERMANENT
retain their magnetism.
VERY Model can be Supplied as a Complete
E Speaker, ready to connect to receiver if desired.
Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufactured
ALLthroughout
at Croydon, and are British.
to Realistic Reproduction, Baker's ?tuning coil
J( Eirspeakers.
M't VERY "Wireless World" reader should procure a
XI copy of our new booklet.
READ Our Free 36 Page Booklet To-day.
to
SEND
South

Baker's Selhurst Radio, 89, Selharst Rd.,
Norwood, S.E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 1618), or
call at our Works (always open), 24. Cherry Orchard
Rd.. East Croydon (15 minutes non-stop-from Victoriai
or London Bridge.
ro

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure broentet attention.
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Loud•speakers.—Contd.
pPOCII,
year

E

the greatest seitutific

144416141111141MIRMIUMIIIRWRIPRIRWRIPMPIUMICIPRINIUM,

achievement of

the

-4-•1 compl ications

no accumulator!

No mains

rit
: Tr u cerrainiy
mein
congrat ula I
ions on
tig the P.0.3 on the ins rket.
At the last Maeell,,,tur Exhibition it mine under the notice of my
friends inI self, and there was nothing at that Eat,,
whieli excelled the P.0.3.

No

POCH.

E
E

and

one

Lewidiate, writes: Upon test this is a very
tine unit.
Although I have tried several, for
purity ut tune and faithful reproduction over the
whole rnusir al ra oge, it is better than them all.
couigratulate you upon the production of a unit which
marks a definite advance in the cfileictiev of the cone
speaker unit.

e
n
s
ain
v
o
: re qu ir e umateen eit: s;a tryst al
or

a

po rt

w

,o ik

it

POCR.—Tho only straight line speaker.

—Straight line reproduction
fromm 50 to
EPOCIL
8,000 cycles.
resonancel
No background!
Clear as
EPOCIL—No
a bell I
P0C11.—Sharp, crisp attack. No drumming' No
E hissing!
E roc

E

E

gnvarerve

does not sound
had • cold.

like

flute

Bounds

like

a finte bat a violin

POCH.

E

MtPC0C11.—A piano does not come through like a
.3-14 broken down ban», nor like a harpsichord or
barrel organ.

E

POCH.

UPOCIL—The only range of speakers that reprtrainees
speech as well as music with absolute aœuraey.
1.;POCIL—The
defects of

tpeakers
ordinary

that have eliminated
moving coil speakers.

L

the

1..11
4 POCIL--20

models;

price

POC:H.—See the new 9in.

from

POPULAR

TRANSFORMER.

When planning your new set ensure perfect ampli•
firation by including aBrownie Popular Transformer.
The core iron and the windings. which are the very
finestobtainalale,are assem blcclin the farnous Brownie
Factory: while ail the delicate parts are crotected
by an attractive moulded casing which seals the
whole transformer against any atmospheric interference. Send P.C. In Dept. 50 at address.below for
tree booklet "Wireless without Worry. •

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (GB.) LTD.,
'»:•:"

'
r
.i°n
r.
'
%
.
1•4..1..°.
1..tt;'-ie
'
lver. writes: It may icterest you to
knOw 'hilt
Using n Goodinan's chaseis, and
everyone marvels at the reproduction.

Lute Post Free from Goodman's, 27,
ILLtrsTRATEp
Furringdon St., London. E.C.4.
10066

A

Nelson Street Works, Merolla/Eton
Crescent LONDON N.W.1.

50/-.

E

by

E

DEMONSTRATIONS Daily.

•

post.

PONIS are in ase in many Talkies. have hem.
adopted by scientific institutions, and are the
preferred cheief everywhere afttr comparative testa.
POCH is Made for Quality; the low price being
AA only possible by quantity production and small
profits.
Speakers are very Massive, sturdy. foulinved.
EPOCII
and made for everlasting wear.
WPM H.—But should a speaker meet with an aceiE
-.4-2
dent you can insert your spare diaphragm in
-

3 minutes (no tools whatever
speaker is perfect again.

required),

and

the

E

POCIL—With other moving coil speakers it is
a complicated factory jo
perhaps to be sent
abroad.
17POCIL—Dealers often push substitutes because of
bigger profits; insist upon getting Epoch.

E
E

SEASON

"RADIELLE"
Transformer
Type" T.1."
for H.T.
Power Unit
up to SO m.a.
and supply
L.T.RawA.C.
4volts
4 amps.

171•0011.—Yon ion have any type Epoch, subject to
7 days' approval.
Guaranteed.

37/6

E POCH.
E POCIL—Send

for Booklet.

E POCH.
LePocu RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
S-1 the man uf,, et nears. City Offi-c and Berrie° Sta.
ion, 25. Laurence Pountney Lane
.C.4 (off Fn
anon
11.1. 'Phone: Mansion House 4683.
E
[3667
AS

1929:30

The super quality and reliability of " kadielle" Trans.
formers and chokes have been again proved by their
exclusive use in "B.adielle" Heavy Piny II.T. Power
Units working under arduous conditions beyond criticism
with Cinema Amplifiers for "Talkies" throughout
the country.
"Radielle" Power Units and components arc designed
for the discriminating buyer—let us know your requirements and we will he pleased to quote.

Ti1P0C11.—The only proper way to compare speakers
IA is on your own set with a quick switch over;
Epoch 66 welcomes such a comparison.

E POCH Speakers are Fully
E P0011.—British throughout.

W.11.1 H.T. eliminator,
rlesdint, N.W.10.

Additions having been made to plant and machinery,
the Fitetory is now capable if greatly increased output.

POCH. —If your dealer will not take your order,
the manufacturers will supply you direct.

THE RADIELLE COMPANY LIMITED
18a Havorstook 11111, Chalk Farm, London, N •
W •
3
[facing (Audit farm Tube Station).
Telephone:

lund-speaker.

Sneaker. C10. brand new, never been
CELESTIOX
used
'sot £5, 10, :weep t£3:7:6; also ltegentone

The "Radielle" rar:ory has been working to capacity,
and it was found expe:dient to disecaltinue the policy
of pundit'. irdvertising owing to the impossibility of
undertaking further work.

vow.

best

AUNAV0X ?dining
Speaker, fee B.G. mehoa.
-MI- 110-240 volts, new mind unused: owner now on
A.C.; £5.—Jrux 2425, eiu The Wirelee. World.
[5678

3.diee
ANNOUNCEMENT

the

crroNE,

[5669

WATCH -FIRST

St., Holborn, E.C.4.

Do

010, mahogany, practically new, perfect; £211216.—Brandon, 23, Scotland Rd., Buick.
turd Hill, Essex..
[5689

POCIL

POCH.

40 ,Furnival
Cl.:LEST1ON

POCH.

WPOCH.—Onc of the best known experts, whose name
-4-'4 is a boast-bold word, after mo-t exhaustive coin.
paiative testa, has just bought one tor his private use.

E

lond-speaker.

D

••:::• •

rf
i POC11.—One
of the greatest authorities in this
country. ifter a comparative test with ina,ty
other well known makes, has pronounced Epoch as
indef.") superior tu the best of the others.

best

1.1E .
.111 Alt the Loud-speakers Advertised, then come
tu l huy
v
E.a
ONO

public address model.

every

IN 1ST Suepension J.n allier, for fixing tames to
.
1moving coil or reed units, as supplied to principal makers; 2/- sq. ft., 1/6 Witt. square:: segments
up to 12in. cone 9d. for 4; all post free, rash with
wiler.—Dilley, 8, Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., N.1. Chiasold 0736.
(5662
1)ONOTONE, the

1.IPOCH.—A happy model 66P.M. user asks us to
111 state that. an Epoch does not make a bad set
ppd, but it makes a good set perfect.

EPOCIL—Testimuniala

They are without equal.

1 -Ml'., 1Plionslead writes ;The cone chassis is work.
!t-, tog splendidly. it is quite capable of handling
the full output of my Everyman Four, and its responst
to faint signa ls and purity of reproduction are fat
in advance of anything in cone speakers I have pre.

Tif POCH—Greatest variety on the market to suit ail
.1-1 rtqu irr,nencs and pockets.

E

.D.C., Dtatesster. writes:

G OODMAN'S Cone Chassis Assemblies, the cone
'Le fitted to which are unique, by reason of Goodman's exclusive doping processes. can be fitted with
any co pe unit in 2 minutes; sew model. 12/6: ent}node stie niera write :-

a

POCH.

LiPC.CH.—A
-I21 doesn't.

Loud speakers.—Contd.

the ('.0.3 Double Acting 4-pole Balanced Reed
Oi" Unit
125/- type). MAL. Old Trafford, Mistichester.

POCH.—Murvellous new model moving coil sneaker.

1 POCR.—Requires

11

A nsoLuTEI.v Unvelleil
Apprceia:tons Testify to
IX the Definite sul.eri.arily of Good !WM'S Products!,

'OCII.

E
E

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ilampsti ail iny4

£4.—Smith,

3,

Park

Parade,
[5677

JOUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in l'art Payment
for the Ietest Type; see our advert. under column
Receivers for Sale.—Seientitle Development Co., 51,
Eishergate, Preston.
‘,[11,E Gauze, finest quality, gold or silver;
1-7
ft., post free.—Douslits 'Briggs,
tin Friars, Newport, Mon.

1/3 sq.
Aus-

OOMAN'S
quick sale, P.G.3
perfect,
Dr
Four-Pole
17/6; owner
Min;
buying
bargait
moving
1
1
571
2
0
3
r
enil.—rt. Durant, 7, Upper Gordon Ril., Bourneinto
5i
6
it7h
2.
W.
T ION
F.

£8 Power Chassis, new eomponents.--Write
caddlek, 15, Stanley l'nek Rd., Wallington.
[5709
hIPLION Oak Horn, Senior model; cost £311816,
perfect, condition, accept 30/-.--Rowlands, Galley,
Stafford.[5718

A

PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.

It F1 Receiver Componerte.—Magnetie elntehes,
Pfer£414;
triggers, 37/6; relays, 39/6; clutch and
cam contacts, 7/- set; snindles, with brackets. 18/-;

100 ohm resistances. 1/6; pint bottles starch iodide
solid ion, 4/5, pest free; 100 sheets special pa per, 9d.;
all above in sleek; carriers complete. 27/6; cylinclera,
Wt.; write for lists.—F. J. A. Hall, 91. Fore St.,
kàlutonton. N.18.
[0275

Ø

liFERS Wanted for Special Picture Receiver; any
offer considered; perfect condition.—Jeffs, 186,
Cowley Rd, Oxford.
15691
VALVES.
half-wave valves, 4V. 53 amps..
V
output 34 in.a., de same work as a 15/• valve
at under querte. she cost. 316.—Braidwood, 1, High
St.. Barnet. 's y tact
[5548

•174s LvEs.- Rectifying

WILLARD Valves, emetically new, 2 P.M.254, 716
.1.e£ em,11; sLi. P.M .I4, 121.: 2 P.M.41).X., 5/- eneh:
P.M.3A, 5/.—Godfrey, 68, Mean' 8d., W.14.15614
appointment only.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are or.ly accepted !my)a i'irms we believe lo be thoroughly reliable.
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COMPONENTS ETC., FOR SALE.
Panel Fittings are designed to give
BELLING-LEE
an expert. finish to any home•constructed set;
mtalogue post free.—Belling and Lee. Ltd., tjueenswav
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

MAGNUM
"TRANSPORTABLE"

FIVE

A

3IST, 1929.

Components, Etc., for Sale. — CDntd.

Valley Piek.up mid Tone
R.T.'Universal
output tninsfortnet,

Arm ,30/-•
' M aroo'
n
12.'-; 2 Li tutt 0.0005
log condenser:, ;stir 6/-; Weurite short rave tal,'i
and choke, 61-.—Walker, 2, Finborough Rd., Tootitut1
$.W.17.
[5681,

R

.I. Pentium Output Transformer, nursed, 15/- ,
isvva -os Q.A. coil. 716; Dubilier 1hinaleOn, 316,
(5 68
—R. klerdnian,
Northumberland.

Cone Speaker. type 11, £5/5. £3, (Ud 1:
M
few mouths in use; Ferranti exoontential speiiker
£313, 30!-; ',Dillard valves, r.m.3. 2
61- Kali; 1 Culver» 31iillard 3 star dual eoui, new;
12.,-; 2 G.E.C. all Masi patent etunlon,),, 0.0005
0.00025, 6/- eaeh; 1 new pattern 6-1301e riainge
l'filitv swileh, never used, 9/6, 6/-.-11ox 2436, elti
''he Wireless World.
1568(

E

C

011PLNTE Components, as speeified, for ;fame(
Tom }astute, with mired valve ,, 241m, mahogiiny
cabinet, accept £9, porte -t, scarcely used; also 192£
ecoo•or :Melody Maker, with valves (no eabibetl, creep(
£4/10; Ammion R. S.1 speaker, £3; M.P.A. Plaque;
20/-; COPDX RPM jcriuuuumiy, surondary and binneulni
coils, both wavelengths, 30/- >et of 4; other einnitotionti;
cheap for casli.—Box 2437, elo 'flee IVirelest World.

Inseparably with Radio Part Exchange.
N'AMED
wherever the English language is spoken.
UERE are those whose ;esthetic tastes revolt when
T confronted by cheap production. whose mentality

allows of no pretence, to whom rash irOrililWS are a
vulgarity and colourful offers a bore: wine require
£1 worth of value for every £1 expenditure, and
know full well that no living being tan give them
mote.

ISSEX Fieldless
2 B.B.C., 2 5X.X., (l
5
is6t
9
ell
54'-, with bases, 27. 6; Brown A L. R. phone'
Sullivan ditto. with Brown transformer, 1.0/-; Peto
Scott neutralising condenser, 31.; Omatuu 8.125, 12161
Cossor 61011.F., 5/6; 1..M.5, 5/6,—Hanson. Verwort4
Dorset.

T

O Them, in the radio field. Appleby's appeal; in
;met exchange exists the most economien1 method
of purchase.

B

RIEFLY,
here
is
Appleby's
service—simple,
straightforward, fair; a not. toe dull brochure,
more fully descriptive, will be sent to yeti immediately
upon request.
WF. Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
TV Radio Apparatus at eurrent list pr ths, and make
no carriage charges except on accumulators and batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
You Wish, we will take in part exchange any
IFbranded
receiver, component or lord-sneaker. for

which you have no further use, providing such
reasonably modern and in workable condition.

is

mo Make Fair Otters, we must see ilie material;

.I.
un reecipt of a parcel. which meat contain a
list of contents and name of sender, we will send our
offer, whieh is as an allowance from an order for
new requirements totalling not less Lion twice the
allowance -but it is fair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we ail
return your
material tiarria...te paid.
We cannot excente part exeltange orders of less than 10/- nett cash value, that
is. Alter part exchange allowance has men deducted.

A

CURSORY Analysis into points of economical
relation and psychological effect. et these terms
of part exchange proves interesting.
130INT One.--The terms have existed since the in.&a tguratton ef radio part exchange several years
ago.
Their suitability may be gauged by the fact
triat we have served thirty-nine more part. exchange
customers, in the half year ending „Hum 29th, 1929,
than in the whole of the year 1928.
That 87X
customers have repeated their first transaction, and
46% customers have put through five or more transactions.

Convenient as
s efficient!

•t
1

i

OINT Three.—Twice the allowance.
This stipule.
tino ensures you a fair offer always.
The more
we offer you, the more you ultimately ;Pend with us.
Therefore, in our own interest, as much as yours,
we offer the maximum market value.

OINT Four.—Appleby's part exchange service is
conducted in premises separate fer the purpose,
employing British labour of proved in egrity, British
capital and British behaviour.
It ir the original
part exchenge service— aced a known quantity.

p

The Cabinet is of Polishisl Mahogany and all workmanship of the
highest quality.
leehwive
we igh t only ga lbs.
PRICE
Complete

18 GNS.

(including
Envalte)
A Sit i
tease model is ago
available at the same.
price.

BURNE•JONES
dc

CO.

LTD.,

MAGNUM HOUSE, 496. BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.1

N.
t

(15V1.1 Surplus.—Power transformer, mada to speci
firation,
little
used.
240-volt
50
cycles
ti
600-0-600, 100 'ma., plus 2 8-volt 5 anot fllarnen
wimliogs, bargain at £315; Mallard 0.40 calve, hulnl
used, in original box. 25/-; rectifying valve. 1,500 vol,
50 'ma.. 7 volts 3 amps. lusted only, 15i-; 1 Ten
2.000-such condenser, unused, 10/-; 0.00 2 dl-fined,
brass rase, 3,000 volts, brass vsnes. 10/•; Ieavy Pano
trope. 1., amp. choke (double). 101.; new It.A.F. he;
5/-; II.W. meter. 0-1.5 amp.. new, 7/6: 0.50 mu. iron
5.1-.--.Sernby. The Limes, Station Rd., Thelma Dit ton

Q ((PR
. ,5
,
E
Microphones, m odern watch type. very /
e
7
,, °
1
,
..7 live, InOW, made on latest principle, iar superb,:
to old types er out-of-date Government surplus, wil,
pick up whispered words from a distance of several
yards, splendid iustruinents for making Di tectaphoM
Deaf Aid,
loud-speaking
telephone,
ani,ouneement,
through loud-speaker, transmitting music over a di,
lance through loud-speaker, amplifier for crystal o'
tali, sets, electric sound detector, tixreritnents.—

ROPIIONE. highly sensitive, is above describeé
M Ientirely
supersedes all others, no other rafcrc
itelu w

‘ es
•
1'

(THE BEST IN THE WEeT)
le LISLE STREET. LEICESTER SQUARE, IONDON.W.CJE.
OPEN TILL. 7P.,•4.
wRour TOR OUR CATALOGUE
005.. flel MIL 10 CAMPS

phone of equal sensitiveness known; 6/6; each fitte,
with a 311. silk flexible connecting cord, hi 1 directior'
for use of microphone fur many purpoot a and dir
grams (et connections free; orders despalche Iby retnr:
post.—Preclk. Adolph, maker of sensitive mierophone'
27, FilZrOy St., London, W.I.
'Phone Museum 832;,

pANOTROPE
—A.M., 3,
600

specialists in distributien by mar. and
the originators of radio part exchange. Number
Forty-four in Chapel St., Ilarylebone. London. N.W.1
(station opposite. Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Railway). Tel.: Paddington 8828 (3 lines).
[ems

torera).

Pick-up, 21/-; Igranie, 12/6; pgce
il
..
Pinnnek Terrace, Camberwell, S.E.
1571
Ohms Decoupling Resistances; see adverE
tinder Coils. — Groves Brothers (Manilla
[591

IXTOODROFFE Pick-up, 45/.,• R.I. pick-cup, 37/t
77 Kasha pick-up arm, 7/6; Goodman's k'.Û.5 loss
speaker unit, £1; Gilman's rone chassis, 7/6; Marco,
phone L. Il', power choke, 12/6; l'ye 3211 ehoke, 71 ,
R.I. R.C.C. unit. 15/ . Box 2445, c/o She Wire('
[57:

(-IRV:MAL

Reception.—" I get most excellent results
1̀
--/
with
Double Crystal Couthination."—E. A
S.
Oldlaim).—Prov. pat., price 116, with valuable hints,
from Crystal. 2, Sydney Terrace, Ltniaster. Dealer
enquiries invited.
[5371
n.T.M. C2 Speaker lunbexetT), 25/-;
/Le sm.3, moo cabinet,
eoile and S.M. dials,
.1
the lot ittew), nbto TlV.T. II.T. unit (10v input,
000v. output). little used, 15!-; all priee.,..o.(1.• eOnIWO/ offers.—Box 2354, ele The Wireless World.
i5675

Y

L

m

rE do not require you to purchase to the value
ni twice the allowanto immediate v.
If you require a lesser value half the cost is payable in cash
and the balance of credit due will await use at your
convenience.
Virtually, the %y,tein is a radio bank.
Material may lie deposited against a credit note, and
no purchase made for several months. For those whose
affairs take (hmn periodically abroad this is particularly useful.

OUR Old Components Taken in Part PavnIco:
for Latest Type; see our adveit. in colurni ,
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific 1./evelopntent Co., 51 ,
Fi ,
3bergate, Preston.
[022É

This self-contained Portable Receiver of rr \VIN Vernier Drive Drum Dials. new. 7/• each
modern design and amazing e'ficiency lias
single drum dials, IIOW. 3/6 each; or camel. ,
with 0.0005 eondensers, 13j- and 6/6 each respectively!
all the advantages of a permanent radio
—Copp lis, th.rage, Sylva Court, Putney Heath.
[570s
installation and can be carried from room
13.ARMEKO Mains Transformer, 170+ 170 , 50 tmet
to room or used as an outdoor portable.
.
1
5v. L.1'.. 1716; ClielaX inkling frame aerial, 16 /6
both new.—Lebbon, " Kepstorn," Heath Orwe. IT:11,i
A point of interest to the more
gate.
technical enthusiast is that the H.T.
consumption of this receiver is only
uuse,i. 17/6 each; Geriphonc g P l t7.1o
ew
. s
i
l
n
ig
othi
t
e
l
if
7 milliamps, and consequently
ennclenser, 10/-.—H. Sharp, Shortridge Lane, End[e
5r
7b
1
v
i
:!
Leicester.
[5698
saves the cost of continually renewing high tension batteries,
IBERTY Saper-het. Kit, with 3 oscillator coils (1;
lo 3.000 metres); £2/5. or nearest ofler.--Waits
A Station Chart and full in1. Elton Rd. (entrance Elendale), Tynt,ills
structions
are
supplied.
Bristol.[5691

Two.—We must see the material.
Making
J) OINT
offers for material we have not seen proves in-

adequate, indefinite and misleading.
It helps no
one and progres.ses nowhere.
Upon reflection, this is
obvious, as the value of an article greatly depends
on ils eninlition and preduction age.
The likelihood
of receivoig an inadequate offer for material sent to
ns can he determined by the fact that our rejected
offers are, and always have been. below 1X.

I

GRANTC Pirk-up. with Watmel pattern arm : 56
21 7
a few 100v. main transformers, 101-: Bell tran ,,
tonnera, 200-250v.
I,,,wcor H.F. split seeondanfi
roils, 200.550. and 1,0(30-2,000, 17'9 the pair, all new
a used Bee, speaker. in hog.. block pattern ease, 10:- ,
u ISOW 18111. y7ili.
oT, 10 -; seed by oppAilltIllellT.
Write to A.. 224, We.1 St., Walthametow, E 17. 15695

Stock,
ØLDgraphic
If ireless

kékt...""tes..

.

'
`•té

components, sets, chargers. etc.. pilot
goods to clear.—Box 244E, c/o T
World.
[57:

"DA rtf:Al NS —Colla.
transformers,
retinas,
lu
prier,. new or nearly new; National Portable. ne
Box 2451, c/o The Wireless World.
[57

£10.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advetisers, u.ill ensure prompt attention.

£6
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
Wire Ammeters. 0-1 amp.. 41-1 0-05 amp..
H OT
3.f.; 3-range instrinnents in oak case. 510. scale,
0.5 milliamps and 0-12-240 volts, 200 ohms per volt,
45/-; instrument repairs and alterations
of
every
description; any item 7 days approval against cash.
'-The Vida Electrical Co.. 47, high St., Battersea,
S.W.11. Established 1910.
Melers.-Milliamp. and milometers, re.
calibrated and shents provided, voltmeters fitted
ith resistances for higher ranges, send nieters for
estirnates.--Cheater Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, London.
E.8.
[5240

C

oppER Screening Boxes for Kilo-Mag Four, 27,6
each, cash with order; also copper screening
boxes of all sires made to order, prices nII application.
-Rigby and Woolienden, Sheet Metar Workers. Rochdale.
[5455

:
Dividers,
10,000, 15,000.
20,000.
POTENTIAL
25.000, and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;

Repairs.—Contd.

TI

wound.

CONDENSERS. 2 mid. 2;6: 4 mid., 4/6; guaran
.
teed; tested 500 voits.-Below.
CIIIOKES (L.F.).-Choke coils, excellent for smoothing, up to 20 milliamps. 2/-: special heavy duty
chokes for 100 and 200 milliamps at 8/6 and 18/- respectively; any article on approval against cash.Huggins, Radio Ingineer, Clacton-on-See.
[5030

MISCELLANEOUS.
Payments.-We supply,
EASY
components, accessories and

by easy payments,
sets, any make: 10Z
down. balance spread over 10 months-Send list. of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11. Oat.
Lane, London. E.C.2.
[0097
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's radio
kJ
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless
League;
old sets of every type repaired. rebuilt,
modernised; send set for immediate quotation.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.--New sets constructed
1
,7
with your components or parts supplied by us;
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in " The
Wireless World" circuits,
high grade
radio-gramophone apparatus, cte.; let it. Mean something to you
hat we
have satisfied rust/titters througlinut the
British Isles!
London service; experienced engineers
sent to all parts; portable sets demonstrated.-Tel.:
Tudor 5326.
Bailiwick Parade. 'Roswell Hill, London.
N.10.
[0262

M

ETCHS. Meters.-.Milliatnp, and ampmeters, recalibrated and shtints provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
atimatea.-Chester Bros., 244, Balaton Lane, London.
5.8.
[5290
Your
I Allan

f
Set is not just as it ought to be, send for
Martin, the radio doctor; moderate charges
with satistartien; sets rebuilt and modernised if de.ired; (heater London only.-82, leinehley Park. N.12.
[4959
NGINEERS.-Do you realise that at the last exam'.
nation 86X of our candidates passed at the first
tttempt
We alone guarantee No Pass, No Fee, Why
Amid you remain Ist the ranis' Investigate our service. Our handbook " Engineering Opportunities," consilts brilliant articles by Professor A. M. Low, shows
tow to pass AM ICE.,
A.N1.1.E.E.,
i.M.LA.E., C.
C., G.P.O., Matric., On., exams.,
ind outlines courses in all branches of Civil. Meehan:Eleotrical, Wireless and Motor Engineering. Send
or free copy to-day (state subject or examination).3ritisti Institute of Engineering Technology, 87, Shakepears House, 29-31, Oxford St., London, W.I.
[5465

E

A LEXANDER BLACK, the Wireless Doctor, is out
ut town until August 15th; all letters will be
arwarded and attended to.-2a, Woodville Grove, N.16.
[0277
(TOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
L
for Latest Type; see our advert. in column
•eceivers tor thille.-Seientific Development Co., 51.
'ishergate, Preston.
(0229

PATENT

AGENTS.

)ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.- Gee and Co. (II. T. P. (3ee. Member R.S.G.B.
ud A.M•I-ILE.), 5I-52. Cha ncery Lane, London.
'.0.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
(0001
REPAIRS.
ICOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doetors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
lumn.
(0263

months.

lwr.LvE
Guarantee Accompanies All Our
r Repairs; any make of L.P. transformer, head.
tones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
I hours; 4/- post free; clon't discard if burnt out;
rms to trade.-Transformer Ile-unir Co. (Dept. W.).
4, High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
1'0011
Advertisements for

" The

SITUATIONS

K

INGSTON-ON-T11
-Lond-sprekers.
phones.
trans(ormers,
repaired;
4/. pen free-Minter.
156, Cambridge Rd. 'Phone: Kingston 4665.
14832

REPAITtS
friction
Leeds

Returned Post Free, and to ensure retie
send remittance after approval of same.Rep& s,. /r[r,e,

y OCT)-SPEANE,ES, headphones, rewound to any resistaneo and renatgutdised, 31.; transformers rewound, 4/-; Blue
Ttiotrona, rind 4-pole twits,
4,6; work gnaranteeil.-Leods Wireless Repair Senior,
/
5, Boato u Place, Grim' Rd., Leeds.
(5666

Ç1TARANITED
Repaire ity Experts,
headphones, cone units, pick-ups.

lond.speakers.
any make or
type rewound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free.
4/-; LE. transformers and chokes rewound, from
4/- post free.-Howell, 42, Flatheringham Rd., Enfield.
Miadiesex.
[5701

13

WANTED.

DRAUGHTSMAN-ASSISTANT,
mechanical. structural, survey,

8
years,
civil,
acre calculations.
8 year, entertainment world, knowledge radio, worker,
desires restart. selling experience, City and Guilds College,
A.M.I.C.E.
(Section
Al
exam-Baler,
-6.
Pheasantry, Chelsea.
[5706
BOOKS,

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

S

TEP by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
theory ol electricity in relation to thc practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc..
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-todate practical application ;issued weekly. send 1/- p.o.
for first 4 weeks-Clifford Pressland, AMIES.. Eng.,
Dept. W.W., Hampton on.lehanics.
[0195

W

WANTED.

ET 11.T. Batteries are now a proved success'
write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining tree; mention paper.-Taylor. 57, Studley Rd.. Stockwell, Lon.
don.
[0077

WANTED. gears ior Fultogreph picture reeetter, or
vv tall dimensions for making sause.-Jackson, Fern
H OUSI., Blake Hall ltd., Ell.
[5621

MIREE.-Inventor's Guide on Patents.-T. A. A..
253 (WI, Gray's Inn Rd., Lerdon. W.0.1.
[4121

cach.--Below.

ENAL Dividers, heavy duty, wire
,P0T15,000
ohms, 7 tappings: 616.-Below.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IXTANTED. Anode converter, 6 or 12 volts input. 400
vv volts 100 mu. output, or exchange specified parts
Master Three Star, with robinet; no junk.-Sunderland,
89, Olcl Rd., 'Beckley, Manchester.
[5694
WANTED, mains transformer, 100 Inilliamps, burnt
11 nut or otherwis.e.-Ahhott, Joanville, Burden ltd.,
Moreton. Cheshire.
(5690
J{%T. Transformer, 220 volts input, about 400 out.
put; also large choke.-Spencer, Botniph's Corner.
Sevenoaka.
[5708
SON*8 Microtune Condenser, 4-electrode valve,
DY0.06
amp., 4-pin, preferably Aneloy.-BM/ZLME,
W.VA.

[5710

AGENCIES.
A GENTS Wanted, spare limo, wireless experience, to
demonstrate and Fell the world's bed and cheapest
3-vnlve ant-Stag-Radio, 112, Warstenc Lane, Birmingham.
[2667
IXTIRELESS Agencies Wanted by Piano and Gramo.
,V phone
Dealer.--Barris,
16,
Amhurat Parade,
'London, N.18.
[67 to
EXCHANGE.

YOITR
tor

Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
Latest TyPe; see our advert. in column
Receivers for sale.- Scientific Development Co.. 51.
Fishergate, Preston.
[0230

C

AMERA, quartes--plate, 4-speed shutter, f17.5, Pt‘r•
trait attachments, developing, printing, accessories,
for valves, condensers, ete.; sample photo, stamp.Frost, 54, Clerkenwe'l ltd., E.C.1.
[5733
T.¡XelfAXGE Mrrris-C.!owley 1924. lighting and start.
log, repainted, mechanically perfect, value £30,
for super short wave set, complete with batteries,
valves, coils, and cash; no junk wanted.-Box 2454.
c/o The Wireless World.
[5734
BUSINESSES
TO

BE

Factory
SMALL
stead Heath,

rind

lift..-'Plione:

&

PROPERTY

LET,

OR

FOR

SALE,

WANTED.

Premises to Let, eitnated on Romeclose tir Tube Station; Power, Het,
Owner, Hampstead 3287.
[5688

greLD-ESTADLISHE
Bosiness, with t good prospeels
11
and agencies, 1,ng base, good turnover, consPletely fitted with workshop. plant, demonstration
room, i
n excellent position, 8.W. district.-Box 2447,
c/o The Wire/e88 World.
[5727
SITUATIONS

VACANT.

W

.IRELESS
Operating
Appointments
Assured;
short qualifying course, day, evening; lees Payable after appointment for hoarding studerte; Morse
classea-Manager. Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
L
lois, N.7.
Archway 3694.
(5368

W

iRELESS Expert Wanted, with some capital, hy
piano and gramophone dealer, ato ruts wireless
department. -Harris, 16, Amhurst Parade, London,
N.16.
(5716
'WANTED, for presentation of talking films, 50
V f young loon of good appearance and high standard of education to superintend presenttition tel sound
films in cinema theatres; applicants it) ist have sound
technical knowledge of high power amplifiers, M.C.
speakers, converting plant, rectifiers, etc., be good
judges of tone anti able to correet faults in reproduction; knowledge of music and science tssential; give
full particulars of previous positiens, stating qualillea.
Bons and salary required; no amateurs need apply
J.F., Box 2452, c/o The Wireless Worst.
[5731

Wireless

y

OU would not use an axe to
wind a watch nor a pocket
compass and a School atlas
to pilot a ship in strange waters.
A pocket voltmeter is equally
inadequate for Radio Research
experiments.
You want an
"ELECTRADIX" Radio Tester
to get exact results.
The

DIX-ONEMETER
is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty. L.C.C.,
G.P.O., and the 'Varsities.
Price "DIX-ONEMETER,"
in case, reading 40 micmamps.
per div., with 5 Multipliers.
£4

10s.

Send Stamped Addressed Enveope for large sale list
ELECTRADIX

RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames Street, London, B.C.4.
Telephones City 0111.

BARGAINS
not
to
be missed.
The following Cabinets are the finest Bar.
gains Ever Offered, all of which are genuine
Burndept Manufacture and you know Burndept Quality. These Cabinets are either
slightly soiled or scratched, and are worth
at least £3 each,
Burndept S
d Portable Cabinets, in
Imitation
Crocodile
leather.
16;6 ; ditto,
B
m ernde
eenp
et
.25
Pr
O .table Five Oak Cabinets, with
fret iront for loud speaker, 16:6 ; or complete
with aerial frame and battery compartments. 18/6 ;
ditto, in perfect condition, unscratehed. 26;-.
Burndept
Ethodyne
Solid
Mahogany
Cabinets, with raised panel front, double doors,
takes 23 in. X 10 in. panels. A beautiful piece
of furniture, worth at least IL our price, 25/- ;
ditto, in perfect condition. unseratched, 35 ,-.
Burndept Screened Four Solid Mahogany
Cabinets, take 16 in. X 10 in. panel, 18 6.
Burndept Battery Eliminator Oak Cabinets%
inside measurements, 14 in. x 81 x 71 deep,
with hinged lid. 61,
Burndept Mahogeny Cabinets (American type).
takes Ill in. X Sk in. panel. 10',
Burndept Variable Condensers totally enclnsed, '001, 2;11. These condensers can easily
be altered to other capacities by removing vases.
Marconiphone Logarithmic Variable Condensers .0005 only. List price 18!6, our price 716.
Marconiphone Low Loss Variable Condensers, '0005 and '00025 4 II each. Carriage extra.
HUGHES & SONS, 149, Chepstow Road,
Newport, Mon.

World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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EXACT

era: Works,

MANUFACTURING
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Place,

COVENTRY

Double the :de of your cells!
Avoid being ;e t
down by a run-out accumulator. Sin Dien tell
y
wohl
i
e
n
thie
tn
exea
d
eleretneao
re
t
i
yer
. biattitetrdyroapndthLarina nod
leave them to it.
li- per carton from most dealers
tr or BS post free

CO.

FIDDIAN BAMEat

POI.201.
POINTS

TANNOY
Ni

A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS Jr
bided I-1.T. and L.T. Units frhin £5 12 6
CompOnellt8 for H.T. Units from £2 7 6
Components for L.T. Units learn £1 18 0
Complete KT. and L.T. Units also

ONDERFUL
PURITY
a- MODEL

A.
Assembled,

-\

1‘--JC)111

S

With Oak Calneri
'l.2
7
4
2-.0
extra.
Whit Idahoan's,.
Cabioet 51-7-6 extra.
Rome Conztructor Iall 84-7-d.
BRITANNIA REPRODUCERS Ltd
Fondant Road, SHEFFIELD.
e

p

axouN

e
"
ANELS AND FORMERS FOR

erfct insulation & better appearance
PANELS: Mahogany, Natural Brown, or Black finish.
thick, Id. per sq. inch. IV thick, ci. per sq. inca.
COIL FORMERS: Prices on application.
"EMPIRE" VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all
diameters.
Distributors:
VVRIGHT & 1/VeAIRE LT O. ,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
'Phone ear: Tufeenham 3847 di 3845.
Sole Manufacturers:
•THE
MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTD.,
Empire Works, Blackhorse Lane, VValthamstow, E.17.

available.
-

..... far Pntetl......

TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING Co.,
Dalton St., West Norwood. London. S.E•27
.t'entlene. 67g I.

:YaektiAgleorld

Thi

"RAYTRAK'

•

PICK-UP

:

ancl

e
.

CARRIER.

e•
e•

liolor Boatil‘g jourml

:The Leading British Yachting Journal
ee

"Describes atrue radius from the centre to the
circumference" (vide "Wifeless World").
Adaptable to all pick-ups.

"THE YACHTING WORLD"

a:*

Co.,

Ltd.

:
"
e.,*ILIFFE &
.re •

deals

with

and tonnages,
whether on the sea or inland waters.
Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attractive and interesting manner.
yachts and boats

Fell particulars on aeldicaton to the Makers :—

Hands Electric
Barwick Siren, Birmingham.

Sutton

r

Phosphor bronze ball bearings
make Polar Condensers absolutely
silent in working', and smooth and
firm in operation.
Write freer the Polar Paula... (urn.
11111NOROVE & ROGERS LTD.,
188-189, STRAND, London, W.C.2

Amateur Wireless "
se Cabinets for same. Bluespot, Triotmn
W.B. Units.
Factors and Trade ene nines onto.
blanufacittrer, PERSEUS RADIO NM. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON-TREN".

egr

Dever

Raditlle Co.. Ltd.
ILL, Ltd.
Robinson de Hands F./eerie Co., Ltd.

No turf h,.,

Moving Coil Results
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM

Robinson

SAGS
2
IL

Ltd.

EXACT to TUNERS

Ezugzeo

EFFICIENCY

2
14

Peer's,
Playera

4.
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SUPERIOR

POWER
TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES

ear

WIRELESS

ALTERNATING
CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, including:
I, Volts op to 7 amps
9 Volts up to 7 amps.

12
14
20
200

Volts
Volts
1, olts
Volts
230 Volts

7 amps.
7 amps.
7 amps.
250 M.A.
250 M.A.
250 Voits uo to 250 M.A.

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKES
20 acacia. 100 M.A.
60
100 M.A.

Price

Man. 700 M.A.
150 01.A.

35/-

Price

Each

up
up
up
up
up

lo
to
to
to
to

35 /_ Each

Also from 15/.-

Also Irom 15/-

In view of the alteration in the wavelengths of British Stations it will be
found very necessary to have an efficient
Wavetrap for separating the stations.

When enquiring pieuse 'date voltage and
frequency si supply.
For higher voltage outputs. with Multi
Low Tension Windings. prices on applica-

tion, stating c,act outputs required.

Obtainable from sour retailer or
from the makers.

William Bayliss Ltd.
Sheepcote Street,
BIRMINGHAM.
TO

Makers al3o of Bra:, and Conner Tubes
and Wire.
Bout:rotors to British and
Colonial Governments. Railways, etc.

AERIAL

TIER,INAL OF SET
AERIAL
LEAD IN Wig.

OPERATORS
KNOB

The Lewcos Wavetrap
Be sure of efficiency over all wavebands--use Lewcos
Wavetraps, which are available in the following ranges
Wavolongth Rang.,
In Metros

Rel. No.

WT4
WT5

235--400
850 --650
1,000-8,500
1.600-2,000

WT15
WT2O

Price
Each

13/6

Leaflet R39 giving full instructions sent on application

THE

NEW

- WHITE

1930

"POPULAR"

SPOT"

MODEL

3/6

"'JCM S

CONE CHASSIS

is fitted with a fabric suspended Cone
which
results
in
greatly
improved
reproduction These new type diaphragms
can be obtained to fit any "Popular -model
"WHITE SPOT " CHASSIS,from any
Dealer

PRICE

t

Each.

WOLVERHAMPTON D1ECASTING CO.,
Great Hampton Street, WOLVERHAMPTON.

9,1
(;°''' aveltele Yd. ,

e.e

le'ac'ese
%Ate'
f„.c.. 1

Got

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS LIMITED
Church

Road,

Tessa , Counler and Cable

Leyton,
'isles. 7, Playhour

London,

E.10.

lard, acid ,. Lane, E.C.I.

••••

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accept, d porn firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ONE

Valve

to do the work of TWO!
Nneed to put up with distortion

o need to force your set! No

that with it you may even be able to
dispense with one L.F. stage — an

in order to get volume! A Marconi
Pentode valve in the last stage of
L.F. amplification will give you all
the volume you want without any

at very low temperatures, and a
method of achieving an extra high

obvious economy in the cost of making
and running your set.

degree of vacuum in the bulb. These
features ensure for every Marconi
valve great efficiency over avery long
working life.

Built for long service

The high efficiency of the Pentode
sacrifice of definition or purity.
has not been achieved at the cost of
Three separate grids give the long life and dependability. It is made
Marconi Pentode such remarkable
by Marconi craftsmen who are repowers of amplification and output .
sponsible for thevalvesand equipment
used in the principal broadcasting

Almost any set employing apower
valve would be improved by substituting a Marconi Pentode. Any
dealer will show you how simply the
change can be made.

and transmitting stationsof the world,
where reliability is essential.

Write for booklet giving particulars
of all types of Marconi valves. The

Marconi engineers, too, have developed aspecial, tough-coated filament that emits electrons strongly

Marconiphone Company Limited,
210-212 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W. 1.

SPECIFICATION
TYPE PT 240
FILAMENT VOLTS

..

2.0

FILAMENT CURRENT
ANODE VOLTS .

•. 150 max.

SCREEN GRID VOLTS
*AMPLIFICATION
*IMPEDANCE

..

*NORMAL SLOPE.
Three grids The control grid (the innermost) is connected to the ordinary grid
pin: the middle or screen grid is connected
to the terminal seen on the side of the cap:
and the third grid is connected internally
to the filament.

PRICE

max.

0.4 amps.

..

FACTOR
••

••

.•

••

••

x50 max.
••

90

.•

55,000 ohms.

••

1.65 Ma/v.

se-

*At Anode volts moo, Screen Grid volts zoo, Grid volts o

M ARCONI Pentode VALVES
Pouted for the Publishers, ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by Tbe Cornwall Press I.td., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, S.E.4.
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